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Abstract  

 

There are very large amounts of rigorous reading research which have built knowledge on reading-accuracy 

development and difficulties, and effective reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers. There is thus 

extensive accumulated knowledge on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction which has 

been available for many years. 

Despite its availability, this knowledge is not incorporated in current Australian reading instruction, 

approximately 30% of Australian readers experience reading difficulties, and there is continuing 

divisiveness amongst Australian reading professionals on reading development, difficulties and instruction.  

This study used the pragmatic paradigm, and was a multiphase longitudinal study using many features of 

grounded theory. It used critical analysis of the reading research literature to seek appropriate directions to 

take in order to develop effective Australian classroom reading instruction which would result in at-risk 

readers successfully mastering reading-accuracy.  

The study contributes new knowledge in the following areas: 

1. The impacts of English orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy development. 

2. Cognitive load aspects of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

3. A model of Core Literacy instruction, supporting building of optimal reading-accuracy instruction 

matched to individual children’s instructional needs.  

4. Appraisal of current Australian instructional supports of reading-accuracy instruction. 

5. Application of organisational learning theory to Australian reading instruction. 

6. Positive directions for Australian governments, reading professionals, and education systems to 

move in, to achieve long-lasting effective solutions to current difficulties, and enable development 

of effective reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers. 
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Introduction 
The most important skill in early reading is the ability to read single words completely, 

accurately and fluently. 

(Moats, 2000 p.8) 

 

The study:  Seeking ways to improve reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk  

                   readers, using literature review and critical analysis. 

 

0.1 The research journey 
There is a plethora of research, built over many decades, on the bases, processes, and best practices of 

reading-accuracy development, reading difficulties and instruction. There is strong consensus among 

reading scientists on the important principles on this area, and these principles are not overly complex.  The 

established nature of much of the data used in the study is evidenced in the writings of many researchers, 

including O'Shaughnessy & Swanson’s (2000, p.257) succinct summation: 

It is now widely accepted that the primary cause of reading disability for a majority of 

children lies in phonological processing inefficiencies that interfere with the development of 

phonological skills, such as phoneme segmentation, verbal memory, and name retrieval (e.g., 

Adams, 1990; Liberman, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1989; Siegel, 1993; Stanovich, 1988; 

Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1994; Vellutino, 1979; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). 

Moreover, this has been shown to be true for children whose poor reading is discrepant from 

their IQ and for children whose poor reading is consistent with their IQ (e.g., Fletcher et al., 

1994; Manis, Custodio, & Szeszulski, 1993; Stanovich & Siegel, 1994)….  

Children at risk for reading failure, whether or not they have identifiable learning 

disabilities, have difficulty understanding and applying the "alphabet principle"-the concept 

that the sounds of speech map onto the letters of the alphabet (Adams, 1990; Lovett, Warren-

Chaplin, Ransby, & Borden, 1990; Stanovich & Siegel,1994; Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 

1994). Knowledge of the alphabet principle, in turn, enables a child to develop word 

recognition, reading fluency, and reading comprehension skills. Moreover, children who 

master early reading skills find reading less time consuming and more enjoyable than poor 

readers (Chalk 1983; Stanovich, 1986). As a consequence, children who are better readers 

tend to read more, and through their experiences with written language, continue to improve 

their reading skills (Adams, 1990; Brown, Palinscar, & Purcell, 1986; Nagy, Anderson, & 

Herman, 1987). At the same time, children who are poor readers usually continue to fall 

behind in reading (Juel, 1988; Stanovich 1986), which negatively affects their academic 

achievement in other areas, as well as their self esteem and motivation to learn (Torgesen, 

1977)….  

Acquisition of fluent, context-free word identification skills has been shown to be the major 

stumbling block for most elementary age children, and many older children, with reading 

disabilities (e.g., Stanovich, 1986, 1988; Vellutino, 1979, 1987). 
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Many of the studies establishing current knowledge were conducted in the 1970s and 1980s, as evidenced in 

the articles cited above. While internationally, there is continued intense research elucidating the specifics 

of these areas, the important basics of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction have been 

known for a long time.  

There is however a dimension of reading-accuracy instruction existing over this same time period which has 

received far less research attention than it deserves, perhaps due to its being a sociocultural issue rather than 

a reading-accuracy issue per se. This dimension is the ongoing intransigent Australia rejection of rigorously 

established reading-accuracy research findings such as those discussed above (V. Anderson et al., 2004; 

Commonwealth Literacy Policies for Australian Schools, 1998; de Lemos, 2002; Education Queensland, 

2000; Hempenstall, 1996; House of Representatives' Standing Committee on Employment Education and 

Training, 1992; Moats, 2000). Instructional supports are those factors which empower teachers to provide 

the instruction students learn from. Instructional supports include preservice training, systemic curricula and 

syllabi, professional texts, professional associations, and inservice emphases. As a result of this ongoing 

rejection of reading-accuracy research findings, for at least the past quarter century, there has been a 

mismatch between research-based principles of instruction, and the instruction students have been receiving.  

Ongoing debates which have raged nationally and internationally for many decades are termed the Reading 

Wars. They involve Whole Language and Skills Development factions with strong and conflicting views on 

reading-accuracy development and effective reading-accuracy instruction (de Lemos, 2002; Pressley, 

Allington, Wharton-McDonald, Collins Block, & Mandel Morrow, 2001; Stanovich & Stanovich, 1995). It 

is this divisiveness which impacts teacher instructional supports, such that they often reflect the priorities of 

one faction instead of pulling in a balanced way from all aspects of internationally authoritative research-

based evidence. 

Australian reading-accuracy instruction has been strongly Whole Language based from the 1970s to the 

current time (de Lemos, 2002; Hempenstall, 1996; House of Representatives' Standing Committee on 

Employment Education and Training, 1992). Reading-accuracy is largely ignored and instructional 

emphases are overwhelmingly focused on reading comprehension. A key aspect of Australian rejection of 

principles of research-based reading-accuracy instruction is strong continuance of three incorrect, 

interacting notions: 

1. That reading comprehension is the basis of reading-accuracy development. 

2. That reading-accuracy of unfamiliar words is supported through use of three cueing systems, 

semantic cues and syntactic cues, which are students’ primary supports, and graphophonic cues, 

which are secondary supports used only if necessary.  

3. That reading-accuracy instruction using decontextualised words and word parts is highly 

inappropriate for all readers including at-risk readers.  

The intransigence and strong passion of the Reading Wars, both in Australia and internationally, have meant 

that simple solutions, such as presenting replicated research evidence, have not brought resolution. 

Changing Australian reading-accuracy instruction is thus a highly complex challenge. This doctoral study 

has been a pragmatic search for ways forward to meet this challenge and improve reading-accuracy 

instruction. The search was framed by my background and awareness of Australian reading-accuracy 

instruction, and was primarily a search for answers to two questions:  

1. With so much research-based evidence emphasising the importance of reading-accuracy, and 

reading-accuracy instruction using systematic skill building, why do current Australian reading-

accuracy instructional supports not include these emphases? 

2. Why do at-risk readers benefit so greatly from highly intense, carefully scaffolded, explicit skills 

development involving decontextualised words and word parts, while the majority of healthy-

progress readers seem to need little of this intensity? 
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While the journey took many predicable directions, it also involved several unexpected twists. Predictable 

learning took place in my acquiring deep knowledge on the cognitive processing of at-risk readers and 

principles of effective reading-accuracy instruction. One unexpected twist was in these principles of 

effective reading-accuracy instruction being found to be still far too underdeveloped in major ways to be 

powerfully useful in guiding school-level instruction, such that significant amounts of research are still 

needed to elucidate the specifics of effective instruction at school level. Another unexpected twist in the 

journey opened up an important area which seems to have been almost completely overlooked by 

researchers of English-speaking readers, and confronts many common assumptions about reading-accuracy 

development and instruction. This area is English orthographic complexity - written English having myriad 

spelling patterns. It has major impacts on reading-accuracy development in at-risk readers, so much so that 

reading-accuracy difficulties are quite probably a phenomenon restricted to readers of English, being 

virtually nonexistent in at least 10 European countries with very simple orthographies.  

Theorising on these diverse areas during my research journey has resulted in theory-building in many areas, 

including 

1. The nature of phonological recoding. 

2. Orthographic complexity and national orthographic advantage.  

3. Individualising instruction: A model for teachers to use in developing effective reading-accuracy 

instruction matched to children’s instructional needs. 

4. Reasons for and ways forward to resolve Australian Reading Wars.   

5. Future research needs: Research likely to be valuable in supporting development of optimal reading-

accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk readers. 

 

0.2 Analogies for the journey 
The vast amount of research literature available in this study created risks for overlooking major areas, and 

spending too much time exploring minor areas. This was avoided where possible, largely through ongoing 

consideration of two quite powerful analogies which guided the strong pragmatic focus of my research and 

the writing of this thesis.  

 

0.2.1 Thinking on the big ideas 
In a useful object lesson, a teacher provides a bucket and pile of large rocks and asks the class to pack the 

bucket with rocks. When this is done, the teacher asks if any more could possibly be fitted in, and the 

students say this is impossible. Providing a bucket of pebbles, the teacher shows this is not the case, as the 

pebbles trickle down comfortably into the spaces between the rocks. Can more be fitted in? Most definitely. 

The bucket is filled next with gravel, then with fine sand, and then, when nothing else can possibly fit in, 

with water. Any more? A large quantity of salt is then added. 

While this object lesson has valuable implications on the different grainsizes involved in any issue, the 

lesson I have taken is on the importance of ‘big ideas’: 

1. The big rocks must be put in first, and can’t be put in later without causing chaos.  

The lesson guiding my study:  

a. The big ideas, both in reading instruction and my study, are very important. 
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b. Thinking on the big ideas makes for smoother management of subsequent fine grained work; 

overemphasis on fine-grain work without the big ideas being first established can create 

major inefficiency. 

2. The big rocks must be the right ones, as it is equally chaotic trying to change the big rocks once the 

fine-grained work is done. 

The lesson guiding my study: Sometimes huge amounts of work can be done on big ideas that aren’t 

valid, creating major misuse of time and effort. In both reading instruction and my study, it is 

important to establish the worth and validity of the big ideas responsible for current actions. 

3. Digging in the small rocks sometimes makes the big rocks visible. 

The lesson guiding my study: Many big ideas are tacit and thus often not reflected on. Examining 

fine-grain issues from a perspective of their being big ideas underlying them, is useful in making big 

ideas explicit. 

 

0.2.2 Human blindness to big ideas 
Franklin’s 1845 English expedition to find the then elusive North-West passage offers much wisdom for 

today (Berton, 1995; Dillard, 1982). Franklin, a former governor of Tasmania, led two ships and 138 men 

on an expedition funded by England’s Royal Geographical Society. These men were certainly not 

unintelligent, and were representative of England’s finest men, yet the mistakes made by the expedition 

were catastrophic, and, with hindsight, ridiculous to the point of being absurd. Perhaps reflecting enormous 

arrogance and misplaced confidence in being ‘destined for success,’ the group took no winter uniforms or 

resources for Arctic conditions, and less than one month’s supply of coal. They instead focused on things 

their culture deemed essentials for the life of English gentlemen, taking with them monogrammed cutlery, 

servants, and a library of 2900 books. The expedition was launched with pomp and ceremony, and no hint 

of lack of confidence in its likely success. Not surprisingly, it was spectacularly unsuccessful, partly through 

bad luck (their canned food gave them lead poisoning), and overwhelmingly through bad management. 

They were simply unable to see the seemingly-obvious reality of their situation, probably because they were 

blinded by their cultural norms.  

Such lack of critical-cultural awareness is evident in other areas, such as racism and slavery, now viewed as 

abhorrent in countries which once saw them as the natural order of things - were we there at the time, we 

would doubtless have called for the saving of Barrabas, and the crucifixion of Jesus. While we could reflect 

just superficially on why the people of the past could possibly have been so foolish as to see such things as 

normal, the big idea and lesson from Franklin’s expedition is that we are doubtless as fallible as they were 

and equally likely to make colossal mistakes, such that future generations may again scratch their heads and 

wonder at our foolishness. Our culture can blind us, and no doubt does, in many and diverse ways. 

Hindsight offers a form of wisdom not available at the moment of error; real wisdom lies in discerning 

flaws at the time of their occurrence. The expedition stands as an example to all researchers and other 

explorers to question the big and small ideas we accept as the status quo, to scrutinise them closely using 

different lenses and viewpoints, and thus establish whether they have timeless worth or are merely cultural 

whims which will not last. 

 This study has been guided in a strong way by these analogies. The research has been a search for big ideas 

on reading development and reading-accuracy instruction, using cycles of rigorous questioning of absolutes 

and evidence, in order to seek out those big ideas likely to be of timeless worth in building knowledge of 

reading-accuracy development and instruction for at-risk readers. 
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0.3  Outline of the thesis 
Content of the individual chapters of the thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 1, The research methodology, explains the research design of the study. 

Chapter 2, The importance of reading-accuracy, establishes reading-accuracy as a vital core skill of literacy 

and academic progress and reading-accuracy instruction as an important issue, highly worthy of 

investigation, due to high levels of Australians experiencing reading, academic and life-achievement 

difficulties likely to stem from reading-accuracy weakness. 

Chapter 3, English orthographic complexity, explores dimensions of English orthographic complexity and 

its impacts on reading-accuracy development, particularly in at-risk readers. It establishes development of 

reading-accuracy of English-text as a highly complex skill characterised by extremely high cognitive load. 

Chapter 4, Student factors, explores environmental and constitutional aspects of reading difficulties. It 

proposes that students’ levels of central literacy processing skills (including phonological awareness, 

phonemic awareness, working memory, long-term memory, and metacognition) are a key factor 

differentiating at-risk readers from normal-progress readers, and concludes with a theory of Central 

Literacy Processing Skills developed in the study. 

Chapter 5, Models of reading-accuracy development and instruction, explores different models of reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction and the understandings they offer on reading-accuracy 

development and instruction. It includes a new conceptualisation of phonological recoding developed in the 

study.   

Chapter 6, Reading-accuracy instruction factors, explores current principles of optimal reading-accuracy 

instruction, instructor factors, and aspects of Australian reading-accuracy instruction. It includes a model of 

Core Literacy instruction developed in the study. 

Chapter 7, Australian instructional supports, explores Australian issues impacting the development of 

optimal classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in Australia. 

Chapter 8, The way forward, concludes the thesis, discussing the considered directions to take in working 

towards building optimal reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers. 

Each chapter of the thesis will conclude with a section entitled Implications for Australian reading 

instruction. This section will contain a summary of the chapter and its implications for seeking directions 

towards improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in Australia. Following this 

discussion, key principles derived from the study are listed as Big Ideas of the study. The Big Ideas from 

each chapter are integrated over the thesis and in the concluding chapter, The way forward. 

 

0.4 Pragmatic processes of the study 
A strong pragmatic focus on seeking ways to improve reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk 

readers has been maintained throughout the study and in the writing of this thesis. While many areas of 

discussion have been investigated in depth, there are others whose investigation has been relatively 

superficial. This will be noted in the thesis and explanation given. It will usually be for one of two reasons: 

1. It is felt that the area has been investigated in sufficient depth for the pragmatic purposes of the 

study. 

2. The area has been flagged as important and requiring future investigation. 

The data sources of this study are predominantly research literature. My personal experiences are 

occasionally used as data, in instances where appropriate research literature has been sought but not found, 
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and my practical experience has seemed valid, worthy of discussion, and highly relevant to the theorising 

taking place. It is felt that including this data source is highly in keeping with the pragmatic focus of the 

study.  

My background is also relevant to the study, as I have not been an impartial theorist, and it has been 

necessary to control for researcher bias. I am  

1. A teacher of students and teachers, and a practitioner who loves theory rather than a theorist per se.  

2. A speech pathologist trained in the era of Skills Development (graduated 1975). 

3. A teacher trained in the era of Whole Language (graduated 1978). 

4. A mother observing the great power of Whole Language and limited skills development in the 

developing literacy of her own four children and their peers. 

5. A clinician working for over 20 years with students, adolescents and adults with literacy difficulties, 

and observing the power of intense systematic literacy skill development in addition to Whole 

Language literacy programming in the more than 700 students with learning disability with whom I 

have worked. 

6. In recent years, president of my local Australian Literacy Educators Association (ALEA) group, and 

on national council of Learning Difficulties Australia (LDA). 

7. An author of books, articles and games resourcing teachers and parents of students with reading-

accuracy difficulties. 

8. A Master of Education then doctoral student and researcher with the luxury of being able to read 

widely in the literacy area. 

A major background factor impacting this study is my being a keen external observer of changes in 

systemic initiatives supporting teachers in reading instruction over the decades, and thus having developed 

strong interest in, and frustration about, Australia’s Reading Wars. I came to this study feeling strongly that  

1. Reading Wars impacts are strongly evident in current Australian reading-accuracy instruction 

building overwhelmingly from Whole Language tenets, and not including research-based emphases 

and reading-accuracy instruction using systematic skill building of phonological recoding.   

2. Reading Wars divisions are often stronger at academic (university, professional association, and 

policy development) levels rather than at the classroom coalface, where many teachers see the need 

for balancing skills development and meaningful authentic activities (Pressley et al., 2001).  

3. Australian teachers, and thus their students, are innocent victims of Reading Wars fallout, through 

being provided with inappropriate reading-accuracy instructional supports, which consistently and 

emphatically emphasis Whole Language principles, such that it is very difficult for teachers to build 

knowledge on research-based principles of reading-accuracy instruction.  

4. Reading Wars issues are a massive waste of time and money, and divert research attention away 

from the pragmatic issue of ongoing widespread reading weakness in Australian at-risk readers. 

5. Whole Language and Skills Development paradigms have research, reading development and 

reading instruction realities and backgrounds quite countercorner to each other. 

a. The Whole Language faction prioritises qualitative research studying populations of students 

who succeed, and has a low opinion of quantitative research, and standardised assessments, 

and reading subskills.  

b. The Skills Development faction uses mainly quantitative research to study populations of 

students who do not succeed, prioritises building of skills and subskills, and has a relatively 
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low opinion of ethnographic studies, and people who reject standardised tests and 

quantitative research findings.  

6. While both sides are right in many ways, they unfortunately come together infrequently, and then 

usually with such strong levels of passion that ideology becomes a barrier between them, preventing 

careful academic consideration of commonalities.  

7. With my background and strong respect of both Skills Development reading scientists and Whole 

Language mainstream reading academics, I may be able to be and would like to be a bridge builder, 

providing platforms for Australian reading professionals to develop mutual respect and 

commonalities. 

8. It is often very hard for those who learned to read easily to understand that, for many students, 

mastery of reading-accuracy is an extremely difficult task. 

Additionally and importantly, because of a minor head injury sustained in 1993, I am a real-life ‘expert’ in 

working memory. Before that time I knew the working memory needs of people with learning disability 

only vaguely and theoretically: I now live those needs. My Master of Education studies focused on 

information processing in reading development and learning disability. Whereas at a professional level, 

these studies were to increase my expertise for work with at-risk readers, they also very much empowered 

me personally. I know the reality of working memory weakness making for ineffective long-term memory 

storage and retrieval, the powerful effects of stress and confidence on working memory capacity, the key 

role of automising high-load subskills of literacy tasks, and the power of metacognitive management of 

long-term memory making. I also experience the phonological interactiveness of my cognitive processing 

weakness, having weakness in sound discrimination, auditory processing, short-term and working memory 

processing, making effective long-term memories, and visual processing. I have found my practical 

difficulties highly similar to those of at-risk readers, and am extremely interested in the interactiveness of 

cognitive processing skills in weak readers.  

A final source of personal-experience data is information gained from a research tour which I engaged in 

with Associate Professor Bruce Knight (Dean of Research at Central Queensland University) during 

January and February 2005. We spent time with international researchers discussing findings and directions 

of their recent and current research, and developing networks and research designs for collaborative 

research studies we are conducting with some of those researchers from 2005 (See Table 0.1).  

 

Table 0.1  Research sites, researchers, and research topics of the research trip (Jan-Feb 2005) 

University Chief researchers Areas explored 

University of Oregon, USA Roland Good  

Ruth Kaminski 

Federal Reading First initiative. 

DIBELS assessments. 

School observations. 

University of Jyvasklya, 

Finland 

Heikki Lyytinen 

Jane Erskine 

Mikko Aro 

PISA researchers  

Jyvaskyla Longitudinal Dyslexia Study. 

COST-A8 crosslinguistic studies. 

OECD-PISA studies, 2000 and 2003. 

School observations. 

University of Parma, Italy Guiseppe Cossu Research on reading-accuracy of children with severe 

intellectual difficulties. 

School observations. 

University of Essex, 

Colchester 

Richard Hanley 

Maureen Hanley 

Reading development in English & Welsh readers. 

School observations in Essex & Wales. 

University of Dundee, Philip Seymour COST A8 crosslinguistic studies. 
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Scotland Lynne Duncan School observations. 

University of Cambridge, 

UK 

Usha Goswami Crosslinguistic studies on phonemic awareness 

development. 

University of Oxford, UK Kate Nation Studies on reading-accuracy and language 

comprehension weakness in school populations. 

University of Bangor, 

Wales 

Lorenc Hoxhallari Crosslinguistic studies on phonemic awareness and 

reading-accuracy development. 

 

Because of the time by which funding was achieved, this study trip occurred just prior to submitting this 

thesis, i.e., after all other data gathering had ceased, and the thesis was in its final review stage. Findings 

from the trip are therefore not included in major ways in the thesis. Some knowledge gained from 

observation in schools and interviews with researchers, and not available from research literature, has been 

included, in areas where it is considered important to the discussion of the thesis. 

This thesis is my doctoral thesis for examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. It is also intended 

to use the thesis for two other purposes: 

A document submitted to Australia’s current National Literacy Review. 

A stimulus for reflection by participants of a planned constructivist research study, Seeking resolution of 

Reading Wars: Approaching consensus through respectful discussion, which is intended to take place in 

late 2005. 

It is considered that these additional purposes of the thesis were acceptable within the pragmatic focus of 

the study, particularly given the added deliberation they added to the writing of this thesis. 

 

0.5.   Terms used  
Terms used in this thesis include the following: 

1. Reading-accuracy: The reading (saying, aloud or subvocally, fluently or with conscious processing) 

of the spoken words which correspond to written single words, including familiar and unfamiliar, 

meaningful and nonmeaningful, and decontextualised and contextualised words. Reading-accuracy 

is separate to both reading comprehension and reading fluency, and is a major component of both. 

As developed in this thesis, reading-accuracy skill is considered equivalent to ‘phonological 

recoding,’ not in its commonly used sense of recoding of regular words, but in its broad sense of the 

recoding of a written word, through letter-sounds or word parts (whole word, syllables, rime, 

orthographic patterns), to the word’s spoken form. 

2. Contextualised words: Meaningful words in meaningful sentences and paragraphs and other 

meaningful contexts, e.g., the single word ‘Stop’ is contextualised when on an Australian ‘STOP’ 

traffic sign.  

3. Decontextualised words: Single words, whether real words or pseudowords, which are not in 

meaningful contexts, and thus must be read through phonological recoding.  

4. Reading difficulties: Significant weakness in reading comprehension when reading authentic texts. 

This may result from reading-accuracy difficulties, language comprehension difficulties, or a 

combination of both.  

5. Reading-accuracy difficulties: Difficulties in reading-accuracy. 

6. At-risk readers: All students at-risk of failure to develop effective reading skills during their school 

years, including young children prior to instruction and older children already showing delays. 
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7. Language difficulties: Significant weakness in expressive and/or receptive language skills. 

8. English-text: Text using English words written using standardised English spelling. 

9. English-text readers: Readers whose first language is English and who learn or have learned to read 

English-text. 

10. Kindergarten and preschool: A convention is adopted in this thesis, due to confusion as to whether 

the term ‘preschool child’ refers to a young child prior to commencement of any formal schooling or 

a child engaged in their first systemic, often play-based, year of early schooling (This grade level is 

called ‘Preschool’ in some states and ‘Kindergarten’ in others): 

a. The term ‘Kindergarten’ will be used as a generic term for children’s first formal year of 

schooling. 

b. The term ‘preschool’ will be used to refer to the years before children commence school 

attendance. 

11. Skills Development instruction: Reading-accuracy instruction which emphasises 

a. Reading-accuracy being a learned skill. 

b. Systematic development of phonological recoding skills using word parts, decontextualised 

words and contextualised words as a major aspect of reading instruction. 

c. Interactive models of reading-accuracy processing involving simultaneous interaction of top-

down processes, involving the readers’ knowledge of the content being read, and bottom-up 

processes, involving readers’ skill at reading familiar and unfamiliar words (Harm & 

Seidenberg, 1999; Harm & Seidenberg, 2004). 

d. Students’ primary strategy for reading unfamiliar words being phonological recoding 

(recoding the written word into word parts such as syllables and sounds, then blending those 

word parts together to form the spoken word). 

12. Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction: Reading-accuracy instruction that is built from 

Whole Language philosophies (Cambourne, 1988; Goodman, 1986), and emphasises 

a. Reading being a naturally acquired skill similar to speaking, and thus needing little explicit 

instruction. 

b. The importance of reading acquisition occurring from reading of meaningful texts, not 

decontextualised words and word parts. 

c. Top-down models of reading-accuracy processing, emphasising successful reading building 

from the readers’ knowledge of the content being read. 

d. Students’ primary strategy for reading unfamiliar words being contextual guessing (using 

syntactic and semantic cues of the word’s context to work out what the word is).  

13. The Reading Wars: Ongoing academic divisiveness between academics strongly aligned with Whole 

Language and Skills Development paradigms, such that instructional supports often reflect the 

priorities of the currently dominant paradigm, and are thus disputed by academics of the opposing 

faction. In order to avoid lengthy explanations each time discussion of reading academics is used, 

the academics of different groups are termed: 

a. ‘Mainstream reading academics,’ for reading academics of strongly Whole Language 

persuasion with respect to reading-accuracy instruction. The word ‘mainstream’ is used as 

Whole Language is currently the dominant paradigm, and the basis of instructional supports 
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at the majority of Australian schools (but not at the small minority of schools which focus 

strongly on reading-accuracy instruction built from authoritative reading science). 

b. ‘Reading scientists,’ for reading academics of strongly Skills Development persuasion. The 

word ‘scientist’ is used not to imply that ‘mainstream academics’ are never scientists, but 

simply because the majority of ‘reading scientists’ strongly value empirical research on 

reading-accuracy development and instruction.  

c. ‘Reading professionals,’ for the combined populations of mainstream reading academics and 

reading professionals. 

d. ‘Factions’ for ‘small dissentient groups within a larger one (The concise Oxford dictionary 

of current English, 1995),’ i.e., ‘mainstream reading academics’ and ‘reading scientists’ are 

two factions within ‘reading professionals’.  

14. Reading-science, a term of convenience for authoritative findings and principles developed by 

reading scientists using rigorous research designs and replicated studies. Again, this is a term of 

convenience, not meant to imply that mainstream academics are not scientific about reading, but 

because it links well with the term ‘reading scientists’ and saves wordy explanations. 

15. Instructional supports: The factors which empower teachers in their provision of the instruction from 

which students learn. They include individual teacher background factors, e.g., the teacher’s 

schooling when a child, and the previous teaching experience the teacher has had prior to the current 

time. In this thesis, the term commonly refers to those instructional supports which can be changed 

by policy developers. They include preservice training, systemic curricula and syllabi, professional 

texts, professional associations, and inservice emphases. 
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1  

The research 

methodology 
 

This chapter discusses the research methodology of this study,  

         Seeking ways to improve reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk readers,  

         using literature review and critical analysis.  

Sections of the chapter are as follows: 

1.1. THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 18 

1.2. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 19 

1.2.1. THE RESEARCH PARADIGM: PRAGMATISM 19 

1.3. THE RESEARCH METHOD: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS USING PRINCIPLES OF GROUNDED THEORY

 22 

1.4. DATA COLLECTION 23 

1.5. DATA ANALYSIS 24 

1.6. INTEGRITY OF THE RESEARCH 26 

1.6.1. THE ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER 26 

1.6.2. DELIMITATIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 26 

1.6.3. VALIDITY OF THE STUDY 27 

 

1.1 The research questions 
Focus Question: 

What directions towards developing improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in 

Australia are suggested from analysis of the research literature on reading-accuracy development and 

instruction? 

Second Order Questions: 

1. In what ways do the realities of the Whole Language and Skills Development factions differ? 

a. What are the likely mechanisms involved in these two populations of highly educated, 

experienced academics being able to look at the same information yet view it so differently? 

i. What changes in their realities are needed to achieve consensus? 

b. How well aligned with highly valid research findings are their realities? 
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i. Are there gaps in the evidence base underlying each group such that their knowledge 

base is incomplete in important ways? 

c. Are there inaccuracies in the evidence base underlying each group such that their knowledge 

base is in fact incorrect in important ways? 

d. What factors are likely to contribute to the building of an effective bridging reality in which 

consensus can be achieved between the groups? 

2. What principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers are suggested from 

critical analysis of the reading research literature? 

a. What factors are involved in at-risk readers mastering reading-accuracy? 

 

1.2 Research design and methodology 
The study is a theoretical analysis of current research literature on  

1. Reading-accuracy development. 

2. Reading-accuracy instruction. 

3. Australian reading-accuracy instruction.  

The study has used the pragmatic paradigm (Cresswell, 2003; Thomas, 2003), and is a multiphase 

longitudinal study using many features of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2000; Dey, 1999; Dick, 2000). Data 

for the study was developed from content analysis of the literature on reading-accuracy development and 

instruction (Hodder, 2000; Janesick, 2000).  

 

1.2.1 The research paradigm: Pragmatism 
The study evolved out of the initial literature review I began when I started my doctoral studies. The review 

was conducted using features of grounded theory methodology, as discussed below. My intention at that 

time was to use the literature review to support my intended investigation, which was likely to be either  

1. A participant-constructivist study of a school community working with me to improve reading-

accuracy achievement in at-risk readers. 

2. An analysis of reading-accuracy instructional supports for Queensland classroom teachers.  

I moved away from these intended studies because I found research-based principles of reading-accuracy 

instruction to be insufficiently developed for broad classroom application, and because my theoretical 

analysis of the literature was provided such very rich data. This data continued to provoke further questions 

likely to be answerable through further searching and analysis of the literature. Eventually, what was to be a 

preliminary literature review became the study itself (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 Stages of the study 
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The study did not fit well into traditional paradigms, e.g., although Denzin and Lincoln’s (2000) 

constructivist paradigm seemed appropriate in many ways, their assertion that constructivism was not 

commensurate with postpositivism meant this paradigm did not fit comfortably with the study’s strong 

valuing of empirical research. I therefore read widely on the diverse characteristics of different paradigms 

proposed by different researchers (Charmaz, 2000; Cresswell, 2003; Dey, 1999; Dick, 2000; Gubrium & 

Holstein, 2000; Janesick, 2000; Kincheloe & McLaren, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 2000; Schwandt, 2000; 

Silverman, 2000; Strauss & Corbin, 1998), seeking a paradigm that emphasised commensurability of 

qualitative and quantitative paradigms (see Table 1.1). The recently established Pragmatic Paradigm 

described by Cresswell (2003) and Thomas (2003), who advocate blended paradigms as an alternative 

option to qualitative or quantitative paradigms, ideally matched the characteristics of my study thus far. 

Pragmatism thus became the paradigm framing the research, and guiding further cycles of the study. 

Table 1.1  

The commensurability of diverse research paradigms discussed by different theorists 

Theorists Proposed categories of paradigms 

Lincoln & 

Guba (2000) 

Quantitative (Positivist, Postpositivist) paradigms deemed incommensurable with 

qualitative (Constructivist, Critical, Participatory) paradigms. 

Neuman 

(2000) 

Quantitative (Positivist) paradigm deemed incommensurable with qualitative 

(Interpretive, Critical) paradigms.  

Schulman 

(1986) 

‘In no sense are social science fields necessarily dominated by a single school of 

thought. Indeed, as Kuhn observed, what distinguishes the social from the natural 

sciences is this very absence of a single dominant paradigm (p.124).’ 

(Cresswell, 

2003) 

Quantitative (Postpositivist) and qualitative (Constructivist / Advocacy / 

Participatory) paradigms deemed commensurable and  

mixed method (Pragmatism) paradigms encouraged. 

Thomas 

(2003) 

Quantitative and qualitative paradigms deemed commensurable, and mixed 

method (Pragmatism) paradigms encouraged: 

‘The significant issue is not whether one method is overall superior to another but, 

rather, whether the method a researcher employs can yield convincing answers to 

the questions that the investigation is intended to settle’ (p.7). 

 

Important principles of pragmatism include 

1. Pragmatist researchers draw from both quantitative and qualitative assumptions. 

2. Pragmatic knowledge claims arise from actions, situations, and consequences not postpositivist, 

antecedent conditions.   

3. Pragmatism is concerned primarily with the research problem and finding solutions to it, rather than 

methods.  

4. Pragmatist researchers are able to use multiple methods, different worldviews, different 

assumptions, and different forms of data collection and analysis in single- and mixed-methods 

research.  

5. The researcher uses methods, techniques, and procedures best suited to the study’s needs and 

purposes, and justified in the research rationale. 

6. Pragmatism assumes research always occurs in social, historical, political, and other contexts, such 

that pragmatic research may include a postmodern turn, a theoretical lens reflective of social justice 

and political aims. 

                                                              (Cresswell, 2003, pp.11-12) 
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The pragmatic paradigm strongly supports my strong valuing of, and focus on, empirical research, and my 

equally strong desire to analyse sociocultural aspects of the Australian Reading Wars. Pragmatism’s 

emphasis on maintaining focus on finding practical solutions to the research problem (improving reading-

accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk readers) allowed me to explore the rather diverse arms of the 

study to a self-selected point of saturation for the study’s purposes. Most areas investigated in the study 

were not fully elucidated, but were instead investigated to the extent that they provided valid insights of a 

level which was sufficient for the purposes of the study’s developing theory. The paradigm similarly 

allowed flexibility in cases where adequate elucidation of an area couldn’t be reached due to the size of 

further investigation needed, making it appropriate to conclude investigation of that area by emphasising 

needs for further investigation of the area.  

 

1.3 The research method: Theoretical analysis using 
principles of grounded theory  

The data gathered in the study consists of research findings and implications gathered through content 

analysis of research literature on reading-accuracy development and instruction. The study uses theoretical 

analysis of longitudinally gathered data, using many features of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2000; 

Cresswell, 2003; Dey, 1999; Dick, 2000; Neuman, 2000; Silverman, 2000; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; 

Thomas, 2003). Grounded theory is currently a contentious area of research methodology, with Glaser and 

Strauss, the originators of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), now having strongly opposing views 

on what it constitutes (Babchuk, 1996; Glaser, 2002; Wilson & Hutchinson, 1996). Glaser (2002) views 

grounded theory as inherently flexible, with theory developing “naturally” from analysis, with the 

researcher not needing to apply detailed attention to process; Strauss’ version is more focused on precision 

and set procedures for coding and detailed description (Babchuk, 1996; Glaser, 2002; Strauss & Corbin, 

1998). This divergence has resulted in multiple forms of grounded theory, such that it is necessary to state 

which form is being used. This study uses principles of Glaser’s version of grounded theory (Charmaz, 

2000; Dey, 1999; Dick, 2000; Glaser, 2002; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Silverman, 2000b): 

1. Longitudinal emergent investigation supports the building of theory which is faithful to the evidence 

gathered i.e., the theory is grounded in the data. 

2. Repeated spiralling cycles of data gathering and theory building allow deep exploration of areas of 

investigation. 

3. Simultaneous data gathering and theorising allow researchers to be simultaneously systematic and 

creative. 

4. Ongoing theorising builds categories of concepts and theory. 

5. Data collection is guided by theoretical sampling: 

a. Sampling of researcher-selected aspects of researcher-selected areas. 

b. Specifics of each sampling decided by reflecting on developing theory. 

c. Sampling conducted to refine ideas, though seeking data likely to support, refute, and extend 

the developing theory. 

6. Significant flexibility is present in the choice of research methods, areas of investigation, 

fundamental assumptions, data gathering methods, paths chosen for intensive investigation and 

analytic emphases. 

7. Emergent theory is tested rigorously by later cycles of data gathering:  
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a. The developing theory must be sufficiently rigorous such that all new concepts easily fit. 

b. Validity is developed through triangulation of data and theory.  

8. Investigations are complete when categories reach saturation, i.e., when 

a. All newly located data fit easily into the established categories. 

b. Theory is developed to a logical cessation point.    

 

1.4 Data collection 
The primary data used in this study was the published findings and theorising of reputable reading 

researchers (over 2000 articles and books). A much smaller amount of secondary data used in the study is 

my personal experiences in reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction over the past three 

decades. This very subjective data is used in a tentative manner (suggesting possibilities rather than drawing 

strong conclusions), where relevant discussion was not found in the research literature, and the information 

was considered valuable in the developing theory of the study.  

The decision was made to do extensive reading in all areas of investigation. Guidelines for data collection 

included: 

1. Reading of a wide range of writings on each area of investigation with writings located through 

a. Keyword searches in internet bibliographic search programs (Ovid and Proquest). 

b. Backtracking from relevant books and articles: 

i. Reading of articles referenced in these articles. 

ii. Searching contents lists of journals frequently cited in these articles. 

iii. Locating articles from publications lists on the personal webpages of researchers 

frequently cited in these articles. 

2. Investigating each article read for content in four areas: 

a. Current knowledge and theory discussed and/or established in the article. 

b. Current instructional principles useful for improving Australian reading-accuracy instruction.  

c. Indicators for future research likely to improve Australian reading-accuracy instruction and 

the proportion of Australian children who successfully master reading-accuracy. 

d. Indicators of sociocultural factors relevant to Australian reading-accuracy instruction. 

3. Seeking studies with confirmatory and contrary evidence to those discussed in articles: 

a. Active seeking of further evidence to substantiate research findings. 

b. Active seeking of negative evidence of different types: 

i. Active seeking of Neuman’s (2000) forms of negative evidence - events that do not 

occur, events the population wants to hide, overlooked commonplace events, events 

of which the population is unaware, effects of researchers’ preconceived notions, 

unconscious nonreporting, conscious nonreporting, and limitation by omission. 

ii. Active seeking of flaws in methodology and/or logical reasoning. 

4. Using sources more likely to yield research-based evidence when building theory on reading-

accuracy development and optimal reading-accuracy instruction: 
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a. Primary sources wherever possible. 

b. Articles from peer reviewed journals. 

c. Seminal reviews using appropriate criteria for selection of studies included: 

i. Literature review investigations (Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & 

Wilkonson, 1985; Chall, 1967; de Lemos, 2002; National Research Council, 1998a; 

Simmons & Kameenui, 1998; Slavin, Karweit, & Madden, 1989). 

ii. Meta-analyses (Ehri, Nunes, Willows, & Valeska Schuster, 2001; Ehri, Stahl, & 

Willows, 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000; Swanson, Hoskyn, & Lee, 1999; 

Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 2000).  

iii. Books and government-commissioned reports written by reading researchers well 

established through their articles having frequently appeared in peer reviewed 

journals. 

iv. Relevant studies from earlier decades as well as those from recent years. 

5. Using findings and conclusions of studies only if the studies show strong indicators of good 

methodological integrity.  

Theorising to guide initial theoretical sampling (literature review) to start the study’s cycles of data 

gathering and theorising was developed from my knowledge base at the commencement of the study, which 

included  

1. A Master of Education literature review of research-based evidence on reading-accuracy 

development and at-risk readers’ instructional needs (Galletly, 1998). 

2. Ongoing work in the Australian reading-accuracy field, including 

a. Remediation of students with reading difficulties, working with individual students and their 

parents. 

b. Conducting professional development for Australian teachers on reading-accuracy 

development and instruction for at-risk readers. 

c. Awareness that current and recent Australian teacher supports of reading-accuracy 

instruction do not seem to incorporate research-based evidence on reading-accuracy 

development and instruction (Begg & Golding, 1999; Education Department of Western 

Australia, 1995, 1997a; Education Queensland, 2000; Education Victoria, 1999; P. W. Hill & 

Crevola, 1999; Queensland Department of Education, 1991; Queensland School Curriculum 

Council, 1998). 

 

1.5 Data analysis 
A range of data analysis techniques is used in the study. Content analysis (Neuman, 2000; Research 

methods resources on the WWW, 2004) is the initial data-analysis technique used. In content analysis, the 

presence, meanings and relationships of words and concepts are analysed, allowing inferences to be made 

about the text content, the writer, the intended audience, and the culture and time of which these are a part. 

While content analysis is often done quantitatively, with regard to specific terms and concepts used in texts 

(Research methods resources on the WWW, 2004), e.g., frequency of occurrence of characters with reading 

difficulties in children’s reading books, it is also considered appropriate to do qualitative content-analysis 

using presence vs. absence of specified themes (Neuman, 2000). In this study, qualitative content analysis 

using presence vs. absence of themes and description of content was used to build categories of findings 
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supporting building of theory on reading-accuracy development and instruction, and issues affecting 

Australian reading-accuracy instruction. 

Other techniques used in data-analysis and theory building include 

1. Semiotics (Chandler, 2003): 

Semiotics, the study of signs used in communication (words, images, sounds, gestures and objects), can 

be considered the study of the construction and maintenance of reality (Chandler, 2003). It allows reality 

to be considered not as objective, but as a subjective system constructed by speaker and listener, using 

signs which serve ideological functions. Exploration of the codes used by different groups allows 

exploration and analysis of conflicting realities, e.g., of Reading Wars groups.  

2. Historical-comparative research (Neuman, 2000):  

Historical-comparative research, social research focused on historical time and/or cross-cultural 

variation, allowed exploration of, and theorising about societal change, and factors supporting 

societal mores.  

3. The illustrative method (Neuman, 2000): 

Building models allows gathering and testing of evidence which fits or disputes the model.  

4. Successive approximation (Neuman, 2000): 

Repeated iterations or cycling through steps, moving toward a final analysis, supports the 

development of increasingly refined  theory from vague ideas and concrete data. I have used this 

technique in several ways: 

a. Summarising and resummarising texts read in the study:  

I wrote initial summaries of most books and articles which I read during early cycles of the 

study. Analysis of these summaries, combined with analytic rereading of the articles 

themselves, resulted in themed collections of summaries (category development).  

b. Analytic memo writing and concept mapping resulting in publishable articles: 

I used concept maps and themed collections of summaries and memos as a basis for writing 

papers for blind review on different aspects of theory built in the study (Galletly, 2002, 

2003c, 2004a, 2004c, submitted-a, submitted-b, submitted-c; Galletly & Knight, In press; 

Knight & Galletly, In press). The building of theory to a form likely to be accepted as valid 

in blind reviewing forced me to analyse areas deeply, and to pull together emergent themes 

into coherent wholes. 

5. Analytic comparison (Neuman, 2000): 

I refined my developing theory using Neuman’s (2000) ‘Method of Agreement’ (focusing on what is 

common across cases, and trying to locate a common outcome, using a process of elimination) and 

‘Method of Difference’ (locating cases similar in many respects but differing in crucial ways). I also 

strongly sought out positive cases (common causal features and outcomes) to check for consistency 

of findings and equally sought out negative cases (e.g., cases lacking the outcome and causal 

features) able to refute my developing theory.   
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1.6 Integrity of the research 
Integrity of the research was addressed through ongoing consideration of the role of the researcher in 

shaping the study, limitations and delimitations of the study, and constantly addressing validity in the study. 

1.6.1 The role of the researcher 
Researcher characteristics (previous experience, interests, beliefs and biases) are an active element in 

qualitative research (Fine, Weis, Weseen, & Wong, 2000), and knowledge is ‘not disinterested, apolitical, 

and exclusive of affective and embodied aspects of human experience, but is in some sense ideological, 

political, and permeated with values (Schwandt, 2000 p.198)’. In qualitative research, knowledge is not 

objectively discovered, but instead subjectively constructed, as researchers invent concepts, models and 

schemes to make sense of their experience (Schwandt, 2000).  

My historical and sociocultural dimensions are inextricably linked into the directions taken in this study. 

Because of my involvement in the study, protections against inappropriate effects of researcher bias were 

built into the study. These included 

1. Email queries and interviews with the authors of the research literature examined, discussing aspects 

of theory I was developing. 

2. Developing theory into papers submitted for blind review (Galletly, 2002, 2003c, 2004a, 2004c, 

submitted-a, submitted-b, submitted-c; Galletly & Knight, In press; Knight & Galletly, In press). 

3. Discussing papers and theorising with peers oriented to different perspectives, e.g., one paper was 

reviewed and discussed with both the then acting national president of ALEA, Grant Webb, and the 

then national president of LDA, Dr Wendy Scott. 

4. Maintaining constant awareness of needs to triangulate data and theory, thus sampling to seek both 

corroborative evidence to support the theory being built, and negative evidence such as exceptions 

able to dispute the theory being built. 

5. Writing the thesis for multiple audiences, who may have very different perspectives on reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. This caused me to reflect at length on the 

content, tone and opinions I was expressing, so that the work in the thesis was honest, of integrity, 

and defensible to these different audiences.  

6. Maintaining awareness of my motivations and awarenesses: 

a. Motivation to be known as a researcher and theorist of integrity. 

b. Motivation to present my theorising to academics of both Reading Wars persuasions for 

ongoing reflection. 

c. Awareness that in Australia’s current Reading Wars culture, my findings and theory may be 

strongly scrutinised and criticised, and will need to stand up to this level of examination. 

d. Awareness that poor and/or incorrect theories are almost inevitably found out. 

 

1.6.2 Delimitations and limitations of the study 
The major delimitation used to narrow the scope of my inquiry to a manageable size is its restricting the 

range of data sources to published literature. A second delimitation is the decision to not investigate all 

areas of the study to their full extent, but just to a sufficient level for the purposes of the study. 
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The major limitations of the inquiry include the time and work capacity constraints of the study, and the 

impossibility of removing researcher bias from the study. As discussed above, these delimitations and 

limitations are accommodated in multiple ways including my use of the pragmatic paradigm, active 

consideration of the role of the researcher and ongoing scrutinising for validity and authenticity. The 

international research trip, which was not intended to be a part of the study (repeated unsuccessful funding 

applications early in my doctoral studies made the trip a most unlikely outcome, such that its occurrence 

was not considered during most of my doctoral writing), greatly added to the rigour of the study: 

1. A great number of conclusions made in this thesis were able to be confirmed. 

2. Some conclusions were modified slightly, in occasional instances, where appropriate interpretation 

of research-intervention studies was found to not be present in student achievement at school and 

classroom level. 

Additionally, the aim of my study, worded as ‘seeking ways towards’, was not to definitively and 

categorically answer the questions relating to the research problem (improving Australian reading-accuracy 

development and instruction) but instead to develop theory as a basis for reflection by other Australian 

researchers. This aim of building theory to generate new questions, such that absolute results and 

conclusions were not a major aim of the study, is considered a major factor compensating for these 

delimitations and limitations, and making the study both manageable and valuable. 

 

1.6.3 Validity of the study 
In contrast to validity in quantitative studies, which is investigated and concisely framed before research 

commences, validity in qualitative studies is an ongoing research emphasis. Validity has been a constant 

focus of this study, with sampling and saturating intended to continue to a level which not only built data 

and theory, but also offered faithfulness to the theory being developed. My aim has been to build theory 

which is sufficiently rigorous to address Lincoln and Guba’s (2000 p.180) validity question:  

How do we know when we have specific social inquiries that are faithful enough to some 

human construction that we may feel safe in acting on them, or, more important, that 

members of the community in which the research is conducted may act on them? 

I used triangulation of data and theory to achieve rigour (Silverman, 2000a). My building of models as part 

of the research allowed ongoing testing of theory, as did the use of multiple cycles of data gathering and 

theorising. Whereas theory developed in early cycles of data gathering and theorising was allowed to be 

relatively naive, later cycles of data and theory building involved highly specific and deliberate seeking of 

data to corroborate and/or refute the developing theory. As previously discussed, the preparation of my 

developing theory into papers submitted for blind review, and discussing theory with peers holding different 

perspectives was also aimed at further strengthening the faithfulness of the theory developed in the study. 

Findings in the study tour I engaged in just prior to thesis submission further triangulated developing theory. 

The study is multifaceted, reflecting Richardson’s (1994, 1997) notion of crystallisation (Lincoln & Guba, 

2000, p181). With a crystal having many facets, crystallisation, without losing structure, provides us with 

deep, complex, yet frequently partial understandings of a topic. As data is gathered from exploring different 

facets, each with its own unique angle of viewing, new and valuable knowledge is gained. Qualitative 

research makes the world visible, and at the same time transforms it, turning it into a range of 

representations. In this study the crystal has revealed diverse rich facets of knowledge able to support the 

development of optimal Australian reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers.  
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2 

The importance of 

reading-accuracy 
We live in times vastly different to what have been, and no doubt vastly different to those that lie 

ahead. The implications for education are many. Ours is a Knowledge Society (Drucker, 1994), with 

strong demands for high levels of formal education, lifelong learning and alliance mindsets, and 

agility in acquisition and application of theoretical and analytical knowledge. Employment for 

unskilled workers is dwindling, while the number of Knowledge Worker jobs escalates further and 

further (Drucker, 1994). Changing employment is a reality for most people, and many, if not most, 

jobs of future years probably don’t even exist at present. It is an Age of Access (Rifkin, 2000), where 

students have access to more information from their home computer than their entire formal school 

curriculum can offer and where teaching must change from ‘imparting the knowledge in my head’ to 

‘supporting you as you develop your skills in handling new knowledges’, supporting children in 

changing from passive learning to active studenting. It is a multicultural globalised world where a 

country’s comparative advantage is no longer its wealth and products but instead its application of 

knowledges. Students of today need learning well beyond basic skills; they need to become active 

learners, capable of solving complex problems and constructing meaning that is grounded in real-

world experience. Across the world, education systems are working to be effective learning 

organisations effectively meeting current and future needs (Beare, 1994; Beare & Slaughter, 1993; 

Caldwell & Spinks, 1998; Commonwealth Literacy Policies for Australian Schools, 1998; Crowther, 

1996; Crowther, Andrews, Dawson, & Lewis, 2001; Dimmock, 1993; Hargreaves, 1994; Hough & 

Paine, 1997; Ingvarson, 1998; King & Newmann, 2001; Kruse, Louis, & Bryk, 1994; Ladwig, 

Currie, & Chadbourne, 1994; Limerick, Cunnington, & Crowther, 1998; Middleton & Hill, 1996; 

Newmann, Lopez, & Bryk, 1998; Newmann, Marks, & Gamoran, 1995; Paquette, 1996). Successful 

literacy acquisition is strongly emphasised as part of this focus (P. W. Hill & Jane, 2000, p.1): 

There has never been a time when, across the nation, educational policy makers and schools 

have been more focused on early literacy. There is an acute awareness that higher standards 

of literacy are needed in the emerging knowledge society. Contrary to the initial expectations 

of many that information technologies would lead to a reduced dependence on the printed 

word, the reality is that reading and writing are even more important than in the past and 

the need for people to have highly developed reading and writing abilities is growing, not 

diminishing.  

This chapter explores the vital role reading-accuracy plays in effective and ineffective reading, and situates 

reading-accuracy as a core factor in literacy, academic and life achievement. It then explores the conundrum 

of reading-accuracy development and instruction being somewhat marginalised in Australian reading 

instruction and establishes the importance of this study.  

Sections of the chapter are as follows: 

2.1. READING-ACCURACY AS A CORE SKILL OF LITERACY AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT 29 

2.1.1. CONSEQUENCES OF READING FAILURE 31 
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2.1.2. CURRENT PREVALENCE OF READING DIFFICULTIES 32 

2.2. THE VALUE OF CONSIDERING READING-ACCURACY AS A SEPARATE ENTITY 35 

2.2.1. READING-ACCURACY SKILLS AND SUBSKILLS 37 

2.3. READING-ACCURACY MADE DISCRETE BY THE ‘SIMPLE MODEL’ 39 

2.3.1. PROPORTIONS OF INFLUENCE FROM READING-ACCURACY AND LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION 40 

2.4. OPTIMAL INSTRUCTION IS BALANCED INSTRUCTION 43 

2.5. IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIAN READING INSTRUCTION 46 

 

2.1 Reading-accuracy as a core skill of literacy and 
academic development 

For competent readers, reading comprehension is central in authentic reading, providing purpose, reward 

and motivation for further reading. For beginning and at-risk readers, reading-accuracy is central 

(Shankweiler, Lundquist, Katz, Stuebing, & Fletcher, 1999; Stanovich, 1986). While in itself, reading-

accuracy is a very basic accuracy skill, such that it might seem as unrelated to advanced literacy and 

academic skills as one’s ability to type, it is in fact a vital prerequisite for effective development of all 

literacy and academic skills. It holds this key role because of its direct rather causal relationship to many 

more advanced aspects of literacy, including reading comprehension, reading fluency, quantity of 

independent reading, vocabulary growth and written expression. This powerful role of reading-accuracy as a 

tool for development of advanced literacy skills is depicted in the following quotes from eminent reading 

scientists: 

1. Reading comprehension:  

Reading comprehension and other higher-order reading activities are dependent on strong 

word recognition. 

(Chard, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998 p.159) 

 

Slow capacity-draining word recognition processes require cognitive resources that should 

be allocated to high level processes of text integration comprehension (LaBerge & Samuels, 

1974; Perfetti, 1985; Stanovich, 1980). 

(Stanovich, 1986 p.364) 

2. Reading fluency: 

Based on the synthesis of guided repeated oral reading and its association with improved 

fluency for most students, the National Reading Panel (2000) recommended that teachers 

begin including such activities in the classroom routines to supplement their reading 

instruction.  Despite these promising recommendations for most readers in the classroom, 

these findings may not generalise to the students with the most significant reading 

problems…. Generally the findings of this synthesis suggest that students with LD who are 

experiencing difficulties of fluent reading would benefit from interventions that have multiple 

components focusing attention on increasing the rate and accuracy of reading. … a common 

core problem is the ability to read sight words, decode words, and read phrases and 

sentences automatically and rapidly. 

(Chard, Vaughn, & Tyler, 2002 p.11) 

3. Quantity of independent reading:  

Biemiller (1977-1978; see also Allington, 1980, 1983, 1984) has documented how extremely 

large differences in reading practice begin to emerge as early as the middle of the first grade 
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year.... thus, soon after experiencing greater difficulty in breaking the spelling to sound code, 

poor readers begin to be exposed to less text than their peers.  Further exacerbating the 

situation is the fact that poor readers often find themselves in materials that are too difficult 

for them... the combination of lack of practice, deficient decoding skills, and difficult 

materials result in unrewarding early reading experiences that lead to less involvement in 

reading related activities. 

                                                (Stanovich, 1986 p.364) 

The least motivated children in the middle grades might read 100,000 words per year and 

average children at this level might read one million.  The figure for the voracious middle 

grade reader might be 10 million or even as high as 50 million. 

(Nagy & Anderson, 1984 p.361) 

4. Vocabulary growth: 

The development of strong reading skills is the most effective independent word learning 

strategy available.  However, those students who are in the greatest need of vocabulary 

acquisition interventions tend to be the same students who read poorly and fail to engage in 

the amount of reading necessary to learn large numbers of words. The meaning of words is 

learned during independent reading activities, but the effects do not appear to be very 

powerful. Words need to be encountered in text multiple times before the meaning becomes 

part of the student’s vocabulary.  However, although independent reading is not an efficient 

way to learn word meanings, the tremendous number of words typical students in the 

primary and middle grades encounter in written texts nevertheless results in considerable 

vocabulary learning. Improvements in beginning reading instruction are crucial if students 

are to develop skills necessary to engage in significant amount of independent reading and 

hence acquire a sufficiently large vocabulary. 

(Baker, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998 p.193) 

5. Written expression  

While reading-accuracy being a core skill of written expression is a common assumption, there 

seems to have been little direct research on this area. Nonetheless, indicators are present, as in the 

following quote:  

This study examined the integrity of four executive function domains in elementary school 

children with and without writing problems…. The findings from this study revealed that 

executive functions… separated good writers from poor writers.…It is perhaps surprising 

that this study did not produce more robust significant differences between good writers and 

poor writers, as hypothesized. The significant group differences that were uncovered 

generally had small effect sizes, indicating that there was much more variance to be 

explained than was accounted for by these executive function domains. This observation was 

bolstered by the multiple regression analysis, which showed little unique contribution of the 

executive function domains to writing variance beyond the variance contributed by reading 

decoding. Although this should not be surprising given the purported association of writing 

and reading (Fitzgerald & Shanahan, 2000; Hayes, 1996), it is interesting that none of the 

executive function domains contributed to the writing variance. The conceptualization of 

executive functions may appear seductive in increasing our understanding of the writing 

process, but these findings suggest that other variables may be at least as important as 

executive functions, if not more so, at this developmental period. 

                                     (Hooper, Swartz, Wakely, Kruif, & Montgomery, 2002 p.67) 

6. Spelling 
This study also lends support to the hypothesis that strong links between the reading and writing 
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systems exist at the word level (word recognition - spelling) … shared variance was found in the 77% 

to 85% range for word recognition and spelling. 

                                     (Berninger, Abbott, Abbott, Graham, & Richards, 2002 p.43) 

Additionally, although research on the area is limited, it is possible that reading-accuracy development is 

also a key factor supporting social-emotional development, including self-esteem, attention and behaviour 

skills (Kavale & Forness, 1996; Rowe & Rowe, 2002). 

 

 

2.1.1 Consequences of reading failure 
Torgesen (1998) suggests that one of the most compelling findings from recent reading research is that 

children who get off to a poor start in reading rarely catch up. Researchers in Australia and overseas have 

established that students classified as poor readers by Year 2 have a 70-90 percent chance of still 

experiencing literacy failure in later primary school and high school, that high school intervention programs 

are largely low in effectiveness, and that the consequences of continuing literacy failure are far reaching and 

lifelong (Calhoun, 1997; Chall, 2000; Juel, 1988; G. Reid Lyon, 1998, 2003; National Research Council, 

1998a; Torgesen, 2002; Wagner et al., 1997).  

Waring, Prior, Sanson and Smart (1996) reported that 72% of Australian children identified as reading 

disabled at Grade 2 were still not reading in the 'normal range' at Grade 6, while Cunningham and Stanovich 

(1997) found a strong relationship between 1st grade and 11th grade reading. Lyon (1998) concluded from 

studies of American children that unless effective intervention is provided before children with reading 

difficulties reach about nine years of age, approximately 75% continue to have difficulties learning to read 

throughout high school. Lyon summarises ease of learning, with only 5% of American children find 

learning to read very easy, another 20% to 30% find reading easy to learn with formal instruction, 60% 

finding it a formidable challenge, and at least 20% to 30% finding it one of the most difficult tasks they will 

have to master throughout their schooling (Lyon, 1998). The National Research Council (1998a, p.22) 

report comments  

Academic success, as defined by high school graduation, can be predicted with reasonable 

accuracy by knowing someone's reading skill at the end of Grade 3 (for reviews, see Slavin 

et al., 1994).  A person who is not at least a modestly skilled reader by the end of third grade 

is quite unlikely to graduate from high school.  Only a generation ago, this did not matter so 

much, because the long-term economic effects of not becoming a good reader and not 

graduating from high school were less severe.  Perhaps not surprisingly, when teachers were 

asked about the most important goal for education, over half the elementary school teachers 

chose "building basic literacy skills" (National Centre for Education Statistics Schools and 

Staffing Survey, 1990-1991, quoted in National Centre for Education Statistics, 1995:31). 

Reading-accuracy mastery thus seems to be a ‘gateway’ skill creating the ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ of 

society, such that the cost of reading failure at personal and national levels is immense (Winch, Ross 

Johnston, Holliday, Ljungdahl, & March, 2001). Fifty percent of paediatric consultations at tertiary 

referral hospitals relate to behaviour and attention difficulties (often incorporating reading 

difficulties) and 20% of referrals are for learning difficulties (Rowe & Rowe, 2002). Reading failure 

is strongly associated with low adult achievement, including likelihood of divorce and 

imprisonment; lower income and SES; and depression and social maladjustment (Torgesen, 2002). 

Low education levels are strongly related to unemployment (National Research Council, 1998a). In 

America, adults without basic literacy skills account for 75% of the unemployed, 33% of mothers 

receiving aid to families with dependent children, 60% of prison inmates, and illiterate youth 

represent 85% of juveniles appearing in court (Orton Dyslexia Society, cited in (Adams, 1990; 

Chard et al., 1998). It is likely Australian figures are similar (Winch et al., 2001, p.2): 
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High literacy standards contribute significantly to the economic development of nations. The 

cost of low literacy standards is staggering. In Australia it was estimated in the early 

nineties at $3.2 billion annually in lost productivity alone and would have been much higher 

if such factors as industrial safely, poor product quality, and low mobility were taken into 

account (Commonwealth of Australia, International Literacy Year Report [ILY]. Putting 

Literacy on the Agenda 1992). 

 

 

 

2.1.2 Current prevalence of reading difficulties 
This section explores the prevalence of reading difficulties in Australian children and adults. It must be said 

at the outset that the data available for this section is not data on reading-accuracy achievement levels, but 

instead achievement levels on authentic reading, as there seem to have been no widespread assessments of 

reading-accuracy in recent years.  

Longitudinal changes in reading achievement 

Because of the very limited statistical data collected on reading and reading-accuracy in recent years, it is 

difficult to examine trends in Australian reading achievement over the decades. In her analysis of available 

national and state data on reading from 1993 to the present, De Lemos (2001) found no major shifts in 

reading standards over time, but that there are strong indicators that today’s students read less, and what 

they read is less complex than what students of the same age read two or three decades ago. She comments 

that the optimistic 1980s view that improved literacy standards would occur has not been realised. 

Reading achievement in Australian primary school students 

Reports such as Literate Futures (Education Queensland, 2000) and Mapping Literacy Achievement 

(Masters & Forster, 1996) include summaries of literacy achievement levels by Queensland students, 

suggesting that current rates of reading failure are in excess of 25%. This again stands in strong contrast to 

Finland, whose rates of early literacy failure are less than 10% (Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press). 

The Literate Futures report (Education Queensland, 2000) states of Year 2 students that: 

1. Just under 40% of all Year 2 students posed a literacy or numeracy risk, over 33% were found to be 

at risk in all areas, and approximately 20% required additional writing support. 

2. Socio-economic status (SES) was strongly linked to achievement, however even at highest SES 

levels 25% of students required support in reading, 20% in number and 10% in writing. 

3. Far more boys required support than girls. 

4. Significantly more rural students required support than urban students. 

5. Significantly high numbers of Aboriginal students and Torres Strait Islander students required 

support. 

6. All these levels were found stable for the past three years. 

In addition to high numbers of students not reading at criterion level for Year 2 in Queensland (Queensland 

Department of Education, 1997), states such as Victoria and Queensland which routinely use the Reading 

Recovery program, have high proportions of students supported through this intensive program (Clay, 1993; 

P. W. Hill & Crevola, 1999). Thus, the high 33-40% figure for low achievement in reading is despite large 
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numbers of Queensland students already having completed Reading Recovery intervention by the time the 

Year 2 measures are taken. 

The Literate Futures report (Education Queensland, 2000) states of Year 5 students that: 

1. A total of 25.1% of students were found to be needing support, 7.9% for literacy only, 7.9% for 

numeracy only, and 9.4% for both areas, showing a significant reduction in students needing support 

from Year 2 to Year 5 for students as a whole. 

2. A total of 42.8% of ESL students and 60% of Aboriginal students and Torres Strait Islander students 

needed support, with this figure rising to 80% for girls and 87% for boys if ESL factors within the 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students were considered. 

Similar results are reported for Australian populations of Years 3 and 5 students by Masters and Forster 

(1996) in Mapping Literacy Achievement. They additionally comment on schools differing markedly in 

average levels of literacy achievement, with factors such as use of library, use of school computers, being 

urban schools and having teachers with greater teaching experience all relating to higher school 

performance. 

The Literate Futures report states of Year 7 students that the same patterns as those seen in the Year 5 

population were seen in Year 7 data. Statistics were not stated for this age group, but comment was made of 

the disproportionately high number of males, Aboriginal students, Torres Strait Islander students, and ESL 

students found to have difficulties. 

These figures seem highly comparable to American achievement data, of which Alexander and Lyon (2004, 

p.1) comment 

The rates of reading failure and illiteracy are unacceptably high in the United States. Over 

40 percent of fourth grade students performed below basic levels on the National Assessment 

of Educational Progress (NAEP) in both 1994 and 1998. Over 10% of fourth grade children 

could not even participate in the NAEP due to severe reading difficulties. Moreover, 

converging evidence from longitudinal, population-based data indicate that at least 17 

percent to 20 percent of children have a significant reading disability. A real crisis revealed 

in these statistics is the disproportionate representation of children who are poor, racial 

minorities, and non-native speakers of English. However, it is also noteworthy that large 

numbers of school-age children from all social classes, races and ethnic groups have 

significant difficulties learning to read. Because reading is so critical to success in our 

society, reading failure constitutes not only an educational problem but also rises to the level 

of a major public health problem.  

Statistics on reading difficulties vary from report to report, and many are lower than those reported above. 

This is doubtless due to the impact of criteria and definitions used in individual studies. Compatible with the 

results reported above, a figure of approximately 20% of students having reading difficulties is accepted by 

the Mapping the Territory researchers, Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, 

Rohl, van Kraayenoord (Chan & Dally, 2001; Elkins, 2000; Greaves, 2000; Louden, 2000; Louden, Chan, 

Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & Van Kraayenoord, 2000; Louden, Chan, 

Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & van Kraayenoord, 2000; Rohl, 2000; Rohl, 

House, Louden, Milton, & Rivalland, 2000). In contrast, in their report to the federal Department of 

Education, Science and Training, The sufficiency of resources for Australian primary schools (Angus et al., 

2004), Angus, Olney, Ainley, Caldwell, Burke, Selleck and Spinks conclude that only 10% of Australian 

students are meeting the national benchmarks for literacy and numeracy. This figure is much lower than 

those listed above. Given that this report is likely to link so much more strongly to funding allocations than 

the other reports, it is disappointing that it reports the lowest rate of students in need. 

Reading achievement in Australian 15 year olds 
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In the 2000 study of literacy skills in 15 yr old students in the 32 nations of the OECD (Program for 

International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a, 2002b), Australia scored in the top six nations, 

significantly below Finland but at comparable levels to other English speaking nations. While our good 

readers are achieving well, the report suggested that the needs of our delayed readers are not being met, and 

boys and students with low SES were among them: 

1. Australia had one of the largest spreads of results for the middle half of students, (well above OECD 

average), in contrast to a much lower spread for numeracy (well below OECD average), warranting 

the comment that ‘the relatively large spread of results in reading suggests we may not be catering 

for our lower-achieving students (Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002b, p.9)’. 

2. The achievement difference between students who never read for enjoyment and those who did so 

(for an hour or so each day) was greater in Australia than any other country, suggesting that more of 

our nonreaders don’t read because it is too difficult. 

3. 12% of students achieved at or below the lowest level. 

4. Home background (wealth, parent education, two-parent families, SES) and the overall SES 

background of the student body strongly predicted reading and maths levels. Gender did not predict 

maths or science levels, but strongly predicted reading, with girls outscoring boys, and boys 

substantially over-represented at lowest levels, and under-represented at highest reading levels.  

Reading achievement in Australian adults 

High proportions of Australian adults also have major reading weakness. A 1996 survey of Australian 

adults’ literacy skills by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, based on literacy tests given to 9,300 people, 

found that close to 50% of adults suffer significant literacy problems, with 20% having major difficulties 

using printed materials in everyday life, and a further 27% (including 10% of people with postgraduate 

diploma or higher degree, and 13% of those with bachelor degree) having moderate difficulties (Colman, 

1997). 

Literacy levels of Australian adults assessed in the First National Survey of Adult Literacy (International 

Literacy Year Secretariat, 1990; Wickert, 1989) included: 

1. A majority of Australian adults could perform straightforward literacy tasks but many appeared 

unable to complete tasks of moderate complexity. 

2. Approximately 1% had such low levels of literacy that they were not asked to continue with the 

survey. 

3. Many Australians were unable to complete the following tasks:  

a. Sign name on Bankcard (4%). 

b. Circle expiry date on driver's licence (11%). 

c. Find a business in the yellow pages (31%). 

d. Identify child dosage on medicine pack (46%). 

e. Identify required product on paint chart (49%).  

Conclusion: 

This section has established reading-accuracy as a core skill supporting the progress of advanced literacy 

skills, and perhaps a pivotal factor dividing the life paths of the ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’ of society through 

whether people succeed or fail at reading-accuracy development. This finding provokes questions as to 

whether and why it is reading-accuracy which would have this role, given that reading-accuracy is 
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considered within Australian reading-accuracy instruction to be a simple skill, easily mastered when 

children are engaged appropriately and sufficiently in reading. 

It has also established that there is likely to be a very large population of Australians who have difficulties 

with authentic reading: 

1. At-risk readers and delayed readers, perhaps 20-32% of students in primary and secondary schools 

(Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & Van Kraayenoord, 

2000; Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a, 2002b). 

2. Adults with reading difficulties, likely to be at least 20% of the adult population.   

It is difficult to set an exact figure for the proportion of Australians having reading difficulties, as figures 

vary widely from report to report, depending on definitions and cut-offs used. It seems practical to consider 

the lower 40% of achievers as being at-risk readers who are likely to benefit from improved instructional 

practices.  

The research discussed in the following and previous sections suggests the distinct possibility that the 

authentic reading difficulties of many of these Australian readers are due to reading-accuracy difficulties. 

2.2 The value of considering reading-accuracy as a 
separate entity 

There is power in considering reading-accuracy in its interrelations with other processing, and there is also 

power in considering reading-accuracy as a very separate area of processing from other areas of processing. 

This section explores the power of considering reading-accuracy as distinctly separate to other aspects of 

literacy and processing, when focussing pragmatically on at-risk readers and their instructional needs. There 

are multiple reasons why separateness of reading-accuracy is advantageous. 

First, co-occurring weaknesses students experience may be overlooked because they are assumed to be part 

of the students’ reading-accuracy difficulties. Many children experiencing reading-accuracy difficulties 

show mild to moderate weakness in areas other than reading-accuracy, including language comprehension, 

language expression, attention, auditory processing, and flexibility of social and logical reasoning (Evans, 

2001; Galletly, submitted-a; Jensen, M.D., Martin, Cantwell, & P., 1997; Jongmans, Smits-Engelsman, & 

Schoemaker, 2003; Kaplan, Dewey, Crawford, & Wilson, 2001; G Reid Lyon, Shaywitz, & Shaywitz, 2003; 

R. I. Nicholson, 2001; Stein, Talcott, & Witton, 2001). This creates risk that characteristics commonly seen 

in these co-occurring disorders may be assumed to be a characteristic of children with reading difficulties, 

rather than being recognised for the specific weaknesses they represent. As a practitioner, I find that 

teachers and parents often accept major weakness in an associated area such as attention or language 

comprehension as simply an aspect of a student’s reading-accuracy difficulties. This assumption carries 

with it a parallel assumption that working on the student’s reading-accuracy is all that is required to 

overcome the associated weakness, and seems to do a great disservice to students through areas of 

significant need being overlooked.  

A second reason is that, in the same way that co-occurring weaknesses can be subsumed into ‘reading-

accuracy difficulties,’ reading-accuracy difficulties may also be subsumed into larger medical, educational, 

behavioural categories such as Learning Disability and Dyslexia, and a student’s pattern of weakness can be 

considered as far broader than it actually is. Common definitions of Learning Disability make it a very 

broad category, including speech and language difficulties, social-emotional weakness, maths weakness and 

sometimes intellectual weakness, in addition to reading weakness (Kavale & Forness, 2000). Dyslexia, a 

medical term, commonly has reading-accuracy weakness as its primary characteristic, but is also often 

linked to weaknesses in other areas, e.g., visual processing, balance and co-ordination weakness (R. I. 

Nicholson, 2001; R. I. Nicholson & Fawcett, 2001; Stein et al., 2001). When reading-accuracy difficulties 

are labelled Learning Disability or Dyslexia rather than ‘reading-accuracy difficulties,’ there is increased 
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likelihood that characteristics of that broad category may be assigned to the child with reading-accuracy 

difficulties by parents and teachers. This creates various disadvantages, both instructional and emotional 

e.g., when parents of children with relatively isolated reading-accuracy difficulties are told that 75% of 

children with Learning Disability have significant social difficulties, by professionals citing the finding of 

Kavale and Forness’ (1996) meta-analysis which used a very broad conceptualisation of Learning 

Disability.   

A third issue is there being many different perspectives from which reading-accuracy can be considered, 

given it is accessed by so many different professional fields including education, psychology and neuro-

psychology, speech-language pathology, social work, psychiatry and medicine. Reading-accuracy being 

considered from multiple perspectives can create complexity rather than simplicity, with medical models 

and disorder categories; social models frames where handicap depends on environmental modifications 

made; and educational/behavioural frames where the specific behaviours which children exhibit (e.g., 

reading-accuracy difficulties) are the point of main interest. While it is positive for researchers and 

practitioners to build conscious awareness of the different perspectives they can work from (Duchan, 2003; 

Threats & Worrall, 2004), the pragmatic focus of this study values consideration of reading-accuracy 

difficulties from behavioural and educational perspectives. Additionally, in our culture where ‘plain 

English’ is encouraged over complex terms, there seems major simplicity in using terms focussed on the 

child’s specific area of weakness, particularly when that area of weakness can be specifically targeted 

through instructional intervention, with progress closely monitored. Behavioural terms such as ‘reading-

accuracy difficulties’ are useful in provoking strategic behavioural solutions, i.e., strategic individualised 

reading-accuracy instruction. 

A fourth issue is that many children who have other disabilities also have significant reading-accuracy 

weakness which impacts potential reading progress, yet this reading-accuracy weakness can be easily 

overlooked if the child is considered only from the perspective of a primary disorder. As a practitioner I 

have experienced this repeatedly in Queensland children categorised as Intellectually Impaired through their 

results on IQ tests. Once placed in this Intellectually Impaired category, their school curriculum is often 

focussed on life skills with little attention paid to reading instruction. I have worked with children with 

severe intellectual disability, who have made considerable reading progress and become functional readers 

once carefully scaffolded strategic reading-accuracy instruction was implemented. I have also worked with 

many children whose Intellectual Impairment diagnosis I consider highly questionable, who have made such 

meteoric progress with reading and writing once provided with careful scaffolding, that it becomes obvious 

that the biggest impediment to their progress thus far has been the assessments, labelling and reading 

instruction they have received. When reading-accuracy is a separate skill, it can be considered separately for 

these children in the same way as maths skills, communication skills, and life skills are considered 

separately. It is possible that these children would receive more appropriate reading instruction when 

reading-accuracy is considered a separate and discrete skill.  

Finally, treating reading-accuracy as a separate skill when considering children’s profiles of 

strengths and weaknesses supports moves towards reading instruction modified according to 

children’s instructional needs, and equally supports moves away from debates on inherited vs. 

acquired learning disability, learning disability vs. reading disability vs. reading difficulties vs. 

intellectually disability vs. specific language impairment, and literacy vs. reading vs. reading 

comprehension vs. reading-accuracy. Practitioners do not then have to spend enormous effort simply 

deciding if a certain child is eligible for reading instruction, but can simply assess the child’s reading 

skills and subskills, and commence instruction. It would seem sensible to aim to improve the reading 

abilities of all children (perhaps approximately 97%, i.e. not including some children with very 

severe autism or intellectual disability for whom reading-accuracy does not seem a useful priority). 

By aiming instruction at improving reading-accuracy, these rates can be achieved (National Reading 

Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a).  
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The description used in Australia’s Mapping the Territory study of children with learning difficulties 

(Rohl et al., 2000) seems to also aptly describe the population of children who show reading-

accuracy difficulties. Children with reading-accuracy difficulties are children who achieve poorly on 

reading-accuracy tasks, and who may also share the following characteristics (Rohl et al., 2000, p.1): 

For some, the problem may be cognitive ability. For some, poor school performance may be 

accompanied by difficulties in meeting school expectations of behaviour. For some, poor 

performance may be linked to differences between home and school language and culture, or 

to other social circumstances such as poverty or family disruption. For some, there may be 

gaps between their general cognitive ability and school achievement. In addition, some 

children identified by their teachers at school entry, often on the basis of immaturity of their 

oral language and general behaviour, are slow to make a start in formal learning. Many of 

these young children’s difficulties may be transitory in that, given appropriate early learning 

experiences, they are able to catch up with their peers. Some of these children, however, will 

need regular ongoing support to cope with the literacy and numeracy demands of their 

classrooms.    

 

 

2.2.1 Reading-accuracy skills and subskills 
In separating reading-accuracy and reading-accuracy development from other aspects of literacy 

functioning, it is useful to consider what they are being separated from, for there are many skills and 

subskills involved in efficient reading-accuracy.  In correctly reading the words and sentences of a book or 

text, a student draws on text usage and word reading skills and subskills, and, more peripherally, reading-

comprehension supports of word recognition. Aspects of ownership, information processing, and 

metacognition, are also integral to each reading act. My consideration of studies discussing reading subskills 

(Adams, 1990; National Research Council, 1998a; Simmons & Kameenui, 1998) suggests the following 

aspects and skills are important contributors to effective authentic reading: 

Reading Accuracy Skills and Subskills 

In correctly and efficiently reading single words, whether contextualised or decontextualised, familiar or 

unfamiliar, readers draw on the following skills and subskills:  

1. Effective word reading skills: 

a. Fluent sight word recognition: 

i. Automatic recognition of irregular logographic sightwords. 

ii. Automatic recognition of regular alphabetic and orthographic sightwords. 

b. Fluent decoding of unfamiliar words: 

i. Automatic phonological awareness skills. 

ii. Automatic letter-sound knowledge for single letters and common letter combinations. 

iii. Automatic orthographic knowledge of common spelling patterns. 

iv. Automatic phonic word attack skills for single syllable words. 

v. Automatic multisyllabic word skills (phonics, syllabification) for longer words. 

Reading comprehension supports of reading-accuracy 

1. Familiarity and confidence with the content of the text. 

2. Familiarity and confidence with text vocabulary (word meanings) and genre used: 

a. Fluent verbal skills: 

i. Fluent use of vocabulary and genres, expressed verbally. 

ii. Fluent use of mature grammatical structures. 
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Aspects of Information Processing 

1. Cognitive capacity and the cognitive load of literacy acts: 

a. Combined load of subskills: some may be automatic, others may not. If enough subskills are 

automatic, developing skill in one or two subskills will not cause cognitive overload. 

2. Impact of affect on processing of information. 

3. Storage and retrieval of long-term memories: 

a. Content, skills and strategies related to the task. 

b. Thoroughness of memories made. 

c. Speed of retrieval. 

4. Attention skills appropriate to the task: 

a. Levels of general attention to task. 

b. Levels of focus on specific task areas. 

5. Aspects of metacognition 

a. Content organisation skills: 

i. Accessing content relevant to the task. 

ii. Selecting the most appropriate content. 

b. Self-to-task skills: 

i. Awareness of one's levels of skill in relation to task aspects. 

ii. Awareness of one’s strengths and weaknesses as regards content, skills, and 

strategies. 

iii. Understanding of aspects of successful information processing. 

c. Task organisation skills:  

i. Selection of the most effective strategies compatible with skill levels. 

ii. Awareness of the purposes and requirements of the task. 

iii. Sequencing the task. 

iv. Monitoring the task and achievement in the task, and making changes as appropriate.  

v. Building a schema of content read thus far. 

Aspects of Text Usage 

In correctly and efficiently reading the words and sentences of a book or text, a student draws on the 

following subskills:  

1. Use of context clues. 

2. Strategies such as reading on, rereading, self-correcting. 

3. Intonation and speed of reading. 

4. Monitoring of accuracy and comprehension. 

Aspects of Ownership 

1. Social empowerment within the task: 

a. Familiarity and comfort with the aims, purposes, demands and actions of the writing task.  

b. Familiarity and comfort with the content being explored in the text. 

c. Familiarity and comfort with the genre used. 

2. Ownership of the task. 

3. Enthusiasm for and engagement in the task.  

This same breakdown of skills used above, can be directed at any literacy area, e.g., reading-

comprehension, written-expression, writing-accuracy. 

Conclusion 

This section has explored the logic of reading-accuracy being considered a distinct and separate reading 

skill, due to the clarity of focus which is achieved. Consideration of the skills and subskills of reading-
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accuracy and authentic reading supports simultaneous awareness of both the distinct separateness of 

reading-accuracy and its subskills from other reading processes, and the interrelatedness of reading-

accuracy to these processes. This thesis values both these perspectives:  

1.   Separateness: reading-accuracy as a distinct entity which can be considered in isolation. 

2.   Interrelatedness: reading-accuracy as a process interacting with processes such as comprehension, 

metacognition and cognitive processing.  

 

2.3 Reading-accuracy made discrete by the ‘Simple 
Model’ 

Hoover and Gough’s (1990) ‘Simple Model’ of reading is powerful in clearly isolating the core components 

of reading. It holds in considering reading in isolation from environmental factors: 

Reading Comprehension =  Language Comprehension  x  Reading-accuracy.  

Language skills include literal and inferential comprehension skills (listening skills), semantic and syntactic 

competence at sentence and higher text levels, logical reasoning skills, and pragmatic and social 

competence.  

This Simple Model foregrounds powerful kernels of both beginning and advanced literacy skills. Using the 

model, Reading Comprehension, the prime purpose of reading, is thus affected in different ways in different 

students, with three groups of weak comprehenders: 

1. ‘Dyslexic’ readers, with good language skills and poor reading-accuracy: if this child is read to, 

reading comprehension is appropriate. 

2. ‘Hyperlexic’ readers, with poor language skills and good reading-accuracy. 

3. ‘Language-literacy difficulty’ readers, with weakness in both areas, not necessarily associated with 

lower intelligence.  

The Simple Model and this trichotomy of students with reading difficulties is widely used by empirical 

researchers of reading disability (Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1995; Catts & Hogan, 2003c; Dymock & 

Nicholson, 1999; Nation, 1999), because of its power in reducing the complexity of reading behaviour into 

manageable constructs: 
If we have learned anything about reading in recent years, it is that it is far more complex than 

anyone thought. In fact, reading may be the most complex cognitive activity that we humans learn. 

Therefore, we will likely need complex models and intervention programs. However, models need to 

rest on a solid foundation. We feel that the Simple View of Reading and its linguistic underpinnings 

provide a start to such a foundation.  
(Catts & Hogan, 2003c, p.239) 

I use the Simple Model a great deal in professional development throughout Australia (Galletly, 2003b, 

2004c), and find teachers and other professionals, who I speak to, readily identify with the model and its 

components, and the value of considering reading-accuracy as a separate entity.  Whereas Australian 

curricula, professional texts and professional discussions largely ignore reading-accuracy instruction and 

language comprehension instruction, and focus instead intensively on reading comprehension, the Simple 

Model seems ideal in current Australia, in that it does not disempower reading comprehension, and also 

emphasises both reading accuracy and language comprehension, empowering both and showing their close 

and dependent relationship.  

Reading comprehension text-strategies are also important in print-literacy. In Australia at the current time, 

text strategies are very highly valued as integral aspects of reading development, so much so that the Simple 
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Model’s omission of text strategy skills may be found extremely inappropriate by many mainstream reading 

academics. It is therefore proposed to revise the Simple Model to optionally read as 

Reading Comprehension = Language Comprehension  x  Reading-accuracy + Text Strategies.  

This revised model will similarly optionally explain written expression as 

Written Expression = Language Expression  x  Writing-accuracy + Text Strategies. 

 

[Additions April 2013:  

1. This notion of ‘+ Text Strategies’ seems unnecessary, given Text Strategies would logically be a 

part of Language Comprehension and Expression. 

2. In articles written in recent years, I use the term Component Model in place of ‘Simple Model’ ] 

 

2.1.1 Proportions of influence from reading-accuracy and 
language comprehension 

While language aspects are enormously important in achieving effective reading comprehension and 

academic development of students with reading difficulties, it is reading-accuracy that is most commonly 

the point of literacy success and failure (Adams, 1990; de Lemos, 2002; Ehri, Nunes et al., 2001; Ehri, Stahl 

et al., 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a). 

Shankweiler and associates (1999) studied the variance contributed separately by reading-accuracy and 

language comprehension, and found reading-accuracy to be by far the stronger component of successful 

reading comprehension. They found ability to read listed single English real words accounted for 79% of 

the variance in reading comprehension, while ability to read aloud listed English pseudowords accounted 

for 62% of that 79% (Hempenstall, 2001; Shankweiler et al., 1999), i.e., the major contributor to reading 

comprehension is the ability to read words, rather than ability to read meaningful words.  

While there is broad consensus that language skills contribute significant unique variance to older students’ 

reading comprehension, research findings differ as to the amount of variance they contribute to reading 

comprehension in early readers. Some studies show significant contribution; others show none. It is perhaps 

likely that the importance of different oral language skills to early reading varies as a function of language 

domain, reading skill, and measurement point (Roth, Speece, & Cooper, 2002). In their longitudinal analysis 

of the connection between oral language and early reading, Roth, Speece and Cooper’s (2002) found 

1. Semantic abilities (i.e., oral definitions and word retrieval), not phonological awareness, predicted 

2nd-grade reading comprehension.  

2. Phonological awareness skill in kindergarten predicted single word reading at 1st and 2nd grades. 

In contrast, Vellutino and Scanlon (1998) found no differences between poor and normal young readers 

(Grades K-3) on tests of semantic and syntactic abilities, but ‘strong and reliable reading group differences’ 

in older readers (Grades 6-7).  They concluded that in the early stages of reading development, reading-

accuracy skill was the much stronger determinant of reading comprehension than language comprehension, 

but at later stages, language comprehension was the much stronger determinant.   

Several studies have looked at the proportions of children with reading difficulties who fit into the three 

different categories of poor reading comprehenders (accuracy-only, language-only, and combined language-

accuracy weakness) with potentially powerful implications for assessment and instruction (Catts & Hogan, 

2003c; Leach, Scarborough, & Rescorla, 2003).  Leach et al (2003) compared  early-identified with late 

identified 4th-5th grade children with reading disability. The Simple Model’s components significantly 

distinguish the two groups (see Table 2.1): 
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Table 2.1  

 Distribution of early-identified and late-identified Year 4-5 readers in Leach, Scarborough and Rescorla’s 

(2003) study  

Area of weakness Accuracy-only Language Comprehension-

only 

Accuracy-Language 

Early-identified 49% 6% 46% 

Late-identified 35% 32% 32% 

 

The researchers discuss their results being contrary to the common assumption that late-emerging 

difficulties stem from weak higher order comprehension skills, involving deficiencies in oral 

language, background knowledge, metacognitive awareness, strategy use, and/or memory capacity, 

in that, while there definitely were more late-identified students with comprehension-only weakness, 

nonetheless a large majority of students (67%) had significant accuracy weakness. They comment 

that their results on late-emerging difficulties were highly compatible with other studies of older 

readers with reading difficulties. Leach et al (2003, p.221) comment 

The fact that two thirds of the late-identified cases met our criterion for a comprehension deficit is 

consistent with the widely held view that many struggling readers at this age have difficulty in 

understanding written material. On the other hand, we also found word-level processing deficits in 

64% of these students, supporting the notion that word recognition, decoding, and spelling also 

continue to pose challenges to progress in reading achievement beyond the (early) primary grades. 

The distribution Leach et al found for their early-identified readers are very similar to those found by other 

researchers for distributions of such children both in midprimary school and in younger grades (Badian, 

1999; Shaywitz, Escobar, Shaywitz, Fletcher, & Makuch, 1992). The extremely low percentage of 

hyperlexic reading in early identified and young readers with reading difficulties in Leach et al’s study, a 

rate of only 6%, is notable, given the strong emphasis in Australia and elsewhere that beginning reading 

instruction with word level emphasis results in hyperlexic reading. It is likely these strong notions build 

from the writing of Goodman (1973; 1974), who from his earliest writings was emphatic that hyperlexic 

reading, termed ‘word-calling’ was a widespread problem, with remedial classes full of children with 

effective reading-accuracy skills but little understanding of what they read. He similarly emphasised this 

being due to inappropriate word-level instruction.  

The Simple Model and its accompanying three categories of students with reading difficulties are powerful 

tools for exploring the reading progress, difficulties and instructional needs of Australian students. While 

use of categorical cut-off criteria to create discrete groups is powerful for research purposes, it is more 

likely that, for instructional purposes, it is more useful to consider reading-accuracy and language 

comprehension as continua. When students’ levels of language comprehension and reading-accuracy are 

measured separately, it is likely broad populations will have scores scattered throughout the four quadrants 

of Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1. Continua of language comprehension and reading accuracy involved in successful reading 

comprehension 

In both consideration of individual students and broad populations, it is powerful to consider reading-

accuracy and language comprehension as separate entities, in addition to consideration of achievement on 

authentic reading tasks.  

It would be valuable for Australian teachers to have quick-to-administer tests of reading-comprehension, 

reading-accuracy and language comprehension with which to assess students’ reading-accuracy and 

language comprehension skills. Our team of Central Queensland University researchers has done extensive 

searching for inexpensive tests of reading-accuracy and language comprehension with multiple parallel 

versions to support testing at multiple test points. Efficient tests seem as a major factor in building teacher 

awareness of the language comprehension and reading-accuracy components underlying reading-

comprehension, given current strong emphasis on reading-comprehension in current Australian reading 

instruction, and we intend to use them in our research with teacher researchers.  

We have located effective reading-accuracy measures, in the Test of Word Reading Efficiency (Torgesen, 

Wagner, & Rashotte, 1999) and the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy (Good & Kaminski, 2002a, 

2004, 2002b; Good, Wallin, Simmons, Kame'enui, & Kaminski, 2002), both of which are well-normed and 

take approximately one minute to administer, and one minute to score.  

We have not been as successful in our search for comprehension tests, and discussions with researchers in 

the USA and UK show that they too are searching for such tests. Such tests are available as subtests of 

expensive test batteries which speech pathologists use, such as the Clinical Evaluation of Language 

Fundamentals (CELF-3 (Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-3), 1994), and the Comprehensive 

Assessment of Spoken Language (Carrow-Woolfolk, 1999), but these subtests have only two parallel forms, 

and are too expensive for wide school use. Some researchers have used the two parallel forms of the Neale 

Analysis of Reading Ability (Neale, 1999) for this purpose, using one form as a test of reading-accuracy and 

reading-comprehension, and the other as a test of reading-accuracy (Nation, 1999), but once the two forms 

are used there are no other forms available for retests, and conducting and scoring this test is time 

consuming. The DIBELS battery, which is free-to-use and discussed in Chapter 6, has a reading-

comprehension component to it, a one minute retell of the one minute reading students have done. With 

more than twenty parallel forms, these DIBELS measures could be used as language comprehension as well 

as reading-comprehension measures. We may also develop comprehension questions to accompany the 
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DIBELS reading retells. DIBELS also has a one minute test of vocabulary. We intend to use these different 

tests as well as the Neale to see if they are sufficient as tests of language comprehension.  

 

Conclusion 

This section has used the trichotomy of the Simple Model to explore the relative importance of reading-

accuracy weakness over language comprehension weakness in the reading difficulties of at-risk readers. The 

Simple Model is a useful construct for building understanding of the different components of reading and 

for revealing the major inappropriateness of current Australian instruction and assessment practices which 

emphasise reading comprehension, but do not situate reading-accuracy as a relevant variable in reading 

instruction and assessment. It would be very valuable to have quick-to-administer tests of reading-accuracy 

and language comprehension for teachers to explore students’ skills with respect to the Simple Model 

framework, for use in school assessments and teacher-research. 

The section has also suggested the continuum nature of reading-accuracy, reading comprehension, language 

comprehension and difficulties in these areas. This will be discussed further in other sections of this thesis. 

 

 

 

2.2 Optimal instruction is balanced instruction 
Many reading researchers are concluding that optimal reading instruction is ‘Balanced Instruction’ which 

includes excellent instruction in reading-accuracy at decontextualised word level, extensive reading of 

meaningful texts, and instruction on other aspects of literacy, conducted in well-managed highly motivating 

print-rich activities and environments. Studies of ‘excellent teachers’ are also yielding findings of effective 

efficient carefully balanced instruction (National Research Council, 1998a; Pressley, 1998; Pressley, 

Allington, Wharton-McDonald, Collins Block, & Mandel Morrow, 2001).  

De Lemos (2001) comments that the term ‘balanced program’ is used in very different ways by different 

authors: 

In the United States, it refers to programs which include direct or explicit instruction in the alphabetic 

principle, in the context of broader literacy programs which include exposure to a literature rich environment 

and the opportunity to apply the phonics skills learnt to a range of meaningful reading activities, as discussed 

above.  

In Australia, the term has been used to describe new literacy programs and initiatives developed for 

children in the early years of schooling, but not including any direct systematic teaching of phonics, 

and thus still following the basic Whole Language model. 

I experienced this mixed meanings of Balanced Instruction when my proposal for my doctoral study was 

submitted for examination. I had originally intended to use the term Balanced Instruction instead of Skills 

Development, and used it in this way in my proposal. One examiner found it very odd that I had used the 

term Balanced Instruction in conjunction with reading-accuracy, and emphasised that it was not usually 

used in this sense. It certainly seems that while the term is being used more and more widely in the reading 

research literature, there is a need to think beyond the term to consider what types of instruction are being 

described.   

An instance of Australian Balanced Instruction is seen in Winch and colleagues’ (2001) largely excellent 

text on literacy and literacy instruction designed for preservice teachers. Their initial chapter contains highly 

logical discussion on research-based reading instruction and the discussion of the history of literacy 

instruction in Australia. In strong contrast, they then focus exclusively on Whole Language reading-
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accuracy instruction in their chapter on reading-accuracy and reading-accuracy instruction. The mismatch 

between the theory discussed in the introductory chapter and the content of the reading chapter is startling, 

and seems to reflect failure to think on current reading instruction practices as options with flexibility for 

change. It certainly seems that their concept of Balanced Instruction does not extend to reading-accuracy 

instruction. In the introduction, they discuss top-down (Whole Language) theory and bottom-up (skills 

development) clearly and objectively, and conclude 

The hallmarks of skilled reading are fast word identification and rich context-dependent understanding of the 

text (Perfetti, 1995). If we look at fluent, effective reading from a commonsense point of view, backed up as 

this is by a battery of research (Beard, 1998), we realize that a balanced view is a logical and valuable one 

for the teacher of literacy. It opens the way to teaching children to read and write, bringing into play 

phonological-graphological, grammatical, and semantic information from a range of sources, and it allows 

teaching to be both balanced and focused on the needs of a child….. The role of phonological processing has 

been reconsidered, producing much more interest in the nature of the alphabetic writing system in English. 

Learning to read is not only learning to construct meaning from print but also learning how the writing 

system works and how it encodes the reader’s language.  

                                                      (Winch et al., 2001, p.11) 

From this point, however, balance between top-down and bottom-up instruction becomes steadily 

lost, with discussions on Victorian Early Years (Education Victoria, 1999) and Western Australia’s 

and Queensland’s First Steps (Education Department of Western Australia, 1997a) as reflecting 

Balanced Instruction, with no recognition or comment about the failure of these programs to include 

systematic phonics instruction or decontextualised word reading.  

They then move into a definition of balanced instruction which excludes any emphasis on reading-

accuracy (Winch et al., 2001, p.17): 
A balanced approach to reading 

1. Places meaning at the core of all reading. 

2. Recognises the interaction between reading and writing. 

3. Recognises the importance of context in reading. 

4. Places equal emphasis on the development of semantic, grammatical, and graphological-phonological 

knowledge. 

5. Recognises the importance of students developing effective strategies for processing text. 

6. Provides for instruction across a range of fictional and factual text types including public and electronic 

texts. 

7. Promotes a balance of Shared, Guided and Independent Reading opportunities. 

8. Bases instruction on effective assessments of students’ needs and abilities. 

Adding ‘Recognises the importance of effective reading-accuracy.’ above point 2, above, would add 

research based balance to this definition of Balanced Instruction. As discussed elsewhere (Galletly, 

submitted-b), the placing of graphophonic as an equal (albeit third) partner in a triad of ‘semantic, 

grammatical and graphophonic (or ‘graphological-phonological’, the term used here)’, and the emphasis on 

just contextualised reading (‘a balance of Shared, Guided and Independent Reading’) without similar 

emphasis on skill-building with decontextualised words, fails to represent optimal or balanced instruction in 

that it ignores two thoroughly replicated research-based key principles of reading instruction: 

1. That graphophonic (letter-sound) cues are vastly more important for word recognition than semantic 

and syntactic cues, such that that heavy reliance on the latter is a disastrous strategy for beginning 

readers (Adams, 1991; Byrne, 1998; Catts & Hogan, 2003a; Catts, Hogan, & Fey, 2003; Gough, 

1993; Hempenstall, 2003; T. Nicholson, 1985, 1991; T. Nicholson, Bailey, & McArthur, 1991; T. 

Nicholson, Lillas, & Rzoska, 1988; T. Nicholson & Tan, 1999; Shankweiler et al., 1999; Share, 

1995). 
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2. That reading instruction for beginning and at-risk readers must include practice in reading 

decontextualised words in addition to contextualised-text reading (Galletly, submitted-b; Moats, 

2000; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a). 

In subsequent chapters, the book provides extensive coverage of the details of instruction and assessment of 

Shared, Guided and Independent Reading, with no discussion of any other aspects of research-based 

reading-accuracy instruction.  

It seems highly likely that the writers are in no way being manipulative. While confidently rejecting Whole 

Language, they simply do not seem to realise that for their theories-in-action to match their espoused 

theories (i.e., to practice what they preach), they would need to reflect on the balance they recommend in 

reading instruction. This marginalisation or omission of reading-accuracy from discussions of reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction is extremely common in Australian professional literature 

on reading and curricula (Anstey, 1998; Australian Literacy Educators Association, ; Begg & Golding, 

1999; Christie et al., 1991; Commonwealth Literacy Policies for Australian Schools, 1998; de Lemos, 2001; 

Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b; Education Queensland, 2001a, 2002; Education 

Victoria, 1999; Freebody, 1994; Freebody & Gilbert, 1999; Glen, 1986; Hempenstall, 1996; P. W. Hill & 

Crevola, 1999; Susan  Hill, Comber, Louden, Rivalland, & Reid, 2002; Knight, Galletly, & Pincott, 2004; 

Larking & Cox, 1998; Louden, 2000; Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, 

Rohl, & Van Kraayenoord, 2000; Ministerial Council on Education, 1999; National Languages and Literacy 

Institute of Australia, 1998; Queensland Department of Education, 1991, 1994; Queensland, 2002; 

Queensland School Curriculum Council, 2001; Queensland Studies Authority, 2002a; Sanson et al., 2002; 

van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1994; Winch et al., 2001).  

It is particularly notable that very large Australian research studies of reading development have failed to 

include reading-accuracy among variables being studied. It would have been very easy to include simple 

reading-accuracy measures in the 100 children go to school study (Susan Hill, 2002; Susan Hill, Comber, 

Louden, Rivalland, & Reid, 1998; Susan  Hill et al., 2002). While it was a strongly socioculturally oriented 

study using theoretical bases built from the philosophy of Foucault (the subtle effects of discourse), 

Bourdieu (social capital), and Bahkin (the individual within an interactionally and ideologically complex 

worlds), and gender studies (Christie et al., 1991; Dumais, 2002; Gee, 2000; Susan Hill et al., 1998; 

Lankshear & Gee, 1997; C. Luke, 1996; Portes, 1998; Robbins, 2004; Schwandt, 2000), given that it was 

tracking literacy development and that reading-accuracy development takes very little time to assess, it 

seems significant that reading-accuracy was not included. To not include reading-accuracy as a variable in 

the Mapping the Territory study (Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, 

& Van Kraayenoord, 2000), which was a national study of primary school students with learning difficulties 

in literacy and/or numeracy, is quite astounding from an international reading research perspective, given 

the strong role reading-accuracy is established as having in learning difficulties. It is not surprising however 

from the perspective of Australian state and national priorities on reading in recent decades, however.  

Reading-accuracy is out of fashion in Australia, and has been so for decades (Cambourne, 1988; Dwyer, 

1989; Glen, 1986; McVitty, 1986; Nicoll & Wilkie, 1991; van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1994). The 

international research would say reading-accuracy is vitally important in citizen’s reading, academic and life 

development. There are strong needs to research the role of reading-accuracy in effective Australian reading 

development and instruction.  

 

Conclusion 

Reading-accuracy instruction as instruction focussed on building reading-accuracy skills would seem to be 

significantly marginalised within Australian discussions of and literature on reading instruction. This is 

likely to be having significant impact on the effectiveness of reading instruction which Australian children 

receive. There would seem strong needs for developing shared knowledge and a shared vocabulary among 
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Australian reading professionals which includes reading-accuracy and reading-accuracy instruction as part 

of reading and reading instruction, and for the definitions of such vocabulary to be aligned with the findings 

of rigorous research. 

 

2.3 Implications for Australian reading instruction 
This chapter has explored important aspects of reading-accuracy and current Australian practices regarding 

reading-accuracy, in the following sequence: 

1. Strong national and personal needs for reading success as a basis for life success in our increasingly 

knowledge oriented society.  

2. The important role reading-accuracy plays in literacy and academic development, through its pivotal 

importance in skills such as reading comprehension, reading fluency, quantity of independent 

reading, vocabulary growth and written expression. 

a. The relatively dire consequences of reading failure, with children who fail to master reading-

accuracy commonly not catching up to their peers, and reading-accuracy mastery perhaps 

likely to prove a key factor separating the haves and have-nots of society from an early age. 

b. The current high prevalence of reading difficulties, approximately 30%, which stands 

strongly in contrast to Finland’s 6-8%, which perhaps should be our first benchmark for 

improved reading instruction. 

3. The value of isolating reading-accuracy from reading comprehension, using Hoover and Gough’s 

(1990) Simple Model, and the large contribution of reading-accuracy to reading comprehension 

success and failure: 

a. The usefulness of considering reading-accuracy as a core skill separate to other literacy 

skills, and of viewing reading-accuracy achievement as a continuum skill.  

b. The usefulness of considering reading-accuracy difficulties similarly as distinct category of 

learning difficulties, allowing clarity of focus through separating reading-accuracy from 

other variables commonly co-occurring with reading-accuracy difficulties.  

4. The value of teachers having rigorous quick-to-administer tests of reading-accuracy, language 

comprehension and reading-comprehension to use in exploring students’ skills with respect to the 

Simple Model components in school assessments and teacher-research on reading. 

5. How reading-accuracy, despite being established by extensive reading research as highly important 

in reading development, difficulties and instruction, is marginalised in many ways in current 

Australian reading instruction, and texts and curricula supporting that instruction.  

This study is focussed on seeking directions towards improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for 

at-risk readers in Australia. As discussed in the introduction to this thesis, it is an examination of and search 

for Big Ideas (see Section 0.2.1).  

The Big Ideas of this thesis developed from the discussion of this chapter, which empower development of 

optimal classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in Australia, are as follows: 

1. Reading-accuracy is a vital skill in development of literacy and academic skill. Mastery of fluent 

reading-accuracy mastery is possibly a gateway skill impacting students’ opportunities for success in 

school and life. 
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2. Reading-accuracy is a Core Literacy skill, a mechanical skill akin to handwriting and spelling 

accuracy, one which empowers authentic literacy skill development. As with other mechanical skills, 

reading-accuracy requires explicit instruction.  

3. While integrally involved in all aspects of print-literacy, reading-accuracy development is also a 

curriculum area distinct from other aspects of literacy, including reading-comprehension. 

4. There is insufficient knowledge on reading-accuracy achievement of Australian readers, and it is 

important to gather data on current levels of achievement. 

5. A revised Simple Model (Hoover & Gough, 1990), reading  

Reading-comprehension = Language comprehension x Reading-accuracy + Text strategies,  

possibly provides a useful frame for situating reading-accuracy in the Australian context. 

6. Reading-accuracy is marginalised in major ways in current Australian reading instruction. This is 

extremely inappropriate, given reading-accuracy’s vital role in the reading development of at-risk 

readers.  

7. There is a need to develop shared knowledge and vocabulary which includes reading-accuracy and 

reading-accuracy instruction as part of reading and reading instruction, and is strongly aligned with 

the findings of rigorous reading research. 

8. There are strong needs to include effective normed standardised assessments of reading-accuracy in 

Australian reading instruction and research.  

9. Given Australia’s strong performance in international studies of reading, it is highly likely that 

aspects of Australian reading and literacy instruction other than reading-accuracy instruction, such 

as written expression, reading-comprehension, and analytical reasoning, are highly appropriate and 

indeed excellent. It is also likely that older at-risk readers with weak reading-accuracy skills are 

unable to optimally benefit from this excellent instruction, because of their reading-accuracy and 

secondary motivation difficulties.  
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3 

English orthographic 

complexity 
Until recently, there seems to have been very limited discussion in reading research on the idiosyncratic 

nature of English reading-accuracy development due to English orthographic complexity (National 

Research Council, 1998a; Wolf, Pfeil, Lotz, & Biddle, 1994). Despite extensive literature-searches on 

reading and phonological development, the first hint of orthographic complexity as a key factor in reading 

difficulties in English-text readers came from Time Magazine in an article entitled Deconstructing dyslexia: 

Blame it on the written word which commented  

English has 1120 different ways of spelling its 40 phonemes, the sounds required to 

pronounce all its words. By contrast, Italian needs only 33 combinations of letters to spell 

out its 25 phonemes.....the reported rate of dyslexia in Italy is barely half that in the US 

where 15% are affected to varying degrees. 

(Kher, 2001, p. 56) 

Subsequent literature searches using terms such as ‘reading development’ and ‘Italy’ located Goswami’s 

seminal paper, Phonology, reading development, and dyslexia: A cross-linguistic perspective (Goswami, 

2002c), and reading of articles referenced there enabled location of current crosslinguistic studies on 

reading development, leading to the discussion contained here.  

Until the past decade, most reading research has focussed on English-text readers, with reading 

development in other languages assumed to be similar. This has proved to be decidedly not the case 

(Goswami, 2002c; Seymour et al., 2003), and the price of the assumption is perhaps decades of delay in 

effective reading instruction for at-risk English-text readers. Non-English-text researchers seem to have 

begun using crosslinguistic perspectives about a decade earlier than English-text researchers (Wimmer, 

1993; Wimmer & Hummer, 1990). Aro (2003) comments that: ‘It has taken some time for the English 

researchers to adopt a crosslinguistic point of view.’ 

This chapter explores key aspects of English orthography and orthographic complexity as it impacts on 

reading-accuracy development in all readers, and particularly at-risk readers, and therefore on reading-

accuracy instruction. It establishes reading-accuracy of English-text as a highly complex task due to the 

impact of English orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy development, and definitely not the 

relatively simple task implied by reading-accuracy instruction based on Whole Language philosophies. This 

complex-task nature of reading-accuracy development in readers of English-text suggests a basis for at-risk 

readers needing carefully scaffolded intense reading-accuracy skills development.  

The early discussion of the chapter (Sections 3.1-2) is an analysis of the research literature on this area, 

while the remaining sections are theorising from this literature analysis. The sections of the chapter are as 

follows:  

3.1. THE STRUCTURE OF WRITTEN ENGLISH 50 

3.1.1. THE MULTIPLE BASES OF ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHY 50 

3.1.2. THE MYRIAD SPELLING PATTERNS OF ENGLISH 50 
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3.1.3. ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHY’S MULTIPLE GRAINSIZES 51 

3.2. CROSSLINGUISTIC RESEARCH FINDINGS ON READING-ACCURACY DEVELOPMENT 52 

3.2.1. ORTHOGRAPHIC COMPLEXITY AND EASE OF READING-ACCURACY DEVELOPMENT 52 

3.2.2. RAPID GAINS TO AVERAGE LEVEL BY DELAYED READERS OF TRANSPARENT ORTHOGRAPHIES 54 
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3.2.3. COGNITIVE LOAD AS A CENTRAL FACTOR IN CROSSLINGUISTIC DIFFERENCES 60 

3.2.4. READING-ACCURACY INSTRUCTION FOR TRANSPARENT ORTHOGRAPHIES IS UNCOMPLICATED 62 

3.2.4.1. Diminished impact from top-down instruction 62 

3.2.4.2. Diminished anxiety about reading-accuracy instruction 63 

3.2.4.3. Strong perceptions that reading-accuracy leads to reading-comprehension 63 

3.2.4.4. Effective reading-accuracy instruction  may reduce the crosslinguistic achievement gap 63 

3.3. THE STRONGER IMPACT OF ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHIC COMPLEXITY ON AT-RISK READERS 64 
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2.1 The structure of written English 
This section explores reasons for the complexity of English orthography, and how this complexity impacts 

early reading.  

 

3.3.1 The multiple bases of English orthography 
With 26 letters making over 40 sounds, which are represented by well over 1,000 different spelling patterns 

(Bryson, 1990; Kher, 2001), written English is a very complex alphabetic code. This complexity stems from 

its strong morphemic, orthographic and phonological bases.  

English’s morphemic base means the spelling patterns of morphemes override use of different letter patterns 

to show different sounds in words, e.g., the morpheme electric is contained in electrical, electricity, 

electrician despite the final letter c saying different sounds in these words; the morpheme mean is held 

constant in mean, meant despite ea representing two different sounds. The morphemic base of English-text 

is powerful once students have mastered a reasonable level of reading skill but offers relatively little support 

to beginning readers. 

The orthographic base of English-text means that in addition to single letters representing single sounds 

(e.g., p l), letter groups are also used to represent sounds (e.g., th sh ch igh eigh). With minimal spelling 

reform in recent centuries, considerable orthographic complexity has evolved. In addition to orthographic 

patterns from words introduced into English from other European orthographies e.g., antique, beautiful, this 

complexity is also due to changes in spoken language which have not been matched by spelling change, 

e.g., er ir ur now represent the same sound, but were quite likely said with different sounds when 

dictionaries were first written; ough is now said with at least 8 different sounds (e.g., in bough, cough, 

dough, tough, through, thought, thorough, hiccough) but was probably originally one sound; kn used to be 

pronounced with a /k/ but now is not (Bryson, 1990).  

The phonological base of English-text involves English letters and letter patterns representing the sounds of 

spoken English. This allows reading to be mastered through phonological recoding, the recoding of written 

words to their spoken form through phonological processing of letters, letter patterns (e.g., igh sh ar), 

syllables, and whole words (Galletly, 2004). Because of its phonological base, fluent phonological 

awareness and phonological processing skills are prerequisite to reading success. Fluent phonological skills 

seem to allow English-text readers to progress relatively smoothly through reading-accuracy mastery, 

cracking the codes of English as they progress, so that they cope, not just with regular words, but also with 

irregular words. Irregular words have fewer simple letter-sound cues than regular words, but virtually every 

word has sufficient phonological cues to be phonological recoded, e.g., yacht has initial and final sounds 

correctly represented, though four highly frequent words, was one two eight,  are relatively opaque, each 

having only one appropriate letter-sound cue. The phonological base of English-text is a powerful aid to 

reading and spelling accuracy, seen in English-text high-school students efficiently reading 20,000 words 

while Chinese high-school students, after the same number of years of instruction, are only able to read 

2000 Chinese words, due to Chinese being a logographic, not phonological, language (Tunmer, 1999). 

 

3.1.2 The myriad spelling patterns of English 
With 29 common vowel graphs representing 18 common vowel sounds (Galletly, 2001), and common 

graphs and phonemes said and written in so many different ways, English is far from simple (see Figures 

3.1 and 3.2). 
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Common sounds of English (40): 22 consonant sounds and 18 vowel sounds 

Consonant sounds (22) 

b d f g (as in go) h j k l m n p r s t v w y z ch sh th ng 

Vowel sounds (and written graphs) (18)  

a  mat                          e  met  (ea)                    i  mit                           o  mot                u  mut      

a-e  mate (a ai ay)    e-e  mete (e ea ee y)      i-e  mite (i ie igh y)    o-e  mote (oa)   u-e  mute (ew ue)  

ar car (a)                     er her (ir ur ear)            or for (aw au al)           ow now (ou)         oo foot   

ou you (oo)                 oi oil (oy)                      schwa (neutral vowel, as in bitter, David) 

 

Less common sounds of English 

air  hair (ear)               ear year (eer)                  zh (treasure) 

 

Confusable consonants (through lack of 1:1 letter: sound correspondence)  

g (as in gem)            c (k and  s sounds)          q  (kw)                        x (ks) 

Figure 3.1. The complex relationships of the letters, sounds, and graphs of English (from Galletly, 2003a) 

 

One graph to many sounds  

p (4 sounds) pin phone psyche pneumatic    

c  (5 sounds) cat/kick  rice/scent cheese school Cheryl/social   

y (4 sounds): yet my baby gym     

ough (8 sounds): bough cough dough tough through thorough hiccough 

a (14 sounds):  at later / gauge / ray / great / gaol any / said / says / dead sea aisle / aye was  

beau / goal / mauve beauty ask / far / half / laugh earn ear air / dare naughty / war ago 

One sound to many graphs  

f (3 graphs): phone fun tough                    sh (6 graphs): shin station mission social chef sugar 

al (5 graphs): canal little panel special      er (5 graphs): her sir turn learn word  

or (11 graphs): for sore pour raw awe taught bought sauce talk roar war  

Silent letters 

lamb sick bridge horse gnome when knee calm cupboard fetch who 

Figure 3.2. Common English orthographic patterns which create complexity for beginning readers (from 

Galletly, 2003a) 

 

3.1.3 English orthography’s multiple grainsizes 
Goswami (2002) suggests that English orthography is far more transparent (regular) if it is considered as 

having three grain-sizes (Goswami, 2002c; Treiman, Mullennix, Bijeljac-Babic, & Richmond-Welty, 1995):  

1. Phonemes: high consistency (>90%) of initial and final consonants makes phonological recoding the 

strongest reading-accuracy strategy. 

2. Rime patterns: high consistency of rimes, e.g., -igh –all, and of vowels when they are part of rimes 

increases the regularity of vowels from 51% as single letters to 77% when linked to following 
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consonants, thus instruction on highly regular rime letter patterns is a further valuable level of 

instruction. 

3. Whole words: teaching highly irregular words, e.g., one, was, and words that are not yet  regular due 

to two letter vowels and rime patterns not yet having been learned, e.g., now, car, is highly valuable 

in building reading skills of common words. It also supports developing awareness of English 

orthographic complexity, how it is acceptable that not all words ‘obey the rules’ the child has 

learned thus far.  

 

Conclusion 

This section has explored the complexity of written English, establishing it as a very complex orthography. 

Orthographic complexity is in many ways not a major issue for fluent readers, but it strongly impacts very 

beginning readers. It seems useful for beginning readers to consider English-text words as being of three 

types: regular (phoneme grainsize), pattern (irregular orthographic unit grainsize), and tricky (wholeword 

grainsize). This is a simple and useful means of reducing the confusion which beginning readers encounter, 

while at the same time building their awareness of English orthography.  

 

3.2 Crosslinguistic research findings on reading-
accuracy development 

Findings from crosslinguistic research studies provide valuable knowledge on diverse aspects of reading-

accuracy, including the complexity of mastering reading of English-text, and the ease with which both 

normal-progress and at-risk readers learn to read transparent orthographies. 

 

3.2.1 Orthographic complexity and ease of reading-
accuracy development 

In highly consistent orthographies (herein referred to as transparent orthographies), reading-accuracy and 

phonemic awareness are mastered to high levels in the first year of reading instruction. This is evidenced in 

the findings of the 2001 COST-A8 study of reading-accuracy development in European languages 

(Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003). These findings showed  

1. Highly transparent-orthography readers (Norwegian, Dutch, Icelandic, Swedish, Spanish, Italian, 

Finnish, Turkish, German and Greek students) were reading real words and pseudowords with 90 to 

98 percent accuracy by the end of their first year of instruction. 

2. Readers of slightly more opaque languages (French, Danish and Portuguese) were reading with well 

over 70 percent accuracy. 

3. Readers of English, a vastly more most opaque and complex orthography, were vastly slower: 

a. Reading with only 34 percent accuracy by the end of their first year. 

b. Reading with only 76 percent accuracy a year later (after twice the amount of instruction as 

the transparent-orthography readers had received to reach ceiling level).  

The study measured not just accuracy, but also speed of response. Seymour, Aro, & Erskine (2003) 

comment that most students from the highly transparent orthographies were at ceiling level halfway through 

the year. Thus students from numerous European countries are not just accurate readers but also fluent 
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readers within their first school year. This very early mastery of reading-accuracy is similarly evidenced in 

Holopainen, Ahonen, & Lyytinen’s (2001) categorisation of beginning Finnish readers as 

1. Precocious readers: Students who were reading when they started Grade 1 (approximately one third 

of their student population). 

2. Early readers: Students who read well within four months of schooling. 

3. Average readers: Students reading well within nine months of schooling. 

4. Delayed readers: Students who are not reading well within eighteen months of schooling. 

Numerous other European researchers similarly comment on early mastery of fluent reading-accuracy by 

the vast majority of transparent-orthography readers (Aro, 2004; Cossu, Gugliotta, & Marshall, 1995; 

Durgonglu & Oney, 2002; Ellis et al., 2004; Goswami, 2002b; Hoxhallari, Van Daal, & Ellis, 2004; Jong & 

Leij, 1999, 2003; Landerl, 2000; Lyytinen et al., 2004; Schneider, Ennemoser, Roth, & Kuspert, 1999; 

Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004; Wimmer & Hummer, 1990; Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; Ziegler & 

Goswami, in press; Ziegler, Perry, Jacobs, & Braun, 2001).  

Transparent-orthographies have close to one: one correspondence of graphs to phonemes. They therefore 

provide highly consistent (often fully consistent) feedback for every early decoding attempt which students 

make, which powerfully supports self-learning. This stands in strong contrast to beginning English-text 

reading where, for example, knowing all letters and their common sounds does not enable recoding of any 

word in ‘T-h-e  b-o-y  w-a-s  h-e-r-e  l-a-s-t  n-i-g-h-t.’   

In transparent orthographies, knowing one’s letters and sounds makes every word available to be read i.e., 

visible, the words unfold, and students make very rapid progress in reading and writing. Because the task of 

working out unfamiliar words is not arduous once letters and their sounds are known, mastery of reading-

accuracy does not require high levels of working memory efficiency or intelligence, and students need 

relatively little instructional support. After initial phonics instruction to learn their letters and sounds, they 

learn to read by reading authentic words and sentences, mastering reading-accuracy quickly and effectively. 

In most transparent-orthography countries, children’s spelling development is almost as rapid or as rapid as 

their reading-accuracy development (Aro, 2004; Cossu et al., 1995). 

It would seem that those English-text readers who master reading relatively effortlessly when compared to 

their classmates are nonetheless hugely delayed when compared to transparent-orthography readers, being 

far slower than even lower-progress readers of transparent orthographies (Hanley, Masterson, Spencer, & 

Evans, in press; Seymour et al., 2003). For almost all English-text readers, cracking the codes of English is 

long, challenging hard work, and instruction to build reading-accuracy takes many years, probably taking an 

average 2.5 times longer than transparent-orthography readers (Seymour et al., 2003).  

It is possible too that in many transparent-orthography countries, it is not just words that are transparent, 

with letter-names also being far more transparent than they are in English (Aro, 2004; Huang & Hanley, 

1997). From comments made by teachers and researchers in Finland, Estonia, Italy and Wales, it would 

seem that in many transparent-orthography countries letter-names sound very similar to their letter-sounds, 

and that, additionally, children are taught letter sounds rather than letter names. Reflection on English letter-

names shows a high level of orthographic complexity exists in students learning letter names and sounds: 

1. Only eight letters have their letter-sound as the initial sound of the letter-name (b d j k p t v z).  

2. In six letter-names, the letter sound is at the end of the name (f l m n s x).  

3. For the remaining 12 letters, the letter-name either does not contain the letter’s commonest sound, or 

has more than one sound, one of which is not heard in the letter name (a c e g h i o q r u w y).  

Some writers are strongly considering letter-knowledge a powerful tool in building phonemic awareness 

(Aro, 2004; Huang & Hanley, 1997), and it would seem likely that strong consistency of letter-sounds to 
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letter-names would support this. Lack of consistency of English letter-names may mean that knowledge of 

English letter-names will not similarly contribute to building of phonemic awareness. 

Dr Mikko Aro, a Finnish researcher we met with, is exploring an extremely interesting aspect of Finnish 

reading-accuracy development - it being common for Finnish people to be able to remember the exact 

moment, time and place that they learned to read, and that this seemed in contrast to English-text readers. 

When the Finnish Kindergarten teachers were subsequently asked about this comment, they strongly 

identified with the idea, both in their own learning to read, and in the learning of the children with whom 

they work. One teacher commented that the previous day, she had noticed one child sitting quietly, alone 

and extremely preoccupied in the anteroom, and went to check that the child was not distressed. But the 

child was focussing intently on a notice on the wall in the anteroom. She slowly sounded out the words on 

the sign, then asked if the words she had said were correct. This would have been that child’s point of 

learning to read. 

Discussion among our Australian group suggested that very occasionally, beginning English-text readers 

whom we have taught have this moment of revelation, but that this is the exception rather than the rule, and 

while we can remember this moment of wonder in relation to other milestones in ourselves and our 

offspring (e.g., the moment we first swam or rode a bike on our own), we were unable to think this way in 

relation to reading instruction. One colleague, who had used International Teaching Alphabet (ITA 

Foundation Website) as part of her linguistics studies, commented that she had that feeling when able to 

examine an ancient language translated in ITA, and she suddenly found herself able to ‘see’ its morphemes 

and grammatical units. This moment of wonder in Finnish, but not English, readers would seem to have 

implications on the speed and simplicity of reading-accuracy development in Finnish- vs. English-text 

readers. 

 

3.2.2 Rapid gains to average level by delayed readers of 
transparent orthographies 

Whereas weak English readers are characterised by both poor accuracy and slow rate, weak readers of 

transparent orthographies are characterised by high accuracy but slow rate (Jong & Leij, 1999; Wimmer & 

Mayringer, 2002). Wimmer and Mayringer comment that German children with dyslexia have no reading-

accuracy difficulties and are known only for their slow reading speed (Landerl, Wimmer, & Frith, 1997; 

Wimmer, 1993), while Tressoldi, Stella and Faggella (2001) found dyslexic Italian readers to have excellent 

reading-accuracy, but reading speed increasing by only 0.3 syllables per second per grade, a growth rate 

approximately half that of normal-progress readers, and equivalent to normal-progress readers’ rates for 

reading lists of pseudowords. The pervasiveness of high level reading-accuracy is seen in Greece, Austria 

and the Netherlands not having standardised tests of reading-accuracy, due to the lack of need (Jong & Leij, 

1999; Porpodas, 1999; Sideridis, 2002; Wimmer, Mayringer, & Landerl, 2000). They do use tests of reading 

speed (Wimmer, Mayringer, & Raberger, 1999).  

It seems there are significant crosslinguistic differences in the rate of reading-accuracy progress, once 

children have started to build reading-accuracy skills. In a class of English-text readers, one would expect 

wide variability in their rate of progress, with delayed readers showing much slower progress than normal-

progress readers. In contrast, studies of Finnish beginning readers show that  

1. All children reach a point where they start to progress and then progress rapidly from that point. 

2. While children’s starting points are at different times in the school year, their rates of progress are 

highly similar.  
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Aro (2004, p.26) comments that ‘The analysis revealed that in the development of reading and spelling 

accuracy, there was variation only in the initial level of accuracy (intercept), and not in the type of 

development (slope).’ Perhaps there are no ‘slow learners’ in Finland - only ‘slow starters’. 

Discussion with Finnish teachers suggested that up to 10% of Finnish children currently have 

ongoing reading difficulties, a comment which seems highly compatible with the statement of 

Lyytinen and colleagues (Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press): 

We emphasize that although the process of acquiring fluent reading in Finnish can be 

relatively effortless, a substantial number of children still face problems in learning to 

master reading completely. Roughly 6% cent of children do not achieve accurate reading 

skill (at least 90% accuracy in reading pseudo-words) despite three or four years of 

schooling, and 4% are still relatively slow in reading. Thus, approximately 8% (due to the 

overlap of these two groups) of Finnish children still face reading problems by the time they 

should be fluent and accurate readers. 

During our visit to Finland, both researchers and teachers commented on reading and spelling errors in 

Finnish children not being on vowels, which are highly regular, but on use of single vs. double letters in 

words. All phonemes can be long or short, and phoneme duration is represented by single vs. double letters, 

e.g., kisa (competition) vs. kissa (cat), tuli (fire) vs. tuuli (wind). We formed a strong impression that the 

significant reading-accuracy difficulties which the Finnish teachers were concerned about, are far milder 

than the reading-accuracy difficulties commonly experienced by English-text readers. 

Although intelligence and working memory are strong predictors of English-text reading achievement, 

several studies show that they do not relate significantly to reading-accuracy achievement in transparent-

orthography readers (Cossu, 1999a; Jimenez, Siegel, & Lopez, 2003). Reading-accuracy of transparent 

orthographies seems to be mastered far more simply by children with intellectual disability. Teachers in 

Finnish and Italian schools we visited seem to expect that most children with moderate to severe intellectual 

development will master reading-accuracy. Cossu (1999) discusses Italian children with Down Syndrome, 

with mean IQ of 44 (range 40-56), showing reading-accuracy levels of 93.8% correct reading of real words, 

and 88% correct reading of pseudowords (Cossu, 1993, 1999; Cossu, Rossini, & Marshall, 1993). He 

concludes that general intelligence and working memory are largely irrelevant factors for the acquisition of 

Italian reading-accuracy (Cossu, 1999). This is a comment that could never be made about learning to read 

English. In our discussions with him, Professor Cossu commented that in the population of Italian students 

with Down Syndrome from whom the research sample were drawn, there were many students who were 

much better readers than the sample students, and that one criteria for selection was being students whose 

reading was not yet well-developed (Cossu, 2005; Cossu & Marshall, 1990). Cossu, Rossini, & Marshall 

(1993, p.299) comment  

What impresses us is that, whatever impairments the children with Down's Syndrome 

undoubtably show [in other areas], these deficits have not precluded the children from 

acquiring the transcoding skills involved in reading…. despite a mean IQ of 44, these 

children read (regular words, irregular words and nonwords) with the same [accuracy] as 

normal Italian 7 year olds. 

The reading intervention for delayed readers which we observed in Finnish schools, consisted of reduced 

group numbers while working on the same tasks as the rest of the class. Welsh reading-accuracy 

intervention at the school which I visited, consisted of daily 10 minute sessions of reading to an adult, and 

weekly selection of three words the student has found difficult to read, which are written down for the 

student to practise. When I asked if children didn’t perhaps simply remember the three words once they’d 

been told them, such that their ‘reading’ was more the parroting of words (the response I would expect of 

Australian students if this task was used), the teachers were surprised, and replied that students did not do 

this, but continued to focus on reading the words by sounding them out, syllable by syllable. It is interesting 

that these delayed readers have not taken the relatively-obvious ‘easy’ option, and are instead assiduously 
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working on the very skill which will improve their reading-accuracy. This seems to indicate a very strong 

sense that reading is only done through recoding the sounds and syllables of a word, and that they know that 

they will work the word out effectively: they trust printed words, knowing they will be able to decode them.  

This Welsh intervention, which seems extremely mild compared to Australian reading interventions, is 

found extremely effective. When I asked the learning support teacher at the Welsh school I visited about his 

work with older students in the school, he commented that he did no work on Welsh reading or spelling for 

older students as this was not needed, and that his work was mostly focussed on helping them master 

spelling of English (their second language). He also commented on their being relatively few students with 

major maths difficulties, and few classroom behaviour problems (the latter seemed notable, given that the 

school is in a very low SES district with high unemployment.) I was particularly impressed with the reading 

of one Grade 4 boy who had received this intervention throughout his Grade 3 year. While the lad’s written 

work showed immature handwriting and spacing, similar to what an Australian child of the same age with 

reading and writing difficulties might do, his reading of both English and Welsh books was extremely 

impressive, being error-free, fast and fluent. 

Crosslinguistic comparisons of delayed readers show English-text delayed readers to be experiencing far 

more severe difficulties, e.g., Landerl, Wimmer and Frith (1997), studying English and German dyslexic 

readers, found orthographic complexity had strong impact, with German readers reading 3 syllable 

pseudowords with higher accuracy than the English readers read single syllable pseudowords, and the 

English readers made 324 errors on vowels while the German readers made only 20 vowel errors.  

A further contrast of transparent-orthography vs. English-text readers is seen in very high responsiveness by 

weak transparent-orthography readers to interventions combining phonemic awareness and reading-

accuracy instruction. Phonemic awareness instruction has been shown to be highly effective in supporting 

the progress of both normal and low-achieving transparent-orthography children (Olofsson, 1993; 

Poskiparta, Neimi, & Vauras, 1999; Schneider, Ennemoser, Roth, & Kuspert, 1999). There are also 

indicators that transparent-orthography interventions do not need to be as intensive as English-text reading-

accuracy intervention: 

This is seen in Poskiparta, Neimi, and Vauras’ (1999) study in which  

1. Intellectually-disabled children became average decoders with relatively nonintensive intervention 

given their disabilities (one school year of daily 10 to 15 minutes training on phonological 

awareness and reading) and continued to read at average level, as measured at followup testing over 

the next two years. Poskiparta et al. describe their representative population of low-achievers as 

multiply-handicapped, showing low verbal intelligence, working memory, counting skills, and letter 

knowledge. 

2. Their matched control group, of low-intelligence low-progress readers, made negligible progress, 

i.e., it was the intervention, not maturation, which improved the experimental group. 

3. Their other control group, of average-intelligence low-progress readers, became close to average 

decoders and spellers without any additional help. 

Orthographic complexity and the different roles of phonological and phonemic awareness in transparent-

orthography vs. English-text reading-accuracy development and difficulties may offer some insights on the 

phenomenon of treatment resisters (Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino et al., 1996), children who make extremely 

low progress despite intensive intervention. Numerous studies are showing that a proportion of English-text 

weak readers respond very poorly to interventions (Torgesen, 2000; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino et al., 1996), 

such that Torgesen and Davis (1996) suggest that mean effects of phonological awareness training on 

reading growth may be the result of accelerated skills in students who would have learned to read normally 

without the intervention, rather than reflecting reading growth in very weak readers. Studies investigating 

characteristics of these poor responders have invariably found that extremely poor phonological awareness 
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is a basis to their slow development (Torgesen, 2000; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino et al., 1996). Analysis of 

articles on interventions with students in the lowest 10% of achievers in different countries indicates 

orthographic complexity as a significant factor dictating response to intervention, with students in 

transparent-orthography nations making vastly greater progress than students in Anglophone nations: 

1. In Finland, Poskiparta, Neimi and Vauras (1999), studying the impact of intervention on the lowest 

10% of Finnish students (these students having significant intellectual and other disabilities), found 

that they made very significant progress, in contrast to a matched control group. At follow-up, only 

4% of the intervention students (i.e., 0.4% of the student population) were 1 SD behind the total 

sample for spelling and only 8% similarly behind in reading.   

2. In Germany, Schneider and colleagues studied not the lowest 10%, but whether phonological 

awareness training was equally suited to all students of a given age cohort, and whether it is more 

effective for students with initially higher levels of phonological awareness (Schneider et al., 1999; 

Schneider, Kuspert, Roth, & Vise, 1997). The students received daily 10-15 minute sessions for 6 

months. After training, the experimental at-risk group (lowest achieving at baseline) outperformed 

the control group on phonological awareness at post-test and transfer tests. They held this gain over 

the 2 years they were followed, with significantly higher achievement on reading and spelling tests 

in late Grade 2. The performance gap between at-risk and initially advanced students did not 

increase over time, and although the at-risk readers performed worse on the reading and spelling 

measures than the initially advanced students, the mean differences were not substantial.  

3. In Denmark, Olofsson (1993) studied the effect of phonological awareness intervention on the 10% 

of preschoolers scoring lowest on a pre-intervention phonological awareness task, and followed their 

reading and spelling for several years. This group achieved significantly higher than the control 

group on word-reading speed, sentence reading, and spelling, with the gap increasing over time. 

Danish is a more complex orthography than German and Finnish, though still markedly less 

complex than English. It is possible these strong effects may also stem from an interaction of 

moderately transparent orthography with increased age and maturity of the students learning to read. 

4. Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte (1997) found that 24% of the lowest 10% of students were still at 

least 1 standard deviation behind age level after intensive 1:1 phonological awareness intervention 

over a 2.5 year period, and that a significant number of students are making virtually no progress.  

5. O'Connor, Jenkins, Leicester, & Slocum (1993) examined the feasibility of teaching phonological 

manipulation skills to preschool American students with disabilities. The students learned the skills 

effectively but demonstrated little or no generalization of those skills both to highly similar tasks 

(e.g., from one blending task to another) and dissimilar tasks (e.g., blending to segmenting).  

While other studies are needed to confirm this principle it seems from analysis of these studies that failure 

to respond to intervention is perhaps an English-text phenomena, not occurring in transparent-orthography 

delayed readers. The lowest 10% of achievers learning simple orthographies (Finnish, German) make very 

significant progress, while the lowest 10% of English-print students make very little progress. Interestingly, 

neither Schneider et al. (1999), nor Poskiparta et al. (1999) comment on orthographic complexity as a 

variable, and both cite other reasons for their better results, with Schneider concluding ‘Our findings 

indicate that the potential of phonological training per se may have been underestimated in previous 

research (Schneider et al., 1999 p.435)’. It seems likely orthographic transparency supports the progress of 

at-risk readers. Aro (2004, p.35) comments: 

A transparent orthography treats even a phonologically immature reader in a lenient 

manner. It helps in explicating the alphabetic principle, the correspondence between spoken 

and written language...it does not burden the beginning reader with a plethora of 

correspondence rules; and together with systematic phonics teaching it provides the 

beginning reader with a simple tool for successful word recognition. 
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An interesting outcome of the transparent-orthography studies above, one which is rarely seen in studies of 

delayed English-text readers (Ehri, Nunes et al., 2001; Ehri, Stahl et al., 2001; National Research Council, 

1998b; Swanson et al., 1999), is that these lowest 10% of readers not only caught up to an average level, but 

also maintained their gains. This would indicate that once transparent-orthography readers ‘catch’ reading-

accuracy, they do not lose it but instead go from strength to strength, and that this trajectory happens even if 

they are delayed readers with significant intellectual disability. This would seem in strong contrast to 

English-text at-risk readers of average intelligence who commonly lose some of their gains after an 

intervention is completed, or after a holiday break (Cooper, 2003; National Research Council, 1998a). 

In Finland, we attended a presentation that reading researchers were presenting to executives from the 

Finnish department of education. Commenting on their study investigating use of a motivational game to 

support Finnish children to master letter-sounds, one researcher commented rather triumphantly that their 

study showed evidence of something which had not been shown before - that some children forget what 

they have learned. We Australian researchers smiled at this comment, considering it somewhat naïve, and 

talked later about how children forgetting what they have learned is something every primary school teacher 

knows. Subsequent reflection, in the light of studies showing that gains by transparent-orthography 

intellectually-disabled students are not reduced at followup, has caused me to wonder whether children 

forgetting non-automised literacy concepts is perhaps also an English-text phenomenon.  

Learning to read transparent orthographies really does seem as though it may be as simple as learning to 

swim and ride a bike. These skills all seem to involve: 

1. A distinct point of transition between being unable to do the skill, and being able to. 

2. This point being reached by different children at different points of time. 

3. Integration of skills which can be relatively easily scaffolded. 

4. Little cognitive load apart from this integration of skills – it seems likely that the brief time up to 

‘cracking the code’ (gaining insight of phonemic recoding) is the point of highest cognitive load, and 

the rapid progress made from that point indicates dramatically reduced cognitive load from then on. 

5. An accompanying ‘moment of wonder’ at the point of reading-accuracy insight which probably 

marks the start of rapid reading-accuracy progress. 

6. Extremely rapid progress to ceiling level from that point. 

7. Seemingly no forgetting once that point is reached, i.e., the skill is no longer complex thus effective 

long-term memories are made even by children with working memory or intellectual difficulties. 

8. All children’s progress trajectories being parallel. 

9. Extra support for slower learners being very modest in size and intensity, and being no different to 

ordinary instruction, i.e., no difference in strategies, but simply more time spent practising till the 

moment of transition is reached. 

It would seem likely that in transparent-orthography at-risk readers this point of transition may not be as 

discreet, but that the other characteristics are highly similar. 

 

3.2.2.1 English orthographic complexity as the exception to the 

norm 

English orthography is exceptionally complex. Aro (2004, p.12) comments that 

Studies investigating the effect of orthographic consistency have done so usually in 

comparison with the extreme, namely English. The 'transparency' of an orthography can be 

best thought of as a continuum. Whereas we might remain uncertain where on this 

continuum each orthography is objectively located, we can be certain of the extreme 

positions… English is one of the most irregular alphabetic orthographies, and Finnish is 

certainly one of the most regular.  
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While there has been very little awareness of orthographic transparency among reading scientists, a search 

for transparent orthographies shows them to be so common that complex orthographies may be the 

exception rather than the rule. In countries with logographic orthographies e.g., Chinese and Japanese, a 

highly transparent-orthography is used as a first-orthography – children are taught to use this transparent-

orthography, then it in turn is used to scaffold reading of logographic units. In addition to the thirteen 

countries studied in the COST-A8 study above (Seymour, Aro & Erskine, 2003), other countries with 

transparent orthographies encountered in the research literature or in visits and discussions overseas, include 

Welsh, Estonian, Albanian, Scottish (Gaelic, though this is read by very few Scots), Japanese, Korean, 

Croatian, Chinese and new orthographies developed by Wycliffe Bible Translators (Goswami, 2002b; 

Harris & Hatano, 1999; Hoxhallari et al., 2004; Mountney, 2004). There are doubtless many others.  

Transparent orthographies developed by Wycliffe Bible Translators are used in isolated Aboriginal 

communities in Australia. One Australian community using a transparent-orthography is the Ngaanyatjarra 

community in Central Australia. Community members, both adults and children, are learning to read in 

Ngaanyatjarra, which has been designed for orthographic advantage, being ‘absolutely perfectly wonderfully 

regular’ (Mountney, 2004). Spoken Ngaanyatjarra uses many very different phonemes to English, and these 

different phonemes are represented by three graphs using [l], three using [t], and three using [r]. Fluent 

speakers of Ngaanyatjarra are able to smoothly master reading of Ngaanyatjarra once they learn the graphs 

for each of its 23 phonemes. Ngaanyatjarra has no spelling rules beyond perfect one: one correspondence of 

each phoneme to its own graph i.e., just these 23 phoneme: graph spelling rules (see Table 3.1).   

 

Table 3.1 

Ngaanyatjarra orthography 

Vowels a    aa    i      ii    u     uu 

Consonants with just one form k     m     p     w    y   ng 

Three forms of [l]  l    ly     rl 

Three forms of [n] n    ny    rn     

Two forms of [r] r     reading research      

Three forms of [t] t      tj     rt     

 

Learning to read Ngaanyatjarra can be a little confusing initially for fluent English readers as there are 

multiple graphs using the letters /a u i n y r t l/, but the graphs have been very carefully chosen so there is 

perfect one: one correspondence of phonemes: graphs thus no difficulty exists for Ngaanyatjarra speakers 

who learn to read (Mountney, 2004).  

It would be interesting to map the literacy and phonemic awareness development of children learning to 

read initially in Ngaanyatjarra, and later moving on to English-text reading. It is possible that high level 

phonemic awareness developed through reading Ngaanyatjarra may support later mastery of spoken and 

written English, in similar ways to the possible advanced language progress seen in Hanley and Spencer’s 

studies of Welsh first-language children mastering English as a second language. 
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3.2.3 Cognitive load as a central factor in crosslinguistic 
differences 

From reflection on the findings discussed above, it would seem that cognitive load of reading-accuracy 

development is the pivotal factor in crosslinguistic differences in reading-accuracy between English-text 

and transparent-orthography readers. It seems likely that there are several aspects of this cognitive load:   

1. The volume of content to be learned: 

a. In transparent orthographies, just letters and their sounds have to be learned, and if letter-

names and letter-sounds are highly similar, there would be vastly less cognitive load 

involved. 

b. In English-text, there is far more content: 

i. Letter-sounds and letter-names are different, which greatly increases the number of 

abstract concepts to be mastered (approximately 88 concepts, see Table 3.2). 

ii. High frequency sight words are usually also learned – for beginning readers, each 

sight word would count as one abstract concept.  

Table 3.2 

The number of concepts to be mastered in learning English letters’ names, sounds, lower-case and capital 

forms, when only commonest letter-sounds are used 

 English letter units Number of 

concepts 
Unit  a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z ch sh th --- 

Name a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z    26 

Sound a  c 

2 

 e f g 

2 

h i   l m n o  q r s  u v w x y  ch sh th 24 

Letter  a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z    26 

Capital  A B  D E  G H    L  N   Q R  T         Th 12 

Total number of new concepts to be learned (because of dissimilar shapes, names and sounds) 88 

 

2. Emotional supports of orthographic transparency: 

a. Strong emotional supports for transparent-orthography readers: 

i. Consistent feedback from all reading attempts. 

ii. A point of mastery after which one knows one can read. 

iii. Strong feelings of being in control.  

b. Strong lack of emotional support for English-text readers: 

i. Highly inconsistent feedback from early reading attempts (unless only regular words 

are used). 

ii. For delayed readers: Possible increased lack of confidence and anxiety through 

feeling not-in-control. 

Support for this notion of high cognitive load being the basis of the crosslinguistic differences is found in 

many of the studies and observations discussed above, not least in 

1. The low (transparent-orthography) vs. high (English-text) correlation of working memory and 

intelligence to reading-accuracy achievement (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000; Gathercole & 

Pickering, 2001; Jimenez, Siegel, & Lopez, 2003), epitomised by Cossu’s (1999, p.30) comment:  
Since a transparent orthography is mastered with no special effort by normal children, it is not surprising 

that even (some) mentally retarded children can easily grasp the orthographic principles and become 

efficient readers and writers (qua decoders). This particular condition shows that general intelligence, verbal 

memory or psycho-motor skills are largely irrelevant factors for the acquisition of literacy. 
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2. Many studies showing that reading-accuracy of transparent orthographies is a simple task mastered 

quickly and effortlessly by average readers (Cossu, 1999; Galletly & Knight, 2004; Goswami, 

2002b; Hanley, Masterson, Spencer, & Evans, 2004; Jong & Leij, 1999, 2003; Lyytinen, Ahonen et 

al., in press; Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press; Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004; Wimmer, 1993; Wimmer, 

Mayringer, & Raberger, 1999): 

a. Many children learning to read before starting school. 

b. Most reading well within nine months of schooling. 

c. Few experiencing reading difficulties, and those who do responding well to intervention. 

3. The ‘riding-a-bike’ ease of acquisition of reading by Finnish readers.  

4. Transparent orthographies being the genre chosen by makers of new orthographies, e.g., Wycliffe 

Bible Tranlators (Mountney, 2004).  

5. Transparent-orthography children mastering reading-accuracy with ease being so widespread that 

many transparent-orthography countries do not have any tests of reading-accuracy - they are not 

needed as all children master reading-accuracy (Jong & Leij, 1999; Sideridis, 2002; Wimmer & 

Hummer, 1990). 

Contrasting the orthographic and reading-accuracy characteristics of Italian and English reveals the factors 

contributing to high cognitive load for mastering of English-text reading-accuracy, and low cognitive load 

for mastering transparent-orthography reading-accuracy (see Table 3.3).  

 

Table 3.3  

Factors impacting cognitive load of learning to read Italian vs. Italian (Bryson, 1990; Cossu, 1999; Paulesu 

et al., 2000) 

 Italian English 

Orthographic Complexity Simple 

 

Complex 

Letters and sounds  Each letter has one 

sound 

26 letters make over 40 sounds 

 

Spelling rules Less than 40  More than 1100 

Basis of rules Phonemes  

 

Morphemes 

Phonemes 

Orthographic patterns 

Regularity of letter sounds Almost 100% 

 

Initial consonants 95% 

Final consonants  90% 

Isolated vowels 51% 

Vowels in rimes 77% 

Levels of instruction needed Phonological 

recoding at one 

level: letter sounds 

 

Phonological recoding at three levels 

1. Letter sounds  

2. Rimes & patterns e.g., igh, all, ow, ough 

3. Whole words, e.g., one, was, eight 

Potential for  

early self-learning  

Extremely high Low 

Mastery of   

reading-accuracy 

Rapid success for all Slower acquisition, lower success rates 

 

Mastery of  

phonemic awareness 

Rapid success for all Slower acquisition, lower success rates 

 

Need for phonemic awareness. Low: Italian is easy 

to decode. 

Very high: Success with complex orthographies 

requires phonemic expertise.  

Need for working memory  Low Very high  

Need for adequate intelligence Low High 
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3.2.4 Reading-accuracy instruction for transparent 
orthographies is uncomplicated 

Reading-accuracy instruction for English-text readers is a highly complex and much debated issue involving 

innumerable conferences, university courses, research studies and journal articles. Perhaps due to the 

simplicity of reading-acquisition by transparent-orthography readers, reading-accuracy instruction seems a 

very simple matter in transparent-orthography countries. From descriptions of Dutch and German reading 

instruction (Jong & Leij, 1999; Mann & Wimmer, 2002; Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002), there seems to be 

little controversy over methods, different methods are used in different countries, and most countries use 

just one method. In both countries, very little prereading instruction at home and kindergarten is the norm, 

then reading instruction commences in Grade 1 using a brief period of intensive phonics instruction, then 

focus just on reading of authentic texts.  

Wimmer and colleagues comment that in Germany, Grade 1 students are taught the sounds, not names of 

letters, using an intensive synthetic phonics approach. Each sound is not introduced in isolation but is 

instead introduced in a blending process, so the children make words with the newly introduced sounds 

(Mann & Wimmer, 2002; Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002). Systematic reading instruction teaching letter-

sounds via synthetic phonics takes place at the start of the first year in school, and is the only reading-

accuracy instruction provided, as from this time, ‘children are expected to gain fluency by practice 

(Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002, p.275)’: 
They are introduced to the graphemes one by one (no letter names) and immediately learn to blend 

the sounds into syllables without uttering the sounds in sequence. The first letters are vowels and 

continuants so that blending into syllables can be demonstrated and practiced easily. The resulting 

synthesized pronunciations in the beginning hardly ever sound fully correct (e.g., vowels and 

continuants tend to be too long) but are close enough to the target pronunciations to allow 

recognition. Little attention is given to reading fluency because children are expected to pick up 

recurring letter patterns in words from self-reliant reading.  

                                         Wimmer, Mayringer, and Landerl (2000, p.669)  

 

3.2.4.1 Diminished impact from top-down instruction 

While reading instruction in most transparent-orthography countries seems strongly bottom-up with 

children taught letter-sounds and phonemic recoding, the reading instruction of some transparent-

orthography countries is in some ways more top-down, e.g., Turkish reading instruction begins with 

children memorising sentences then drills down into letters and sounds (Durgonglu & Oney, 2002).  

As discussed later in the thesis, Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction as a sole method is not 

recommended for English-text at-risk readers (Hempenstall, 1996, 1999, 2003; T. Nicholson, 1985, 1991; T. 

Nicholson et al., 1991; T. Nicholson et al., 1988). There would seem very little value in using Whole 

Language reading-accuracy instruction in countries with transparent orthographies, given the ease with 

which children master reading-accuracy through phonemic recoding. The popularity of Whole Language in 

English-text countries nonetheless does seem to be impacting transparent-orthography countries, e.g., 

Albania, a country with a completely transparent orthography, has recently introduced Whole Language 

reading-accuracy instruction using whole-word instruction as its official teaching method (Ellis et al., 2004; 

Hoxhallari et al., 2004). Albanian reading scientists consider this a very inappropriate move, given the 

almost complete transparency of Albanian orthography, and the rapid rate of reading-accuracy development 

of Albanian readers under traditional phonics instruction (Ellis et al., 2004; Hoxhallari et al., 2004).The 

lower demands that transparent orthographies place on working memory and intelligence, in combination 

with older school starting-ages, may mean Whole Language instruction in place of reading-accuracy may do 

little damage to at-risk readers of transparent orthographies. Where transparent-orthography countries are 
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instituting Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, it will be interesting to observe rates of reading-

accuracy progress in both normal-progress and at-risk readers. 

No documentation on Finnish Whole Language instruction was found, but one of the Finnish OECD 

researchers commented that when it had been trialled in Finland, the children (aged 7 years) soon realised 

that letters were very significant, and requested teachers teach them letter-sounds and, as a result, traditional 

letter-sound instruction quickly moved back into place. 

 

3.2.4.2 Diminished anxiety about reading-accuracy instruction 

There seems a distinct lack of anxiety in transparent-orthography countries about reading-accuracy 

development and reading-accuracy instruction. Parents seem unconcerned about their children’s likelihood 

of mastering reading-accuracy. While reading extensively to their preschool children, few focus attention on 

building reading-accuracy skills. Reading-accuracy instruction is not a controversial subject in schools and 

universities. There do not seem to be transparent-orthography Reading Wars. 

These low anxiety levels contrast markedly with the continuing high levels of angst with respect to reading-

accuracy development and instruction, experienced by English-text teachers and parents. It therefore seems 

likely that much of this English-text angst may be because English orthographic complexity makes reading-

accuracy mastery a much less guaranteed outcome for English-text students. It also seems likely that lack of 

awareness of the impact of English orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy development and 

instruction may be a major factor perpetuating Reading Wars in Australia and other English-text countries.  

 

3.2.4.3 Strong perceptions that reading-accuracy leads to 

reading-comprehension  

The role of reading-accuracy in reading development would seem the key issue in Reading Wars 

controversies. One aspect of this is whether reading-accuracy leads to reading-comprehension, or whether 

reading-accuracy is developed through reading-comprehension i.e., develops through large amounts of 

reading involving effective reading-comprehension. Using the modified simple model (Reading-

comprehension = reading-accuracy  x  language comprehension + reading-comprehension strategies), it 

seems a matter of which of the four components are core components. From the writings of reading 

researchers in transparent-orthography countries, and from observation of teachers and instruction in four of 

those countries (Finland, Estonia, Italy, Wales), there seems overwhelming reliance on reading-accuracy 

being the core skill of reading-comprehension, i.e., reading the words leads to reading the meaning., and 

surprise that people might consider the reverse pattern (reading-comprehension building reading-accuracy) 

as an option. 

 

3.2.4.4 Effective reading-accuracy instruction may reduce the 

crosslinguistic achievement gap  

Some crosslinguistic studies are showing that intense phonics instruction reduces the impact of English 

orthographic complexity (Hanley, 2005; Landerl, 2000). Landerl (2000) compared groups of 7, 8 and 9 year 

old children in three categories: 

1. Austrian (German-speaking) children receiving usual instruction (intensive phonics instruction using 

words and pseudowords, which commences once four letters have been learned).  
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2. English readers receiving intense phonics instruction using Jolly Phonics (Lloyd, 1992), a program 

that teaches 43 common grapheme-phoneme correspondences of English, and moves into word 

reading as soon as the first six letters are taught. 

3. English readers receiving usual instruction: a weekly phonics lesson and whole word reading.  

Landerl (2000) found that the English children receiving intensive phonics did almost as well as the 

Austrian children. Accuracy was at similar levels, and while the younger English readers were somewhat 

slower, the older readers’ speeds were at similar levels. This is in keeping with comments made by 

researchers in England that the effectiveness of the National Literacy Strategy (intensive phonics) seems to 

be narrowing the reading-accuracy achievement gap between English and Welsh students learning to read in 

Wales (Hanley, 2005). The findings thus far are only very vague indicators, e.g., the measures Landerl used 

seem relatively inadequate, being a small list of real words (number words from two to twelve, e.g., four 

seven) and a list of pseudowords developed from these words. There would seem urgent needs for more 

research in this area as findings that systematic phonics narrows the gap offers a way out of orthographic 

disadvantage. In the same way that English orthographic complexity impacts low-progress readers far more 

than it impacts higher-progress peers, and phonological awareness may prove to be more needed in at-risk 

readers, it may be that English orthographic complexity creates a far greater need for systematic reading-

accuracy instruction to prevent reading-accuracy difficulties in at-risk readers. 

 

Conclusion 

This section has explored the findings of crosslinguistic studies of reading-accuracy development. English 

orthography is established as an anomaly in alphabetic languages due to its being so highly complex - many 

researchers consider it not so much as being at the end of a continuum of orthographic complexity, but 

rather as an outlier to the continuum (Aro, 2005; Ziegler & Goswami, in press). English orthographic 

complexity would seem to be having major effects on the reading development of English-text readers, 

including slower reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness development.  

There is strong belief in transparent-orthography countries that reading-accuracy leads to reading-

comprehension, and their reading instruction consists of systematic letter-sound instruction then authentic 

reading. The divisiveness associated with English-text reading instruction does not seem present in 

transparent-orthography countries. 

These findings confront many assumptions about Australian reading development, difficulties and 

instruction, and provoke considerable reflection. The evidence on impacts of English orthographic 

complexity is growing, with findings being highly consistent, making it an area highly worthy of 

consideration.  

 

3.3 The stronger impact of English orthographic 
complexity on at-risk readers  

Studies of Welsh vs. English developing readers by Hanley and Spencer (Hanley et al., 2004; Spencer & 

Hanley, 2003, 2004) show evidence indicating that it is likely that the impact of English orthographic 

complexity is less significant on high achieving readers, and increasingly major as achievement levels 

lessen, with the lower half of English-text readers being severely at-risk of ongoing failure (see Figure 3.3). 

Their longitudinal study of Welsh and English students found the achievement gap in the top quartile of 

English vs. Welsh students was not significant at one year and mild after two years. For the 2nd quartile, a 

mild gap at one year widened significantly at two years; by then English students in this quartile read just 

better than the Welsh lowest achievers (Spencer & Hanley, 2003). 
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Figure 3.3. Achievement levels of English and Welsh students after 1 year and 2 years of instruction (from 

Spencer & Hanley, 2003) 

The performance of the lower two quartiles in Spencer and Hanley’s study is far more worrisome. After two 

years, the third quartile of English readers were reading less than half as well as the Welsh third quartile. 

The English fourth quartile were virtually nonreaders, in strong contrast to the Welsh lowest quartile whose 

reading was almost as good as the English second quartile. It seems likely that, whereas virtually all readers 

of transparent orthographies will spend almost all their school years working on advanced literacy learning, 

a high percentage of English would-be readers will remain as delayed readers, continuing to experience the 

cognitive load complexities of reading-accuracy weakness.  

This notion that orthographic complexity has far more deleterious impact on lower-progress complex-

orthography readers than normal-progress complex-orthography readers is supported from other sources, 

e.g., studies showing that English-text delayed readers respond significantly less well to intervention than 

transparent-orthography delayed readers (Olofsson, 1993; Olofsson & Niedersoe, 1999; Poskiparta et al., 

1999; Schneider et al., 1999; Schneider et al., 1997; Torgesen, 2000; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino et al., 

1996). Additionally, a second (current) COST-A8 study is also finding supporting evidence of greater 

impact on lower achievers (Seymour, 2005; Seymour & Duncan, 2002). This study has measured the 

reading progress of children in five countries at four test points in their first year of instruction (by which 

time the transparent-orthography children were at ceiling level accuracy). A further two test points in their 

second year were used for the Scottish readers, to accommodate their progress being so much slower than 
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that of the transparent-orthography children (Seymour & Duncan, 2002). The data for all countries is not yet 

collated, but data for Scottish, Finnish and Icelandic children has now been processed (Seymour, 2005). 

Comparison of individual-progress trajectories of the full-range of readers is showing that  

1. On average, the English-text readers at Test Point 5 (end of Grade 2), were at the same level of 

achievement as the Icelandic readers at Test Point 3 (end of Grade 1). The Finnish readers reached 

this level at Test Point 2 (Test Point 1 was in Kindergarten, prior to reading instruction occurring). 

2. All Finnish readers reached a point of a rapid transition at various times during Grade 1, from which 

point they moved rapidly to ceiling level reading-accuracy.  

3. The trajectories of the lower 50% of Scottish children show a wide spread of achievement at all test 

points. 

4. The lower 50% of Icelandic readers show a relatively wide spread of achievement, less than the 

English readers, but far more than the Finnish readers. While Icelandic is a highly transparent 

orthography, it is far less transparent than Finnish, which is an example of an almost completely 

transparent language.  

 

3.3.2 This impact is long-lasting, diverse, and not due to 
sociocultural factors 

Other findings of Spencer and Hanley’s Welsh-English study as it progressed longitudinally are extremely 

thought-provoking. Their study is particularly powerful, being longitudinal, and having many sociocultural 

variables controlled. Welsh schools in a single education district are administrated by the same local 

education authority, and follow highly similar curricula and teaching approaches. The English- and Welsh- 

speaking children are the same age at school entry, and live in the same town. The only major obvious 

difference is likely to be the language of instruction (Spencer & Hanley, 2003; Ziegler & Goswami, in 

press). Findings from the students’ first year at school (Spencer & Hanley, 2004) include 

1. Irrespective of impacts of sociocultural differences and low age of school entry, orthographic 

transparency results in faster development of reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness. 

Significantly stronger reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness were present in Welsh students 

after just four months instruction, with the gap considerably wider after eight months instruction, 

despite  

a. Welsh being more complicated than English through its having a larger alphabet which 

includes significant numbers of digraphs.  

b. Welsh test words with equivalent numbers of letters as English words being more 

complicated through having more syllables and more phonemes. 

2. Phonemic awareness ability (or those aspects of phonemic awareness ability measured in the study) 

is either a consequence of development of reading-accuracy or a closely parallel developing skill 

such that reading-accuracy is possibly a vital precursor of phonemic awareness development. No 

differences were present in the two groups before reading skills were acquired, but they were 

significantly in present after only four months of instruction, once Welsh reading-accuracy skills 

were present.  

3. Rhyme showed as an important basis of English reading-accuracy mastery. Rhyme skills did not 

distinguish English vs. Welsh young readers, but rhyme correlated more highly with English reading 

achievement than Welsh reading achievement, even in beginning English readers.  

4. The close to 100% consistent feedback of Welsh letters to phonemes has more impact on 

development of reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness than explicit instruction on words, 
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letters, and sounds has, given that English and Welsh groups  were equivalently focussed on words, 

letters and sounds.  

5. Low age of school entry may well have an effect on reading-accuracy mastery, given that Welsh 

readers’ reading-accuracy skills do not seem as high as readers from transparent-orthography 

countries where children start school at older ages (Hanley et al., in press; Seymour et al., 2003; 

Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004). Factors other than age may well have been involved in this 

achievement discrepancy however.  

6. Whole-word substitutions may be a feature of weak reading-accuracy just in English readers. Many 

English readers’ errors were real words, while Welsh readers’ errors were always pseudowords, 

possibly due to the 100% feedback of Welsh words quickly building strong reliable phonological 

recoding and thus dependence on this strategy. 

Findings from measuring the progress of the students in their reading development over a five year period 

from age five to ten years (Hanley, 2004; Hanley et al., 2004) include 

1. That Welsh readers are reading with virtually adult reading-accuracy skill in their second year of 

schooling (when aged 7 years). 

2. It takes a very long time to build powerful English-text reading-accuracy skills, such that even in 

their sixth year of formal reading instruction, English readers are still learning reading-accuracy. 

Spencer and colleagues found that English readers at this stage were now equal to Welsh readers for 

reading of regular and high frequency irregular words, but were still significantly weak on irregular 

English-text words of moderate and low frequency. This weakness was evident even in the best 

English readers. Hanley and colleagues’ finding is compatible with that of Jackson and Coltheart 

(2001) who found that by age 10 to 11 years, average-progress English-text readers read regular 

monosyllabic pseudowords at near adult levels, and their comment that other studies and tests of 

pseudoword reading show children are at ceiling level on such words from this age. Jackson and 

Coltheart comment of irregular word reading that, in contrast to regular word reading, children at 

this age are not at ceiling level, but that their mature reading system seems in place and does not 

change in significant ways from this time, such that children continue to acquire mastery of irregular 

words, and read more and more efficiently from this point.  

3. Over the six years of instruction, the most significant detrimental effects of English orthographic 

complexity were on the lowest quartiles of English readers. 

4. Reading-accuracy difficulties seem almost exclusively a complex-orthography phenomenon, and not 

a transparent-orthography one. Welsh poor readers were characterised by low speed but good 

accuracy, whereas English poor readers were characterised by very low accuracy and very low 

speed.  

5. Welsh children read familiar words more quickly than unfamiliar words, thus showing incomplete 

reliance on phonological recoding as a single strategy, and indicating likelihood that phonological 

recoding of transparent-orthography readers is an interactive process with multiple components.  

6. Phonemic awareness development is still delayed in English readers at age ten years, even though by 

this age they read regular words well.  

a. In older Welsh and English readers showing equivalent skill in reading regular words, Welsh 

children were significantly stronger than English readers in phoneme tapping and final 

consonant awareness.  

b. These older English readers did develop equivalent phonemic skills to their Welsh 

counterparts in skills in tasks involving beginning consonant sounds and rhyme, which is 
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perhaps indicative of the stronger consistency of these factors in English orthography (De 

Cara & Goswami, 2002; Treiman, Mullennix, Bijeljac-Babic, & Richmond-Welty, 1995). 

7. After six years of reading instruction, English readers had better reading comprehension than the 

Welsh readers. This might indicate stronger monitoring of reading comprehension developing in 

English readers due to their needing to rely more on contextual cues while reading because English 

orthographic cues are weaker. It is possible that this is an indicator of why, on average, English-text 

nations achieved at comparable levels to transparent-orthography nations in reading of 15 year olds 

(Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a). For those children who master 

reading-accuracy and thus have unfettered access to reading-comprehension, this early reliance on 

reading-comprehension may have powerful impacts on subsequent literacy and language 

development.  

8. The Welsh students made significantly faster progress at mastering English as a second language 

than the English students did at mastering Welsh as a second language. 

The fact that Spencer and Hanley’s English-text readers’ reading-accuracy is still significantly delayed at 

Grade 6 lends support to the possibility discussed in Chapter 2 that reading-accuracy weakness may be a 

pivotal factor in the large proportions of teenagers and adults experiencing authentic reading weakness 

(International Literacy Year Secretariat, 1990; Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 

2002a, 2002b). It seems possible that in English-text delayed readers, the reading-accuracy gap between 

English-text and transparent-orthography readers may never close. There would be great value in assessing 

the reading-accuracy skills of adults and teenagers with weak authentic reading skills.  

Conclusion 

This section has explored the impact of English orthographic complexity on at-risk readers. It would seem 

that English orthographic complexity has far greater impact on at-risk readers than normal-progress readers, 

and that the impact of English orthographic complexity on these readers may be far greater than the impact 

of sociocultural factors. 

Transparent-orthography readers, both normal-progress and at-risk readers, reach ceiling level reading-

accuracy very early in their schooling, with at-risk readers needing only mild intervention to catch up to 

average levels. In contrast, there would seem to be many English-text readers with reading-accuracy 

difficulties after six years of schooling. This provokes the question as to the proportion of these readers who 

never close the achievement gap which English orthographic complexity creates between transparent-

orthography readers and English-text readers.  

Evidence offering support to English orthographic complexity being the basis of high proportions of 

continuing reading ‘failure’ by English-text readers comes from their seeming to be high, and possibly 

similar, rates of reading weakness in primary school children, teenagers and adults. There seem strong needs 

to research reading-accuracy development of Australian at-risk readers from early primary school to 

‘ceiling’ level, to gain knowledge of the proportion of readers who remain weak in reading-accuracy.  

 

3.4 The role of phonological awareness in reading-
accuracy development  

Crosslinguistic studies are yielding findings which suggest there is a need to rethink the role of phonological 

and phonemic awareness in English-text reading-accuracy development. 

Research over many decades has explored phonological awareness in English-text readers from many 

different perspectives. For English-text readers, very strong associations have been shown between 

children’s early phonological awareness and their subsequent reading-accuracy progress (Adams, 1990; 
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Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1995; Chard & Dickson, 1999; Hatcher, Hulme, & 

Ellis, 1994; Munro, 1998; National Research Council, 1998a; S. B. Smith, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998a, 

1998b; Torgesen, 2001; Torgesen & Davis, 1996; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino et al., 1996; Wagner et al., 

1997). Phonemic awareness instruction has been shown to strongly support reading progress in normal, at-

risk and delayed English-text readers (Adams, 1990; Ehri et al., 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000; 

National Research Council, 1998), though there is still a significant proportion of English-text weak readers 

who do not respond to such interventions (Torgesen & Davis, 1996; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino & Scanlon, 

1998). Tunmer and Hoover (1992) discuss 

1. Measures of phonological awareness obtained on students before they begin formal reading 

instruction predict their later reading achievement even when those showing any preschool reading 

ability are excluded, or when the influence of preschool reading ability is statistically controlled. 

2. Phonological awareness strongly influences reading comprehension indirectly through phonological 

recoding ability such that weakness in phonological awareness results in weakness in reading 

comprehension. 

3. The more successful readers in strictly whole-word reading programs are the students who score 

highest on tests of phonological awareness. 

4. Training in phonological awareness during or before reading instruction produces significant 

experimental advantages in reading achievement  

There is very wide consensus that for English-text students with reading-accuracy difficulties, weakness in 

phonological awareness is a key factor in failure to master reading-accuracy, and that phonological and 

phonemic awareness intervention is extremely effective (Bradley & Bryant, 1983, 1985; Byrne & Fielding-

Barnsley, 1991, 1995; Byrne, Fielding-Barnsley, & Ashley, 2000; Ehri, Stahl et al., 2001; National 

Research Council, 1998a; S. B. Smith et al., 1998b; Torgesen, 1998, 2002; Torgesen, Alexander, & 

Wagner, 2001; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1998). As discussed later in Chapter 6, the National 

Reading Panel’s (2000) meta-analysis of phonological awareness intervention studies found phonological 

awareness instruction to be highly effective in increasing phonemic awareness, reading-accuracy, spelling 

and reading comprehension achievement in both normal-progress and at-risk readers. Their findings are 

entirely compatible with the findings of myriad single studies and other large reviews.  

While skill building in phonological awareness is an extremely valuable prevention and intervention tool for 

at-risk readers, many practitioners working with students with literacy difficulties are keenly aware that, 

even with maximised phonological awareness skills, these students’ phonological awareness and processing 

is still not fully optimised, i.e., that despite maximum intervention, phonemic awareness skills are not at 

ceiling level. 

The findings of recent crosslinguistic studies shed light on this observation that is it difficult to build 

English-text readers’ phonemic awareness skills to ceiling level. These studies seem to remove the grounds 

for any broad assumptions that phonemic awareness acquisition is linked to either a maturational stage or to 

the age at which reading-accuracy instruction commences (Lundberg, 1999; Olofsson & Niedersoe, 1999), 

and even that phonemic awareness skills build once attention is given to letters, letter sounds and words. 

They seem to show clearly that phonemic awareness development, as measured by current measures, is 

matched overwhelmingly to students’ levels of reading-accuracy mastery (Goswami, 2002c; Hanley et al., 

in press; Seymour et al., 2003; Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004), such that phonemic awareness would seem 

to develop in parallel to reading-accuracy development: at the present time the exact relationship, causal or 

otherwise, is not yet known. 

As mentioned in the findings of Spencer and colleagues’ English-Welsh comparison studies, it is not only 

reading-accuracy at which readers of transparent orthographies excel. It is likely that, as a consequence of 

reading-accuracy development, they master phonemic awareness while they master reading-accuracy 
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(Goswami, 2002c; Hanley et al., in press; Seymour et al., 2003; Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004; Wimmer, 

1993; Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; Wimmer et al., 2000). There are thus huge differences between 

English-text and transparent-orthography populations in rate of phonemic awareness development. While 

transparent-orthography readers develop phonemic awareness rapidly, being well ahead of English-text 

readers after 4 months of school, phonemic awareness development for all English-text readers is delayed 

for many years, with significant lags still present after six years of schooling (Hanley et al., in press; 

Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004). Additionally, similar to reading-accuracy difficulties, phonemic awareness 

weakness seems virtually nonexistent in transparent-orthography countries after the first few school years, 

while weak phonemic awareness in present in weak English-text readers through to adulthood (Goswami, 

2002c; Seymour et al., 2003).  

It also seems highly likely that the building of reading-accuracy is more important for development of 

phonemic awareness than are factors such as pre-existing phonological awareness (syllable, rhyme) skills, 

age and maturity (Goswami, 2002c; Hanley et al., in press; Jong & Leij, 1999; Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 

2004; Wimmer, 1993; Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; Wimmer et al., 2000). It is possible learning letters 

contributes to phonemic awareness development, given that letter-sounds seem highly similar to letter-

names. Given the likelihood that fluent phonemic awareness is paralleled by increased sophistication of 

phonological representations, it is possible that lack of fluent phonemic awareness when learning to read has 

major implications on English-text readings. 

In contrast to English-text reading-accuracy development, phonological and phonemic awareness 

skills do not seem nearly as important for children learning to read transparent orthographies. As an 

example, both Jong and Leij (1999), studying Dutch children, and Wimmer and Mayringer (2002), 

studying German children, comment on the lack of early-childhood emphasis on phonological and 

prereading preparation for reading at home and Kindergarten, due to its not being needed. Both 

groups found their Kindergarten children had negligible phonological awareness skills, probably due 

to this lack of prereading emphasis. Additionally, as mentioned above, Jong and Leij (1999), 

studying the association of phonological and reading-accuracy skills in Dutch students from 

Kindergarten to Grade 2, found Kindergarten phonological awareness skills did not predict the 

students’ reading progress. With reading instruction commencing in the Netherlands at the start of 

Grade 1, and strong phonics instruction preceding reading of words, the researchers found that 

phonological awareness measured after two months of reading instruction in Grade 1, did predict 

reading progress for that year, but not subsequent years. They comment (Jong & Leij, 1999, p.470) 

After 1 year of instruction, the relationship between phonological abilities and reading 

ability has stabilized. Individual differences in phonological ability do not influence the 

further acquisition of reading, although these abilities remain an important component of 

reading (Perfetti, 1992). The time-limited importance of phonological abilities in the present 

study is likely to be due to the consistency of the Dutch orthography, probably in 

combination with phonics teaching methods. The implication is that success in learning to 

read in a more transparent orthography is to a large extent determined by the ease with 

which phonological abilities are acquired in the first months of reading instruction (for a 

similar conclusion, see Wimmer et al., 1991).  

In like manner, Holopainen, Ahonen, & Lyytinen (2001) found that while slow progress Finnish 

readers were characterised by low phonological awareness skills relative to the skills of their faster 

progress peers, phonological awareness levels at Kindergarten did not predict these children’s poor 

reading. They comment on Torgesen and Burgess’ (1998) conclusion from studies of English-text 

readers that directional influences were stronger from phonological processing to reading than from 

reading to phonological processing (Holopainen et al., 2001, p. 406):  
This relationship may be different in transparent languages, where grapheme-phoneme/phoneme-

grapheme correspondences are one-to-one and where teaching emphasizes the use of phonics 

(Holopainen, Ahonen, Tolvanen, & Lyytinen, 2000; Wimmer, 1993). Thus, the relationship between 

http://80-gateway1.ovid.com.ezproxy.cqu.edu.au/ovidweb.cgi?Link+Set+Ref=00004760-200012000-00006|00004760_1999_91_450_jong_contributions_%7c00004760-200012000-00006%23xpointer%28id%28R10-6%29%29%7c10%7chttp%3a%2f%2facs.ovid.com%2facs%2f.2b595d5ebb055cc6e98f40664568e553b94a249c42494d96db579f0273c2e5c320f05866b8bfb09a26990281d5ceb7ab74c1114e666ee55d91.gif+%7covftdb%7c00004760-199909000-00004&P=116&S=IDNJHKKOOALEJM00D&WebLinkReturn=Full+Text%3dL%7cS.sh.16.69%7c0%7c00004760-200012000-00006#223#223
http://80-gateway1.ovid.com.ezproxy.cqu.edu.au/ovidweb.cgi?Link+Set+Ref=00004760-200012000-00006|00004760_1999_91_450_jong_contributions_%7c00004760-200012000-00006%23xpointer%28id%28R10-6%29%29%7c10%7chttp%3a%2f%2facs.ovid.com%2facs%2f.2b595d5ebb055cc6e98f40664568e553b94a249c42494d96db579f0273c2e5c320f05866b8bfb09a26990281d5ceb7ab74c1114e666ee55d91.gif+%7covftdb%7c00004760-199909000-00004&P=116&S=IDNJHKKOOALEJM00D&WebLinkReturn=Full+Text%3dL%7cS.sh.16.69%7c0%7c00004760-200012000-00006#250#250
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reading acquisition and phonological awareness is often thought to be reciprocal because usually 

children do not attain full development of explicit phonological awareness until reading instruction 

begins (Torgesen et al., 1994).  

Although to date phonological and phonemic awareness weakness have tended to be grouped together, 

Goswami’s (2002) proposition that reading-accuracy development parallels phonemic awareness 

development suggests the importance of separating phonemic awareness from phonological awareness. This 

proposition is supported by Spencer and colleagues’ findings (Hanley et al., 2004; Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 

2004). It has been possible to isolate this factor more effectively in Welsh-English comparison studies than 

in comparisons of English students with students from other European countries, because so many of the 

factors impacting the Welsh and English students in Hanley and Spencer’s studies were naturally 

environmentally controlled - the Welsh and English students had strongly similar instructional methods and 

age of school entry, and were probably strongly matched on many sociocultural factors including home 

environment factors and print experience.   

Although numerous researchers have commented on phonemic awareness developing in response to 

reading-accuracy development (Morais, Bertelson, Cary, & Alegria, 1986; National Research Council, 

1998a; Perfetti, Beck, Bell, & Hughes, 1987; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987), this relationship seems to have 

been assumed as a comfortable mutuality with phonemic awareness helping reading-accuracy develop while 

reading-accuracy helped phonemic awareness develop. My perceptions for many years from reading the 

research on the area had been that  

1. Early phonemic awareness skills such as blending 3 or 4 sounds to make words, listing the sounds of 

3 to 4 sound words, and identifying the sound at the beginning, middle or end of a three sound word, 

were prerequisite to and supported the development of phonemic recoding. 

2. Phonemic recoding was then perquisite to the development of advanced phonological awareness 

skills such as phoneme deletion, spoonerisms, and ‘Pig Latin (atcay/cat, ogday/dog)’. 

Now I am not so sure. This sense of a friendly mutually beneficial relationship is also evidenced by other 

writers (Morais et al., 1986; National Research Council, 1998a; Perfetti et al., 1987; Wagner & Torgesen, 

1987). Goswami’s proposition, supported by Spencer and Hanley’s findings, suggests it may be a far less 

friendly relationship, with high levels of phonemic awareness unable to be developed in English-text 

beginning readers, because their reading-accuracy development is delayed. Thus English orthographic 

complexity may be causal in denying English-text readers the rapid phonemic awareness development 

available to transparent-orthography readers.  

Orthographic complexity and reading-accuracy development being such major factors in phonemic 

awareness development turns many assumptions of reading-accuracy development and instruction on their 

heads. At the current time, when weak English-text readers are assessed and found to be weak in reading-

accuracy and phonemic awareness, a causal relationship from phonemic awareness weakness to reading-

accuracy weakness is assumed, with intervention taking place to build phonemic awareness skills as a 

supposed prerequisite to subsequent reading-accuracy progress. It is likely this assumption has occurred 

many times in reading research, e.g., Juel (1988) tested six dimensions of phonemic awareness, found her 

weak reader group had lower phonemic awareness shortly after school entry, and discusses phonemic 

awareness weakness as a cause of the weak readers’ reading difficulties. It seems equally possible however, 

that their weak phonemic awareness might be the result of early reading weakness. Adams (1990, p.8) 

comments insightfully,  

A Catch-22 emerges.  Closer analysis indicates that children who have learned their letters 

and acquired a solid level of phonemic awareness before entering school have also begun to 

learn to read before entering school.  By implication, we are left with the conclusion that the 

likelihood that a child will succeed in the first grade depends, most of all, on how much she 

or he has already learned about reading before getting there. 
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This implication, that it is reading-accuracy level rather than phonemic awareness level that predicts 

subsequent reading-accuracy development, receives support from studies showing that the factor most 

strongly predicting responsiveness to intervention is the child’s previous reading-accuracy achievement 

level. This is a somewhat depressing finding, given that the aims of the intervention studies have been to 

arrive at interventions that improve low reading-accuracy achievement levels. There are strong needs to 

observe and research the interplay of reading-accuracy development and different aspects of phonemic 

awareness development in at-risk, normal-progress, and delayed readers, e.g., to explore whether delayed 

readers have  

1. Phonemic awareness weakness without phonological awareness weakness, i.e., phonemic awareness 

weakness which is not a progression from weak phonological awareness, but instead a consequence 

of failure to acquire reading-accuracy, 

2. Genuine phonological weakness, in rhyme, syllable and other nonphonemic aspects of phonological 

awareness, underlying their reading difficulties, or  

3. Subtle dimensions of phonemic awareness development yet to be elucidated, some of which precede 

reading-accuracy development, and others which develop in parallel to or as a result of reading-

accuracy development. 

The stronger relationship of phonological skills to reading progress for English-text readers may mean that 

only complex-orthography students have vital needs for efficient phonological and phonemic awareness. It 

may also mean that only at-risk complex-orthography students have vital needs, and that conclusions on the 

role of phonological awareness have been built from group averages rather than analyses of deciles of 

student reading-accuracy achievement. A frustrating paradox seems present: Because English orthography 

is highly complex, children learning to read English-text are far more in need of fluent phonemic awareness 

than children learning to read transparent-orthographies, yet, equally because English orthography is highly 

complex, they take years to master reading-accuracy so do not develop excellent phonemic awareness skills. 

In seeking ways forward to increase rate and efficiency of phonemic awareness progress, there are strong 

needs to develop detailed knowledge of the specific characteristics of the phonemic awareness developed by 

transparent-orthography and complex-orthography readers. Although ceiling-level reading-accuracy 

mastery seems the pivotal factor in ceiling-level phonemic awareness, it is highly likely that major 

contributions to phonemic awareness development are nonetheless made by factors including preschool 

phonological awareness levels, knowledge of letter-sound concepts, awareness of print concepts on 

phonemic awareness instruction. It will be valuable to map the contribution of these different aspects, and to 

seek ways to boost phonemic awareness earlier in reading-accuracy development than currently occurs, 

particularly in at-risk readers. 

 

3.4.1 Crosslinguistic differences in predictors of 
reading-accuracy development 

Phonological awareness and letter-sound knowledge before formal instruction commences are strong 

predictors of reading-accuracy progress in English-text readers (Adams, 1990; Ehri, Nunes, Willows, & 

Valeska Schuster, 2001; National Research Council, 1998). They also predict reading-comprehension 

progress, probably because of the role effective reading-accuracy plays in supporting reading 

comprehension (Catts & Hogan, 2003; Chard, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998; Dymock & Nicholson, 1999; 

Shankweiler, Lundquist, Katz, Stuebing, & Fletcher, 1999; Stanovich, 1986). Their power as predictors 

seems to fall markedly once children have begun to make reading-accuracy progress, with the best predictor 

of reading outcomes in later grades being initial reading success or failure itself e.g., Catts, Fey, Tomblin 

and Zhang (2002) found the best predictor of fourth-grade reading achievement was second-grade reading. 
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The predictors of reading progress in transparent-orthography readers seem to be very different (see Table 

3.4).  

 

Table 3.4 

Kindergarten predictors of Year 1 reading-accuracy in English-text and transparent-orthography readers 

(Adams, 1990; Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press; National Research Council, 1998a) 

English-text readers Transparent-orthography readers 

Knowledge of letters. 

Phonological awareness. 

Working memory. 

IQ levels. 

Speech & language levels. 

RAN. 

Knowledge of letters. 

Visual analogical reasoning. 

 

As discussed earlier, while intelligence and working memory are both strong predictors of English-text 

reading achievement (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000; Gathercole & Pickering, 2001; Siegel, 2003), they do 

not correlate significantly with transparent-orthography reading-accuracy achievement levels (Cossu, 

1999a; Jimenez et al., 2003).  

A similar contrast is seen in the role of rapid naming. While it is a significant predictor of reading-accuracy 

for English-text (Catts, Gillispie, Leonard, Kail, & Miller, 2002; Manis, Doi, & Bhadha, 2000), it does not 

predict reading-accuracy for transparent-orthography readers. It does play a strong predictive role, however, 

in predicting reading fluency in transparent-orthography readers, e.g., Holopainen, Ahonen, & Lyytinen 

(2001) found a composite of Kindergarten object, colour and digit naming speed was the best predictor of 

Finnish reading fluency at the end of Grade 2.  

Further strong contrasts seem present in the role of language skills as predictors (Lyytinen, Aro et al., in 

press). Language skills have long been considered strong predictors of reading-accuracy development 

(Bishop & Adams, 1990; Catts, Fey, Tomblin, & Zhang, 2002; Catts, Fey, Zhang, & Tomblin, 1999, 2001; 

Catts & Hogan, 2003a; Catts et al., 2003), but it is likely this strength is restricted to English-text readers, 

rather than being language-universal. Several studies of transparent-orthography readers are finding little 

relationship between preschool language skills and reading-accuracy development (Jong & Leij, 1999; 

Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press). It therefore seems likely that the relationship of language skills (including 

speech, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and oral narrative skills) to reading-accuracy development in 

English-text readers, is not a causal (predictive) one, but instead correlational, with the strength of the 

relationship being through shared variance with phonological awareness. The phenomena of hyperlexia also 

offers strong evidence of reading-accuracy development not being dependent on language skills (Cossu & 

Marshall, 1990; Grigorenko, Klin, & Volkmar, 2003; Jackson & Coltheart, 2001; Nation, 1999). 

 

3.4.1.2 Confusion on phonological awareness as a predictor 

of reading-accuracy development  

Whereas phonological awareness is touted as a strong predictor of reading-accuracy for English-text 

readers, it seems highly likely that it is not a strong predictor of reading-accuracy for transparent-

orthography readers. There seem to be conflicting findings in this area. Several studies emphasise 

phonological awareness as a strong predictor of reading-accuracy development in transparent orthographies 

(Lundberg, Frost, & Peterson, 1988; Schneider et al., 1997), due to low-progress children having weak 
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phonological awareness and responding well to intervention focussed on building phonological awareness. 

Other studies show that weakness in phonological awareness at school entry is not commonly associated 

with reading-accuracy weakness in transparent-orthography children and that these students may start 

school with negligible phonological awareness, and still make excellent reading-accuracy (and phonemic 

awareness) progress. (Holopainen et al., 2001; Jong & Leij, 1999; Wimmer, 1993; Wimmer & Mayringer, 

2002; Wimmer et al., 2000; Wolf & Bowers, 1999). Indeed, Holopainen, Ahonen, & Lyytinen (2001) found 

Kindergarten visual analogical reasoning was more effective than phonological awareness in distinguishing 

delayed and advanced readers - letter knowledge and visual analogical reasoning explained above 90% of 

the difference between these groups.  

These conflicting findings perhaps become more aligned when groups of normal-progress vs. at-risk readers 

are considered. Given that several studies are showing indication that the impact of orthographic complexity 

falls far more heavily on at-risk readers (Hanley et al., 2004; Seymour, 2005; Seymour & Duncan, 2002; 

Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004), it seems possible that weak phonological awareness skills at young ages 

similarly are more a factor for those readers. As such, they may be highly correlated with the slow reading-

accuracy development of weak readers, yet not significantly correlated with the reading-accuracy 

development of normal-progress transparent-orthography readers (and with group averages when normal-

progress and at-risk readers are grouped together). As such, phonological awareness would not be 

considered a predictor from young ages. The evidence for phonological and phonemic awareness as 

prerequisites for transparent-orthography at-risk readers is not strong however. There is certainly more to be 

discovered in this area. Aro (2004, p.23) comments of an intensive longitudinal study of six Finnish at-risk 

readers learning to read (Aro, Aro, Ahonen, Rasanen, & al, 1999): 

Observation of the individual development of phonological skills revealed considerable 

inter-individual variation in the development of these skills. The children achieved basic 

reading ability with varying sets of phonological abilities. Syllable-deletion and phoneme-

identification skills seemed to be the phonological subskills that most consistently preceded 

reading acquisition, even though they did not seem to predict the time-point of learning to 

read. It was concluded that the predictive value of phonological abilities was not high at the 

individual level. On the basis of the findings, it seemed justifiable to ask, whether the tests of 

phonological manipulation skills measure abilities that are cognitively independent and 

separate from reading skill, or whether they merely reflect emerging literacy skills, 

especially in an orthography where single letters are consistently related to corresponding 

phonemes.  It was also hypothesised that in a transparent orthography, phonemic awareness 

might be more strongly related to letter knowledge, and develop simultaneously. 

It is also likely that this low predictiveness of phonological awareness aligns with the findings of Catts, Fey, 

Tomblin and Zhang (2002) for English-text readers that phonological awareness is a poor predictor of later 

reading achievement once reading accuracy is mastered. If transparent-orthography readers master reading-

accuracy very quickly, then the time period for phonological awareness to be a predictor is necessarily very 

short. This notion is supported by the finding of Jong and Leij (1999), studying Dutch students, that only in 

the very early stages of reading-accuracy instruction did phonological awareness significantly predict 

subsequent reading, and then only reading achievement at the end of Year 1, but not subsequent years. (It 

seems likely the impact of language comprehension on reading comprehension would be similarly affected 

– whereas reading-accuracy and not language comprehension predicts English-text reading comprehension 

in the first years of schooling, and language comprehension predicts reading comprehension in later years, it 

is likely language comprehension would predict transparent-orthography reading comprehension from very 

early in reading development.)  

It would seem valuable to revisit studies showing phonological awareness to be a strong predictor of 

English-text reading-accuracy development, to examine the impact of early phonological awareness on 

different deciles of students. It is possible that overgeneralisations have been made as to the role and 

importance of phonological awareness in English-text reading-accuracy development, e.g., Schatschneider, 
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Carlson, Francis, Foorman, & Fletcher (2002) discuss the relationship of phonological awareness to 

English-text reading-accuracy and reading comprehension in Grades 1 and 2 being curvilinear, with 

phonological awareness strongly related to the low reading achievement of weak readers, but increasingly 

less related to such reading achievement in effective readers. 

 

3.4.2 Double deficit groups differ for simple vs. complex 
orthographies 

Many researchers are exploring the relationship between rapid processing and reading, often focussing on 

working memory, speed of processing, and automisation deficits (Catts, Gillispie et al., 2002; Fawcett & 

Nicholson, 2001; Fawcett, Nicholson, & Maclagan, 2001; Hitch, Towse, & Hutton, 2001; Hoskyn & 

Swanson, 2000; Swanson, 1993, 1999). There has also been extensive exploration of the role of RAN, rapid 

automised naming of items such as letters, objects and colours. Measures of RAN are indications of 

efficiency in accessing and activating stored phonological representations for visually processed items, 

skills parallel in many ways to the processing involved in fluent reading-accuracy (Manis et al., 2000). 

While for some time, many researchers have viewed rapid naming as one aspect of phonological awareness 

(O’Shaunessy & Swanson, 2001; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987; Wagner et al., 1997), there has been emerging 

consensus that rapid naming and phonological awareness are best considered separate entities (Catts, 

Gillispie et al., 2002; Hammill, Mather, & Allen, 2002; Manis et al., 2000).   

In their article, The double-deficit hypothesis for the developmental dyslexias, Wolf and Bowers (1999) 

acknowledge the strong relationship and commonalities of phonological awareness and rapid naming, while 

using the power of exploring their unique traits. Drawing on extensive evidence from a range of research 

areas, including crosslinguistic differences in reading-disability characteristics (Wolf et al., 1994), they 

propose two distinct sources of reading dysfunction: 

1. Phonological deficits. 

2. Deficits in processes underlying naming-speed deficits. 

In their model disabled readers experience one or both deficits, and students with double-deficit (weakness 

in both areas) are the most severely disabled (Wolf & Bowers, 1999; Wolf, Bowers, & Biddle, 2000; Wolf 

& O'Brien, 2001). Wimmer and colleagues comment 

The double-deficit hypothesis was developed by Maryanne Wolf and Patricia Bowers as an extension 

of the dominant phonological-deficit explanation of developmental dyslexia (e.g., Bowers & Wolf, 

1993; Wolf & Bowers, 1999). The phonological-deficit hypothesis postulates an early difficulty in 

acquiring phonological awareness, which interferes with the acquisition of grapheme-phoneme 

coding as a word recognition mechanism, which in turn results in reduced self-teaching of 

orthographic word representations (Share, 1995). The early problem with phonological awareness is 

seen as resulting from less sharp phoneme boundaries in speech perception (Fowler, 1991) or from 

less distinct phonological word representations (Elbro & Peterson, 1998). 

Wimmer et al. (2000, p.668) 

Use of the double-deficit model very clearly reveals the different weakness patterns of weak readers of 

simple vs. complex orthographies (see Table 3.5). In studies of weak English-text readers using the three 

groups defined by the double-deficit model, i.e., rapid automised naming deficit, phonological awareness 

deficit, double-deficit (Lovett, Steinbach, & Frijters, 2000; Manis et al., 2000), findings show all three 

deficit groups to have significant reading-accuracy weakness, with the double-deficit group having the most 

severe weakness. When the model is used with weak readers of transparent orthographies however, because 

of the ease of reading-accuracy acquisition in transparent-orthography readers, the three transparent-

orthography deficit groups evidence very different traits to those shown by those three deficit groups in 
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English-text readers (Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; Wimmer et al., 2000). English-text readers vary on 

severity of reading-accuracy weakness, and speed is not a differentiating variable as reading-accuracy 

weakness precludes rapid reading. In contrast, speed is the major differentiating variable for transparent-

orthography weak readers, and it is the rapid automised naming deficit which predicts low speed (Wimmer 

& Mayringer, 2002; Wimmer et al., 2000; Wolf & Bowers, 1999; Wolf, Pfeil, Lotz, & Biddle, 1994). 

 

Table 3.5 

Characteristics of English-text and transparent-orthography weak readers grouped by double-deficit model 

weaknesses (Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; Wimmer et al., 2000; Wolf & Bowers, 1999; Wolf et al., 1994) 

 Phonological deficit Rapid automised naming 

deficit 

Double deficit 

English-text readers Reading-accuracy 

weakness 

Reading-accuracy 

weakness 

Very severe reading-

accuracy weakness 

Simple-orthography 

readers 

Good speed Low speed Very low speed 

 

It would seem that RAN is an indicator of fluency which is a relatively subtle characteristic, whose effects 

are overwhelmed by the impact of phonological awareness weakness in English-text weak readers. When a 

student has weak reading-accuracy, fluency is automatically lost. When a student has good reading-

accuracy the impact of RAN (or perhaps automising) deficits can become evident. Doubtless these effects of 

RAN (i.e., the skills RAN measures) are present in weak English-text readers, but they are too subtle to 

notice, when swamped by the massive impact of phonological awareness and reading-accuracy weakness. It 

is likely RAN’s subtlety is similar to that of visual analogical reasoning which was shown to be the 

strongest predictor of transparent-orthography reading-accuracy progress (Holopainen, Ahonen, & 

Lyytinen, 2001), but has not shown as a significant marker of English-text reading-accuracy progress.  

Interestingly, with German being highly transparent for reading but more complex for spelling, double-

deficit grouping of German students (Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; Wimmer et al., 2000) showed spelling 

weakness was associated with phonological-deficit, not rapid automised naming deficit (see Table 3.6).  

 

Table 3.6 

Reading-accuracy, reading speed and spelling achievement by German children (Wimmer & Mayringer, 

2002; Wimmer et al., 2000) grouped by double-deficit model weaknesses  

 Phonological deficit Rapid automised naming 

deficit 

Double deficit 

Reading-accuracy Good Good Good 

Reading speed Good  Weak Very weak 

Spelling Weak Good Very weak 

 

This would seem to parallel phonological-deficit English-text weak readers being characterized by 

weakness in both reading-accuracy and spelling-accuracy, as English-text is complex for reading and 

spelling, while German orthography is complex only for spelling. This finding of German students needing 

phonological awareness only for spelling provides further evidence that it is orthographic complexity which 

is the reason English-text readers need fluent phonological awareness skills.  
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3.4.3 Possible interactions of orthographic complexity 
with other factors 

Many reading scientists are investigating the impact of phonological, phonological-orthographic, frequency 

and semantic characteristics of the words used in different languages on children’s reading and writing 

development. Using measures of reaction time, and length of word reading, in addition to measures of 

accuracy, they are finding that there are many variables which interact with orthographic complexity in 

reading-accuracy and spelling development (Aro, 2005; Aro et al., 1999; Cossu, 2005; Cossu et al., 1995; 

Durgonglu & Oney, 2002; Hoxhallari et al., 2004; Jong & Leij, 2003; Landerl, 2000; Lyytinen, Ahonen et 

al., in press; Nation, Clarke, Marshall, & Durand, 2004; National Research Council, 1998a; Seymour, 2005; 

Ziegler & Goswami, in press; Ziegler, Perry, & Jacobs, 1997; Ziegler et al., 2001; Ziegler, Tan, & Perry, 

2000).  

While orthographic transparency is common to many alphabetic orthographies, the spoken languages these 

orthographies represent have many diverse characteristics, for example,  

1. Finnish, Estonian and Albanian are complicated not just by phonemic duration (represented by 

double vs. single letters), but also by being highly syntactically agglutinative: verbs may have over a 

thousand different forms, due to their syllables representing many syntactic and semantic aspects of 

the subject and object of the verb as well as verb tense. Words may thus be hugely lengthy, which 

adds high cognitive load to phonemic recoding. 

2. Some languages use only simple syllables, and have few consonant blends, e.g., the majority of 

Finnish, Italian, Spanish, and Japanese syllables are consonant-vowel. 

3. English has a strong onset-rime structure while other languages have little. De Cara and Goswami 

(2002) found that for English monosyllabic words, rime neighbours (e.g., man/pan, boy/toy) are the 

commonest phonological neighbours, far more common than consonant neighbors (e.g., cut/cot, 

bat/bit) or lead neighbors (e.g., cat/car, her/hen). 

4. Languages vary in intonation patterns, with some languages having highly regular stress patterns, 

e.g., Finnish and Estonian stress the first syllable of words, and every second syllable thereafter, 

while other languages use more variable intonation patterns. 

It is possible that characteristics of spoken languages impact the phonological development of those 

children, and that these patterns of phonological development then interact with characteristics of the 

orthography when children learn to read, and thus impact reading-accuracy development (Goswami, 2005; 

Seymour, 2005), for example 

1. Ziegler, Tan, & Perry (2000) found that phonological frequency (how frequently the stimuli are 

heard in general spoken-language usage) impacts even Chinese readers, who are reading a highly 

logographic language. They found mature Chinese readers read characters which had high 

phonological-frequency significantly faster than they read low-frequency characters, with the 

characters matched on orthographic frequency. They discuss this phonological effect in Chinese 

readers as being indicative of language-universal phonological activation during reading-accuracy, 

and suggest that the word-frequency effect (words used more frequently in general spoken-language 

usage being read more quickly) noted by many researchers may have a strong phonological 

component in addition to its semantic component. 

2. Aro, Aro, Ahonen, Rasanen, & al (1999) found no relationship between Finnish reading-accuracy 

development and scores on rhyme and phoneme identity, and only relatively weak relationships of 

reading-accuracy development to syllable awareness and phoneme blending. It is possible Finnish 
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students come to reading already strongly aware of syllables, given Finnish’s regular intonation 

pattern, common CV syllable structure, and  syllables in words carrying subtle syntactic and 

semantic distinctions. Finnish being so highly bidirectionally transparent once children know letter 

sounds, it may be that students need only a minimum of syllable awareness and phoneme blending 

skills (to blend the two sounds of each syllable) to master Finnish.   

Other studies are suggesting that orthographic patterns strongly guide the development of reading-accuracy 

strategies not just for novice readers, but also for mature readers. An example is seen in Zeigler, Perry, 

Jacobs, and Braun’s (2001) study of English and German mature readers. The stimuli they used were 

cognates (words which had the same spelling and pronunciation in both languages), and pseudowords built 

from these words. They found  

1. English adults showed stronger rhyme effects, being much faster at reading words and pseudowords 

which rhymed with many common words, i.e., had many rime neighbours, than words and 

pseudowords with less rime neighbours, while  

2. German adults showed negligible rhyme effects and significant length effects (they took longer time 

to read longer words). 

These findings suggest that expert English readers have been influenced by English’s lack of consistency 

and stronger onset-rime structure (De Cara & Goswami, 2002; Treiman et al., 1995), and process words 

using rime units in addition to phonemes, while German adults have been influenced by German’s high 

transparency for reading, and have not developed rime strategies, because phonemic recoding has always 

been so highly successful for them.  

Support for the idea that English orthographic complexity forces English-text readers to develop multiple 

strategies is found in studies of developing readers (Hanley et al., 2004; Landerl et al., 1997; Spencer & 

Hanley, 2003, 2004). Spencer and Hanley’s Welsh-English study showed that, while rhyme skills did not 

distinguish English vs. Welsh young readers, rhyme correlated more highly with English reading 

achievement than Welsh reading achievement, even in beginning English readers. Additionally, both 

Spencer and Hanley’s Welsh-English study and Landerl, Wimmer and Frith’s (1997) German-English study 

found that the transparent-orthography children used phonemic recoding exclusively, while English children 

often used whole word substitutions – Landerl et al’s English readers made whole-word substitutions seven 

times more frequently for real words, and six times more frequently for pseudowords, than the German 

readers did. The English children also used whole-word processing successfully, reading familiar one 

syllable words as quickly as the German children did, while being twice as slow when reading 

pseudowords. (Landerl et al’s study did not include focus on rime units so no information was available on 

this area.) Landerl (2000) found English children had relatively high rates of refusals, while transparent-

orthography children made no refusals, which also suggests English readers’ reliance on whole-word 

strategies.  

When considering the strategies which mature and developing English-text readers demonstrate during 

assessment, it is of course important to consider the reading-accuracy instruction the English-text subjects 

have been receiving. There are needs to establish whether English-text readers’ tendency to use whole-word 

and perhaps rime-analogy recoding in addition to phonemic recoding is a natural consequence of English 

orthographic complexity, or if they are artefacts of the reading-accuracy instruction which has been 

received. Conflicting findings are being found in some areas, particularly on the role of onset-rime and 

reading by rime analogy in reading-accuracy development (Goswami, 2002a; Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press; 

Seymour, 2005; Ziegler et al., 2001). This is perhaps understandable as it is an area of controversy not just 

in crosslinguistic research, but also in research on English-text readers (Badian, 1998, 2001; Bowey, 2002; 

Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Bryant, Maclean, Bradley, & Crossland, 1990; Goswami, 1992, 1999; Goswami & 

Bryant, 1990; Hatcher & Hulme, 1999; Hulme et al., 2002; Nation, Allen, & Hulme, 2001; Neilson, 1999b; 
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Seymour, 2005; Treiman, 1992; Treiman et al., 1995). It is possible that some of these differences will be 

found to involve differences in aspect of research design. 

The variable transparency of orthography for reading vs. spelling also seems to significantly impact 

reading-accuracy development. Orthographies such as Finnish, Estonian and Albanian have bidirectional 

high transparency - both reading and spelling are highly transparent, i.e., there is only one way to say each 

graph, and there is only one way to write each phoneme. Other orthographies have transparency which is 

more unidirectional - either reading or spelling is transparent, and the other is more complex, e.g., French 

and German are far more transparent for reading than they are for spelling. Ziegler and Goswami (in press) 

discuss the results of the first COST-A8 study (Seymour, Aro & Erskine, 2003) with respect to spelling-

reading transparency. The study showed English readers to be severely delayed (34% accuracy) relative to 

highly transparent-orthography readers (90-98% accuracy), while Danish, Portuguese and French were 

positioned midway (approximately 70% accuracy). Ziegler and Goswami (in press) suggest this is 

consistent with aspects of spelling-reading consistency in that  

1. English is bidirectionally highly inconsistent, i.e., both reading and spelling are highly inconsistent, 

while 

2. The transparency of Danish, French and Portuguese is more unidirectional: 

a. Danish is highly transparent for spelling, but less transparent for reading (every phoneme has 

just one graph, so spelling is transparent, but some graphs represent several phonemes, so 

reading is less transparent i.e., there are more phonemes than graphs). 

b. Portuguese and French are highly transparent for reading, but less transparent for spelling 

(every graph represents just one phoneme, so reading is highly transparent, but some 

phonemes are written with more than one graph, so spelling is less transparent, i.e., there are 

more graphs than phonemes). 

Studies of unidirectional vs. bidirectional transparency, or feedforward and feedback consistency as it is 

sometimes called (Ziegler & Goswami, in press; Ziegler et al., 1997; Ziegler et al., 2001; Ziegler et al., 

2000), are likely to reveal subtle aspects of reading-accuracy development, e.g., Wimmer and colleagues’ 

finding, discussed later, that phonological awareness seems needed for German spelling but not German 

reading (German being transparent for reading, but less so for spelling), sheds light on why English-text 

readers may need phonological awareness for both reading and spelling (Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; 

Wimmer et al., 2000). A further example is perhaps seen in Cossu and Marshall’s (1995) finding that, 

similar to Spanish children, Italian children’s reading-accuracy development is at a faster rate than their 

spelling development, as it may be that mild directional transparency effects are in place.  

It would be useful to compare spelling and reading accuracy in children using orthographies of different 

levels of transparency and directionality, to gain awareness of the relationship between reading-accuracy 

and spelling development, when separated from orthography effects. There is much yet to be discovered on 

the subtleties of reading-accuracy development. There is likely to be continued focus on the interaction of 

phonological and orthographic variables by crosslinguistic researchers. It will be interesting to watch the 

developing knowledge in this area, as it is likely to become increasingly refined, and build clearer 

understanding of English-text reading-accuracy (and spelling) development and difficulties. 

 

3.4.3.1 Possible advantages of second language learning 

In their longitudinal study of Welsh and English students, Spencer and Hanley found that the Welsh 

students made significantly faster progress at mastering English as a second language than the English 

students did at mastering Welsh as a second language (Hanley et al., 2004; Spencer & Hanley, 2003). My 
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visit to a Welsh primary school caused me to wonder whether having mastered Welsh significantly 

accelerates mastery of English-text reading-accuracy:  

1. The boy who had attended remediation because of reading difficulties was now reading English with a 

very high level of fluency and accuracy. 

2. The learning support teacher said that he did not need to help older children in the school with their 

reading of English, as the students did not have problems reading English. He worked just on English 

spelling, as they found this difficult. 

These were curious findings. When English-speaking children are learning to read English, one expects at 

least 10% of children to have significant reading-accuracy difficulties. At this Welsh school, there did not 

seem to be this 10% of students with English-text reading difficulties, even though they were learning 

English as a second language. Logically, with English being their second language, one could expect them 

to have far more difficulty reading English-text than first-language English speakers, yet this was not the 

case. This would seem an area worthy of investigation, perhaps incorporating spelling-accuracy as well as 

reading-accuracy. Perhaps the lowest 25% of readers at this low-SES Welsh school are reading (and perhaps 

spelling) English-text more successfully that the lowest 25% of first-language English-text readers.  

If lower achieving Welsh children are reading English-text better than lower achieving English-speaking 

children, there would seem strong grounds for providing first-language English-text readers with reading of 

fully transparent English-text prior to conventional learning of English. This would seem likely to boost 

their phonemic awareness and increase the sophistication of their phonological representations. It seems 

likely that there is a subtle mechanism involved, e.g., sophisticated phonological representations, as the 

mechanism by which Welsh second-language learners read English so well. This mechanism, which would 

seem to be a form of cognitive restructuring, may be a basis for widespread multilingualism in Europeans, 

many of whom fluently speak more than three languages. This notion is not intended to contradict 

established knowledge that children’s saturation in different languages while they are learning to speak as 

toddlers builds multilingual competence. It applies to those students who are not multilingual when starting 

school, e.g., the children we saw in schools in Finland, Estonia, Italy and Wales, but who are fluent speakers 

of English and other languages as teenagers and adults. 

Offering further insights into this area are the findings of studies of those countries with logographic 

orthographies which commence reading-accuracy instruction by teaching children to read a highly 

transparent alphabetic orthography. While the alphabetic orthography is then used to scaffold learning and 

self-learning of logographic word characters, it seems a by-product of this intensive period of transparent-

orthography reading is a very significant increase in phonemic awareness. Huang and Hanley (1997, 

pp.250-251) comment that  

Before they are taught any characters in school, all Taiwanese children learn a system 

known as Zhu-Yin-Fu-Hao, an alphabetic script similar to Pinyin which is the alphabetic 

system used in mainland China. In Zhu-Yin-Fu-Hao, each phoneme is represented by an 

unique visual symbol (in Pinyin, the written symbols comprise letters from the Roman 

alphabet). There is a total of 37 symbols in Zhu-Yin-Fu-Hao.  Zhu-Yin-Fu-Hao is taught 

during the first 10 weeks of the 1st grade in Taiwan…it is not permitted to teach any Chinese 

characters during [this time]. The only teaching material is a textbook of the Chinese 

language (the first volume) concerned with Zhu-Yin-Fu- Hao… After 10 weeks, the children 

learn Chinese via Zhu-Yin-Fu-Hao. A representation of the pronunciation of the appropriate 

word written in Zhu-Yin-Fu-Hao appears on the right side of the characters in primary 

school textbooks. Knowing Zhu-Yin-Fu-Hao thus helps children to pronounce new 

characters using sublexical phonology without assistance from the teacher. 

Huang and Hanley (1997) found that students’ phonological awareness skills improved markedly during 

their 10 week Zhu-Yin-Fu- Hao training. It is interesting that the students (aged 6 years) needed only 10 
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weeks to master 37 symbols and their sounds, and reading of Zhu-Yin-Fu- Hao well enough to be useful for 

learning to read logographic Chinese.  

 

3.4.4 Attacking the source of orthographic complexity 
through spelling reform 

Spoken language changes over time, creating mismatches between spoken and written language forms. This 

is why English orthographic complexity is so complex. English orthography is reported to have been fully 

transparent when King Alfred used it in 600AD.  

By the time dictionaries had stabilised spelling, preserving historical rather than transparent spellings, the 

multiculturalism engendered by invasions of Normans, Danes, and Romans meant spelling was relatively 

complex (Baron, 2000; Bryson, 1990; DeFrancis, 1989). From that time, its complexity would seem to have 

proliferated inexorably.  

Prior to the advent of dictionaries and enthusiasm for standard spelling, words were often spelled different 

ways, and as speech changed, so too did spelling. Indeed, flexible spelling seems to have been a source of 

pride. There are quotes attributed to one of the early American presidents worded as ‘Any man of intellect 

can spell a word at least six ways’, and ‘It’s a damn poor mind that can think of only one way to spell a 

word,’. Bryson (1990) comments of the six known signatures of Shakespeare, no two are spelled alike.  

With the advent of dictionaries, speech has changed over time, but spelling has been constant. As a result, 

spelling has become increasingly harder to explain using spelling ‘rules’ and the number of such rules has 

proliferated (Baron, 2000; Bryson, 1990; DeFrancis, 1989).  

To maintain the high transparency of their orthographies in the face of changes in spoken language, it seems 

that transparent-orthography countries use systematic spelling reform.  

(It may also be the case that highly regular spelling has resulted in less change in spoken language in those 

countries over time. There seemed little research literature on maintaining regularity, or on managing 

differing accents (which usually involve primarily differences in vowel pronunciation) other than comments 

that spelling reform is accepted practice in Wales and Italy (Cossu, 1999a; Spencer and Hanley, 2003).)  

It seems logical for the reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness development of transparent-orthography 

students to be Australia’s benchmark to aim for in students and/or spelling reform.  

Interventions which remove all English orthographic complexity include: 

1. Changing English orthographic complexity to English orthographic simplicity through major 

spelling reform of Australian English. 

2. Use of transitional modified orthographies. 

3. Combinations of spelling reform and transitional modified orthographies.  

[Addition 9 April 2013: There seems value in studying the educational and economic impact of Korean 

spelling reform, as a prototype of a nation recently (post World War Two) using spelling reform to make 

easy literacy acquisition available to its citizens. Korea moving to use of a fully transparent orthography 

may well be a major basis of the very impressive advances Korea has made economically and in educational 

achievement since that time.] 
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Comprehensive spelling reform, removing English orthography’s morphemic and orthographic bases so that 

it was purely a phonemic orthography, would solve all orthographic complexity issues, e.g., the phonemic 

orthography as depicted in Figure 3.4 would automatically remove orthographic complexity. 

 

a mat b bat sh shat 

ae mate d dat ch chat 

e met f fat th that 

ee meet g gat ng tang 

i mit h hat   

ie mite j jat   

o mot k kat   

oe mote l lat   

u mut m mat   

ue mute n nat   

ar mart p pat   

er mert r rat   

or mort s sat   

ow cow t tat   

oo foot v vat   

ou you w wat   

oy boy y yat   

air hair z zat   

Figure 3.4. The 40 graphs of Fleksispel, an English-text transparent-orthography  

(see Appendix to this chapter) 

Howevu, whiel thair wood then bee noe difeekulteez in reeding and speling, bie iethu mutueu reeduz or 

veree beeginning reeduz, reeding iz not just an akshun. Reading is also a strong sociocultural issue, and 

such revolutionary reform may confront the Australian sociocultural status quo too violently and receive 

strongly negative reaction, e.g., governments attempting to introduce it might lose at electiontime.  

There would seem to be three ways to use spelling reform: transitional orthographies, spelling reform, and 

combinations of the two. 

Transitional modified orthographies would make English orthography transparent through altered spelling 

patterns. Different models could be used, for example,  

1. A preliminary totally-transparent English orthography which children would learn to read, before 

starting to read Standard Australian English. 

2. A stage model, with slightly decreased transparency, so children would move through different 

stages of transparency, from complete transparency to Standard Australian English.  

Use of transparent orthographies would seem likely to enable students to make faster reading-accuracy and, 

perhaps more importantly, fluent phonemic awareness which is likely to support effective progress into 

reading of Standard Australian English.  

Spelling reform would make permanent changes to English spelling, i.e., changes to dictionary spellings. 

Spelling reform would lower the demands on all readers, while transitional orthographies reduce the task 

cognitive load of beginning reading learning and instruction, and thus support readers to overcome the 

major hurdles of early reading-accuracy development.  

Combinations of transitional modified orthographies with permanent spelling reform do both actions, 

lowering the task load of Standard Australian English, which must eventually be reached, while also 

lowering task load for early reading-accuracy development. 
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Spelling reform is accepted practice in countries such as Wales and Italy that work systematically at 

reforming spelling to keep their orthography simple (Cossu, 1999a; Spencer & Hanley, 2003), so is worthy 

of consideration for Australia and other English-text countries. While the notion of spelling reform is 

radical, it is nonetheless highly valid. Its relevance is evidenced in consideration of four issues.  

First, Australia has already effectively instituted national reform of currency and measurement, moving 

from imperial measures to decimal measures, and this reform has been highly effective. It is thus highly 

likely that spelling reform is potentially achievable from the perspective of implementation. Currency and 

other measurement units were completely regular prior to reform, and the reason for their reform was one of 

convenience and reducing the likelihood of accidents through maths errors. In contrast, Standard Australian 

English is highly irregular, and producing widespread ‘accidents’ in reading failure.  Spelling reform would 

thus seem to have far greater grounds, than currency and other measurement unit reforms which have been 

actioned with enormous success.  

The second issue is the enormous social justice issues involved in English orthographic complexity causing 

high levels of reading failure. As discussed elsewhere in this thesis, reading-accuracy is a core skill 

supporting development of reading comprehension, vocabulary development, and academic learning; and 

low reading proficiency after a few years of schooling is also strongly associated with increased levels of 

behaviour difficulties, low academic achievement, and low employment achievement; and increased 

likelihood of depression, unemployment, and imprisonment. If reading-accuracy failure is largely confined 

to complex orthography countries, and does not occur in simple-orthography countries, then perhaps 25% of 

Australians are being denied access to effective literacy progress primarily because of the complexity of 

English spelling.  

A third important issue is that spelling reform is already occurring in minor ways as dictionaries follow 

patterns of common usage, but the reformed words tend to be words confronting advanced not beginning 

readers, e.g., acceptance of American spellings of words such as program and recognise, rather than 

reforms of those frequently occurring, highly irregular words which provide confusing orthographic 

feedback to beginning readers, such as was one come eight two. Indeed, finding my personal experience to 

have been mirrored in the experience of many peers, one wonders whether wide reading of American 

literature and difficulties changing computer Spellcheck programs from American English to Australian 

English on a permanent basis have been the major factors in Australian spelling reform to date. Widespread 

reading failure would seem a far more important reason.   

A final reason why spelling reform deserves strong consideration, and also evidence of spelling reform to 

become socioculturally accepted is that in some sectors of the community, there seems a sociocultural 

loosening of demands for very high levels of spelling precision. This is seen in modified spelling used in 

advertising, e.g., luv, nite, tuff. It is also seen in internet chatline and email communication where modified 

spellings and spelling errors seem accepted practice (Baron, 2000). This loosening of demands for correct 

spelling is possibly also influenced by many high-achieving adults being publicly open about their personal 

difficulties with print, and thus providing role models of spelling precision not being prerequisite to success 

and self-esteem (B. Smith, 2004).  

Use of a transitional, highly transparent, orthography until readers have developed fluent reading-accuracy 

and phonemic awareness would seem to have potential to resolve many difficulties. It would be enormously 

impractical, thus would only be done if studies showed it to be highly effective, but is nonetheless a 

possibility worthy of consideration.  

Probably the most effective means of spelling reform would be an approach combining top-down and 

bottom-up perspectives, with sufficient flexibility to include both current Standard Australian English and 

reformed spelling as options for expert readers. Such an approach would include: 

1. Use of a multilevel transitional orthography: 
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a. The first level being completely transparent. 

b. Students moving into later stages as ready.  

c. The final stage being Standard Australian English. 

d. Early reading literature (and possibly many students’ picture books) being printed with both 

the modified orthography and Standard Australian English, with all words written both ways 

so early readers are exposed to both, and attention may thus be applied to orthographic 

features as a comfortable exploration rather than as essential, due to the transitional 

orthography allowing fluent reading-accuracy.  

e. If needed to maximise phonemic awareness to ceiling level, a brief daily session of Level 1 

reading continued till phonemic awareness is maximised. 

2. National spelling reform 

a. Reform of the highly irregular spelling of many words. 

b. Spelling usage being flexible, such that  

i. Standard Australian Spelling is fully acceptable. 

ii. Reformed Australian Spelling is fully acceptable. 

iii. It being acceptable for writers with difficulties to use earlier levels of the modified 

orthography to also be used in writing (with the possible exception of legal 

documents). 

c. Spellcheck software to be developed such that spellings at earlier levels can be converted to 

Standard Australian spelling. 

d. A moratorium period for perhaps 5 years to take place using these alternate forms of 

Australian spelling before any national decisions or referendums are enacted, to allow 

cultural moulding of these alternate systems over time, and subsequent evaluation of 

strengths, weaknesses and possibilities.  

The advantages of such a system are many: 

1. Rapid development of fluent reading-accuracy of texts written with modified orthography would 

allow much earlier development of reading comprehension skills, higher-order thinking, and text-

reading in other subject areas (in texts written with the modified orthography). 

2. It is likely to support development of ceiling level phonemic awareness which will subsequently 

support smooth progress into reading and writing of standard Australian English, i.e., it removes the 

irony of transparent-orthography readers having phonemic awareness in abundance but not needing 

it, while English-text readers seem to have huge needs for it, but being denied it through English 

orthographic complexity. 

3. It removes the major cognitive load disadvantage of English-text writing, by allowing equivalence of 

students’ writing vocabulary to their spoken vocabulary, such that writers of all levels have access to 

effortless written expression. 

4. It may remove the expanding disadvantage effects of early reading-accuracy difficulties.  

(On a light-hearted note, Stanovich’s Matthew Effects, taken from Matthew 25: 29 ‘For to all those 

who have, more will be given, and they will have an abundance. But from those who have nothing, 

even what they have will be taken away (Holy Bible: New revised standard version, 1991, p.29).’ 

referring to people’s faith in Jesus for salvation, can become the far more encouraging ‘New’ 

Matthew Effects, taken from Matthew 11.28-30, ‘Come to me all you who are weary and heavy 
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laden, and I will given you res… for my burden is light (Holy Bible: New revised standard version, 

1991, p.12).’  Interestingly, Hebrew is a highly transparent-orthography.) 

A decision was made not to investigate transitional modified orthographies and spelling reform in great 

depth within the pragmatic focus of this study, and merely to flag it as an area requiring investigation. The 

only further exploration done on the area was to spend two days reflecting on the practicalities and 

possibilities of creating modified orthographies, and selecting words to reform. The brainstorm resulted in 

Fleksispel, a system combining modified orthography and spelling reform (see Appendix to this chapter). It 

has five levels students move through, and potential for easy transitions from effective reading of a fully 

transparent English-like orthography using the transparent orthography in Figure 3.4, above (Level 1), 

through to effective reading of Standard Australian English (Level 6).  

This transitional orthography is in no way meant to be the definitive Australian transitional orthography and 

was developed purely as an exercise in whether it is possible to develop a logical transitional orthography. It 

certainly was not found an arduous task to develop a combination of transitional orthography and spelling 

reform. Doubtless there are many, and better, modified orthography and spelling reform systems available, 

and equally doubtless, they have not had major impact on Australian spelling to date. Given the impact of 

English orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy and academic progress, modification of English 

orthography seems an area highly worthy of investigation. For any Australian reform to be effected, it 

would seem necessary to do strong preparatory explorations and thinktanks, and to promote a community 

ethos of openness to consideration of  

1. The high levels of disadvantage from current English orthography. 

2. The gap between English-text reading-accuracy development and possible reading-accuracy 

development if spelling were reformed. 

3. Practical possibilities for reform, and results of researched trials of reform options.  

Conclusion 

The impact of orthographic complexity seems to have many subtle ramifications beyond slower reading-

accuracy and phonemic awareness development. It seems possible that learning to read an orthography to 

ceiling level may create cognitive restructuring which advantages students in future learning. This notion 

will be explored further in this chapter and the next chapter. If significant cognitive advantaging does occur, 

then disadvantage from English orthographic complexity is very great indeed.  

This provokes thinking at many levels. Given that it is merely an accident of birth or relocation whether a 

child learns to read English-text or a transparent-orthography,  

1. Should the aim of optimal Australian reading instruction be to reach the rates of reading-accuracy 

development of transparent-orthography countries, or just optimal English-text reading-accuracy 

development? 

2. Should our accepted rate of reading-accuracy difficulties be that of transparent-orthography 

countries (0% after two years schooling), or the best which can be achieved in English-text countries 

(It is likely this latter rate is not yet established)? 

3. What are the best ways of reducing the impact of English orthographic complexity?  

If the effects of English orthographic complexity as suggested in this chapter are established through 

rigorous replicated research, it would be useful to consider options of transitional orthographies and spelling 

reform, and combinations thereof, to increase rate of reading-accuracy development and reduce the impact 

of English orthographic complexity. 

I developed Fleksispel, a transitional orthography which can be used in combination with spelling reform 

(See Figure 3.4 and Appendix to this chapter), as an exercise in whether it was possible to develop a logical 
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transitional orthography. I feel strongly that while failure to reform English spelling is probably the reason 

for Australians having reading difficulties, it is probably very unwise in the current Australian reading 

climate to openly promote spelling reform. With reading-accuracy currently viewed in Australia as a simple 

skill, and orthographic complexity as irrelevant to reading development, suggestions of spelling reform 

would likely be ridiculed. This would draw attention away from the impact of orthographic complexity on 

reading-accuracy development, and contribute to further Reading Wars divisiveness rather than resolution 

of Reading Wars and cohesive building of effective Australian reading instruction. It is in order to avoid 

possible over-emphasis that the Appendix containing Fleksispel is attached to the end of this chapter, not at 

the end of the thesis document as is usual practice with appendices. 

 

3.5 A theory of orthographic advantage and 
disadvantage 

This section explores aspects of advantage and disadvantage conferred on each nation because of the 

orthographic complexity of its written language. It is considered as having two levels – impact on the 

individual learner, and cumulative impact beyond the learner, i.e., at classroom, school, system, workplace 

and national levels. 

 

3.5.2 Aspects of personal orthographic advantage and 
disadvantage 

The impacts of orthographic complexity and transparency are strong, varied and numerous. It is likely the 

main disadvantages experienced by English-text readers are 

1. High cognitive load during reading-accuracy development, and delayed reading-accuracy mastery. 

2. High cognitive load during spelling-accuracy development, and delayed spelling-accuracy mastery. 

3. Delayed equalisation of oral-mode and print-mode vocabularies and modes of comprehension and 

expression (discussed below). 

4. Probable delayed development of important aspects of phonemic awareness 

a. Which might have supported students’ acquisition of English-text reading-accuracy 

instruction, had it been acquired earlier. 

b. Which may impact subsequent development of phonological representations, literacy and 

language. 

5. Secondary impacts of delayed reading- and spelling-accuracy skills: 

a. High cognitive load of written expression. 

b. Extensive time and effort which could have been spent on higher learning and is instead 

spent  

i. Mastering reading-accuracy, spelling-accuracy, and written expression.  

ii. Waiting for vocabularies and comprehensions to equalise.  

6. Possible cumulative effects of these delays (discussed below). 

Reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness are discussed in other sections of this chapter and subsequent 

chapters. In keeping with the pragmatic focus of this study, whose aim is to seek directions towards 
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improving reading-accuracy instruction, rather than explore the impact of current English-text reading-

accuracy development, the other listed items are flagged here as being highly important, but not warranting 

further exploration in this thesis. For purposes of explanation, two sections will be briefly explored: 

1. Equalisation of vocabularies and modes of comprehension and expression. 

2. Cumulative effects of delays experienced by English-text readers. 

 

3.5.2.1 English-text vocabulary & reading-comprehension 

disadvantage 

Print is a secondary mode through which meaning is conveyed. It is an alternative mode one can use instead 

of verbal communication, which is our primary mode for conveying meaning. It is useful to consider 

different types of vocabulary and modes of comprehension and expression which develop during school 

learning: 

1. Vocabularies: 

a. Oral-mode vocabularies: 

i. Listening vocabulary: words we hear or might hear, whose meaning we understand. 

ii. Speaking vocabulary: words we use or can use in our speaking, whose meaning we 

understand. 

b. Print-mode vocabularies:  

i. Reading vocabulary: words we read, whose meaning we understand. 

ii. Writing vocabulary: words we write in written expression, whose meaning we 

understand. 

Listening- and reading-vocabulary are receptive vocabularies. 

Speaking- and writing-vocabulary are expressive vocabularies. 

2. Modes of comprehension and expression: 

a. Oral-modes of comprehension and expression: 

i. Listening comprehension. 

ii. Verbal expression. 

b. Print-modes of comprehension and expression: 

i. Reading comprehension. 

ii. Written expression. 

Listening- and reading-comprehension are language comprehension.  

Verbal- and written-expression are language expression. 

It is also useful to consider the role of reading-accuracy development in development of these oral and print 

modes. When English-text readers are fluent readers and spellers, their listening and reading (receptive) 

vocabularies and comprehensions are highly similar to each other, as are their speaking and writing 

(expressive) vocabularies, and verbal and written expression. In beginning and developing English-text 

readers, they are widely different. Equalisation of vocabularies and modes of comprehension and expression 

would be likely to occur as a consequence of reading- and writing-accuracy being mastered. Taking a 
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pragmatically simple view (in that there will always be subtle differences between receptive and expressive 

modes), once students are fluent at reading- and spelling-accuracy  

1. Students are then able to read and understand any word they would understand when given 

information verbally, i.e.,   

a. Reading vocabulary approximately equals listening vocabulary. 

b. Reading comprehension approximately equals listening comprehension. 

2. They are also able to write any words, which they might use verbally, in their written expression, 

i.e.,  

a. Writing vocabulary approximately equals speaking vocabulary. 

b. Written expression approximately equals verbal expression. 

Rapid development of reading- and spelling-accuracy by transparent-orthography readers means 

equalisation of vocabularies and modes of comprehension and expression occurs very early in their 

schooling. Delayed equalisation would thus seem to be an English-text phenomenon, not occurring in 

transparent-orthography readers. In comparison to transparent-orthography readers, there would seem to be 

moderate and lengthy disadvantaging of normal-progress English-text readers, and severe and extremely 

prolonged disadvantaging of delayed English-text readers.  

In contrast, even with the most skilful teaching, English-text piles complexity upon complexity  not just for 

the first years of writing, but for the many years until spelling has become fluent and effortless. English-text 

readers are often unable to write what they would like to say, and instead have to filter their intended words 

using a criterion of ‘words which I can spell’. Thus ‘The young man splashed out and bought his true love 

an extravagant diamond and sapphire ring.’ becomes ‘He got her a ring.’ with every word spelt perfectly, 

but complex expression sadly lacking.  

In like manner, English-text readers also experience delay in equalising language-comprehension and 

reading-comprehension – the words written in the texts they are to read need to be filtered using a criterion 

of ‘high proportions of words which can be read’. This is likely to affect not just reading vocabulary but 

also the range of sentence structures which readers are exposed to. Transparent-orthography readers would 

seem likely to experience far more sophisticated reading vocabulary and range of sentence structures than 

English-text readers do. 

No reading research literature on crosslinguistic differences in development of print vocabularies was 

encountered. This is curious, given that crosslinguistic differences in vocabulary development would seem a 

logical consequence of early mastery of reading- and spelling-accuracy. The impact of delayed reading-

accuracy development on written language development would seem a valuable area for future research.  

 

3.5.2.2 The much higher cognitive load of writing  

Reading-accuracy development supports the development of spelling and written expression. For beginning 

readers, the relationship is likely to be reciprocal in many ways, with the development of spelling and 

writing helping children to build stronger schemas of the words they try to write, i.e., increasingly 

sophisticated phonological and orthographic representations. Even when beginning readers are actively 

engaged, reading can be impulsive, whereas the slow handwriting of beginning readers reduces 

impulsiveness (Frith, 1985). Time slowed by writing allows time for reflection on the sounds heard in a 

word, the letters which make those sounds, and whether the written form closely resembles the word the 

child has seen in print.  
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Orthographic complexity would seem to impact the cognitive load of spelling and writing as much if not 

more than it impacts reading-accuracy. It would seem likely that the effects would be similar to the effects 

on reading-accuracy in many ways, with very strong impact of phonemic regularity modified slightly by the 

impact of syllabic complexity, e.g., English and German use complex syllables containing many two and 

three letter consonant blends, while Italian and Spanish use open syllables with virtually no consonant 

blends. Aro and colleagues found highly similar rates of spelling and reading-accuracy development, and 

comment that ‘the concurrent development of early reading and spelling skills is thought to reflect the 

symmetrical, bidirectional regularity of the Finnish orthography (Aro, 2004, p.27)’. Cossu, Gugliotta and 

Marshall (1995), studying Italian students, found mild but significant differences between rates of spelling 

vs. reading-accuracy development, with the gap still present at Grade 2, and suggest a partial dissociation 

between the two skill areas. The spelling development of the Italian students, similar to that of the Finnish 

students, was nonetheless far more rapid that English-text spelling development. This rapid development of 

spelling-accuracy highlights two important aspects of cognitive load and written expression: 

1. The high cognitive load of spelling a particular word. 

2. The high cognitive load of spelling restrictions on vocabulary used.  

Myriad spelling patterns means the high cognitive load of writing a word whose spelling is not known uses 

available central literacy processing resources, thus diminishing performance on other aspects of written 

expression. Crosslinguistic differences in this cognitive load aspect would seem rather similar to the 

cognitive load differences observed in the writing of fluent vs struggling English-text spellers.  

 

3.5.2.3 Rethinking the Matthew Effects 

It is likely that phonemic awareness development significantly increases the complexity and maturity of 

readers’ phonological representations. Given that mastery of English-text reading-accuracy takes several 

years, it is highly likely that transparent-orthography readers have had sophisticated phonological 

representations several years in advance of average-progress English-text readers. It is also likely that the 

phonological representations of low-progress English-text readers may never develop this level of 

sophistication.  

As discussed in early chapters, there are strong linkages between reading-accuracy development and 

syntactic, semantic, and phonological aspects of receptive and expressive language development in English-

text readers (Baker, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998; Catts & Hogan, 2003; Dodd et al., 1995; Gillon & Dodd, 

1993; Nippold & Schwarz, 2002; Taylor, 2002). With this close linkage, it is quite possible that mastery of 

phonemic awareness plays a significant role in fluent readers’ subsequent language development, through 

the influence of refined phonological representations and phonological processing. As such, English-text 

readers may be experiencing phonemic disadvantage relative to transparent-orthography readers, not just in 

terms of reading-accuracy development but also in terms of development of subsequent language and 

learning skills. Perhaps this is evident in researchers’ findings that the diagnoses of Speech-Language 

Impairment and Learning Disability are often equally valid for many school-aged children, due to parallel 

weakness in both language and literacy (Galletly, submitted-a; Nippold & Schwarz, 2002; Taylor, 2002).  

As a practitioner, it is my experience that, regardless of whether or not a child had significant spoken 

language weakness in preschool years, virtually all children with reading-accuracy difficulties show 

significantly weak grammar in their written texts. While the high cognitive load of written expression for 

weak spellers will be one factor in written language weakness, it is possible immature phonological 

representations also play a role. In transparent-orthography readers, simply mastering reading-accuracy and 

spelling-accuracy so soon after starting school is likely to result in lower rates of written language 

weakness, but perhaps sophisticated phonological representations impact language development even 

further. Perhaps Stanovich’s (1986) Matthew Effects (weak syntactic and semantic development thought to 
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build from lack of independent reading due to poor reading-accuracy skills) may prove not to stem just from 

lack of independent reading, but to result from an interaction of  

1. Students’ reading-accuracy, spelling, writing, vocabularies and reading experience. 

2. Their underdeveloped phonological representations (the product of their delayed phonemic 

awareness development), and 

3. (Particularly in delayed readers), aspects of affect, attention, behaviour and social-emotional 

functioning. 

There would seem to be major needs to elucidate the complexities of the role of phonemic awareness in 

language and literacy development, in order to more fully understand the impact of the lack of fluent 

phonemic awareness experienced by English-text readers.  

 

3.5.3 Aspects of broader orthographic advantage and 
disadvantage 

Disadvantage from English orthographic complexity moves from being a personal disadvantage of each 

individual English-text weak reader, to being disadvantage at increasingly broader levels (child, family, 

class, year level, school, district, system, nation and adult, workforce supports and expenses, nation) when 

one considers 

1.   The massive extra time and funds spent on reading-accuracy instruction, curricula and 

interventions compared in English-text vs. transparent-orthography countries. 

2.   The cost of supporting and compensating for poor readers in the workforce.  

3.   The time, funds and emotional cost of secondary and tertiary disadvantages from reading-

accuracy failure, e.g., higher rates of depression, low-income, unemployment, divorce, crime. 

Early and easy mastery of reading-accuracy offers considerable educational advantage to countries with 

transparent-orthographies in that, as discussed earlier, it is likely that it takes 2.5 times as long for students 

to master English-text reading-accuracy as it takes students to master reading-accuracy in transparent-

orthographies (Seymour et al., 2003). This difference in ease of reading-accuracy mastery creates a 

comparative level of orthographic advantage which would impact all areas of school instruction. The 

orthographic advantage of countries with transparent-orthographies would include the following aspects: 

1. Very little time is needed to support mastery of reading accuracy, perhaps often less than one 

year of formal instruction. 

2. Very little emphasis is needed on reading-accuracy instruction in schools. 

3. Students have very early readiness for advanced literacy and academic learning: 

4. It is possible later age of starting school in most transparent-orthography countries might 

interact with this early readiness, in that older children are developmentally more mature at an 

earlier stage of their schooling. 

5. Significantly more time is available for emphasis on higher-order literacy skills: 

a. Preservice and in-service instruction would have more time for building teacher skills 

in advanced literacy, other subject areas and higher-order thinking skills. 

b. Teachers have more time in each child’s school life for development of these skills. 

6. Less emphasis on reading-accuracy is needed in teacher supports: 
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a. Very little instructional time (approximately one week, Aro, 2005) is needed in teacher 

preservice training. 

b. Negligible teacher in-service training would be focussed on reading-accuracy.  

c. Development of reading-accuracy curricula is very simple.  

d. There is little need for discussion of reading-accuracy development and instruction in 

conferences, journals and professional literature. 

7. Strong phonemic advantage occurs. 

8. Vocabulary equalisation occurs. 

9. Spelling mastery occurs. 

10. Relatively effortless mastery of these skills would be likely to promote high self-esteem and 

academic identity (Brooks, 2001; Carrie & Ellen, 2003; Elbaum & Vaughn, 2004; Milich & 

Settle, 1999; Mishna, 2003; Poskiparta, Niemi, Lepola, Ahtola, & Laine, 2003). 

The vital importance of excellent reading-accuracy instruction can be seen in extrapolation from findings 

from crosslinguistic studies of reading skill in students in their first year of instruction (COST-A8 study, 

Seymour et al., 2003) and in students at age 15 years (Program for International Student Assessment 

(PISA), 2002a). Integration of results from these two studies shows that many countries do not achieve the 

potential offered through orthographic advantage. In Figure 3.5, columns on the far right show Australian, 

English and OECD averages for 15 year olds in the PISA study. The left-most columns show the 

achievement levels of 15 year olds in ten countries with transparent-orthographies also involved in the 

COST-A8 study of 1st year reading acquisition (Seymour et al., 2003). These ten countries are ordered from 

left to right in order of effectiveness of reading acquisition of reading-accuracy by 1st year students. 

Students in the four left-most countries read real and non words with 97-98% accuracy after six months of 

instruction, the next six read them with over 90% accuracy, while students learning to read English print 

read at vastly lower levels (real words 34%, pseudowords 41%) at this time.  
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Figure 3.5. Spread of reading achievement scores for 15 yr olds in the OECD-PISA study (Program for 

International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a), showing results for Australia and countries studied in the 

COST-A8 Year 1 comparison study (Seymour et al., 2003) 
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A look at the performance of 15 year olds shows that only Finland seems to have held its orthographic 

advantage, and that Australian and English students have caught up and are now reading as well as, if not 

better than, their European counterparts. While sociocultural differences are doubtless involved in the lack 

of continued advantage in students of the 9 European countries who seemed to start so well but are no 

longer ahead in secondary school, it is highly likely that differences in reading instruction account for most 

of this change in strength of reading achievement which occurs over students’ school years. Finland seems 

to be the only country to take full benefit of its orthographic advantage 

Finland was clearly the world leader in reading in the OECD-PISA comparisons of 15 year olds, being 

significantly ahead of all other countries. This lead occurred despite the Finnish students having had one 

year’s less instruction than most English-speaking countries at the time of testing due to Finnish students 

starting school at age six years. Finland was also a very high achiever in maths and science, topped only by 

Japan and Korea, the clear world leaders for maths and science (and which also have transparent 

orthographies). Examination of instructional differences between Finland and English speaking countries 

shows many similarities, and strong sociocultural differences in both teachers and students (Crace, 2003; 

Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002b). In Finland, students start school at age six 

years, spending a year at Kindergarten before beginning formal education. School retention is high, with 

97% of students continuing to upper secondary education, and 65% of students going on to tertiary 

education (Crace, 2003). Finnish instructional practices seem to have few special features distinguishing 

them from other countries (Crace, 2003). Features relating to reading-accuracy acquisition include 

1. Reading-accuracy instruction seeming to occur across Kindergarten and Grade 1. 

2. Much lower adult: child ratios and increased teacher supports for literacy instruction, achieved not 

through lower class sizes but through staggered starting times, high numbers of teacher aides, and 

possibly some extra teachers, e.g., the school we visited had  

a. Two English teachers who worked with half a class at a time, thus the classroom teacher had 

only half the class to work with at this time. 

b. A teacher and separate classroom for students with emotional difficulties. 

3. A strong emphasis on early intervention. 

4. Possibly low between-school SES differences, due to the country being physically small, the 

population being small (6,000,000), and the private school sector being very small, such that almost 

all children (and thus the full range of SES levels) attend state schools. 

5. There being no school usage of academic streaming of any type (Crace, 2003; Program for 

International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002b).  

There are likely to be strong sociocultural strengths in Finnish teachers compared to their Australian 

counterparts. Teaching is one of the most preferred and esteemed professions in Finland, often listed in the 

two most preferred professions in opinion polls (Crace, 2003). University teacher preservice courses are 

difficult to get into because of the popularity of teaching as a profession, such that it is likely that large 

numbers of the country’s best students become teachers. Teaching positions are readily filled, with large 

numbers of applicants for each job (Crace, 2003; Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 

2002b): 

It's not about the money…because teachers are comparatively poorly paid, but about the 

conditions. Finnish teachers aren't being constantly watched and monitored, they don't have 

to comply with masses of government bureaucracy and they are allowed the freedom to teach 

the way they want. And above all, they are valued and respected. 

                                                     Andreas Schleicher, OECD, cited in Crace (2003)  
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These sociocultural strengths are perhaps in contrast to the sociocultural characteristics of teachers in 

Australia. Teaching in Australia would seem a far less esteemed and preferred profession, with many 

universities having entry requirements which are extremely low compared to those for comparable careers 

such as engineering, medicine and law, and many teachers leaving the profession due to low work 

satisfaction (Beare, 1994; Crowther, Andrews, Dawson, & Lewis, 2001; Ingvarson & Chadbourne, 1996).  

As a result of these sociocultural differences, many Australians might see the differences in reading 

achievement between Finland and Australia as strongly sociocultural and related to strong professional 

competence and conditions (Crace, 2003):  

Above all, you get a sense of a mature education system, where problems can be anticipated, 

not merely reacted to, where debate and questioning are not perceived as political heresy but 

as constructive argument, where improving education is seen not as a government issue but 

as a social one…Much of what Finland does is what educationalists have campaigned for 

years.  

Closer analysis of Finnish education reveals strong differences in reading-accuracy acquisition which are 

likely to give Finland a strong advantage over countries reading English-text, given that Finland is currently 

using principles of excellent teaching (Adams, 1990; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research 

Council, 1998; Scheerens, 1992): 

1. Children master reading acquisition quickly and easily, e.g., an average of 98% accuracy for reading 

real and pseudowords after six months of formal schooling (Seymour et al., 2003). 

2. Children of normal intelligence do not experience reading-accuracy difficulties. 

3. Early intervention on reading-accuracy works extremely effectively. 

4. Countries with transparent-orthographies have significantly longer time periods to conduct excellent 

instruction on advanced literacy and academic skills than countries with complex orthographies. If 

learning-to-read takes approximately six months in Finland, then reading-to-learn can commence 

from the first year of reading instruction. In contrast, in English-text countries, it is likely that 

several years of this time must be spent on learning-to-read.  

5. Finnish students are 1.5 years older than Australian students in their first year of instruction and thus 

likely to be able to move into higher-order thinking and learning from early in their education. 

6. Teachers in training do not require in-depth instruction on Finnish orthography and reading-accuracy 

instruction, as Finnish orthography and reading-accuracy development are simple processes 

(Seymour et al., 2003), thus preservice instruction can focus on developing skills for teaching 

advanced literacy, other subject areas and higher-order processes. In Finland, preservice teachers 

spend approximately one week learning reading-accuracy instruction, and this would seem to be 

sufficient, given current Finnish reading levels.  

Reflection on these variables allows the strong possibility that the ‘Finnish difference,’ leading the world in 

student achievement, is due to sensible use of opportunities created by orthographic advantage in teacher 

training and school instruction for focus on building of higher order skills. 

 

3.5.4 The rich have abundance, the poor stay poor 
As discussed earlier, the impact of English orthographic disadvantage is seen most strongly in lower 

achievers. While Australian levels of low achieving 15 year olds are healthy compared to many countries 

(see Figure 3.5), there are nonetheless almost one third of Australian 15 year olds not achieving at adequate 

levels (see Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6. Percentage of students achieving at low levels in the OECD study, in Australia and COST-A8 

countries 

 

In spite of these high levels of low achievers, Australia was comfortably in the top ten countries in reading, 

maths and science in the OECD-PISA study. Other English-speaking OECD countries (Canada, England, 

New Zealand, and Ireland) scored at the same high level. (USA scored lower in all three areas: reading, 

science and maths. It had good levels of high achievers and high levels of low achievers, with possibly the 

largest standard deviation of all countries for each of the three areas. It is possible lower USA averages may 

relate as much to multicultural diversity and the complexities of organising education in an extremely large 

democratic multi-state country with education controlled at state level, as to less excellent instruction 

(Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a). These very high levels of achievement by 

English speaking countries, combined with their strong orthographic disadvantage and quite high levels of 

low achievers (30%), suggest that these countries are doing much that is excellent in their instruction of 

students. 

The overall high achievement in combination with a very wide spread of Australia’s scores, and the largest 

achievement gap of all countries between teenagers who read for pleasure and those who don’t, suggests 

that in Australia, there are separate instructional implications for  high and low achievers: 

1. That many Australian students fail to successfully master effective effortless reading-accuracy, i.e., 

successful reading and writing accuracy that allows focus on advanced aspects of literacy. 

2. That there are major needs to examine instructional practices and make changes to decrease this high 

proportion of students who fail. 

3. That current literacy instruction for those students who do master efficient reading-accuracy is 

extremely effective such, that despite 30% of students being low achievers, Australia’s average 

score was the sixth highest of all 32 OECD countries. 

Conclusion 

This section has explored aspects of orthographic advantage at personal and national level. At personal 

level, there would seem to be major aspects of orthographic disadvantage experienced by Australian 

students, which are not experienced by transparent-orthography readers: 

1. High cognitive load over a long period in learning to read, spell, and express oneself in writing for 

all students. 
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2. Ongoing reading, spelling and writing difficulties for many students. 

3. Denied access to oral vocabularies and comprehensions during reading and writing, for a long period 

for all students, and forever for many students. 

4. Probable delayed development of phonological representations which underlie all verbal and literacy 

learning. 

5. Secondary impacts of this delayed skill development, including 

a. Vastly less learning time available for higher-order learning. 

b. Social-emotional impacts, probably including behaviour and attention weakness. 

c. (Possibly) aspects of cognitive restructuring which support subsequent learning. 

Orthographic disadvantage also impacts many aspects of schools, systems, workforces, and nations. As 

discussed in detail above, orthographic disadvantaging of all Australian students creates associated high 

demands for time and effort focussed on reading. This includes instructional time, preservice and inservice 

training, and curriculum development, and reading intervention. This time and effort spent on reading is 

then not available to be spent on higher order learning, as can be done in transparent-orthography countries. 

High rates of low literacy in workplaces, and resultant expense, is also orthographic disadvantage not 

experienced in transparent-orthography countries. 

To overcome orthographic disadvantage thus involves far more than just reading-accuracy and phonemic 

awareness delay.  It impacts all areas of literacy development including spelling, word complexity in texts 

children read, high cognitive load in written expression. The implications of English orthographic 

complexity on both normal-progress and at-risk readers is an area highly worthy of further investigation. At 

instructional level it is important that accommodations be made to accommodate these aspects of 

disadvantage, e.g., encouraging spelling approximations (phonemic equivalents) in rough draft writing 

equalises written and spoken vocabulary – children can thus write any word they think of. At-risk readers 

may need to be taught how to write phonemic equivalents. This could be formal e.g., using a transitional 

orthography like Fleksispel, or informal. 

 

 

3.6 Further disadvantage through failure to consider 
orthographic complexity as an impacting 
variable 

There would seem to be widespread lack of awareness among reading professionals of the impact of English 

orthographic-complexity on English-text reading-accuracy development, and of the high cognitive load of 

learning to read English-text. This lack of awareness would seem to have allowed erroneous assumptions to 

achieve wide acceptance. In this section, erroneous assumptions which have had major impact on Australian 

reading-accuracy instruction are explored. They include 

1. Australian applications of Italian Reggio Emilia model of prereading instruction.  

2. Australian sociocultural applications of the work of Paulo Freire to Australian reading-accuracy 

instruction. 

3. Inappropriate interpretations of crosslinguistic research findings. 
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3.6.2 Inappropriate Australian application of transparent-
orthography curriculum  

Australian preschool instruction seems strongly influenced by Italy’s Emilio Reggio model of preschool 

instruction. It is a popular topic at early childhood teacher conferences, and groups of Australian preschool 

teachers visit Italy to observe schools using those methods (Dunne, 2003; Queensland School Curriculum 

Council, 1998; Queensland Studies Authority, 2002a, 2002b). Montessori methods have also been very 

popular. In Italian kindergartens, there is no prereading instruction – it is not needed as Italian is highly 

transparent and reading-accuracy development is very rapid. There seems little or no awareness within the 

Australian enthusiasm for Italian Kindergarten instruction, that there are major differences in learning to 

read English vs. Italian, and that Italian children reading well after Italian Kindergarten instruction does not 

mean Italian Kindergarten instruction is adequate prereading instruction for Australian children. As a result 

there is a strong sense that no formal prereading is needed. Doubtless, we can learn much from Italian 

programs, but it must be interpreted from the perspective of Australian needs. There would seem much 

value in developing play-based prereading instruction for use in Australian Kindergarten instruction 

(Galletly, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c; Neilson, 1999a). 

 

3.6.3 Misinterpretation of the work of Freire 
Paulo Freire is known internationally for his theories on literacy and socio-political emancipation (Freire, 

1972, 1973, 1974, 1978, 1985, 1998; Freire & Macedo, 1987). It is likely his theories have been highly 

influential on Australian reading-accuracy instruction in recent decades, moving systemic reading emphases 

from Whole Language philosophy to current sociocultural models of reading instruction (Gee, 1996; Kress, 

1996; A. Luke, Comber, & O'Brien, 1996; C. Luke, 1996), which emphasise sociocultural and sociopolitical 

emancipation and empowerment as part of literacy and literacy development. A search for books by Freire 

in the Education section of my local campus library found 13 different books he had authored, many of 

these with multiple copies. Additionally, many Australian writers and writers influencing current reading 

instruction discuss Freire (Anstey, 1996; Anstey & Bull, 1996; Gee, 1996, 2000; Giroux, 1987; Kincheloe 

& McLaren, 2000; Lankshear, 1996; Lankshear & Gee, 1997; A. Luke et al., 1996; C. Luke, 1996; Peters, 

Olssen, & Lankshear, 2003). 

Freire was blatantly sociopolitical and this may well have been very appropriate for the Brazilian situation. 

He experienced poverty for a period of his childhood, and as an adult dedicated himself to overcoming its 

effects in his country. His primary agenda was sociopolitical emancipation; overcoming of illiteracy was a 

secondary agenda. Freire worked for 15 years in adult education focussed on sociopolitical emancipation 

before trialling his socio-political ‘codifications’ - a series of ten discussions using focus pictures to build 

awareness of nature, culture, man’s role in culture, culture and power, including reference to the power of 

being literate. He then decided to trial integrating literacy instruction into his socio-political emancipation, 

and added literacy lessons after the codification discussions were completed. The widespread illiteracy of 

his countrymen was one means by which the Brazilian poor were oppressed, e.g., prior to the 1960s only 

literate people could vote. Freire’s literacy programs, which he called culture groups, were highly effective 

(Freire, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1978, 1985, 1998; Freire & Macedo, 1987). 

However, there does not seem to be any awareness by Freire and those who have translated his teachings 

into pedagogical principles for English-text countries that there are major differences in learning to read 

transparent orthographies vs. English-text. Brazil’s main and official language is Portuguese, and 

Portuguese orthography is highly transparent compared to English orthography, such that motivated 

illiterate adults would be likely to acquire it quite easily. Freire thus did not need a lengthy focus on 

teaching reading-accuracy in his literacy work. Learning to read transparent orthographies is a simple 
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uncomplicated task; in contrast, mastering reading-accuracy of English-text is highly complex, takes much 

time, especially in at-risk readers, and requires careful teaching and extensive practice. 

It seems likely that two erroneous and seemly highly compatible assumptions have been very influential in 

current marginalisation of reading-accuracy and reading-accuracy instruction in Australian reading 

instruction. One erroneous assumption is that reading-accuracy is a simple skill effortlessly developed 

through authentic reading (Cambourne, 1988; Goodman, 1986; Hempenstall, 1996, 1997). The second is 

that Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction is compatible with sociocultural models of instruction 

(Education Queensland, 2001b, 2002; Queensland Department of Education, 1997; Queensland, 2002). It 

seems highly likely that inappropriate assumptions about Freire’s reading instruction were instrumental in 

these assumptions seeming to support each other. 

Whole Language philosophy was highly influential at the time Freire’s work became known in Australia. It 

strongly emphasised reading-accuracy being a simple skill, acquired relatively effortlessly through authentic 

reading, even by at-risk readers (Cambourne, 1988; de Lemos, 2002; Goodman, 1986; Hempenstall, 1996, 

1997). Whereas Whole Language philosophy is largely constructivist, i.e., no explicit teaching or skill 

development required; sociocultural literacy instruction emphasises not just learning through authentic 

tasks, but also learning through explicit instruction, which empowers students through their awareness of 

and power in using the skills. This balance of authentic-task learning and explicit teaching to building 

metacognitive awareness and skills is seen in sociocultural instruction in all other literacy areas, including 

functional grammar and genres, reading-comprehension, handwriting, spelling, critical literacy, visual 

literacy and multiliteracies. Thus, whereas the authentic reading aspect of Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction was strongly in keeping with sociocultural literacy instruction, failing to empower 

students in skills and awareness of reading-accuracy was not.  

It seems highly likely that assumptions that Freire was as rejecting of explicit instruction of reading-

accuracy as he was of other aspects of curriculum, has resulted in Whole Language reading-accuracy 

instruction having being subsumed into current Australian sociocultural reading instruction. Not being 

aware of the impact of crosslinguistic differences in difficulty of learning to read, it would have been easy 

for mainstream reading academics to view Freire’s work as providing very strong support for the veracity 

and effectiveness of Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction. Mainstream reading academics would 

have been strongly aware of the complete lack of attention which Freire paid to reading-accuracy in his 

writings and would easily have assumed this to be vindication of Whole Language based reading-accuracy 

instruction. In actual fact, Freire’s lack of attention to reading-accuracy is likely to be because of the limited 

attention he needed to pay to reading-accuracy for engaged adults in highly supportive conditions.  

Mainstream reading academics would have been very aware of Freire’s rejection of traditional education, as 

a transfer of information from the teacher who knows the content to the learner as receiver of the content, 

which he termed banking pedagogy (Freire, 1972). While his culture groups used meaningful key words to 

introduce students to letters, these words were decontextualised, and it is almost certain Freire’s cultural 

groups used banking pedagogy in the teaching of letter-sounds. Knowing letter-sounds plus rapid mastery of 

blending letter sounds to make syllables is all that is required in learning to read transparent orthographies. 

Highly-engaged carefully-scaffolded reading-accuracy instruction would seem to have been Freire’s means 

to emancipation, not the object of his criticisms. 

In contrast, large amounts of explicit teaching are required in the learning of reading-accuracy of English-

text. It is possible that due to the small time Brazilian-Portuguese reading-accuracy development, Freire was 

unaware of the importance of teacher-to-learner transfer of understanding and skill in reading-accuracy. 

Alternately, his theories may have been misinterpreted, as his discussion seems focussed on other aspects of 

Brazilian education. His criticism of banking pedagogy is highly appropriate if it is in relation to Brazilians 

being forced to learn the dates and names of ancient Portuguese and English battles and kings, rather than 

socioculturally relevant concepts. It is not appropriate when thinking of complex skills which do require 

transfer of knowledge and expertise from teachers as experts, to students as novices.  
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Australian mainstream reading academics would have been strongly aware and excited about the 

effectiveness of Freire’s literacy agenda, with people learning to read so quickly and effectively through his 

programs of sociopolitical emancipation, which so strongly emphasised education being socioculturally 

appropriate. Midst so many variables and with their own sociocultural background so strongly Whole 

Language, it would have been very easy to overlook that, unlike other literacy curriculum areas, 

sociocultural reading instruction is not new, but is actually just continued Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction. As such, current reading instruction offers the empowerment of skills development 

and awareness provided in all other areas of sociocultural literacy instruction only to reading-

comprehension, but not to reading-accuracy. 

These factors would seem to have resulted in erroneous association of sociological emphases (sociocultural 

and emancipation issues) with effective mastery of reading by Australian at-risk and/or oppressed readers. It 

is likely that associations which can be drawn from analysis of Freire’s Brazilian literacy programs include 

that 

1.  It is vital that learners are engaged and motivated to learn, and believe they are capable of learning. 

This would seem to be the reason why illiteracy was widespread, and Brazilian peasants did not 

learn to read before Freire showed them that they could? 

2. Rather than sociocultural and sociopolitical empowerment being the basis of learning to read, it is 

likely to be that reading-accuracy is a basis of personal empowerment, allowing access to learning of 

whatever content area one wishes to engage. This might include accessing employment 

opportunities, mastering Brazilian embroidery as a leisure activity, or, as in Freire’s case, socio-

political emancipation.  

It is quite likely that these two erroneous assumptions (reading-accuracy being effortlessly mastering 

through authentic reading, and sociopolitical emancipation being an integral part of literacy development) 

made by mainstream reading academics who transferred Freire’s work into the Australian context have been 

highly influential in reading-accuracy being dropped from the Australian literacy agenda.  

Development of early reading-accuracy skill in at-risk English-text readers would seem highly similar in 

key ways to development of early skill in other complex task skills such as house building, parachuting, and 

bomb disposal. These skills are most effectively mastered, with little loss of limb and self-esteem, when not 

learned exclusively in their authentic contexts with learners positioned as knowledge-equals to their 

teachers. Instead, until a certain point of learning is reached, banking pedagogy, i.e., teacher-to-learner 

transfer of understanding and skill, is the order of the day. As developed in later chapters of this thesis, the 

level of complexity and conceptual knowledge which needs to be taught and learned before the learner can 

start to thrive and continue self-learning in more authentic contexts, would seem to define whether banking 

pedagogy or more constructivist pedagogy is appropriate. For at-risk readers attempting to learn to read 

English-text, to deny students the opportunity of such teaching and learning would seem to constitute denial 

of their ‘right to read’.  

 

3.6.4 Citizens’ ‘right to read’ as a sociocultural option 
Consideration of sociocultural aspects and models of literacy, draws attention to orthographic complexity as 

a sociocultural option. Literacy is established as a skill leading to sociocultural emancipation in third world 

cultures (International Literacy Year Secretariat, 1990; Lundberg & Linnakyla, 1992), and we are recently 

becoming familiar with concept of citizens ‘right to read’ (Spear-Swerling, 2004; U.S. Congress, 2001). 

There seems little awareness in discussions on reading development and sociocultural and socio-political 

emancipation, of the role that orthographic complexity plays in dictating the level of difficulty each 

country’s citizens will face in learning to read.  
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Choice of orthography and choices about spelling reform are options available to every country, and access 

to reading-accuracy development and literacy in many ways is thus decided by each country’s orthographic 

choices. Reading-accuracy mastery is in no way guaranteed in transparent-orthography countries. This is 

evidenced in ongoing high levels of illiteracy in countries such as Brazil where the orthography is highly 

transparent. But whereas reading-accuracy mastery is virtually guaranteed in countries with transparent 

orthographies which provide a minimal amount of instruction, at the current time, significant rates of 

reading-accuracy failure by at-risk readers seem almost ‘virtually guaranteed’ in English-text countries even 

when enormous amounts of time and funding are focussed on reading development. It would seem that, 

given that orthographic complexity is a cultural option, consideration of orthographic complexity and 

citizen’s right to read is an important issue. 

While some writers would suggest that such denial of access to literacy reflects deep political agendas, it 

seems equally likely that ignorance of orthographic complexity is likely to be the culprit. Such lack of 

awareness has strong precedents, seen in past acceptance of racism, slavery and the Franklin expedition, as 

discussed in the introduction to this thesis. The expedition stands as an example to all researchers and other 

explorers who may miss the obvious. The orthographic complexity of English would seem one ‘obvious’ 

factor which has been overlooked by reading researchers and mainstream reading academics. Ignorance of 

the impact of orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy development by English linguists seems hard to 

imagine given that Europe is so close to the UK, but this ignorance combined with lack of spelling reform 

seems likely to be the basis of widespread reading weakness in English-text countries.  

With reading-accuracy seemingly a pivotal factor in defining the haves and have-nots of society, and 

likelihood of reading-accuracy success being strongly dependent on orthographic complexity, it would seem 

that in its role in denying at-risk readers their ‘right to read’, orthographic complexity is a tool of 

discrimination as powerful as discrimination by gender, race, and SES. Reading-accuracy is a culturally 

provided tool, which differs in complexity according to the constraints each society places within it. It is 

thus likely that reading-accuracy is the sociocultural point where English-text societies are denying the 

rights which at-risk readers have to be able to read. If they were learning to read Finnish or Welsh, it is 

highly likely they would be reading effectively; it is highly likely that it is because they are learning to read 

English, that they are experiencing reading difficulties. While the option of reading-accuracy being 

extremely simple or extremely hard is an option which English-text nations have not reflected on, it is 

definitely an option however, particularly in a country such as Australia which has achieved highly 

successful reforms from complex measurement systems to decimal systems.  

It is possible that Australians are being denied their right to read in two ways. First, English spelling has not 

been reformed to reduce orthographic complexity. Second, current instructional supports of reading-

accuracy development seem focussed away from reading-accuracy development, being instead focussed 

primarily onto reading comprehension. If appropriate instruction were provided, instructionally disabled 

readers (readers who would have mastered reading-accuracy if given sufficient help) would master reading 

while constitutionally disabled children (e.g., children with dyslexia and speech-language weakness) would 

still have reading difficulties. If major spelling reform was conducted, virtually all children would be able to 

easily master reading-accuracy.  

 

3.6.5 Research inadequacies through ignorance of 
crosslinguistic differences 

This section explores two areas as examples of the impact of lack of awareness of orthographic complexity 

as a variable in reading research. The first example is one where errors would seem to have occurred 

through failing to consider the crosslinguistic impact of orthographic complexity. The second example is 

one showing the potential of orthographic complexity as a research lens allowing the gaining of new 
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knowledge from research studies conducted before reading researchers were aware of the effects of 

orthographic complexity. 

 

3.6.5.1 Orthographic complexity as an overlooked variable in 

reading research  

While crosslinguistic research offers enormous potential for building knowledge of reading development of 

and optimal instruction for English-text readers, the very nature of this potential means that it is important 

not to assume similarity transparent-orthography vs. complex-orthography populations in research studies. 

With different predictors, rates of progress, needs for intelligence and working memory, and development 

of phonemic awareness, simple- vs. complex-orthography populations are distinctly non-equivalent, and 

confusion results in experimental studies when equivalence is assumed. There are indicators that many 

researchers are not yet realising this is the case, e.g., in literature reviews of studies working to establish 

effective intervention for low-progress readers of simple vs. complex orthographies journal articles 

reporting (Lundberg, 1999; Lundberg, Frost, & Peterson, 1988; Olofsson, 1993; Olofsson & Niedersoe, 

1999; Poskiparta et al., 1999; Poskiparta, Niemi, Lepola, Ahtola, & Laine, 2003; Schneider et al., 1999; 

Schneider, Kuspert, Roth, & Vise, 1997; Torgesen et al., 2001; Torgesen & Davis, 1996; Vellutino, 2000; 

Vellutino et al., 1996).  

There is a plethora of high-quality research studies on reading gathered in recent decades, yet in almost all 

of it, the impact of orthographic complexity has not been considered as a variable. It is thus likely that 

revisiting this research while considering the variable of orthographic complexity will reveal powerful 

truths. Areas where this seems to be particularly the case include the citing of findings of studies of readers 

learning an orthography not equivalent in complexity to the orthography of the current study, similar lack of 

consideration of orthographic complexity in meta-analyses, conflicting findings on effectiveness of 

intervention with low achievers, and the deeper findings one can develop by reanalysing data of recent 

studies using orthographic complexity perspectives. 

Many studies focussed on establishing effective intervention for low-progress readers seem to assume 

equivalence of orthographic populations in the studies they discuss in their literature reviews and findings 

(Al Otaiba & Fuchs, 2002; Bus & Ijzendoorn, 1999; Lundberg, 1999; Lundberg et al., 1988; Olofsson, 

1993; Olofsson & Niedersoe, 1999; Poskiparta et al., 1999; Poskiparta et al., 2003; Schneider et al., 1999; 

Schneider et al., 1997; Share & Stanovich, 1995; Torgesen et al., 2001; Torgesen & Davis, 1996; Vellutino 

et al., 1996). The distinct non-equivalence of English-text and transparent-orthography populations means 

this practice can lead to confusion.  

One frequently occurring example of this potential confusion is researchers’ frequent citing of Lundberg, 

Frost and Petersen’s (1988) study of the effect on 6 year old Danish prereaders of 8 months intensive 

phonological awareness not including work with letters, conducted by class teachers who had received 

extensive training in the intervention program. Lundberg and colleagues (1988) inappropriately assumed 

equivalence of orthographic populations, in their building from Bryant and Bradley’s (1983) study of 

phonemic awareness training with English readers. In turn their study has been cited by subsequent 

researchers of English readers who also assume equivalence of orthographic populations, as evidence that 

phonemic awareness training without letters has been found significantly effective. Danish is a relatively 

complex orthography, making it somewhat closer to English complexity than to other highly transparent 

orthographies, but the Danish children were older than English prereaders, the training was extensive, the 

intervention was extensive, and the effects were not large.  

A more appropriate interpretation of the study might be that extremely intensive phonemic awareness 

training excluding letter training with 6 year old prereaders about to learn a relatively transparent-

orthography has a small effect on subsequent reading, and a more significant effect on subsequent spelling, 
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and that these findings are compatible with Danish orthography being simpler for reading but complex for 

spelling i.e., phonological awareness and phonemic awareness are not needed for Danish reading-accuracy 

development but are useful for developing Danish spelling skills. The very high expense of the program in 

terms of teacher training and instruction time and its having only modest effects means that the findings 

indicate significant value in replicating the study with the intervention including letter skills, and exploring 

less intensive intervention structures. It seems inappropriate to use the findings of this study to intimate that 

phonemic awareness training without letters given to young English readers will significantly boost reading 

and spelling. 

Similar confusion could arise from Share and Stanovich (1995) discussion on pseudoword reading 

performance of normal-progress vs. low-progress readers, where non-equivalence of crosslinguistic 

populations does not seem to have been considered. They comment that ‘studies often report little overlap 

in the distributions of pseudoword reading for disabled and control readers (Share & Stanovich, 1995, 

p.26)’. Their one example is a study done with Danish students (Lundberg & Hoien, 1990), and Danish is 

significantly less complex than English orthography. It would seem far more likely that little overlap of 

pseudoword reading achievement is seen in transparent-orthography populations, where extremely high 

rates of ceiling level reading-accuracy might create a dichotomy between normal-progress vs. low-progress 

readers. For English-text readers, however, it is more likely that pseudoword reading achievement would be 

a continuum skill, similar to real word reading. 

The National Reading Panel’s meta-analysis of studies on phonemic awareness instruction (Ehri, Nunes et 

al., 2001) controlled for orthographic complexity to a large extent through categorising studies as English or 

‘languages other than English’. Their findings are very compatible with the discussion points of this study, 

that phonemic awareness instruction has statistically larger impact in English-text readers than in non-

English-text readers as regards acquisition of phonemic awareness (d = 0.99 vs. 0.65), improvement of 

spelling (d = 0.95 vs. 0.51), and improvement of reading in the short term (d = 0.63 vs. 0.36). They 

comment that English having much lower ‘phonemic transparency’ (i.e., orthographic complexity) than 

other languages means phonemic awareness interventions may make a much stronger contribution to 

English readers. The panel found no difference between the language populations, in the strong long-term 

gains achieved by both groups which is perhaps due to a confound (the strong long-term effects in English 

readers are likely due to effectiveness of the intervention; the equally strong long-term effects in 

transparent-orthography readers are more likely to be from the bootstrapping effects of orthographic 

simplicity than from the phonemic awareness intervention).  

In contrast to the National Reading Panel’s inclusion of orthographic complexity, other meta-analyses have 

not considered orthographic complexity at all (Al Otaiba & Fuchs, 2002; Bus & Ijzendoorn, 1999). Their 

discussion seems to reflect assumptions of population equivalence, e.g., between students learning to read 

English (Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1995; Torgesen & Davis, 1996; Torgesen, 

Wagner, Rashotte et al., 1999), and students reading more transparent orthographies such as German and 

Danish (Lundberg et al., 1988; Schneider et al., 1999; Schneider et al., 1997). Omission of orthographic 

complexity, likely to be a highly significant variable, is likely to have resulted in inaccurate effect sizes in 

many instances. Additionally, discussion in these analyses tends to focus on variables likely to be of far 

lesser impact e.g., in seeking reasons for higher rates of responsiveness in German vs. American lower 

achievers, Al Otaiba and Fuchs (2002) discuss the German interventions being done by classroom teachers 

while the American interventions were done by graduate students, with no mention of the fact that the 

learning to read German is a simple task, while learning to read English is far more complex. It seems likely 

that the omission of orthographic complexity as a variable has not heinously affected the results of these 

analyses, but it may prove powerful to reanalyse the data while including orthographic complexity as a 

variable. 
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3.6.5.2 The power of orthographic complexity as a research 

lens 

The non-equivalence of crosslinguistic populations whose orthographies differ markedly in orthographic 

complexity offers enormous potential for building deep knowledge on reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties, and instruction for both transparent-orthography and English-text countries. In addition to use in 

future studies, orthographic complexity is a powerful research lens which can be used in re-examining 

studies in which orthographic complexity has not been previously considered, and thus gain deeper insights 

from the findings of those studies. This is evidenced in the following example: 

 

3.6.5.2.1  A deeper focus on Finnish, Italian and Australian instruction 

Orthographic complexity and disadvantage are used here as a lens for deeper examination of the results of 

the OECD-PISA study of authentic reading, maths and science skills in 15 year olds in 32 nations (Lokan, 

Greenwood, & Cresswell, 2002; Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a). Use of 

orthographic lenses reveals that only a few transparent-orthography countries seem to realise the potential 

offered by their orthographic advantage, and suggests that English-speaking countries overcome their 

orthographic disadvantage through their successful readers, but do poorly in supporting their weak readers 

through to reading success.  

The OECD-PISA data shows clearly that, on average, English-text countries not only catch up, but pass 

most transparent-orthography countries, e.g., the top seven nations in the OECD-PISA study included five 

English-text countries (Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Australia, Ireland, and United Kingdom) and only 

two transparent-orthography countries (Finland and Korea). While much of the discussion on the ranking of 

different nations in the OECD-PISA study has focussed on sociocultural aspects, higher-order thinking, and 

high-school education, with little attention to early reading development, using the lens of orthographic 

advantage and looking beyond national averages to performance of the full range of students offers 

additional insights into countries’ differing performances (see Figure 3.7).  
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Figure 3.7. Transparent-orthography countries (Germany, Italy, Korea and Finland), and English-text 

countries (Canada, New Zealand, Australia, United Kingdom, USA) and their ranking by proportion of 

successful (average and above) readers (Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a)  
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Consideration of countries’ rank order and their proportions of high, average and low achievers in Figure 

3.7 suggests that Finland and Korea have maintained their orthographic advantage through excellent 

teaching-learning focussed on areas other than reading-accuracy i.e., advanced literacy, academic and 

higher-order skills. Korea was the world leader in science, Finland was the world leader in reading, and both 

countries were in the top four countries on all three areas studied. In contrast to these successful countries, 

Germany and Italy have failed to realise their orthographic advantage, probably through ineffective 

instruction-learning on areas other than reading-accuracy. Germany is reportedly ‘alarmed’ by its poor 

performance and is instituting major  reforms (Bulmahn, 2002). Italy places major attention on preschool 

education but much less on primary education, such that, until recently, the preservice preparation of 

primary school teachers was merely the gaining of their high school diploma (New, 2002). Orthographic 

advantage would seem to be potential rather than guaranteed advantage. 

The very wide spread of scores of English-text countries suggests that the high average of all English-text 

countries is due not to higher performance by readers at all levels (as evidenced in Korea’s and particularly 

Finland’s results), but to excellent achievement by good readers compensating for low achievement by large 

numbers of low achievers.  The English-text countries have similar proportions of high level readers to 

Finland, but it is Finland and Korea’s very proportions of poor readers that makes them world leaders. The 

proportions of low achieving 15 year olds (27-40%) in English-text countries are very similar to the 

proportions of young children experiencing early reading weakness shown in other studies (Alexander & 

Lyon, 2004; Hanley, Masterson, Spencer, & Evans, in press; Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, 

Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & van Kraayenoord, 2000; Program for International Student Assessment 

(PISA), 2002a).  

Analysis of the OECD-PISA data from an orthographic disadvantage perspective suggests that English-text 

countries are providing highly effective education for children who master early reading (including reading-

accuracy), but that the proportion of children continuing to experience reading weakness may change little 

over time. Perhaps English orthographic complexity makes learning to read so complex for at-risk readers, 

that without expert instruction, they simply do not catch up. Spencer and Hanley’s longitudinal English-

Welsh studies showed the gap was still strongly present at age ten (Hanley et al., in press). The OECD-

PISA study suggests the gap is still there at age fifteen. The rich grow steadily richer, while the poor lose 

hope. 

Although the OECD-PISA studies assessed authentic reading and not reading-accuracy, there is a strong 

reading-accuracy component in authentic-reading weakness (Leach et al., 2003; National Research Council, 

1998a). Authentic-reading builds strongly from reading-comprehension skills, and reading-comprehension 

weakness stems from weakness in either language comprehension or reading-accuracy, or from weakness in 

both areas (Catts & Hogan, 2003b; de Lemos, 2002; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Leach et al., 2003). Given that 

most of the English-text readers who demonstrated weak reading skills in the OECD-PISA study showed 

good comprehension in concurrent maths and science assessments (Program for International Student 

Assessment (PISA), 2002a), it is reasonable to conclude that the students’ poor authentic reading is largely 

due to reading-accuracy weakness and not language-comprehension weakness. With English orthographic 

complexity the basis of reading-accuracy weakness, it is quite possible that English orthographic complexity 

is a major factor in the OECD-PISA students’ weak reading.  

Conclusion 

The idiosyncratic impacts of English orthographic complexity and knowledge gained through 

crosslinguistic research are new and exciting research areas offering new depths of knowledge to be 

plumbed. Knowledge from recent crosslinguistic studies seems to overturn many longstanding assumptions 

on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction.  
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This section has explored a few areas where assumptions would seem to need rethinking.  

They include  

1.   The need to consider orthographic complexity as a variable in reading research. 

2.   Cautions in applying practices from transparent-orthography countries into Australian practice. 

2.   The potential to access new insights from existing research literature, using orthographic complexity 

as a research lens. 

3.   Awareness that orthographic complexity is not fixed, but rather a sociocultural choice which nations 

make. 

 

3.7 Implications for Australian reading instruction 
It is interesting to reflect on the findings on English orthographic complexity and transparent orthographies 

with respect to the three goals of the Australian Language and Literacy Policy for the 1990s, which were 

that 

1. All Australians should attain and maintain competence in a range of contexts in spoken 

and written forms of English. 

2. The learning of languages other than English in Australia must be substantially increased 

to enhance educational outcomes and communication both within the Australian community 

and internationally. 

3. Those Aboriginal languages still actively transmitted to and used by children should be 

maintained and developed. All others should be recorded, where possible, for the benefit of 

the descendents of their speakers and for the nation's heritage. 

(The language of Australia: Discussion paper on an Australian Literacy and Language Policy for the 

1990s, 1990, p.xiii) 

All three of these goals would seem strongly influenced by orthographic complexity: 

1.  English orthographic complexity would seem to be making it very difficult for all Australians to 

attain competence in written English. 

2.  It seems likely that orthographic transparency strongly assists second language learning. It would 

seem likely that the early phonemic awareness, early reading-accuracy, and early vocabulary 

equalisation of transparent-orthography readers would interact with students’ formal instruction in 

other languages, and greatly ease second-language acquisition. It is also possible that cognitive 

restructuring is involved. This may be a factor in why so many European speakers are fluent in three 

or more languages. 

3.  It is highly apposite that Aboriginal cultures are using transparent orthographies as they seem a 

powerful way to maintain and develop Aboriginal languages. Additionally, full instruction in 

children’s Aboriginal language or learning to read an Aboriginal language before beginning to learn 

to read English may have potential in building not just students’ cultural identity and prowess in 

their aboriginal language, but also fluent English-text reading-accuracy and literacy. 

In this chapter, I have explored and theorised on the findings of recent crosslinguistic research and their 

impact on building understanding of reading-accuracy development and instruction for readers of English-

text. The conclusions of the chapter include that  

1. English has a very complex orthography, the complexity of which is reduced somewhat when it is 

considered as having three grainsizes. 
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2. The benchmarks for optimal reading development in both normal-progress and at-risk readers are 

much higher than had previously been considered possible, until the findings of recent 

crosslinguistic research.  

3. Transparent-orthography reading-accuracy development is characterised by ease of acquisition and 

high rates of success: 

a. It seems characterised by low cognitive load. 

b. It does not make high demands on working memory and IQ. 

c. It does not require fluent phonological awareness skills. 

d. It takes very little time for most students to master. 

e. Normal-progress and delayed readers seem to have similar rates of reading-accuracy 

progress – they seem to differ in the point at which their reading-accuracy skills start to 

develop, but not in rate of progress once this point is reached. 

f. Delayed readers respond extremely well to increased instructional intensity. 

g. Reading-accuracy difficulties are almost nonexistent in children beyond the first few years of 

school. 

h. There is little anxiety among educators or the general public about reading-accuracy 

development and instruction. 

4. Phonemic awareness develops as a consequence of reading-accuracy development in both 

transparent-orthography and English-text readers. 

5. In contrast to transparent orthographies, the low regularity of English’s complex orthography makes 

learning to read English a highly complex task which 

a. Prevents English-text readers from rapidly developing the effective self-learning skills of 

transparent-orthography readers.  

b. Makes significant demands on intelligence and working memory. 

c. Is very time-consuming, for all students and particularly for low achievers. 

d. Requires extensive instruction. 

e. Many students never fully master.  

f. May well be a strong contributing factor to high levels of angst about reading development 

and instruction in English-text countries.  

g. May be the basis of attention and behaviour problems in many students. 

h. Significantly delays development of reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness.  

i. Has far stronger negative impact on at-risk readers than on normal-progress readers. 

j. Is due to English orthographic complexity rather than sociocultural and instructional aspects. 

k. Takes at least four years longer than it takes to master transparent orthographies.  

2. There are significant differences in many cognitive processing characteristics of reading-accuracy in 

transparent orthographies and English-text: 

a. All English-text readers, even average and advanced readers, experience several years of 

delay in phonemic awareness development. 

b. Weak English-text readers of all ages continue to experience phonemic-awareness weakness.  
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c. Predictors of reading progress differ markedly for transparent-orthography vs. complex-

orthography readers.  

d. Rapid naming and phonological awareness have distinctly different influences on reading in 

transparent orthographies vs. English-text. 

e. Phonological awareness weakness seems to specifically impact reading and spelling accuracy 

of complex orthography learners. 

f. Speed of visual and verbal processing of phonological representations, as reflected in RAN 

measures, affects speed of reading in transparent-orthography readers. This effect is not 

noticed in English-text weak readers where phonological awareness weakness and RAN 

weakness both result in reading-accuracy weakness which would mask any fluency 

weakness.  

g. It is possible delayed phonemic awareness development has ramifications not just on 

English-text reading-accuracy development but also on other aspects of children’s 

development. 

h. It is possible that transparent-orthography delayed readers do not regress in their learning in 

the way at-risk English-text readers do.  

3. Lack of awareness about English orthographic complexity may be a major factor creating confusion 

about reading-accuracy development and instruction of English-text readers, and thus perpetuating 

Reading Wars.  

4. Spelling modification has potential for reducing the impact of English orthographic complexity on 

reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness development. 

a. There are already Australians reading transparent orthographies. 

b. Transparent-orthography countries use spelling reform to maintain high orthographic 

transparency. 

The cognitive complexity of mastering English-text reading-accuracy has many important dimensions, but 

none is perhaps more demonstrative than the fact that whereas virtually all transparent-orthography readers 

master reading-accuracy, a high proportion, perhaps 30%, of Australians, seem never to master reading. It is 

quite possible that this is due to the impact of English orthographic complexity on their reading-accuracy 

development. While all English-text readers are slower to master reading-accuracy than transparent-

orthography readers, it seems that many English-text readers may never catch up.  

This chapter has explored many implications and possibilities of orthographic complexity. These findings 

are condensed here into the following Big Ideas of this study: 

1. English orthographic complexity is an optional cultural choice, which strongly impacts literacy 

development. It delays reading-accuracy, phonemic awareness, and written expression, and must 

be accommodated in theories of read and reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction. It creates broad national disadvantage as well as individual disadvantage. 

2. English orthographic complexity makes reading-accuracy a complex skill with continuing high 

cognitive load in the early states of reading-accuracy development. It is likely that the 

disadvantaging of English orthographic complexity is through this continuing high cognitive 

load of reading-accuracy development. 

These Big Ideas are expanded as follows:  

Big Idea 1 English orthographic complexity is an optional cultural choice, which strongly impacts literacy 

development. It delays reading-accuracy, phonemic awareness, and written expression, and must be 
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accommodated in theories of read and reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. It creates 

broad national disadvantage as well as individual disadvantage: 

1. English orthographic complexity is an optional cultural choice, which is probably significantly 

impeding Australian individuals, education systems, industries, and national functioning, through its 

effects on 

a. Individual Australians’ levels of achievement and healthy functioning with respect to 

reading-accuracy, language, literacy, academic, social-emotional and life progress. 

b. Education systems needing to focus time and effort on building reading-accuracy skills, and 

overcoming and compensating for Australian students’ delays and difficulties. 

c. Industry and social support services, through the effects of poor reading skills in many 

Australian adults, and high support needs of adults with secondary complications of reading-

accuracy difficulties. 

d. National effectiveness, through the cumulative impacts of English orthographic complexity 

on individuals, education systems, industry and social supports. 

Big Idea 2 English orthographic complexity makes reading-accuracy a complex skill with continuing 

high cognitive load in the early states of reading-accuracy development. It is likely that the 

disadvantaging of English orthographic complexity is through this continuing high cognitive load of 

reading-accuracy development: 

1. English orthographic complexity creates very high cognitive load for beginning readers, thus 

reading-accuracy instruction for beginning and at-risk readers needs to be skilfully planned and 

implemented. 

2. Through its high cognitive load, English orthographic complexity strongly delays the reading-

accuracy and literacy development in all readers, and particularly at-risk readers, many of whom 

may never develop efficient reading-accuracy.  

3. English orthographic complexity possibly interacts with aspects of students’ cognitive processing 

(including phonological representations, phonemic awareness, working memory and long-term 

memory efficiency), such that it may impede other aspects of student development. 

4. There are some indicators that skilful systematic phonics instruction may greatly reduce the impact 

of English orthographic complexity. 

5. The impact of English orthographic complexity in causing reading difficulties seems far greater than 

currently considered variables such as sociocultural aspects, intelligence, phonological awareness 

and instruction.  

6. There are major needs to gather data on the impact of English orthographic complexity and 

cognitive load on Australian readers, and its interaction with current reading instruction methods. 
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3.8   Appendix to Chapter 3: Fleksispel 
Fleksispel is an option for a transitional simplified orthography including suggestions for spelling 

reform. It is a simplified orthography I developed while exploring ways to reduce English orthographic-

complexity in order to decrease current levels of reading-accuracy difficulties in English-text readers. It 

could be used to introduce reading to beginning English-text readers, particularly at-risk readers, with an 

aim of scaffolding more rapid acquisition of reading-accuracy and phonemic-awareness. 

Fleksispel has six levels, from complete transparency and 1:1 correspondence of graphs to phonemes 

at Level 1 (See Figure 3.4, repeated below), to standard Australian/English spelling at Level 6.  

 

a mat b bat sh shat 

ae mate d dat ch chat 

e met f fat th that 

ee meet g gat ng mang 

i mit h hat   

ie mite j jat   

o mot k kat   

oe mote l lat   

u mut m mat   

ue mute n nat   

ar mart p pat   

er mert r rat   

or mort s sat   

ow cow t tat   

oo foot v vat   

ou you w wat   

oy boy y yat   

air hair z zat   

Figure 3.4. The 40 graphs of Fleksispel, an English-text transparent-orthography  

(Repeated here, see also p.122) 

 

Special issues considered in the development of Fleksispel include: 

1. It has six levels which steadily increase the orthographic complexity of English-text: 

a. Level 1 is completely phonemically regular. 

b. Levels 2-4 represent steadily increased levels of common Standard English patterns. 

c. Level 5 represents English regularised to a suggested maximum level, apart from relatively 

illogical Standard English patterns for which permanent spelling reform is recommended. 

d. Level 6 is Standard English Spelling. 
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2. It is likely students might continue reading at Level 1 and 2 until advanced phonemic awareness and 

fluent Fleksispel reading-accuracy is developed. 

3. It is intended that Fleksispel might be used on a continuing basis as an accepted spelling option for 

weak spellers, in order to equalise their spoken and written vocabularies, thus providing equity for 

them in written expression. The aim for all students would be to move their spelling prowess to 

Level 5 or 6, but lesser levels would be acceptable where there is significant evidence of difficulty 

mastering Standard English spellings. 

4. The usual letters of English orthography have been used, with the omission of c, q and x, whose 

phonemes can all be represented by other letters, and are not introduced until Level 4. 

a. Multigraphs (11 digraphs and 1 trigraph) have been used where there is no current single 

graph corresponding to a phoneme: 

i. 4 consonant multigraphs (digraphs): sh ch th ng. 

ii. 8 vowel multigraphs: 

1. 7 digraphs: ar er or ow oo ou oy. 

2. 1 trigraph: air.  

b. It is considered that these multigraphs might possibly be written with the two letters joined 

together until Level 3, e.g., the letters s, c, t might be joined to the letter h in sh, ch, th. This 

is likely to provide strong metacognitive assistance, allowing immediate recognition that a 

multigraph is present.  

c. The three consonants commonly occurring in current English-text vowel digraphs (‘vowel 

friends’:r w y) are each used in at least one Flexispel digraph (ar air, ow, oy) in order to 

build familiarity with these consonants being involved in English vowels.  

d. When a single phoneme represented by a letter occurs next to a digraph containing that letter 

e.g., s-sh, g-ng, double letters are used, eg misshap airring danggul. 

e. It is recognised that the commonly occurring schwar (neutral vowel) sound is not listed as a 

separate phoneme in the Fleksispel. The writer contemplated using uu to represent this 

sound, but settled instead on writing it as u at Level 1, and introducing common final 

syllable morphemes such as ‘er en ed el es’ in Level 2. It was considered that while it should 

have a separate graph, the proportion of English speaking adults and teachers who are 

unaware of this commonest vowel sound is very high and confusion over neutral vowels 

might complicate the introduction of a transitional orthography such as Fleksispel. 

f. It is recognised that ‘th’ represents two phonemes (voiced and voiceless th, e.g., thin the), 

but a decision was made to use just one ‘th’ graph, given that English-text children do not 

experience confusion between these phonemes. A graph ‘zsh’ was also considered for the 

middle phoneme in treasure, but it was felt that this phoneme occurs so infrequently that 

including it would cause unnecessary complication. 

g. One inconsistent pattern which is still present is when one letter-vowels are followed by an r 

sound. It is considered that an optional hyphen could be used to show the vowel structure, 

e.g., fo-rest, fo-run, fe-rry vs ferry (furry).  

5. It is intended that given and family names would be spelled in their current form, but that Fleksispel 

might be included as a support to reading these words, perhaps written in brackets or grey font near 

the current spelling, and that writing of people’s names using Fleksispel by people not knowing the 

current spelling, might be an allowable practice (i.e., forgivable, not placing the writer in a position 

where ridicule might occur). 
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6. It is likely beginning reading books and texts would having the Fleksispel word in black type and 

the Standard English Spelling in pale grey larger background type, or have the Standard English 

Spelling in light grey type below the word.  

a. Reading books and texts would be written in 4 parallel forms, reflecting matching to each of 

Levels 1 to 4, with children progressing to the next level, when a criterion of fluency with 

their current level is reached. 

b. With the advantages of current and future computer software, producing books in multiple 

fonts, or being able to convert text from Standard English Spelling to one of the four levels 

of Fleksispel is likely to be very manageable.   

c. It is considered that an extensive array of computer, board and card games similar to those 

used in reading resources I have developed (Galletly, 1999, 2000b, 2001) would be valuable 

in supporting children to enjoyably develop awareness and expertise with the different 

patterns of English orthography. 

7. It is intended that spelling variations are accepted, where these reflect variations in pronunciation 

and/or close similarity of phoneme usage e.g. heyu/heeu, diffurunt/diffrunt. 

 

The characteristics of the six different levels of Fleksispel are as follows: 

 

Level 1 

Letters representing 40 common phonemes of English (See Figure 3A.1) 

1. English has 40 common sounds which are each written in just one form in Fleksispel: 

a. Some are written with one letter, e.g. p, t. 

b. Some are written with two or three letters, e.g., sh er air). 

2. There are 18 vowel sounds: 

a. Five one-letter vowel sounds: a e i o u (as in at et it ot ut). 

b. Five vowel names: ae ee ie oe oe. 

c. Eight vowel pairs:  

i. Standard English two-letter vowels are of two types: 

1. Vowel + vowel e.g., oo, ue. 

2. Vowel + vowel friend (r w y) e.g., ar, ow, oy. 

ii. In Fleksispel we do this too:  

1. Vowel friends: ar/car  er /her  or/for  oy/boy   ow/bow 

2. Vowel pairs: oo/foot  ou/you  air /air 

d. Some special words such as people’s names (and other proper nouns) are written with 

Standard English, (their own special spelling patterns). 

 

Level 2 

1. The ‘e’ letter in vowel name sounds (ae ee ie. oe ue) may be written at the end of the word (came) in 

one syllable words and final syllables. 

2. Final z sound is written as s 

3. Y is a special vowel friend and can be a vowel all by itself, saying ie at the end of one syllable 

words, and ee at the end of multisyllabic words. 

4. U doesn’t like being at the end of words. His friend ‘e’ helps him out: 

e. When the sound is just u by itself, we can write ‘er’.  

f. When u has another sound we can write e then the sound 

i. Past tense endings can be written as ‘ed’. 

ii. Plurals can be written as ‘es’. 
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iii. Some ‘un’ endings can be written as ‘en’. 

iv. Some ‘ul’ endings can be written as ‘el’.  

5. Two tricky words that aren’t written how we say them are ‘a’ and ‘the’.    

 

Level 3 

1. There are three main types of Standard English words: 

a. Regular words which can be sounded out easily e.g. cup, flag, splint. 

b. Pattern words where once you know the letter patterns you can read the words, e.g. igh, all, 

ar. An instructional possibility would be to teach 10 rimes, initially teaching a common word 

containing the rime as a sight word (‘tricky word’). 

          all ball         o go         oy boy         e he         igh right          

          ow now       ee see       ar car          ay day      y my 

c. Tricky words, where the spelling tries to trick us, so it is easiest to learn them as whole-

words:   

        was  one  two  eight  school  come  gone  some  do   

        done  school  mother  Monday  you  what  who little 

(Fleksispel would be a continuing option for these words.)  

 

Level 4  (Optional spelling changes) 

1. Morphemes (Little words than mean something) can be kept constant, e.g. electric(k), electricity(s), 

electrician(sh); mean, meant (ment). 

2. Some consonant letters can be doubled. 

3. K has a good friend c which keeps it company after a e i o u. 

4. C is a copycat letter. Sometimes it copies K (before a, u, o) and sometimes it copies S (after i, e, y). 

5. X is a copycat letter, copying ks. It is used at the end of some words finishing with the [ks] sounds. 

6. G is half a copycat. It has its own sound and it copies j (before i,e,y). It’s only half a copycat so it 

doesn’t say its j sound every time it is before i,e,y e.g. gyrate, get, give, just most of the time e.g. 

cage, gentle, giant, gin, gym. 

7. Y likes the end of words and i likes the middle. Oy and ae at the end of words use oy and ay, while 

in the middle of words, they use oi and ai. 

8. There are lots of tricky words which use one of the 40 common spelling graphs inappropriately e.g. 

to, do. 

 

Level 5: 

1. Optional spelling of common letter patterns 

a. Fleksispel graphs or Standard English spelling may be used for the following orthographic 

patterns: 

i. Vowel digraphs: ai, ee, ea, ie, oa, oi, ow, ew, ue, aw, ough, oo, ou. 

ii. Use of a for neutral vowels starting words e.g. abuv, ago, agen. 

iii. Other orthographic patterns: qu, le, igh, ce, ge, etc.  

2. Fleksispels recommended for incorporation into formal spelling: 

a. When not involved as part of the vowel name sound, e.g. kite, silent final e permitted to be 

omitted, e.g. hors, chans, hous, charj,  

b. Homophonic r vowels to be replaced by one form: 

i. er, ir, ur permitted to be spelled as er 

ii. Final er, ur, or, ar (usually pronounced as neutral vowel) permitted to be spelled as er 

e.g. auther, majer,  

c. Homophones permitted to be spelled using regular spelling e.g. por (for pour, por, paw, 

pore), tou (for to, too, two) given that most English words have multiple meanings without 

being spelt differently e.g. draw a conclusion, draw a picture, draw a cheque. 
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d. Multisyllabic spelling rules to be regularised 

i. Single vowel sounds (a/happun) to be followed by two consonants, e.g. mettul, 

different. 

ii. Vowel name sounds (a/David) to be followed by single consonants e.g. legul, virus. 

iii. Neutral vowels permitted to be spelled as ‘u’. e.g. Simun, Diffu, Davud 

e. W spelling patterns to be reformed, e.g. 

i. Regular vowels used e.g. wunder, wot, worter, werld, worn, 

ii. Wr permitted to be spelled as r, eg rong, rite. 

iii. Wh permitted to be spelled as pronounced, either as h  Hoo/Who, or w, e.g., wot 

f. Vowels spelled in multiple ways permitted to be spelled in one form: 

i. ae as in caem and came permitted for ai as in main, aigh as in straight, ei as in rein, 

eig as in reign, eigh as in eight, 

ii. ee  as in bee or bene permitted for ea as in speak, ie as in piece, 

iii. ie as in tied or tide permitted for igh as in high, eigh as in height, ie as in tied, ui as in 

guide,  

iv. oe as in soep and sope permitted for oa as in soap, ow as in grow, ough as in 

although, 

v. ue as in cuet and cute permitted for ew as in few, ue as in due, ough as in through, 

vi. ow as in cow permitted for ou as in found, ough as in bough.  

vii. ou as in soup permitted for oo as in food, ew as in grew, ough as in through, ui as in 

cruise, oe as in shoe 

viii. oo as in foot, permitted for oul as in could, should, would 

ix. ar as in far permitted for a as in fast, a as in father 

x. or as in for permitted for augh as in naughty, au as in sauce, aw as in lawn, al as in 

chalk,  

xi. (See above) Neutral vowels permitted to be spelled as ‘u’. e.g. Simun, Difu, Davud 

xii. (See above) Regular vowels used after w e.g. wunder, wot, warter, werld, worn, 

xiii. (See above) Homophonic r vowels to be replaced by one form  

1. er, ir, ur permitted to be spelled as er 

2. Final er, ur, or, ar (usually pronounced as neutral vowel) permitted to be 

spelled as er e.g. auther, majer,  

xiv. (See above) When not involved as part of the vowel name sound, e.g. kite, silent final 

e permitted to be omitted, e.g. hors, chans, hous, charj,  

g. Ch permitted to be spelled as pronounced, both as k as in skool, and sh as in shef. 

h. Sh to replace ti, si, ci in the final syllable of multisyllabic words and ‘u’ to replace the neutral 

vowel following the sh sound, e.g. grashus, pashunt, speshul. 

i. Final syllables le, el, ial, al  pronounced ‘ul’ to be spelled as ‘ul’, e.g. legul, panel,   

j. Ough with eight different vowel sounds used in a total of less than 25 common words, 

permitted to be spelled as pronounced, e.g. tuf, doe, thort, throu, bow, cof, thurru, hikup 

k. C and ck permitted to be spelled as pronounced as in kat, clok, clikking, and final e after c 

permitted to be removed if not part of vowel name sound, e.g. chans, choys (but mise or 

mies, not mis)  

l. G pronounced j permitted to be spelled as j and final e after g permitted to be removed if not 

part of vowel name sound, e.g. charj, gorj (but caej or caje, not caj) 

m. Silent letters which are not morphemically significant permitted to be omitted, e.g. lissen, 

anser, noe/know, noeme/gnome 

 

Level 6:  

Standard English Spelling (unless Level 5 is adopted as Standard English)  
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Sample texts using Fleksispel 

The following tables and figures include examples of use of Fleksispel. They include: 

1. Figure 3A.1: Common words of English using Fleksispel Levels 1 and 2. 

2. Figure 3A.2: A sample of continuous text using Fleksispel Level 1. 

3. Table 3A.1: Parallel forms of text using Fleksispel Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4-5. 

 

 
the thu 

the 

we wee could cood 

 

good good 

of ov there thair make maek make before beefor 

bufor 

and and can can than than 

 

go goe 

a u 

a 

an an first 

 

ferst man man 

to tou your yor been 

 

been our ow 

in in which wich its 

 

its write rite 

riet 

is iz 

is 

their thair who hou used uesd  used 

you you 

ue 

said sed 

 

now now me mee 

that that if if people peepul 

pepul 

day dae 

it it will wil my mie 

my 

too tou 

he hee do dou made maed made any enee 

for for each eech over ovu same saem same 

was woz 

wos 

about 

 

abowt did did right riet rite 

on on 

 

how how down down look look 

are ar up up way 

 

wae think thingk 

as az 

as 

out owt 

 

only oenlee also orlsoe 

with with then 

 

then may mae around urownd 

his hiz 

his 

them them find fiend another unuthu 

unuther 

they thae she shee use ues 

use 

came caem came 

at At many menee 

meny 

water wartu three three 

be bee some sum little litul come 

 

cum 

this this so soe long long 

 

work werk 

from from these theez theze 

these 

very veree must must 

I Ie would wood after arftu part part 
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have hav other uthu uther word werd because beekuz 

beekooz 

not not into intou 

 

called corld does duz 

or or has haz 

has 

just just even eevun even 

by bie 

by 

more mor new nue place plaes plase 

one wun two 

 

tou where wair old oeld 

had had 

 

her her most moest well wel 

but but like liek 

like 

know noe such such 

what 

 

wot him him get get here heeu 

all orl time tiem time through throu 

 

take taek take 

were wer see see back bak why wie 

wy 

when wen no noe much much things 

 

things 

 

Figure 3A.1. Common words of English using Fleksispel Levels 1 and 2 

 

 

 
Sum of thu reeserch kuming owt ov Uerup iz shoeing that chuldrun lerning simpul orthogrufees (Greek, 

Italyun, Spanish, Finish, Duch, Norweejun, etc) lern to reed 2.5 tiems farstu than chuldrun lerning tou reed 

Inglush. Orlsoe, vertuelee orl ov thair chuldrun hav veree hie reeding akuerasee levulz bie harfwae throu thair 

ferst yeeu at skoul. So thai doent hav chuldrun with reeding akurasee problemz (thoe sum ar stil u bit sloe at 

reeding).  

And wun ov thu things I fiend reelee frustraeting abowt it orl (bekooz I werk with soe meny hartbroekun kidz 

houz bigust problem mae be that they wer born in un Inglish speeking kuntree) iz that orl the chuldrun in thoes 

simpul langwijuz seem tou get top fonulogikul skilz veree kwiklee, - ow por kidz need orl thu fonologikul skilz 

thai kan get to marstu Inglish beekuz it iz such u komplekz orthografee, but thai dont get graet fonulogikul 

skilz for a fue yeeuz (wuns thae ar reeding wel). Chuldrun reeding Greek, Spanish and Italyun don’t need 

fonologikal skilz koz thair langwijuz ar soe easee to marstu, yet thae hav top sownd skilz, wiel ow kidz reelee 

need them and havunt got them. Itz not just ironik…its a reel paen. 

 

Figure 3A.2. A sample of continuous text using Fleksispel Level 1  
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Table 3A.1.  

Sample texts written at multiple levels (Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4-5) of Fleksispel 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Levels 4 and 5  

God saev ow graeshus kween. 

God saev ow noebul kween. 

God saev thu kween. 

Long to raen ovu us, 

Hapee and gloreeus 

God saev ow graeshus kween. 

God saev ow kween. 

God save ow graeshus 

kween. 

Long liv ow noebel kween. 

God save ow kween. 

Long to rane over us, 

Hapy and gloreeus 

God save ow graeshus 

kween. 

God save ow kween. 

God save ow graeshus 

kween. 

Long liv ow noebel kween. 

God save ow kween. 

Long to rane over us, 

Happy and gloreeus 

God save ow graeshus 

kween. 

God save ow kween. 

God save ow graeshus 

queen. 

Long liv ow noeble queen. 

God save ow queen. 

Long to rane over us, 

Happy and gloreeus 

God save ow graeshus 

queen. 

God save ow queen. 

Ostraelyuns orl let us rejoys 

For wee ar yung and free. 

We’v goeldun soyl and welth 

for toyl, 

Ow land iz gert by see 

Ow land abownds in naechu’z 

welth 

Ov buetee rich and rair 

On histreez paej at evree staej 

Advans Ostraeleeyu Fair 

Australians orl let us rejoys 

For wee ar yung and free. 

We’v goelden soyl and 

welth for toyl, 

Ow land is gert by see 

Ow land abownds in 

naecher’s welth 

Ov buety rich and rair 
On histry’s paje at evry staje 

Advans Australia Fair 

Australians all let us rejois 

For wee ar yung and free. 

We’v goelden soil and 

welth for toil, 

Ow land is gert by see. 

Ow land abownds in 

naecher’s welth 

Ov buety rich and rair 
On histry’s paje at evry staje 

Advans Australia Fair 

Australians all let us rejois 

For wee ar young and free. 

We’v golden soil and 

wealth for toil, 

Ow land is gert by sea. 

Ow land abounds in 

naecher’s wealth 

Ov buty rich and rair 
On histry’s page at evry stage 

Advance Australia Fair 

Uwae in u maenju 

Uwae in u maenju, Noe crib 

for a bed, 

Thu litul lord Jeezuz lae down 

hiz sweet hed. 

Thu stars in thu briet skie 

lookt down wair hee lae, 

Thu litel lord Jeezuz, usleep 

on thu hae. 

I luv you lord Jeezuz, look 

down from thu skie 

And stae bie mie bedsied, Til 

morning iz niet. 

Uwae in a maenjer 

Uwae in a maenjer, Noe 

crib for a bed, 

The little lord Jeesus lae 

down his sweet hed. 

The stars in the brite sky 

looked down wair hee lae, 

The little lord Jeesus, usleep 

on the hae. 

I luv you lord Jeesus, look 

down from the sky 

And stae by my bedside, til 

morning is nite. 

Uway in a maenjer 

Uway in a maenjer, Noe 

crib for a bed, 

The little lord Jeesus lay 

down his sweet hed. 

The stars in the brite sky 

looked down wair hee lay, 

The little lord Jeesus, usleep 

on the hay. 

I luv you lord Jeesus, look 

down from the sky 

And stay by my bedside, till 

morning is nite. 

Uway in a maenjer 

Away in a maenger, No crib 

for a bed, 

The little lord Jesus lay 

down his sweet head. 

The stars in the bright sky 

looked down wair he lay, 

The little lord Jesus, asleep 

on the hay. 

I luv you lord Jesus, look 

down from the sky 

And stay by my bedside, till 

morning is night. 

Wuns upon u tiem thair wer 

three litul bairs 

hou livd in thu fo-rust with 

thair muthu. 

Wun dae muthu bair sed tou 

her sunz, 

‘It’s tiem for you tou bild yor 

own howsuz.’ 

Soe of thae went. 

Thu ferst litul pig met u man 

with a loed of stror. 

‘Pleez cood I hav sum ov yor 

stror’ he arskt pulietlee. 

‘Sertunlee you fien yung pig,’ 

sed thu man, 

and hee gave thu litul pig az 

much stror az he wontud. 

Wuns upon a time thair wer 

three little bairs 

hou lived in the fo-rust with 

thair muther. 

Wun dae muther bair sed 

tou her suns, 

‘It’s time for you tou bild 

yor own howses.’ 

Soe of thae went.  

The ferst little pig met a 

man with a lode of stror. 
‘Pleez cood I hav sum ov yor 

stror’ he arsked pulietly. 

‘Sertunly you fine yung 

pig,’ sed the man, 

and hee gave the little pig as 

much stror as he wonted. 

Wuns upon a time thair wer 

three little bairs 

hou lived in the fo-rust with 

thair muther. 

Wun day muther bair sed to 

her suns, 

‘It’s time for you to bild yor 

own howses.’ 

Soe of thae went.  

The ferst little pig met a 

man with a lode of stror. 

‘Plees cood I hav some ov yor 

stror’ he arsked pulietly. 

‘Certunly you fine yung 

pig,’ sed the man, 

and hee gave the little pig as 

much stror as he wonted. 

Wuns upon a time thair wer 

three little bairs 

hou lived in the forrest with 

thair muther. 

Wun day muther bair sed to 

her suns, 

‘It’s time for you to bild yor 

own houses.’ 

So off thae went.  

The ferst little pig met a 

man with a load of straw 
‘Please cood I hav some ov yor 

straw’ he arsked politely. 

‘Certunly you fine yung 

pig,’ sed the man, 

and he gave the little pig as 

much straw as he wonted. 
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4 

Student factors 
This chapter focuses on the characteristics each individual student brings to the reading-accuracy learning 

situation, which impact on reading-accuracy progress. The emphasis of the chapter is more on at-risk 

readers and their likelihood of reading-accuracy difficulties, rather than on the full population of readers. 

This narrow focus is deliberate. It is used to establish which factors are more integral to reading-accuracy 

difficulties, and thus need addressing if optimal reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers is to be 

developed.  

There are many factors which impact students’ reading-accuracy development. Some are experiential, part 

of the student’s current or previous environment. Others are constitutional, part of the student’s biological 

make up – they may be inherited or acquired. Still others have both experiential and constitutional 

components. Vellutino and colleagues (1996) use the term ‘constitutional-experiential dichotomy’ in their 

discussion of the challenges of separating the effects of the constitutional and experiential factors present in 

every student’s reading performance. They comment (Vellutino et al., 1996, p. 114) 

Any given level of reading achievement is a by-product of a complex interaction between one's 

endowment, and the quality of one's literacy experience and instruction, such that the student who is 

endowed with an adequate mix of the cognitive abilities underlying reading ability is better equipped 

to profit from experience and instruction in learning to read than is the student who is endowed with 

a less than adequate mix of these abilities. Indeed, the optimally endowed student may be able to 

profit from less than optimal experience and instruction, whereas the inadequately endowed student 

may have difficulty profiting from even optimal experience and instruction. 

The constitutional-experiential dichotomy, often referred to as the ‘nature-nature’ dichotomy, is in no way a 

pure dichotomy, given the strong interactions which occur between many constitutional and experiential 

factors. It is nonetheless a useful way of demarcating aspects impacting student learning, as is therefore 

used in this chapter. In addition to using a constitutional-experiential dichotomy, the chapter also uses a 

central-peripheral dichotomy. It is considered that both experiential and constitutional factors impacting 

student learning in any literacy task include peripheral factors that may or may not influence the student’s 

involvement and attitude in each learning instance, and central factors that are integrally involved in 

students’ processing of print information, and will definitely impact student learning. Although peripheral 

factors strongly influence each student’s likelihood of being an at-risk reader, they do not make such 

difficulties inevitable: A student with low-SES, who is speaking English as a second language, and has 

negligible previous experiences of print or school discourses, is highly likely to experience reading 

difficulties, but difficulties are far from guaranteed. In contrast, central factors virtually guarantee reading-

accuracy difficulties, unless careful instructional supports are in place. 

Constitutional factors individual students bring to the act of learning to read include  

1. Developmental characteristics, including age and maturity.  

2. Ability characteristics, including multiple intelligences. 

3. Literacy processing characteristics, e.g., phonological awareness, working memory. 

Strongly integrated constitutional-experiential factors include 
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1. Motivation-attention characteristics, including attention, motivation and ownership during reading 

tasks. 

2. Achievement levels in reading-accuracy, language comprehension, reading comprehension, and 

other academic areas. 

Experiential factors are listed in the next section. This chapter establishes that cognitive processing factors 

are far more central to reading-accuracy success than peripheral factors, and that phonological cognitive 

processing factors are more central than other cognitive processing factors.  

The sections of this chapter are as follows: 

4.1. EXPERIENTIAL ASPECTS OF READING DEVELOPMENT 118 

4.1.1. FINDINGS ON HOME ENVIRONMENT, SES AND READING-ACCURACY 119 

4.1.2. EXPERIENTIAL VARIABLES AS CONFOUNDS OF READING RESEARCH 121 

4.1.3. BLURRED CONSTITUTIONAL-EXPERIENTIAL BOUNDARIES 121 

4.1.3.1. Biological effects of experiential factors 122 

4.1.3.2. Gender, reading-accuracy and constitutional-experiential factors 122 

4.1.3.3. Social-emotional functioning and reading-accuracy 123 

4.1.3.4. Issues of intelligence and reading difficulties 125 

4.1.3.5. Distinguishing inherited from acquired reading difficulties 126 

4.1.3.5.1. Ethical issues in searching for aetiologies of reading-accuracy difficulties 127 

4.2. CONSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF READING DIFFICULTIES 128 

4.2.1. NEURODEVELOPMENTAL AND NEUROFUNCTIONING FINDINGS ON READING DIFFICULTIES 128 

4.2.2. GENETIC FINDINGS ON READING DIFFICULTIES 129 

4.2.3. NONPHONOLOGICAL CONSTITUTIONAL ASSOCIATES OF READING-ACCURACY 129 

4.2.3.1. Motor co-ordination 130 

4.2.3.2. Visual Processing 130 

4.2.3.3. Attention 131 

4.2.4. READING-ACCURACY DIFFICULTIES AS DYSLEXIA 132 

4.3. PHONOLOGICAL CONSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF READING-ACCURACY DEVELOPMENT 134 

4.3.1. PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS: WINDOWS INTO LANGUAGE AND LITERACY PROCESSING 135 

4.3.2. PHONOLOGICAL ASPECTS MORE PERIPHERAL TO READING-ACCURACY PROCESSING 137 

4.3.2.1. Hearing and auditory processing 137 

4.3.2.2. Phonological, speech-language and literacy links 138 

4.3.2.3. Phonological-literacy-language links in normal development 139 

4.3.2.4. Speech weakness and reading-accuracy weakness 141 

4.3.2.5. Language weakness and reading-accuracy weakness 143 

4.3.2.6. Changes in significance of speech, language and literacy relationships over time 145 

4.3.3. COGNITIVE PROCESSING: PHONOLOGICAL ASPECTS CENTRAL TO READING-ACCURACY PROCESSING 147 

4.3.3.1. Phonological and phonemic awareness as central vs. peripheral variables 148 

4.3.3.2. Phonological working memory 150 

4.3.3.2.1. Working memory and intelligence 152 

4.3.3.2.2. Age changes in working memory 152 
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4.3.3.2.2.1. Interactions between working memory, age and orthographic complexity 153 

4.3.3.2.3. Working memory and language development 154 

4.3.3.3. Personal experience with cognitive processing weakness 155 

4.3.3.4. Complex tasks, automisation weakness and working memory functioning 156 

4.3.3.5. Metacognition 158 

4.3.3.6. Working memory, long-term memory and phonological interactiveness 159 

4.3.4. DIFFERING RELATIONS OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE AND COGNITIVE PROCESSING TO READING-ACCURACY161 

4.3.5. STUDENT PROCESSING CAPACITY AS ‘CENTRAL LITERACY PROCESSING SKILLS’ 164 

4.3.5.1. A continuum of self-learning capacity 164 

4.3.5.2. Analogies to explain central literacy processing skills 167 

4.3.6. THE IMPACT OF AFFECT ON CENTRAL LITERACY PROCESSING SKILL EFFICIENCY AND LOAD 170 

4.3.7. STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF MEMORIES AS AN ASPECT OF READING-ACCURACY EFFICIENCY 172 

4.3.8. THE IMPACT OF ORTHOGRAPHIC COMPLEXITY ON COGNITIVE PROCESSING 173 

4.4. IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIAN READING INSTRUCTION 176 

 

4.1   Experiential aspects of reading development 
This section briefly explores the impact of experiential factors linked to reading-accuracy development. 

Such factors include  

1. Sociocultural factors: 

a. Socio-economic status (SES). 

b. Income. 

c. Parental education. 

d. Parental professions. 

e. Neighbourhood characteristics of SES, income, education and employment. 

2. Ethnicity factors. 

3. Proficiency in speaking English. 

4. Preschool factors: 

a. Knowledge developed prior to school entry of concepts, discourses and activities 

encountered at school. 

b. Print experience: Familiarity with reading, books, and having been read to. 

c. Prereading skill levels at school entry. 

d. Experience with academic concepts, e.g., letters, numbers. 

5. School factors: 

a. School characteristics of SES, income, education and employment. 

b. Relationship of school, home and community. 

c. School attendance, e.g., frequency of attendance and changes of school. 

d. School instruction factors. 
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School instruction factors are strongly experiential, but are not included in the discussion of this chapter, as 

they are the focus of Chapter 6. While it is likely that ethnicity, and particularly being of Aboriginal or 

Torres Strait Island descent, is as important a factor as other sociocultural aspects, no research findings 

strongly relevant to reading-accuracy development were found other than those already discussed (see 

Chapter 2), which showed far lower reading achievement in such students, particularly in those speaking 

English as a second language. In contrast to ethnicity, far more research literature was found on linkages of 

sociocultural factors to reading-accuracy achievement levels (L. Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Bryant, Maclean, 

Bradley, & Crossland, 1990; Catts, Fey, Zhang, & Tomblin, 2001; Duncan & Seymour, 2000; Fielding-

Barnsley, 2000; Leach, Scarborough, & Rescorla, 2003; Molfese, Molfese, & Modglin, 2001; National 

Research Council, 1998a; T. Nicholson, 1997, 1999a, 2000; Roth, Speece, & Cooper, 2002; Vellutino et al., 

1996), such that sociocultural rather than ethnicity linkages will be discussed here. Much of this discussion 

on sociocultural factors is nonetheless relevant to ethnicity issues.  

Our visits to schools in different countries left us wondering whether teacher expectations of the impact of 

SES may be as important a factor impacting instruction and student outcomes, as the SES variable itself, 

and whether there might be an interaction between teacher expectations and orthographic complexity. 

America was the only country where teachers commented that it is very difficult or impossible to teach 

children to read where their home background is not conducive to reading-accuracy development. We were 

very familiar with this perspective from sociocultural emphases in Australia. In contrast, teachers in 

Finland, Estonia, and Wales did not see linkage between home background and reading-accuracy 

development. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the school we visited in Wales was in a very low SES area, with 

very high unemployment. While some teachers commented that some parents were extremely difficult, none 

showed a sense that these children would not be successful academically. Teachers also commented that 

while there was sometimes inappropriate behaviour in the schoolyard, there were very few behaviour 

difficulties during classroom instruction. This seems somewhat removed from common Australian (and 

perhaps American) assumptions and/or experiences, that low SES is usually accompanied by high levels of 

attention, behaviour and reading difficulties.  

In Hanley et al’s Welsh-English comparisons, experiential (sociocultural) factors were largely controlled 

because the English and Welsh students were raised in such highly similar settings (Hanley, 2004; Hanley, 

Masterson, Spencer, & Evans, 2004; Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004). The COST-A8 comparison studies 

did not control in any way for these factors, and it is likely there were major sociocultural differences 

between students in the different countries (Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003). Both studies showed similar 

huge differences between reading-accuracy development of English-text and transparent-orthography 

readers. This raises the possibility that the impact of experiential factors on reading-accuracy development 

is minimal in comparison to the impact of English orthographic complexity.  

 

4.1.1  Findings on home environment, SES and 
reading-accuracy 

It is likely that sociocultural factors have strong reciprocal relationships with reading achievement (National 

Research Council, 1998b; T. Nicholson, 1999a; Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 

2002b). While students with low socio-economic status (SES) on commencing school are more likely to fail 

to master reading, students who fail to master reading are in turn more likely to experience unemployment 

and low income employment, and thus acquire low SES. It seems that a potentially vicious downward spiral 

might thus occur over generations.  

The relationship is far from simple however. While SES makes reading failure more likely, this impact is 

reflected in group averages, not individual scores. The range of achievement by individual students with 

low SES is quite broad, e.g., the association between SES and reading achievement is largely a between-
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schools (r = .68) effect rather than a between-students (r = .21) effect (Leach et al., 2003; National Research 

Council, 1998a). It is thus in no way inevitable that any combination of the at-risk sociocultural 

characteristics listed above will cause a specific student to fail. Herein lies perhaps the greatest instructional 

challenge faced in English-text countries, as mastery of reading-accuracy, literacy and academic learning is 

a major tool of empowerment for students from low SES backgrounds. While sociocultural factors increase 

likelihood of a downward spiral of failure, effective instruction has the potential to instead achieve a 

liberating upward spiral of high achievement. The National Research Council (1998a) comment in their 

review of research that, while large numbers of students from all social classes fail to master reading 

Failure to learn to read adequately for continued school success is much more likely among 

poor students, among nonwhite students, and among non-native speakers of English. 

Achieving educational equality requires an understanding why these disparities exist and 

efforts to redress them. 

(National Research Council, 1998a, p.17) 

SES factors have major implications for research as well as practice. Roth, Speece and Cooper (2002), for 

example, emphasise the vital importance of including measures of background variables students bring to 

the literacy learning environment, including IQ, ethnicity, gender, SES, and the home/family literacy 

environment factors. They discuss Bryant, MacLean, and Bradley's (1985) longitudinal study where 

linguistic and metalinguistic predictors of early literacy accounted for significant unique variance in reading 

and spelling, but became nonsignificant when IQ, SES and parent education were entered first (Bryant et al., 

1990; Roth et al., 2002).  

Diverse measures are used as estimates of SES in different studies, including parental education, maternal 

education, parent professional rank, number of books in the family home, school SES and inventories such 

as Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment (R. Bradley, 1993). It seems likely that factors 

in the preschool student’s home life are more influential than SES, and that SES is merely an indication of 

likelihood of low home environment factors being present:   

1. Home environment factors in the preschool student’s home such as reading to the student, and 

having books and magazines at home showed much stronger correlations than SES did, with 

students’ reading and oral language achievement (Molfese et al., 2001; Share, Jorm, Maclean, 

Matthews, & Waterman, 1983). Share and colleagues found the effect of home environment on 

reading was indirect, occurring through students’ language achievement. 

2. Home environment factors also showed much stronger correlations with IQ than SES did, in 

students aged 3 to 8 years, though SES did add a small but significant effect additional to the effect 

of home environment, from age 5 and over (Molfese, DiLalla, & Bunce, 1997).  

3. Catts Fey, Zhang and Tomblin (2001) found maternal education level to be one of the five strongest 

predictors uniquely predicting reading outcome in second grade at a strong enough level for them to 

be used in selecting young students at risk of reading difficulties for early intervention. 

4. Molfese, Modglin, and Molfese (2003) found that both SES and home environment factors related 

significantly to reading abilities in Portuguese students, but the effect of home environment was 

stronger than the effect of SES. Their correlations obtained were not large, suggesting other factors 

are also important.  

While some studies suggest that that home environment effects reduce as students grow older, others 

suggest this influence remains constant or increases from preschool through early school years. Still others 

show SES impacts students more as they age, though again results are variable (Molfese & Molfese, 2002). 

It is quite possible that this variability of findings has as much to do with research design aspects (e.g., 

measures used) as to pure patterns of influence of home environment and SES. It seems sensible for both 
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SES and home environment to be considered important variables in reading instruction and reading research 

unless future research shows otherwise.  

 

4.1.2 Experiential variables as confounds of reading 
research 

Given that the results of many reading research studies establish correlations rather than patterns of 

causation, it is important to control for experiential variables which may confound findings. It is equally 

important to read research critically to search out overlooked confounds. An example of this potential 

confusion is seen in many if not most citings of Juel’s (1988) landmark study showing 0.88 probability of 

first year low progress readers still being poor readers in Fourth Grade (Galletly, 2003c; Hempenstall, 2001; 

Simmons & Kameenui, 1998a). Rarely do writers citing Juel’s finding mention that the study did not 

control for SES, ethnicity, and language skills at school entry. The study was of black and Hispanic low-

SES students at a single elementary school, and all students were significantly low in school language and 

listening comprehension at both the beginning and end of First Grade. Juel’s research design is very sound, 

and she discusses the many experiential factors impacting her study, her opening sentence being ‘This study 

examined the development of literacy in one elementary school with a large minority, low socioeconomic 

status population (p.437).’ The difficulties lie not in her study but in its being cited so frequently as a major 

primary study establishing low early-reading achievement as a strong predictor of low reading and academic 

achievement in later years. The lack of progress by students in Juel’s study may well have been from 

interactions of experiential factors as from their early reading scores, e.g., the lack of improvement may 

have been from an interaction of reading-accuracy level, the school’s instructional methods, and the 

students’ language skills, ethnicity and SES. Juel’s finding may, with further research in other contexts, 

prove to be an absolute finding, that poor readers’ reading scores change little after Year 2, so early 

intervention is the only effective intervention, e.g., in recent years, Cunningham and Stanovich (1997) 

similarly found a high correlation between students’ Grade 1 and Grade 11 reading scores. Juel’s study is a 

valid preliminary study highly worthy of replication in other contexts with other groups of students. It 

seems surprising that this replication has not been done previously and that Juel’s study is the one that 

continues to be cited. 

 

4.1.3 Blurred constitutional-experiential boundaries 
There are many areas relevant to reading-accuracy development where it is difficult to decide the balance of 

contributions of constitutional and experiential factors. Finding the specific balance may not be overly 

relevant when using a pragmatic focus on improving reading-accuracy, given that students’ reading-

accuracy progress is probably best improved by focussing on reading-accuracy development and 

instruction, rather than subtle causal factors. It is nonetheless helpful to build an understanding of this area.  

An Aboriginal student living in Arnhem Land or Cape York is far more likely to experience persistent 

chronic otitis media (middle ear infections) than most Australian students (Akerstein & Best, 1993; Mody, 

Schwartz, & Gravel, 1999; Webster, Bamford, Thyer, & Ayles, 1989). Ongoing chronic otitis media, a 

constitutional factor, is likely to create weakness in auditory and phonological processing, which then 

impacts reading-accuracy development, showing evidence of a strong constitutional (medical) basis to the 

student’s reading difficulties. It is highly likely, however, that experiential factors are a major cause of the 

student’s experiencing chronic middle ear infection, i.e., that experiential factors are the basis of the child’s 

constitutional basis of reading weakness. Similarly, a student who has not inherited his mother’s inherited 

(constitutional) reading difficulties but experiences extremely limited home literacy experiences and 

negative attitudes to schooling, due to his mother’s experiences with school learning, has a strong 
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experiential basis to his at-risk reader status, yet the experiential basis is largely the result of constitutional 

factors – the mother’s inherited reading difficulties.  

It is likely that similar strong interactions of constitutional and experiential factors are involved in the 

reading difficulties of many students. Examples of such interactions are discussed in the following sections. 

 

4.1.3.1 Biological effects of experiential factors 

The brain is plastic, and brain structure changes as a result of brain growth in specific areas stimulated by 

experiential factors, e.g., instruction and scaffolding to develop a skill and extensive practice to develop 

fluency in the skill, results in stronger neural (synaptic) pathways being developed to brain areas involved in 

learning and actioning the skill (Bamiou, Musiek, & Luxon, 2001; Blair, 2002; Davidson, Jackson, & Kalin, 

2000). Incomplete myelination relates strongly to higher brain plasticity in students, and myelination and 

maturation continue until approximately 10-12 years of age (Bamiou et al., 2001). The strong plasticity of 

young students’ brains means that environmental influences mould brain development. 

Studies using ERP (Event Revoked Potential) audiometric measures are showing that differences in 

parenting practices and students’ preliteracy activities are reflected in students’ ERP waveforms. Molfese 

and Molfese (2002) studied two groups of three year old students, with high vs. low levels of home 

academic-related stimulation (e.g., encouragement and opportunity to learn colours, numbers, spatial 

relations, speech patterns and reading of a few words), and found significantly different waveforms in the 

two groups. They comment that ERPs seem sensitive to intensity and types of environmental stimulation, 

and that the impact of learning is likely to be visible through ERP measures. Continuing this longitudinal 

study from infancy through childhood, Espy, Molfese, Molfese, & Modglin (2004) subsequently comment 

that while early differences in neonatal speech perception (a constitutional factor) predict later differences in 

reading achievement, questions remain as to whether brain changes after birth due to experiential factors in 

early childhood also predict subsequent language and reading progress.  

 

4.1.3.2 Gender, reading-accuracy and constitutional-

experiential factors  

All over the world, boys are not doing well at reading. In the OECD-PISA international study of 15 year old 

students’ skills in reading, science and maths, boys in every country scored lower than girls in reading, but 

at equivalent levels in maths and science (Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a, 

2003). Analysis of Australian data showed 15 year old boys well below girls, substantially over-represented 

at lowest reading proficiency levels and under-represented at highest literacy levels. The gender findings of 

the PISA (2000) study were replicated in the subsequent PISA (2003) study (Top-performer Finland 

improves further in PISA survey as gap between countries widens, 2004). This gender gap in reading 

achievement seems already present at young ages, e.g., far more boys than girls were identified with reading 

difficulties in Year 2 in Queensland (Education Queensland, 2000). Internationally, twice as many boys 

experience significant reading difficulties (Lovett, Steinbach, & Frijters, 2000). Twice as many Australian 

boys as girls have special needs, and eight times as many boys have behavioural difficulties (Westwood & 

Graham, 2000). Similarly, national reviews in the United States show preschool boys scoring lower than 

girls on a wide range of literacy measures, and reading scores of boys in the early school years being 

significantly lower than those of girls (C. Riordan, 2003; Zill, Collins, West, & Germino Hausken, 1995). 

In the past three decades considerable international effort has focussed on removing lack of equity wherein 

girls showed educational disadvantage. While not yet translated into equity of occupational achievement, it 

seems likely that educational equity in the sense of removal of female disadvantage has largely been 

achieved (C. Riordan, 2003; T. M. Smith et al., 1995). The wheel has turned, it seems, and the issue 
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currently on the international agenda is the education of boys (House of Representatives Standing 

Committee on Education and Training, 2002; C. Riordan, 2003; T. M. Smith et al., 1995). From reading-

accuracy perspectives however, it seems likely that girls may always have had the advantage, and that this 

difference is now showing strong effects, as evidenced in the OECD-PISA data, and conclusions made in 

US Department of Education reports that in teenage years, girls’ reading achievement leads boys’ reading 

achievement by approximately 1.5 years of schooling (C. Riordan, 2003; T. M. Smith et al., 1995).  

While many studies exploring the association of boys and weak literacy are working strongly from 

sociocultural perspectives, it is highly likely that cognitive factors are also involved In addition to far higher 

proportions of boys having difficulties with literacy, attention and behaviour (areas where it is more difficult 

to decide whether constitutional or environmental factors are in place), there is also higher male incidence 

of speech-language difficulties, autism spectrum disorders, and auditory processing weakness, areas which 

are far more likely to have constitutional not environmental origin (Bamiou et al., 2001; Blackburn, 2003; 

Root & Resnick, 2003; K. J. Rowe & Rowe, 2002; K. S. Rowe & Rowe, 2004; S. Shaywitz, 2003b; 

Westwood & Graham, 2000). It is interesting that so many of the 52 recommendations to Senate on School 

reforms required to engage boys in schooling by Ian Lillico (2000) seem equally valid recommendations for 

the schooling of students with attention deficits and/or auditory processing weakness. Research on boys and 

reading-accuracy needs to be approached from behavioural, cognitive and biological levels. It is possible 

that reading-accuracy development may prove a significant factor in male underachievement in reading. 

From my practitioner perspective, a further possible factor impacting teenage boys and literacy is current 

secondary school English education being far more inferentially intense. It involves extensive reflection and 

discussion rather than being task oriented, and seems to incorporate very few recommendations for effective 

education of boys (Lillico, 2000). This style seems aligned to the constitutional strengths of girls (higher 

verbal and social awareness skills), rather than to the constitutional strengths of boys. While currently, 

sociocultural solutions to gender differences are being emphasised (Blackburn, 2003; Englert & Mariage, 

2003; Gee, 2000; Griffin, 2001; House of Representatives Standing Committee on Education and Training, 

2002), it seems more likely they are due to interactions of instructional, constitutional and sociocultural 

factors is in place (K. J. Rowe & Rowe, 2002; S. Shaywitz, 2003b).  

As with the impact of SES, one wonders if there may be an interaction between gender and orthographic 

complexity variables. When visiting Finnish schools, there did not seem to be a perception that boys had 

more difficulty mastering reading-accuracy than girls. When asked about different reading progress in boys 

vs. girls, the Finnish teachers quickly and confidently stated that there were no differences present, and 

seemed to find our question rather odd. 

 

4.1.3.3 Social-emotional functioning and reading-

accuracy  

Students with literacy difficulties and/or language difficulties are significantly at risk for social-behaviour 

problems, and mental health morbidity (Kavale & Forness, 1996; M. Sawyer, 2004; Taylor, 2002). They 

also experience high levels of learned helplessness and depression (Sideridis, 2002). It is likely there are 

major interactions of constitutional and experiential factors involved in social-emotional functioning. 

Social-emotional factors which strongly impact learning include mood, emotion, motivation, temperament, 

academic self-concept, self-efficacy, perceptions of competence, attributional beliefs, and social interaction 

skills (Sideridis, 2002). A reciprocal relationship is seen in low achievement causing negative social-

emotional outcomes, and adverse social-emotional characteristics in turn strongly impacting effectiveness of 

learning, working memory, and executive functioning. This impact can be local, with mood and affect 

significantly impacting student effectiveness in individual learning acts; and general, with students who 
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experience ongoing failure developing persistently low academic self-concepts and learned helplessness 

which impact learning effectiveness on an ongoing basis (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001; Sideridis, 2002).  

Some behavioural difficulties of students with learning disabilities may have constitutional (neural 

processing) bases, e.g., students with Learning Disability have been found to be overly vigilant or 

hypersensitive in social situations, and less accurate at interpreting nonverbal communication. Their social 

difficulties are noticed in nonverbal and verbal behaviours, even at young ages (Settle & Milich, 1999). It 

seems likely that reciprocal relationships exist between constitutional and experiential aspects of behaviour 

development. Behaviour differences interact with learning in many ways, as in the following research 

findings: 

1. Preschool students’ ability to delay gratification significantly relates to cognitive and academic 

competence and ability to cope with frustration and stress in adolescence (Shoda, Mischel, & Peake, 

1990). 

2. Academic intrinsic motivation, enjoyment of school learning, and enthusiasm to master challenging 

tasks, is related to achievement, IQ, and perception of competence, and inversely related to anxiety: 

Academic intrinsic motivation at age 7 significantly predicted academic intrinsic motivation at age 9 

(Gottfried, 1990). 

3. Levels of aggression and prosocial behaviour in Kindergarten predicted cognitive self-control during 

school years (Normandeau & Guay, 1998). 

4. Mildly induced positive or negative mood change affects performance in literacy tasks (Ellis, 

Ottaway, Varner, Becker, & Moore, 1997).  

5. Poskiparta, Niemi, Lepola, Ahtola and  Laine (2003)  compared annual motivational-emotional 

profiles of three groups of Finnish students (poor readers, good decoders, good readers) from 

preschool to grade 2, finding no difference at Kindergarten, but significant differences in grades 1 

and 2. Observations and teacher ratings showed strong agreement that poor readers were less task-

oriented and more ego-defensive and socially dependent, when compared to good decoders and good 

readers.  

6. Replicated studies show approximately 25% of adolescents with learning disability meet the criteria 

for severe depression, and approximately 60% show mild depression (Howard & Tryon, 2002; 

Taylor, 2002). 

7. Whereas attention and behaviour are often seen as peripheral factors associated with reading 

weakness, Rowe and Rowe (2002) suggest that reading-accuracy failure may also be partly causal of 

later attention and behaviour problems. 

Many of these studies have used broad categories of learning disability which would incorporate all students 

with significant reading-accuracy difficulties, but also many students with more complex difficulties. This is 

seen in Kavale and Forness’ (1996) use of an extremely broad definition of Learning Disabilities such that 

results may have been skewed by multiply impaired children being included in children with single areas of 

weakness e.g., reading-accuracy difficulties. Similarly, with the students in Poskiparta et al’s (2003) study, 

discussed above, being Finnish, and Finnish is a high transparent-orthography thus few students have 

reading difficulties. This means it is quite likely that Finnish weak readers had disabilities beyond reading-

accuracy weakness, i.e., that constitutional as well as experiential factors were involved. The interaction of 

reading-accuracy difficulties, constitutional and experiential factors is doubtless highly complex.  

While it is valuable to establish the linkage of reading-accuracy difficulties with social-emotional 

difficulties, it seems sensible for a pragmatic focus on improving reading-accuracy instruction to include 

this research as part of other reading research rather than conducting special studies, e.g., relevant 

information could be gathered within epidemiological studies of co-occurring weaknesses focussing also on 
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aspects of reading-accuracy difficulties and instruction. From reading-accuracy perspectives, it would seem 

more logical, unless strong evidence develops to the contrary, to focus on improving reading-accuracy 

instruction and outcomes, and note effects of this improvement on social-emotional functioning, at 

individual and epidemiological levels.  

 

4.1.3.4 Issues of intelligence and reading difficulties  

Intelligence has long been a major topic of ‘constitutional-experiential’ debates, and doubtless there are 

major constitutional and experiential aspects of one’s intelligence. Whereas intelligence has been included 

as a major aspect of definitions of learning disabilities, there are now large amounts of evidence suggesting 

that intelligence is a peripheral, not central, variable in its impacts on reading-accuracy development. While 

IQ is a good general predictor of reading ability, especially reading comprehension in older readers, it does 

not reliably distinguish poor from normal readers, or good readers from normal readers, and it is a poor 

predictor of  students’ response to reading and language intervention (Aaron, 1997; Catts, Fey, Tomblin, & 

Zhang, 2002; Jimenez, Siegel, & Lopez, 2003; Siegel, 2003; Vellutino, 2000).  

The IQ-achievement discrepancy has been a component of definitions of learning disabilities, reading 

disabilities, and specific language impairment for many decades, and strongly influencing assessment and 

instruction. This often results in cognitive referencing: students’ instructional path being decided by their 

results on a test of intelligence (Galletly, submitted-b). In Queensland this has strong implications for 

reading-accuracy development, as reading instruction is often a very minor component of the instruction 

these children receive. As a practitioner, I have worked with many children strongly impacted by cognitive 

referencing. One lad, diagnosed by his tests as intellectually disabled, was able to read approximately 10 

words after 5 years of schooling. In Year 6, he changed to home schooling and he and his mother 

commenced working with me for occasional sessions. Within ten weeks, he knew 100 words, and continued 

to expand in all areas of literacy, e.g., soon writing imaginative sciencefiction stories (full of spelling 

approximations). I comment (Galletly, submitted-b) 

Why has Kyle made such good progress - keen family support, carefully scaffolded 

instruction and rest breaks when Kyle needs them, a new scene, a new start and people 

unfamiliar with Kyle looking at him through fresh eyes? Another factor is cognitive 

referencing of his education until now - the tests used, the results obtained, the educational 

emphases decided as a result. Defined by his test scores as intellectually deficient, his 

curriculum till this year has perhaps focussed largely on life skills and little on academic 

development. In some systems, children who fail tests join the ‘bowling and cooking’ strand 

of schooling, and children who pass receive intensive reading instruction.  

While the IQ-achievement discrepancy notion and assumptions built it from have been thoroughly 

discounted over many years, the practice of cognitive referencing continues strongly both internationally 

and in Queensland, where diagnoses of both learning disability and specific learning impairment are 

exclusionary with children ‘failing’ IQ tests being allocated to the Intellectually Impaired category with 

corresponding academic expectations, and educational services.  

I have also worked with quite a few seemingly intelligent students with severe working memory weakness, 

who thus fail IQ tests despite their obvious intelligence and ability  (Galletly, submitted-b). I have been 

unable to find research on children with obviously adequate ability who fail standardized tests, yet the very 

nature of standardized tests (new task, unfamiliar situation and usually an unfamiliar adult, brief instructions 

with high verbal content, and extremely limited opportunities for practice) mean many children with 

language difficulties are destined to fail the standardised tests they are submitted to. This failure is not a true 

record of their ability to do the task being assessed, as with a little practice, they make great progress 

(Galletly, submitted-b). The closest I have found is Catts and colleagues’ (2002) distinction of Speech 

Language Impairment (SLI) from Nonspecific Language Impairment (NLI), which has criteria of (a) verbal 
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and nonverbal abilities both below normal limits, (b) overall IQ usually above 70 and (c) no adaptive and 

behavioural deficits associated with mental retardation. There are many findings suggesting the 

inappropriateness of ability-achievement gaps and cognitive referencing (see Figure 4.1). The end of IQ-

achievement discrepancy definitions would seem long overdue.   

 

Inappropriate assumptions 

1. That children's overall cognitive functioning limits their response to intervention. 

2. That language & literacy weakness has different aetiologies in children with high vs. low IQ.  

3. That children with high & low IQ scores require different kinds of remedial treatment. 

Ineffectiveness as a discriminating variable 

1. IQ is not needed to define Learning Disability or Specific Language Impairment (SLI). 

2. IQ scores do not predict effectiveness of response to language & literacy intervention.  

3. IQ scores fail to predict literacy & language weakness in children with high IQ.  

4. The cut-off points for low intelligence are arbitrary & lack agreement.  

5. There is little agreement on what aspects of IQ tests show children’s ‘real’ potential or ability. 

6. Discrepancies between (a) IQ scores & literacy & language levels, & (b) performance & verbal IQ 

scores are not highly useful in the diagnosis of a learning & language difficulties. 

7. In most cases, we don’t need tests to know children functioning at average level. 

Illogical results of cognitive referencing 

1. Children with Nonspecific Language Impairment (NLI) are at significantly higher risk of later 

reading problems & have corresponding needs for intervention that may be denied them on the basis 

of their lower IQ scores. 

2. Scores on IQ tests decide the diagnoses children are allocated (SLI vs. NLI; Learning Disability vs. 

general delay) but the diagnostic groups are distinguished most by these IQ score differences, rather 

than by core features such as patterns of delay, needs for specific interventions, & levels of response 

to interventions.  

Figure 4.1. Criticisms of the use of intelligence test scores for cognitive referencing, discussed by Aaron, 

1997; Catts et al., 2002; and Siegel, 2003 (from Galletly, submitted-b) 

 

4.1.3.5 Distinguishing inherited from acquired reading 

difficulties  

With strong interactivity of constitutional and experiential factors, the question of distinguishing inherited 

from acquired reading difficulties in individual students is a relevant one. It is perhaps less relevant at the 

current time, when aetiology does not yet strongly differentiate students’ instructional needs. While some 

researchers are focussing strongly on developing remediations for students with specific profiles (Wolf, 

Miller, & Donnelly, 2000), instruction based on current research-based broad principles of instruction at 

present is usually found effective for all students with reading difficulties, regardless of their aetiology. It 

will become important if future research knowledge maps different aetiologies to different types of 

intervention. It may soon be possible for at-risk readers’ status to be diagnosed in infancy through refined 

neonatal Event Related Potential (ERP) measures (Discussion with researchers involved in this area 

indicates that currently ERP measures are useful in for gathering data on average achievement, but standard 

deviations are high, such that ERP is not yet useful at the level of individual students). Genetic analysis is 
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also likely to be available in the future. If neonatal and early childhood phonological interventions are 

developed which avert at-risk readers’ status before any difficulties are experienced, the question will 

become crucial. 

  

4.1.3.5.1 Ethical issues in searching for aetiologies of 
reading-accuracy difficulties 

There seem important ethical issues involved in searching for linkage of experiential and constitutional 

factors to reading-accuracy difficulties. A researcher is not separate from ethical issues involved in his or 

her research, and given the damage caused by erroneous findings of the past that race and social class were 

linked to intellectual capacity, this issue deserves serious consideration. 

 Given the strong linkage between phonological awareness weakness, low SES, home environment risk 

factors and reading difficulties, future studies may establish that higher rates of students with low SES and 

home environment factors are constitutionally at-risk. It may be that high and low-SES groups are found 

equally constitutionally endowed for literacy mastery, but there may be differences. In addition to studies of 

students with low SES showing literacy weakness (Juel, 1988), studies of cognitively different groups of 

students also show SES differences, e.g., Lewis & Freebairn’s (1997) longitudinal study comparing students 

with phonological speech problems with students with phonological speech-language problems, found the 

speech-language group not only had far greater heritability (46%) but also significantly lower SES than the 

speech-only group (Lewis, Freebairn, & Taylor, 2000). This speech-language group also had weaker speech 

and literacy skills at follow-up (8-10 years), with 11 times more reading-accuracy weakness (46%). 

Generations of the cycle of low SES leading to speech-language weakness and reading failure leading to 

low SES may have been responsible for ‘bracket creep.’  

It is important to search out answers to the constitutional-experiential dichotomy, particularly when 

powerful early interventions are established, because in the answers lie strong possibilities for reversing the 

trend through interventions. e.g., neonatal and even antenatal interventions, maternal antenatal education, 

and family learning programs. If SES is found to be strongly associated with constitutional predisposition 

for reading-accuracy difficulties, then the specific variables within low SES which most powerfully predict 

reading disability can be explored, e.g., it may prove to be parent’s school achievement in literacy i.e., 

inherited reading difficulty masked as reading difficulty linked to low SES.  

Industrial factors may also prove a factor in high rates of reading-accuracy difficulties occurring in some 

locations. In my local area, there are four mining towns which have been purpose-built for mining of new 

lodes found in recent decades. I have worked with large numbers of students from these towns, and almost 

all of these students show strong indications of inherited reading-accuracy difficulties. These towns 

developed virtually overnight in the 1980s, with populations comprised almost completely of the families of 

proactive men with trades and professions linked very much to high skills in visual-kinaesthetic areas and 

(then) low demands for literacy skills. It seems possible that rates of inherited reading-accuracy difficulties 

in these towns may be higher than national levels. If this were so, it would be valuable for such centres to 

have higher levels of educational support. Additionally, these centres would be valuable reading research 

locations. 

Conclusion 

This section has briefly explored the impacts of experiential aspects of reading-accuracy difficulties. 

Experiential factors are sociocultural factors such as family and home experiences, SES and print awareness 

at school entry. Findings suggest that experiential aspects are highly important in reading-accuracy 

development, but that they are peripheral rather than central to reading-accuracy difficulties, i.e., they 

increase the likelihood of reading-accuracy difficulties but in no way guarantee that reading-accuracy 

difficulties in an individual student experiencing those factors. It is likely that in broad populations the 
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impacts of experiential factors on reading-accuracy development may be minimal compared to the strong 

impact of English orthographic complexity. Further research on experiential factors and interacting 

experiential-constitutional factors seems very valuable. With its likely lesser impact, a pragmatic focus 

would suggest better value in such research being conducted within other studies focussed pragmatically on 

aspects of reading-accuracy development. 

 

 

4.2 Constitutional aspects of reading difficulties  
The reading difficulties of many students have strong constitutional components, and it seems likely that 

many are born with strong at-risk factors (Molfese et al., 2001). Research into constitutional aspects of 

reading difficulties usually involves linkage of three theoretical levels of reading function  (Jackson & 

Coltheart, 2001; R. I. Nicholson, 2001): 

1. Behavioural aspects of reading: Explanations of observed performance on tasks. 

2. Cognitive aspects of reading: Explanations via theoretical models of cognitive psychology, e.g., 

phonological processing, working memory, central processing. 

3. Biological aspects of reading: Explanations in terms of brain structure and function.  

The following subsections establish the importance of constitutional factors in reading-accuracy 

development. 

 

4.2.1 Neurodevelopmental and neurofunctioning 
findings on reading difficulties  

The relationship between reading mastery and brain structure is likely to be complex and reciprocal in many 

ways, rather than a simple causal link from abnormal brain structure to reading disability. Neuroanatomical 

studies shed some light on biological aspects of reading-accuracy development, though clarity of 

understanding is not yet achieved to a level which impacts reading-accuracy instruction. This lack of clarity 

thus far is perhaps due to the clumsiness of the measurement tools available (e.g., autopsy, EEG), until 

recent development of finegrained noninvasive measures (e.g., ERP, fMRI). Vellutino and colleagues 

(1996) discuss findings from these earlier measures which distinguish subjects with reading difficulties 

from normal progress readers: 

1. Post-mortem studies of the brains of adults with reading difficulties have shown evidence of 

neurodevelopmental anomalies, e.g., different architecture of language areas, and atypical left 

hemisphere development. 

2. Electrophysiological studies have shown qualitatively different brain wave responses in subjects 

with reading-accuracy difficulties. 

3. CT and MRI studies have shown neuroanatomical differences in these groups, usually in the planum 

temporale, insular cortex, and corpus callosum.  

Because of brain plasticity, these findings may as easily be the result rather than the cause of reading-

accuracy difficulties. Lack of specificity in the measures used and lack of longitudinal data on differences in 

brain function between experimental and control subjects from infancy has not allowed conclusions on 

causal relations to be established. Current and future research using increasingly sophisticated fMRI and 

ERP techniques, non-invasive measures which can be used on infants and young students as well as older 
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subjects, are likely to result in major knowledge growth in this area. Indeed, it would seem likely that ERP 

measures may become a routine part of many future reading research studies.  

4.2.2 Genetic findings on reading difficulties  
It is likely that while the prevalence of reading difficulties in the general population in English-speaking 

countries is approximately 4%, the prevalence rises to approximately 60% in families with a family history 

of reading difficulties, (R. I. Nicholson, 2001; Stein, Talcott, & Witton, 2001).  

Findings of genetic and heritability studies include  

1. Reading difficulties occur significantly more frequently in near relatives than in the general 

population. They also occur more frequently in twins than siblings, and more frequently in 

monozygotic than dizygotic twins (Vellutino et al., 1996). Twin studies show heritability rates of 

60% (Stein, Talcott, and Witton (2001). 

2. Consensus is building that a gene strongly implicated in reading disability is located on 

Chromosome 6 (Vellutino et al., 1996). This gene is positioned very close to the major 

histocompatibility complex, linked to allergies, which is likely to explain high incidence of asthma, 

eczema, hay fever and allergies in students with reading disability and their families (Stein et al., 

2001).  

3. It is likely different aspects of literacy have different heritability rates, with stronger heritability for 

reading-accuracy than for aspects such as reading comprehension and spelling (Lewis et al., 2000). 

4. It is likely that phonological representation weakness, now assessable through measures of infant 

speech perception, is highly heritable (H. Lyytinen, Ahonen et al., in press; Molfese et al., 2001). 

5. It is possible that multiple genes are involved in reading-accuracy difficulties, and that these 

multiple genes are involved in co-occurring symptoms e.g., reading-accuracy and attention 

weakness. Different cognitive-behavioural profiles show different heritability levels e.g., in their 

longitudinal study comparing the language and literacy development of students with speech-only 

disorders to that of students with speech-language disorders, Lewis, Freebairn and Taylor (2000) 

found the students with speech-only difficulties had heritability no greater than the general problem 

(4%), and their only literacy weakness was mild spelling weakness. In contrast, the speech-language 

students showed high heritability (46%), and far greater rates and severity of literacy weakness: 11 

times more reading-accuracy weakness (46%), 7 times more reading comprehension weakness(29%, 

all students with reading comprehension weakness had reading-accuracy weakness); and twice the 

rate of spelling disorder. Lewis and colleagues conclude from the strong links shown between 

language skills and literacy outcomes in their study that  

a. Etiological factors contributing to reading disorders may be distinct from those contributing 

to isolated forms of early speech disorders,  

b. Language disorders, as opposed to speech disorders, may be primarily responsible for later 

emerging academic deficits.  

c. Language and reading disorders possibly stem from overlapping aetiologies. 

 

4.2.3 Nonphonological constitutional associates of 
reading-accuracy 

There are numerous cognitive processing factors which impact reading-accuracy development and reading-

accuracy difficulties, and cognitive processing has a strong constitutional basis. Some cognitive processing 
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factors are strongly phonological and others are less so. Before moving on to discussion of phonological 

factors, this section explores nonphonological cognitive processing factors which impact reading-accuracy 

development and difficulties. 

4.2.3.1 Motor co-ordination  

Many students with reading difficulties present with additional motor weakness, seen in handwriting 

weakness, difficulties with balance and gross motor co-ordination, and histories of weakness in preschool 

fine-motor skills such as cutting and pasting. In school students, these motor difficulties are sometimes not 

evident except in complex tasks (Root & Resnick, 2003; Stein et al., 2001).  

There would seem to be little likelihood of an experiential basis to co-occurring weakness in reading-

accuracy and motor processing (e.g., handwriting, cutting, colouring), and high likelihood of a 

constitutional basis. It seems possible then, that such co-occurrence may prove to be a marker of a 

constitutional and/or inherited basis for reading-accuracy difficulties. As a practitioner, I have found 

repeatedly that when asking parents of older students with reading-accuracy difficulties and handwriting 

weakness about the student’s fine motor skills at Kindergarten, a comment is made about their child having 

done little of such activities due to always choosing to do gross motor activities (sandpit, outside activities, 

block corner, etc.). Such avoidance would seem as likely to be due to attention-distractibility factors as fine-

motor weakness. Additionally, there is frequently parental report of early strong development of gross-

motor skills (e.g., running, climbing, bike riding) accompanying this poor fine-motor development and 

avoidance of fine-motor tasks. It may be that this aggregation of phonological, attention-distractibility, and 

fine-motor weakness combined with strong gross motor skill may prove a common pattern and perhaps a 

marker of inherited as opposed to environmentally-acquired reading difficulties.  

 

4.2.3.2 Visual Processing 

Early reading research emphasised the visual nature of reading, e.g., the integrity of one’s visual word 

centre, lack of full hemispheric specialisation, visuospatial discrimination, eye movement difficulties, 

crossmodal integration and difficulties in sequential perception (Byrne, Freebody, & Gates, 1992). Vision 

research has continued through the years, with fluctuating impact on teaching and instruction, e.g., while the 

term ‘Dyslexia’ is a useful term, and its morphemes translate as ‘significant difficulties with reading and 

writing,’ there are strong societal impressions that a common characteristic of dyslexia is reading letters and 

words backwards (Catts & Hogan, 2003a).  

While acknowledging the pre-eminent role of phonological deficits, vision researchers are finding subtle 

visual processing deficits in about 75% of students with reading difficulties (Evans, 2001; Howell & 

Peachey, 1990). These students have intact peripheral vision but inadequately developed visual 

representations (visual function schemata), which then affect reading acts. In many ways visual processing 

seems somewhat parallel to auditory-phonological processing weakness, where intact peripheral hearing co-

occurs with inadequately developed phonological representations. Visual factors differentiating reading 

disabled students from average readers include binocular instability, Meares-Irlen syndrome and deficits of 

the magnocellular visual system. These weaknesses are not evident during simple visual acts, and are 

revealed in complex-task assessments (Evans, 2001; Howell & Peachey, 1990). Evans (2001) theorises that 

weakness in visual selective and sustained attention skills underlies visual weakness. Visual attention 

includes selective attention (focussing on the task in hand and excluding peripheral detail) and sustained 

attention (vigilance, attention directed to information sources for sustained periods). 

Visual processing weakness is established as a relatively common characteristic of students with reading 

difficulties, and research is currently strongly focussed on visual magnocellular pathways and visual 

attention as the basis of poor binocular co-ordination and ineffective unstable focussing (Evans, 2001; 
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Howell & Peachey, 1990; Liubinas, 2000; Stein et al., 2001; Terepocki, Kruk, & Willows, 2002). Visual 

weaknesses are usually evidenced in errors during reading of continuous text rather than reading of single 

words. These errors include letter orientation difficulties (e.g., b/p/d), letter confusions (e.g., t/l), word 

omissions and additions, errors made in connected text on words, which are read easily when presented 

singly. Other indicators of visual weakness include losing one’s place, needing to point, reading better with 

large font or when pages are specific colours, moving one’s head from side-to-side while reading, reading 

with one’s head on one side, reducing eye-page distance, avoiding glare, and increased blinking, eye-

rubbing, tiredness and headaches while reading.  

From his review of studies with high integrity, using matched-group controls and double-masked 

randomized placebo-controlled trials, Evans (2001) concludes that the main visual correlates of dyslexia are 

magnocellular deficit, binocular instability, and Meares-Irlen syndrome, and that these correlates may be 

related, possibly through the common link of deficits of visual attention: 

1. About 75% of people with reading disability appear to have magnocellular deficit. The 

magnocellular system involves low level sensory function and requires subtle tests to be evidenced, 

so magnocellular weakness is unlikely to be linked to a visual profile on psychometric testing, or 

evidenced in commonly used screening methods.  

2. Binocular instability results in visual confusions while reading.  The magnocellular system is likely 

to be important in control of both binocular co-ordination, and saccadic and pursuit eye movements.  

3. Meares-Irlen Syndrome, which causes visual distortions, eyestrain and headaches, is probably 

caused by pattern glare, and treated by individually prescribed filters. 

4. Magnocellular deficits may cause this impaired visual attention, which in turn may contribute to 

binocular instability. 

5. Visual attention weakness relates strongly to pattern glare, but a causal relationship in either 

direction has not been established.  

It is interesting to observe the interaction of attention, visual processing, and reading-accuracy difficulties. It 

seems possible that this linkage may shed light on high rates of co-occurrence of reading-accuracy 

difficulties with aspects of Attention Deficit Disorder (inattention associated with deficits of sustained 

attention, impulsivity, poor vigilance, motor impersistence and sometimes hyperactivity). 

There would be very few tasks as demanding of visual processing as reading, where the reader must process 

a line of small letters and spaces with great rapidity and sufficient precision for all letters, and their position 

in each word, to be processed. Given indicators of lack of automaticity in areas beyond phonological and 

orthographic processing in many students with reading-accuracy (R. I. Nicholson, 2001; Stein et al., 2001), 

it would seem logical for visual processing to be a factor in reading-accuracy efficiency. This likelihood is 

further enhanced by Holopainen et al’s (2001) finding that letter knowledge and visual analogical reasoning 

were the strongest predictors of reading-accuracy difficulties in Finnish readers. It is possible these effects 

in English-text readers are overwhelmed by the far stronger effects of English orthographic complexity and 

phonological awareness weakness, such that studies of visual processing in transparent-orthography weak 

readers may shed more light on this area. One wonders whether weak transparent-orthography readers, who 

are characterised by excellent reading-accuracy and slow reading speed, might be more likely to show 

visual processing and attention effects, with inherited automisation weakness perhaps a causal factor. 

 

4.2.3.3 Attention 

There seem many interesting interrelationships of aspects of attention and reading-accuracy. Effective 

attention is integral to all effective cognitive processing and learning. Weak attention and distractibility may 

derive from diverse causes, both constitutional (inherited hyperactivity or inattentiveness) and experiential 
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(lack of interest and engagement or greater interest in a co-occurring activity). At the current time, Attention 

Deficit Disorder (ADD) is currently considered as having two types, Inattentive type and Hyperactive type 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1994). While Auditory Processing Disorder is currently considered a 

separate discrete disorder to ADD, the boundaries of these categories seem currently rather inadequate, with 

many overlapping characteristics (Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001; Galletly, submitted-a; Root & Resnick, 

2003; Weiler, Bernstein, Bellinger, & Waber, 2002). ADD-Inattentive type involves diminished speed of 

information processing and high distractibility (often by one’s own thoughts as much as by external 

distracters), with such students described as being in a fog, easily confused, lethargic, hypoactive, and 

passive. ADD-Hyperactive type involves deficits of behavioural inhibition, sustained attention, and 

executive functions. The inattentive behaviour of Attention Deficit Disorder-Inattentive type seems almost 

identical to that seen in students with auditory processing difficulties and as a practitioner, I frequently 

observe co-occurrence of auditory processing weakness, ADD-Inattentive type, language weakness and 

reading weakness (Root & Resnick, 2003; Weiler et al., 2002).  

I wonder whether, similar to reading-accuracy weakness, both ADD-Inattentive behaviour and auditory 

processing weakness reflect weakness in processing phonological representations, (the likely unit of 

processing in these co-occurring weakness areas). In contrast, ADD-Hyperactive type seems related less to 

processing of phonological representations, and more to maintaining vigilance, with students less able to 

access the curriculum which is taught them, because of ‘being there in body, but not in mind’. 

Whereas attention and behaviour are often seen as peripheral factors associated with reading weakness, 

Rowe and Rowe (2002), as mentioned above, suggest that reading-accuracy failure may also be partly 

causal of later attention and behaviour problems. Given that ADD seems present in 11% of Australian 

children aged 4-17 (M. Sawyer, 2004), and that 9% of school children have co-occurring literacy and 

behaviour problems (K. S. Rowe & Rowe, 2004), it would seem highly worthwhile to investigate the 

relationship of reading-accuracy and attention and behaviour problems. It will be interesting to follow the 

developing research in this area. 

 

4.2.4 Reading-accuracy difficulties as dyslexia 
Students with reading difficulties frequently have accompanying weakness in areas of functioning 

commonly strongly associated with constitutional causes such as speech and language skills, auditory 

processing, and attention skills (Ahissar, Protopapas, & Reid, 2000; Bamiou et al., 2001; Catts, Fey et al., 

2002; Catts, Gillispie, Leonard, Kail, & Miller, 2002; Gillon & Dodd, 1993; Gomez & Condon, 1999; 

Lewis et al., 2000; Nippold & Schwarz, 2002; Nittrouer, 2002; Norrelgen, Lacerda, & Forssberg, 2002; 

Root & Resnick, 2003; Taylor, 2002; Tomblin, Abbas, Records, & Brenneman, 1995; Tomblin, Zhang, 

Buckwalter, & Catts, 2000; Tomblin, Zhang, Buckwalter, & O'Brien, 2003; Walker, Shinn, Cranford, 

Givens, & Holbert, 2002; Weiler et al., 2002). This range and diversity of characteristics combined with 

strong evidence for a genetic basis for the reading difficulties of many students, strongly implies a 

biological basis for their reading difficulties. It also creates the strong possibility that for these students, 

reading difficulties may be the most obvious behavioural result of neurodevelopmental differences in 

functioning which additionally create other less obvious weaknesses additional to reading difficulties.  

A huge amount of research has gone into inherited reading-accuracy difficulties, which are often termed 

‘Dyslexia’. Many reading scientists use this term in a relatively narrow sense, for students with good 

language comprehension skills and significant reading-accuracy difficulties, despite adequate instruction, 

e.g., Leach, Scarborough, and Rescorla (2003, p.218) describe a ‘typical dyslexic profile’ as encompassing  

1. Comprehension skills comparable with those of nondisabled readers. 

2. Deep broad bottom-up processing deficits in word and pseudoword reading (accuracy and speed), 

spelling, phonological awareness and naming speed.  
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3. Print exposure lower than for normally achieving students. 

4. Self-rating as low in literacy skills. 

5. Unimpaired in other respects, such as listening comprehension, vocabulary, and IQ.  

Other reading scientists view dyslexia as a syndrome encompassing far more than reading-accuracy 

difficulties however, though with reading-accuracy and resultant academic difficulties being its 

commonest presenting characteristic. Fawcett and Nicholson (2001) comment on dyslexic students 

showing interesting and unusual deficits in diverse areas, including reading, phonology, writing, 

spelling, memory, speed, hearing, vision, balance, learning, skill, genetics, brain structure and brain 

function. Stein, Talcott, and Witton (2001 p.66) suggest  

Developmental dyslexia is not just a language literacy problem... most dyslexic students have 

other difficulties in addition to unstable vision, orthographic weakness and difficulties with 

sequencing sounds leading to phonological problems.  They tend to have problems focussing 

visual attention.  They tend to have poor sequencing in general so that they find difficulty 

reciting days of the week and months of the year in the correct order, particularly 

backwards.  Moreover they tend to be uncoordinated and clumsy. Many show mixed 

handedness and left/right confusions, indicating incomplete establishment of cerebral 

dominance.   

Their different functioning is also seen in aspects of giftedness, with higher rates of dyslexia present in high 

achieving adults than in the normal population (Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001). Fawcett and Nicholson (2001) 

suggest that a key question for reading research is whether the weaknesses of dyslexia derive from one 

source or many. They emphasise that any adequate framework for explaining dyslexia must address 

questions of the underlying cause of dyslexia, why the major weakness appears specific to reading, and why 

there are so many high achieving adults with dyslexia.  

Reflection on the impact of orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy development and difficulties 

would suggest that orthographic complexity must be considered a key variable in dyslexia research. There 

would seem enormous value in replicating seminal research conducted in transparent-orthography countries, 

e.g., Finland’s Jyvaskyla longitudinal dyslexia project is strongly focussed on finding answers to questions 

on dyslexia and is focussing on at-risk and control groups, from birth through school years (Guttorm, 

Leppanen, Richardson, & Lyytinen, 2001; Holopainen et al., 2001; Kaminen et al., 2003; H. Lyytinen, 

Ahonen et al., in press; H. Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press; H. Lyytinen, Tolvanen, Torppa, Poikkeus, & 

Erskine, In press; P. Lyytinen, Eklund, & Lyytinen, 2003; Poskiparta, Neimi, & Vauras, 1999).. Lyytinen et 

al. (H. Lyytinen et al., In press). There would also be enormous value in conducting crosslinguistic studies 

(e.g., in Australia and Finland) exploring differences in the dyslexia phenotype, reading-accuracy 

development and responsiveness to intervention. 

In talking with reading researchers in different countries, we found that many reading researchers equate 

dyslexia to reading-accuracy difficulties, such that if reading-accuracy difficulties are overcome dyslexia is 

no longer present. Dyslexia in these cases may have experiential, constitutional or mixed bases. We found 

those researchers who are highly aware of the impact of orthographic complexity to be strongly viewing 

dyslexia as having constitutional not experiential origins – this is seen in their research including a strong 

focus on neonatal speech perception (Goswami, 2002; H. Lyytinen, Ahonen et al., in press). None of the 

reading researchers we met with were focussing on aspects of dyslexia separate to reading-accuracy 

difficulties, and yet this would seem an important area of research, particularly given the seemingly strong 

interaction of reading-accuracy with other aspects of processing and development. There would seem strong 

grounds for gathering data on associated areas of weakness, as part of research on reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction. It is likely this would be done more effectively through 

collaborative research between reading researchers and researchers in those associated areas (e.g., 
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optometry, autism, ADD), e.g., to increase the likelihood that optimally efficient cutting-edge, rather than 

naïve, measures are used. 

Conclusion  

This section has briefly considered aspects often co-occurring with reading-accuracy difficulties, including 

motor processing, visual processing and attention. With most processing skills being continua rather than 

categorical, it may be that they are not linked just with reading difficulties but with reading-accuracy 

development in the full range of students. It seems likely that these factors are linked to reading-accuracy 

through constitutional rather than experiential mechanisms. While maintaining the value of considering 

reading-accuracy as a discrete skill separate to these others factors, it would be valuable to conduct 

epidemiological studies as part of reading research to build knowledge on rates of co-occurrence and the 

impact of these other factors. It is likely that the epidemiological studies will also build knowledge on 

dyslexia, which has also been discussed in this section, and whether dyslexia should be considered as 

equivalent to reading-accuracy difficulties, or a separate entity, in which reading-accuracy difficulties are 

but one of many characteristics which differentiate normal-progress from at-risk readers. 

 

4.3 Phonological constitutional aspects of 
reading-accuracy development  

The term ‘phonological’ is deliberately used in the heading of this section which covers seemingly diverse 

elements, including speech, language, phonological and phonemic awareness, and cognitive processing. It is 

used because reading-accuracy is a strongly phonological act, and research focussed on phonological 

linkages in reading-accuracy development and difficulties is building powerful knowledge on this area. 

Phonological linkage may prove to be an extremely loose connection, e.g., that reading and language are 

strongly associated, thus many variables impact both areas. Equally, it may prove to involve very precise 

linkages established between separate areas which process phonological representations in phonological-

cognitive processing, including working memory, automisation, long-term memory, phonological 

awareness, literacy and language development.  

The fact that both reading-accuracy and language comprehension, the two addends of reading 

comprehension in Hoover and Gough’s (1990) Simple Model, build from phonological representations, but 

prototypical dyslexic students have weakness in reading-accuracy but not language comprehension is 

thought provoking in terms of phonological linkage possibilities. Is the answer that in reading-accuracy, 

phonological representations interact with phonological awareness and orthographic representations, while 

in language development, phonological representations interact with semantic and syntactic representations? 

With their phonological link, do the two areas then go on to interact in school-aged students with reading-

accuracy weakness, who perhaps as a result of this interaction, show language weakness?  

The term ‘phonological’ comes from the Greek word ‘phone’ meaning ‘sound’ or ‘voice,’ and relates to 

information built from speech sounds. Speech is perceived at multiple levels. At its most basic level, speech 

consists of continuously variable acoustic energy, as do environmental sounds. The next level is the 

phonetic level, where speech is represented by phones, eg. [t], [s]. The relationship between parts of speech 

waves and phones is complex. Letters are associated with more than one phone, called allophones, seen in 

the letter /t/ representing the [t] sounds in the words ‘ten’, stop’, and ‘pot’, despite each of these actually 

being a different phone (This phonetic difference can be perceived if the words are said slowly and the 

sound of each [t] examined carefully).  

The next level when considering sounds is the phonological level, where language is represented by 

phonemes. Whereas at a phonetic level, the letter /t/ has many phones, at a phonological level it has one 

phoneme [t], pronounced ‘tuh’. Phonemes are an abstraction, representing how people perceive sounds 
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rather than how sounds physically exist, thus at a phonological level we notice one [t] sound in the words 

‘ten’, ’stop’ and ‘pot’ despite their being phonetically distinct. The individual allophones of a phoneme 

usually go unnoticed by beginning and advanced readers, usually assumed to be the same sound.  

While people are able to perceive separate sounds in words at a phonological level, this perception is an 

abstraction, not reality. The separate sounds are not isolable at phonetic and acoustic levels on a 

spectrograph, but instead merge into each other. The separate sounds in the word ‘bag’, for instance, are not 

acoustically separable. At a phonetic level, the way each sound is said is influenced by co-articulation, 

whereby the positioning of a speaker’s articulators (tongue, lips and palate) when saying a sound like [a] are 

influenced by preparation for the target position for the next sound [g] and the positioning of the articulators 

during the previous sound [b]. None of this is noticed at the more abstract phonological level. Each sound is 

perceived as distinct, and, particularly for consonants, as one sound, and not as different allophones.  

Because speech sounds are integral to verbal and print communication, the term ‘phonological’ is used in 

different aspects of speaking and reading, as in  

1. Phonological representations, common to speaking and reading. 

2. Phonological awareness, basic to reading-accuracy.  

3. Phonological processing, basic to reading-accuracy.  

a. Phonological aspects of auditory processing. 

b. Phonological working memory.  

c. Phonological long-term memory.  

4. Phonological processes used in saying individual words, e.g., unstressed syllable deletion 

(nana/banana). 

 

4.3.1 Phonological representations: Windows into 
language and literacy processing 

Phonological representations are our neural codings of phonological information. It is likely that students’ 

communicative, literacy, phonological and metalinguistic abilities rest on the adequacy of their 

phonological representations. Weakness in these areas reflects weakness in establishing effective 

phonological representations, resulting in faulty or underspecified phonological representations (Galletly, 

submitted-a; Goswami, 2002; Marshall, Snowling, & Bailey, 2001). Marshall, Snowling and Bailey (2001) 

define phonological representations as representations of phonological structures within words from 

learning mappings between speech input and speech output. They suggest that phonological representations 

begin as global in nature (e.g., representations of syllabic units) and become more refined with 

development, representing sounds at the phonemic level, and that this fine-grained nature of phonological 

representations facilitates learning to read. They consider that a reciprocal relationship exists, with 

phonological representations becoming more highly specified with the acquisition of literacy, and literacy 

developing on a basis of fine-grained phonological representations. They suggest that a deficit at the level of 

phonological representation will have detrimental effects on  

1. Students’ development and use of fine-grained mappings between orthographic and phonological 

codes in learning to read. 

2. Phonological processing skills that depend on accessing underlying phonological representations, 

such as pseudoword repetition and verbal short-term memory. 

3. Phonological awareness.  
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The phonological representations hypothesis views reading disability in all languages as involving problems 

in phonological representation, i.e., literacy acquisition being built on an inadequate representation system. 

This theory has strong support from cognitive, neurological, behavioural and genetic studies of 

phonological, language and literacy development (Catts, Fey et al., 2002; Catts, Gillispie et al., 2002; 

Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001; Goswami, 2000, 2002; Goswami, Thomson, & Richardson, 2002; R. I. 

Nicholson, 2001; R. I. Nicholson & Fawcett, 2001).   

It is likely that students’ phonological and metalinguistic abilities reflect the adequacy of the phonological 

representations they work with, and that reading-accuracy weakness is a result of weakness in establishing 

effective phonological representations (Galletly, submitted-a; Goswami, 2002). 

While Marshall, Snowling and Bailey (2001) suggest phonological representations are at phonemic level, it 

is likely they involve much finer-grained levels. It is possible that weakness in phonological representations 

occurs below the phonological level of actual speech sounds, and is instead at the level of auditory 

perception of aspects of speech sounds. Researchers are actively investigating whether weak phonological 

representations develop from disruption in temporal (duration and speed) aspects of speech perception 

(Goswami, 2002; Goswami et al., 2002; H. Lyytinen, Ahonen et al., in press).  

Goswami (2001) has been exploring potential deficits in the perceptual experience of rhythmic timing, the 

hearing of stress beats (perceptual centres) of syllables, which are principally determined by the acoustic 

structure of amplitude modulation at relatively low rates in the signal, specifically the amplitude rise time 

associated with vowel onset. She comments that such perception of speech rhythm is one of the earliest cues 

used by infants to discriminate syllables, that these stress beats (P-centres) underlie the onset-rime form of 

syllables, and that, as such, the perceptual-centre hypothesis offers a plausible explanation of the source of 

the phonological deficit in developmental dyslexia. She found dyslexic students were poorer than age-level 

peers at detecting beats in amplitude modulation, and that skill in detection varied with skill in reading. She 

found precocious readers significantly better at beat detection than their controls, suggesting that superior 

stress beat detection may underlie the development of superior phonological awareness, just as deficits in 

stress beat detection may underlie the development of poor phonological awareness. Goswami (2001) 

concluded that beat detection is a significant predictor of phonological awareness, and an even stronger 

predictor of progress in reading and spelling.  

It would seem possible that the neonatal event-potential audiometry of  Molfese and Lyytinen and their 

colleagues is detecting something akin to perceptual centres, and that there may be other fine-grained 

auditory measures with prediction potential (Guttorm et al., 2001; Molfese et al., 2001). The dreams of 

many that inherited learning weakness will be diagnosed and remediated in infancy are a distinct possibility 

(R. I. Nicholson, 2001). Australian infants are currently screened for Phenylketonuria in their first few days 

of life with prevention measures immediately implemented for students thus diagnosed. In time, a brief 

audiometric screening may well do the same for infants at risk of phonological weakness, with intervention 

brief, permanent, and completed well before language and literacy development are affected. 

While the knowledge base of inherited constitutional weakness of phonological processing and reading 

difficulties is building steadily, the knowledge base of experiential weakness in these areas is less well 

developed, and will benefit greatly from studies showing the development of phonological representations 

over childhood years. Studies could include the speech perception audiometric measures of Molfese, 

Lyytinen and colleagues to track auditory perceptual development in at-risk students, e.g., low SES, low 

parent education, indigenous background, history of chronic middle ear pathology.  

1. As part of cross-sectional studies of students’ speech, language and literacy development. 

2. In crosslinguistic studies of students’ phonemic development after commencing reading instruction. 
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4.3.2 Phonological aspects more peripheral to 
reading-accuracy processing 

This section explores phonological constitutional factors which impact reading-accuracy development but 

are considered less central to reading-accuracy development than those factors discussed in the next section. 

The factors included in this section include hearing and auditory processing, speech and language. 

4.3.2.1 Hearing and auditory processing 

The relationship of hearing and listening to language and literacy development is evidenced in many ways 

including  

1. Disrupted development of auditory and phonological processing through recurrent otitis media 

(Akerstein & Best, 1993; Mody et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1989). 

2. Prelingual deafness (Corcoran Nielsen & Luetke-Stahlman, 2002). 

3. Repaired disruption in students with cochlear implants (Cleary, Pisoni, & Kirk, 2002; Geers, 2002; 

Pisoni & Geers, 2000). 

4. Auditory Processing Disorder, a category likely to include the earlier listed groups (Bamiou et al., 

2001; Musiek, 2000).  

Whilst conflicting findings are common, evidence is building that complex-task assessments in older 

students show linkages of early otitis media to continuing language weakness, probably due to formation of 

poorly specified phonological representations (Bamiou et al., 2001). In students with cochlear implants 

matched on intelligence, severity of loss, duration and severity of loss pre-implant, time post-implant and 

implant success, it is found that working memory processing efficiency, at levels of capacity and efficiency, 

and executive functioning, are highly significant in distinguishing students making high vs. low progress 

(Pisoni & Geers, 2000). Auditory Processing Disorder occurs in roughly 7% of students, and involves 

deficiency in auditory processes such as discrimination, temporal aspects of speech and nonspeech sounds; 

and processing of competing or degraded acoustic sounds (Weiler et al., 2002). Symptoms often are not 

obvious until the more complex processing of early school years.  

Auditory processing weakness has been found to be strongly associated with continued reading weakness in 

adults with histories of childhood reading difficulties (Ahissar, Protopapas and Reid (Ahissar et al., 2000). 

There may also be strong gender differences in auditory processing efficiency and development. In addition 

to significantly higher rates of auditory processing difficulties in boys than girls, Rowe and Rowe found that 

1. The majority of children referred to Melbourne’s Royal Children’s Hospital for behaviour 

difficulties difficulties and/or literacy difficulties showed indicators of functional auditory 

processing weakness (K. S. Rowe & Rowe, 2004).. 

2. Over 60% of children who had poor auditory processing and working memory scores (digit span of 

3 of less, and/or a sentence length of less than 8 words) had poor literacy achievement and 

attentiveness levels in their 2nd, 3rd and 4th years at school (K. S. Rowe & Rowe, 2004). 

3. The auditory processing skills of boys are weaker than those of girls (House of Representatives 

Standing Committee on Education and Training, 2002; K. J. Rowe & Rowe, 2002).  

Weak auditory processing would be highly likely to significantly impact rates of reading-accuracy 

development and reading weakness, especially for English-text readers, given the strong needs for effective 

phonological and phonemic awareness of English-text readers and strong linkages between auditory 

processing and phonological awareness development.  
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4.3.2.2 Phonological, speech-language and literacy links 

Phonological, language and reading-accuracy factors consistently emerge as the major effectors of progress 

in reading development and reading difficulties (Catts & Hogan, 2003c; Ehri, Nunes, Willows, & Valeska 

Schuster, 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000). Over a decade ago, Byrne (1992) suggested consensus had 

been reached regarding the significance of language factors in differentiating good and poor readers, with 

best designed studies all implicating language related function, and nonlinguistic factors accounting for 

minimal amounts of the differences found. At the present time, the same conclusion is probably appropriate. 

Nonlinguistic factors definitely play a part, but the evidence shows phonological and language factors to be 

overwhelmingly key factors in normal and dysfunctional reading development. Language development and 

literacy development are intricately related, and it is likely that this is due to their building from a common 

base more specific than language weakness, i.e. phonological representations. 

Everything we hear, speak, read and write uses processing of words, and is thus strongly phonological. 

Berninger and colleagues (2002) emphasise these four functions in separating language by ear (listening), 

language by mouth (speaking), language by eye (reading), and language by hand (writing). They comment 

that while each system has its own developmental trajectory and internal organization, the systems interact 

with each other to varying degrees at different stages of development.  

Using a wide range of assessments of different language areas, their studies of students with severe literacy 

weakness showed flexible orchestration of language processes depending on the nature of the task and the 

skill levels of the student. They found high levels of shared variance for (a) word recognition and spelling, 

and (b) text-level comprehension and composition (see Table 4.1). 

 

Table 4.1 

The four functional forms of language  

 Writing skills 

(Language by hand) 

Reading skills 

(Language by eye) 

Shared 

variance 

Accuracy skills Spelling Word recognition  77-85% 

Language skills Text level expression Text level comprehension 65-66% 

 

Numerous studies are showing strong paths between  

1. Speech and language weakness in young students. 

2. Reading and literacy weakness once children commence school. 

3. Language weakness in middle primary school years.  

(Bishop & Adams, 1990; Catts, Fey et al., 2002; Catts, Fey, Zhang, & Tomblin, 1999; Larrivee & Catts, 

1999; Molfese et al., 2001; National Research Council, 1998a; Tomblin et al., 2000) 

Catts Fey, Zhang and Tomblin (2001) discuss researchers' findings that  

1. Students who have difficulties learning to read often have a history of oral language problems. 

2. Poor readers are more likely to have had problems in vocabulary, grammar, and narration as 

kindergartners. 

3. Second-grade students with poor reading skills are four to five times more likely to have had 

problems in phonological awareness and rapid automatised naming as kindergartners than second-

grade good readers. 
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4. Good predictions of the reading outcomes of individual students can be made, based largely on early 

language factors (Catts et al., 1999, 2001). 

Some studies are indicating that the link is present from birth, e.g., Molfese, Molfese, and Modglin’s 

longitudinal study (2001) showed infants’ speech perception skills at 3 days of age correlated highly with 

the same students’ oral language skills at age 3 and 5 years, and their reading skills a few years later.  

4.3.2.3 Phonological-literacy-language links in normal 

development 

The phonology of students’ speech and language development has many parallels to the phonology of their 

literacy development. The development of early phonological skills and their impact on speech, language 

and literacy is summarised in Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2 

Optimal phonological skill development and its effect on speech, language and literacy 

From birth Baby listens to and makes distinctions between sounds. 

From 9 months Baby masters first 50 words (as whole words, slowly, few fine distinctions). 

From 50 words 

1.5  to 5 years 

Child (a) develops and uses systematic phonological skills, 

         (b) refines sounds in words, and 

         (c) expands vocabulary more and more rapidly. 

Child’s speech and language skills blossom. 

Phonological skills become more refined. 

First 2-3 formal  

school years  

 

Because of good phonological and letter-sound skills the student masters  

(a) the alphabetic principle, and thus 

(b) phonological recoding (reading-accuracy), and thus 

(c) phonemic awareness skills.  

Because of good reading-accuracy and phonemic awareness, the student develops:  

(a) Good independent reading skills. 

(b) Good spelling and writing skills. 

Midprimary 

years onward 

 

 

Because of good core literacy skills and high levels of independent reading, the student 

develops 

(a) advanced phonemic awareness skills and mature phonological representations  

(b) self-learning capacity through optimal development of phonological/cognitive processing 

(working memory, long-term memory, central attention, metacognition), resulting in  

(c) powerful vocabulary growth, 

(d) powerful syntactic growth, 

(e) powerful semantic and pragmatic development, and 

(f) powerful academic learning. 

 

From birth, babies listen to and make distinctions between sounds. Babbling in early months is language-

universal i.e. there are no different sounds in babies of different languages. It then steadily becomes 

language-singular, i.e. English babies babble English sounds, and Chinese babies babble Chinese sounds. At 

about age one year, students produce their first word. Gathercole and Baddeley (1993) suggest that the first 

ten words or so are acquired relatively slowly, at a rate of between one and three words per month, with rate 

of acquisition then accelerating rapidly, leading to a period of ‘vocabulary explosion’ between 1.5 to 2.0 

years, when students typically learn about 25 words per month.  
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The rate of acquisition increases from infancy such that by age five years, average vocabulary is 

approximately 2000 words. Peak rates of vocabulary growth occur during the school years, with recent 

estimates that between the ages of about seven and sixteen years, students typically learn on average 3000 

words per year. Dodd (1995) discusses how many theorists believe that initially, students’ mental 

organisation of words is on a lexical or whole-word basis with words seeming to be learned one at a time. 

During this phase which lasts about six months and occurs sometime between one and two years of age, 

students seem unaware that words are made up of individual sounds or phonemes that occur in different 

words, eg. the [b] in ‘boy, ’baby’ and ‘boo’, and that words have parts.  

The fifty word vocabulary level is considered a significant change point in communication development. 

Dodd (1995) discusses the theory that until a vocabulary of about 50 words has been acquired, students’ 

speech perception and production are insufficiently developed to allow consistent pronunciation of a 

recognisable target after only one or two hearings. 

Having reached the fifty word level, significant changes occur in the patterns of development the student’s 

communication has been showing: 

1. The child’s vocabulary burgeons at an increasingly faster rate. 

2. The child begins to talk in sentences, and sentences increase in complexity.  

3. Articulatory-phonological skills developing since birth interact with developing vocabulary and 

language skills, and speech articulation is increasingly precise.  

4. Preliteracy phonological processing skills such as rhyming, syllable awareness, alliteration, onset-

rime awareness and phoneme awareness are increasingly refined. 

Children are largely unconscious of the massive expansion of communication competence that occurs in 

these early years. Dodd (1995) suggests that although the patterns of their phonological (articulatory) 

development can be described in terms of phonological rules, these rules do not in any way explain why or 

how they do it. Similarly, children have no metacognition of these rules and processes. 

It seems possible that speaking development and reading-accuracy development may parallel each other in 

some ways. The 50 word criteria for spoken words listed in Table 4.2, which seems to act as a springboard 

for language expansion and refinement, might be similar to mastery of early sight words, with a critical 

mass of words supporting the development of expanded and refined reading acquisition.  

Studies by Hoffman and Norris (1989) and McCormick (1995), examining the spelling error patterns of 

young spellers, reported their developmental pattern of errors to be significantly similar to the 

developmental patterns students make in refining their articulation (see Table 4.3).   

 

Table 4.3 

Patterns of articulatory phonological processing in spelling errors (from McCormick, 1995) 

Phonological process used in speech development Word Error 

Final consonant deletion telephone     

apple 

telfo     

apu 

Cluster Reduction 

(Same rules used eg l &r are dropped from pl pr bl br tr) 

ghost 

black     

train 

play      

brown 

gos 

bac     

tan 

pay     

ban 

Unstressed syllable deletion chocolate 

television     

chockate     

telvesen 
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Initial consonants are mastered first in speaking and in spelling, and final consonants are omitted quite 

frequently in early writing, just as final consonant deletion is a common articulation pattern in young 

students. Similarly the unstressed syllable, frequently omitted from spoken words, is also often dropped 

from early spellings of multisyllabic words, e.g., nana/banana, telvesen/television. Patterns of consonant 

blend development are also remarkably similar. Thus it seems that the speech errors of young children and 

the spelling errors of students beginning to acquire literacy can be described by (articulatory) phonological 

processes such as final-consonant deletion, cluster reduction, weak-syllable deletion, fronting and stopping. 

This provides support for the idea that a shared set of mental operations influencing both spoken and written 

phonological development. A continuum of phonological development is proposed whereby implicit 

phonological knowledge acquired during speech development becomes explicit phonological knowledge 

during the early stages of the acquisition of literacy. This explicit knowledge provides the basis for the 

visible phonology of early spelling behaviour.  

It is interesting to reflect on speech perception contrasts which confuse children in reading and those which 

do not, e.g., while English uses two phonemes which are written as /th/. One is voiced (as in the) and the 

other is voiceless (as in thing). While I have worked with many children with difficulty pronouncing these 

sounds, I have never encountered a child who confused voiced and voiceless [th] in either speaking, 

listening or reading. It would seem that this is a contrast which children do not have difficulty in. I have had 

occasional children who would read or write /k/ for /g/ and vice versa (these are identical sounds apart from 

one being voiced and the other voiceless). It is possible that it is not an issue for children, as with [th] being 

one the last sounds children master in speaking, the voiced/voiceless contrast (t/d, k/g, s/z, p/b, ch/j) may be 

thoroughly automatic by the time that [th] is mastered. I recently examined a copy of the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (ITA Foundation Website) and found it interesting to compare ITA’s 44 graphemes with 

the 40 graphemes I had used in Fleksispel (see Appendix to Chapter 3). I felt that ITA was perhaps 

developed by people with deep knowledge of phonetics and little experience of children’s speech and 

reading development, as ITA had separate graphemes for the two [th] phonemes, a further grapheme for the 

medial sound of treasure, which while a rare though definite phoneme of English is equally one I have 

never seen children have difficulty on.  

 

4.3.2.4 Speech weakness and reading-accuracy 

weakness 

As previously mentioned, there are strong links of early speech development and difficulties, to reading-

accuracy development and difficulties, and these links are strongly phonological. The phonological nature 

of the words we enunciate is seen in the terms ‘phonological processes’ and ‘phonologically disordered’ 

being used by speech pathologists to describe students’ speech difficulties, creating significant confusion as 

these words are similar to those used with regard to reading. A relatively small proportion of children’s 

speech disorders are not phonological, having origins in muscular weakness, motor planning weakness, and 

articulator-placement weakness, but most speech disorders are phonologically based. They are likely to be 

due to phonologically based misperceptions, which result in sound substitutions (Dodd, 1995; Dodd, Leahy, 

& Hambly, 1989).  

Lewis, Freebairn and Taylor (2000) review findings of studies of phonological speech disorders, that 

disorders of the speech-sound system (expressive phonology) are the most prevalent communication 

difficulty observed in young students, that in many cases, these disorders resolve by school age, such that at 

6yrs of age, only about 3.8% of students show speech delay, while 3% to 28% show co-occurring speech 

delay and language disorders (Lewis et al., 2000; Shriberg, Tomblin, & McSweeny, 1998).  
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It is common for parents and teachers to think that faulty pronunciation is a major contributory cause of 

students’ reading and spelling errors, i.e., that because a child cannot say a certain word correctly, they will 

be unable to read or spell it correctly. Indeed, Schonell (1934) assumed this was the case (Dodd & 

Cockerill, 1985). However, it is not students’ mispronouncing of words which makes them at-risk of 

reading and spelling difficulties but rather the phonological representation weakness which underlies the 

mispronunciations - phonologically (speech) disordered students misspell correctly pronounced words as 

frequently as incorrectly pronounced ones. Similarly, children with congenital apraxia and anarthria, which 

causes them to be completely unable to speak, are still able to read effectively. It would seem that the 

weakness underlying reading-accuracy development is at phonological representation level, not speech level 

(Cossu, 2003, 2005).  

There is still significant variability in research findings on linkages between speech and reading-accuracy. 

Some studies have shown only a limited relationship between phonological speech disorders and reading-

accuracy difficulties and achievement, e.g., Bishop and Adams (1990), in their longitudinal study of 

students with speech-language impairments, testing students at ages 4, 5-6 and 8-6 years found students 

with isolated phonological speech disorder and good language skills demonstrated normal reading 

achievement at age 8-6 years. In contrast, other studies indicate that phonological speech disorders are a 

significant risk factor (Dodd et al., 1995; Dodd, Russell, & Oerlemans, 1993; Larrivee & Catts, 1999; Lewis 

et al., 2000). 

Lewis, Freebairn and Taylor (2000) assessed students with moderate to severe phonological speech disorder 

at ages 4 to 6yrs and then again at ages 8 to10 yrs. Their findings, which confirmed previous research (Dodd 

et al., 1995), showed that  

1. Approximately 50% to 90% of young students with moderate to severe early phonological speech 

disorder (as opposed to 3% to 12% of the general population) go on to have difficulties in language 

or learning at school. 

2. Students with isolated phonological speech disorder as opposed to students with speech and 

language weakness 

a. Are no more likely than the normal population to have significant reading difficulties (4%). 

b. Are more likely to have spelling difficulties (30%) than reading difficulties, but their 

significant spelling difficulties are mild in comparison to those of students with co-occurring 

speech and language weakness. 

c. Have the same heritability rates as the normal population. 

d. May show language disorders at age 8 to10yrs that were not evident at younger ages (14%). 

e. Are weaker than students with speech and language weakness, on complex speech tasks 

(repetition of multisyllabic real and nonsense words, and tongue twisters) and phonological 

awareness tasks (elision and sound analysis).  

It is possible the characteristics of the particular phonological speech disorder may indicate more 

specifically which students are more at risk. In studies looking at students who had phonologically based 

speech difficulties when they were younger, Dodd et al (1995) grouped students into three categories:  

1. Delayed (with phonological error patterns normal but delayed). 

2. Consistent-disordered (disordered phonological error patterns used consistently). 

3. Inconsistent-disordered (disordered phonological error patterns used inconsistently).  

Their findings showed 
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1. The consistent group are at greater risk for severe literacy difficulties than delayed and inconsistent 

groups. 

2. The inconsistent group also have impaired literacy, particularly in spelling. 

3. Some delayed students also have delayed acquisition of written language. 

Telling parents of preschoolers that their student with phonological speech disorder is at-risk of literacy 

weakness is a rather negative practice, as the warning is stressful and may be unnecessary given that many 

students with speech difficulties do not have reading weakness. From a practitioner perspective, Dodd et 

al’s (1995) findings were exciting as this finding of different trajectories for delayed, consistent and 

inconsistent patterns of phonological speech disorder offered potential for reducing the number of students 

likely to be at-risk. I therefore reflected at length on these categories in my work with preschool students. 

Unfortunately, I found that, while these findings did explain the great literacy progress made by a very few 

students with extremely severe inconsistent speech difficulties, the majority of students showing the delayed 

pattern have gone on to experience reading and writing weakness, and do not reflect the prognosis 

suggested by Dodd et al. (1995). It therefore seems there is much more to be discovered on the linkage of 

speech development and difficulties to reading-accuracy development and difficulties. 

Patterns I have noticed during my decades of experience working with students with speech, language 

and/or literacy weakness are that:  

1. Students with phonological speech disorder may well develop reading difficulties. 

2. It is extremely difficult to identify which students with phonological speech disorder will and will 

not have literacy difficulties, prior to their commencing reading instruction. 

3. In older students, phonological speech weakness is often not obvious if tests using only single 

syllable words are used, but is revealed in complex tasks e.g., saying sentences containing 

multisyllabic words. 

4. Almost every school-aged student who attended my clinic with literacy difficulties  

a. Was never considered to have a speech or language difficulty. 

b. Evidences mild articulation difficulties reflecting poor phonological awareness development 

during conversational speech: 

i. Substituting [f] or [v] for [th] in the middle or end of words or in consonant blends 

(toofbrush, wif, free/three). 

ii. Mixing consonant sounds in multisyllabic words, e.g., hopsital, amblience, persketti. 

iii. Omitting less auditorily salient consonants, e.g., woof/wolf. 

 

4.3.2.5 Language weakness and reading-accuracy 

weakness 

Language difficulties, often termed ‘Specific Language Impairment’ in research literature, involve weakness 

in comprehension and/or expression including weakness in grammar and sentence structure (syntax), 

vocabulary and concept comprehension (semantics, morphology, pragmatics), and language expression. 

They are significantly associated with academic, social and emotional difficulties from school age (Taylor, 

2002; Tomblin et al., 2000). Recent studies of students from English speaking countries suggest that 

Specific Language Impairment is a chronic disorder, that early recovery may be illusory, and that literacy 

and language difficulties usually merge over time, such that oral and written language problems are 

evidenced in students who were previously considered to have outgrown their language problems (Nippold 
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& Schwarz, 2002). Whereas at various times in their development, students may score in the normal range 

on standardised tests, later assessments or assessments sensitive to complex and higher-level linguistic skills 

reveal continuing weakness (Catts, Fey et al., 2002; Gillon, 2000; Nippold & Schwarz, 2002).  

Interestingly, students with reading difficulties who have never been noted as having language weakness 

also show language difficulties by middle primary school particularly in their written language (Hooper, 

Swartz, Wakely, Kruif, & Montgomery, 2002). When Gillon and Dodd (1993) excluded students with 

histories of speech and language difficulties from their study of students with literacy learning disability, 

their subjects nonetheless had significant phonological, semantic and syntactic weakness. The relatively 

hidden nature of their language deficits is evidenced in the teachers of these students rating them as having 

good language skills.  

As discussed previously, longitudinal studies have repeatedly shown that language weakness in young 

students is strongly predictive of reading and writing difficulties, far more so than isolated phonological 

speech disorders without accompanying language weakness (Lewis et al., 2000; Roth et al., 2002). Such 

language weakness is however often accompanied by phonological speech weakness:  

1. Students with a preschool history of language plus phonological disorder perform more poorly on 

literacy measures in primary school, adolescence and adult life than students who had a history of 

phonological disorder alone  (Dodd et al., 1995).  

2. Approximately 3% to 28% of 6 year olds show co-occuring speech delay and language disorders 

(Shriberg, Tomblin, & McSweeny, 1998). 

3. An estimated 40% to 100% of students with early speech and language disorders have persistent 

language problems of varying degrees, and 50% to 75% of these students have academic difficulties 

(Lewis et al., 2000).  

4. Students with histories of early language disorders whose language skills had reportedly normalized 

by 52 months of age continued to have difficulty on measures of phonological processing and 

literacy, even into adolescence (Stothard, Snowling, Bishop, Chipchase, & Kaplan, 1998). 

Students with combinations of early phonology and language deficits appear to be clinically distinct from 

students with isolated expressive phonology disorders. In their longitudinal study comparing the 

development of students with speech-only disorders to students with speech-language disorders discussed 

above, Lewis, Freebairn and Taylor (2000) found that although groups did not differ in grade retention or 

mean grade at follow-up, the average age of the speech-language group was older than the speech-only 

group at follow-up, due to parents delaying enrolment of speech-language students. At follow-up (8-10 

years), the speech-language group showed 

1. Lower average SES. 

2. Lower Performance IQ level. 

3. Far greater rates of disorder than speech-only:  

a. Six times more articulation disorders (22%).  

b. Three times more language disorders (60%).  

c. Eleven times more reading-accuracy weakness (46%).  

d. Seven times more reading comprehension (29%. all students with reading comprehension 

weakness had reading-accuracy weakness). 

e. Only two times more spelling disorder, due to high rates of spelling weakness in speech-only 

students). 

f. Lower scores in both receptive and expressive language.  
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g. Lower literacy scores. 

h. Lower oral motor skills. 

i. Far greater heritability (46%). 

Approximately half of the group who had language difficulties at follow-up (46%) presented with both 

language and reading problems. Lewis and colleagues conclude from the strong links shown between 

language skills and literacy outcomes that  

1. Etiological factors contributing to reading disorders may be distinct from those contributing to 

isolated forms of early phonology disorders. 

2. Language disorders, as opposed to phonology disorders per se, may be primarily responsible for 

later emerging academic deficits.  

3. Language and reading disorders possibly stem from overlapping aetiologies. 

Similar to Gillon and Dodd (1993), Lewis et al. (2000) found students who had been identified as having 

specific reading disability but had no histories of a spoken language disorder, nonetheless performed 

significantly more poorly than good readers on tasks assessing phonological coding, and spoken syntactic 

and semantic abilities, and that their phonological coding ability was more impaired than their semantic and 

syntactic skills.  

When one ability is identified as being impaired, in-depth testing of other communication skills is likely to 

reveal associated impairments, providing possible evidence of a central phonological coding deficit and/or 

automisation weakness (Galletly, submitted-a). These weaknesses are often subtle, and may require fine-

grained assessments or groupings to reveal them, e.g., Mann (1984) found differences in Kindergarten 

syntactic comprehension only differentiated good vs. poor, but not average vs. poor first grade readers. 

Numerous studies have implicated the presence of multiple weak communication areas (Catts et al., 2001; 

Gillon & Dodd, 1993; National Research Council, 1998a; Roth et al., 2002). Vogel (1974) examining the 

syntactic skills of normal and dyslexic readers found the dyslexic students to be significantly deficient in 

oral syntax. Apthorp (1995), correlating pseudoword (pseudoword) repetition accuracy and reading, found 

older poor readers to have significantly more inaccurate speech production. As a practitioner, it is my 

experience that the vast majority of students who present for treatment of literacy disorder are found to have 

not had speech pathology intervention or been felt by families and teachers to have had speech-language 

difficulties, but assessment has then shown mild but definite difficulties in articulation, syntax, and less 

frequently, vocabulary and comprehension. The relation between language and literacy difficulties is 

undoubtedly highly complex. 

 

4.3.2.6 Changes in significance of speech, language and 

literacy relationships over time 

Aspects of spoken communication which impact on reading development and difficulties include speech, 

syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and oral narrative skills. While the precise nature of the relationship between 

oral language and early reading acquisition in normally developing students is yet to be fully specified, 

close scrutiny of language-literacy correlations shows the relationships are complex, often reflect 

nonspecific variance, and change over time. Scarborough (1998) studying the developmental path of Grade 

2 students with and without reading difficulties, showed that predictors of reading are likely to change 

depending on the time that independent and dependent measures are collected, and that the strongest 

predictors of later reading performance may differ for students with and without reading difficulties. Roth, 

Speece and Cooper (2002) suggest that apart from the relatively specified role of phonemic awareness, other 

aspects of oral language can be characterized only in general terms, with reading widely acknowledged as a 
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language-based skill, oral language deficits in preschool years increasing the likelihood of later literacy 

difficulties, and oral language shown to have varying degrees of importance to reading, depending on which 

variables have been controlled. Language factors are highly phonological and highly related to IQ scores, 

and both phonological awareness and verbal IQ scores contribute high levels of variance to reading 

achievement for English readers (Aaron, 1997; Catts & Hogan, 2003c; Jimenez et al., 2003; Siegel, 2003). It 

is thus likely that many high correlations between literacy and language aspects are contained within the 

variance offered by phonological awareness and verbal IQ. Established relationships include that 

1. Good phonological awareness is strongly associated with good reading-accuracy and thus good 

reading comprehension (National Research Council, 1998a; Shankweiler, Lundquist, Katz, Stuebing, 

& Fletcher, 1999). 

2. Semantics and syntax affect the speed with which unfamiliar words are read, i.e., words from 

readers’ spoken and listening vocabularies are more easily read. 

3. Ease of reading is supported by the grammatical function of words. 

In a longitudinal study of students from Grade 2 to Grade 6, for example, Hammill, Mather, Allen and 

Roberts (2002) used correlation, factor analysis, multiple regression, and predictive outcome analysis 

techniques to explore predictors of word identification. They found four skills had significant correlations 

with word recognition: phonology (r=.65), semantics (r=.62), grammar (r=.55), and rapid naming (r=.52). 

Phonology and rapid naming composites accounted for the most variance in students with weaker skills, 

while semantics accounted for the most variance in older readers. No correlations were high enough for the 

skills to be considered useful as predictors of young students at risk of reading weakness.  

7. Students’ levels of reading-accuracy of decontextualised single words, as measured by word 

identification time, determine the extent to which contextual information will be relied in recoding 

unfamiliar words (Perfetti, 1985; Stanovich, 1986).  Perfetti (1985) reported a relatively linear 

relationship between contextual facilitation and decontextualised word recognition time across a 

wide variety of conditions of word difficulty, visual degradation, and reading skill. Stanovich (1986 

p.370) comments  
For a given target word, in very easy materials (at or below the reading level of the less skilled readers), 

poor readers will show more contextual facilitation.... but as the material becomes more difficult, this 

difference will disappear, and eventually a level of difficulty will be reached where the better readers display 

larger facilitation affects because the prior text (which forms the context for the word currently being 

recognised) is simply too difficult for the poor readers to decode.   

8. While vocabulary and syntax predict reading skill, many studies have shown them to offer little or 

no additional variance once the contribution of phonological awareness is taken into account, i.e. 

the impact of syntax and vocabulary on reading acquisition may be through phonological awareness 

and intelligence. 

a. Catts, Fey, Zhang, and Tomblin (1999), found oral language accounted for 13.8% of unique 

variance in second-grade reading comprehension and 19.7% in word recognition., but once 

IQ was controlled, the amount of unique variance was reduced to 3.6% and 1.2%, 

respectively. 

b. Bryant, MacLean, Bradley and Crossland (1990) found that linguistic and metalinguistic 

predictors of early literacy accounting for significant unique variance in reading and spelling 

scores, became nonsignificant once IQ, SES and level of parent education were entered. 

c. Tunmer (1989) found syntactic weakness was related to reading failure through phonological 

recoding and listening comprehension, but not directly. He found Grade 1 phonological 

awareness influenced Grade 2 reading comprehension indirectly through Grade 2 
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phonological recoding, and that Grade 1 syntactic awareness influenced Grade 2 reading 

comprehension through phonological recoding and listening comprehension. 

9. The patterns of predictability of different phonological, speech, language and reading characteristics 

change over time as students mature and their skills develop. Phonological awareness and letter-

sound knowledge are strong predictors only when students are assessed before formal instruction. 

Because of ceiling effects once instruction starts, their power as predictors falls markedly:  

a. Catts, Fey, Tomblin and Zhang (2002), for example, suggest that, once students with learning 

difficulties begin formal reading instruction, the best predictor of reading outcome is likely to 

be initial reading achievement, with the best predictor of fourth-grade reading achievement 

being second-grade reading achievement, second-grade reading comprehension explaining 

about 57% of fourth-grade reading comprehension, and second-grade word recognition 

accounting for nearly 75% of fourth-grade word recognition. Once reading achievement was 

entered in the regression equation, second-grade grammar composite score accounted for 

only a small portion of the variance in reading comprehension (3.7%) with phonological 

awareness similarly accounting for little of the variance in word recognition (1.2%). 

b. In like manner, O'Shaughnessy & Swanson (2000) found the most significant mediator of 

growth in oral reading fluency in school aged students with reading-accuracy difficulties was 

students’ reading-accuracy levels at the start of their reading-accuracy intervention. 

 

4.3.3 Cognitive processing: Phonological aspects 
central to reading-accuracy processing 

Cognitive processing, conscious and unconscious inner processing integral to speaking, listening, reading, 

writing and learning, involves memory, attention and executive functioning. Some aspects of cognitive 

processing have limited phonological components, e.g., central attention management, isolated aspects of 

visual processing not integrated with language based thinking. Because the relationship of language, 

thought, and spoken or subvocalised words and word parts is so richly interwoven, most cognitive 

processing is so strongly phonological that, in considering language and literacy development and actioning, 

there is value in thinking of cognitive processing as phonological processing. In addition to effective 

phonological awareness and phonological representations, effective information processing within literacy 

tasks requires effective actioning of working memory, effective storage and retrieval of long-term 

memories, effective metacognitive management (executive functioning) of content, skills and processes, and 

effective central attention skills. It is common for at-risk students to show difficulties in many of these 

areas. 

Written English is a phonological code and phonological processing impact literacy learning directly 

through four avenues: phonological awareness, phonological working memory, phonological long-term 

memory and metacognitive actioning of phonological concepts within literacy tasks. It is likely that Wagner 

and Torgesen, in their seminal work on phonological processing (Wagner & Torgesen, 1987), were the first 

to draw attention away from phonological processing assumed as reading-accuracy phonological-awareness, 

to this much wider concept of cognitive processing as phonological processing, which paved the way for 

researchers to build understanding of  the interaction between processing and awareness in reading-accuracy 

development (S. Smith, D. C. Simmons, & E. J. Kameenui, 1998). I recall how profound I felt their 

conceptualisation was when I read it, and how reflecting on it helped many separate pieces of the cognitive 

processing-phonological-reading puzzle fall into place for me, such that I was able to confidently develop 

my own analogies for working memory, long-term memory, phonological awareness (Galletly, 1999a).  
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Phonological information is involved in all things we hear, say, read, or write. It is processed cognitively 

using mechanisms different to those that process visual and kinaesthetic information (Gathercole & 

Baddeley, 1993), such that it is perhaps valuable here to label working and long-term memory for 

processing of phonological information as ‘phonological working memory’ and ‘phonological long-term 

memory’. 

 

 

4.3.3.1 Phonological and phonemic awareness as 

central vs. peripheral variables  

Phonological and phonemic awareness will not be discussed at length here, as they have been considered at 

length in Chapter 3. As discussed there, characteristics of the relationships of phonological and phonemic 

awareness to reading-accuracy development seem to be impacted by many factors including 

1. Aspects of orthographic complexity, including level of transparency, and whether the extent to 

which this transparency is uni- or bi-directional.  

2. Phonological aspects of the spoken language mastered prior to learning to read, e.g., whether the 

spoken language strongly emphasises elements such as syllables, stress, onset-rime. 

It is possible that it is phonological representations, rather than phonological and phonemic awareness, 

which are integrally involved in reading-accuracy development. Crosslinguistic studies have established that 

phonemic awareness, as measured in those studies, has an accompanying rather than causal relationship to 

reading-accuracy development. It would seem that it remains to be elucidated whether there are any specific 

aspects of beginning phonemic awareness which are prerequisite to reading-accuracy development. As a 

practitioner, I would suspect that a minimal level of phoneme blending may be prerequisite to even 

transparent-orthography reading, and that a minimal level of phoneme identity and/or segmentation is 

prerequisite to spelling.  

There is still uncertainty as to whether phonological awareness is a prerequisite for reading-accuracy 

development. It would seem not to be a prerequisite for normal-progress readers of transparent 

orthographies (Jong & Leij, 1999; H. Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press; Wimmer & Hummer, 1990; Wimmer & 

Mayringer, 2002). While some studies are showing indicators suggesting that preschool phonological 

awareness is a significant variable for transparent-orthography at-risk readers (Ziegler & Goswami, in 

press), others are indicating that phonological awareness development is relatively unrelated to reading-

accuracy development in at-risk readers (Aro, Aro, Ahonen, Rasanen, & al, 1999; H. Lyytinen, Ahonen et 

al., in press). These latter studies are of Finnish at-risk readers, and it is possible this lack of relationship 

reflects the interaction of characteristics of a spoken language impacting reading-accuracy development. 

Until realising that phonemic awareness may not be a precursor of reading-accuracy development, I would 

have said that as a practitioner working for over 20 years with children with reading-accuracy difficulties, I 

had encountered almost no children whose only difficulty seemed to be lack of effective teaching, i.e., that 

virtually all children had difficulties which caused them to be at-risk readers, e.g., phonological awareness 

weakness, difficulty making and retrieving long-term memories of phonological/literacy concepts. I may 

have to revise this view in the light that reading-accuracy perhaps causes phonemic awareness development. 

Perhaps their phonemic awareness weakness was a symptom of delayed reading-accuracy development 

which indeed may have been from poor reading-accuracy instruction. (I still don’t really think this is likely, 

as most children showed subtle syllable and rhyme weakness (i.e., phonological awareness weakness) in 

addition to weakness in phonemic awareness.) 

Given that different studies are drawing different conclusions on this area, further research knowledge is 

needed before stronger conclusions can be made. It does seem possible that neither phonological nor 
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phonemic awareness are prerequisite of reading-accuracy development, but that phonological awareness 

may be a prerequisite of English-text reading-accuracy development (i.e., needed if the orthography being 

learned is complex). 

Professor Guiseppe Cossu is focussing strongly on elucidating the core prerequisites of reading-accuracy 

(Cossu, 1993, 1999a, 1999b, 2003, 2005; Cossu, Gugliotta, & Marshall, 1995; Cossu & Marshall, 1990; 

Cossu, Rossini, & Marshall, 1993; Paulesu et al., 2000). Using case study research, he is considering that 

core prerequisites are those for which no exceptions can be found. Using this method, he has shown strong 

evidence that intelligence, working memory, receptive and expressive language skills, and the ability to 

speak are not prerequisite to reading-accuracy, and that reading-accuracy and spelling development may 

develop independently of each other (Cossu, 1999a, 2005; Cossu et al., 1995; Cossu & Marshall, 1990), 

findings which are in agreement with those of researchers using other designs (Gathercole & Pickering, 

2000b; Jimenez et al., 2003). Cossu, Gugliotta, & Marshall (1995) found their population of children with 

Down Syndrome to have effective reading-accuracy without effective phonological and phonemic 

awareness, and this is highly compatible with Aro, Aro, Ahonen, Rasanen, & al’s (1999) finding that 

phonological and phonemic awareness were relatively unrelated to Finnish reading-accuracy development 

in at-risk readers. However, it is possible that Cossu et al’s (1995) Down Syndrome subjects’ phonemic 

awareness results were impacted by their skills in coping with the test formats (Cossu, 1993; Cossu et al., 

1993). Given that children with Down’s Syndrome require extensive practice to build new skills, they may 

not have mastered the task skills needed to show their phonemic awareness. Thus the children may have had 

phonemic awareness which was not measurable with the assessment tasks used.  

As a practitioner I have worked for several years with a girl with strong signs of auditory processing 

weakness and autism spectrum involvement, who is strongly hyperlexic, with reading-accuracy and spelling 

at close to age level, and language and reading comprehension at an approximately three year age level. 

When formally assessed, she was unable to do phonological and phonemic awareness tasks, yet could read 

and write pseudowords well, thus seemed to have good underlying phonological and phonemic awareness. 

When we explored her phonemic awareness skills with an aim of finding ways in which to reveal her skills, 

we found her phonemic awareness to be well-developed. With very poor skills in coping with unfamiliar 

tasks, it was necessary to provide lots of scaffolding and practice so the girl could do the task, or for us to 

find familiar actions through which her phonemic awareness skills could be revealed. It is possible that in 

order to establish definitively whether phonological and phonemic awareness are not prerequisite to both 

transparent-orthography and English-text reading-accuracy development 

1. Studies will have to be done not just using children’s results on selected measures but also using an 

hypotheses such as ‘What phonological and phonemic awareness characteristics are able to be 

revealed in the subject/s?’ 

2. For transparent-orthography subjects, mapping of multiple phonemic awareness measures may be 

needed to be done only days rather than weeks apart. In our discussions with Dr Mikko Aro (2005), 

he commented on recent findings that Finnish students make the same progress in ten weeks of 

schooling, that Scottish students make in two years of schooling. If this is the case, it would perhaps 

be advisable to measure transparent-orthography readers’ phonemic awareness at least twice weekly, 

before and during reading-accuracy development, while measuring English-text readers’ 

development at three- to four-weekly intervals. 

3. These studies should examine the phonological and phonemic awareness development of preferably 

deciles of students, in order to track the impact of phonological and phonemic awareness on reading-

accuracy development in the full range of student reading-accuracy progress.  

It would be interesting to revisit studies of reading development of Finnish readers using these tools. Aro 

and colleagues found that while phonological awareness skills did not predict Finnish at-risk readers reading 

progress, or the time at which they would start their rapid trajectory towards reading-accuracy mastery, 
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syllable-deletion and phoneme-identification skills were the phonological skills that most consistently 

preceded reading-accuracy development reading acquisition, i.e., they did not always precede reading-

accuracy progress but usually did (Aro, 2004; Aro et al., 1999). One skill being a syllable skill reflects 

characteristics of spoken Finnish: 

1. Finnish uses long words, consistent intonation (the first, third, fifth, etc. syllables are stressed), and 

open syllables with CV syllable structure.  

2. Syllable awareness skills would support phonemic recoding of long Finnish words - a 10 letter word 

would seem far more manageable when processed not into 10 sounds, but via sounds into 5 

syllables, the memory of which is strongly supported by Finnish’s regular intonation. 

The other skill being a phoneme-identity skill reflects growth in awareness of the units which need to be 

processed for phonemic recoding to be effective. Letter names or sounds (letter names are highly 

transparent), syllable awareness, and phoneme awareness would seem the key subskills of Finnish 

phonemic recoding, and it would be important to study the development of Finnish phonemic awareness as 

letter knowledge develops. The fact that the phonological skills did not predict the time of reading progress, 

and did not always precede reading-accuracy progress in the studies of Aro and colleagues suggests several 

alternative possibilities: 

1. That syllable and phoneme identity skills develop as a result of phonemic recoding, not as a 

precursor.   

2. That phonemic awareness built from letter knowledge combined with the physical act of phonemic 

recoding (it is possible to list the sounds of Finnish words without having achieved alphabetic 

insight) may be sufficient for many readers to master phonemic recoding, given that learning to read 

Finnish would seem to have ‘ride-a-bike’ characteristics of development (see Chapter 3), including a 

‘moment of mastery’ when skills are successfully integrated and reading-accuracy happens, such 

that students were not being able to do the skill prior to that point of time, and then were able to do it 

effectively from that point of time.  

3. That using an hypothesis of ‘What phonological and phonemic awareness characteristics are able to 

be revealed in the subject/s?’ may show that a subtle form of phoneme awareness and/or syllable 

awareness preceded reading progress. 

It will be interesting to learn the findings of current and future research in this area.  

 

4.3.3.2 Phonological working memory  

Phonological working memory is a finite capacity for storing and processing information (Baddeley, 2002; 

Carpenter, Miyake, & Just, 1995). Its efficiency correlates highly with achievement on language, literacy 

and other academic tasks, e.g., Gathercole and Pickering (2000b) found students’ working memory 

achievement was closely linked to their academic progress in early school years, and suggest working 

memory assessments may be useful screeners for students at-risk of learning difficulties. It is common for 

English-text students with continuing reading difficulties despite good instruction to have significant 

difficulties becoming automatic at literacy skills and subskills. They show weakness in working memory 

capacity, efficiency, central executive functioning and skill automisation:  

Baddeley and Hitch proposed a powerful model of working memory in 1974, which has largely stood the 

test of time (Baddeley, 1999; Baddeley & Andrade, 2000; Baddeley, Chincotta, & Adlam, 2001; Baddeley, 

Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998; Baddeley & Hitch, 1994; Cheung, Kemper, & Leung, 2000; Cocchini, Logie, 

Sala, MacPherson, & Baddeley, 2002; Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993). It had three components:  

1. The phonological loop, for rehearsal and recall of phonological information, and 
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2. the visuo-spatial sketchpad, for processing of visual-kinaesthetic information,  

with both these being slave systems of  

3. the Central Executive, which at that stage was largely considered a homunculus of metacognitive 

functioning, and is now considered an attentional system. 

Baddeley (2002) has now added a fourth component to the model,  

4. the episodic buffer, a storage system which is episodic in its holding integrated episodes or scenes, 

and a buffer in providing a limited capacity interface between systems using different codes. 

Research for many years focussed on short-term memory, usually measured in recalling lists of information. 

Short-term memory now is considered to equate to the phonological loop, the storage component of 

working memory. The loop has a key role in vocabulary development, through holding new words in 

memory for processing (Baddeley, 2002).  

When Just and Carpenter (1992) introduced their powerful conception of working memory as a finite 

capacity for not just storage of information, but also processing of that information, attention turned from 

short-term memory to working memory and the ongoing trade-off between storage and processing that 

occurs in the presence of high cognitive load. They introduced the now widely used span tasks, which 

impose multiple task demands on subjects by requiring them to maintain memory of lists of items (e.g., 

words, numbers) while simultaneously performing other tasks (e.g., reading sentences and answering simple 

comprehension questions). By manipulating the variables of storage and processing, researchers have been 

able to explore the functions of single aspects of working memory (e.g., processing speed, span length). A 

range of span tasks, (e.g. listening span, counting span, arithmetic span, mental/spatial rotation span, 

reading span), have been developed to explore different aspects of cognition (Miyake, 2001). It seems likely 

that span tasks have gained popularity as useful assessment tools due to their compatibility with Baddeley 

and Hitch’s (1974) notion of working memory emphasising simultaneous processing and storage, accepted 

as characterising the demands of complex cognitive tasks (e.g., language comprehension, mental arithmetic, 

reasoning, problem solving), and due to their being better predictors of performance on complex cognitive 

tasks than their storage-oriented short-term memory counterparts.  

There are many issues remaining to be resolved in working memory research, including (Miyake, 2001) 

1. The specifics of functioning of working memory and long-term memory components and 

processing. 

2. The role of domain-general and domain-specific aspects of working memory functioning. 

3. Whether working memory is a separate entity or simply temporary activation of long-term memory. 

4. Which of the currently popular models of working memory are most supported by future research 

findings: 

a. Working memory as a resource-sharing entity (Baddeley, 2002; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; 

Barrouillet & Camos, 2001; Carpenter et al., 1995; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Just & Varma, 

2002). 

b. Working memory as controlled attention (Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999; Kane 

& Engle, 2000; Tuholski, Engle, & Baylis, 2001)  

c. Working memory as task-switching between storage and processing components (Hitch, 

Towse, & Hutton, 2001; Towse, Hitch, & Hutton, 2000; Towse, Hitch, & Hutton, 2002). 

d. Inhibition-based accounts, wherein the notion of a finite amount of capacity is replaced by 

one’s ability to inhibit irrelevant information that interferes with current processing 

(Chiappe, Hasher, & Siegel, 2000; Passolunghi, Cornoldi, & De Liberto, 1999; Passolunghi 

& Siegel, 2001). 

http://gateway2.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi#54#54
http://gateway2.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi#54#54
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e. Interactive models incorporating phonological awareness, working memory and long-term 

memory (MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002). 

 

 

4.3.3.2.1 Working memory and intelligence 

Performance on working memory span tasks has been shown to be associated with performance on a wide 

range of tasks. Weismer, Evans and Hesketh (1999) discuss the high correlation of working memory with 

intelligence and achievement measures, including  

1. Student achievement levels in reading recognition and comprehension, and verbal language 

comprehension. 

2. Adult achievement levels in reading and listening comprehension, and the verbal Scholastic 

Aptitude Test (SAT). 

Because of this there are often suggestions that working memory can be considered as equivalent to 

cognitive intelligence (IQ), e.g., Miyake (2001) comments that many consider working memory span as 

equivalent to a measure of general intelligence with an advantage of being testable using material less 

influenced by earlier academic experience. Miyake summarises findings of strong association between span 

measures and cognitive abilities, with different span tasks shown to effectively predict various cognitive 

abilities, including spatial ability, reasoning ability, general fluid intelligence, and academic achievement.  

While equating working memory to cognitive intelligence has a pleasant simplicity to it, there seem strong 

reasons not to extrapolate the strong association of working memory with other factors into equivalencies, 

and to keep working memory strongly separate from intelligence and other cognitive skills. The equivalence 

notion limits the power that consideration of separate cognitive factors has both in supporting individual 

students and in better understanding the complexities of intelligences and working memory. Swanson and 

Howell (2001) similarly emphasise the nonredundance of measures and aspects of cognitive processing, i.e., 

that the rather direct linkage between increase in working memory span and increase in cognitive factors 

such as intelligence does not mean one equates to the other, but simply that they relate, with significant 

differences in addition to significant relatedness, and separate and different developmental pathways. In 

their study of fluent 9 and 14 yr old readers, they found working memory and short-term memory to 

similarly contribute both shared and unique variance to processing achievement.  

As a practitioner, I am unable to accept this idea of equivalence, particularly given the number of children I 

have worked with who ‘fail’ IQ tests, and are diagnosed as intellectually disabled, despite obvious normal 

functioning in most areas of life functioning. Rather than the strong linkage of working memory and scores 

on standardised test batteries of IQ being an indicator of working memory and intelligence being equivalent, 

it seems equally an indicator that working memory is insufficiently controlled for in tests of intelligence, 

particularly given that students’ linguistic processing is strongly impacted by pressures on processing time, 

and ambiguity in tasks and instructions (Weismer et al, 1999). For students with working memory 

weakness, their results on IQ subtests are thus not so much measures of their ability on the tasks involved, 

as measures of their fluctuating working memory efficiency.  

 

4.3.3.2.2 Age changes in working memory 

Cognitive processing seems to significantly interact with individual difference factors such as age and 

maturity, with many relationships changing as students age. Short-term memory is present in students from 

at least 2 years of age, with Gathercole and Adams (1993) finding scores on digit span, pseudoword 

repetition, and word repetition showed reliable associations with each other and also with performance on 
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vocabulary knowledge and articulation rate. While several studies have shown short term memory skill to 

predict reading-accuracy in early readers, studies of older fluent readers (9yrs vs. 14yrs), have shown 

articulation speed and short-term memory to be no more important than verbal and visual-spatial working 

memory in mediating age-related increases in working memory and reading i.e. all these skills contribute to 

age changes but none is particularly dominant (Swanson & Howell, 2001). 

4.3.3.2.2.1 Interactions between working memory, age 
and orthographic complexity 

In seeking directions towards improved Australian reading-accuracy instruction, it is useful to reflect on the 

interaction of  

1. Age changes in working memory efficiency, 

2. Orthographic complexity, and 

3. Age of commencing school. 

4. Boys and their higher prevalence of auditory processing, and attention difficulties. 

I was unable to find reading research investigating the impact of age of school commencement on reading-

accuracy development. As a practitioner, it is my impression that many at-risk readers, usually boys and 

children with speech-language difficulties, are somewhat immature at age 5 years when commencing Year 1 

in Australia. With the findings of crosslinguistic studies showing that English is very hard to learn to read, 

and makes high demands on working memory, it would seem possible for there to be an interaction of 

school-commencement age and orthographic complexity, particularly given that working memory increases 

as children age (K. S. Rowe & Rowe, 2004; Swanson, Mink, & Bocian, 1999). It is somewhat difficult to 

test this theory, as children in almost all transparent-orthography countries start school at age 6 or 7 years. 

Researchers who we met with in countries with older commencement ages, were of the opinion that early 

age of school commencement would almost certainly be a factor in English-text reading-accuracy 

difficulties, while English researchers who we asked, seemed not to have thought about the issue, or to 

consider that it is more important for English-text readers to start early, because it is so much harder to learn 

to read English. It would seem logical that disadvantage through English orthographic complexity would 

interact with low working memory and factors such as boy’s likely lower auditory processing and attention 

skills (K. J. Rowe & Rowe, 2002; K. S. Rowe & Rowe, 2004).  

Two countries where children do learn to read at younger ages are Wales where children start reading-

accuracy instruction at age 5, and Estonia, where children learn to read in Kindergarten, when they are age 

6, a year younger than most transparent-orthography countries commence reading-accuracy instruction. 

From our observations, there do seem indicators that while Welsh children learn to read more quickly than 

their English peers, they are somewhat slower to learn to read than Finnish and Estonian readers. Observing 

beginning Welsh readers, one is impressed with Welsh having high cognitive load, and children carefully 

decoding unfamiliar words. Welsh words are long, and contain many vowel combinations, all of which can 

be decoded by blending the sounds of the individual vowel graphs, and it seems likely that blending vowels 

may be more challenging than blending consonants. Additionally while it is highly transparent, Welsh is not 

as transparent as Finnish. Early reading of Finnish words also has very high cognitive load because words 

are very long, but this does not seem to create problems, even in beginning readers (Aro, 2004). Although 

Finnish orthography is almost completely transparent for reading and spelling and has a very simple CV 

structure and no consonant blends, many words are very long, often over 12 letters (6 syllables), and up to 

26 letters (13 syllables) in length.  

There thus seem some indicators that working memory load is an issue in Welsh readers but not in Finnish 

readers. It would seem possible, with Finnish beginning readers being two years older than Welsh beginning 

readers, that age-level differences in working memory skills are causing significant impact on the young 

Welsh readers.  
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It would be very valuable to compare Welsh 5 year olds’ reading development with that of Estonian 6 year 

olds and Finnish 7 year olds: 

1. To investigate whether the Finnish trait of being able to remember the moment one learned to read, 

or notice the moment at which a child learned to read, occurs in Welsh and Estonian readers.  

a. If working-memory age differences are a factor, this memorable moment may not occur in 

younger readers, i.e., the advantage of high Welsh transparency may be offset by weaker 

working memory skills at age 5 yrs.  

b. It is of course, a very strong possibility that difficulty remembering events from when one is 

aged 5 years as opposed to 7 years, may be too strong a factor. (An informal investigation I 

did with 3rd year teacher trainees as naïve subjects as part of their skill-development in 

writing a reflective journal, showed many could remember the moment they learned to swim 

and/or ride a bike (often at age 5 years or younger), but that none could remember a moment 

when they learned to read.) 

2. To compare rates of reading-accuracy development in these transparent-orthography beginning 

readers of different ages. 

a. To include a range of measures of working memory and processing efficiency in these 

investigations. 

It is possible there may also be groups of children with English as their first language who commence 

school and reading-accuracy instruction at age 7years. If so, it would be valuable to compare reading-

accuracy development in these students to the reading-accuracy development of Australian children aged 5 

years. 

If lower working memory efficiency at age 5 years is found to significantly affect transparent-orthography 

reading-accuracy development, it will be advisable to examine the impact of this low level of working 

memory efficiency on Australian readers, as it is possible the interaction of working memory efficiency, age 

of school entry, and English orthographic complexity may be significantly impeding the progress of some 

groups of at-risk readers. One possibility would be to decrease the age of school entry. An alternate option, 

which would be my preference, would be to tailor reading instruction according to individual children’s 

instructional needs. 

 

4.3.3.2.3 Working memory and language development 

Numerous studies emphasise the different functions of short-term and working memory. In their study of 

working memory in 6 and 7 year old students, Gathercole and Pickering (2000a)  found central executive 

performance shared significant unique links to skill in vocabulary, literacy, and arithmetic domains, whereas 

the phonological loop scores shared specific associations only with vocabulary knowledge. Daneman and 

Merikle's (1996) meta-analysis of 77 previously published studies, showing a moderate correlation (0.41) 

between reading span (working memory) and reading comprehension in contrast to a negligible correlation 

(0.14) between digit span (short-term memory) and reading comprehension. Baddeley, Gathercole and 

Papagno (1998) conclude from their review of the literature suggest that  short-term memory equates to the 

phonological loop, whose primary purpose is to store unfamiliar sound patterns while more permanent 

memory records are being constructed. They suggest that the loop (short-term memory) plays a crucial role 

in learning the novel phonological forms of new words e.g., for students acquiring their first language and 

adults acquiring a second language. They felt that despite the loop (and short-term memory) having 

traditionally been considered as memory of sequenced information, its use in retaining sequences of familiar 

words is distinctly secondary to its role in vocabulary building.  

http://gateway2.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi#61#61
http://gateway2.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi#61#61
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Working memory and language functioning are intricately related, and successful language comprehension 

and expression depend on ability to actively maintain and integrate linguistic material in working memory, 

with trade-offs occurring within and across language domains as demands reach the limits of resources 

(Weismer et al., 1999). Weismer et al. review evidence of linguistic interactions and trade-offs, including 

1. Higher semantic complexity is used in shorter utterances as opposed to longer utterances during 

early stages of development. 

2. Increased naming errors occur during rapid growth in productive vocabulary and increased rates of 

speaking in young students. 

3. Declines in speed and accuracy occur in adult linguistic processing as cognitive load is increased. 

4. Linguistic processing is significantly of constraints on processing time, degree of lexical ambiguity, 

and degree of syntactic complexity or ambiguity.  

5. Working-memory efficiency is directly related to  

a. Acquired vocabulary at age 5 years. 

b. Ability to learn new words. 

c. Comprehension of syntactically complex sentences. 

d. Comprehension of ambiguous passages. 

e. Ability to draw inferences. 

From their review of the literature, Weismer et al. (1999) conclude that students with expressive and and/or 

receptive language difficulties have reduced phonological storage capacity, and that deficits in pseudoword 

repetition provide a phenotypic marker of developmental language impairment. It would be interesting to 

see this measure used in longitudinal studies to see if it predicts reading-accuracy as well as language 

weakness. 

 

4.3.3.3 Personal experience with cognitive processing 

weakness  

I have phonological processing weakness as a result of a mild head injury in 1993. I see its expression in 

many aspects of cognitive processing: 

1. Auditory processing skills such as auditory figure-ground (listening against background noise). I 

notice that I have difficulty understanding complex new material if I or someone else reads it aloud. 

When assessing a highly intelligent 18 year old with reading difficulties recently, his comment 

encapsulated this notion: ‘This is a contradiction in terms. How can you ask me questions to check 

how well I understand what I’ve read, when I have to read it aloud? I can’t understand what I read 

when I read aloud.’ 

2. Short-term memory weakness, when retaining nonmeaningful information correctly without other 

memory supports, e.g., lists of numbers, directions, instructions on things I’m not skilled on, e.g., 

computer sequences, quotes which I read from a page then have to remember exactly, while typing.  

3. Working memory weakness, more with storage (short-term memory) than processing. 

4. Long-term memory weakness, storage and retrieval of information. Once I had started thinking 

about possible head injury (two years after a car accident) I recognised the extent of my memory 

difficulties prior to diagnosis of a head injury when I went to read some articles for my Masters 
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studies, and found from pencil marks and notes all through them that I had thoroughly read them, 

but had no recollection of having done so or of their content. 

5. Reading comprehension weakness when reading complex material. 

I do not seem to have difficulty with metacognition (executive functioning) and, now knowing my strengths 

and weaknesses, use strategies to compensate, e.g., focussing strongly when reading new information, 

rereading texts containing ideas which are very new, making summaries, and using computer databases to 

retrieve information. My difficulties are those all adults are familiar with, only to a greater extent. I have a 

report from a neuropsychologist which in essence says ‘highly intelligent woman, significant difficulties 

with working memory and new learning, will not be able to do more than the part time work she is doing 

now (I was seeing six to ten speech pathology clients per week)’. This report has doubtless spurred me 

onwards in my studies, life and work. 

 

4.3.3.4 Complex tasks, automisation weakness and 

working memory functioning 

Many phonological, literacy and language weaknesses are not revealed in simple tasks but are evident when 

subjects are engaged in complex tasks  i.e., are working with working memory functioning stressed by 

cognitive load (Gillon & Dodd, 1993; Lewis et al., 2000):  

1. Speech difficulties may not be noted in single syllable words, but are evident when multisyllabic 

words are said e.g., psketti-spaghetti.). 

2. Complex phonological tasks predict reading success more than simple tasks do. 

3. Words whose spelling is not quite fluent are often spelled correctly when just the single word is 

written, but spelled incorrectly in writing of longer passages. 

4. Complex sentences, spoken and written, contain more errors than simple sentences.   

The influence of complex tasks has been noted in diverse areas such as visual functioning (Evans, 2001; 

Howell & Peachey, 1990), language and literacy functioning (Catts, Gillispie et al., 2002; Gillon & Dodd, 

1993; Lewis et al., 2000), attention allocation (Barkley, 1997; Breier, Gray, Klaas, Fletcher, & Foorman, 

2002), motor functioning and balance (Breier et al., 2002; Catts, Gillispie et al., 2002; Evans, 2001; Fawcett 

& Nicholson, 2001; Fawcett, Nicholson, & Maclagan, 2001; Gillon & Dodd, 1993; Howell & Peachey, 

1990; Lewis et al., 2000; Stein et al., 2001) 

Complex tasks usually have multiple subskill components. If subskills are not automatic, they use more 

processing effort, thus individually providing higher cognitive load. In at-risk students, this collective high-

load of multiple nonautomatic subskills increases the likelihood of cognitive overload, failure on the task 

due to insufficient processing capacity. The level of complexity that constitutes a complex task varies 

according to a range of influences. At a practical level, the level of complexity defining a task as complex 

depends on one’s level of stress at the time. When the pressure is on, we find even simple tasks bewildering. 

I noticed myself recently, under the stress of a presentation handout to print out before shortly catching a 

plane, making many errors collating pages, a task I would do effortlessly at other times. Influences affecting 

task load and overload are likely to include: 

1. How many subskills are in the task. 

2. How automatic one is at the fulltask and at each subskill. 

3. Whether a particular subskill is requiring conscious thought e.g., written expression when the 

teacher has announced that today’s rewards will be for powerful vocabulary words used. 
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4. Affect, attention and motivation variables. 

5. One’s usual level of self-identity and confidence or learned helplessness when working on that 

subject area. 

6. Specific-episode affect (the stresses impacting each individual student in a particular moment of a 

learning episode.  

Capacity temporarily reduced by issues such as affect may cause a student to make unexpected errors on a 

relatively manageable task. It may be reduced by distraction (with working memory thus allocated to that 

distraction), or perhaps embarrassment, e.g. a significant peer may be about to hear the student’s reading 

weakness for the first time today. Students with good language skills and significant reading comprehension 

weakness are usually experiencing cognitive overload reflecting the competing demands of accuracy and 

comprehension skill; they have insufficient capacity to both work out the words and monitor the message 

those words are conveying.  

Whereas for several decades, research has focussed on phonological awareness as the central skill 

differentiating poor and successful readers, recent studies are establishing the equal importance of 

automisation weakness in differentiating these students (Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001). Smith et al. (1998 

p.89) comment 

Evidence is converging to establish that coding and automaticity are as necessary as 

phonological awareness and alphabetic understanding to reading acquisition. Coding 

involves translating stimuli from one form or another (e.g., from auditory to written or from 

written to auditory), whereas automaticity has to do with the quality (i.e., fluency) of the 

response, or the quality of coding. 

While phonological awareness is acknowledged as a primary cause of English-text literacy weakness, 

numerous studies are focussing on rapid automised naming (RAN) of sequences of letters, colours, shapes 

and/or common objects, as a further primary cause of reading disability (Wolf, Bowers, & Biddle, 2000). 

RAN is being emphasised as a phonological skill, with deficiencies in this visual naming speed suggested as 

reflecting impairments in rapidly accessing and retrieving phonological representations. This exclusive focus 

on RAN may be somewhat premature.  

As discussed elsewhere (Galletly, submitted-a), it seems highly likely that RAN is but a window onto 

working memory efficiency revealing efficiency of retrieval of long-term memories (the name of the item) 

and efficiency of processing (how quickly naming is actioned), Rather than being a primary weakness 

however, it is possible that RAN weakness is but one expression of a generalised processing-speed deficit 

(Catts, Gillispie et al., 2002; Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001; Stein et al., 2001). It would be logical for this 

generalised processing-speed deficit to be strongly linked to broad automisation weakness, affecting diverse 

processing areas such as visual, social, motor, language and literacy skills. Fawcett and Nicholson (2001) 

propose an automisation deficit whereby, separate from phonological deficits, many students have 

significant difficulty becoming automatic in any skill, whether cognitive or motor. Their cerebellar deficit 

hypothesis suggests that, due to disordered co-ordination functions in the cerebellum, dyslexic students have 

difficulty becoming expert in skills, both cognitive and motor, and thus have problems developing fluency in 

any skills which require large amounts of practice for expertise to be developed. This broad automisation 

weakness may be one basis of high co-occurrence of different areas of weakness in school-age students with 

reading difficulties (Stein et al., 2001 p.66): 

Reading problems are often found in students who have other diagnoses.  So developmental 

dyslexia overlaps ... specific language impairment... attention deficit disorder...Asperger's 

syndrome and autism….often the diagnosis students end up with is really just a consequence 

of the kind of specialist they first happened to be referred to. 

It seems likely that Fawcett and Nicholson’s automisation deficit theory explains many aspects of low 

functioning associated with reading-accuracy difficulties. It does not provide answers to many other 
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questions about dyslexia and reading-accuracy difficulties, such as why dyslexics do develop impressive 

expertise in many areas (Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001), e.g., some dyslexic students I have worked with have 

competed in sporting national titles on table tennis and horse riding, yet have major difficulty becoming 

fluent in handwriting, phonemic awareness and reading-accuracy.  

As a practitioner, I have worked with many students with co-occurring weaknesses in speech-language, 

literacy, co-ordination, visual-processing, and even social-processing, with these deficits occurring mostly 

in situations of complex processing. I believe the ‘double-deficit’ of reading-accuracy development is less 

likely to be of RAN and phonological awareness (Wolf, Bowers et al., 2000), and more likely to be of broad 

automising and phonological awareness (Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001). Indeed future research elucidating 

the role of phonological awareness in reading-accuracy development of all deciles of students may show it 

not to be a double deficit and simply a single deficit, automisation weakness, with phonological awareness 

one expression of this weakness. 

Research investigating RAN-deficit vs. automisation-deficit is parallel in many ways to the research 

investigating domain-specific vs. domain-general function of working memory. With working memory 

showing evidence of having aspects of both domain specificity and domain generality, it seems likely that 

RAN-deficit and automisation-deficit will be found to be similarly overlapping. These questions on working 

memory overlaps may prove to be similar to questions of phonological representations underlying both 

reading-accuracy and language comprehension. At present, much remains to be revealed in this area. Using 

a pragmatic focus, it seems useful to leave research on these areas to those already deeply investigating the 

specifics of working memory and cognitive processing function, and to focus more on where these issues 

impact reading-accuracy development, seen in  

1. At-risk English-text students needing very extensive practice to develop efficient reading skills. 

2. Weak readers of highly regular European orthographies being characterised by ceiling level reading-

accuracy and phonemic awareness but very slow reading speed (Goswami, 2002). 

3. The impact of orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy development and cognitive processing 

efficiency, given that there seem such major differences in reading-accuracy development of 

English-text vs. transparent-orthography readers of all deciles.  

4. The widespread need for complex tasks, rather than simple tasks, to expose weaknesses in different 

diagnostic categories (Galletly, submitted-a). 

It seems likely that there will be increased emphasis on the role of processing speed in reading-accuracy 

development and difficulties, e.g., Juel and colleagues in their study of over 1600 children found working 

memory, processing speed and phonological awareness to be significant aspects of delayed reading 

development (Bucuvalas & Juel, 2002). It would seem useful to include measures of processing speed and 

efficiency in Australian studies of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

 

4.3.3.5 Metacognition 

Students with language, literacy and/or auditory processing weakness frequently show working and long-

term memory inefficiency and metacognitive weakness, and tasks involving metacognition effectively 

distinguish these students from normal achievers (Hooper et al., 2002). Such weakness is often more evident 

in complex tasks, i.e. during high cognitive load (Galletly, 1999a, submitted-a, submitted-b). 

Metacognition, one’s ability to monitor, regulate and evaluate learning and performance, involves skills 

stored in long-term memory and actioned within phonological working memory as the aspect of working 

memory termed the Central Executive (Baddeley, 2002; Hooper et al., 2002). Central executive 

metacognitive actioning is controlled by the learner, consciously or unconsciously, and uses working 

memory capacity in being enacted (Gagne, Yekovich, & Yekovich, 1993; Mercer, 1991). Metacognitive 
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skills include selection of appropriate long-term memory content, content organisation skills, task 

organisation and actioning skills, and selection and management of attentional focus, and self-to-task 

awareness skills (Hooper et al., 2002). Different writers seem to use the terms metacognition, central 

executive and executive processing synonymously (Baddeley, 2002; Dickson, Collins, Simmons, & 

Kameenui, 1998; Hooper et al., 2002).  

From an automisation-deficit perspective, metacognition can be considered the ultimate of complex tasks, 

as metacognitive reflection and actioning requires students to call on a multiplicity of conceptual, 

procedural, and conditional knowledges and integrate them (Hooper et al., 2002). The number of subskills 

involved is therefore extremely large, given that, for at-risk students, many if not most of these subskills are 

not fully automatised. This creates massive cognitive load. It is thus not surprising that such students show 

metacognitive weakness, and that mnemonic strategies that break complex tasks down into familiar routines 

are powerful instructional supports for these students. Whilst from cognitive perspectives metacognition is 

often placed as an aspect of cognitive processing, from behavioural perspectives it seems a separate entity 

using cognitive processing in different content areas. 

There is surprisingly little research on metacognition and reading-accuracy. Database searches using key 

words relating to metacognition and strategy-use invariably retrieved large numbers of articles on building 

strategies to support reading comprehension and written expression, but none on reading-accuracy. Dickson, 

Collins, Simmons and Kameenui’s (1998) review of research bases on metacognitive strategies, for 

example, is totally focussed on reading comprehension with no discussion of reading-accuracy, a balance 

which is at odds with the balance of other chapter’s in that worthy review of reading research.  

This emphasis of metacognition theory and research being on reading-comprehension and not reading-

accuracy seems based in current thinking of reading researchers that reading-accuracy as bottom-up and 

best supported by ‘direct instruction’ while reading comprehension is top-down and best supported by 

strategy instruction.  This instructional balance seems highly inappropriate, particularly when one considers 

the evidence of crosslinguistic studies of reading-accuracy development and the strong likelihood that task 

complexity (high cognitive load) is at the basis of English-text delayed development and difficulties in 

reading-accuracy. With reading-accuracy a complex task, there are strong needs for effective metacognition 

and strategy use in reading-accuracy instruction (Knight & Galletly, In press).  

As a practitioner I use metacognitive instruction involving discussions and contracts to build students’ 

understanding of how they learn differently (aspects of working memory, long-term memory, phonological 

awareness, automaticity, affect, etc) and how to maximise their learning effectiveness, and additionally to 

build their metacognitive management of reading-accuracy strategies when confronted with unfamiliar 

words (Galletly, 1999c, 2001, 2003a). This view seems strongly supported by the findings of Swanson and 

colleagues’ meta-analyses investigating optimal instruction of students with learning disabilities, which 

strongly support a combination of direct and strategy instruction (Swanson & Deshler, 2003; Swanson, 

Hoskyn, & Lee, 1999) not just for reading comprehension instruction but also for reading-accuracy 

instruction.  

 

4.3.3.6 Working memory, long-term memory and 

phonological interactiveness 

Effective literacy learning and actioning relates directly to effectiveness of storage and retrieval of long-

term memories. When learning occurs, memories are stored in memory schemas (files), the strength of 

which relates directly to the strength of neural representations (phonological, semantic, orthographic, 

syntactic, etc) that have been made. When effective actioning (reading and writing) occurs, memory 

schemas are effectively retrieved, e.g. in reading cat, we retrieve that schema and activate it.  
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Working-memory effectiveness and long-term memory effectiveness go hand in hand. Students with 

cognitive overload or capacity reduced by anxiety make weak memory schemas, which are then poorly 

activated. It is extremely common for students with weak phonological awareness to have accompanying 

weakness in phonological working memory and phonological long-term memory, and additionally, the 

metacognitive weakness discussed in the next section. In research and in models of working memory, the 

boundaries of working memory and long-term memory are blurring. Consideration of the processing 

students do in reading-accuracy tasks shows working memory is certainly not discrete from long-term 

memory. A beginning reader successfully recoding the word splash may need to store some aspects of the 

operation while focussing on others. Initially focussing on the three consonant letters, the student might 

sound them singly then realise they are a familiar consonant blend. That unit will be stored while the student 

focuses on the vowel, deliberating on which sound that vowel says, as the sounds of /a/ and /u/ tend to be 

tricky. Deciding on the vowel sound the student moves to the final digraph, perhaps sounding them singly 

before remembering they say the [sh] sound. Retrieving the initial consonant blend sound and vowel sound 

back into active working memory, the student then recodes the whole word.  

Researchers have addressed the interaction of working memory and long-term memory in various ways, 

e.g.,  Ericsson & Kintsch (1995) use a concept of long-term working memory, and the original Baddeley 

and Hitch three-part model of working memory now has its fourth component, the episodic buffer 

(Baddeley, 2002).  

It is likely that phonological representations, awareness, working memory and long-term memory are more 

part of a connectionist framework than discrete functions with neurally discrete locations (MacDonald & 

Christiansen, 2002). It is generally considered that memories of verbal and language information (sounds, 

words, sentences, ideas) are established as phonological representations, with strong effective phonological 

representations established in effective learning and weak representations made in ineffective learning. The 

phonological nature of working memory processing and the importance of phonological representations in 

working of the phonological loop are seen in several well-established learning characteristics used by 

working memory researchers (Baddeley, 2002; Swanson & Howell, 2001): 

1. Articulation speed as measure of rapid activation of phonological codes: Working memory span 

increases as a function of age because older students can articulate items more rapidly at recall than 

can younger students. 

2. Pseudoword repetition: Lists of unfamiliar words or pseudowords are harder to remember than real 

words. Weakness in pseudoword repetition is strongly associated with language and literacy 

weakness, and to have very high heritability. Such weakness is indicative of phonological loop 

inefficiency as evidenced by failure to form sufficiently strong phonological representations of those 

words.  

3. The phonological similarity effect (Copeland & Radvansky, 2001; MacAndrew, Klatzky, Fiez, 

McClelland, & Becker, 2002): Immediate serial recall of lists of similar sounding items (e.g., letters 

with rhyming names: B, V, G, T, C, D) is significantly poorer than recall of dissimilar items (e.g., 

letters with nonrhyming names: F, K, Y, W, M, R). The impact of phonological similarity is in 

contrast to similarity of meaning, which has little effect on the loop’s activities (immediate serial 

recall). In contexts beyond the loop, e.g., multi-trial long-term learning of 10-item sequences 

involving the episodic buffer, semantic similarity is significantly more powerful than phonological 

coding. 

4. Articulatory suppression: Verbalising irrelevant information, e.g., repeatedly saying the word the, 

while doing processing tasks reduces the effectiveness of memory making. The presentation of 

irrelevant auditory material that subjects are instructed to ignore also interferes with immediate 

serial verbal memory.  I think this is the weakness I have with unfamiliar material being read aloud 

while I’m trying to understand the content of a passage.  
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5. Articulatory rehearsal: The phonological store is refreshed through subvocal rehearsal of its 

contents, sometimes conscious (when reciting a phone number while looking for a pen), and usually 

unconscious. Rehearsal reflects central control of speech not physical capacity to articulate. 

Neurological patients lacking peripheral control of speech musculature are thus still able to rehearse, 

while those lacking capacity to construct central speech-motor programming are unable to do so. 

6. The word length effect: The word length (number of syllables) of items to be recalled directly 

impacts the number of items that can be recalled: the longer the words (and thus the longer it takes 

to say the words), the shorter the list recalled. The word length effect reflects the rehearsal 

component of the loop, with the effect not present if rehearsal is prevented by articulatory 

suppression. 

This interactiveness is seen in diverse research findings, e.g., Tractenberg (2002), studying adults with and 

without reading disabilities, and adults with profound hearing impairment, all with average Performance IQ, 

found both reading and hearing disability groups had lower phonological awareness than the control group, 

but only the RD group also exhibited deficits in other skills, including verbal short-term memory, 

morphological awareness, and speeded written naming, and suggests that interacting processes of memory 

and phonological awareness contribute to determining reading achievement. In Australia, evidence of this 

phonological interactiveness is seen in Rowe and Rowe’s work on the relationship of auditory processing, 

reading and behaviour (K. J. Rowe & Rowe, 2002; K. S. Rowe & Rowe, 2004).  

 

4.3.4 Differing relations of speech-language and 
cognitive processing to reading-accuracy 

Current research on phonological representations is likely to be still very much in its infancy. Researchers 

view the effectiveness of phonological representations through windows of phonological awareness, 

phonemic awareness, auditory processing, rapid naming, and articulatory, syntactic and semantic 

competencies (Booth, Perfetti, & MacWhinney, 1999; Goswami, 2002; Marshall et al., 2001; Mody et al., 

1999; U. Richardson, Thompson, Scott, & Goswami, 2004; Schatschneider, Carlson, Francis, Foorman, & 

Fletcher, 2002; Shankweiler & Crain, 1986; Walker et al., 2002; Wesseling & Reitsma, 2001). Phonological 

representations are currently an abstract notion, useful for considering cognitive and behavioural 

functioning, but only defined neurologically by their effectiveness on measures offered by these different 

windows, rather than being specified as concrete neurological entities. In this abstract sense, it is likely that 

as students’ language and literacy skills develop, individual words would acquire a diverse range of 

increasingly mature semantic, syntactic, and orthographic representations in addition to phonological 

representations. It is likely that all these different representations interact in a strongly phonological manner, 

given the strongly phonological nature of working memory, long-term memory and metacognitive 

functions. In this sense, it seems likely that syntactic and semantic processing also use phonological 

representations.  

Phonological representations are also a common factor in the phonological processes of speech, and 

phonological speech disorders seem to stem from phonologically based misperceptions resulting in sound 

substitutions (Dodd, 1995; Dodd et al., 1989). These perceptions and misperceptions would seem strongly 

phonological, and to be a form of speech-perception phonological awareness, perhaps building from a 

different form of phonological representations to the phonological awareness skills of syllable, rhyme and 

phoneme awareness, i.e., reading-accuracy phonological awareness). It is interesting to reflect on there 

perhaps being at least three different types of phonological representations: 

1. Phonological representations used in speech and speech-perception. 

2. Phonological representations used in reading-accuracy. 
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3. Phonological representations used in reading-accuracy phonological awareness. 

Phonological representations would seem to be more related to speech than language, as language would 

seem more related to semantic and syntactic representations rather than phonological representations. Yet, 

as discussed in the last two sections, it seems to be language (semantic-syntactic) disorders not speech 

disorders that are linked most strongly to reading-accuracy difficulties. This stronger linkage of language to 

reading-accuracy seems to conflict with the logic of the Simple Model which places language 

comprehension and reading-accuracy as relatively discrete from each other (Reading-comprehension = 

language comprehension x reading-accuracy.) It is also strongly in conflict with findings from transparent-

orthography readers where language seems minimally related to reading-accuracy development. While 

language comprehension and reading-accuracy development and difficulties overlap considerably in 

English-text readers (Leach et al., 2003; Nation, 1999), it would seem that this may be due to shared 

variance from contributing factors, given that similar overlaps of reading-accuracy and language do not 

seem to be present in transparent-orthography readers (Holopainen et al., 2001; H. Lyytinen, Aro et al., in 

press).  

It seems likely that future studies will refine knowledge on phonological, orthographic, semantic and 

syntactic representations to levels whereby currently known strong associations will be delineated into far 

more precise relationships. 

Cognitive processing factors involved in reading-accuracy development and difficulties, which have been 

discussed above, include phonological and phonemic awareness, working memory, long-term memory, and 

metacognition. As discussed above, they are strongly interactive with each other and with other areas of 

phonological-representation functioning such as speech, language, and cognitive intelligence.  

It seems important to reflect on the different relationships of speech-language and cognitive-processing to 

reading-accuracy development and difficulties. From a pragmatic perspective, this is needed to establish the 

ways in which optimal reading-accuracy instruction should accommodate these factors. Both cognitive 

processing and speech-language are strongly related to reading-accuracy development and difficulties, yet 

they seem related to separate components of the Simple Model (Reading-comprehension = Language 

comprehension x Reading-accuracy). At a theoretical level 

1. Speech-language factors seem related to the language comprehension component. 

2. Cognitive processing factors seem related to the reading-accuracy component.  

The strong relationship of both cognitive processing and speech-language to reading-accuracy development 

and difficulties is based on the findings of correlation studies discussed above, thus the relationship may be 

causal in either direction, or reflect a strong but indirect linkage through their mutual relationship to 

additional factors which are not yet established - they may share different but overlapping aetiologies.  

The implications of crosslinguistic studies of reading-accuracy development seem to suggest this latter 

relationship. Although studies of transparent-orthography reading-accuracy development have established 

that working memory and intelligence are not important to reading-accuracy development, no 

crosslinguistic researchers have yet definitively established that speech-language and reading-accuracy 

development are similarly unrelated. Yet data from the Jyvaskyla longitudinal dyslexia study (Holopainen et 

al., 2001; H. Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press) would suggest this is the case, with letter knowledge and visual 

analogical reasoning being found to predict reading-accuracy achievement, and speech-language factors 

being unrelated.  

Speech-language may be unrelated to transparent-orthography reading-accuracy development, yet still be 

related to English-text reading-accuracy development, in the same manner that phonological awareness is 

not causally related to transparent-orthography reading, but may well be causally related to English-text 

reading (and to German-text spelling which similarly has orthographic complexity). More research is 

needed in this area before any strong assumptions can be made e.g., perhaps speech-language skills in 
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German students are as related to German spelling as phonological awareness is (Wimmer, 1993; Wimmer 

& Hummer, 1990). There does, however, seem strong logic in phonological awareness being causally 

related to reading-accuracy development and speech-language being linked just by association. 

Phonological awareness skills may develop rapidly in transparent-orthography readers who come to school 

with significantly low phonological awareness, but it seems highly likely their phonological awareness 

skills nonetheless develop prior to their phonemic awareness skills developing.  

Orthographic complexity would seem to demand higher levels of intuitive phonological reasoning, which 

phonological awareness and phonemic awareness would seem to provide. This logic supports a causal link 

of orthographic complexity to German-text spelling and to English-text reading-accuracy and spelling. 

There does not seem similar logic supporting speech-language being necessary for processing of 

orthographic complexity, and there does seem strong logic in the strong relationship of speech-language to 

reading-accuracy development and difficulties being associational, perhaps through being so strongly 

phonological, and through both processing phonological representations.  

This associational relationship also seems supported from analysis of the relationship of reading-accuracy to 

reading comprehension in younger and older readers. Reading comprehension and reading-accuracy share 

an extremely strong relationship (Catts & Hogan, 2003b; Leach et al., 2003; Nation, 1999; Shankweiler et 

al., 1999), but this relationship is likely to be associational not causal. As discussed in Chapter 2, in young 

readers, reading-accuracy, not language comprehension, correlates more strongly with reading 

comprehension, whereas in older primary students, it is language comprehension, not reading-accuracy and 

phonological awareness that predicts language comprehension. The strength of the relationship is high at all 

ages, and rates of co-occurrence of reading-accuracy difficulties and language-comprehension difficulties is 

also high at all ages, e.g., Leach et al. (2003) found 51% of early-identified poor reading-comprehenders 

and 64% of poor reading-comprehenders identified in mid-primary school had co-occurring reading-

accuracy and language-comprehension weakness. Reflection on the relationship of reading-accuracy to 

reading comprehension shows it is highly likely that their relationship is purely associational, through 

reading-accuracy providing access to the text which is to be understood. Reading the words in effect creates 

the spoken message to which the reader applies language comprehension skills.  

In early readers, the access provided by reading-accuracy is far more all-or-none than the access provided to 

older readers. When students are aged 6 years, the spread of reading-accuracy scores means many students 

can read too few words in a text for comprehension to be effectively activated. When readers are in Years 4 

and 5, aged approximately 9 to11 years, even poor readers, or the vast majority thereof, have acquired 

sufficient basic reading-accuracy skills (e.g. above a 6yrs 9mth reading-accuracy age) to allow their 

individual levels of language comprehension skill to interact strongly in reading comprehension. For very 

beginning readers, poor reading-accuracy is a dam effectively blocking the flow of meaning; in most older 

poor readers, poor reading-accuracy is more akin to a tree lying across a stream, interrupting flow, causing 

major eddying and denying some meaning access, but allowing much of the meaning to flow nonetheless.  

In contrast to speech-language factors, evidence on many fronts shows the likelihood that cognitive 

processing factors are central to reading-accuracy development and difficulties in English-text at-risk 

readers (Cossu, 1999a; Gathercole & Pickering, 2000a, 2000b; Gathercole & Pickering, 2001; Jimenez et 

al., 2003; Miyake, 2001; National Research Council, 1998a). While further research, probably involving 

crosslinguistic research, is needed to establish definite conclusions, it seems appropriate at this stage to 

hypothesise that the relationship of speech-language factors to reading-accuracy development and 

difficulties is likely to be associational, while the relationship of cognitive processing to reading-accuracy 

development and difficulties is likely to be causal.  
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4.3.5 Student processing capacity as ‘Central 
Literacy Processing Skills’ 

As discussed above, effective information processing during reading-accuracy by both skilled and 

beginning English-text readers involves multiple cognitive processing skills which interact strongly with 

each other and with other areas of literacy and language processing. Some are central to reading-accuracy 

learning, while others are strongly associated with reading-accuracy but are not central to reading-accuracy 

processing. These central phonological processing skills include  

1. Phonological awareness. 

2. Phonological representations. 

3. Working memory including executive functions, processing and storage during processing.  

4. Long-term memory. 

5. Metacognition, as metacognitive management of content, skills and processes.  

6. Central attention, as unconscious attending to different aspects of cognitive, orthographic, and 

phonological processing during reading.  

It is common for at-risk students to show difficulties in many if not most of these areas. The areas interact 

strongly with each other, and with other areas of speech-language and literacy processing, such that 

individual students may have quite unique profiles of use of these different factors during reading (Stine-

Morrow, Milinder, Pullara, & Herman, 2001). Because of this strong interactivity, it is proposed that, for 

purposes of considering cognitive processing as but one factor involved in reading-accuracy, these different 

elements be considered collectively as central literacy processing skills, which work together within a 

connectionist framework. Other cognitive processing skills which are related but are not integrally involved 

in reading-accuracy processing (e.g., auditory processing, semantic and syntactic processing, and peripheral 

attention, i.e., general distractibility) are not included in the central literacy processing skills category. 

While it is highly likely these areas do interact, as discussed elsewhere (Galletly, submitted), their 

interactivity is not the focus of this thesis. 

Central literacy processing skill levels is a practical concept, used in the manner of Baddeley and Hitch’s 

(1974) concept of working memory, which they considered, at the time of its inception, an ‘homunculus,’ a 

black box full of mysteries yet to be resolved, which allowed simplicity of thinking whilst still encouraging 

strong research. It includes students’ processing capacity, i.e., working memory capacity, and also the 

processing which occurs within working memory. is considered that there is insufficient knowledge as yet 

on the exact contributions of these components to reading-accuracy processing and to the difficulties 

encountered by at-risk readers, and that while each skill can be measured and considered separately, this is 

immensely strong interaction between the skills, such that weakness in one area may well increase the 

disadvantage experienced in another. It will be exciting to watch the research on this area unfold in the next 

decade, but while waiting, there seems value in using a homunculus of central literacy processing skills. 

Because each of the central literacy processing skills contributes to the cognitive complexity of a reading-

accuracy task being processed by an at-risk reader, in the following discussion: 

1. The term ‘cognitive load’ will be often used instead of terms such as metacognitive weakness, long-

term memory weakness, and working memory weakness.  

2. The term ‘processing capacity’ will be often be used instead of terms such as working memory, and 

working memory capacity.  

 

4.3.5.1 A continuum of self-learning capacity 
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Each student’s different levels of the individual literacy processing skills combine to create the student’s 

level of competence as a self-learner. Self-learning capacity is an indication of the student’s ability to 

contribute, consciously or unconsciously, to continued self-learning from what he or she has been taught, to 

effectively master new skills and generalise that learning to different contexts. Students can be thought of as 

being on a continuum from ‘Naïve Self-Learners’ (students with very low total levels of central literacy 

processing skills) at one end, to ‘Optimal Self-Learners’ (students with very high levels of central literacy 

processing skills) at the other (see Figure 4.2, below). 

Students with efficient central literacy processing skills process new literacy learning effectively and 

efficiently, and are able to use that information in many different contexts and applications. Students with 

inefficient metacognitive skills can be considered naive learners, needing support to notice relevant 

information, draw on appropriate skills, process tasks effectively, and apply skills in wide contexts. Such 

students seem intellectually slow at times, because of their naive responses, but their difficulties are usually 

found to relate to their literacy processing levels. The impact of central literacy processing skill levels, self-

learning capacity and individual instructional needs is seen in the following examples. 

Example 1: Kindergarten children exposed to letter-sounds 

Consider an instructional episode aimed at early letter-sound knowledge in an embedded instructional 

context. A class of five year olds have just finished chatting about Sam Spider after their teacher has read an 

exciting tale about him from a class library book. The teacher now moves on to skill development. Drawing 

attention to the letter S at the beginning of Sam’s name on the front cover, she talks about its sound, letter 

name and shape like a snake, and the students say Esss and Ssss long and loudly together.  

Now consider three students evenly placed on the self-learning continuum (see Figure 4.2): 

1. Jessica has highly optimal self-learning skills and a keen interest in literacy concepts. Her central 

literacy processing skills, already highly integrated and effective, result in large processing capacity, 

which is further improved by her confidence and pleasure (affect) in the task. She contemplates 

‘Esss says Ssss.’, then moves onto ‘That’s like J says /j/. I wonder what Nathan’s one is?’ She has 

actively thought on the concept, generalised and applied it to new situations, from that simple 

exposure: She learns well from teachable moments.  

2. Hayden is a midrange self-learner, with central literacy processing skills at an average level. His 

attention is focused just as intently as Jessica’s. Enjoying the task expands his processing capacity, 

but his average skill levels mean processing capacity is insufficient for him to include metacognitive 

thinking in his processing of this task. He considers ‘Esss says Ssss.’ but takes it no further to active 

processing or generalisation. He may or may not make an effective memory.  

3. Henry, at the naïve end of the self-learning scale, has very low levels of phonological awareness and 

literacy self-learning, such that he is not inherently fascinated by sounds, letters and words. He is 

just as intelligent and as engaged as the other students, but in this learning instance, the cognitive 

load of processing the information about letters and sounds is too large for his processing capacity, 

such that he settles his processing capacity on a far more interesting and less demanding aspect of 

the task, such that he may instead be thinking, ‘It’s like a snake. I like snakes.’ or some such train of 

thought rather than actively thinking on the letter’s name and sound. He may not gain from that 

teachable moment. 
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Figure 4.2. Self-learning capacity as a product of student central literacy processing skills 

The students’ teacher however has skill development in mind so moves from that introduction into explicit 

instruction focused on the letter. She shows ten flashcards, one at a time and the students play a Sam Spider 

game.  If the word has a letter /s/ in it, the students crawl like a spider saying ‘Ssss, Ssss, Ssss for Ssspider’ 

or some such chant then listen for the [s] sound when the teacher reads the word. Hayden, the midrange 

self-learner will make good memory traces of that letter now especially as over the weeks ‘Mmm for 

Mmopoke’ is also introduced and S-M sorting games occur with vigorous mopoke and spider actions. 

Jessica is in her element now, and was observed in a quiet moment walking round the room touching things 

and chanting ‘Book has a /b/ sound, dog has a /d/’. 

Henry is an at-risk learner. Whilst showing good intellectual skills and achievement in other areas, when it 

comes to literacy concepts, he is ‘clever-at-forgetting,’ with the comment often made, ‘but he knew it last 

week (Galletly, 1999c). He has strong needs for instruction accommodating his low levels of central literacy 

processing skills. His teacher will give him a special word sorting game to play over the next few weeks, 

where he looks for letter /s/ in written words then puts them in Sam’s spider web; he will play other sound 

and letter awareness games as well. When he knows /s/ and /m/ and their sounds, his teacher will help him 

develop maintenance of the skill by reviewing them from time to time, checking after longer and longer 

periods of time that he is still fluent. She also will support him in generalising his skills with /s/ and /m/ to 

other contexts, and will not be surprised at his not applying his skills very well in new situations at first. She 

knows that he is a naïve self-learner (with low self-learning capacity), who will thus need help to build his 
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conditional knowledge. Automaticity, maintenance and generalisation are good aims for the Henrys of this 

world. 

Example 2: Students learning phonological recoding 

As a second exemplar, consider the impact of different levels of self-learning on students who have been 

taught the names and sounds of the five vowel letters a, e, i, o, u and shown how to decode three letter 

consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words containing those vowels, e.g., bed, lop. Students who are more 

naïve will require significant levels of further demonstration and practice at using that skill of decoding 

before they become fluent at reading such words. They may also need scaffolding to notice those words in 

books and other texts they read and to remember to use their decoding skills in those contexts. In contrast, 

students with optimal self-learning are likely to need very little instructional scaffolding to become fluent 

readers of such words in all contexts they occur in.  

Mastery of reading-accuracy by Finnish Kindergarten students may be reflecting self-learning capacity. 

Having learned their letters in the first half of Kindergarten, enjoying frequent print activities in a print-rich 

environment with a high number of adults available for encouragement and support (one adult: seven 

children), and faced with highly regular Finnish orthography, these children would seem to be in an ideal 

situation in the second half of their Kindergarten year for Whole-Language-like reading-accuracy 

development. Yet, in these highly supportive settings, only one third to one half of Finnish children master 

reading-accuracy. Most of the children master reading-accuracy quickly once formal instruction on reading 

is provided, e.g., Aro found 10 weeks of reading-accuracy instruction and engagement in reading resulted in 

reading-accuracy progress equivalent to that of Scottish children receiving 2 years of reading-accuracy 

instruction and engagement in reading. Given the high cognitive load of Finnish-text, it seems likely these 

early readers have effective literacy processing skills and high self-learning capacity, and that the children 

who did not learn to read are midrange self-learners who do not self-learn till explicit instruction and 

scaffolding builds awareness and breaks down the cognitive load of early reading of Finnish. 

Transparent-orthography readers having fluent phonemic awareness skills within months of starting school 

may significantly impact central literacy processing skill levels. They are likely to have developed far more 

sophisticated phonological representations, which seem integral to all central literacy processing skills. Thus 

their central literacy processing skill levels may be well in advance of English-text readers’ levels after just 

a few months of schooling (Spencer & Hanley, 2003, 2004). 

 

4.3.6 Analogies to explain central literacy processing skills 

Whilst far more naïve, analogies are somewhat akin to computational models in being useful tools for 

reflecting on logical aspects of complex functions such as cognitive processing. From observation of my 

own and my students’ cognitive processing difficulties, I have developed analogies for building 

understanding of aspects of cognitive processing (Galletly, 1999a; 1999b, See Figure 4.3). These aspects 

include  

1. Working memory. 

2. Phonological awareness. 

3. Long-term memory. 

4. Metacognition. 

5. Learning and automaticity. 
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Figure 4.3. Analogies for phonological processing (from Galletly, 1999c, 2003a)  

 

Weakness in phonological awareness is likened to a commercial sound system bought to play music on, 

which has not been well fine-tuned - with resultant sounds are therefore very difficult to interpret. Building 

skill in this area is likened to fine-tuning that sound system so everything can be heard really well. A motto 

of ‘Fine-tune that Sound System’ used in activities used to develop phonological awareness reinforces this 

rationale of the need for such activities (Galletly, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, 2003a). 

A more recent accompanying analogy is phonological awareness being the oil that supports the cogs of 

literacy (facts such as ar being a special vowel because it uses a consonant letter, sh having two letters 

which say separate sounds but saying its own sound when the two letters occur together.). This analogy 

supports the value of automising, which is reinforced using a motto of ‘Automatic! Fantastic!’ wherein 

Automatic = Correct + Fast + Supereasy. When phonological awareness skills are correct, or correct + fast, 

but not yet automatic i.e., relaxed effortless skill usage, the students’ phonological awareness is a ‘blob of 

grease’ sitting above the cogs, thus not supporting them to turn. When skills are automatic, that grease 

becomes oil, flowing effortlessly and supporting literacy cogs to spin. Cogs spinning easily in their sea of 

oil, is the integrated effective literacy learning which comes effortlessly to optimal self-learners. When 

talking to students, I say this is why people can sound out words like because and enough, which really one 

can’t sound out – while the student is listing the sounds of the word, he is also integrating other information, 

e.g., knowledge of the word as a sight word, with the information gained by sounding out. Thus one hears 

b..e..k..a...u…because. When one's oil is flowing, one needs less clues to be able to make quick clever 

decisions, and when one hasn’t got phonological awareness oil flowing, one has to work things out through 

sheer hard work i.e., consciously thinking out all aspects of the situation. When asked to say words rhyming 

with ‘hat,’ slow deliberate thinking is rhyming, slowing thinking followed by a one word answer ‘pat’ is a 

‘blob of grease, ’ while effortless listing of ‘cat-bat-zat-nat’ is oil flowing. 

Working memory is explained in terms of us each having a certain amount of processing capacity, a cup of 

thinking space, with some people having really big cups, some people having tiny cups and the student with 

learning difficulties having a slightly small cup. When we run out of thinking space, our cup overflows – 

this is the mistake we make when we can’t think something through completely. The effect of outside 

factors such as task stress and confidence level is explained in terms of our cups being elastic sided. When 

we feel pressured, our cups’ sides shrink in, making sad skinny cups which don’t fit much thinking in, so a 

lot more mistakes are made. When we are feeling good about doing a task, our cups’ sides swell out giving 

us a fat happy cup which can fit lots of thinking space in, so much more success is experienced. Mottos such 

as ‘Hurrah for Fat Happy Cups’ and ‘Find the Right Level’ (of task difficulty) reinforce the concept of 

working memory. 
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Long term memory is explained as filing systems in our heads with a little Filer person who files 

information in each. People who learn really well have Filers who file information very quickly and 

effectively – students can usually think quite easily of classmates who fit this description. Students with 

learning disabilities often have really well organised Filers for visual-kinaesthetic learning, e.g., early 

memories of significant events, but for their reading-listening information they have Filers who whilst hard 

working and well meaning are also somewhat flustered and disorganised. Their Filers need help to get 

organised. We do this by giving our Filers instructions about things we need to remember, done in practical 

terms by students mentally reviewing information and planning to remember it long term. The motto, ‘Give 

Filer his Instructions,’ reinforces the importance of using Filer as metacognition, while ‘Stretch those 

Memories’ supports development of maintenance, i.e., not forgetting it. 

Ineffective learning is explained by Filer filing information without planning, thus having difficulty 

retrieving it such that he may not be able to find it one day, but find it another (thus a child may not 

remember a concept on one day, but remember it the next). Effective learning is explained as 

1. When learning a new concept, Filer starts a schema (a new file).  

2. Every time we practice something, Filer retrieves the info into our cup, we process it in our cup, then 

Filer refiles it. New learning takes a lot of thinking, thus we start to master a skill it takes lots of 

thinking space. Our cup is therefore full and somewhat thin.  

3. Each time we practice, Filer gets practice (faster) at storing and retrieving it, plus it takes less space 

in our cup. As the thinking space (processing capacity) needed for the task reduces, we can fit other 

skills in e.g., a beginning reader trying to read a book may find that as well as thinking about (trying 

to work out) the words, he can also enjoy the story. Thus practice reduces cognitive load, and 

increases the efficiency of long-term memory storage and retrieval. (This is supported by mottos, 

‘Practice makes perfect’ and ‘Automatic! Fantastic!’) 

4. When automatic, Filer can retrieve information ‘in the blink of an eye,’ and it takes negligible cup 

space. This is the basis of multitasking, a key aspect of efficient reading and writing skills. 

Metacognition is explained as Filer and our thinking working together. Filer (with our support) chooses the 

concepts and procedures which are to be processed (retrieved and placed in our cup), whether multiple 

concepts are retrieved, and whether at different stages of our thinking, further concepts will be added to our 

working memory.  

These analogies of sound systems needing tuning, cups with flexible sides and disorganised Filers needing 

our help combine well in explaining information processing breakdown. Figure 4.4 shows the example of 

two students reading the word pig (Galletly, 1999). 

 The efficient learner, Runner No. 1, with phonological awareness oil flowing, gets very quickly through his 

thinking task, using barely any cup space and completing the job in 0.25 seconds, with a general feeling of 

effortlessness. The student with reading difficulties, Runner No. 2, with little phonological awareness oil, 

and probably automisation weakness in other areas, has a far more arduous processing path. Runner No. 2 

takes a long journey through working memory (the cup), and phonological awareness (the sound system in 

the cup) until finally reading the word correctly after 7.0 seconds with an exhausted feeling of stress and 

‘When’s lunch?’. The constant interaction of long term and working memory for both readers is seen in the 

files going to and from Filer’s filing system to the working memory cup. Factors influencing stress level and 

thus cup size are listed around the border. 
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Figure 4.4.  Integration of different aspects of phonological processing during reading (from Galletly, S.A., 

1999) 

 

It is useful to test the logic of one model on another model such as these analogies. I found it very affirming 

that Baddeley (2002) has now added a unit of processing capacity, the episodic buffer, to Baddeley and 

Hitch’s original model (Baddeley, 2002; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). This unit of processing was central to 

my analogies and my experience, and I could not adequately cite my experiences within their original 

model. I similarly look forward to much research being done on the interaction of affect, working memory 

and reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction (discussed below), as the impact of positive 

and negative affect is a major component of my experiences and analogies. I could not adequately locate my 

experiences, and the experiences of my students, in the components of the former version, but see the 

episodic buffer as equating to my cup analogy, albeit without the affect component of the cup’s elastic sides 

(Galletly, 1999a, 1999c). A further area I anticipate more research on is efficiency of storage and retrieval 

(discussed below), though automisation accounts are beginning to explore this area. 

 

4.3.7 The impact of affect on central literacy 
processing skill efficiency and load 

Surprisingly little research has focussed on the effect of anxiety and stress on working memory capacity, 

though recently some studies focussing on maths are addressing this area  (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001). It seems 

strange that so little emphasis has been applied to the impact of affect, when teachers so frequently observe 
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anxiety and tension in children with reading difficulties engaged in reading activities. It is useful to reflect 

on one’s own experiences with learning and affect (Westwood, 2004). From my personal experiences with 

cognitive processing weakness, I know how strongly stress and anxiety impact cognitive processing 

efficiency. This awareness has added great depths to my understanding of the processing of students I work 

with. Using the analogy of cups with elastic sides, discussed above, sad skinny cups (low processing 

capacity) are probably caused by negative thinking and self-talk, i.e., doubt and anxiety. It is possible that 

negative affect does not so much reduce processing capacity as occupy it with this negative thinking. 

Perhaps all cups are fat but double walled, and negative thinking fills between the walls, compressing 

available cup space.   

I am confident that the influence of affect on working memory is huge and ongoing in students experiencing 

learned helplessness (Sideridis, 2002). With evidence building that working memory is strongly related to 

reading achievement for English-text readers but not to readers of simple-orthographies (Cossu, 1999a; 

Gathercole & Pickering, 2000b; Gathercole & Pickering, 2001; Jimenez et al., 2003), reading-accuracy 

failure through mismatch of low working memory effectiveness to high cognitive load of reading-accuracy 

mastery seems very much an English-text phenomenon, a product of the extended length of reading-

accuracy mastery for so many at-risk learners.  

Consideration of the impact of negative affect on reading-accuracy development in beginning readers builds 

understanding of why diverse experiential factors have reading and academic failure as a common point. 

The following four rather different populations all increase likelihood of children having difficulties 

mastering English-text reading-accuracy:  

1. Children with inherited central literacy processing weakness. 

2. Children of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent. 

3. Children whose home language is not English. 

4. Children with limited experiences of print and school discourses at school entry. 

While these characteristics seem rather different, when viewed from the perspective of their impact on 

children’s central literacy processing skill levels they have much in common (see Table 4.4). They are all 

factors with high potential to reduce students’ central literacy processing efficiency. 

 

Table 4.4 

Cognitive processing reasons for different characteristics linked with at-risk status 

Characteristic linked with at-risk status Reason for reduced processing efficiency  

Inherited weakness. Constitutional factors 

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent. Anxiety 

Home language other than English. Anxiety 

Limited print experience and school-like discourses Anxiety 

 

If reading-accuracy were a simple task mastered in a short time, anxiety would seem less likely to be a 

variable in reading-accuracy difficulties. Beginning transparent-orthography readers can soon understand 

the purpose of the reading-accuracy instruction they encounter, and the highly consistent feedback they 

receive from reading attempts builds confidence and self-reliance. It is likely transparent-orthography 

readers have ‘fat happy cups’ of processing capacity.  

In contrast, it takes a long time to master English-text reading-accuracy, and English-text provides such 

inconsistent feedback to beginning readers, that it seems understandable for it to not be confidence building 
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in vulnerable students. Many students are vulnerable through inherited weakness, and indicators of 

experiential vulnerability (e.g., from ongoing moderate anxiety about the strangeness of school learning) are 

found in reading studies on comprehension challenges created by the different language forms of teachers 

vs. mothers, and studies comparing social practices at home vs. school (Gee, 1996, 2000; Luke, Comber, & 

O'Brien, 1996; Marinac, Ozanne, & Woodyatt, 2004). When a complex learning task is added to this 

situation, it does not seem illogical for children to disengage from the learning situation, and central literacy 

processing skill efficiency reduces greatly when children disengage. A simple task can be mastered when 

only cursory or casual attention is applied; complex-task learning requires active engagement, attention 

actively focussed, and enthusiasm to solve the challenge set before one.  

Reduced central literacy processing efficiency and resultant cognitive overload in complex-task learning 

would seem a point of strong commonality for diverse groups who commonly fail to develop effective 

reading-accuracy skills. It seems likely the impact of affect on central literacy processing efficiency is a 

major factor in many at-risk readers with no constitutional at-risk factors, due to nervousness and secondary 

anxiety about performance in reading tasks significantly reducing efficiency available for the learning task. 

It is interesting to note that the impact of affect is likely to be another example of blurred constitutional-

experiential boundaries, in that experiential factors (English as a second language, lack of familiarity with 

school discourses) are impacting constitutional factors (working memory) to impede children’s reading-

accuracy progress.  

4.3.8 Storage and retrieval of memories as an aspect 
of reading-accuracy efficiency 

A further aspect of processing which I experience and observe in children I work with is efficiency of 

storage and retrieval of memories made during learning, i.e., the interaction of working memory, long-term 

memory and metacognition (Galletly, 1999c, 2003a). This is seen in adults not being able to recall the 

content of a text they have read, despite having read it thoroughly, but with insufficient concentration. It is 

seen in students with reading-accuracy difficulties having difficulties making permanent memories of 

relatively abstract (and inconsistent) reading-accuracy concepts such as English vowel graphs.  

It is my experience, as a practitioner and presenter of professional development on reading difficulties, that 

a commonly overlooked but nonetheless major instructional principle for supporting delayed English-text 

readers, is helping them to make permanent, effective, long-term memories of skills they have mastered, 

such that they do not forget the concepts and skills they have been taught (Galletly, 1999a, 1999c, 2001, 

2003a; Mercer, 1991). I say they are ‘clever at forgetting,’ with our catchcry ‘but he knew it last week’ 

(Galletly, 1999c), and whenever I do so, teachers and parents nod vigorously in agreement. Concepts which 

get forgotten by most of the students with reading-accuracy difficulties who I have worked with invariably 

involve orthographic complexity e.g., common vowel graphs, and less common spelling patterns. Some of 

these children additionally have difficulties retaining maths facts (e.g., addition and multiplication facts). A 

small subgroup, who I suspect may equate to the treatment resisters discussed by researchers of English-

text readers (Fuchs, Fuchs, McMaster, & Al Otaiba, 2003; Torgesen, 2000; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino et al., 

1996), have far more severe difficulties making and retrieving effective memories, so have major 

difficulties remembering early sight words, letter names and sounds, and numeral names. Difficulties in this 

area are also discussed in the next chapter during discussion of reading models.  

These concepts of efficiency of storing and retrieving long-term memories are accommodated within the 

‘central literacy processing skills’ homunculus I have proposed above. In terms of analogies, I use the 

analogy of Filer concentrating at variable levels during storing of files in long-term memory, and retrieving 

them into working memory. If not concentrating hard, Filer will file them poorly and be unable to find 

them. When well filed, Filer finds them ‘in the blink of an eye’, i.e., when we are automatic on a concept we 

are retrieving, our eyes don’t move during retrieval; if we have to do lengthy processing while retrieving 

memories, our eyes move upward while we think.  
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There seems to have been relatively little reading research focussed on efficiency of storage and retrieval of 

memories (Al Otaiba & Fuchs, 2002; Allor, Fuchs, & Mathes, 2001; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995). Work on 

automisation weakness is touching on this area (Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001; Stein et al., 2001), as is work 

on long-term working memory, an ongoing interaction between working memory and long-term memory 

(Ericsson and Kintsch, 1995). Allor, Fuchs and Mathes (2001) found students who were unresponsive to 

phonemic awareness training had severe lexical retrieval weakness, and suggest that these students have 

difficulty retrieving phonological codes quickly from long-term memory. They found that phonemic 

awareness weakness co-occurs with retrieval weakness (though findings discussed in Chapter 3, might 

suggest that this phonemic awareness weakness may be the result of reading-accuracy weakness, which 

would be the result of their retrieval weakness, i.e., they may be cause and effect rather than co-occurring). 

They found that subjects with strong lexical retrieval skill responded better to beginning reading instruction 

than the subjects with weak lexical retrieval skills, and comment that lexical retrieval weakness would seem 

an independent variable to phonemic awareness. In their review of studies describing children who are 

unresponsive to literacy interventions, Al Otaiba and Fuchs (2002) found phonological awareness deficits to 

be the most common area of weakness, and phonological retrieval and/or encoding deficits as additional 

weaknesses.  

4.3.9 The impact of orthographic complexity on 
cognitive processing 

As discussed in the introduction to this thesis, this study was a search primarily for answers to two 

questions. One of these questions was  

Why do at-risk readers benefit so greatly from highly intense, carefully scaffolded, explicit skills 

development involving decontextualised words and word parts, while the majority of healthy-progress 

readers seem to need little of this intensity? 

This underlying question was the basis of one of the research questions: 

What principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers are suggested from critical 

analysis of the reading research literature? 

c. What factors are involved in at-risk readers mastering reading-accuracy? 

The discussion of these past two chapters would seem to provide some answers to these questions. As 

shown in Figure 4.5, two key principles involved would seem to be 

1. English-text reading-accuracy development has continuing high cognitive load. 

2. English-text at-risk readers have low levels of central literacy processing skills which causes them to 

have major difficulty coping with this high cognitive load. 
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Figure 4.5. The role of task load (cognitive load) and central literacy processing skills in causing English-

text reading-accuracy delay 

 

A seemingly logical third key principle might be that highly intense, carefully scaffolded, explicit skills 

development involving decontextualised words and word parts reduces task cognitive load to manageable 

levels for at-risk readers. This can not be assumed from the current discussion however, as it may be that 

other forms of reading instruction not involving decontextualised words and word parts may equally reduce 

cognitive load to manageable levels. Certainly the instructional challenge would seem to be that reading-

accuracy instruction must reduce the high cognitive load created by English orthographic complexity to 

manageable levels, so at-risk readers can develop reading-accuracy and reading skills. Reading instruction 

will be will be the focus of the next two chapters. 

Other conclusions built from these last two chapters are far more tentative, and would need large amounts of 

further research so that they may be dismissed or accepted more conclusively. For the findings of the last 

chapter strongly confront assumptions made about cognitive processing from studies of English-text 

normal-progress and delayed readers: 

There are strong indicators from research studies for transparent-orthography children with severe at-risk 

status 

1. Effective efficient reading-accuracy is not prevented by major weakness in working memory and 

intellectual skills. 

2. Intervention is minimal, and involves little instructional modification - children seem to just need 

additional scaffolding i.e., more of the same instruction that normal-progress readers receive need. 

3. Reading-accuracy skills do not develop to just a partial level, i.e., effective progress to average level 

occurs. 

4. There seems very little regression of skills. (Once they have mastered reading-accuracy, English-text 

at-risk readers do not regress, but while developing mastery, regression is common – this would 

seem a major reason for research studies including follow-up assessments after reading 

interventions. One gets the impression that whereas regression is a major issue while English-text at-
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risk readers are developing reading-accuracy skills (Burkam, Ready, Lee, & LoGerfo, 2004; 

National Research Council, 1998a), this is not happening to nearly the same extent in transparent-

orthography at-risk readers. The National Research Council (1998a , p.211) commented of English-

text readers:  

At least in early acquisition, reading ability is a bit like foreign language ability: use it or 

lose it, and the more tenuous the knowledge, the greater the loss.  Thus, the well-documented 

and substantial losses in reading ability that are associated with summer vacation are 

especially marked for younger and poor readers (Hayes and Grether, 1983; Alexander and 

Entwisle, 1996). 

There are additionally some indicators from observation and discussions at schools we visited in 

transparent-orthography countries that children with mild at-risk status. 

1. May experience fewer behaviour and attention problems than English-text at-risk readers.  

2. May master reading of English-text more effectively than at-risk English-text readers. 

3. May experience few problems mastering maths. 

These latter findings are not research based, and thus are highly speculative. They are included because they 

are thought-provoking, would not be difficult to investigate and thus gather evidence to support or reject 

them, and are very relevant to the discussion of this thesis, given this study’s aims are to seek directions to 

work towards in achieving improved Australian reading-accuracy instruction.  

The possibility of fewer attention and behaviour problems is compatible with the hypothesis of Rowe and 

Rowe (2002, 2004) that reading difficulties may have causal involvement in Australian school-aged 

children’s attention and behaviour difficulties. We certainly did not get the impression in the transparent-

orthography countries which we visited that 50% of their paediatric consultations at tertiary referral 

hospitals would be for behaviour and attention difficulties (often incorporating reading difficulties), and that 

20% of referrals would be for learning difficulties, i.e., similar to the statistics Rowe and Rowe (2002) 

found of Australian referrals. Similarly, given the high likelihood that transparent-orthography countries 

will have far lower rates of students with learning difficulties, they may also have significantly lower rates 

of adolescent depression, given strong associations between depression and learning difficulties in English-

text countries (Howard & Tryon, 2002; Taylor, 2002). It would be very interesting to compare the role of 

reading-accuracy development in the development and occurrence of social-emotional difficulties 

(behaviour, attention and affect) in Australia vs. transparent-orthography countries, not just in children but 

also in adults, e.g., does reading difficulties have as strong a linkage to likelihood of crime and 

imprisonment in transparent-orthography countries vs. English-text countries.  

The possibility that transparent-orthography readers may experience fewer problems learning to read 

English, and possibly maths suggests that mastering of reading-accuracy may involve cognitive 

restructuring in some ways. This is compatible with earlier discussion of brain plasticity and the possible 

cognitive advantaging of transparent-orthography readers through early advanced levels of phonological 

representations (i.e., through early advanced phonemic awareness). It is possible other aspects of learning 

may also be involved in supporting cognitive restructuring. These might include interactions between strong 

feelings of competence as a learner, and aspects of early equalisation of oral and print vocabularies and 

comprehensions (the texts which transparent-orthography students read and write being written at their 

language-age as opposed English-texts whose level of complexity is strongly influenced by English-text 

students’ reading-accuracy and spelling-accuracy levels; see Section 3.5.1).  

Another indicator of possible cognitive restructuring is seen in the findings discussed above, which suggest 

that instructional principles about skill maintenance (ensuring learned skills aren’t forgotten) may not be 

applicable to transparent-orthography readers, even to severely cognitively-impaired at-risk readers. As 

discussed above, continuing difficulties storing and retrieving memories of literacy concepts seems 
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relatively common in children with reading-accuracy difficulties. The findings listed above would suggest 

that such regression may well be an English-text phenomenon, and not a language-universal learning-

difficulties phenomenon. 

It would seem highly valuable to explore crosslinguistic differences in skill maintenance, e.g., retention of 

learned spellings, and maths facts, by readers of orthographies of different levels of complexity, perhaps 

highly-complex orthographies (e.g., logographic Chinese, English), medium-complexity orthographies (e.g., 

Welsh, German), and highly-transparent orthographies (e.g., Finnish, Albanian). If cognitive restructuring 

does occur as a result of learning to read, teaching children to read a completely transparent transitional 

English orthography such as Fleksispel before moving through to reading of standard English, may have 

major potential for reducing the literacy, attention and behaviour problems of all students, and of closing the 

current gender-based reading achievement gap.  

Conclusion 

This section has deeply explored aspects of phonological-cognitive processing which seem likely to be 

central to mastering reading-accuracy. These aspects relate through their all involving processing of 

phonological representations, neural codings of phonological information. For the purpose of this thesis, 

these areas are speech and language, reading and writing, and the cognitive processing involved in these 

acts.  

It is likely that, contrary to many widespread assumptions, speech-language skills are not centrally related to 

reading-accuracy difficulties skills. Studies of transparent-orthography readers do not show linkage of 

speech-language to reading-accuracy development, and it is likely that the strong association of speech-

language factors to English-text reading-accuracy difficulties is purely associational. This does not reduce 

the importance of speech-language factors in students’ reading-comprehension and general academic 

development. It does reduce the need to focus deeply into speech-language areas when pragmatically 

focussing on developing effective reading-accuracy instruction. 

It is likely that aspects of literacy cognitive processing (phonological processing) are central to reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, and that they differentiate normal-progress from at-risk 

readers. Literacy cognitive processing integral to reading-accuracy development is likely to include 

phonological awareness, working memory, long-term memory, central attention skills and metacognition. It 

is proposed that  

1. These literacy cognitive processing aspects be considered collectively as central literacy processing 

skills. 

2. That students be considered as being of a continuum of self-learning capacity, from naïve to optimal 

self-learners, according to their levels of central literacy processing skills. 

3. That effective reading-accuracy instruction must accommodate students’ central literacy processing 

skill levels, in that instructional task load must accommodate students’ processing capacity.  

This area will be extended in subsequent chapters of this thesis. 

 

 

 

4.4 Implications for Australian reading instruction 
This chapter has explored experiential and constitutional factors relevant to reading-accuracy development 

and difficulties. It has focussed on at-risk readers and likelihood of reading-accuracy difficulties, in order to 

establish those factors more integral to reading-accuracy difficulties, which must be addressed if optimal 
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reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers is to be developed. These factors have been explored not 

only in themselves, but also as to how peripheral or central they are to students’ likelihood of experiencing 

difficulties in mastering reading-accuracy. Peripheral factors increase the likelihood that populations will 

have reading-accuracy difficulties, but in no way guarantee that individual members of those populations 

will have reading-accuracy difficulties, while central factors are those factors that make reading-accuracy 

difficulties far more certain unless reading-accuracy instruction takes these factors strongly into account.  

Experiential factors were found to be peripheral, and not central, to reading-accuracy difficulties. For a 

specific student, such factors (e.g., chronic large-scale nonattendence at school over many years) may 

virtually ensure reading-accuracy failure. The focus of this thesis is however, less on factors affecting just 

some learners than on seeking principles important for the vast majority of, or all, at-risk readers. 

Experiential factors are considered as extremely important for consideration of principles of effective 

teaching and learning, and for consideration of each individual student’s instructional needs, but are not 

considered vitally important in developing specific principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction. 

After exploring the strong interaction of experiential and constitutional factors, the chapter moved into 

discussion of constitutional factors, first exploring nonphonological factors such as motor processing, visual 

processing and attention, then moving into discussion of phonological factors i.e., processing of information 

incorporating phonological representations. These include speech-language and cognitive processing 

factors.  

Speech and language development and difficulties were discussed first. Using the Simple Model framework 

(Reading-comprehension = Language comprehension x Reading-accuracy), speech-language factors are 

strongly phonological yet are probably related far more to language and language comprehension than to 

reading-accuracy. This is particularly so, given that studies of transparent-orthography readers are showing 

language to have little direct relation to reading-accuracy. It seems likely the strong association of speech-

language to reading-accuracy skills has no causal components, and is merely associational. This means that 

while speech-language skills are vital for other aspects of continuing language development which is 

integral to school learning, they are of relatively minimal importance for reading-accuracy instruction.  

Cognitive processing factors involved in reading-accuracy instruction were then explored. These factors 

include phonological and phonemic awareness, working memory, long-term memory, and metacognition. 

They were found to be strongly interactive both with each other and with other areas of phonological-

representation functioning such as speech, language, and cognitive intelligence. It is considered that these 

cognitive processing factors are central to reading-accuracy development and difficulties. This means 

student cognitive processing skill levels must be accommodated in principles of optimal reading-accuracy 

instruction. It is proposed that these skills be considered collectively as central literacy processing skills, 

and that students levels of central literacy processing skills place them on a continuum of self-learning 

capacity, from naïve self-learners, through midrange self-learners, to optimal self-learners. Excellent 

instruction matches to self-learning capacity, such that students with different levels, need different intensity 

of scaffolding, and practice to become expert authentic skill users. 

The findings of this chapter strongly support the Big Ideas of the last chapter, so these are not repeated here. 

One additional Big Idea from this chapter is that  

 

Students’ central literacy processing skills, cognitive processing skills including phonological 

awareness, working and long-term memory and metacognition, create different levels of self-learning 

capacity, which must be accommodated in effective reading instruction. 
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5 
Models of reading-

accuracy development 

and instruction 
In order to develop optimal Australian reading-accuracy instruction, it is necessary to have deep 

understanding of reading-accuracy development and effective reading-accuracy instruction, i.e., to have 

rigorous models/theories of development and instruction. To ensure effective instruction it is necessary to 

have highly effective linkage of assessment, planning and instruction, and to integrate reading-accuracy 

instruction with other reading instruction within reading instruction. To achieve widespread implementation 

it is necessary to have models of systemic implementation. The next two chapters focus on building a deep 

understanding of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. To this end a range of models 

is explored, and theory built from that exploration is explained. 

Features of a powerful model of literacy include ability to powerfully satisfy theorists and practitioners; to 

explain literacy development, and literacy success and lack thereof; to be both generative and remedial, 

explaining and supporting the literacy development of successful students and students experiencing 

learning difficulties; and to guide the teaching triad of planning, assessment, and instruction. Additional 

power is provided when the model satisfies factionists of the literacy educators’ world, expressing the 

strengths of different approaches, and establishing powerful links and bridges between them. 

There are many models currently available: top-down, bottom-up and interactive models; neurological, 

psychological, behavioural and developmental models, models of learning and models of instruction 

(Armbruster, Lehr, & Osborn, 2001; Borkowski, Schneider, & Pressley, 1989; Cambourne, 1982, 1976-7; 

Chall, 1996, 2000; Clay, 1993; Education Department of Western Australia, 1997a; Education Queensland, 

2002; Ehri, 1992, 1995, 1996; Fawcett & Nicholson, 2001; Frith, 1985; Galletly, 2003b; K. S. Goodman, 

1964-1977; Harm & Seidenberg, 1999; Harm & Seidenberg, 2004; Hill & Crevola, 1999; Hoover & Gough, 

1990; House of Representatives' Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training, 1992; 

Jackson & Coltheart, 2001; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Pearson & Stevens, 1994; Ruddell, Rapp 

Ruddell, & Singer, 1994; Rumelhart, 1977; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989; Stein et al., 2001; U.S. 

Congress, 2001, 2002; Wolf & Bowers, 1999). Some are hugely detailed and others are mere outlines. Each 

model foregrounds selected aspects of literacy whilst backgrounding others; such backgrounding reduces 

tomes of knowledge to a word or perhaps no comment at all. Although this adds risk that the model being 

described has significant gaps, it also allows clarity of thought – one can reflect at length on the precise 

aspects the model maker is emphasising.  
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The model maker as a person and the audience the model is intended for are also key components of a 

model, as are the backgrounds and experiences that have brought them to their current perspectives. 

There is great wisdom contained in the many current models of literacy, particularly if one does not set one 

against another. The wisdom gained by approaching each model openly as a learner and seeker of wisdom, 

and reflecting on the components and purposes of each model, allows us to use the wisdom gained in each 

exploration. This way, one can carefully put together the pieces of the literacy puzzle in a way that makes 

good sense, stands the various tests we give it, and becomes our own personal model of literacy.  

Hoover and Gough’s (1990) Simple Model, discussed in Chapter 2, is powerful in separating reading-

accuracy from other entities involved in authentic reading. With reading-accuracy now established in this 

thesis as a discrete skill and children’s reading-accuracy achievement lying on a continuum of achievement, 

this chapter explores the processes involved in the act of reading-accuracy, and the process of reading-

accuracy development. 

Most models have features which overlap with those of other models. Continuing the pragmatic focus of the 

study, this chapter does not discuss all relevant models but instead a selection of models of reading-

accuracy development and/or instruction which together highlight key factors of reading-accuracy 

development and instruction supported by current reading research evidence. The models discussed are 

chosen for features they foreground, and are explored, not to a full extent, but instead to the extent that they 

support this study’s search for directions to improve reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers.  

It was not found practical to separate models of development vs. instruction as so many of these models had 

strong features of both. This chapter first explores well-known models which are found to be insufficient for 

building understanding of reading-accuracy development and instruction, then discusses the insights of 

models with strong sufficiencies. It then explores a model of phonological recoding which I have developed 

from analysis of the research literature and reflection on my experiences as a practitioner. The next chapter, 

Chapter 6, Reading-accuracy instruction factors, contains three sections 

1. Principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction from replicated reading research. 

2. Achieving close linkage of assessment, planning and instruction. 

3. A model of individualised reading-accuracy instruction built from the theory discussed in this 

chapter and Chapter 6. 

One model, curriculum-based measurement, is not included in this chapter, but held over to the next chapter 

for discussion of achieving close linkage of assessment, planning and instruction, which is considered in 

this thesis to be a major principle of effective reading-accuracy instruction. For the purposes of this thesis, 

models are examined with respect to  

1. How appropriately they situate reading-accuracy within reading development and instruction. 

2. How rigorous and logical their theory of reading-accuracy development is for supporting Australian 

endeavours towards improved reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers. 

3. How effective their linkage of assessment, planning and instruction is for improving reading-

accuracy instruction and achievement in Australian at-risk readers. 

Discussion in both chapters is focussed fully on English-text readers. The sections of the chapter are as 

follows: 

5.1. INSUFFICIENCIES OF SOME POPULAR MODELS 180 

5.1.1. WHOLE LANGUAGE 180 

5.1.1.1. Whole Language and highly effective principles of general learning 181 

5.1.1.2. Whole Language and highly inappropriate principles on reading-accuracy 182 
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5.1.1.3. Whole Language’s ‘immunity’ to criticism 185 

5.1.1.4. The model of Whole Language reading-accuracy development and instruction 187 

5.1.1.5. The challenge of noticing incorrect principles midst correct ones 191 

5.1.1.6. Australian Whole Language as an effective method of reading instruction 193 

5.1.1.7. Possible insights on constructivism as a viable teaching method 195 

5.1.1.8. Does English orthographic complexity imply strong emphasis or rejection of phonics 196 

5.1.2. MODELS GUIDING CURRENT AUSTRALIAN PRACTICE 199 

5.1.2.1.1. Australian state national models linking assessment and instruction linkage 200 

5.1.3. ‘DIRECT INSTRUCTION’ 201 

5.1.4. SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERED AS A MODEL OF CLASSROOM READING-ACCURACY INSTRUCTION206 

5.1.4.1. Insufficiencies of the Skills Development model 208 

5.1.4.2. Needs to develop the specifics of Skills Development 209 

5.1.4.3. The issue may be lack of appropriate practice not lack of explicit instruction 211 

5.1.5. THE DUAL ROUTE MODEL 213 

5.2. SUFFICIENCIES OF OTHER MODELS 219 

5.2.1. GOSWAMI’S GRAINSIZES OF ENGLISH WORDS 219 

5.2.2. STAGE MODELS AND FRITH’S THREE READING STAGES 221 

5.2.2.1. Evidence for Logographic reading: Beginning the reading journey 224 

5.2.2.2. Alphabetic stage mastery: The crux of reading-accuracy progress 224 

5.2.3. INTERACTIVE MODELS: READING-ACCURACY AS COMPLEX MULTILEVEL PROCESSING 226 

5.2.4. COMPATIBILITY OF STAGE, GRAIN AND INTERACTIVE MODELS 227 

5.3. WORKING TOWARDS DEEP UNDERSTANDING OF READING-ACCURACY DEVELOPMENT 229 

5.3.1. READING-ACCURACY INSTRUCTION FOR VERY BEGINNING READERS 232 

5.3.2. ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHIC COMPLEXITY: FRITH’S STAGES COMPLICATED BY GOSWAMI’S GRAIN-SIZES233 

5.3.3. THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING EARLY LOGOGRAPHIC READING 237 

5.3.4. ALPHABETIC STAGE AS A COMMON POINT OF FAILURE 238 

5.3.5. LOGOGRAPHIC SKILL AS A POSSIBLE MARKER OF COGNITIVE PROCESSING WEAKNESS 239 

5.3.6. PHONOLOGICAL RECODING AS AN INTERACTIVE PROCESS 240 

5.3.7. PHONOLOGICAL RECODING INCLUDES SIGHT WORD READING 241 

5.3.8. PHONOLOGICAL RECODING INCLUDES BEGINNING-LOGOGRAPHIC AND SOPHISTICATED-RECOGNITION241 

5.3.9. REDEFINING ‘PHONOLOGICAL RECODING’ 242 

5.4. IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIAN READING INSTRUCTION 245 

 

5.1 Insufficiencies of some popular models  
This first section explores Whole Language, Direct Instruction, Skills Development, and Dual Route 

models, and the models underlying current Australian reading-accuracy instruction. These are worthy 

models in many respects but are chosen for discussion here because of aspects of these models which do not 

help a pragmatic endeavour to build optimal Australian reading-accuracy instruction.  

5.1.1 Whole Language  
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The Whole Language model of reading development and instruction emphasises reading being a strongly 

‘top-down’ process, a search for meaning led by meaning, with visual processing of print involving only as 

much sampling as is needed to confirm predictions made from one’s prior knowledge and knowledge built 

in the current reading of text (Cambourne, 1982, 1976-7, 1988; Gollasch, 1982; K. S. Goodman, 1964-1977, 

1965, 1969, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1986, 1994; Y. M. Goodman & Burke, 1972; Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & 

Burke, 1987; F. Smith, 1976, 1994; Strauss, 2005). Reading academics strongly instrumental in the 

prominence of Whole Language include America’s Kenneth Goodman and Frank Smith, Australia’s Brian 

Cambourne, and New Zealand’s Marie Clay (1972) and Don Holdaway (1979), though Clay and Holdaway 

do not explicitly emphasise the term and theory of Whole Language in their writings. It is likely Whole 

Language was significantly impacted by whole-word instruction which was a popular reading-accuracy 

instruction method in the 1950s. Whole-word instruction, also called the ‘look-say’ method, emphasised 

learning of words as wholes through repeated practice, with letter-sound knowledge assumed to be 

developed tacitly as a result of learning whole words. Whereas whole-word instruction de-emphasised 

phonics (word parts), but emphasised reading-accuracy of whole words, and repeated practice, Whole 

Language de-emphasised all three - phonics, reading-accuracy and repeated practice (Hempenstall, 2003; 

Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & Seidenberg, 2001).  

This model has strongly influenced reading-accuracy instruction in Australia from the mid1970s, and is 

strongly influential at the current time (de Lemos, 2002; Hempenstall, 1996, 1997; Moats, 2000; Rayner et 

al., 2001; Stahl & Miller, 1989), despite its principles of reading-accuracy development and instruction 

having been established as incorrect for decades (M. J. Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & 

Wilkonson, 1985; Chall, 1967, 1989, 1996, 2000; de Lemos, 2002; Ehri, Nunes et al., 2001; Ehri, Stahl, & 

Willows, 2001; Gough, 1993; Gough, Alford, & Holley-Wilcox, 1981; Hempenstall, 1996, 1997, 1999, 

2001, 2002, 2003; Moats, 2000; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a; T. 

Nicholson, 1985, 1991, 1999b; T. Nicholson, Bailey, & McArthur, 1991; T. Nicholson, Lillas, & Rzoska, 

1988; Pratt, Kemp, & Martin, 1996; Pressley, Allington, Wharton-McDonald, Collins Block, & Mandel 

Morrow, 2001; Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & Seidenberg, 2001; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Schatz 

& Baldwin, 1986; Seymour & Elder, 1986; Share, 1990, 1995; Simmons & Kameenui, 1998b; Slavin, 

Karweit, & Madden, 1989; Stanovich & Stanovich, 1995; Thompson & Nicholson, 1999; Tunmer, 1999; 

Tunmer & Chapman, 1999; Vellutino, 1991). 

 

5.1.1.1 Whole Language and highly effective principles of 

general learning 

It is likely that Whole Language gained popularity from the many highly effective instructional principles 

which the Whole Language movement introduced and which are strongly supported by research findings 

(Adams, 1990; Chall, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a; Pressley et al., 2001; Share & Stanovich, 

1995). They include 

1. The importance of children being interested, engaged, and enjoying their learning.  

2. The low worth of time spent developing skills which are not generalised into authentic skill usage.  

3. The value of print rich environments, and extensive exposure to literature of many types.  

4. The value of esteeming children’s texts and contributions. 

5. The value of children’s approximations, e.g., spelling errors in written expression. 

6. The value of emphasising oral language development, reading comprehension and written 

expression. 

7. The value of authentic tasks, open classrooms and fostering school-family-community relationships.  
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8. The value of children’s creativity and child-directed learning. 

9. The value of curriculum being individualised according to children’s individual instructional needs. 

10. The value of flexible curricula e.g., themed units, and units which evolve through children’s 

activities and interests.  

11. The value of teacher creativity and professionalism, making curriculum decisions according to 

children’s individual needs, and developing diverse curriculum options and learning activities.  

12. The value of flexible learning environments, e.g., openplan classrooms, movable desks, space for 

floorwork, wetwork, groupwork, individual work, outside work.  

13. The value of art, craft and creativity in children’s learning. 

14. The realisation that learning can take place through myriad different activities.  

15. The value of integrating learning from different subject areas. 

16. The value of children talking and discussing as they learn. 

17. The value of learning relationships: teacher-child, child-child, and child-teacher. 

18. The value of children working in flexible small groups.  

While these principles were doubtless present in classrooms prior to Whole Language, the Whole Language 

movement integrated and expanded them into a joyful liberating whole. These principles of instruction are 

highly worthy and accepted as part of effective learning for children in many subject areas, not just literacy.  

 

5.1.1.2 Whole Language and highly inappropriate principles on 

reading-accuracy  

It is important however, to separate Whole Language principles of reading-accuracy development and 

instruction, from these principles of effective instruction and learning, as it is in the area of early reading 

instruction, where Whole Language principles are highly inappropriate. Thus, in this thesis Whole Language 

reading-accuracy instruction is considered a discrete aspect of Whole Language. Where principles of 

Whole Language instruction, discussed above, are found effective, Whole Language reading-accuracy 

instruction is found severely wanting.  

In the 1960s, Goodman conducted several studies from which he and others formed conclusions about the 

nature of reading, and developed Whole Language theory. One examined children’s eye movements while 

reading, with the conclusion made that children did not read every word, but rather sampled text as needed 

(K. S. Goodman, 1973, 1974). Another study showed that children read a set of words with greater accuracy 

when they were in context than when they were in isolation (K. S. Goodman, 1965, 1969).  

The findings and conclusions of both studies have been repeatedly discounted (Adams, 1991; Chaney, 1990; 

Liberman & Liberman, 1992; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989), but have still been actively promoted by writers 

such as Smith and Goodman from that time to the present such that they are still current thinking today 

(Gollasch, 1982; K. S. Goodman, 1986; House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment 

Education and Training, 1992; F. Smith, 1976, 1994). 

1. Building from the findings of Goodman’s eye-movement studies, Goodman and Smith (1976, 1994) 

hypothesised that because good readers are sensitive to the redundancy afforded by syntactic and 

semantic cues available in sentences, they develop hypotheses about upcoming words, are able to 

confirm the identity of words by sampling only a few features in the visual display, and process 

words quickly because their use of redundancy lightens their cognitive load. Subsequent eye 

movement studies showed that sampling to confirm predictions did not happen, but that skilled 
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readers efficiently read each word. Stanovich (1986) comments of Smith’s hypothesis that the notion 

is contradicted by much recent data, commenting that even skilled readers do in fact visually sample 

all the data, and that it is not that good readers are less reliant on visual information but that they 

expend less capacity to process visual information fully. 

2. Goodman (K. S. Goodman, 1964-1977; 1986) emphasised that skills-development activities which 

focus children on word parts are uninteresting, artificial, irrelevant, inaccessible, without discernible 

purpose, and significantly disadvantage minority groups, and that instructional materials must 

instead be meaningful, relevant, whole texts. Smith (1971, 1993) was similarly emphatic on the 

uselessness of phonics training. This strong disapproval of phonics and systematic reading-accuracy 

skills development has not stood up to repeatedly replicated findings that phonics instruction is 

beneficial and strongly supports the reading progress of normal and at-risk readers (Adams, 1990; 

Chall, 1967, 1989, 2000; Chard, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998a, 1998b; de Lemos, 2002; Ehri, 

Nunes et al., 2001; Ehri, Stahl et al., 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research 

Council, 1998a; Share & Stanovich, 1995; Slavin et al., 1989).  

3. Liberman and Liberman (1992) discuss how Whole Language is in stark contrast to reading-

accuracy skills development because of its basic premises that learning to speak and learning to read 

are entirely comparable instances of language development, and that learning to read can and should 

be as effortless as learning to speak. This premise is somewhat neglectful of the fact that many 

cultures do not in fact naturally develop a written code, and that to master literacy is in fact to master 

a secondary code, rather than a primary one like verbal communication which does develop almost 

automatically. Similarly, research on neurocognitive processing has revealed the complexity of 

reading (Wolf & O'Brien, 2001 p.124): 

The human brain was never prewired to read, and there are no "reading centres" in the same 

way that there are cortical centres committed to speech and language comprehension.  

Rather, as the imaging work instructs us, reading is a three-ring cortical, subcortical, mid-

brain, and cerebellar parallel-processing act, which makes biologically novel use of no 

fewer than seventeen regions in the brain [as opposed to two areas for speech and 

language], and integrates them in milliseconds (Shaywitz et al, 1998). Put another way, 

sensu Ellis, reading is a vivid example of the brain's Picasso-like capacities to create an 

evolutionarily new function from other things: like seeing small visual features, hearing 

discrete sounds, and retrieving names for things. 

4. The three-cue (syntactic, semantic, grapho-phonic) system for reading unfamiliar words did not 

stand up to scientific scrutiny, with contextual guessing (use of syntactic and semantic cues) 

repeatedly shown to be inappropriate as a primary strategy for reading unfamiliar words, as in the 

following examples:  

a. Ehri and Wilce (1985) concluded that once readers’ reading-accuracy became automatic, the 

speed with which they read words in meaningful text was simply too rapid, for contextual 

facilitation to have been the process used, such that contextual guessing is not able to explain 

expert reading (Ehri & Wilce, 1985; Perfetti, 1985; Stanovich, 1986).  

b. Hempenstall (1996) summaries results of studies in this area: 

i. Nicholson’s (1991) finding that encouraging reliance on contextual cues confuses 

children in significant ways.   

ii. Gough and colleagues’ findings that even skilled readers could only guess correctly 

one word in four, when reading prose containing relatively predictable words 

(Gough, 1993; Gough et al., 1981). 
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iv. Vellutino and colleagues’ findings (1996, 2000) that it is skill in phonemic recoding, 

not semantic and syntactic ability, which predicts reading-accuracy levels, and 

reading of unfamiliar words.  

v. Prior and colleagues’ findings on the extremely low predictability of low frequency 

words and information loaded words from studying over 1600 Victorian children, that 

contextual guessing is not only not helpful, but actually disadvantages at-risk readers 

(Prior et al., 1994).  

vi. Schatz and Baldwin’s (1986) findings on the extremely low predictability of low 

frequency words and information loaded words, i.e., that the words most difficult to 

predict are the ones with the most semantic content, especially as students move 

beyond beginners’ texts to texts which provide far less redundancy of meaning.  

Hempenstall (2003) refers to the three-cue system as a Trojan horse, which seems an 

excellent analogy - the system was utterly new and surprising, overwhelmingly 

tempting, and inevitably disastrous. 

c. Studies by Share (1990), Pratt, Kemp and Martin (1996), and others showed frequency of 

contextual errors in weak readers to be a factor of the level of difficulty of the text being 

read, and that when reading texts of appropriate difficulty these readers were far less 

influenced by context. They discuss failure to control text difficulty as a major research 

design flaw in studies showing extensive contextual effects in weak readers.  

5. While a worthy notion, the idea of reading skill development entirely through individualised 

instruction as children show need, proved extremely difficult in practice given  

a. It did not take into account the difficulties involved in teachers’ individualising instruction to 

support students with delayed progress, which results in many students receiving inadequate 

or inappropriate assistance for their literacy needs (Westwood, 2001). 

b. Whole Language based changes of emphasis in university courses for pre-service teachers 

which deemphasised orthography and skills development, such that a generation of teachers 

have not received pre-service instruction in such areas (Darling-Hammond, 2000a, 2000b, 

2000c; Westwood, 2001) and thus are unable to optimally support most children with 

significant reading difficulties. 

6. Its insistence on being the best program for all types of learners (normal-progress, at-risk and 

delayed) has proved inappropriate in light of research evidence that 

a. Child-centred meaning based programs have shown a significant lack of success with lower 

achievers, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, children for whom English is a 

second language and children with phonological and metalinguistic skills (Freebody, 1993; 

Chapman, 2000; Hempenstall, 1996; Snow, Burns & Griffin, 1998; National Research 

Council, 1998). 

b. Many children will master reading regardless of the method of instruction to which they are 

exposed - Tunmer (1999) suggests that as many as 75% of children fit this category, though 

that does seem high. There seem very few studies researching this important area, though it 

does seem to be a common assumption that a large proportion of children will indeed 

succeed, regardless of method.  Regardless of the percentage, it does seem that almost any 

literacy approach could make a claim to being very effective, due to a majority of students 

mastering reading-accuracy regardless of the approach used. 

7. The notion that it is not necessary for novice readers to focus on reading-accuracy for a stage of 

early reading-accuracy development lost ground with evidence that a ‘glued to print’ stage is part of 
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healthy reading development, with novice readers disengaging from comprehension and focussing 

strongly on reading-accuracy concepts in order to build skills allowing them to move away from 

accuracy onto comprehension empowered by effective reading-accuracy (Chall, 1967, 1989; Chard 

et al., 1998b; Juel, 1991).  

8. Its notion that when provided with the right conditions, children acquire reading as a process of 

natural development needing only a limited amount of direct instruction has not stood up over time 

in that a high proportion of children continue to be weak readers. Tunmer (1999) comments that if 

children teach themselves, 

Why is it that a staggering 20 to 25% of all six-year-old children in New Zealand require 

expensive, intensive, one-to-one Reading Recovery tutoring after having been immersed in a 

print rich environment for an entire year….The data is straightforward.  Learning to read is 

not natural.  Written language is a culturally transmitted artefact whereas spoken language 

is part of the biological heritage of the human species.  

  

5.1.1.3 Whole Language’s ‘immunity’ to criticism 

The disappointing aspects of Whole Language are not its beginnings, which were not unreasonable given 

the research knowledge and theories of the time, and it no doubt being difficult to notice cracks emerging 

midst the myriad positive experiences of healthy-progress children and their teachers. The major 

disappointment of Whole Language is instead the entrenched resistance to criticism developed by its 

proponents, wherein academic reasoning became ideological persuasion, and the failure of Whole Language 

proponents to incorporate ensuing reading-accuracy research findings from that time into the Whole 

Language framework, and thus evolve more and more effective instruction. For the evidence was there very 

early on that Whole Language reading-accuracy assumptions were seriously flawed (Gough, 1993; Gough 

et al., 1981; Hempenstall, 1996, 2003; Nicholson, 1985; Nicholson et al., 1988; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; 

Schatz & Baldwin, 1986), and failure to build positively from this evidence has meant decades of 

inappropriate reading-accuracy instruction for billions of at-risk readers. Moats (2000, p.8) comments:  

Between 1975 and 1995, an entire field rushed to embrace a set of unfounded ideas and 

practices without any evidence that children would learn to read better, earlier. In greater 

numbers than they had with the basal readers in use at the time…publishers swiftly jumped 

on the bandwagon to produce whole-language materials for schools. The California 

Language Arts Frameworks of 1987 were especially influential in driving publishers away 

from basic-skill instruction. 

When academic reasoning becomes ideological passion, far more than simple research findings are needed 

to combat negative practice, and entrenched Whole Language beliefs on reading-accuracy development and 

instruction have meant research time, energy and funding on a massive scale, which could have been used 

to improve reading instruction, has instead been used in Reading Wars skirmishes. It seems likely that 

reasons for Whole Language’s immunity to criticism include: 

1. Whole Language rejection of standardised tests and empirical research. 

2. The intuitive feel-good appeal of Whole Language logic – it would indeed be wonderful if all 

children, particularly at-risk readers, were little sponges, absorbing reading-accuracy skill, and 

authentic reading power just learning to read by reading.  

3. Whole Language theory continuing to focus strongly on successful readers, rather than focussing 

equally strongly on reading-accuracy development of at-risk readers, the area where scientific 

criticism was being directly. 
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4. Spiralling ideological passions about Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, with Whole 

Language efforts applied to defending its reading-accuracy status quo, instead of evolving with 

strong rigour.   

5. Incorrect Whole Language principles on reading-accuracy development and instruction being 

accompanied by excellent principles of instruction, thus making it difficult to weed out incorrect 

aspects. 

6. Whole Language proponents dismissing criticisms through statements of ‘we do that,’ a statement 

which might more aptly read ‘we do include that to a very small extent, i.e., enough that we can 

refute your claim’. 

It seems quite possible that the continuing strong association of empirical reading research with 

reading-accuracy and the reading of decontextualised single words was instrumental in Whole 

Language rejection of standardised tests and, subsequently, empirical research. This allowed 

rejection of all criticisms based on the findings of empirical studies. It also removed data for 

assessing progress, as reading-accuracy was no longer measured, and student attitudes became the 

variable being explored (Moats, 2000, p.9):  

Instead of acknowledging that objective assessments were proving them wrong, many 

reading-education researchers rejected objectivity itself. Those interested in defending 

whole-language criticized traditional achievement tests as unauthentic and replaced them 

with measures of motivation, enjoyment or self-esteem. Attitude, not achievement, became 

the outcome of concern in the reading education research community. A positive attitude 

towards reading was expected to lead children automatically into more and better reading. 

Many reading-education researchers replaced standardised, reliable, validated assessments 

with alternative assessments that probed attitudes. The goal of teaching became the love of 

reading, not the ability to read. The effects of whole-language methods on student 

achievement were thus impossible to determine. 

Additionally, Whole Language is emphasised as a philosophy and not a model or methods (Cambourne, 

1988; Daniels & Zememan, 1999; K. S. Goodman, 1986; Moats, 2000), such that it has been necessary to be 

apologetic if using terms such as ‘Whole Language instruction’, ‘the Whole Language model’, ‘Whole 

Language methods’, and even ‘Whole Language principles’. Adhering to notions of ‘philosophy’ as 

opposed to ‘theory/model’ is inappropriate rhetoric however, when very strong principles on reading 

development and instruction are proscribed by Whole Language writers (Cambourne, 1982, 1976-7, 1988; 

Gollasch, 1982; K. S. Goodman, 1964-1977, 1986; F. Smith, 1976, 1994).  

It is even more inappropriate given that a strong stance of Whole Language being a philosophy and not a 

method/model/theory allows further defence of teaching based on Whole Language from any criticism - the 

instruction which is being criticised can be dismissed as possibly inappropriate translation of Whole 

Language philosophy. This advantage combines with Whole Language rejection of empirical research and 

standardised tests to create a powerful platform for trivialising ongoing criticisms and contradictory 

research findings. Whole Language became ‘refractory to detailed examination (Hempenstall, 2003), 

p.16)’. It is interesting that Goodman’s original studies were empirical research studies, yet Whole 

Language’s rejection of empirical research findings allowed rejection of findings which contracted his 

conclusion.  

In addition to rejection of empirical measures and taking a stance of philosophy not instructional method, 

further avoidance of criticism occurred through disparaging rejections of a ‘Of course we do that, you silly 

old thing’ genre (Hempenstall, 1996; Moats, 2000). Moats (2000, p.2) describes three forms of this 

dismissiveness: 

Some whole-language defenders claim they have always advocated teaching both phonics 

and comprehension, and thus revision of their understandings about reading is not 
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necessary.Others insist they understand the importance of phonological skills in early 

reading, but they then fail to practice or teach them systematically.  

Still others confirm that phonological skills are important for learning to read, even as they 

caution teachers that phonemic awareness and phonics instruction can be dangerous, 

boring, ineffective, or irrelevant and shouldn’t be overdone. 

Moats comments that this third attitude was evident in the report of the National Reading Panel (2000).  

Whole Language was a complete reform of reading-accuracy development and instruction. The magnitude 

of dynamic complexity involved in any major reform demands multiple levels of reflection involving 

ongoing learning not just on practices but also on beliefs and attitudes (Argyris, 1983, 1991, 2001; 

Robinson, 2001; Schon, 1987; Senge, 1990a, 1990b, 1996, 1997; Senge, Cambron-McCabe et al., 2000; 

Senge, Lucas et al., 2000). It would seem this reflective processing has been absent from Whole Language 

reading-accuracy instruction. Thus, rather than reflecting, modifying and improving, defensiveness became 

a major arm of Whole Language proponents.   

Robinson (2001) emphasizes the importance of multiple levels of inquiry, with inquiry focussed both on the 

task at hand, and on using effective organizational inquiry systems in achieving effective change. She 

comments on the substantial empirical evidence of organisations ignoring or incorrectly analyse feedback, 

and failing to make appropriate adaptive changes, and suggests three interrelated explanations of such 

ineffective learning: 

1. The dynamic complexity of the organisation’s current situation. 

2. Sacrificing reflection and the building of effectiveness for efficiency of the moment i.e., what works 

now. 

3. Argyris and Schon’s ‘defensive reasoning’, which ‘occurs in situations of anticipated or actual 

threat or embarrassment and involves thought and action that prevent inquiry into the source of the 

threat or embarrassment (Argyris, 1990).  Defensiveness at the interpersonal level shapes 

organisational practices when alternatives are ruled out because of the potential for eliciting 

negative motion. (Robinson, 2001, p.62)’. 

Cambourne’s (1988) comment on teachers prior to Whole Language being ‘prisoners of a model of learning 

[through having] accepted unquestioningly a set of beliefs about learning’ and thus using inappropriate 

and incorrect instructional practices (Cambourne, 1988, p.17), ironically seems almost a prediction of 

things to come. While purporting to liberate teachers from incorrect and restrictive models of learning, lack 

of academic reflection by Whole Language proponents has meant teachers who have used Whole Language 

unquestioningly have indeed become these ‘prisoners of a model of learning [through having] accepted 

unquestioningly a set of beliefs about learning’.  

 

5.1.1.4 The model of Whole Language reading-accuracy 

development and instruction 

As there is always a theory or model underlying strongly proscribed reading instruction practices, it is 

appropriate to examine Whole Language ‘philosophy’ as a theory and model. Exploration of Whole 

Language notions expressed in the writings of Whole Language proponents has resulted in the list of 

descriptors below, which would constitute the Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction model 

(Cambourne, 1982, 1976-7, 1988; Gollasch, 1982; K. S. Goodman, 1964-1977, 1965, 1969, 1972, 1973, 

1974, 1986; 1987; Y. M. Goodman & Burke, 1972; Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; F. Smith, 

1976, 1994; Strauss, 2005). The Whole Language principles extracted from these writings are listed as 

numbered main points. Subprinciples I have detailed as logical extensions related to these key principles are 

listed as lettered (a., b., etc.) subpoints to each principle. While these extensions are permissible extensions, 
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they reveal the many incongruences of the Whole Language model of reading-accuracy development and 

instruction:  

1.  Expert reading is only superficially different to novice reading. 

2. Reading-accuracy instruction principles are derived most powerfully from analysis of characteristics 

of expert reading, rather than characteristics of developing readers.  

3. The reading process is guided by readers’ search for meaning: 

a. Readers sample text rather than reading all words in the text. 

b. They visually sample only enough text to confirm the predictions they have made from their 

comprehension of the text and their life experience. 

c. As readers move from novice to expert, their samples become increasingly smaller as they 

rely less and less on visual processing of words and letters.  

4. Oral and written modes of language are only superficially different, and both develop in a one-stage 

‘growth’ process of gradual development with approximations steadily becoming more precise: 

a. There are no separate stages of oral and written language development. 

b. Stagelike phases which seem to involve development of accuracy skills and adult scaffolding 

of such accuracy skills are not relevant to oral and written language skill development. 

i. Although babies go through a babbling stage focussed on accuracy not meaning, prior 

to focussing on meaning as a young child, and parents support this babbling by sound 

play (babbling), this is not a separate stage. 

ii. Although other naturally developing skills go through interim stages which are 

strongly dissimilar to the expert skill, this is not the case for reading and writing 

development: 

            1. Children seeming to have a crawling stage prior to walking. 

            2. Children using a relatively long period of one and two word  

              sentences prior to developing more sophisticated language. 

            3. Children crawling for a period prior to walking. 

iii. Similarly, it is not appropriate that novice readers would focus overly on reading-

accuracy before moving to focussing predominately on reading comprehension, with 

teachers scaffolding reading-accuracy as well as reading comprehension 

development.  

c. Reading instruction should focus on characteristics of end results not supposed interim stages 

of development. 

5. Developing written language is a natural and expected developmental process as long as children are 

exposed sufficiently to appropriate models and encouraged to engage in such activities. 

6. Accuracy skills are simple to develop, and do not require conscious attention. Both oral and written 

accuracy skills develop through focus on meaning not accuracy: 

a. Accuracy skills develop automatically while learners focus on meaning. 

i. Reading-accuracy skills have very low cognitive load. 

b. Unless inappropriate instructional emphases have been used, normally-developing novice 

readers focus on meaning and acquire accuracy skills as a byproduct of this focus on 

meaning. 
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7. Reading instruction, assessment and observation must be of authentic reading:   

     a.    It is not necessary to analyse subskills of expert reading, such as reading- 

            accuracy. 

b.  Although it is inappropriate to focus on subskills of authentic reading, it is  

 appropriate to focus on reading-comprehension subskills. 

  i. Reading-comprehension strategies are not a subskill of expert reading.  

8. Reading instruction must focus on reading comprehension as this is the focus of expert readers. It 

must not focus on reading-accuracy, as expert readers show little evidence of overt reading-

accuracy. 

a. Expert-reader behaviours (e.g., no overt phonological recoding, high reading comprehension) 

are the behaviours to be encouraged in novice readers. 

b. Novice reading behaviours not evidenced by expert readers (e.g., overt phonological 

recoding, hesitant reading, intense focus on reading-accuracy, low reading comprehension) 

are unacceptable products of poor instruction.  

c. It is not appropriate for novice readers to focus on aspects of reading other than 

comprehension. 

d. Expert readers having high reading-accuracy of the text they are sampling and novice readers 

having extremely low reading-accuracy skills is not a relevant factor in reading development 

and instruction. 

e. Roleplay reading  by toddlers is only superficially different to the school child’s novice 

reading despite the different levels of cognitive load involved: 

i. The added cognitive load novice readers experience through needing to notice more 

text features (in contrast to preschoolers who attend just to reading behaviour) has no 

impact on reading development, and readers focus on meaning. 

ii. The relaxed purposefulness of the young child role playing as a reader will continue 

in novice readers, despite there now being so many more variables which the reader 

has to focus on. 

f. The difference between roleplay readers, novice readers and expert readers is increased 

precision of approximations. 

              i. Different levels of cognitive load is not an important factor: 

                             1. Roleplay reader and expert readers have low cognitive load. 

                             2. Novice readers have high cognitive load. 

9. Reading and writing develop optimally when the environmental conditions in which children acquire 

oral language are applied to literacy development: 

a. These environmental conditions are not merely a support of effective reading-accuracy 

development, but the cause of it. 

b. They include: 

i.  Saturating children in print in print-rich environments.  

ii. Modelled, shared and guided reading of authentic texts. 

iii. (In constructivist models of Whole Language) Child-directed learning at child-

directed pace. 
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          1. The reader, not the teacher, must be in control of the reading  

         process. The teachers’ role is to support, not teach them. 

          2. The directions teachers take in manipulating student interest,   

          e.g., towards contextual guessing, are not considered as the  

          teacher teaching or being in control. 

c. They exclude: 

i. Explicit instruction on single words and word parts as systematic skill development. 

ii. Prereading instruction on reading-accuracy concepts, as reading development is a 

one stage growth process focussed on meaning. Children’s prereading needs are 

simply for meaningful experience with language and print. 

iii. Teachers are expert in noticing children’s individual reading-accuracy instructional 

needs and thus develop group activities focussed just on those needed skills. 

iv. Teachers do not need extensive training in aspects of reading-accuracy development 

to be able to do this expert observation, so preservice instruction does not need to 

include skill development.  

10. Focussing on reading-accuracy is detrimental for both weak and good readers: 

a. Overt phonological recoding (sounding-out) is a negative trait which occurs because poor 

readers misunderstand the purpose of reading, e.g., Kemp (1980) commented that some 

children ‘continue to rehearse sounds, not for the meaning relationships but because they 

believe that the noise-rule system is more important in reading than the getting of meaning 

(p 27).’ 

b. Instruction must direct attention towards reading comprehension and not to the details of 

reading-accuracy, such that ‘if the child has a bias towards letter detail, the teacher's 

prompts will be directed towards the message and the language structure (Clay, 1993, 

p.42)’. 

c. Word level instruction is not just useless, but actually damaging, creating ‘word callers’ with 

superior reading-accuracy skills and deficient reading-comprehension skills: ‘Remedial 

Reading classes are filled with youngsters in late elementary and secondary schools who can 

sound out words but get little meaning from their reading (K. S. Goodman, 1973, p 491)’. 

d. Even weak readers have good word attack skills but word attack skills are not helpful in 

reading.  

e. Weak readers need more intense Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction and do not 

need systematic reading-accuracy instruction. 

i. Individualised instruction is provided such that a child showing delayed advancement 

in any area will be observed and then given meaningful purposeful activities in full 

text perspectives which will boost his or her performance appropriately. 

f. Reading difficulties are not potential evidence of needs for alternate instructional methods, 

but are instead the product of poor instruction. 

11. Reading of unfamiliar words is guided by meaning not reading-accuracy, such that reading-accuracy 

is used only as a secondary support of ‘contextual guessing (Chapman & Tunmer, 2000)’. 

a. Reading instruction needs to be aimed at developing contextual guessing.  
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12. Reading achievement should be measured through effectiveness of reading comprehension and 

miscue analyses made during reading of authentic texts. 

a. Level of difficulty is according to readers comprehension difficulty, i.e., is a factor of 

comprehension from picture cues and other contextual supports. 

b.   As readers’ reading-accuracy skill is not a major factor in reading effectiveness, level of 

reading-accuracy difficulty of the passage being read is not relevant and will not affect the 

type of miscues students present.  

c. Assessing reading progress through reading of decontextualised words and standardised tests 

of reading-accuracy is inappropriate and useless. 

13. English orthographic complexity has no impact on reading-accuracy development of English-text 

readers, as English spelling rules are complicated, unreliable, and largely irrelevant to reading 

development (Smith, 1995, Strauss, 2005). 

 

5.1.1.5 The challenge of noticing incorrect principles midst 

correct ones  

It is likely a further reason for continuing strong support of Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction 

is because of the many aspects of good practice within which the inappropriate reading-accuracy instruction 

principles were embedded (see Table 5.1), thus making them harder to weed out, despite there being 

powerful evidence of their being incorrect (see Table 5.2). 

Table 5.1 Analysis of the 12 premises of Kenneth Goodman’s work discussed by Gollasch (1982) in his 

introduction to Language and literacy: The selected writings of Kenneth Goodman 

Premises widely accepted 

by reading researchers. 

Reading is a language process (Premise 1). 

Reading is a psycholinguistic process (Premise 2). 

Children have natural competence to develop language (Premise 3). 

Oral reading is a valid means of understanding silent reading (Premise 7). 

Miscue analysis methodology is no less scientific than more traditional 

experimental methods (Premise 12).   

The types of inferences made about the reading process in the taxonomy 

questions are relevant to the real life situation (Premise 8). 

Premises which are 

acceptable if not used in 

exclusionary manner, but 

which are strongly refutable 

if used this way. 

Language is learned from whole to part and its acquisition is facilitated in 

a purposeful, meaningful, communicative context (Premise 4). 

Reading research, in order to be valid and reliable, must involve itself 

with whole, relevant, meaningful language (Premise 5). 

Attempts to understand the complex reading process will not be very 

successful with traditional narrow ‘experimental’ approaches. The 

problem demands broader theory based methods (Premise 10). 

Depth analysis of a few subjects will be more rewarding than narrow 

statistical studies involving many subjects over time (Premise 11). 

Premises which could be 

acceptable if used in a very 

narrow sense, but which 

otherwise are strongly 

refuted by replicated 

research. 

There is a single reading process for fluent and beginning readers of 

which the primary aim is comprehension (Premise 9). 

Both expected and unexpected oral responses to printed texts are 

produced through the same process (Premise 6). 
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Table 5.2 

Analysis of implications of Goodman’s premises, discussed by Gollasch (1982) in his introduction to 

Language and Literacy: The selected writings of Kenneth Goodman  

Empirical agreement Extended theory Empirical disagreement 

Reading is a language process (Premise 1) 

Reading is a language 

process. 

It is a receptive language 

process strongly similar to 

listening comprehension 

This premise is extended to 

contrast with the ‘traditional’ 

view that written language is 

really a secondary, more 

abstract representation of 

‘real’ language which is oral 

(Gollash) 

It is a secondary process: 

Speech seems innate; all cultures 

use it. Reading is secondary: not all 

cultures develop it; orthographic 

complexity makes reading English 

2.5 times harder and slower to 

learn than simple orthographies.  

Children have a natural competence to acquire and develop language (Premise 3) 

Many children do acquire 

effective reading with very 

little word-level 

instruction.  

Children have a similar 

natural competence to acquire 

and develop reading and 

writing 

Ability to acquire reading skills is 

strongly influenced by self-

learning capacity. 

Virtually 100% of children master 

spoken language. Large 

percentages of children fail to 

master reading. 

Language is learned from whole to part and its acquisition is facilitated in a purposeful, 

meaningful, communicative context (Premise 4) 

Many aspects of spoken 

and written language are 

learned whole to part.  

Acquisition of spoken and 

written language are 

strongly facilitated by 

purposeful meaningful 

communicative contexts 

Reading is learned only 

whole to part, and not also 

part to whole. 

Reading instruction must only 

include purposeful 

meaningful texts, and must 

not also include 

decontextualised words and 

word parts.  

Babbling and one-word sentences 

would suggest spoken language is 

also learned part to whole. Written 

language is learned whole to part 

and part to whole. In addition to 

purposeful meaningful texts, 

reading instruction should include 

instruction on decontextualised 

words and word parts. 

Reading research, in order to be valid and reliable, must involve itself with whole, relevant, 

meaningful language (Premise 5) 

It is very important that 

reading research includes 

research on reading in 

meaningful contexts, and 

reading of meaningful 

texts.  

Reading research, in order to 

be valid and reliable, must not 

involve itself with 

decontextualised settings, 

reading of decontextualised 

words and word parts, and 

subskills of reading.   

Strongly significant contributions 

to reading research and effective 

reading instruction have been made 

by research not involving 

meaningful contexts, and reading 

of meaningful texts. It is important 

to use both types of reading 

research.  

 

When a concept is obviously flawed and is presented in the midst of similarly flawed theory, its errors are 

likely to be obvious. When poor theory reflects unpopular views, errors are similarly likely to be noticed.  
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It is much harder, however, to detect flawed concepts when they are part of broad conceptualizations which  

1. Are socioculturally similar to dominant educational theory paradigms, i.e. are fashionable.  

2. Contain excellent theory along with these flawed concepts.  

3. Are built from theory which is emotively caring and positive.  

 

5.1.1.6 Australian Whole Language as an effective method of 

reading instruction 

While Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction has received much strong criticism, and seems 

theoretically highly inappropriate, it is important to recognise that the majority of Australian children are 

learning to read effectively through current Australian reading instruction which is strongly built from 

Whole Language. It seems valuable to reflect on its effectiveness.  

With standardised measures of reading-accuracy and reading-comprehension not having been used in 

Australia since the 1980s, it is difficult to establish exact rates of reading efficiency but indicators of the 

effectiveness of Australian reading instruction are seen in previously discussed results, for example,  

1. Sixty to 75% of children 60 to 75% of children pass Queensland’s Year 2 Net (Education 

Queensland, 2000).  

2. Australia scores in the top 7 nations for reading in OECD-PISA studies (Program for International 

Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a, 2003). 

3. COST-A8 estimates that English-text reading-accuracy development takes 2.5 times as long as 

transparent-orthography readers would seem to place Australian readers as learning at approximately 

the same rate as Scottish readers (Seymour et al., 2003).  

4. As a practitioner working for over 20 years with students with reading difficulties, few students have 

seemed instructionally disabled, i.e., just having difficulties just from poor first-wave classroom 

instruction. This suggests that the vast majority of Australian children with no constitutional at-risk 

factors master reading and reading-accuracy effectively (though perhaps not optimally) from current 

instruction.  

(In contrast, I have worked with many children with seemingly constitutional difficulties, whose 

second wave (early intervention) or third-wave (reading difficulties) intervention, using Reading 

Recovery or Support-a-reader, I consider to have been highly inappropriate, given the relatively 

rapid progress they have made once given word-level reading-accuracy rather than exclusively 

fulltext reading instruction.) 

Our discussion with researchers in different transparent-orthography countries caused us to realise that 

Australian Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction may be rather different to Whole Language in 

other countries. Whole Language as perceived by researchers in America, Finland, and Wales is a fully 

constructivist form of Whole Language instruction, wherein children are usually helped to learn some 

whole-words, but are not taught letters and their sounds, and are instead encouraged to develop reading-

accuracy and letter-sound knowledge intuitively, from rich print exposure and engagement in print 

activities. Our impression is that in Australia, perhaps due to Clay’s strong emphasis on letters and sounds, 

most children are taught their letters and sounds. 

It seems highly important that the particular form of Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction being 

used is stipulated, if we are to build knowledge on the effectiveness of different types of reading-accuracy 

instruction. When Seymour and Elder’s (1986) conducted a comparison study of two Scottish classes, one 

using regular instruction, and the other using constructivist Whole Language, they found that the Whole 
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Language children did not intuit letter-sound knowledge, and were reading purely logographically, e.g., 

children commented that they could read the word ‘yellow’ because of its two sticks. The Whole Language 

children had been taught a bank of whole-words, and used features of these whole-words in attempting to 

read unfamiliar words, e.g., ‘clock’ and even ‘king’ were read as ‘key’ because they had a ‘k’ like the known 

word ‘key’(Seymour, 2005; Seymour & Elder, 1986). There seems to have been relatively little 

comprehensive Whole-Language instruction in Scotland since that time – Seymour and Elder’s study grew 

from an opportunity which arose when a class in a local school was using comprehensive Whole Language 

in the 1980s. Professor Seymour commented that such classes are no longer present in Scotland (Seymour, 

2005).  

Although many Australian reading scientists (including myself until very recently) have considered 

Australian reading instruction to be the same as Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction in other 

countries, reflection on countries currently using fully constructivist Whole Language reading-accuracy 

instruction, and the findings of Seymour and Elder’s (1986) study suggests that Australian Whole Language 

reading-accuracy instruction, from the 1980s to the current time, has distinctive features, which may 

increase its effectiveness. Our impression is that in Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction in 

Australia, teachers pragmatically include skills development in the first year of instruction, despite it not 

being recommended in curriculum documents (Ainley & Fleming, 2000; Begg & Golding, 1999; Education 

Department of Western Australia, 1995, 1997b; Education Victoria, 1999; Queensland Department of 

Education, 1991, 1994; Queensland, 2002; Winch, Ross Johnston, Holliday, Ljungdahl, & March, 2001): 

1. We suspect that in their first formal year of instruction (e.g., Queensland’s Year 1): 

a. Children are taught letters and sounds, and sight words in their first formal year of 

instruction. 

b. At the same time, they ‘read’ authentic texts using  

i. ‘Shared, guided and independent reading’(Repeated reading of the same text, first 

being read to, then being read with, then finally reading by oneself). 

ii. One sentence and picture per page, and repeated sentence structures such that 

contextual guessing is highly supported. 

c. In many schools, children are taught how to phonemically recode words, and given practice 

in reading regular three letter words. 

2. We suspect that from this time (e.g., from Queensland’s Year 2 on): 

a.  Little or no reading-accuracy instruction using isolated words or word parts is used. 

b. Reading instruction takes place through ‘Shared, guided and independent reading’ of books 

of increasing difficulty (though the criteria for ‘of increasing difficult’ vary, and usually do 

not reading-accuracy level into account). 

c. Spelling is taught explicitly. 

If we are correct in our assumption that this is how Australian reading-accuracy instruction takes place in 

most schools (and it may well be that we are not, as perhaps our local area is more skills-development 

oriented than other areas of Australia), then Australian Whole Language would seem to include an early 

inoculation of skills-development which is perhaps playing a pivotal role, as Australian Grade 1 readers 

would seem far in advance of the Whole Language readers described by Seymour and Elder. We realise that 

our perceptions may be incorrect. It would be extremely useful to do an audit of instructional practice in 

Australian schools. 

It is interesting that analysis of data gathered in the current COST-A8 thus far is showing a regular pattern 

across countries, whereby students’ reaching 80% accuracy on letter-sound concepts seems to be the point 
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where reading-accuracy progress accelerates (Seymour, 2005; Seymour & Duncan, 2002). The measure of 

accuracy used in the study is a lenient one – if children can name a letter, say its sound or think of a word 

starting with the letter, they are marked as correct. Current Australian reading instruction would certainly 

achieve this 80% level in most readers.   

We found it interesting that in Finland, Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction of the Australian 

genre is not thought of as reading-accuracy instruction. In Finland, children are taught letter names and 

sounds in the first term (of four terms) of their kindergarten year, then learn to write them in second term. 

Their kindergarten year is a play-based program, which children attend twenty hours per week, in the year 

before they commence formal instruction in Grade 1. Kindergarten and Grade 1 teachers as well as 

researchers informed us that children are not taught to read until Grade 1. The Kindergarten teachers we 

visited commented that they model blending of sounds to work out syllables in words while reading to the 

children, but do not teach it. They seemed unaware that in teaching letters thoroughly and modelling 

phonemic recoding of syllables, they were in fact offering quite intense reading-accuracy instruction to the 

children, because Finnish reading-accuracy is acquired very simply once children realise reading simply 

involves listing sounds and blending them. At the Kindergarten we visited in January, four months into the 

school year, the teachers commented that half their class had some reading ability. While we did not 

establish how well these children were reading, the teacher’s comment is supported by Holopainen et al’s 

(2001) finding that one third of their population of Finnish Grade 1 students were reading competently at 

the start of Grade 1. 

 

5.1.1.7 Possible insights on constructivism as a viable teaching 

method 

Richardson (1997) defines constructivism as ‘a learning or meaning-making theory [that] suggests that 

individuals create their own new understandings, based upon the interaction of what they already know and 

believe, and the phenomena or ideas with which they come into contact (V. Richardson, 1997, p.3)’. Using 

this notion of constructivism, it would seem that Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction relies 

strongly on constructivism, children learning to read intuitively from extensive engaged exposure to print. 

While it is likely they have skills development in Year 1 in Australia, from Year 2 on, reading-accuracy is 

expected to be acquired intuitively. At-risk readers’ low levels of central literacy processing skills would 

render them less likely to be able to intuit reading-accuracy. They are naïve self-learners, and not likely to 

learn things which are not taught explicitly. 

The impact of age of school commencement, and age differences in working memory efficiency, as 

discussed in the last chapter, would seem to strongly impact children’s ability to intuit skills. If at age 6 

years, Finnish Kindergarten children are taught their letters and sounds a full six months before starting 

Grade 1, yet Holopainen et al (2001) found only one third of their population of Finnish Grade 1 students 

were reading competently at the start of Grade 1, it would seem likely that  

1. The great majority of 7 year old learners would not intuit reading-accuracy without instruction in 

letters and sounds. 

2. It is unlikely that Australian children who have not mastered effective phonemic recoding  through 

early skills development, will intuit reading-accuracy through constuctivist Whole Language 

reading-accuracy instruction from Year 2 on.  

Children commencing school at age 7 years and learning to read highly transparent orthographies would 

seem to provide major opportunities to investigate whether constructivist reading-accuracy development is a 

possibility. Where transparent-orthography countries are dabbling with Whole Language (either 

constructivist or involving skills development), it would be useful to explore the characteristics of 
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constructivist learning which takes place, and its interactions with child age and working memory 

efficiency. From these studies, it would be possible to reflect on whether constructivist learning is a sensible 

option for Australian students, whether normal-progress or at-risk. It would seem highly likely that high 

cognitive load created by English orthographic complexity will reduce the likelihood that Australian readers 

will intuit reading-accuracy skills, especially when their working memory efficiency is low, due to low age 

of commencing school. 

There would seem to already be some opportunities to investigate these interactions. Seymour and 

colleagues are currently conducting a comparison study of two Belgian classes, one using Whole Language 

instruction and the other using Skills Development instruction (Seymour, 2005). These children speak 

French, which, while far more regular than English, is nonetheless a relatively complex orthography. It will 

be interesting to see the results of this study. If Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction continues in 

Albania, it would also be useful to compare the reading-accuracy growth rates of Seymour et al’s French 

students with the growth rates of Albanian readers. Albanian is almost completely transparent, and thus far 

more transparent than French, such that orthographic complexity would be a variable which could be 

explored. Both groups of students are two years older than Australian school students, so if constructivism 

has little success in these readers, its likelihood of success in Australian readers would seem very low.  

 

5.1.1.8 Does English orthographic complexity imply strong 

emphasis or rejection of phonics  

It is interesting to consider the implications for Australian reading-accuracy instruction of transparent-

orthography reading-accuracy development being so strongly associated with Skills Development reading-

accuracy instruction. While one implication would be that with English orthographic complexity being so 

much greater, we must therefore work harder to help students master English orthographic complexity i.e., 

teach phonics, it is nonetheless plausible to say that with English orthographic complexity so great that it is 

considered an outlier to other orthographies, if there is another way to learn to read effectively without 

negotiating English orthographic complexity, that would seem the best direction to take. This raises the 

question of whether it is possible to learn to read English-text without overcoming English orthographic 

complexity. Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction is based on the assumption that it is possible to 

do this. This question and these two alternate paths would seem to be the basis of the Reading Wars: 

1. One direction is to embrace phonics, i.e., to consider that if English orthographic complexity is so 

great, then great efforts must be made to support beginning readers to master this complex 

orthography, while preventing them from being overwhelmed by this same orthographic complexity. 

This can be done through a strong emphasis on systematic reading-accuracy skills development 

focussing on high frequency whole-words, as well as phonemic recoding, by avoiding teaching too 

many rules prior to children engaging in reading of authentic texts. 

2. The countercorner direction is to reject phonics, i.e., to consider that English orthographic 

complexity so ridiculously complex that it is useless to teach phonics, and important to use other 

methods (Cambourne, 1982, 1976-7, 1988; Clay, 1972, 1993; Coles, 2000; K. S. Goodman, 1964-

1977, 1986, 1994; F. Smith, 1976, 1994; Strauss, 2005). This would seem to be the intuitive appeal 

of Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction in that it emphasises reading-comprehension 

leading development of reading-accuracy.  

There is a semblance of logic in both these directions. Two issues which seem essential to address are 

1. That English orthographic complexity seems to have stronger effects on reading-accuracy success 

and failure than any other variable, thus it would seem that, in some manner, English orthographic 

complexity must be negotiated, whether intuitively, through direct learning, or combinations thereof. 
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2. That if English orthographic complexity creates high cognitive load, and at-risk readers’ low levels 

of central literacy processing skills means they have difficulty coping with cognitive load, then 

effective reading instruction must reduce cognitive load to manageable levels.  

It would seem logical that systematic skills development using single words and word parts would be a 

highly effective way of building skill with English orthographic complexity while maintaining task load at a 

manageable level. Similarly it would seem logical that the cognitive load of reading-accuracy development 

would often be too high when students are reading authentic texts, given the multiple cognitive demands of 

reading authentic text. But a further question which is provoked in considering reading of authentic text is 

whether Whole Language proponents believe  

1. It is reading-accuracy which children are mastering, while they are focussing on comprehension in 

reading of meaningful fulltexts. 

2.  Reading-accuracy is developed in other ways when children read authentic text using contextual 

guessing.  

Is it possible to master reading-accuracy without mastering English orthographic complexity? Most reading 

scientists would say definitely not, while most Australian mainstream reading academics would say of 

course it is possible, citing current Australian reading-accuracy instruction. My personal theory (which I 

would comfortably revise if finding satisfactory evidence to the contrary) is that  

1. Children master reading-accuracy by steadily building mastery of English orthographic complexity. 

2. They are supported in this mastery by a balanced and motivating reading program which includes 

systematic reading-accuracy skills development and extensive engaged reading of authentic texts of 

appropriate levels of difficulty, i.e., this is the easiest path to English-text reading-accuracy 

development. 

3. They develop mastery in spite of their reading instruction, if systematic Skills Development is not 

included, through extensive exposure to print during engaged reading of authentic texts. 

I may well be wrong in this, and the above points may apply only to at-risk readers and not to normal-

progress readers. Data on reading-accuracy achievement levels and working memory efficiency is needed to 

show if this is the case, and this data is not available because standardised tests of reading-accuracy have 

not been used in Australia in recent decades. It would seem invaluable to conduct an audit (or sampling) of 

reading-accuracy instruction, reading-accuracy achievement, and reading-accuracy development of 

Australian students of all deciles and thus gather knowledge on these areas. There is similarly a strong need 

for reading-accuracy data on effectiveness of different types of instruction on different deciles of readers. 

Landerl (2000, p.240) makes a thought-provoking comment about English orthographic complexity and 

historical trends in English-text reading-accuracy instruction: 

Perhaps it is the high complexity of the grapho-phoneme system that has been responsible 

for the fact that traditional phonics programs in England and the United States were 

characterised by monotonous drill and divorce from real language. 

There is a certain irony in  

1. English orthographic complexity perhaps being the reason for intensive Skills Development,  

2. the intensity of which was perhaps a key reason for Whole Language to be so overwhelmingly 

welcomed and thus replace Skills Development, and for  

3. English orthographic complexity to also be the reason why Whole Language reading-accuracy 

instruction is so unsuccessful with at-risk readers, 

4. the weaknesses of which may result in Skills Development become once more a key 

component of reading instruction. 
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It is perhaps timely to reflect on the concept that intensive Skills Development was the status quo prior to 

the advent of Whole Language. As a child, I commenced school in 1961, and have no recollection of 

intensive Skills Development. Phonics was dominant at that time, and whole-word learning less dominant, 

and I remember learning letters and sounds, and reading books with highly regular text about Dick and 

Dora, Nip and Fluff in Year 1. Reading from Grade 2 on, I remember as being the reading of meaningful 

text in large year level reading books. Retired teachers who I have spoken with, who were teaching primary 

school in the 1960s, have no recollection of teaching intensive Skills Development either. It may be that 

intensive Skills Development is a concept which has grown in our collective imaginations, given Whole 

Language’s strong rejection of reading instruction focussing on decontextualised words and word parts.   

Landerl (2000) suggests it is likely there is an interaction between orthographic-complexity and reading 

instruction, such that for highly inconsistent orthographies such as English, phonics teaching may be pivotal 

to help children understand the mapping of print to spoken language, whereas in highly consistent 

orthographies, ‘the orthographic structure alone may provide enough clear and unequivocal information 

about the relationship between spoken and written language to set off children's phonological decoding 

abilities even if they receive a whole word instruction’(Landerl, 2000, p. 245). While this seems 

theoretically appropriate, it is interesting that not one of the transparent-orthography countries we visited 

used instruction other than systematic Skills Development. The balance of evidence seems to support 

‘towards phonics’ rather than ‘rejecting phonics’ as the appropriate direction. Whether this is the case for 

normal-progress readers, or just at-risk readers, remains to be seen.  

Conclusions re the Whole Language model 

Even with key principles delineated as per the numbered points above, it is difficult to work out just how 

Whole Language model views the development of reading-accuracy as happening. It would seem that 

reading-accuracy is perhaps not considered relevant in development, instruction or mature reading. It would 

seem that reading-accuracy is perhaps considered an accompanying artefact of reading-accuracy 

development and instruction, rather than as playing any important role. For the purposes of this thesis, this 

model is found highly inadequate for at-risk readers. It does not situate reading-accuracy within reading 

development and instruction. It does not show a rigorous and logical theory of reading-accuracy 

development. It has no effective linkage of assessment, planning and instruction of reading-accuracy and 

reading. 

It seems likely that the power and positiveness of the principles of effective interactive instruction of Whole 

Language, and the teacher empowerment involved, combined over the years with increasing teacher 

ignorance of reading-accuracy development and instruction (due to inappropriate preservice and inservice 

instruction), to build widespread ideological adherence to Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, 

despite its poor effectiveness for at-risk readers. For despite decades of rigorous research evidence showing 

the major weaknesses of Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, reading academics and teachers 

have continued to reject these findings. As a result Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction is 

pervasive in Australia, New Zealand and many American states. Where it includes explicit teaching of 

letters, sounds, and sight words to mastery level in early reading, it is likely that Australian Whole 

Language reading instruction is either adequate or effective for normal-progress readers, but ineffective for 

at-risk readers.  

It would seem that current reading instruction works in building reading-accuracy skills of normal-progress 

readers but that perhaps 25 to 40% of readers are not making the progress they are capable of. There is no 

data on reading-accuracy for decisions to be made on whether current instruction for normal-progress 

readers is optimal or could be further improved such that readers progress more efficiently. 

Whole Language philosophy is strongly dominant in Australian reading instruction, and not readily 

dismissed. It would therefore seem that a pragmatic focus on improving reading-accuracy instruction in 

Australia will need to move beyond the level of reading-accuracy instruction to  
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1. Exploration of mental models underlying the entrenched nature of Whole Language. 

2. Principles of effective organisational learning, if effective research-based principles of optimal 

reading-accuracy instruction are to be accepted by mainstream reading academics and teachers who 

are currently ideologically adhering to Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, and are 

highly defensive. 

 

5.1.2 Models guiding current Australian practice 
It was considered that the theoretical models underlying current reading instruction might be useful for the 

purposes of understanding reading-accuracy development and instruction but this was found not to be the 

case. 

The model for the development of reading and English, which is currently used by Education Queensland in 

its current English documents (Queensland Department of Education, 1994) emphasizes reading as a 

sociocultural act, and the need to consider cultural contexts and genre, social contexts and register (field, 

tenor, and mode), the text-context relationship, and the importance of discourses. It strongly emphasises 

texts being not just print texts, but also verbal, visual and physical (e.g. a dance, or a building) texts. With 

its strong emphases on reading comprehension and authentic reading, and its minimal and relatively 

dismissive emphasis on reading-accuracy as reading of single words, it was felt to be insufficient for the 

purposes of this study. Additionally, the sociocultural model seems to strongly reject individual differences 

in cognitive processing having any importance in reading development, difficulties and instruction (Anstey 

& Bull, 1996a; Queensland Board of Teacher Registration, 2001; W. Sawyer, 2005). This rejection is highly 

inappropriate given the established importance of central literacy processing skills, discussed in Chapter 4.  

The models used in recent Queensland and Australian curricula and documentation on reading instruction 

were similarly found to have little or no emphasis on reading-accuracy and thus not used (Anstey & Bull, 

1996b; Queensland Board of Teacher Registration, 2001; Queensland, 2002; Winch et al., 2001). 

The model of reading instruction built from Whole Language is used in Australian federal reading 

documents and many state curricula (Cambourne, 1988; Hempenstall, 1996; House of Representatives 

Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training, 1992). With its strong emphases on authentic 

reading, reading comprehension and use of syntactic and semantic cues, rather than phonological recoding, 

in the reading of unfamiliar words, it too was felt to be insufficient. With similar emphases on authentic 

reading and use of semantic and syntactic cues for contextual guessing on unfamiliar words, the models 

used in Education’s Queensland’s main reading remediation programs, Reading Recovery (Clay, 1993), the 

Year 2 Net (Queensland Department of Education, 1994, 1997) and Support-a-reader (Queensland 

Department of Education, 1991) were also not further considered.  

The model of reading development used in Western Australia’s First Steps literacy programs (Education 

Department of Western Australia, 1995, 1997b), and now used in Queensland schools, was actively 

considered as it does include reading-accuracy criteria but close examination shows it to have a strongly 

developmental focus aligned with Whole Language rather than the reading research on reading-accuracy 

development. The Reading continuum used in this model has five stages: Phase A: Role Play Reading; 

Phase B: Experimental Reading; Phase C: Early Reading; Phase D: Transitional Reading; and Phase E: 

Independent Reading. As regards reading-accuracy development, these stages are at times somewhat 

difficult to distinguish between, seeming to be perhaps more of a ‘starting; getting better; and even better; 

quite good; very good’ perspective rather than noting specific changes between stages, e.g., criteria on sight 

word reading progress from ‘ Recognises own name, or part of it, in print (Role Play Reading)’ to 

‘Recognises some personally significant words in context (Experimental Reading)’ to ‘Has a bank of words 

which are recognised when encountered in different contexts (Early Reading)’ to ‘Has an increasing bank 

of sight words (Transitional Reading)’. Whilst some emphasis is placed on minimal word attack skills, there 
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seem to be significant gaps and discrepancies as far as phonological awareness and code instruction, with no 

mention made of phonological awareness. Items such ‘Sounds-out to decode words’ and ‘Uses initial letters 

as a cue to decoding’ are placed in Phase D, which other criteria indicate to be a stage of relatively 

advanced reading – these items would be placed back in Phase C or even Phase B if using guidelines 

reflecting research knowledge on reading-accuracy development (Adams, 1990; Ehri, Stahl et al., 2001; 

National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a). 

One of the strongest models of reading at the present time is Luke and Freebody’s (2000) Four Resources 

model. In 1990, in response to the widening range of literacy practices and to shift the focus from trying to 

find the right method to determining whether the range of practices emphasized in a reading program was 

integrating literacy practices valued in current economies and cultures, Luke and Freebody developed a 

Four Roles (now termed Four Resources) model of reading. It posited four necessary but not sufficient 

‘roles’ for the reader in a postmodern, text-based culture (Freebody, 1992; Luke & Freebody, 2000): 

1. Code Breaker (coding competence) - breaking the code of written texts by recognizing and using 

fundamental features and architecture, including alphabet, sounds in words, spelling, and structural 

conventions and patterns.  

2. Meaning Maker (semantic competence) - participating in understanding and composing meaningful 

written, visual, and spoken texts, taking into account each text's interior meaning systems in relation 

to their available knowledge and their experiences of other cultural discourses, texts, and meaning 

systems. 

3. Text User (pragmatic competence) - using texts functionally by traversing and negotiating the labour 

and social relations around them - that is, by knowing about and acting on the different cultural and 

social functions that various texts perform inside and outside school, and understanding that these 

functions shape the way texts are structured, their tone, degree of formality, and sequence of 

components. 

4. Text Critic (critical competence) - critically analysing and transforming texts by acting on 

knowledge that texts are not ideologically natural or neutral - that they represent particular points of 

views while silencing others and influence people's ideas - and that their designs and discourses can 

be critiqued and redesigned in novel and hybrid ways. 

When one considers the Four Resources model, Skills Development approaches are contained completely 

within the Code Breaker role, while Whole Language and Sociocultural approaches have a primary focus on 

the latter three roles: Meaning Maker (Semantics, Comprehension), Text User (Genre, Functional 

Grammar), and Text Critic (Pragmatics, Critical Analysis). 

While it is insufficiently focussed on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction to be used 

in the discussion of this chapter, Luke and Freebody’s Four Resources model offers real potential in moves 

to resolve Australian Reading Wars factionary, as the Code Breaker role provides a bridge between Skills 

Development and Whole Language, thus offering a role for reading-accuracy as a partner with reading 

comprehension and the other socioculturally emphasised aspects of literacy considered in the model. In 

practice, I have seen the Code Breaker role used mostly with regard to breaking the code (meaning) of a 

sentence through use of semantic, syntactic and graphophonic cues, rather than breaking orthographic 

codes, and indeed the term ‘Text Decoder’ is often used in place of Code Breaker.  

 

5.1.2.1.1 Australian state national models linking assessment and 
instruction linkage 

Australia’s national model linking curriculum-based assessment to instruction (Evaluation of the 2001 

Queensland years 3, 5 and 7 testing program : Final report., 2002; Queensland School Curriculum Council, 
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2001) consists of national assessment of reading, writing and maths conducted in Year 3, Year 5 and Year 7 

(in Queensland, in some states these grades are termed Year 2, 4 and 6). The linkage between assessment 

and curricula in these tests is not strong. The tests use relatively broad authentic tasks, almost all the items 

are reading comprehension items, and even within reading comprehension, it is difficult to link the 

assessment results to any fine-grained specificity in teacher decisionmaking on students’ instructional 

needs. As Dwyer comments (Dwyer, 1996, p.243), these assessments ‘have been developed largely for 

accountability purposes and are the result of policy demands external to schools and classrooms’, rather 

than being useful for classroom instruction. 

As discussed earlier, the First Steps continua and Year 2 Net (Education Department of Western Australia, 

1995; Queensland Department of Education, 1997), used as a state model in Queensland,  do not provide 

useful guidance for reading-accuracy instruction. Reading Recovery (Clay, 1993) can also be considered a 

state-level model, given its use in Australian states is based on use of Reading Recovery funds which may 

not be used for any other purpose. Despite positive reports from school systems which are strongly 

committed to use of the program, there are very large amounts of evidence showing Reading Recovery to be 

using principles of reading-accuracy instruction shown to be inappropriate, to be inappropriately expensive 

program, and to have limited long-term effectiveness with many students (Chapman & Tunmer, 2000; 

Chapman, Tunmer, & Prochnow, 1999, In press; Groff, 2004; Haenn, 2000; Tunmer & Chapman, 2003). Its 

linkage of curriculum-based assessment to instruction is through measuring children’s progress through 

Reading Recovery reading books, but given the high number of repeated readings students have with each 

book, improvement may be due as much to improved language comprehension, memory and confidence in 

reading that text as to improved reading-accuracy skills.  

Queensland’s current state model, Literate Futures (Education Queensland, 2000, 2002; Queensland, 2002), 

with its model of whole-school literacy programming makes no mention of reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction.  

Conclusions re models of current Australian reading instruction 

For effective reading-accuracy development, teachers need clear understanding of students’ achievement 

levels, rate of progress, and the logical next stage of the students’ development. Models used in current 

Australian reading curricula and assessment programs offer none of these strengths. They do not situate 

reading-accuracy within reading development and instruction. They have no rigorous logical theory of 

reading-accuracy development, within reading development. They have no effective linkage of assessment, 

planning and instruction for conducting or improving reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk 

readers. 

As such they are not sufficient for building understanding of reading-accuracy development and student 

needs for reading-accuracy instruction. Luke and Freebody’s Four Resources model would seem to have 

major potential for use in bridging the different realities of Australian Reading Wars factions. Similar to the 

Simple Model (Hoover & Gough, 1990), it allows a place for reading-accuracy without devaluing aspects of 

sophisticated reading and language comprehension which mainstream reading academics, teacher 

professional associations, and many teachers value highly. 

For the purposes of this thesis, it is very significant that there are no current models of reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction which sufficiently or appropriately incorporate reading-accuracy, 

despite reading-accuracy being established as a key aspect of reading and literacy development. There 

would seem major needs for Australian to adopt rigorous research-based models of reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction. 

 

5.1.3 ‘Direct Instruction’ 
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In this thesis, the two terms, ‘Direct Instruction’ and ‘direct instruction’ refer to two different models: 

1. The term ‘Direct Instruction’, with the words used as proper nouns, has been used since the 1960s to 

refer to the patented highly-scripted programs of instruction in priority learning areas including 

reading and maths, sometimes labelled DISTAR (Direct Instruction System for Teaching And 

Remediation).  

2. The term ‘direct instruction’ has been used since the 1980s to refer to teaching using principles 

derived from teacher effectiveness research by Rosenshine and colleagues (Rosenshine & Berliner, 

1978; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1984). 

Whereas Whole Language and current Australian models of reading instruction place reading-accuracy as 

an associated skill not central to reading development, both Direct Instruction and direct instruction view 

reading-accuracy as highly central, and build strongly from the tenets of the Simple Model (Hoover & 

Gough, 1990).  

The principles of direct instruction are not usually considered as being a model, though they certainly are. 

They tend to be considered more as the principles of effective reading-accuracy instruction built from 

replicated rigorous reading research studies. Numerous reading scientists use the term direct instruction 

(Adams, 1990; Armbruster, Lehr, & Osborn, 2001; Cuttance, 2001; de Lemos, 2002; Elbaum, Moody, 

Vaughn, Schumm, & Hughes, 2004; Hempenstall, 1996; National Research Council, 1998a; O'Shaughnessy 

& Swanson, 2000; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1984; Stanovich, 1986; Swanson, 1999; Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 

2000; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1998; Vellutino et al., 1996; Wang, 1987). Their use of the term may be 

intended to encompass all principles of highly effective reading-accuracy instruction, but may equally be 

used to mean clearly-understood explicit instruction. Indeed, the terms ‘direct instruction’ and ‘explicit 

instruction’ seem to be used interchangeably by many reading scientists (Adams, 1990; Armbruster et al., 

2001; de Lemos, 2002; National Research Council, 1998a; Tunmer, 1999; Wong, Harris, Graham, & Butler, 

2003). This direct instruction model will not be discussed here, as it is considered to equate to most 

principles discussed in Chapter 6.  

The Direct Instruction model was developed in the 1970s by Englemann and colleagues. It uses the 

principles of  direct instruction in a strongly prescribed form. Much of the research on Direct Instruction is 

reported in Direct Instruction journals published by American Direct Instruction associations. Despite 

Direct Instruction studies not often being reported in independent journals, there is no doubt that Direct 

Instruction reading-accuracy instruction is enormously effective with both normal-progress and at-risk 

readers. There is equally no doubt that it is controversial and not broadly popular, e.g., Hempenstall (1999) 

comments that it was virtually ignored by American researchers other than Direct Instruction researchers 

until the mid1980s. My wide reading of the reading research of recent decades shows it being used very 

little by reading scientists, which seems at odds with the evidence of its strong effectiveness. One wonders 

even whether antagonism by reading scientists is present, e.g., Direct Instruction was criticised quite 

strongly and shown originally to be only moderately effective in Project Follow Through (G. L. Adams & 

Engelmann, 1996), an American initiative comparing interventions for at-risk readers in applied settings. 

Much dissention followed with Direct Instruction personnel criticising the statistical procedures used, 

including use of an inappropriate unit of measurement for the dependent variable, and inappropriate 

covariates. When reanalysed by Bereiter and Kurland (1981-1982), Direct Instruction was shown to be 

vastly more effective than all other interventions. Despite this evidence, and large amounts of other 

evidence established before and since that time, Direct Instruction does not seem popular with reading 

professionals. While reading scientists reject Whole Language, this seems scientifically appropriate given 

its flawed premises, but both reading scientists and mainstream reading academics seem to reject Direct 

Instruction, and this does not seem appropriate from scientific rigour perspectives. It seems useful to reflect 

on why this is so. 
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It seems likely that the reason for Direct Instruction’s general lack of popularity is its standardised delivery 

system. Direct Instruction is highly structured with detailed instructional scripts and very set procedures, 

which are in place to make it ‘teacher-proof’ - regardless of how effective or ineffective a teacher is, if the 

instructional script is followed, students will get high intensity of instruction and make excellent progress. 

This tenet of Direct Instruction is evidenced in many ways, perhaps most notably in the Research on Direct 

Instruction: 25 years beyond DISTAR (Adams & Englemann, 1996), where the first of the seven major 

features of Direct Instruction is headed ‘Would teachers, even those with below average teaching skills, be 

able to teach the program successfully after receiving modest training?’.  This controlling for inadequate 

teaching through high levels of instructional prescription would seem to compensate for inadequate teaching 

but at the cost of denying greater excellence in teaching.  

It would seem likely that with its relatively low flexibility, on a scale of effective instruction, Direct 

Instruction would sit well above inadequate teaching, but below the excellent teaching of a highly 

knowledgeable teacher skilfully modifying instruction so that it precisely meets individual student needs. 

Thus while Direct Instruction is highly effective, it would seem a less-than-best option for Australia to aim 

for as optimal reading-accuracy instruction.  

Hempenstall (1999) comments that Direct Instruction can be considered the antithesis of Whole Language, 

and it would certainly seem that this is the case. While the two models differ hugely in scientific rigour and 

instructional emphases, when considering reasons for popularity and acceptance, a notable difference 

between them is the level of teacher empowerment they encourage (see Table 5.3).  

 

Table 5.3 

Aspects of rigour and teacher empowerment in Whole Language, Direct Instruction, and direct instruction  

 Whole language  Direct Instruction direct instruction  

Scientific Rigour Low High High 

Teacher empowerment High Low Medium high 

 

Hodgkinson (1991) discusses two conflicting value orientations in basic presumptions of human nature: 

1.   One view, from management science, which holds that workers inherently dislike work, must be 

coerced or controlled, and prefers security, being directed, and avoidance of responsibility. 

2.   A contrasting view, that if work is satisfying, people love to work, and will be strongly self-

motivated in working toward an organisation’s goals. Commitment is viewed as a function of 

rewards, and the strongest rewards are satisfaction of ego and self-actualisation. 

It is likely that professional self-identity issues are a major part of teacher acceptance of instructional 

techniques. It is difficult to see the assumptions of Direct Instruction other than strongly disempowering, 

and reflecting the perspective of teachers as workers who need to be controlled, with teacher excellence as 

negligible an issue as teacher inadequacy. Direct Instruction would seem to equate teachers as technicians, 

not professionals with depths of knowledge and experience in tailoring instruction to meet students’ 

individual instructional needs. Teachers are highly selective about what they will incorporate into their 

classroom instruction, tend to ‘adapt rather than adopt’ curricula, and thus consider attempts to teacher-

proof curricula through preventing such adaptations as professionally insulting (Posner, 1996). As 

university-educated professionals with depth of training equivalent to speech pathologists, psychologists, 

and other professionals working with children, teachers doubtless prefer to be treated as professionals, 

encouraged to be reflective practitioners, actively involved in professional decisionmaking. Increased 

teacher leadership and professional involvement in decisionmaking is a key tenet of many organisational 
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theorists working in education (Caldwell, 1992; Caldwell & Spinks, 1992; Crowther, 1996; Crowther, 

Andrews, Dawson, & Lewis, 2001; Dimmock, 1993; Hargreaves, 1994; Hough & Paine, 1997; 

Katzenmeyer & Moller, 1996; King & Newmann, 2001; Kotter, 1995; Limerick, Cunnington, & Crowther, 

1998; Maxcy & Caldas, 1991; G. Riordan & Chesterton, 1999; Starratt, 1991; Telford, 1996; Thomas & 

Ely, 1996). This is as it should be.  

A websearch using ‘Direct Instruction’ as a searchterm brought up several websites and one email (copied 

here with permission) which epitomised teachers’ perceptions of disempowerment through Direct 

Instruction (N.V., 2004): 

Robyn, I give you a standing ovation for following through on your convictions to change 

jobs when teaching an anthology looked to be mandated. One of my biggest fears is just this. 

I taught scripted Direct Instruction (Distar and SRA Spelling) and cannot imagine returning 

to those programs. (In fact, I likened purgatory at the time to teaching directed SRA Spelling 

for eternity.) Like you, I have had such luck (and fun) building my literacy units over the 

years, integrating themes and skills, reading authors like Kylene Beers, Nancie Atwell, 

Tovani, etc. etc. -- and putting it all together. Yes, I know some people prefer using 

anthologies, period, or as a base structure with their own add-ons, and some people don't 

have the latitude to choose. But . . . for me it would be soooo hard to take and something like 

"professional death" to have to teach that way now. 

Perhaps an element of teacher disempowerment in teachers of the 1960s and early 1970s was an emotional 

gap which Whole Language filled, for it brought high levels of teacher self-respect, professionalism, and 

empowerment, through teachers being leaders, planning their own curricula, and making their own 

professional decisions. It moved teachers from being craftsmen to being professionals whose opinions 

count.  

It seems curious that Direct Instruction designers should expect teachers to simply accept all 

decisionmaking taken out of their hands. One cannot imagine other professions of similar educational status 

e.g., speech pathologists, psychologists, accepting this professional restraint. When working as a 

government speech pathologist in the 1970s, I recall examining the glossy SRA packs purchased by 

government departments in the 1970s. The general reaction of speech pathologists at the time seemed to be 

to welcome the glossy stimulus pictures and use them in our own programming, and to laugh at the scripts, 

and never use them, such that most kits lay idle apart from the stimulus pictures being used in therapist-

designed activities. Such levels of prescription would probably be accepted if there was sound evidence that 

a precise procedure was vital in the learning process, e.g., as in some highly procedural programs done with 

severely autistic children, but the scripting of Direct Instruction really is for one purpose, to achieve high 

levels of successfully engaged learning, irrespective of teacher skills and quality. 

From comments made about reading-accuracy instruction by mainstream reading academics and teachers, it 

seems likely that many view skills development reading-accuracy instruction as always using  Direct 

Instruction levels of prescription, e.g., one study examined the generally positive comments of 83 teachers 

who had used Direct Instruction for a semester and found it highly effective (G. L. Adams & Engelmann, 

1996). Close examination of the comments shows that the teachers were totally unfamiliar with any skills 

development method other than Whole Language, and thus are comparing Direct Instruction’s effectiveness 

with Whole Language effectiveness, rather than comparing Direct Instruction effectiveness with 'direct 

instruction' effectiveness. All comments made about the program related to its value in creating student 

progress – no teacher commented about any value of the scripting.  

When observing children being taught by various Direct Instruction methods in America, the instructional 

intensity was very impressive, yet often it seemed as though many children would have responded correctly 

with far less intensity, i.e., that in providing intensity for the most at-risk readers, excessive intensity is 

experienced by those children who have developed some competence with the skill. In this sense, Direct 
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Instruction would seem to have similar disadvantages to teaching one group of spelling words to a whole-

class: 

1. One group already knew them, so this learning time is largely wasted. 

2. One group is ideally suited for learning the content, and will gain from it. 

3. One group finds the work too difficult, so may learn it for the moment (and Friday’s spelling test) 

but not effectively maintain or generalise it. 

Direct Instruction seems very popular in America at present, and with continuing strong American reliance 

on commercial reading programs being used as class teachers’ reading program, there are many commercial 

reading schemes using Direct Instruction. This American reliance on commercial programs seems very 

different to Queensland instruction, where teachers may use commercial programs as resources as part of 

their program, but program itself is developed by classroom teachers with within school support, and 

integrates many different aspects of literacy.  

We found that researchers in other countries were more oriented towards reading-accuracy instruction being 

fun and enjoyable. While Direct Instruction did not seem to be found boring by American children, one was 

not struck with any sense of entertainment either. As a practitioner, my maxim has always been ‘Learning 

made fun,’ thus materials I have developed achieve high levels of instructional intensity through games and 

fast activities (Galletly, 1999c, 2000, 2001). There would seem to be a diverse range of ways in which 

research based instructional intensity can be developed. 

 

Conclusions on the Direct Instruction model of reading-accuracy instruction  

This section has considered the commercial Direct Instruction model, which is separate to the direct 

instruction model, principles of effective individualised instruction which are explored in the next chapter. 

Direct Instruction is an effective model in many ways, and definitely meets the criteria listed in the 

introduction to this chapter. It strongly situates reading-accuracy within reading development and 

instruction. Building from the Simple Model (Hoover & Gough), it has a rigorous logical theory of reading-

accuracy development within reading development. It has very highly effective linkage of assessment and 

instruction for conducting or improving reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk readers. While it 

offers effective assessment and instruction, the third member of the triad of assessment, planning and 

instruction, is largely missing. Teacher reflection, planning and decisionmaking is not an element of Direct 

Instruction. 

It seems highly likely Direct Instruction’s circumventing the need for teachers to be treated as professionals 

is a key aspect of its lack of popularity. It seems equally likely that the professional empowerment 

associated with Whole Language (and thus the perceived threat of disempowerment contained in any 

suggested reforms of Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction) is a key reason for the strong 

ideological passions which mainstream reading academics hold towards Whole Language. Whole Language 

was and is wonderful in terms of teacher liberation from technician to professionalism, such that despite it 

being a disastrous reading-accuracy instruction system for at-risk readers, two decades of teachers and 

mainstream reading academics would seem not to have perceived its flaws. Direct Instruction is rigorous but 

potentially professionally insulting, and thus unpopular. It seems likely that in the same way mainstream 

reading academics seem to equate systematic reading-accuracy instruction with rigorous use of commercial 

workbooks (i.e., seat work and work sheets), which circumvent teacher decisionmaking to a certain extent, 

they also equate it with notions of Direct Instruction’s highly standardised scripting.  

Developing commonality between reading scientists and mainstream reading academics, and co-operative 

working relations, jointly built from academic analysis of reading research and Australian reading-accuracy 

practices, is a major element in achieving continuing widespread effective Australian reading-accuracy 
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instruction conducted by teachers who are highly skilled in reading-accuracy development and instruction. 

It thus seems useful to reflect on negative perceptions held towards Direct Instruction, as well as its 

effectiveness, when working towards optimal Australian reading-accuracy instruction. Perhaps Direct 

Instruction could hold a tentative benchmark role in Australia, wherein schools using a range of 

individualised programs marked by instructional intensity could try to achieve similar rates of student 

progress to those achieved with Direct Instruction programs.  

 

5.1.4 Skills Development considered as a model of 
classroom reading-accuracy instruction  

If Whole Language proponents deny Whole Language is a model, yet in this chapter it has been discussed 

as a model, it would seem appropriate to also discuss Skills Development as a model, though it too is not 

usually considered one. Certainly, it is useful to critically analyse the rigour and comprehensiveness of the 

assumptions made by reading scientists in their presentation of Skills Development research to educational 

policy makers, mainstream reading academics, curriculum-developers and teachers, i.e., to those who would 

translate research theory and findings into research-based practice.   

While there is keen discussion and debate on specific aspects of reading-accuracy development and 

difficulties, there is nonetheless very strong consensus amongst reading scientists on key principles of Skills 

Development. Consensus in the field is evidenced in the highly similar findings of the American national 

reviews of reading-accuracy development and instruction (M. J. Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson et al., 1985; 

Chall, 1967; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a), and in Snow and Burns’ 

(1998a) comment that the National Research Council’s  seminal investigation ‘was undertaken with the 

assumption that empirical work in the field of reading has abundant sufficiency to allow substantial agreed-

upon results and conclusions that could form a basis for breaching the differences among the warring 

parties (National Research Council, 1998, Preface)’. While their review did not form a basis for 

interfactional consensus, it certainly did reflect the strong consensus empirical reading researchers have 

reached.  

The American reviews were each designed to provide the evidence that would end dissention on reading-

accuracy instruction (M. J. Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson et al., 1985; Chall, 1967; National Reading Panel, 

2000; National Research Council, 1998a). None of them have, not because of the research evidence they 

discuss, but because of the sociocultural context of Reading Wars factionalism in America. The evidence 

was needed, but the Reading Wars are wars less of evidence than of entrenched ideological beliefs, so 

evidence alone has continued to prove insufficient. 

Similar to America, there seems relatively strong consensus among Australian reading scientists that Skills 

Development is the definitive answer both to Whole Language inadequacies and to the challenge of 

supporting at-risk readers through to expert reading-accuracy (V. Anderson et al., 2004; Bowey, 2002; 

Bowey, Vaughan, & Hansen, 1998; Byrne, 1998; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1991, 1995; Byrne, Fielding-

Barnsley, & Ashley, 2000; Cadzow, 2003; de Lemos, 2001, 2002, 2004; Fielding-Barnsley & Murray, 

2002; Hempenstall, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003; Knight & Galletly, In press; Knight & Smith, 

1998, 2000; Neilson, 1999; Oakhill & Beard, 1996; Oakhill & Kyle, 2000; Rohl, 2000; K. J. Rowe & Rowe, 

2002; Scott, 2002; Weeks, 2002; Westwood, 1999a, 1999b, 2001; Wheldall & Madelaine, 2000).  

The American major reviews were each designed to provide the evidence that would end dissention on 

reading-accuracy instruction (M. J. Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson et al., 1985; Chall, 1967; National 

Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a). None of them have, not because of the research 

evidence they discuss, but because of the sociocultural context of Reading Wars factionalism in America. 

The evidence was needed, but the Reading Wars are wars less of evidence than of entrenched ideological 

beliefs, so evidence alone has continued to prove insufficient. 
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Many highly esteemed reading scientists have made categorical statements on Skills Development being the 

key to improving reading-accuracy instruction. It is interesting to peruse the different expressions used - in 

the statements below, the different wordings of this theme are highlighted in bold font.  

Chall (2000) concluded that enough research has been done to establish Skills Development as the key 

factor in effective reading-accuracy instruction (Chall, 2000, p.182):  

From the first-grade U.S. Office of Education studies by Bond and Dykstra (1967) to the 

research reviews by Chall (1967, 1983a, 1996a), Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, and Wilkinson 

(1985), Adams (1990), and most recently the National Research Council study by Snow et al. 

(1998), the findings and conclusion were essentially the same – that systematic instruction 

in phonics leads to better results. 

This notion, that ‘systematic instruction in phonics leads to better results’ is the frequently stated 

conclusion of many reading scientists, as evidenced in the statements below: 

1. Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & Seidenberg (2001) in their comprehensive review of the 

literature on how reading should be taught, conducted on behalf of the American Psychological 

Society, state it in different ways: 

a. In the complete report, they state (Rayner et al., 2001 p.43) 
Children need to learn that the letters of their alphabet map onto speech segments of their 

language. However, controversies over how to teach reading abound. Rather than focussing on 

letter-sound correspondences, the dominant instructional approaches for the past 20 years were 

meaning focussed, built around story reading, exposure to print, and enhanced language 

environments. Nevertheless, for more than 30 years, research has supported the effectiveness of 

methods that are based on direct instruction in phonics or decoding. In a major review of research 

on reading acquisition titled Learning to Read: The Great Debate, Chall (1967) concluded that the 

majority of the research tended to favor phonics instruction, and her comprehensive study has been 

confirmed by more recent studies (M.J.Adams, 1990; Foorman, Francis, Fletcher, Schatschneider, & 

Metha, 1998). However, the practice of reading instruction has remained out of touch with research, 

emphasizing a variety of language activities but minimizing the teaching of grapheme-phoneme 

relationships.  

b. In a webpage summary version of their report, they state 
Poor reading skills stem in large part from faulty teaching practices. In particular, teachers fail to 

systematically teach new readers how to “sound out” words, i.e., they fail to teach phonics…. 
phonics-based reading instruction is indispensable…. reading instruction that systematically 

and explicitly teaches decoding skills.  

                           (Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & Seidenberg, 2003) 

2. Moats (2000, p.1) stated ‘All children need explicit, systematic instruction in phonics and exposure 

to rich literature, both fiction and nonfiction.’ 

3. The letter by 26 Australian researchers to the federal Minister for Education  

 (V. Anderson et al., 2004) stated 
All of these [American] reports have come up with essentially the same conclusion; that mastery of the 

alphabetic code is essential to proficient reading, and that methods of instruction that teach this code directly 

are more effective than those that do not. 

4. In a separate document of explanatory notes, sent with the letter, they quoted Rayner et al’s (2003) 

summary article  in full, and additionally comment on  

the essential elements of effective reading instruction, including systematic instruction in the 
alphabetic principle and letter sound relationships. 

5. Shaywitz and Shaywitz (2004, p.15) comment: 
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For the first time, there are now, in the words of the Report of the National Reading Panel, ‘ 

evidence based’ interventions that educators can turn to with assurance that the methods 

have met scientific standards of effectiveness.   

This confidence that effective classroom-level reading-accuracy instruction has been developed seems not 

shared with teachers, who continue to call for more support to develop effective reading instruction. The 

National Research Council (1998, p.22) comment  

Perhaps not surprisingly, when teachers were asked about the most important goal for 

education, over half the elementary school teachers chose "building basic literacy skills" 

(National Centre for Education Statistics Schools and Staffing Survey, 1990-1991, quoted in 

National Centre for Education Statistics, 1995:31). 

In like manner, Education Queensland’s Literate Futures review (2000) showed similar evidence of strong 

teacher concerns. Its findings included a lack of systematic guidance to teachers on reading; loss of focus on 

in-service and professional upgrading; highly variable preservice training; significant needs for a stronger 

vocabulary and shared theoretical frame in the area of early reading; lack of expertise in and focus on the 

teaching of reading, teachers increasingly turning to commercial packages for reading instruction, and 

teachers’ primary concern being overwhelmingly the need to improve the teaching of reading. As a result of 

these findings, The Teaching of Reading was one of the four key priority actioning areas established in 

Literate Futures.  

While it is quite possible that some of these findings reflected mainstream reading academics’ desire for 

stronger emphasis on reading comprehension and Whole Language based reading-accuracy instruction, the 

fact that teachers’ major concern was the need for improved reading instruction is very significant, given 

that teachers are strongly resourced for reading instruction of reading comprehension and Whole Language 

based reading-accuracy instruction through their preservice training, professional literature publications 

from ALEA and PETA, and professional conferences, and thus not likely to call so strongly for more help in 

this area. It thus seems far more likely that the Queensland teachers’ call is similar to that of American 

teachers, and is aimed at building readers competence at reading print texts, i.e., basic literacy skills. As a 

practitioner, I find teachers extremely pragmatic. While they often do not know how to help their at-risk 

readers, they are aware that what are they doing is not proving effective for these students. It thus seems 

highly likely that this widespread call for help reflects teachers’ pragmatic awareness that all is not well in 

reading instruction for at-risk readers, and that something more is needed.  

 

5.1.4.1 Insufficiencies of the Skills Development model 

It has proved highly valuable in this study to search out the specifications of Skills Development as a model. 

My search has found that as a model to guide classroom instruction, Skills Development is as yet relatively 

poorly developed. Although there are myriad studies, findings and conclusions supporting Skills 

Development, these are overwhelmingly at clinical i.e., laboratory level, whereas at a classroom-instruction 

and curriculum-development (i.e., applied) level, there are still many decisions to be made. As Swanson, 

Hoskyn and Lee comment (1999, p.6), 

Although students with learning disabilities is the largest category of students receiving 

special education, questions such as ‘Which intervention is best suited for LD students?’ or, 

more appropriately, ‘Which intervention works best for the type of learning problem 

experienced by the LD student?’ cannot [yet] be answered…. Because intervention studies as 

a whole cannot as yet address some rather straightforward questions (e.g., what instruction 

works with a particular child with certain learning characteristics?), we conclude that more 

comprehensive and methodologically sound intervention research is needed. 

While the reading scientists quoted above strongly feel that conclusions of ‘systematic instruction in 

phonics leads to better results’ is the definitive answer to Reading Wars controversy, none seem to go into 
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sufficient depth on what forms such phonics instruction should take. Indeed from most of the quotes listed 

above, it would seem logical for those not familiar with the complexity of reading science on reading-

accuracy development and instruction to conclude that all that is required is that children are taught the 

common sounds of the 26 letters of the alphabet and how to sound out short regular CVC words using those 

letters.  

It seems highly likely this lack of instructional specification is due to failure by reading scientists to realise  

1. The extent of English orthographic complexity confronting beginning readers (discussed in Chapter 

3): 

a. English-text having hundreds of phoneme-grapheme correspondences for its 40 or so 

phonemes, e.g., 29 common vowel graphemes mapping onto 18 common vowel sounds. 

b. Most high-frequency words not being easily decodable (M. J. Adams, 1990). 

c. Vowels being regular only 52% of the time if recoded as regular words (Treiman, Mullennix, 

Bijeljac-Babic, & Richmond-Welty, 1995).  

d. Most high-frequency words being irregular, unless a large number of vowel phoneme-

grapheme correspondences are taught (e.g., girl, boy, car, boat).  

e. Many very high-frequency words being highly irregular, e.g., one, two, eight, was, said, 

come, have, school, house. 

2. The impact of English orthographic complexity on reading-accuracy development on all English-

text readers, and particularly on at-risk readers with their low central literacy processing skill levels. 

3. That it is quite likely that at the present time, many if not most Australian children are explicitly 

taught phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondences and how to sound out words, and that 

explicit teaching of these basics (as opposed to the intensity of practice provided) may not be a 

major Australian Reading Wars issue.  

4. Statements that optimal reading-accuracy instruction equates to teaching letter-sound 

correspondences and how to sound-out words are sufficient for transparent-orthography reading-

accuracy instruction, but are insufficient for English-text reading-accuracy instruction.  

 

5.1.4.2 Needs to develop the specifics of Skills Development 

The empty space in the Skills Development ‘model' of instruction must be filled with research-based 

optimal principles of systematic phonics and reading-accuracy instruction, which are useful at classroom 

level, and enable teachers to tailor their instruction to the needs of individual students, both normal-progress 

and at-risk readers. 

We have learned a huge amount about reading-accuracy development and the effect of different reading 

instructions but the specifics of effective reading-accuracy instruction at classroom level are yet to be 

established. It would certainly seem that America has spent sufficient funds and effort on major reviews of 

reading development and instruction. There has been a strong repetitiveness in the findings of these studies, 

and each study seems to have, somewhat inappropriately, been instigated with an assumption that 

insufficient evidence had been available from previous large reviews, when in fact evidence of the general 

principle that ‘systematic instruction in phonics leads to better results’ had long been established (R. C. 

Anderson et al., 1985; Chall, 1967, 1989; Slavin et al., 1989). That general principle should have been 

viewed as an invitation to reading scientists to elucidate the specifics of systematic phonics instruction at 

classroom level optimally modified to meet the instructional needs of diverse children, such that specific 

answers can be given to Swanson’s straightforward question, ‘What instruction works with a particular 
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child with certain learning characteristics?’, and what constitutes right levels in Torgesen’s (1998) precise 

summary that effective instruction involves the right kind and quality of instruction given with the right 

intensity and duration to the right children at the right time.  

While a large amount of such research has been done in laboratory conditions, relatively few studies have 

explored instructional issues at school level. Issues of time, money, class-size, student diversity and work 

load impact all aspects of school instruction. Aspects of interventions which researchers consider ‘modest’ 

are beyond teachers’ and schools’ wildest dreams, e.g., 60 hours training of teachers prior to their using 

Direct Instruction (G. L. Adams & Engelmann, 1996), and 15 weeks of 30 minute daily one-on-one tutoring 

(Vellutino et al., 1996). The lack of knowledge on effective reading-accuracy instruction at classroom level 

is reflected in the tenuous nature of Spear-Swerling’s (2004) comments  on best practice reading-accuracy 

instruction for normal-progress readers, available on L D Online (www.ldonline.org), a popular website 

much read by teachers and parents: 

Some evidence suggests that explicit instruction in word decoding benefits not only "at-risk" 

readers, but children who are not "at risk" as well (Fielding-Barnsley, 1997). Including a 

strong decoding component in early elementary reading programs might prevent or 

ameliorate many cases of reading failure, while at the same time benefiting all children. 

Blithe confidence that the answers for classroom reading-accuracy instruction are already developed are 

revealed in Shaywitz and Shaywitz’s (2004, p.15) comment: 

For the first time, there are now, in the words of the Report of the National Reading Panel, “ 

evidence based” interventions that educators can turn to with assurance that the methods 

have met scientific standards of effectiveness.   

This confidence would seem to be false confidence, when one reflects on comments Sally Shaywitz (2003a) 

makes about ‘Caitlyn’, a bright 7 year old with significant reading-accuracy difficulties, in her book, 

confidently titled Overcoming Dyslexia: A New and Complete Science-based Program for Reading 

Problems at Any Level (S. Shaywitz, 2003a). Shaywitz reports that after a year’s intervention (likely to have 

been one: one, and using the ‘evidence-based methods educators can turn to with assurance’) Caitlyn had 

made ‘dramatic progress’. She comments  

[Caitlin] was able to confidently pronounce one word after another, even difficult words. 

“Sk, sk-oo-oo-l, school,” she sounded out. “Oh,” she said, “I can spell it, too. Wanna see?” 

Then, very carefully and with great determination, she wrote s-c-h-o-o-l in large bold letters. 

It is quite possible Caitlyn has severe dyslexia, such that this level of progress is healthy in comparison to 

her needs. However, if dramatic progress after a year of intensive instruction, using those ‘evidence-based 

methods educators can turn to with assurance’ and ‘science based programs for reading problems at any 

level’ equates to a bright 7-8 year old now being able to laboriously recode a high-frequency word such as 

‘school,’ the future looks bleak for at-risk readers in Australian schools with at least 25 children per class 

and virtually no personnel support. It is far more likely Shaywitz’s confidence is misplaced, and that more 

research on school-level reading-accuracy instruction is needed, to establish optimal reading-accuracy 

instruction at classroom level.  When reading-scientists are still a long way from knowing the most effective 

instructional options (Bowers & Ishaik, 2003; Fawcett, 2002; Lovett, Barron, & Benson, 2003; Swanson, 

2001, 2004; Wolf, Miller et al., 2000), best practice in classroom situations is even further distant. 

Recent legislation in America, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, strongly emphasises improvement of 

reading-accuracy instruction at classroom level. A billion dollars has been allocated to Reading First, a 

program to improve reading achievement through adoption of effective research-based teaching practices, 

documented in the National Reading Panel report, and the research emphasis would seem to have firmly 

moved away from huge studies establishing that ‘systematic instruction in phonics leads to better results, 

and onto establishing effective reading-accuracy instruction at classroom level. This seems a potentially 

positive direction. It will be interesting to see what is learned from this implementation. 

http://www.ldonline.org/
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5.1.4.3 The issue may be lack of appropriate practice not lack 

of explicit instruction 

While the statements of American and Australian reading scientists, quoted above, are highly similar, it 

seems highly likely that Australia and America are instructionally different environments in important ways, 

and as such will need somewhat different emphases in educational reform. From the writings of Chall, 

Moats, and Rayner and colleagues (Chall, 2000; Moats, 2000; Rayner et al, 2001), one gets the strong 

impression that major issues in reforming of American reading are  

1. Child-centred instruction and learning letter-sound correspondences implicitly, not through explicit 

instruction. 

2. Use of commercial workbooks. 

3. High-stakes testing. 

4. Mandated instruction and curricula. 

Additionally, there seems far less teacher decision-making involved in school instruction. Queensland 

teachers, in contrast, have almost no use of proscribed programs and text-books and are skilled at creating 

their own units both in individual subjects and integrated units, and are experienced decisionmakers in these 

areas. Chall’s awareness of American proscribed instruction through mandating and wide use of commercial 

program, is doubtless behind one of her two recommendations being the need for teacher-centred instruction 

(the other being to improve teachers’ understanding of educational research), yet this recommendation 

would seem to have vastly less applicability in Australia than it perhaps has in America. Whereas child-

centred instruction seems to have been very popular in the late 1970s and early 1980s in Australia, reading 

of research literature on Australian Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction in recent decades shows 

very little emphasis on child-centred reading-accuracy instruction, and far greater emphasis on reading-

accuracy instruction being conducted only with meaningful texts, and the use of contextual guessing as 

students’ primary strategy when reading unfamiliar words. It is possible that the influence of Clay (1972) 

and Holdaway (1979), who were strongly influential in Australian Whole Language reading instruction was 

a factor in Australian Whole Language moving back to teacher-centred instruction, as they did not 

emphasise child-centred instruction. 

Evidence of increased awareness of student needs for explicit instruction on phoneme-grapheme 

correspondences and phonological recoding of CVC words is seen in two of the findings of Education 

Queensland’s Literate Futures (2001): 

1. ‘The Teaching of Reading’ being established as a major priority, due to the vast majority of teachers 

listing it as their foremost priority. Reading has not recently been a focus, and attention in recent 

years has instead focussed strongly on literacy, multiliteracies, writing, and oracy. 

2. A key finding being that schools were increasingly turning to commercial reading packages, and the 

strong likelihood that these packages are focussed on accuracy skills, given these are the only 

literacy areas not strongly resourced by state departments and teacher professional associations such 

as the Australian Literacy Educators Association (ALEA) and Primary English Teachers 

Association (PETA). 

I have found informal support for widespread explicit teaching of letter-sound correspondences and the 

technique of phonological recoding of CVC words, in show-of-hands surveys during professional 

development I have conducted in different states (e.g., Learning Difficulties Australia’s Speaking Tour 

Refocussing Reading Instruction in 2003-4). Teachers from a wide range of schools in each state, usually 

indicate that schools are explicitly teaching letter-sounds and decoding of regular CVC words, and many 
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schools are using commercial programs such as Jolly Phonics (Lloyd, 1992), Literacy Plus modules 

(Galletly, 1999c, 2000, 2001, 2003a), THRASS (Davies & Ritchie, 1998), SWELL (Center, Freeman, & 

Robertson, 1998), SPALDING methods (Norsworthy, 1999), and Direct Instruction (G. L. Adams & 

Carnine, 2003; Adamson, 1994). While it is quite possible that these schools may not be representative of 

schools in their states, given they have paid for staff to attend a full-day seminar on research-based reading-

accuracy instruction, further evidence is available from other sources.  

From my work with many hundreds of teachers throughout Australia, it is my strong impression, that in 

Australia, the main instructional errors are not failure to explicitly teach children phonemic awareness, 

letter-sound correspondences, and how to phonological recode words, but instead 

1. Lack of awareness by teachers of how vital fluent mastery of phonemic recoding (i.e., phonological 

recoding of regular CVC words) is in children’s progress.  

2. Failure to provide sufficient time and practice for at-risk readers to master this skill, because of this 

lack of awareness, 

a. Through not allocating sufficient time. 

b. Through almost all reading being done in meaningful texts and not decontextualised words, 

which reduces opportunities for practising phonemic recoding. 

3. Failure to consider mastery, maintenance and generalisation of phonemic recoding. 

4. Failure to use systematic instruction to extend phonemic recoding and letter-sound knowledge to  

a. Grapheme-phoneme knowledge of more complex units, e.g., 29 common vowel graphs. 

b. Phonological recoding of increasingly more complex words, including multisyllabic and 

irregular words. 

When teachers do not know the importance of phonological recoding, and how to develop it in at-risk 

readers, they fail to offer sufficient intensity of instruction. Those students who ‘catch’ the skill during its 

brief time of instruction go on to succeed at reading-accuracy and reading. At-risk readers who miss it, or 

grasp it tenuously and eventually drop it, begin a downward spiral of reading failure.  

Conclusions on the Skills Development model of reading-accuracy instruction 

Skills Development has the potential to be a highly effective model especially as it emphasises the 

instructional principles of direct instruction. It strongly situates reading-accuracy within reading 

development and instruction. It builds from the logic of the Simple Model and has a rigorous logical theory 

of reading-accuracy development within reading development. It does not view itself as a complete reading 

program, but emphasises as part of a balanced literacy program, systematic effective reading-accuracy 

instruction must be included in Australian reading instruction, for all readers, and particularly at-risk 

readers. The research base underlying Skills Development uses extremely close and highly effective linkage 

of assessment and instruction for conducting and improving reading-accuracy instruction.  

The only area where it is incomplete is that it has not sufficiently delineated principles of instruction which 

are effective at classroom level. While there is a huge research base to the Skills Development model of 

reading-accuracy instruction, this research has not moved solidly into establishing principles of effective 

classroom instruction which teachers can use when planning and implementing instruction according to 

individual students’ instructional needs. There seem major needs for a strong focus on the complexity of 

classroom teaching and learning in achieving effective reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk 

readers. This is a logical next step for reading research to take. Collaborative school-level research using 

principles of Skills Development built from rigorous replicated reading research studies offers a highly 

pragmatic way forward towards establishing optimal Australian reading-accuracy instruction and optimal 

Australian reading instruction. 
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5.1.5 The Dual Route model 
Another Australian model, this time a highly researched model of reading-accuracy development, 

Coltheart’s Dual Route cascaded model of reading aloud, was also found insufficient for building 

understanding of reading-accuracy development. 

Over the decades, various theories have been proposed to explain the cognitive processing of how children 

process word reading. Coltheart’s original (1978) Dual Route model was one of the first, and has been 

highly influential ever since. It proposes two separate pathways for access to familiar and unfamiliar words:  

1. Unfamiliar words being recoded into pronunciations through the application of letter-sound rules, 

with meanings then accessed from the reader’s lexicon by those pronunciations.  

2. Familiar words (sight words) being accessed visually, with direct connections existing between 

visual forms of words in print and their meanings in memory, these connections having been built 

from practice reading the word.  

The original Dual Route theory held that connections formed are arbitrary rather than systematic, that they 

are learned by rote, and that sight word recognition does not involve letter-sound relations, with 

phonological information about words being activated postlexically, and pronunciations not being retrieved 

from memory until after their meanings are identified (Coltheart, 1978). Dual-route theory is supported to a 

certain extent by models of information processing which propose that automatic skills are actioned 

relatively directly from long-term memory, while less automatic skills are actioned via processing in 

working memory (Gagne, Yekovich, & Yekovich, 1993).  

From these dual routes, Coltheart and colleagues proposed two primary dyslexia subtypes: 

1. Phonological dyslexia: difficulties recoding unfamiliar words (nonlexical route), due to breakdown 

in grapheme-phoneme conversion. 

2. Surface dyslexia: difficulties with exception words (lexical route), due to breakdown in visual word 

recognition. 

They propose that the model and subtypes apply to both expert reading and beginning reading and to both 

acquired and developmental dyslexia, with three dyslexia subtypes occurring in developmental readers 

(surface, phonological and mixed dyslexia).  

It is likely that one of early Dual Route theory’s greatest benefits was its motivating theorists to build 

considerable bodies of evidence to prove that the model was too simplistic in its promoting its dual 

processes as separate and not interacting, and to develop more resilient theories.  

A recent version of the model is shown in Figure 5.1. 

Coltheart and colleagues have continued developing their model, focussing their research on acquired 

dyslexia in adults and computational models of reading of single-syllable words. They continue to 

emphasise the important role of the three subtypes of dyslexia linked to this model and the model’s 

applicability to adult readers (expert and acquired dyslexia) and to beginning readers. The Dual Route 

model has many adherents, through perhaps as many dissenters.  
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Figure 5.1. The Dual Route cascaded model of reading aloud (from Jackson & Coltheart, 2001) 

 

The challenges against Dual Route theory are not against its explanations of expert adult reading. Dual-

route seems likely to be a highly accurate model of expert reading, and there are large amounts of reading 

research from case-studies of previously expert readers with acquired dyslexia, and studies of reading 

latencies which support Dual Route as a model of effective reading and reading-accuracy difficulties 

acquired by previously expert readers. The challenges to the model are with regard to its use as a model of 

developmental reading development. The model has been found uncompromising in its categorical 

allocations of reading processing and dyslexias, and is seen as not adequately allowing for words to move 

from being read through phonological recoding to being read visually, or for words to be read in other ways 

than as whole words or through sounding-out.  

Treiman (1992) provided evidence that the intrasyllabic units of onset (consonants before the vowel) and 

rime (vowel to the end of the syllable), are a logical interim phase of phonological awareness which 

children develop between mastery of syllable awareness and mastery of phonemic awareness. She suggested 

two additional alternate models: 

1. Modified dual process models which retain the central idea of a dual process and readers having a 

system of abstract rules for processing unfamiliar words, but with the rules not restricted to just 

phonemes and whole words, but also including intermediate sized units such as syllables, onsets and 

rimes. 

2. Analogy models, wherein words are pronounced by activating and synthesising the pronunciations 

of similar known words, usually rhyming words, e.g., if the child knows look, rhyme and analogy 

offer tools for reading and writing unfamiliar words such as cook, shook, chook. 

In addition to researchers proposing that reading development involves recoding through more than two 

alternate pathways, others propose that rapid visual word recognition still involves highly automatic 

grapheme-phoneme processing, so is not a separate pathway (Ehri, 1996). Still other researchers have 

developed interactive models which offer numerous, as opposed to two, pathways for reading to occur in 

developmental readers (Harm & Seidenberg, 1999; Harm & Seidenberg, 2004; McClelland & Chappell, 

1998; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1997; Rumelhart, 1977, 1980; Seidenberg 

& McClelland, 1989; Stanovich, 1980).  
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Jackson and Coltheart (2001) vigorously defend their model as a sufficient model of early reading 

development, but acknowledge that their model does not cater well for children who have not reached 

Ehri’s (1995) partial-alphabetic stage, when children know most of their letters well and are sounding out 

words. While Jackson and Coltheart (2001) explain at length why the developmental-reading models of Ehri 

(1995), Share and Stanovich (1995), and Seidenberg and colleagues, are inadequate and vigorously defend 

Dual Route as providing a better explanation of early reading, their criticisms of these models seem 

somewhat circuitous. Some assumptions Jackson and Coltheart (2001) make also seem rather tenuous: 

1. That ‘whatever view one takes of learning to read, then, it has to be the case that a child is learning 

two routes for print-to-speech conversion, since there is general agreement that adult skilled readers 

possess two such routes’. It seems conceptually a big step from ‘general agreement that adult skilled 

readers possess two such routes’ to ‘it has to be the case that a child is learning two routes for 

print-to-speech conversion’. As discussed above in relation to Whole Language, there are many 

areas where processes used during children’s development of skills are different to those used when 

the skill is expert. 

2. That children do not forget words they have learned: My experience as a practitioner would say 

strongly otherwise, that for English-text readers, the problem of forgetting words which are learned 

is a major stumbling block for many at-risk readers until they reach a certain level of reading-

accuracy competence. This difficulty is similarly emphasised by the National Research Council 

(1998a). 

3. That there is no data from studies of reading-aloud that are incompatible with the model: Data on 

children reading words by analogy (Nation, Allen, & Hulme, 2001; Treiman, 1992; Treiman, 

Bowey, & Bourassa, 2002; Treiman et al., 1995) and computational evidence supporting models 

emphasising interactive processing (Harm & Seidenberg, 1999; Harm & Seidenberg, 2004; 

MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1997; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, 

& Patterson, 1996) would seem highly incompatible with the Dual Route model. 

4. That immature reading processes will not include any processes that skilled readers don’t use, given 

that it is highly inefficient for young children to devote time and energy to processes that will not 

serve them as they become skilled: This assumption seems inappropriate, e.g., in innate processes 

such as locomotion, babies roll and crawl, but drop these skills once walking takes place. In 

secondary learned skills involving high cognitive load, temporary skills are also evidenced, as when 

children use mnemonics before acquiring automaticity, e.g., in trying to apply concepts of left/right, 

novices may be seen to move their right hand as though writing, while probably thinking ‘I write 

with my right hand’.  

Jackson and Coltheart (2001) assert that skill in reading exception words (irregular words) is a strong 

marker of reading progress and lack thereof, and that the three subtypes of dyslexia (Mixed, Phonological, 

Surface) are highly effective in describing common patterns of reading difficulties of developmentally 

delayed readers. These dyslexia subtypes are actively supported by other researchers (e.g., Edwards & 

Hogben, 1999). There does seem evidence that these categories are not powerful in understanding 

developmental reading difficulties, e.g., in age comparison studies, quite a few children show surface 

dyslexia (excessive difficulty with exception words), but in reading-level matched designs, only minimal 

numbers of such children show surface dyslexia (Manis, Doi, & Bhadha, 2000; Share & Stanovich, 1995). 

This would suggest difficulty with exception words may be due as much to lack of reading exposure and 

experience as to a specific subtype of dyslexia. 

Reflection on the characteristics of expert and novice reading shows them to be extremely different entities, 

such that it is likely a Dual Route model of expert adult reading will not be sufficient to explain reading-

accuracy development and reading difficulties in young readers. Adults are confident readers who have 

automised their reading accuracy skills and processes and experience little cognitive load from reading-
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accuracy. They have made effective long term memories of irregular and regular words alike and of how to 

read pseudowords – they have cracked the codes of English, mastering its many vagaries. Adult reading is 

probably cognitively ‘clean’ with strengthened synaptic pathways through repeated use of identical 

processes. In contrast, novices are tenuous and sometimes anxious readers, characterised by confusion and 

stress created by uncertainty, orthographic complexity and high cognitive load. Their reading is likely to be 

cognitively more messy and tenuous, with many pathways of varying strength, some which will strengthen, 

and others which will fade away.  

Whereas, in neural terms, acquired dyslexia is injury to an efficient and strongly structured system, 

developmental reading difficulties are from inadequacies in developing that strongly structured system. 

Analysis of acquired dyslexia seems to offer relatively ‘pure’ insights into the primary mechanisms of 

reading processing of expert readers. In developmental dyslexia, the insights are likely to be confounded by 

the multiplicity of variables acting on the child’s reading progress, including orthographic complexity, high 

cognitive load, weak cognitive processing, current level of expertise, motivation, instructional methods 

used. This lack of mirroring of developmental to acquired difficulties is also evident in acquired vs. 

developmental language disorders. Whereas acquired dysphasias in adults with cerebral insult are a clearly 

understood concept, the popular terms of the 1960s and 1970s, ‘child aphasia’ and ‘child dysphasia,’ have 

been replaced by terms such as ‘developmental language difficulties’ and ‘specific language impairment,’ 

because developmental language disorders are highly dissimilar to acquired dysphasias in many ways. 

Developmental reading-accuracy difficulties are different to acquired reading-accuracy difficulties – when 

one hasn’t mastered a skill effectively, there are many ways in which those insufficiently developed skills 

can be expressed. 

As a practitioner I have always found the Dual Route model insufficient for explaining early reading 

development, given the seemingly strongly interactive nature of weak readers slowly making progress with 

reading. I found that Coltheart’s emphasis on exception words vs. regular words, proximal and distal causes, 

and surface vs. phonological dyslexia, did not add depth and rigour to my understanding and instruction of 

children with reading difficulties. Whereas my students scored more as phonological dyslexic or surface 

dyslexic by the test measures (Edwards & Hogben, 1999), their instructional needs were consistently found 

to be highly similar, such that the use of the two subtypes seemed artificial. It also seemed that children’s 

high rates of errors on exception words might be an artefact due to the high proportion of exception words 

having complex orthographic structures and likely to be semantically unfamiliar words (e.g., colonel, 

bouquet, choir, gauge, soul, tomb, yacht), as opposed to orthographic simplicity in regular words and 

pseudowords, and most of the regular words being quite familiar vocabulary.  

Additionally, the Dual Route model and measures do not seem to sufficiently focus on the speed and 

fluency of children’s responses, i.e., whether the children are automatic in their responses and thus reading 

familiar words, or using controlled processing because the words are unfamiliar. Such processing must be 

taken into account, as both regular and pseudowords can be read correctly, albeit slowly, if the child can 

phonemically recode, but, by their very nature, exception words cannot be as simply recoded, and thus 

errors are made on these words. In this situation, with few regular words known at an automatic level, 

regular words and pseuodowords are equivalent, both being unfamiliar words. Weakness with exception 

words in this case is not an indicator of surface dyslexia, but instead an indicator that the reader is not 

efficient in making and retrieving effective schemas of words which have been previously read. As a 

practitioner, I find this underlying problem in automising single-word reading-accuracy is common, and it is 

not revealed using the Dual Route model and its measures. I found repeatedly that regardless of whether 

exception words were read well or poorly, the primary reading weakness of readers with developmental 

reading-accuracy difficulties (child or adult) was in phonological recoding. Thus, if subtypes were to be 

explored, the deciding factor would more likely be automisation efficiency and efficiency of memory 

storage and retrieval, rather than efficiency in Dual Routes. Considering automisation skill (and thus 

memory storage and retrieval, which would likely be a key aspect of automisation weakness) as a dimension 

in reading-accuracy difficulties also differentiates two types of weak-readers:  
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1. Children who make effective long-term memories of words they learn have good sight vocabularies 

of both regular and exception words. 

2. Children with inefficient long-term memory mechanisms have minimal sight vocabularies. 

Due to weakness in phonological recoding, both groups have great difficulty working out unfamiliar words, 

both regular words and pseudowords. As a practitioner, my impression has been that long-term memory is 

probably a continuum, so there is little value in categorising these two groups as subgroups, and more logic 

in simply describing individual readers’ reading behaviour, and thus locating their instructional needs.  

Jackson and Coltheart (2001) suggest that an effective computational model of skilled reading must meet 

three criteria: 

1. To read exception words and pseudowords as accurately as human readers can. 

2. To classify words as real words or pseudowords. 

3. To be able to explain how various patterns of acquired dyslexia occur. 

The second criterion is a reading-comprehension criterion, not a reading-accuracy criterion, such that it 

seems inappropriate for Jackson and Coltheart to use this criteria to discount the effectiveness of 

connectionist models, e.g., Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg and Patterson’s (1996) model. It is interesting 

that connectionist researchers have nonetheless risen to the challenge of a reading-accuracy plus reading 

comprehension (vocabulary), as in Harm & Seidenberg’s (2004) model discussed below. 

In order to be an effective model of normal, delayed and disordered reading-accuracy development in 

beginning readers as well as a model of expert reading, it seems logical that in addition to Jackson and 

Coltheart’s (2001) first and third criteria, the model should also 

1. Explain the process by which words move from being phonologically recoded to being visually 

recognised. 

2. Explain how children process words through different phonological recoding mechanisms including 

syllables, orthographic patterns and rime analogy e.g., reading ‘hook’ and ‘cook’ not through 

phonemic recoding but through knowing ‘look’.  

3. Explain the learning and reading of multisyllabic words, not just one syllable words, e.g., how 

children master reading of even stress CVC-CVC words more quickly than CV-CCVC words 

(Duncan & Seymour, 2003). 

4. Explain reading development from very early stages of reading development, when children know 

just a few letters or words, given that many children with reading difficulties have major difficulties 

making effective memories of these concepts. 

5. Accommodate the strong relationship of invented spelling and reading-accuracy. 

Conclusions on the Dual Route model of reading-accuracy instruction 

While the Dual Route model seems a useful model of adult reading and of advanced reading development in 

children who have progressed through the early stages of reading-accuracy development, it is less useful for 

building understanding of beginning readers and delayed readers, as it does not adequately situate 

development of reading-accuracy, or offer a rigorous logical theory of reading-accuracy development which 

supports understanding of very early reading-accuracy development and the reading-accuracy development 

of severely delayed at-risk readers. As discussed later in this chapter, a model of phonological recoding 

sufficient for understanding reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction for at-risk as well as 

normal-progress readers requires more flexibility than is offered by Dual Route theory.  

Conclusion 
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This section has examined several models of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, 

finding them insufficient in significant ways for the purpose of building effective Australian reading-

accuracy instruction and reading instruction. 

Current models of Australian reading instruction are found insufficient due to not including appropriate 

focus on reading-accuracy.  

The Dual Route model is found insufficient in explaining the very early stages of reading-accuracy 

development, as knowledge of very early development is an important plank of understanding reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction.  

The commercial Direct Instruction model of reading-accuracy instruction was found insufficient in that 

while it is definitely effective, its scripting and teacher-proofing makes it a less than best option. It is likely 

that from Reading Wars perspectives, many mainstream reading academics and teachers strongly associate 

Direct Instruction methods with reading-accuracy skills development i.e., think that principles of Direct 

Instruction are used in all reading-accuracy skills development. As such, these beliefs about Direct 

Instruction may be a basis of current rejection of Skills Development. It seems important that Australian 

teachers develop expertise in reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction in ways which 

strongly incorporate their professional skills and decisionmaking, an aspects which is strongly de-

emphasised in Direct Instruction. 

The Skills Development model, reading-accuracy instruction emphasising building of letter-sound 

knowledge and mastery of the alphabetic principle, is found insufficient, not in itself, but in its principles 

currently being insufficiently developed to be of use in guiding classroom level. The Skills Development 

model uses principles of direct instruction, and reading-accuracy skills development as part of a balanced 

literacy plan is viewed as the way forward towards effective Australian reading instruction and reading-

accuracy instruction. There is work to be done in developing specific principles for classroom instruction, 

and it would seem valuable for this to be done as school-level research.  

The Whole Language model of reading-accuracy instruction is found inadequate through its research bases 

and assumptions being so very lacking in rigor. This conclusion is not rejecting of the many principles of 

excellent general instruction which the Whole Language movement introduced to Australia, and are now a 

key part of excellent instruction in many other reading-accuracy instruction models. It is the methods of 

reading-accuracy instruction promoted by Whole Language proponents, which in this thesis are termed 

Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, which is so inadequate. Strongly inappropriate elements of  

Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction include emphasis on contextual guessing as students’ 

primary tool for reading unfamiliar words, associated de-emphasis of phonological recoding as a primary 

tool, and rejection of reading-accuracy skills development using decontextualised words and word parts 

within a balanced reading program. Given that current Australian reading instruction and instructional 

supports use Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, and strongly emphasise its use with at-risk 

readers, there are major needs for reform of Australian reading instruction and instructional supports, 

particularly those for at-risk readers. 

Australia’s form of Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction is effective for normal-progress readers. 

There are needs to establish if it is optimal instruction for these readers, or if it would be empowered by 

incorporating reading-accuracy skills development. It seems likely that Australia uses a modified form of 

Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, which incorporates systematic Skills Development on letter-

sounds and sight words into reading instruction for very beginning readers. It may be that the combination 

of early Skills Development plus extensive time spent on reading is the basis of effective reading-accuracy 

development in normal-progress readers.  

There are major needs to use normed measures of reading-accuracy achievement in exploring the role of 

reading-accuracy development in Australian students. There are now many measures available which take 

approximately one minute per student to administer (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills 
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(DIBELS), 2003; Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1999). It would seem highly useful for Australians to 

establish for themselves whether reading-accuracy or reading-comprehension is the core skill of reading 

development in different deciles of students.  

While these skills are undoubtedly interactive, current instruction is based on the premise that effective 

reading-comprehension leads to the building of reading-accuracy in all students, while other models build 

from the premise that effective reading-accuracy is the basis of effective reading-comprehension. It seems 

very important to consider different deciles of students, rather than average achievement of groups of 

readers in such research, so knowledge on different levels of normal-progress and at-risk readers is built. 

  

5.2 Sufficiencies of other models 
This section explores the theoretical models which are considered to offer strong practitioner validity as 

well as rigour from reading research (or strong grounds for future reading research being valuable to 

conduct research to establish or refute this potential).  

 

5.2.1 Goswami’s grainsizes of English words 
As discussed in Chapter 3, effective reading requires that students develop a self-teaching mechanism, 

ongoing unconscious self-instruction using their already developed reading ability to enable reading of lots 

of other words (Aro, 2004; de Lemos, 2002; Share & Stanovich, 1995; Wimmer, Mayringer, & Landerl, 

2000). It is likely that self-teaching commences in alphabetic stage reading. For highly regular languages 

such as Finnish and Italian, one: one phonemic recoding of graphemes through phonemes to words is the 

only self-teaching mechanism needed. English has a highly complex orthography which means that 

phonemic recoding is less than satisfactory as a sole recoding tool, e.g., knowing all English letters and their 

sounds (approximately 28 rules) does not enable a novice reader to read any unfamiliar words in the 

sentence, ‘The horse was here last night.’ Goswami (2002, p.147) comments 

A child who needs to become literate is immediately faced with a mapping problem (Brown 

& Ellis, 1994). The child needs to understand how the alphabet codes sound. The most 

accessible phonological units for that prereading child are the syllable, onset, and rime, all 

relatively "large" units of phonology. The most accessible unit in print is the single letter. 

Accordingly, initial reading teaching in almost all languages begins from the letter. For 

children learning to read consistent orthographies, letter-sound learning proceeds rapidly. 

For children learning to read less consistent orthographies, it proceeds more slowly. An 

analysis of the mapping problem across languages suggests why this might be so.  

Whereas phoneme grainsize is the ideal instructional grainsize for novice readers learning to read highly 

transparent languages, as discussed in Chapter 3, English orthographic complexity precludes this being the 

case for novice English-text readers, and Goswami (2002) suggests that English is far more transparent for 

novice readers when considered as having three grainsizes (Goswami, 2002; Treiman et al., 1995 see Figure 

5.2):  

1. Phoneme grainsize: High consistency (>90%) of initial and final consonants makes phonological 

recoding the strongest reading-accuracy strategy. Vast numbers of English-text words are regular at 

phoneme level, especially if the name and sound phonemes (long and short sounds) of the vowel 

letters are included i.e., ap ep ip op up ape epe ipe ope upe. 

2. Rime grainsize: Whereas single-letter vowels are regular only 51% of the time, they are far more 

regular (77%) when linked to their following consonant, i.e., as part of rimes (e.g., -ar, -ew, -igh –

all). It is thus likely that instruction on highly regular rime patterns which cannot be phonemic 
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recoded is a further valuable level of instruction. While rimes such as ar and ow can equally be 

taught as spelling rules, supporting very-beginning readers to play with pattern words seems a much 

more user-friendly introduction to these digraphs. 

3. Whole word grainsize: Teaching highly irregular words (e.g., one, was) and words that are not yet  

regular due to two letter vowels and rime patterns not yet having been learned (e.g., now, car) is 

highly valuable in building early reading skills. There are many common sight words of English 

confronting the very-beginning reader are highly irregular or involve rimes and patterns not yet 

known such that phonemic recoding is highly ineffective, e.g., one, was (always irregular); cow, car, 

boy (irregular till the vowel digraphs are learned). 

 

 

Phonemes 

b  d  f  g  h  j  k  l  m  n  p  r  s  t  v  w  y  z  ch  sh  th  ng  

a(at)     e(et)    i(it)     o(ot)     u(ut)  

 

Rimes  

all ball         o go         oy boy         e he         igh right          

ow now       ee see       ar car          ay day      y my 

 

Whole words  

was  one  two  eight  school  come  have  give  gone  some  do   

done  school  mother  Monday  you  what  who  buy  house 

Figure 5.2. Examples of the grainsizes of English orthography (from Galletly, 2003a) 

 

As a practitioner I have moved strongly into use of these three grain-sizes in my work with at-risk readers 

and am finding it highly effective. I teach three types of words: 

1. ‘Regular words’: phoneme grainsize. 

2. ‘Pattern words’: incorporating initially just rime grainsize but moving onto other orthographic 

patterns, e.g.,[ti ci si] saying /sh/ in multisyllabic words.  

3. ‘Tricky words’: whole-word grainsize, irregular words which are learned as wholes. 

I also build strong student metacognition of (Knight & Galletly, In press) 

1. The three word types. 

2. The value of reflecting on word types. 

3. How words change grainsize as orthographic awareness grows e.g., words such as cow and boy may 

be tricky words to begin with, then become pattern words as the rime patterns are learned, and then 

regular words, when the two-letter vowels /ow/ and /oy/ are known. 

Conclusions on Goswami’s grainsize model 

This relatively simple model offers powerful insights on the role of rimes and word types, and of the very 

complex nature of English orthography. It strongly situates reading-accuracy within reading development 

and instruction. It uses rigorous logical theory, and can be used with close linkage of assessment, planning 

and instruction. 
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With English orthographic complexity showing as such a powerful variable in reading-accuracy 

development, it is highly likely that English-text reading-accuracy development cannot be conceptualised in 

single ways, i.e., as phonemic recoding or as Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction. It is important 

that English orthographic complexity is considered in depth. Goswami’s grain size model offers a logical 

and practical entry point into orthographic complexity, one which can be easily traversed by beginning 

readers. An extension of the offerings of this model is that effective instructional methods must effectively 

accommodate this  complexity i.e., it is highly likely that reading-accuracy instruction methods using single 

paths e.g., just phonemic recoding, just Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction) are insufficient 

models of Australian reading-accuracy and reading instruction.  

 

 

5.2.2 Stage models and Frith’s three reading stages  
Stage models are a useful way to conceptualise reading-accuracy development. The important feature of 

stage models is that each stage has significantly different characteristics of other stages of the model. Most 

stage models overlap each other in different ways, and foreground particular aspects of reading-accuracy 

development, e.g., Chall’s (1996) model includes stages of advanced reading comprehension, while Frith 

(1985) and Ehri (1995, 1996) focus just on reading-accuracy development (see Table 5.4).  

The models are highly similar in many ways. This section will focus on Frith’s (1985) model of three 

distinct stages of reading, because of the valuable insights it offers into reading-accuracy development and 

difficulties. Frith’s (1985) model views children as working through three stages, the Logographic, 

Alphabetic then the Orthographic stage, developing and moving through each stage and eventually 

replacing it with the next. Although only three stages are emphasised in the original model, a fourth stage, 

the Skilled Reading stage, is implied (Galletly, 2001, 2003). It is a model used quite widely by reading 

researchers (Ehri, 1995, 1996; Galletly, 1999c, 2001, 2003a; Rohl, 2000). Some have considered substages 

of Frith’s three stages (Ehri, 1996); others consider that at particular points in time a student may be using 

two different strategies, especially when a new stage is in its early stages (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993). 

Children’s earliest attempts at reading use logographic or visual cue strategies to build a small sight 

vocabulary. In learning these first words, learning is by association of the word name with its visual features 

- the shape of words and letters. Indeed, some children may not even know any letter names or sounds in the 

early logographic stage. Early logographic reading is seen in quite young children when they develop the 

understanding that, for example, the set of lines someone writes on one’s painting, is the same as the set of 

lines written on one’s hand towel, and in fact says one’s name (Galletly, 2003). Children at this stage can 

read words they have been taught but are largely unable to work out unknown words. They do not spell 

effectively because word recognition is based on salient word features rather than a complete specification 

of letters. 

In the alphabetic stage, children achieve alphabetic insight (Stanovich, 1986), when they grasp the 

alphabetic principle - that printed words contain letters that are systematically related to phonemes. From 

knowing just a few letter-sound relationships, they move into attending to the sounds in words. In addition 

to using the powerful cues offered by the sound of a word’s initial letter (Treiman et al., 1995), they master 

phonemic recoding, decoding the list of letters of a word into the list of phonemes corresponding to those 

letters, then recoding these phonemes into spoken or subvocal words. 
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Table 5.4 

Comparison of stages used in models by Frith (1985), Chall (1996), Ehri (1995, 1996) and Galletly (2002, 

2003a, 2003b) 

Frith’s (1985) stages of word reading  

 Logographic -----------  Alphabetic  ----------- Orthographic 

Ehri’s (1995; Ehri, 1996) phases of sight word development 

 Pre-

alphabetic 

Linking 

visual 

features & 

pronunciation 

or meaning, 

no letter-

sound 

knowledge. 

Partial 

alphabetic: 

Some use of 

letter-sound 

connections 

in reading 

(usually 

initial and/or 

final letters).  

Full 

alphabetic: 

Easy reading 

of regular 

words. 

Regular and 

irregular 

words 

encountered 

often become 

sight words. 

Consolidated 

alphabetic: 

Awareness of 

letter units allows 

easy learning of 

new words, faster 

learning of new 

words, & 

automatic, 

accurate word 

recognition. 

Chall’s (1996) stages of reading development  

1.Emergent 

literacy:  

Prior to 

formal 

instruction:  

1. Concepts 

about print. 

2. Phoneme 

awareness. 

2.Initial stage of conventional literacy:  

Start of formal instruction:  

1. Learning letter-sounds. 

2. Sufficient practice to establish phonemic 

recoding. 

3.‘Ungluing from 

print’: Accuracy 

now established: 

1. Automaticity 

2. Fluency. 

4. ‘Reading for 

learning the new’: 

Focus fully on 

comprehension. 

5.‘Multiple 

viewpoints’: 

Critical evaluation 

of content. 

6.‘Construction 

and 

reconstruction.’:  

Synthesizing 

viewpoints to 

determine own 

perspective. 

 

Alphabetic insight, and the phonemic recoding which is mastered in the alphabetic stage are powerful tools 

for reading progress (Adams, 1990; de Lemos, 2002; National Research Council, 1998b). Children are now 

able to learn regular words without being taught them, and this self-learning contributes greatly to their 

reading progress allowing them to build confidence and skill through independent reading. Effective 

phonemic recoding allows children to recode all completely regular words. Confidence in recoding regular 

words, particularly when combined with contextual clues in authentic reading and the high regularity (over 

90%) of beginning and final consonants (Treiman et al., 1995) allows children to effectively  recode semi-

regular words, which are almost never fully opaque (Tunmer, 1999). In my publications, I use a modified 

form of Frith’s model, incorporating phonological processing (see Figure 5.3), to show role of automatic 

early phonological awareness skills (rhyme and sound isolation, blending and segmenting) in supporting 
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children in their progress through the alphabetic stage (L Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Bryant et al., 1990; 

Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1995; Byrne et al., 2000; S. B. Smith, D. C. Simmons, & E. J. Kameenui, 1998) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. The writer’s modification of Frith’s (1985) model (from Galletly, 2001, 2003)  

 

In the orthographic stage children move beyond sounding out and skill on just regular words to cracking the 

orthographic codes of written English language with its myriad spelling patterns, through building skill with 

orthographic units. As with early logographic stage reading, attention to the specifics of orthographic 

segments is weak to begin. Whereas spelling in the mid to late alphabetic stage is full of phonemic 

approximations, as in situashun and okterpus, mastery of spelling patterns occurs during the orthographic 

stage.  

Although not specifically included by Frith (1985), the model implies that children emerge from the 

orthographic stage into a skilled reader stage, where emphasis is on meaning not text, with alphabetic and 

orthographic processing used only when confronted by unknown words such as borscht (alphabetic) or 

sphygmomanometer (orthographic).  

The usefulness of Frith’s model is seen in the many issues for which it supports discussion: 

1. It shows the major stages children move through to become effective readers. 

2. It allows discussion of the value of logographic reading and early sight words. 

3. It shows the need for mastery of alphabetic reading (phonemic recoding). 
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4. It allows building of awareness that the commonest point of breakdown in children with reading 

difficulties is in the alphabetic stage. 

5. It allows discussion of automaticity, how beginning alphabetic readers sound-out effortfully using 

controlled processing, but build automaticity during the alphabetic stage, such that regular words are 

read effortlessly by the end of the stage. 

6. It allows discussion of the role of phonological awareness, and how weak phonological awareness 

seems linked to difficulty becoming automatic in alphabetic stage reading. 

7. It allows discussion of how ‘invented spelling’ (phonemic equivalents) is entirely appropriate and a 

healthy stage of writing development in alphabetic stage readers who have not yet developed mature 

orthographic awareness. 

8. It allows discussion of efficiency of long-term memory making in that some weak readers have 

extensive sight vocabularies of known words, while others know few sight words, yet both have 

difficulty in fluent alphabetic reading.  

Given the pragmatic value of the model, it is valuable to consider the research evidence supporting it. 

 

5.2.2.1 Evidence for Logographic reading: Beginning the 

reading journey 

Gough, Juel, & Griffith (1992) explored strength of reliance on visual cues in logographic reading, using an 

experiment assessing new readers’ paired associate learning of words on flashcards. A very obvious 

thumbprint seemed accidentally placed on one of the cards of words being taught, and when knowledge of 

the newly taught words was tested, the thumbprint was no longer on the original card and word, and now 

appeared on a different card and word. The children did not notice that the word had changed, and said the 

original word when shown the new thumbprint card, with even the best readers attending almost entirely to 

the salient visual feature of the thumbprint and not at all to the letters of the word. This experiment shows 

the potential strength of inappropriate visual associations in very beginning readers.  

Length of time in the Logographic stage depends on the particular instructional emphases children 

encounter in early reading. Studies have shown that many children remain in a purely logographic stage for 

a short time only, often just until they have acquired sound-symbol relationships for a few letters (Gough, 

Ehri, & Treiman, 1992). Byrne (1992) added a default option to the model whereby children normally go 

through the logographic stage but may miss the stage depending on instructional emphases, e.g., where a 

child was not taught early sight words but was taught through a focussed phonics program. 

 

5.2.2.2 Alphabetic stage mastery: The crux of reading-accuracy 

progress 

Byrne (1992) discusses common views as to what causes readers to move from the Logographic to the 

Alphabetic stage. He agrees with two traditional views, (a) being confronted with print, and (b) needing 

independent information about the segmental nature of the speech stream and the way this is represented by 

the letters of the alphabet. Byrne (1992) applied Frith’s model, in experiments looking at how much 

acquired knowledge children needed to begin emergent alphabetic reading. His findings showed: 

1. Preliterate children were unable to extract regularities linking components of print to speech (eg 

initial sounds) when given the minimum number of words which permit rule extraction, i.e., they 

needed and benefited from repeated exposures (practice). 
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2. Their learning fitted the definition of logographic strategy use, being nonanalytic paired associate 

learning.  

3. Beginning readers were faster at learning visually dissimilar words. 

4. The left most letter of words is highly salient - children attended most to the left most letter, and 

mastered words with only the left letter dissimilar (tay qay say) as quickly as they mastered visually 

dissimilar words (ree zar fuy), and much faster than they mastered words with only the right most 

letter dissimilar (voy voo vow). 

5. The strong visual similarities of many letters increases the difficulty of learning to read. The children 

learned words represented by geometric shapes much faster than words represented by letters. 

6. Both letter-sound knowledge and phonemic awareness are necessary to ensure understanding of the 

alphabetic principle. 

The children needed explicit teaching to develop skill with letter-sound relationships and phonemic 

awareness: 

a. Children did not attend to sounds of letters even when the leftmost letters were /s/ and /m/, 

the most commonly known letters. 

b. When taught sound segmenting, listing the sounds in words e.g., bat = b/a/t, eight children 

mastered segmenting, but none passed the transfer task of being shown a word such as sow 

and asked if the word was sow or mow. 

c. When then taught phonemic identity, with a task of  ‘Which of these words starts with the 

same sounds as sat?), five more children mastered phonemic identity, including four who 

mastered segmenting, but still none passed the transfer task. 

d. When taught letter-sound relationships (/s/ says [s], /m/ says [m]), all children mastered the 

letters quickly. Transfer was achieved by all children who mastered both prior tasks and two 

who mastered one prior task.  

Mastery of the alphabetic principle was extremely robust, such that it seems that, once the alphabetic 

principle is grasped, it spreads quite easily to other sounds and letters that occur in the reader’s developing 

vocabulary. Children taught phonemic awareness and letter-sound skill on /s/ and /m/ with transfer to words 

starting with /s/ and /m/ transfered the principle to newly learned letters /l/ and /t/ without additional 

instruction. 

Byrne and colleagues have focussed strongly on fleecing out the microstages of very early reading-accuracy 

development (Byrne, 1992, 1998; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1991, 1995; Byrne et al., 2000; Byrne et al., 

1992; Freebody & Byrne, 1988; Freebody & Gilbert, 1999). Their erudite work has established the strong 

likelihood that developing readers share the following characteristics: 

1. Development of graphophonic skills (phonological recoding) requires explicit instruction and 

instructional intensity: 

a. Fledgling readers’ natural tendency is to consider that words and letters carry meaning 

(morphology) not speech (phonology, letter-sound correspondences). 

b. Awareness of the graphophonic nature of letters and words is not induced by the vast 

majority of these children. 

c. They need explanation and practice to master phoneme identity, letter-sound awareness and 

integrated use of these skills, if they are to master reading-accuracy. 

d. They vary in the intensity of explanation of and practice that they need to make successful 

progress. 
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2. Whole-word reading is insufficient for continued reading progress: 

a. Many children learn to read whole words but fail to master phonological recoding (also 

evidenced in Seymour & Elder, 1986). 

b. Whole word reading will support readers during their first years of schooling when less than 

200 words, and only half of them regular, comprise approximately 75% of the words in 

school readers, but not in subsequent years when reading vocabulary expands markedly and 

over 1200 words, 65% of them regular, make up 75% of the words commonly used.   

c. Children who fail to master the prerequisites of phonological recoding fail to make effective 

reading progress over their school years. 

Conclusions on Stage models of reading-accuracy development 

While reading-accuracy development in Queensland’s current First Steps stage model of reading 

development is too imprecise to be of value (Education Department of Western Australia, 1997a), stage 

models developed to explain reading-accuracy development offer major value in understanding reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction.  There seems significant value in aspects of Frith’s stage 

model, and the work of Byrne, Fielding-Barnsley and colleagues on reading-accuracy development. These 

are highly worthy of consideration in developing a model of reading development and phonological 

recoding supporting understanding of the reading-accuracy development and difficulties of Australian at-

risk readers.  

 

5.2.3 Interactive models: Reading-accuracy as complex 
multilevel processing 

As discussed in Chapter 4, reading-accuracy in English-text readers interacts strongly with different 

cognitive areas using phonological processing, including working memory and language processing. There 

is thus strong intuitive appeal in interactive models which emphasise the interactivity of processing of 

different aspects of reading and language function. Researchers have been actively considering interactive, 

or connectionist, models of cognitive processing since at least the 1970s, probably commencing with the 

work of Rumelhart, then Rumelhart and McClelland. Their Interactive Activation Model of Word 

Perception (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1997; Rumelhart, 1977, 1980) 

views cognitive processing in reading-accuracy as based on parallel processing of distributed memories, 

activated bidirectionally, i.e., top-down and bottom-up, through weighted connections and processing taking 

place at multiple levels, e.g., whole word, letters, letter features, word meaning. Their concept of a cascade 

model overcame the limitations of other models’ consideration of cognitive and perceptual processes as 

series of discrete stages carried out in succession, through processing occurring through cascading effects of 

graded signals in a multilayer network. Built originally through computational maths and network 

modelling, their studies soon engaged neuroscience and neural network models, resulting in development of 

their Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) framework. Over time, they incorporated notions of 

backpropagation, frames, and schemata, such that their PDP model became able to explain speech 

recognition; integrated phonological, syntactic and semantic processing; memory; learning; and cognitive 

development. As with their earlier model, the refined model also incorporates interactions of simple 

processing units, enabling a thinker to simultaneously use information from multiple sources. 

Following the work of Rumelhart and McClelland (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Rumelhart, 1977, 

1980), other researchers soon espoused interactive models, e.g.,  Stanovich's (1980) interactive 

compensatory model held that readers compensate for weakness in one area through use of better skill in 

other areas (though Gillon and Dodd’s (1993) study showed that concurrent weakness in phonological, 

syntactic and semantic processing significantly reduces opportunities for compensation by many reading 
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disabled children). Adams (1990) used an interactive model to explain reading-accuracy, describing 

reading-accuracy as interaction between orthographic, meaning, and phonological processors. She 

emphasised phonological recoding being activated immediately upon presentation of a word, and different 

processing being foregrounded depending on the familiarity of the word, such that ‘when readers encounter 

a meaningful word that they have read many times before... the word’s meaning and phonological image 

will also be evoked with near instantaneity (Adams, 1990, p.160)’. 

Interactive models have remained popular over the decades, perhaps because they continued to  

1. Provide good explanation for the complex interactivity of multiple aspects of reading, cognition and 

language which is observed in reading behaviour. 

2. Do not conflict with the burgeoning reading research knowledge on these different aspects and 

interactions. 

3. Show strong feasibility through being created as computational models.  

Harm and Seidenberg’s (2004) recent computer model of development of a skilled reader, was developed 

through first exposing the computational model to sounds and meanings until it developed a spoken 

language vocabulary, then steadily introducing word spellings, with the model steadily developing reading 

skill through processing sounds, visual patterns, and combinations thereof. Comparing different 

developmental paths created by different types of instruction, they found that  

1. Teaching phonics not only made learning to read easier, but also allowed flourishing of other skills 

which supported faster, better reading.  

2. The model was able to read 6,000 words, correctly pronouncing and computing the meaning of 

almost all of them.  

3. The model relied on both phonics and visual patterns: 

a. In early stages it relied more on spelling-sound connections. 

b. In later stages, when already skilled with phonics and confronted with words such as ‘plane’ 

and ‘plain’, the model relied more on the visual method. 

Conclusions on interactive models of reading-accuracy development 

There seems enormous value in the interactive models detailed above. Their theory of reading-accuracy 

development is highly logical, they are validated reasonably strongly through the effectiveness of their 

computational models, and they situate reading-accuracy and reading-accuracy development effectively 

within and as part of wider aspects of reading, language and cognitive functioning. They do not conflict 

with the findings of reading research, and support all aspects of theory developed in this thesis. This 

information will be built upon later in this chapter in building a new model of phonological recoding. 

 

5.2.4 Compatibility of stage, grain and interactive models 
Models such as Goswami’s (2002) grainsizes, Frith’s stages (1985), and the stages of Chall (1996) and Ehri 

(1995, 1996) are highly compatible with interactive models. Consideration of their interrelationships builds 

deeper understanding of the reading process. Ehri (1992, 1995, 1996) used Frith’s (1985) stages in an 

interactive framework to propose a relatively logical path from processing of an unfamiliar word, to 

processing of it as a familiar word. In place of the separate phonological recoding and visual-semantic 

routes of the Dual Route theory, she proposed a visual-phonological model, a visual route paved with 

phonological information leading into ‘lexical memory’ (see Figure 5.4): 
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1. During the logographic phase, readers know little about the letter-sound system, so read words by 

memorising connections between visual cues and meanings of words. 

2. During the alphabetic or phonetic cue stage, readers use rudimentary knowledge of letter names or 

sounds to form partial connections of spellings to pronunciations. 

3. During the orthographic phase, readers use phonemic segmentation and phonological recoding to 

form complete connections that secure the entire spelling of the word in memory as a visual symbol 

for phonemic units in its pronunciation. 

 

  

Figure 5.4. Connections made by visual and visual-phonological routes (from Ehri, 1992) 

 

Ehri proposed that because letter-sounds are used initially to recode the word, it makes good sense that they 

would be retained and would participate in the reading-by-memory option. Setting up a visual-phonological 

route into memory involves forming specific connections between the visual cues of the sequence of letters 

in the word, and the word’s meaning. Connections linking the letters to the pronunciation are formed out of 

the reader’s knowledge of letter-sound correspondences and other orthographic regularities linking print to 

speech. When readers see an unfamiliar word, they phonologically recode it, beginning a process of setting 

up a visual-phonological route for that word leading from its spelling directly to its pronunciation in 

memory. Once such routes are established, readers can look at spellings and immediately retrieve their 

specific pronunciations without needing to resort to translation rules and recoding.  

The issue of connections being made is a crucial element of Ehri’s model. Connections are formed and set 

up in memory from prior experiences reading words. The solid lines in Figure 5.4 represent connections 

formed from systematic knowledge that makes the connections predictable and the dotted lines represent 

connections that are arbitrary and rote memorised. Various types of visual units – individual letters, letter 

clusters, syllables and whole words – are connected to various kinds of units in lexical memory – individual 

phonemes, onset consonants, rime stems, whole pronunciations of words and also meanings of words. Each 

unit is depicted by a line that encircles it. Thus a child at the logographic stage has only the visual route 

connection seen in the left half of the diagram. With such limited connections having been made he will be 

easily confused if visually similar words such as pelt, bled, bell are included with the ‘known’ sight word.  
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At the alphabetical stage, the child makes more connections and is less likely to be confused by visually 

similar words, but being unsure of some of his alphabetic units and a relative novice in recoding, he may 

well still make phonic errors, such as bilt for belt. At the orthographic stage, the child makes far more 

connections. Though not shown in the diagram, practising the word makes further connections, with new 

connections made each time the child is exposed to the word through reading or writing it.  

Ehri (1992) comments from results of numerous studies on beginning reading that: 

1. Children start out using sight word memory then add phonemic recoding.  

2. Alphabetic recoding is used mainly to read unfamiliar words, low frequency words, difficult words 

and pseudowords.  

3. Children use sight word memory for words they have read before several times, and they use 

alphabetic recoding for unfamiliar and infrequent words.  

Frith’s (1985) and Ehri’s (1992) models have many powerful and logical characteristics. They are highly 

compatible with reading being an interactive process, and connectionist, interactive and compensatory 

models and the cognitive notion that performance on any single task is the result of the simultaneous or 

successive operation of many different information processing operations. They lend themselves to reading 

being a gradual process of development, interacting with different aspects of processing (visual, 

phonological, semantic, syntactic, working and long-term memory) and fit with new knowledge on reading 

development built since they were written. They are valuable models to build upon. 

Contextual facilitation is an interesting example of the complex interaction of language, reading-accuracy 

and working memory processing. Stanovich (1986) discusses that, while the source of individual differences 

in contextual facilitation is students’ phonological recoding efficiency, the level of use of contextual 

facilitation in any particular instance is dependent on the complex interrelating of four factors: (a) difficulty 

of the target word, (b) difficulty of the contextual material, (c) phonological recoding efficiency of the 

reader, and (d) the amount of contextual (semantic, syntactic and pragmatic) facilitation offered in the 

context. It is likely that knowledge of the word’s syntactic and semantic characteristics, student confidence 

and reading identity, and socio-cultural factors are also involved. 

Conclusion 

This section has explored models which support building of understanding of reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction. These models include Goswami’s three grainsizes of English 

words, Frith’s model of three stages of reading-accuracy development, Ehri’s and Chall’s stage models, and 

interactive models of reading-accuracy, reading and language development. These models are very 

compatible with each other.  

The next section of this chapter incorporates aspects of these models in building theory to explain reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction.  

5.3 Working towards deep understanding of 
reading-accuracy development 

Given the complexity of English orthography, and its resultant strong impact on English-text reading-

accuracy development, especially in at-risk readers, there are strong needs for deep understanding of the 

specifics of reading-accuracy development in both normal-progress and at-risk readers. This understanding 

needs to be not just of student development of phonemic recoding, but also of the stages of reading-

accuracy development prior to learning phonemic recoding. 

There is wide consensus that phonological recoding as mastery of the alphabetic principle is a strong 

component of reading-accuracy development, but often the alphabetic principle and phonological recoding 
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are assumed to be just the reading of regular monosyllabic CVC words or words with consonant blends, or 

just the reading of unfamiliar words, for example, 

Phonics is the understanding that there is a predictable relationship between phonemes 

(sounds of spoken language) and graphemes (the letters and spellings that represent those 

sounds in written language). 

(Armbruster et al., 2001) 

 

Phonological Recoding: Using systematic relationships between letters and phonemes 

(letter-sound correspondence) to retrieve the pronunciation of an unknown printed string. 

(Good & Kaminski, 2002)  

As previous mentioned, most comments on this area are rather tentative, suggesting that there is not a large 

amount of research on this area (National Research Council, 1998a; Spear-Swerling, 2004), e.g., Chard and 

colleagues in their 1998 review of the research quote Byrne and Fielding-Barnsley’s (1989) finding that 

‘explicit instruction in letter-phoneme relations, added to phonemic awareness, makes it likely that the 

student can compute the representational functions of those letters, whatever their position in otherwise 

unknown words (p.320, underlining my emphasis),’ and discuss the conclusions of Foreman's (1995) review 

of ‘studies focused on alphabetic understanding’ as ‘that learners receiving more rather than less explicit 

letter-sound correspondence instruction appeared to grow more quickly in their phonemic segmentation 

skills’ and that ‘mastering these correspondences facilitates the transition from contextual guessing to 

efficient word recognition (Chard, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998, p.150)’.  

As a practitioner, I feel it is highly likely that mastering phonemic recoding (phonological recoding of 

regular CVC words using single vowels a e i o u) is probably a crucial stage in students’ reading-accuracy 

development. I therefore provide intensive reading-accuracy instruction to build these skills in students with 

reading-accuracy difficulties. As a researcher examining the literature supporting reading-accuracy 

instruction, however, the research knowledge on this area seems woefully inadequate. Additionally, this 

common perspective of phonological recoding and mastery of the alphabetic principle equates just to Frith’s 

(1985) alphabetic stage of reading development, which is highly appropriate for transparent-orthography 

countries but perhaps far too simplistic to explain phonological recoding of English-text, given the vast 

numbers of English-text words and syllables which are not regular. This perspective also trivialises early 

logographic stage reading (Jackson & Coltheart, 2001; Share & Stanovich, 1995), yet early logographic 

reading is likely to support very beginning English-text readers to cope with orthographic complexity.  

Evidence of the complexity facing very beginning readers is seen in examination of the fifty most common 

words of written English (Zeno, Ivens, Millard, & Davucci, 1995), which I analysed using Goswami’s 

(2002) grainsizes. The distribution is as follows: 

1. Regular alphabetic words (phoneme grainsize):  

a. 13 words: and, in, it, on, at, from, not, had, but, can, an, if, up, is, that, as, with, his, this, will, 

each. 

b. 20 if graphemes ch, th, ll, and words with final [s] saying /z/ are included as ‘regular’(see 

italicised words above). 

2. Pattern words (rime and orthographic-pattern grainsize):  

a. 8 words: he/be/we, for/or, all, how  

b. 15 words: if only completely phonemically recordable words are included as regular words 

(If not teaching rhyming and the concept of pattern words, these words would be included in 

tricky words, below).  
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3. Tricky words (irregular words, whole word grainsize):  

a. 22 words (assuming less common graphemes ea wh have not been taught as either patterns or 

rules): the, of, a, to/do, you, was, are, they, I, have, one, what, were, when, there, your, 

which, their, said, each, about.  

This high level of regularity is due in large part to vowel irregularity. English uses 29 common vowel 

graphs to make 18 vowel sounds, in contrast to many transparent orthographies which have 5 vowel graphs, 

each with one sound (see Table 5.5). 

 

Table 5.5 

Australian vowel graphs  

18 common vowel sounds 29 common 

vowel graphs 

Uncommon graphs used in at least 3 words 

a as in mat a                 

e as in met e ea                     

i as in mit i                            y (cyst) 

o as in mot o                 a (was)  au (sausage)  ough (cough)             

u as in mut u      o (other)  o-e (love)  ou (country) ough (rough) 

a-e as in mate a-e  a  ai  ay        eigh (sleigh)   ey (grey)       

e-e as in mete e-e  e  ea  ee  y       ey (key)   i (medium)     

i-e as in mite i-e  i  ie  y     igh 

o-e as in mote o-e  oa  ow ough (dough)   oe (toe) 

u-e as in mute u-e  ew  ue (due) 

ar as in mart ar                  a (past) 

er as in mert er  ir  ur              ear (learn)  (w)or (word)              

or as in mort or  aw            (w)ar (ward)  au (sauce)  al (wall)  ough (bought) augh (taught)      

oi as in moit oi  oy                                              

ow as in now ow  ou          ough (plough)        

oo as in foot oo                     ou (could)   u (full)                    

ou as in you oo  ou you (oo)  ew (grew)  ue (sue) 

‘Flat vowel’ (schwar) as in 

tiger virus begin 

All vowel 

graphs  

All the above + patient, nation, gracious, etc. 

Less common vowel sounds 

air  air  are (mare) ear (bear) 

ear  ear  eer (deer)  
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5.3.1 Reading-accuracy instruction for very beginning 
readers 

In these current times of Reading Wars divisiveness, this strong Australian commitment of many decades to 

very beginning readers doing authentic-like reading of texts whose vocabulary is only moderately restricted, 

would indicate strong value in working towards principles of Australian reading-accuracy instruction which 

not only teach phonemic recoding but also build logographic reading, such that authentic-like reading from 

the start of formal reading can continue as a valuable support of reading development. 

In Queensland, ‘Preschool’ (Queensland’s ‘Kindergarten’ year) instruction does not include teaching of any 

letter-sounds, and it is possible this is also the case in other states. Given that mastering sufficient letter-

sounds to be able to recode more than a few words takes time, there would seem great value in students 

building a bank of logographic sight words while they are building their bank of letter-sounds. This 

developing bank of sight words provides familiar contexts for students to apply their developing letter 

knowledge, and allows some reading of authentic-like texts. Logographic reading would thus seem to have 

a strong place in very early English-text reading development.  

For English-text reading-accuracy instruction to be conducted as phonemic recoding, beginning readers 

would need to be taught these 29 graphs and 18 sounds. This constitutes very high conceptual load for very 

beginning readers. There would therefore seem strong needs for beginning reading-accuracy instruction for 

at-risk readers to involve more than phonemic recoding, and to thus include whole-word logographic 

learning of common irregular words (e.g., the two was said one two eight school come have give gone some 

do done school mother Monday you what who house).  

Given that current Australian reading-accuracy instruction emphasises authentic-like reading from the start 

of formal reading instruction and that there seems very strong value in this practice through its motivating 

students as readers, there would also seem value in teaching highly common regular words as sight words so 

that authentic reading can take place while letter-sounds and phonological recoding are being developed. 

(e.g., at, in, it, cat, dog, but, get, sit). 

Certainly, it is possible for curriculum and reading materials to be structured so alphabetic stage phonemic 

recoding can be done as soon as students have learned one vowel and some consonants, and there is likely 

to be strong value in such phonemic recoding, but this type of reading is somewhat artificial. There is also 

the possibility of teaching students their letter-sounds during Kindergarten, before they start formal reading, 

which means they are ready to master phonemic recoding at the start of formal reading instruction. It is 

likely some states already do this, and time of letter-sound instruction in different states is a worthy area of 

research exploration.  

Use of restricted vocabulary using reading books which use only regular words, once letters and sounds 

have been taught, is also a possibility, but it takes time for letters to be learned. Given the message 

conveyed in current and future Queensland preschool syllabi (Queensland School Curriculum Council, 

1998; Queensland Studies Authority, 2002a), it would seem likely there would be strong rejection of 

instruction on letter-sounds being commenced at Kindergarten level, at least in Queensland. 

A further possibly relevant issue is whether developmental stages exist in at-risk and very beginning 

normal-progress readers developing confidence at reading and self-learning attempts. Through my work 

with many at-risk readers who could read very few words (<15) at the start of our working together, I 

strongly suspect that confidently knowing a critical mass of words (perhaps 25-50) empowers very 

beginning readers to be comfortable reading early reading books, and to attempt to read unfamiliar words. 

The building of logographic reading in addition to alphabetic reading is a relatively easy means of achieving 

this early reading vocabulary. 
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If Australian reading-accuracy instruction is to compensate for the high impact of English-text cognitive 

load, there are strong needs to develop very strong knowledge of the progression and processes of English-

text phonological recoding development in both normal-progress and at-risk readers. This progression must 

include not just phonological recoding of regular CVC words, but also reading mastery of very beginning-

readers. Knowledge of the specifics of how English-text reading-accuracy develops is likely to closely 

guide development of appropriate principles of instruction.  

The following subsection explores aspects of phonological recoding and proposes a new model of 

phonological recoding, likely to be useful in pragmatically guiding development of optimal Australian 

reading-accuracy instruction. 

 

5.3.2 English orthographic complexity: Frith’s stages 
complicated by Goswami’s grain-sizes 

While the three discreet stages of Frith’s model make for simplicity of understanding reading development 

and difficulties of English readers, additional detailed elaboration of the three stages with regard to the three 

grain-sizes of English (phoneme, rime-pattern, whole word) offers insights for development of curricula 

supporting effective mastery of reading-accuracy for beginning readers of English-text. Frith has a strong 

German background, and her three stages map reading development in German-text readers far more 

precisely than reading development in English-text readers. Children start to read logographically, then 

master reading extremely well in alphabetic reading as German orthography is almost completely regular 

for reading. It has many: one grapheme-phoneme correspondence for some phonemes but no one: many 

correspondence, so each grapheme maps to only one phoneme. These many: one correspondences mean that 

while it is completely regular for reading, German is not completely regular for spelling, as there are often 

several orthographic options for how to spell a phoneme, thus the orthographic stage is where students 

master German’s spelling vagaries, and thus complete their reading-accuracy and spelling development.  

In English-text reading-accuracy development, it seems likely that the orthographic stage has two stages: 

1. An early stage, where rime-analogy is used for students to master the orthography of irregular rimes 

(e.g., ball car boy). 

2. A late stage, where students learn to read words with less frequent orthographic patterns (e.g., ough, 

-tion, ph, kn) and distinguish the Standard Australian Spelling of a word  from its phonemic-

equivalent spellings (e.g., distinguish sleep from sleap and slepe). 

There is considerable controversy over whether students effectively learn to read rhyming words by 

analogy, e.g., Nation, Allen and Hulme (2001) conducted studies of analogy transfer and found no evidence 

that beginning readers make genuine orthographic-based analogies. They concluded that the extent to which 

beginning readers make orthographic analogies is overestimated and that theories that emphasize the rime 

analogy as a key process in reading-accuracy development need to be queried (Duncan, Seymour, & Hill, 

2000; Seymour, Duncan, & Bolik, 1999). 

While these are doubtless valid findings, their relevance is perhaps more for researchers not practitioners. 

For practitioners focussed on working out the best methods of teaching at-risk readers, the important issue is 

not whether rime analogy is a natural developmental stage, but instead is whether teaching students to use 

rime analogy (in addition to teaching phonemic recoding and whole-word recognition of highly irregular 

words), empowers the reading progress of very beginning readers. Given the increased orthographic 

regularity of English when students are taught about rimes, pattern words and rime analogies, with vowels 

moving from 52% regularity as vowel graphs to 77% regularity when included in rimes, and the high 

frequency of rime neighbours in English words  (De Cara & Goswami, 2002; Treiman et al., 1995), it seems 

logical to build students’ skills in rime-analogy.  
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It is useful to consider the logic of rime-analogies. The words car and cat are orthographic neighbours 

(words differing by one letter) as are cat and bat. Yet knowing car provides beginning readers with very 

little help to read cat. In strong contrast, knowing bat provides significant help, if students have been taught 

how to use rime-analogies. Rime-analogy provides far more help for beginning readers than orthographic 

similarity does. If a student knows the word cat, has fluent rhyming and is aware of analogy recoding, he 

can read and write the rhyming words bat sat zat sprat through recoding onset and rime (Note that knowing 

cat does far less to support the reading of cot car caw cay).  

Unfortunately, most of the studies emphasising rime instruction as controversial seem to be investigating 

whether reading by analogy is a relatively naturally occurring practice developing as part of reading 

development. Understandably they find it is not. It would seem logical for reading by analogy to be no more 

natural than reading by phonemic recoding, especially for students with weak phonological awareness and 

thus weak rhyming. Both phonemic recoding and onset-rime recoding need explicit teaching and sufficient 

practice if they are to be used appropriately, particularly by at-risk readers.  

A further rime-analogy issue which is perhaps more a common issue in reading-accuracy instructional 

decision-making than in reading research, is whether the focus of rime-analogy instruction should be on all 

rimes (regular, e.g., -ab ,-ot, -ip, as well as irregular, e.g., -all, -ar, -ow, -oy), or just on irregular rimes. As a 

practitioner, I emphasise phonemic recoding for regular rimes, and emphasise learning rimes only for 

irregular rimes which very beginning readers encounter frequently. I teach 8 words with high frequency 

rimes whose vowels are irregular (in the sense of not being English’s five ‘short’ vowel sounds). The words 

are he, boy, now, play, see, my, day, car. I teach these words logographically, as part of other early whole-

word recognition of high frequency words, using games, such as Memory, Snap, and Bingo. While children 

are mastering these words, I work to build letter-sound knowledge and automatic rhyme skills. Once the 8 

words are known, I introduce the idea of them being pattern words, and teach rime-analogy using those 

words. I then encourage children to notice and use rime-analogy in many different circumstances, e.g., 

writing lists of rhyming words, working out a word through its similarity to a rime word, and (in older 

children with reading weakness), asking parents to quiz them not just with this week’s spelling words, but 

also rhyming words as well. I build metacognitive awareness of regular, pattern and tricky words, and 

encourage children to sort words into those three categories, and to use grain-size when learning spellings:  

Question 1: Is it regular?  

Question 2: Are there patterns I know? 

Question 3: Are there tricky bits I will have to memorise? 

I find I do not need to continue an extensive focus on rime, but that it is extremely powerful for severely 

delayed readers, and beginning readers who have learned letters but are failing to develop reading-accuracy 

skills. I also see it as a very logical way to build reading skills and confidence in normal-progress very 

beginning readers. My overwhelmingly strong instructional emphasis is on building fluent phonemic 

recoding skills, first with aeiou vowels, then with fourteen other common vowel graphs. As more vowels 

are known, more words become regular. Goswami’s grainsizes allow a transitional path through which 

words move (see Table 5.6.) 
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Table 5.6  A progression of words from ‘tricky words’ to ‘pattern words’ to ‘regular words’ if students build 

knowledge of grain-sizes and use of rime-analogy 

Reader sophistication No of tricky words No of pattern words No of regular words 

Very-beginning reader. All words are tricky 

words: cat ball one 

(No awareness) (No awareness) 

Reader developing 

phonemic recoding 

(using aeiou) and rime-

analogies (using 

common irregular 

rimes, e.g., -all, -ar). 

Lots of words are tricky 

words (They are not 

regular. I can’t sound 

them out.): 

Night shoe grow 

 

Some words are pattern 

words (I can’t sound 

them out. But if I know 

the pattern, I can rhyme 

them out): Ball tall, Car 

far 

(Just learned patterns) 

Some words are regular 

words: 

Frog hat just 

Reader developing 

fluent phonemic 

recoding (with aeiou) 

and rime-analogies 

(common irregular 

rimes, e.g., -all, -ar). 

Less words are tricky 

words (I can’t sound 

them out, and they 

don’t have patterns I 

know): 

Night shoe grow 

Lots of words are 

pattern words (If I can 

remember the pattern 

from a word I know, I 

can work out the 

words): bike Mike 

Many words are regular 

words: 

Frog hat just 

Kidnap  sandal 

Reader now knows 

common English vowel 

digraphs. 

A few words are tricky 

words: 

yacht  drawer 

A few words are pattern 

words: 

tough  action 

Most words are regular 

words: 

cowboy  bike  car 

 

I focus strongly on alphabetic (phonemic) recoding of regular words, and spend little time focussing broadly 

on teaching rimes. I treat them as simply a useful tool for very beginning readers to build orthographic 

regularity out of orthographic complexity, using them as an accompaniment to phonemic recoding.  

In Queensland, many children do not learn letters prior to commencement of formal reading instruction in 

Year 1. This means they are learning letters at the same time that they are learning whole-words, and 

learning book-reading behaviour (including text being read from left to right, and top row to bottom row; 

pointing; and one: one correspondence of written: spoken words).  

While in many aspects of learning to read, ‘all roads lead to Rome’ such that teacher enthusiasm is as much 

a factor for choosing one method over another, it does seem likely that building orthographic awareness of 

three grainsizes is a highly useful instructional tool. Similarly, while rimes such as ar and ow can equally be 

taught as spelling rules, supporting very-beginning readers to play with pattern words seems a more user-

friendly introduction to these digraphs. 

Goswami’s three grain sizes equate to different aspects of the Logographic, Alphabetic, and Orthographic 

stages, e.g., whole word to logographic, phoneme level to alphabetic and rimes and orthographic patterns to 

the orthographic stage. Given that in English use of rimes and pattern words means the orthographic stage 

has early (rime) and late (spelling rule) stages, it seems useful to consider early, middle and late substages 

of Frith’s (1985) stages when designing early reading instruction. These substages can be macro-level (see 

Table 5.7), perhaps covering the time from start of reading development to full mastery of spelling 

accuracy, or micro-level, perhaps focused just on first year reading instruction. 
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Table 5.7   Features of macro-level use of substages of logographic, alphabetic and orthographic stage for 

readers of English-text showing development over many years 

 Early stage Mid stage Late stage 

Logographic  10 - 50 common sight 

words including 

regular, pattern and 

‘tricky’ words. 

Less common irregular words e.g., 

enough, thorough. 

Possible learning of new 

highly irregular vocabulary 

e.g., foreign language words.  

Alphabetic Slow arduous 

sounding-out to read 

words. 

1. Rapid reading of CVC words.  

2.Slower reading of words with  

    a. Multiple syllables.  

    b. Consonant blends.  

    c. 2-letter vowels. 

Relatively rapid recoding of 

irregular unfamiliar words, 

using alphabetic and 

orthographic recoding.  

Orthographic Learning common 

rimes in learned sight 

words, e.g., car, boy, 

ball. 

Reading and writing unfamiliar 

words using rimes, and orthographic 

patterns e.g., kn, ph, ough. 

Developing spelling accuracy. 

Relatively rapid recoding of 

irregular words with less 

familiar orthographic patterns. 

High spelling accuracy.  

The simple ordering and discrete characteristics of Frith’s (1985) logographic, alphabetic and orthographic 

stages make it a useful model for understanding reading development and reading difficulties. I have 

experienced this repeatedly as a practitioner explaining reading difficulties to parents, and older students, 

and in using the model with teachers in lectures and seminars. The model clearly defines separate stages of 

reading development, and this makes it relatively easy to isolate weak readers’ areas of breakdown (see 

Table 5.8).  

Table 5.8  Characteristics of efficient and inefficient logographic, alphabetic and orthographic stage mastery 

(from Galletly, 2004) 

Efficient early stage Efficient advanced stage Inefficient development 

Logographic Stage: the sight word, visual cue stage. 

1. Acquiring first words as 

sight words, possibly before 

knowing letters and sounds. 

2. Strong use of context in 

full-text reading. 

1. Merging logographic and 

alphabetic skills e.g. using sound 

of first letter.  

2. Learning very irregular words 

and spellings by rote, e.g., 

manoeuvre, yacht.  

1. Major difficulties in learning any sight 

words, usually combined with difficulties in 

phonological awareness, working memory 

and long-term memory effectiveness. 

2. Often similar difficulties mastering 

letters and sounds.  

Alphabetic Stage: the regular word, phonological-recoding stage. 

1. Slow laborious 

phonological recoding with 

large cognitive load.  

2. Spelling approximations 

begin. 

1. Rapid reading of familiar 

regular words. Rapid decoding of 

unfamiliar regular words. Little 

or no evidence of sounding out.  

2. Sophisticated spelling 

approximations, e.g. atenshun. 

1. Many students block in early 

phonological recoding, often sounding-out 

well but not developing automaticity.  

2. New words are learned Logographically. 

Reading is better than spelling, due to 

spelling’s higher Logographic demands.  

Orthographic Stage: the less-regular word, spelling-pattern, advanced phonological-recoding stage 

1. Noticing other patterns of 

English , e.g., ‘tion’, ‘ough’ 

and reading words with them. 

2. Focussing on word parts, 

not letter sounds. 

High levels of skill in advanced 

phonological awareness, and in 

reading and writing regular and 

irregular words, singly and in 

connected text. 

Failure to master the Alphabetic stage 

blocks progress through the Orthographic 

stage, resulting in students functioning 

partially and inefficiently, using aspects of 

all three stages.  
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5.3.3 The importance of studying early logographic 
reading 

There seems great value in studying early logographic reading and beginning readers’ movement from early 

logographic to early alphabetic reading. Byrne, Fielding-Barnsley and colleagues are a powerful Australian 

force in this area, having already done considerable investigative work, as discussed in Chapter 5 (Byrne, 

1992, 1998; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1991, 1995; Byrne et al., 2000; Byrne et al., 1992; Freebody & 

Byrne, 1988). It is interesting that Holopainen, Ahonen, & Lyytinen (2001) found visual analogical 

reasoning and letter knowledge to be the strong predictors of later Finnish reading-accuracy, as both these 

factors are strongly logographic tools. It is possible that visual analogical reasoning is a subtle factor, which 

is hidden in English-text readers but not transparent-orthography readers, in the same way the subtle effects 

of RAN-weakness are not visible in English-text readers but are evident in transparent-orthography readers, 

probably because the effect of RAN is overwhelmed by the effect of reading-accuracy weakness in English-

text readers. Certainly observation of a minority of cases of early readers I have worked with has suggested 

logographic inaccuracies as a point of weakness. It seems important to monitor that at-risk readers are 

attending to letter and word features, as they may develop aberrant visual associations, reading the yellow 

flashcard, or the page with the pig on it, rather than making reading-accuracy progress.  

When students are beginning to read they engage in the instructional activities we set, which will vary 

greatly, perhaps including fulltext reading of predicable text, and similar flashcard activities. With reading a 

very new skill, not knowing their letters and sounds, and with English orthographic complexity meaning 

they won’t get high one: one correspondence from sounding out, students are likely to be engaging in many 

tentative behaviours which they hope are appropriate during very early reading. From the reinforcement 

they receive from teacher and peer comments and self-assessments of success, a lot of operant conditioning 

is likely to take place. Because so many different reading variables (clues) are present, and the student is yet 

to know which are the most helpful, in addition to correct concepts learned, possible misperceptions may 

develop. Some of these include  

1. That reading the book involves superficially scanning the text  

a. While making a verbal story (with no correspondence). 

b. While repeating the sentence used in the book, adapting it to the picture shown on the 

page you are looking at. (I find this a very common pattern in Queensland where 

students work extensively with short readers with extremely predictable text.)  

[These error patterns are revealed though consistently saying the words on the page but not pointing to the 

right words as the spoken words are said, and through charmingly naïve comments such as ‘I can read this 

book with my eyes closed/upside down/ after you read the first page’.] 

2. That reading is a visual puzzle with a specific time and place, rather than words being learned 

for other situations. I have seen this less common pattern in students with varying degrees of 

language comprehension and reasoning difficulties. In this situation, associations may be 

learned between words and their physical location on a page or card, rather than with their 

letters. These error patterns are revealed though whole word substitutions of words very 

visually dissimilar to the word being read e.g., for/do, or in the words of the student, who 

when I pointed to a word halfway down the list of new words he was learning at school, said 

solemnly, ‘We start at the top.’, having equated reading to knowing the verbal list while 

pointing down the line of words. 

Length of time in the Logographic stage depends on the particular instructional emphases students 

encounter in early reading. Studies have shown that many students remain in a purely logographic stage for 

a short time only, often just until they have acquired sound-symbol relationships for a few letters (Gough, 
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Ehri, & Treiman, 1992). Byrne (1992) added a default option to the model whereby students normally go 

through the logographic stage but may miss the stage depending on instructional emphases, e.g., where a 

student was not taught early sight words but was instead introduced to reading through a focussed phonics 

program. 

 

5.3.4 Alphabetic stage as a common point of failure 
In my experience as a practitioner assessing readers with reading difficulties, I find reading breakdown is 

always at the alphabetic stage in failure to master alphabetic (phonemic) recoding, except in clients whose 

reading-accuracy progress has not yet got them to alphabetic stage reading. This is the case regardless of 

whether the client I am assessing is in Year 1, Year 9 or a 40 year old businessperson. The clients’ 

phonemic recoding weakness always occurs in conjunction with significant weakness in phonemic 

awareness (though whether this phonemic awareness weakness is a cause or consequence of reading-

accuracy weakness is not known). 

While the role of ‘sounding-out’ (conscious effortful phonemic recoding) has been a major point of Reading 

Wars’ divisiveness, there is strong consensus among reading scientists that it is an essential skill in reading 

development of both normal-progress and at-risk readers. From analysis of the reading research literature, as 

discussed earlier, there are strong needs to establish whether this is a just an assumption, or whether future 

research establishes this to be the case.  

While there is consensus on phonological recoding, there seems to have been far less attention paid to the 

role of automaticity in phonological recoding, than is warranted. For it would seem that it is not so much the 

act of ‘sounding-out’ (conscious effortful phonemic recoding) that is the important marker of reading 

progress, but progress towards automatic phonemic recoding. As a practitioner, I assess many students who 

are reported to ‘sound out well.’ In fact these students do not sound out well; they sound out endlessly and 

often unsuccessfully, due to difficulties they have in automising phonemic recoding, such that it continues 

to be at conscious processing level.  

Whereas early alphabetic reading is characterised by effortful phonemic recoding, phonemic recoding must 

become steadily more efficient as students progress, such that by the end of the alphabetic stage, they do not 

sound-out except for occasional unusual words, e.g., a surname ‘Stendl’. I find it very common for at-risk 

readers to need scaffolding and sufficient practice to drop ‘sounding-out’. This block in alphabetic progress 

due to continued dropping sounding-out often seems not so much an automaticity issue as one of not being 

able to change an ingrained habit until conscious awareness is used. Working memory, long-term memory 

and metacognitive efficiency seem integrally involved in phonemic recoding progress. Given that weak 

readers often have poor metacognition on reading-accuracy, they are poor strategy users. Thus many will be 

using sounding-out ineffectively, and others will not have developed it sufficiently for it to become 

automatic and thus subvocalised (Galletly, 1999c, 2003a). 

A further pattern sometimes noticed is some teachers and academics seeming to think that if students are 

poor at sounding-out (alphabetic recoding) and good at sight words (logographic recoding) then instruction 

should be aimed at logographic not alphabetic reading. As a practitioner, I have heard this view from 

Queensland learning support (remedial) teachers several times, and feel it reflects an interesting 

combination of 

1. Lack of awareness of the importance of alphabetic recoding for reading progress. 

2. Influence from the status quo on reading instruction, which doesn’t include emphasis on building 

alphabetic recoding.  

3. Influence from Learning Styles theory i.e., students preferring to learn through visual, auditory, 

and/or kinaesthetic modes (Boyle, Duffy, & Dunleavy, 2003; Queensland Studies Authority, 2002b).  
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This decision of sight words not phonics seems made more frequently with students with intellectual 

difficulties. While mastering early phonemic recoding is challenging for such students due to its very high 

cognitive load, careful instruction taking cognitive load into account shows students with intellectual 

difficulties make better reading progress when supported into phonemic recoding, than when taught sight 

words as whole words (Cupples & Iacono, 2000).  

5.3.5 Logographic skill as a possible marker of 
cognitive processing weakness 

While Alphabetic stage breakdown seems the common characteristic of virtually all weak readers, from my 

observation of many hundreds of students with reading difficulties, I wonder if there may be two subgroups 

of weak readers, distinguished by their logographic efficiency: 

1. Children with poor logographic reading skills, often with inordinate difficulty mastering early sight 

words. Some additionally experience similar difficulties mastering letters and sounds, and other 

phonological (literacy or verbal) information, e.g., months of the year, maths facts. These students’ 

difficulties seem less with logographic reading and more with major difficulties making, storing and 

retrieving long-term memories of phonological information. 

2. Children with good logographic reading skills, who read known words well, but have major 

difficulties reading unfamiliar words. Good sight word recognition means their reading difficulties 

are often not detected in their first years of schooling, e.g., they may not be identified in 

Queensland’s Year 2 Net. The students I have seen with extremely good logographic skills seem 

invariably to have been highly intelligent with advanced skills in many areas. They also almost 

always have more significant difficulties with spelling than with reading, which is understandable 

given the far fewer logographic clues needed for reading, e.g., one can probably read the word 

‘Australia’ with one third of its letters obscured, but it can only be spelt correctly if every letter is 

not only present, but in its correct position in the word.  

a. An example of such a student is TC, a 10 year old boy, who I assessed, not for reading, 

which was age appropriate, but because of articulation difficulties with [r] and [th] sounds. 

He also had significant vowel errors in his speech, which presented as a beautiful ‘English’ 

accent despite an all Australian family. He had very significantly poor phonological 

processing skills, probably very high intelligence with a vocabulary score at the 94th 

percentile, reading and spelling skills at above a 12 years level, and significant difficulties 

with spelling one and two syllable pseudowords (25% correct). His errors when reading and 

spelling words he did not yet know showed many vowel and consonant blend errors. 

Analysis of his phonics skills showed him to have extremely limited skills on vowels, which 

I find to always be the locus of phonics skill weakness in phonologically disordered students. 

TC’s father reported that he himself has similar literacy skills, able to read and spell well, but 

virtually unable to work out technological terms he would come across in his work. TC made 

excellent progress. 

b. A second boy with extremely similar characteristics, presenting with speech difficulties, high 

reading and spelling scores but very poor skills on unfamiliar words, made similarly 

excellent progress. His mother made a comment which I found most insightful, that whereas, 

before our work, he only had to be told a word once to know it, it was wonderful that he now 

could work out unfamiliar words by himself. 

I am confident that there would be a continuum of logographic skill not discrete categories, such that most 

poor readers have similar extent of difficulties in both areas. It would seem powerful for research to be done 

looking at the working memory and long-term memory characteristics students with differing logographic 
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skills. I suspect major weakness in logographic reading in first grade may be a marker of cognitive 

processing weakness, seen in  

1. Weakness mastering sight words and spellings. 

2. Failure to master maths facts to an automatic level in middle primary school thus creating ongoing 

cognitive load in multi-step maths problems. (Maths facts are verbal, thus phonological; learning 

maths facts is thus akin to learning spelling and other verbal information.).  

3. These students being the ones who are clever at learning but also ‘clever at forgetting’ with our 

catchcry ‘but he knew it last week’ (Galletly, 1999c, 2003a). 

There may be potential in logographic progress as a marker, especially if weakness-specific treatments are 

developed. It would be very interesting to see whether logographic progress links to RAN, Wolf’s double-

deficit, inherited reading weakness, maths weakness, spelling weakness, etc.  

Factors determining whether beginning readers use logographic or alphabetic access to read words include:  

1. Methods of reading instruction being used. 

2. Whether practice is provided to build skills to fluent levels. 

3. Readers’ current main stage (logographic, alphabetic, orthographic) of literacy achievement. 

4. Their current levels of knowledge, skill and strategies of phonological recoding.  

5. Their prior experience in reading the words being read. 

5.3.6 Phonological recoding as an interactive process 
As a practitioner, I find watching students correctly recode irregular words aloud offers a mirror onto the 

strong interaction between top-down (meaning-led) and bottom-up (letter-led) processes of reading.  I have 

seen students sounding words whose orthographic complexity makes successful recoding through single 

letters and their sounds virtually impossible, but they still succeed, e.g., in sounding ‘because’ and ‘enough,’ 

one hears ‘[b][e][k][a][u]…because,’ and ‘[e][n][o][u] …enough’. This seems to me not so much success 

from sounding-out as success from an interaction at multiple levels: 

The student’s listing of single letter sounds provides: 

1. Opportunity to focus strongly on the word’s letters and orthographic patterns. 

2. Phonemic information about relevant sounds, especially consonant sounds. 

3. Use of the student’s phonemic awareness and strength of phonological representations to integrate 

this information.  

4.  Processing time in which to 

a. Build information on phonological units e.g., syllables. 

b. Process orthographic units e.g., ough, re, -tion. 

c. Retrieve memories of semi-familiar words. 

d. (For contextualised words) think on the meaning and grammar of the word implied by the 

context. 

e. Scan the lexicon for known spoken words which might correspond to the word being built. 

Integration of a sufficient bank of information from these levels of processing over time produces the 

correct word’s name and meaning. 
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5.3.7 Phonological recoding includes sight word 
reading  

To avoid confusion, it is important to establish the boundaries of the terms we use in discussing reading 

acquisition, e.g., sight words, phonological recoding.  In defining the term ‘sight words’, Ehri (1992) 

discusses how almost all theorists agree that readers recognise sight words as single holistic units read 

effortlessly without segmenting and attending to letters one at a time and without sounding out and blending 

letters sequentially. While sight words are probably not a single holistic unit as much as a complexity of 

interactive representations, this notion of rapid retrieval is well supported, e.g., by studies showing that 

subjects exposed momentarily to (a) different numbers of isolated words, and (b) different numbers of 

isolated letters, remember approximately the same number of words as letters, i.e., far more letters are 

remembered when they are in words (Baddeley, 1999). While there is agreement on rapid retrieval, there is 

considerable lack of commonality in researchers’ understanding of the term ‘sight words’ (Ehri, 1992). 

Many researchers, including Ehri, view sight words as words a reader has learned to access from memory. I 

too use this meaning of the term. Others restrict the term to irregularly spelled words such as ‘sword’ and 

‘island’ that cannot be read accurately just through phonemic recoding, and still others apply the term to 

high frequency words that comprise a readers’ early reading lexicon. I use Ehri’s concept of sight words 

being words recognised instantly ‘on sight,’ irrespective of whether they were originally learned 

alphabetically through sounding out, or logographically as whole words. I rather like the Jolly Phonics 

(Lloyd, 1992) notion of ‘tricky words (words which try to trick us)’ for highly irregular sight words which 

are best learned as whole words, as I feel it offers clarity in this area. Sight words are words we read 

effortlessly, on sight. Some are regular words we initially sound-out but now read effortlessly; others are 

tricky words we learned largely as whole words. 

 

5.3.8 Phonological recoding includes beginning-
logographic and sophisticated-recognition 

A naive observer may consider a very beginning reader’s rapid reading of a logographically learned sight 

word to be the same process as the rapid reading of that same sight word by a skilled reader. Information 

from interactive models, information processing models and phonological representation models would 

indicate that the skilled reader’s reading is very different. The beginning reader is doing simple logographic 

reading, retrieving words by single letter-pattern: word associations. The skilled reader would seem to 

retrieve a complex representation of the word, probably including phonological, orthographic, and semantic 

representations, along with experiential representations, memories of the student’s specific interactions with 

the word, e.g., for ‘forty’ that their teacher chanted years earlier, ‘Naughty forty has no /u/’. The reading 

seems the same, but the beginner’s reading is beginning-logographic, while the skilled reader’s is 

sophisticated.  

Extending Chard, Simmons and Kameenui’s rope analogy, whereby ‘strength of reading, like a rope, is 

dependent on a number of factors: the strength of the individual strands; strategic integration of the 

strands; and effective binding or connecting of the strands’ (Chard et al., 1998, p.160), perhaps 

1. The simple logographic reader’s reading rope is one or two rolled strings.  

2. A midprimary fluent reader’s reading rope is thick and complexly woven. 

3. An older fluent reader’s reading rope has a complexly woven outer covering. 

4. A linguists’ reading rope is that same rope and covering now richly embroidered. 
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Because in practical terms, the reading of this sight word by beginner and expert seems identical, and both 

are activated by visual recognition, and it seems good to make a distinction between them, I wonder if the 

terms ‘beginning-logographic’ and ‘sophisticated-logographic’ might be useful to draw attention to the 

differences present in those similarities. I think it is valuable for teachers, and teacher trainees to be aware 

of the different processes. 

 

5.3.9 Redefining ‘Phonological recoding’ 
Use of the term ‘phonological recoding’ has become increasingly popular in recent years. While a relatively 

complex term, there is value in this complexity. It emphasises the cognitive and phonological nature of 

reading, and the interactions of phonological, lexical and orthographic processes. Through its strong 

connotations of speaking, hearing and listening, it is likely to build awareness of the ongoing phonological-

speech-language interactions with orthographic processing. It is a better term than ‘decoding’ which implies 

a single action, as recoding implies a two step process (the breaking-down of a first code, the written word, 

into an intermediate form, then a rebuilding into a final code, the spoken word. It is a better term than ‘word 

attack,’ which implies effortful processing, and ‘word identification,’ as both these terms could as easily 

apply to working out a word’s meaning as its spoken form. Equally, it is a better term than ‘reading-

accuracy’, which I had considered a term with an obvious meaning, until asked by mainstream reading 

academics whether the ‘accuracy’ in ‘reading-accuracy’ referred to accurate comprehension of the text 

which was being read. ‘Phonological recoding’ is also a relatively new term in Australia so could be used 

as an effective instructional tool for preservice and inservice training, and curriculum development.  

As discussed above, it is common for reading scientists to equate phonological recoding to the recoding of 

regular monosyllabic words. This phonological recoding is often held as being in contrast to rapid sight 

word recognition which is thus inferred to not be phonological recoding. My analysis of the literature and 

my experience with students’ reading development, however, causes me to consider that phonological 

recoding is best considered an ongoing interactive part of all reading-accuracy, including the reading of 

monosyllabic and multisyllabic, familiar and unfamiliar, and regular and irregular words.  

It would seem appropriate for the purposes of building shared understanding throughout Australia, that 

reading-accuracy be considered as phonological recoding, using the following definition.  

Phonological recoding is the recoding of both familiar and unfamiliar words from their written 

(orthographic) form to their spoken (phonological) form through phonological processing of diverse 

lexical units including single letters, letter groups, syllables, and whole words.  

While varying according to instructional emphases, most students move through stages of phonological-

recoding development: 

1. Logographic reading: Learning then mastery of single learned words, through association of visual 

features with word pronunciation. 

2. Alphabetic reading:  

a. Overt then covert recoding using  

i. Alphabetic (phonemic) recoding of letters and their single sounds, for completely 

regular words. 

ii. Mixed alphabetic and early orthographic recoding through rime analogies (e.g., tall, 

right, wow). 

3. Recoding of words with different syllabic and orthographic complexity: 

a. Monosyllabic words: 
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i. Monosyllabic words containing single consonants and one letter vowels, then  

ii. Monosyllabic words using common two letter vowels (e.g., oa, er, ee), and consonant 

blends and digraphs (e.g. spl, tr, sh). 

b. Highly regular multisyllabic words.  

4. Orthographic stage mastery: Overt then covert processing of orthographic patterns as well as 

alphabetic regularities to read less regular single and multisyllabic words. 

5. Sophisticated logographic reading: Automatic reading of highly familiar words, retrieved as 

sophisticated cognitive representations.  

I suggest this reconceptualisation for several reasons: 

1. The singular complexity of English orthography. 

2. The strongly interactive nature of cognitive, phonological, literacy and language skills and 

subskills. 

3. The many levels recoding can occur at 

a. Single letters (b-u-s). 

b. Letter patterns (sh, -tion). 

c. Rimes (-ar, -all). 

d. Syllables (oc-to-pus). 

e. Interactions of these above levels (e.g., a-c-tion, s-m-all-p-o-x). 

f. Whole words, both tricky words (one, was) and familiar regular words (cat bus). 

4. Smooth transitions between stages: While I recognise students from their reading, as being 

predominantly in one stage (logographic, alphabetic, orthographic), and see them gaining 

significant reading skills and fluency as they move through the stages, I do not see any abrupt 

changes in reading-accuracy style at any stage separating logographic, alphabetic and 

orthographic stages. These stages can thus be considered more as dominant strategies which are 

used at different stages in the strongly interactive processes of reading-accuracy development.  

5. Smooth transitions of words from unfamiliar to familiar: Rather than stagelike movements, the 

progression of words from being unfamiliar to familiar seems gradual and relatively smooth, as 

students have practice with the word. It thus seems inappropriate to say a word was being 

recoded before it was known fluently, but is no longer recoded now it is known. I do not see 

sufficient difference between the processing of skilled vs. developing readers to say that 

developing readers are phonological recoding, and skilled readers are not. Developing readers 

consciously recode through parts such as letter sounds (alphabetic) or spelling patterns 

(orthographic), while reading other known words automatically. Skilled readers do the same 

thing but in very different proportions, reading almost all words automatically, but occasionally 

meeting unfamiliar words, perhaps surnames, rarely used vocabulary, foreign words or complex 

medical terms, which may be recoded alphabetically or orthographically (e.g., Marlborough, 

Daughtry). 

6. Compatibility with English orthographic-complexity: Phonological recoding is often discussed 

by researchers only in the sense of alphabetic reading of single syllable regular words using 

single vowel letters with their usual sound. While it is valuable to simplify the reading process 

for experimental studies, there is the danger that in this narrow sense of phonological recoding 
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will lead to principles of instruction which do not accommodate the practical complexities of 

English orthography. 

It is also proposed that terms such as those in Figure 5.5, below, be used as shared vocabulary by teachers 

and students throughout Australia in order to develop widespread common understanding of these terms 

while building widespread expertise in reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction  

 

Word   Letter  Letter-name   Sound (Phoneme, letter-sound)   

Syllable   Single-syllable word     Multisyllabic word 

Rhyme   Rhymeword (Rime-Analogy: Reading reading or spelling an unfamiliar word using patterns from 

known words. If I know car, I can read and write words rhyming with it, e.g., star) 

Regular word (Words which can be recoded by individual phonemes) 

Pattern word  (Words which can be recoded if one knows a spelling pattern in the word,  e.g., ball  night) 

Tricky word  (Words which are highly irregular, and best learned as whole words) 

Sightword  (Any word read without overt recoding) 

Consonant blend  (Add the consonant sounds to make the consonant blend: 

                                          Consonant blend = consonant + consonant) 

Blend cheats: e.g., sh ch th (They try to be consonant blends but adding the consonant  

                                              sounds doesn’t work, so you just have to know them.)  

Vowel letter (aeiou)  Vowel sound 

1 letter vowels (a e i o u y)     

2 letter vowels (can be vowel + vowel, e.g., ai;   or vowel + vowel friend, e.g., ar) 

Vowel friends: Consonant letters which can stick to vowels to make 2 letter vowels. 

(Y is a special vowel friend who can be a vowel all by himself, e.g., my baby ) 

Sounding-out = overt listing of sounds, syllables to recode a word. 

Recognise = read accurately, and without overt recoding, but not fluently. 

Automatic = read accurately and fluently. 

Familiar word           Unfamiliar word 

Reading-accuracy     Reading-comprehension 

Figure 5.5. Examples of terms which might be used as part of nationwide shared vocabulary 

 

Conclusion 

This section has focussed on building deep understanding of the process of reading-accuracy in all readers, 

from very beginning to skilled readers. It has built from aspects of Goswami’s three grainsizes of English 

words, Frith’s model of three stages of reading-accuracy development, and interactive models, to develop a 

theory of reading-accuracy as phonological recoding.  

It is considered that at the current time, reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction are best 

understood through interactive models of reading-accuracy development. They suit the pragmatic purposes 

of building teacher and reading professionals’ understanding of reading-accuracy development, difficulties 

and instruction. They can be explained in simple terms and comfortably incorporate the current knowledge 

of teachers, mainstream reading academics and reading scientists that reading is a highly interactive process, 
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supported through interactions with confidence, language comprehension, syntactic, semantic, orthographic, 

instructional context, and current achievement aspects.  They also comfortably support the notions that 

reading-accuracy development is a gradual transition from very beginning to highly skilled reading, and that 

different strategies are used at different times.  

As part of developing shared vocabulary on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, it is 

proposed that Australia promote the term phonological recoding as the process used in reading-accuracy, 

with common understanding of that term, and other terms, as discussed above.  

 

5.4 Implications for Australian reading instruction  
In order to develop optimal Australian reading-accuracy instruction, it is necessary to have deep 

understanding of reading-accuracy development and effective reading-accuracy instruction.  

This chapter has explored insights available from many different models of reading-accuracy development 

and instruction. Some models were found insufficient: 

1. Whole Language as a model of reading-accuracy development and instruction has flawed conceptual 

bases. 

2. Direct Instruction is highly effective because of its instructional intensity, and use of principles of 

effective reading-accuracy instruction, but it is not optimal, due to its circumventing the use of 

teacher expertise, reflection and decisionmaking to individualise instruction according to student’s 

individual instructional needs. 

3. Skills Development was found to currently be insufficiently developed for the purposes of guiding 

individualised classroom-level instruction. With knowledge gaps filled through school-level 

research, Skills Development, as Balanced Instruction, is the way forward towards optimal reading-

accuracy instruction.  

4. Models currently used to guide Australian reading instruction were found insufficient due to not 

including a focus on reading-accuracy development and instruction. 

5. The Dual Route model was found insufficient in offering explanation of reading-accuracy 

development and developmental reading-accuracy difficulties. 

Other models yielded useful insights for understanding reading-accuracy development and instruction: 

1. Frith’s (1985) three stages of reading-accuracy development are felt to be useful in understanding 

reading-accuracy development and difficulties, and will be further discussed in later chapters. 

2. Goswami’s (2002) three grainsizes are considered a useful concept in establishing orthographic 

complexity as a factor to be reckoned with in reading-accuracy instruction for very beginning 

readers, and will be further discussed in later chapters. 

3. Interactive models of reading-accuracy development are considered valuable in understanding the 

many levels of interactions of cognitive, reading-accuracy and language processing which take place 

in English-text reading-accuracy.  

The Big Ideas of this chapter are as follows. 

1. The models underlying current systemic reading instruction erroneously assume that reading-

accuracy is a simple skill, acquired relatively effortlessly when children engage in meaningful 

reading. In reality, it is a highly complex task, particularly for at-risk readers. This erroneous 

assumption has strongly impacted Australian instructional supports of reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction for the past three decades. 
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2. Many models of reading development and instruction for at-risk readers currently used in Australia 

have assumptions which are not supported by rigorous reading research. 

3. It is likely that reading development in the first years of schooling is best explained by interactive 

models of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction which emphasise reading-

accuracy as a core skill of reading-comprehension and the importance of individual differences in 

central literacy processing skills, and include the role of student experiential factors and supports of 

authentic reading such as contextual cues. 

4. It is useful to consider the process of reading-accuracy as phonological recoding which is defined as 

the recoding of both familiar and unfamiliar words from their written (orthographic) form to their 

spoken (phonological) form through phonological processing of diverse lexical units including 

single letters, letter groups, syllables, and whole words.  

5. There are strong needs to build knowledge of the role of reading-accuracy development in the 

reading development of different deciles of Australian students, and in student groups at different 

stages of reading development.  

(It is considered that reporting findings in terms of deciles of students rather than group averages, in 

order to build knowledge related to all levels of readers, including gifted, normal-progress, at-risk, 

and severely delayed readers.). 

This last Big Idea is expanded as follows: 

1. Current Australian reading instruction would seem effective for the majority of readers, but there are 

no measures on rate of reading and reading-accuracy development to indicate whether current 

reading instruction is optimal or whether more effective instruction could be used. 

2. It is possible that Australian students’ reading-accuracy development is strongly boosted by explicit 

instruction on letter-sounds and sight-words given in children’s first year of instruction, which 

supports development of reading-accuracy through reading of meaningful text. 

3. Current Australian reading instruction seems to view reading-accuracy in beginning readers either as 

irrelevant or as resulting from effective reading-comprehension.  

4. This notion seems highly unsupported both in reading research and in the practices of the majority of 

countries with alphabetic orthographies viewing, both of which emphasise effective reading-

accuracy as the basis of effective reading-comprehension.  

5. Although current Australian reading instruction does not emphasise reading-accuracy, it is possible 

that reading development of Australian students is nonetheless occurring through students’ reading-

accuracy development which they have developed in association with, and possibly in spite of, 

current instruction. 

6. It is however possible, though not probable, that because English orthography is so very complex, 

that reading-accuracy does not play this pivotal role, and perhaps reading-comprehension is the 

pivotal skill. 

7. Because reading-accuracy assessments have not been used routinely for several decades, there is no 

data to build understandings on this area. 
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6 
Reading-accuracy 

instruction factors 
Student factors, particularly students’ levels of phonological literacy processing skills, are likely to be 

highly significant in dictating the ease with which students master reading-accuracy. Because of this, 

instruction factors are of huge importance, as skilful instruction meets students at their individual points of 

instructional need. This chapter explores instruction factors which support working towards optimal 

Australian reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers, focussing on  

1. Principles of direct instruction - optimal reading-accuracy instruction established by replicated 

reading research. 

2. Achieving close linkage of assessment, planning and instruction. 

3. A model of individualised reading-accuracy instruction to support use of  the above 

a. Principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction, and  

b. Close linkage of assessment, planning and instruction. 

Except where specifically mentioned, this chapter is focussed only on English-text reader. The sections of 

the chapter are as follows: 

6.1. PRINCIPLES OF OPTIMAL READING-ACCURACY INSTRUCTION 249 

6.1.1. FIRST WAVE: GOOD CLASSROOM TEACHING IN THE EARLY YEARS 251 

6.1.2. SECOND WAVE INSTRUCTION: EARLY INTERVENTION 255 

6.1.2.1. Early intervention through prevention 255 

6.1.2.2. Early intervention through early identification 257 

6.1.3. THIRD WAVE INSTRUCTION: REMEDIATION AND SUPPORT OF OLDER CHILDREN 259 

6.1.4. FINDINGS OF THE SWANSON META-ANALYSES 260 

6.1.5. FINDINGS OF THE NATIONAL READING PANEL META-ANALYSES 262 

6.1.5.1. Findings on phonological awareness instruction 264 

6.1.5.2. Findings on phonics instruction 265 

6.1.5.3. Big Ideas of the National Reading Panel 268 

6.1.6. CURRICULUM-BASED INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT MODELS 269 

6.1.6.2.1. Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS): A way forward 273 

6.1.7. INSTRUCTIONAL EXPERTISE AS A PIVOTAL VARIABLE 274 
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6.2. A MODEL OF CORE LITERACY INSTRUCTION 280 

6.2.1. CHARACTERISTICS OF CORE AND CONTINUING LITERACY 280 

6.2.1.1. The role of Core and Continuing Language and Core and Continuing Literacy 281 

6.2.1.2. Cognitive load in reading-accuracy development and instruction 283 

6.2.1.3. Reading-accuracy task-complexity and cognitive load 283 

6.2.1.4. Cognitive-load stages of reading-accuracy development 284 

6.2.1.4.1. Stage 1: Early Continuing Literacy 285 

6.2.1.4.2. Stage 2: Core Mastery and Compromised Continuing Literacy 285 

6.2.1.4.3. Stage 2 divides normal-progress and at-risk readers 285 

6.2.1.4.4. Compromised cognitive load in Stage 2 286 

6.2.1.4.5. Stage 3: Advanced Continuing Literacy 286 

6.2.1.4.6. Stage Boundaries 286 

6.2.1.4.7. Focussing into Stage 2 and reading-accuracy mastery 287 

6.2.1.4.8. Stage 2 differs for transparent-orthography vs. English-text readers 287 

6.2.2. STUDENT VARIABLES 288 

6.2.2.1. Peripheral student factors influencing motivation, attention and learning 288 

6.2.2.2. Central student factors influencing literacy learning 290 

6.2.3. THE MODEL OF CORE LITERACY INSTRUCTION 290 

6.2.3.1. Peripheral instruction variables 291 

6.2.3.2. Central instruction variables 292 

6.2.3.3. Literacy skills development contexts 292 

6.2.3.4. Intensity, directedness and specificity of instructional focus 293 

6.2.3.5. Dimensions of individual instructional variables 294 

6.2.3.6. Adjusting context and intensity to meet students’ central literacy processing skill levels 297 

6.2.3.7.1. Applications of the model beyond Core Literacy and literacy 301 

6.2.3.8. Metacognition and reading-accuracy development 303 

6.2.3.8.1. Metacognitive awareness of reading-accuracy 303 

6.2.3.8.2. Metacognitive awareness of cognitive processing 304 

6.2.4. CONTENT VARIABLES 306 

6.2.4.1. When reading content is actually language content. 308 

6.3. MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF READING-ACCURACY INSTRUCTION 310 

6.3.1.1. ‘Minor’ issues of reading-accuracy instruction 315 

6.4. IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIAN READING INSTRUCTION 316 

  

6.1  Principles of optimal reading-accuracy 
instruction 

The past half-century has seen a multiplicity of research studies establishing seemingly valid models and 

principles of reading accuracy instruction. It is possible that this impression is exacerbated by a common 

tendency of research journals to publish studies with positive rather than negative findings, and the fact that 

many studies are correlational, thus only showing a loose rather than direct connection between treatment 
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and result (Swanson, Hoskyn, & Lee, 1999). As a result, there is an extremely diverse array of models of 

reading instruction recommended for raising student reading outcomes and many of these models are 

diametrically opposed to each other in many ways (P. D. Pearson & Stevens, 1994; Ruddell, Rapp Ruddell, 

& Singer, 1994). This makes it extremely challenging to derive principles of best practice from the 

literature. Swanson (2001b) discusses the ‘Dodo bird’ effect, a term used by Luborsky, Singer, & Luborsky, 

(1975) referring to Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland (Carroll, 1965), wherein the Dodo concludes, 

‘Everybody has won, and all must have prizes’. The impression which arises from reading the plethora of 

studies showing effective interventions does seem to be that ‘everything works’. But literacy and language 

are intricately related, and it does not seem hard to increase reading outcomes sufficiently in the short term 

to yield positive findings, such that a plethora of positive results from language-related interventions is 

perhaps not surprising.  

Many writers cope with this challenge by adopting the cliché that the population of students with learning 

disabilities (LD) is extremely diverse, that no one instructional model can be recommended for all of them: 

The complexity of the reading process and the roles played by phonological awareness and 

coding in reading acquisition and disability is made clear by the range of studies.  Findings 

suggest that a single approach to understanding the reading process is inadequate (e.g., 

Adams, 1990; Snowling, 1991; Stanovich, 1985; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987 p, 1987 b).   

                                    (S. Smith, D. C. Simmons, & E. J. Kameenui, 1998 p.91) 

Statements that ‘no one method works’ are disappointing as they rarely reflect a positive finding and an 

endpoint in research findings, but instead are usually provided as a rationale for coping with current 

confusion. They often seem accompanied by an inherent laziness, and strong sense of ‘so let’s give up and 

not bother trying to find out what does work best for lots of children’. Hempenstall (1996) discusses 

archetypal comments made in the House of Representatives (1992) report The Literacy Challenge. After 

discussing conflicting Whole Language and phonics emphases and considerable evidence on the importance 

of including phonics instruction, the report concludes that ‘the committee accepts the arguments that there 

is no single correct method which will suit all children (p 27),’ and in similar mode recommends that ‘All 

literacy training include specific instruction in the range of teaching strategies (p 30)’. Their use of a ‘no 

one method’ statement seems strongly political rather than incidental: Hempenstall reports that 

‘Interestingly, in an appended dissenting report five of the 12 members asserted that "all literacy training 

include specific instruction in decoding, skill acquisition and spelling” (p.26)’. 

Interestingly, it would seem that most transparent-orthography countries are very satisfied that ‘one method’ 

can and does work extremely well (Jong & Leij, 1999, 2003; Wimmer, 1993; Ziegler & Goswami, in press). 

It is true to a certain extent that no one method works for English-text reading instruction, but only if the 

methods under consideration are extremely highly specified. If ‘method’ equates instead to relatively 

specific principles of instruction, which are nonetheless flexible such that they can still be individualised to 

match individual students’ instructional needs, then ‘no one method works’ is simply not true - one method 

does work. Careful analysis of the huge number of authenticated research studies, fleecing out effect sizes, 

integrity of internal and external validity, means key principles have been gleaned, and one model does fit 

all, in the sense that it is useful to guide instruction for effective reading-accuracy mastery: 

Common general principles for teaching students with LD can be assumed to exist. Effective 

interventions include some instructional components that capitalize on these principles. 

Although these principles often operate in different ways with different students, in different 

content areas, and in different settings, they can be used in designing effective remediation 

programs for LD students. 

(Swanson, 2001b, p.111) 

There are vast numbers of refereed journal articles on single studies which were read as part of this study, 

and in addition there are meta-analyses and large literature reviews. It was found useful to focus more 
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strongly on large reviews, i.e., large meta-analyses and literature reviews involving extremely large 

literature searches and reviews of single studies. The findings of these large reviews were found to be very 

compatible with the picture of best-practice built from reading of individual studies, so it was decided to use 

their findings as the basis of extracting principles of optimal instruction.  

Although most Australian large reviews of literacy have had insufficient focus on reading development, 

early-literacy instruction and reading-accuracy to be useful e.g., (Education Queensland, 2000b; P. W. Hill 

& Crevola, 1999), several reviews conducted through the Australian Council of Educational Research (de 

Lemos, 2002; de Lemos & Harvey-Beavis, 1995) provided extremely comprehensive information. Also 

used were four American major reviews, those of Adams (1990), the National Research Council (1998a), 

Simmons and Kameenui (1998),  and the National Reading Panel (Ehri, Nunes, Willows, & Valeska 

Schuster, 2001; Ehri, Stahl, & Willows, 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000). The series of meta-analyses, 

conducted by Swanson and colleagues, specifically focussed on elucidating principles of best-practice 

instruction (Swanson & Deshler, 2003; Swanson et al., 1999; Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 2000) and are also 

used. The findings of these reviews are highly compatible with each other. Each review had its own distinct 

terms of reference, but all were in accord with those of the National Research Council (1998a). This review 

was conducted to search out instructional practices supported by convergent evidence, evidence about 

individual differences in response to treatment, and studies assessing both short- and long-term reading 

outcomes (although long-term outcomes were available for very few programs). 

The critical elements of effective instruction are, as stated succinctly by Torgesen (1998):  

1.   The right kind and quality of instruction delivered with the  

2.   Right level of intensity and duration to the  

3.   Right children at the  

4.   Right time.  

In order to be useful in guiding instructional improvement at classroom level, principles of instruction must 

be specific enough to enable schools and systems to move past acceptance as dismissal, with a view of ‘We 

do all that already,’ to acceptance as motivation for change. Acceptance as motivation for change engenders 

precise thinking on and appraisal of the specifics of current instruction and assessment and how it can be 

improved with respect to the stated principles. To this end, in addition to principles of instruction it is useful 

to look at research-based lists of developmental milestones which it is recommended that children meet in 

their reading progress. Although use of such lists to guide assessment as well as instruction can result in 

‘teaching to the test’, for reading-accuracy instruction, if criteria are appropriately worded, teaching to the 

test equates to building appropriate reading-accuracy skills, which is entirely a desired outcome. This thesis 

uses the principles of instruction and lists of accomplishments developed by the National Research Council 

as principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction. It is considered that they encompass the principles of 

best practice of and do not oppose any principles of best practice of other seminal reviews, and are thus 

appropriate for use in this thesis to guide subsequent instruction. Where appropriate, and not conflicting 

with principles of instruction of seminal reviews, principles from Australia’s Mapping the Territory 

investigation are also used, as is the progress-level framework used in reporting on Mapping the Territory 

(Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & Van Kraayenoord, 2000): 

1. First Wave: Good classroom teaching in the early years. 

2. Second Wave: Early intervention to prevent reading-difficulties. 

3. Third wave: Support for children with ongoing difficulties in upper years.  

6.1.1 First wave: Good classroom teaching in the early 
years  
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Both the National Research Council and Mapping the Territory discuss effective conditions of learning for 

optimal reading-accuracy instruction (Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, 

Rohl, & van Kraayenoord, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a, 1998b; Rohl, House, Louden, Milton, 

& Rivalland, 2000). The Mapping the Territory principles for good classroom teaching in the early years 

i.e., first wave instruction, include (Rohl et al., 2000), 

1. Regular timetabled substantial blocks of time for language and literacy learning. 

2. Teacher talk that is clear, precise and focuses attention on what is to be learnt. 

3. Oral language activities that develop vocabulary, world knowledge, listening, speaking and thinking 

skills and awareness of the sounds of language. 

4. Comprehension of text through teacher instruction and associated activities such as dramatic play. 

5. Systematic practice in using language and literacy through engagement with a variety of oral and 

written texts, using strategies such as guided reading, independent reading, shared book and 

modelled writing. 

6. Explicit instruction in code-breaking techniques which include phonological awareness, letter 

recognition, letter-sound correspondences and sight word recognition. 

7. Frequent practice in reading aloud to an adult or older student to develop fluency  

8. Instructional texts at appropriate reading levels. 

9. Encouragement of invented spelling to help children develop understanding of phoneme identity, 

phonemic segmentation and sound-spelling relationships, with strategies to facilitate the transition to 

conventional spelling.  

10. Games and motivating activities for practice of skills. 

11. Regular assessment, including running records, to monitor the effectiveness of teaching and to 

identify children not making expected progress. 

 

The National Research Council focused more specifically on separate aspects of reading-accuracy, reading 

comprehension, and independent reading in their conditions of learning (see Figure 6.1). 

 

The primary job of first-grade teachers is to make sure that all of their students become readers. Given 

the current variability in commitment to kindergarten literacy preparation and the widely varying 

capacities and needs in any group of first graders, this is a challenge whose importance is exceeded 

only by its complexity. 

First-rate instruction should be designed to provide:  

1. Explicit instruction and practice with sound structures that lead to phonemic awareness; 

2. Familiarity with spelling-sound correspondences and common spelling conventions, and their use 

in identifying printed words; 

3. Sight recognition of frequent words; and 

4. Independent reading, including reading aloud. 

5. Well-written and engaging text that include words that children can decipher given the chance to 

apply emerging skills with ease and accuracy, thereby teaching themselves new words through their 

relation to known words.   

In addition the instruction program should ensure that children have exposure to the following 
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activities: 

1. Throughout the early grades, time, materials, and resources should be provided to 

(a) Consolidate independent reading ability through daily reading texts selected to be of particular 

interest and beneath the frustration level of individual students, and  

(b) Provide advances in reading through daily assisted supported reading and rereading of texts 

slightly more difficult in wording or in linguistic, rhetorical or conceptual structure. 

2. Beginning in the earliest grades, instruction should provide comprehension by actively building 

linguistic and conceptual knowledge in a rich variety of domains. 

3. Throughout the early grades, reading curricula should include explicit instructional strategies, such 

as summarizing the main idea, predicting events or information to which the text is leading, drawing 

inferences, and monitoring for misunderstandings, that are used to comprehend texts (either read to 

the students or that the students read themselves). 

4. Instruction should be designed with the understanding that use of invented spelling is not in 

conflict with teaching correct spelling. Beginning writing with invented spelling can be helpful for 

developing understanding of phoneme identity, phoneme segmentation, and sound-spelling 

relationships.  Conventionally correct spelling should be developed through focused instruction and 

practice.  Primary grade children should be expected to spell previously studied words and spelling 

patterns correctly in their final written products. 

Figure 6.1. Conditions of learning established by the National Research Council (National Research 

Council, 1998a) 

 

The Accomplishments which the National Research Council list as indicators of appropriate reading 

progress are specific enough to support acceptance as motivation for change, and guide appraisal and 

improvement of current instruction. The National Research Council lists of accomplishment 

encompass diverse aspects of literacy (reading-accuracy, reading comprehension, text usage, writing 

development); only reading-accuracy related criteria are included here (see Figure 6.2).  

 

Accomplishments for children 3-4 years old 

Can identify about 10 alphabet letters, especially those from own name. 

May begin to attend to beginning or rhyming sounds in salient words. 

Accomplishments for Kindergarten (5 year old) children 

Learns many, though not all, one-to-one letter-sound correspondences. 

Understands that the sequence of letters in a written word represents the sequence of sounds (phonemes) 

in a spoken word (alphabetic principle). 

Recognizes some words by sight, including a few very common ones (the, I, my, you, is, are). 

Demonstrates understanding that spoken words consist of sequences of phonemes. 

Given spoken sets like ‘dan, dan, den,’ can identify the first two as the same and the third as different. 

Given spoken segments, can merge them into a meaningful target word. 

Given a spoken word, can produce another word that rhymes with it. 

Shows awareness of distinction between ‘kid writing’ and conventional orthography. 

Writes own name (first and last) and the first names of some friends or classmates. 

Independently writes many uppercase and lowercase letters. 
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Can write most letters and some words when they are dictated. 

Builds a repertoire of some conventionally spelled words. 

Recognizes and can name all uppercase and lowercase letters. 

Given spoken sets like ‘dak, pat, zen,’ can identify the first two as sharing one same sound. 

Uses phonemic awareness and letter knowledge to spell independently (invented or creative spelling). 

Accomplishments for Grade 1 (6 year old) children  

Can blend or segment the phonemes of most one-syllable words. 

Can count the number of syllables in a word. 

Shows spelling consciousness or sensitivity to conventional spelling. 

Makes a transition from emergent to ‘real’ reading. 

Uses letter-sound correspondence knowledge to sound out unknown words when reading text. 

Accurately decodes orthographically regular, one-syllable words and nonsense words (e.g., sit, zot), using 

print-sound mappings to sound out unknown words. 

Recognizes common, irregularly spelled words by sight (have, said, where, two). 

Uses invented spelling or phonics-based knowledge to spell independently, when necessary.  

Spells correctly three- and four-letter short vowel words. 

Has a reading vocabulary of 300 to 500 sight words and easily sounded-out words. 

Accomplishments for Grade 2 (7 year old) children 

Accurately decodes orthographically regular multisyllable words and nonsense words. 

Uses knowledge of print-sound mappings to sound out unknown words. 

Accurately reads many irregularly spelled words and such spelling patterns as diphthongs, special vowel 

spellings, and common word endings. 

Correctly spells previously studied words and spelling patterns in own writing. 

Represents the complete sound of a word when spelling independently. 

Accomplishments for Grade 3 children (8 years old) 

Reads aloud with fluency and comprehension any text appropriately designed for grade level. 

Figure 6.2. National Research Council student accomplishments specifically relating to reading-

accuracy  

 

While an occasional item may seem slightly out of place (e.g., ‘Can count the number of syllables in a 

word’ would seem better placed as a Kindergarten item), most reading scientists would strongly agree 

with these accomplishments being used as instructional aims for different grade levels. 

 

Conclusion 

It would seem valuable in development of optimal Australian classroom reading-accuracy instruction to use 

benchmarks (lists of accomplishments) built from authoritative research on reading-accuracy development 

and instruction, in addition to principles of effective instruction. Such benchmarks provide definite goals for 

schools and teachers to work towards, and thus motivate reflection on best practice and professional 

development endeavours in order to improve instructional practices to achieve these goals. The National 
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Research Council’s text, Starting out right: A guide to promoting children's reading success, a highly 

readable book for teachers and parents, which includes the National Research Council benchmarks and 

conditions of learning, deserves strong promotion in the Australian academic and general community. In its 

placing reading-accuracy within other aspects of a balanced literacy program, it would be a worthy 

curriculum to replace the First Steps Reading Continuum currently in use in Queensland and Western 

Australia (Education Department of Western Australia, 1997a). 

 

6.1.2 Second wave instruction: Early intervention 
Early intervention can be considered as having two aspects: 

1. Prevention of reading difficulties before and during early reading instruction. 

2. Amelioration of reading difficulties very soon (early) after they become evident.  

Both types of early intervention are powerfully effective reading-accuracy instructional tools (National 

Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a; Torgesen, 2002; Torgesen, Alexander, & Wagner, 

2001; Vellutino, 2000; Vellutino et al., 1996). 

 

6.1.2.1 Early intervention through prevention 

As discussed in Chapter 3, it is highly likely that children about to learn reading of transparent-orthography 

languages will master it quickly and easily. There are thus no specific reading readiness skills which 

children need to develop in order to speed their reading-accuracy progress – general language stimulation, 

and frequent positive interactions with print and books should suffice.  

The strong orthographic disadvantage of English-text reading mastery means there are key prereading skills 

children need if they are to make optimal reading-accuracy progress (Juel, 1991; National Research 

Council, 1998a). These reading readiness skills include  

1. Word constancy (that a spoken word has a written form, and the group of letters making that written 

word will always say that word). 

2. Phonological awareness (including emergent phonemic awareness). 

3. Letter-sound awareness: that words are made of single sounds, and single sounds are (mostly) 

represented by single letters.  

4. Enthusiasm for reading and writing. 

The National Reading Council (1998a) extracted underlying principles of effective prereading instruction 

supporting these skills. They include:  

1. Reading aloud with children to foster their appreciation and comprehension of text and literary 

language. 

2. Reading and book exploration by children for developing print concepts and basic reading 

knowledge and processes. 

3. Writing activities for developing children’s personal appreciation of the communicative dimensions 

of print, and for exercising printing and spelling abilities. 

4. Print-directed activities for establishing children’s ability to recognise and print the letters of the 

alphabet. 

5. Phonemic analysis activities for developing children’s phonological and phonemic awareness. 
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6. Word-directed activities for helping children to acquire a basic sight vocabulary and to understand 

and appreciate the alphabetic principle. 

There has been considerable discussion over the years, on whether reading readiness should be thought of as 

discrete skills with criteria to be reached, or as emergent reading, a natural developmental progression with 

children maturing at differing rates  (Chall, 2000; National Research Council, 1998b). Chall (2000) suggests 

that the notion that ‘there is a right and best time to learn based on the learner’s development and interests 

(p.114)’ has been influential since the early 1900s, promoted by psychologists in the 1920s and 1930s, and 

used by schools from the 1950s, with measures of readiness first being intelligence tests, then specific 

readiness tests, then reading tests measuring language skills and motivation, then recently, these latter tests 

supplemented with alphabet knowledge and phonological skills tests. Chall comments that while the 

concept of readiness was designed to be both kind and useful, it has created difficulties for many children 

whose reading instruction has been delayed too long, with concerned parents being told in children’s first 

school years, that reading-accuracy will come with maturation, only to realise later, that effective reading-

accuracy is certainly not simply a product of maturation and print exposure. While maturational readiness is 

a definite factor in young children, it must not be used as a reason to inappropriately delay intervention.  

This is a complex issue, as there are some children who are simply late maturers and will make good 

progress once they mature, while others will experience no major acceleration of maturity, and will continue 

to have skills at low level. But if reading-accuracy mastery is a gateway skill, separating successful readers 

from those who will continue to have difficulties, as discussed in Chapter 2, there would seem strong 

grounds for not viewing reading-accuracy development and reading readiness as continuum skills which 

children will develop at different rates. Such waiting is a harbinger of failure, as many children will not 

catch up their age-achievement gap. It is perhaps better to consider reading-accuracy a vital benchmark 

skill, which all children (or perhaps 97% of children) will master effectively by a set benchmark time. It is 

also possible to consider multiple benchmark points, whereby all children will reach reading-accuracy 

readiness benchmark at the same time as average progress students do, and that the main variability between 

students lies not in their rates of progress but in the intensity of playbased reading readiness instruction they 

will receive to ensure they reach benchmark level. 

While letter-knowledge is not currently emphasised in Australian early-childhood culture (Australian 

Literacy Educators Association, ; Beecher & Arthur, 2001), letter-knowledge is a relatively strong predictor 

of reading-accuracy development. It is additionally a key part of reading-accuracy curricula – to learn to 

read effectively - children need to know the sounds which letters make. As discussed in Chapter 3, it is 

likely that letter-knowledge plays a role in developing phonemic awareness, and it is possible that reaching 

a certain level of letter-sound awareness may be a crucial point in reading-accuracy development (Aro, 

2004; Seymour, 2005). There thus seems significant value in encouraging parents to encourage their 

children to learn some letters and their sounds, perhaps using the letters at the start of family names. There 

also seems strong value in developing play-based instruction to develop effective letter-sound knowledge in 

Kindergarten children. This may involve thorough mastery of a small number of letters and sounds 

(Galletly, 2000), or the complete alphabet, as evidenced in American reading instruction. This Kindergarten 

development of effective letter-sound knowledge is probably more important for at-risk readers than it is for 

normal-progress readers, which creates an instructional challenge, but one worth investigating. 

Readiness issues are an ongoing challenge, such that ongoing research to establish effective predictors of 

reading difficulties is a valuable endeavour, e.g., I often work with children showing language weakness 

such that their preschool teachers recommend an extra year, but, seeing them so strongly at risk of reading 

difficulties, and Queensland preschool curricula having very little reading readiness instruction, I wonder 

whether their extra year might be better spent in the reading instruction environment of Years 1 and 2. If 

effective prediction measures were developed, clearer answers would be available to questions of whether 

young at-risk readers are showing immaturity or strong needs for reading intervention. 
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Given that reading-accuracy is a complex task children will encounter from their first year of formal 

instruction, there is great value in having effective prereading instruction in Kindergarten. This could be 

play based, and relatively nonintensive, perhaps involving 

1. Learning of two to five sight words including one’s name. 

2. Recognising those words in a range of texts, and in word games and puzzles. 

3. Learning two to five letters to mastery (name, sound, capital, lowercase, locating it in words, hearing 

sound in words), including the letter at the start of one’s name. 

4. Extensive experience with print through daily reading of stories, and games and puzzles to build 

early awareness of letters, words, and concepts about print. 

5. Building phonological awareness: 

a. Fluent rhyming and syllable skills. 

b. Phonemic awareness:  

i. Blending a list of 3 sounds to make a word. 

ii. Identifying the sound at the beginning or end of a word. 

iii. Listing the sounds of 2 and 3 sound words. 

 

6.1.2.2 Early intervention through early identification 

Because of the strong relationship between language and literacy development, the power of intensive early 

intervention in preventing learning difficulties, and the enormous expense of such intervention programs, 

many researchers are seeking appropriate prediction tools for distinguishing at-risk students from students 

who will succeed without early intervention. In general, the best predictors of English-text reading 

achievement are measures of language development (M. J. Adams, 1990; Bishop & Adams, 1990; Larrivee 

& Catts, 1999; National Research Council, 1998b). Although many researchers emphasise phonological 

awareness as a strong predictor (M. J. Adams, 1990; Stanovich, 1986), there are difficulties with this notion: 

Given the importance of phoneme-letter mapping in the English alphabet writing system, 

phonological awareness would be expected to be an excellent predictor of the future reading 

skills of kindergartners, particularly when the child's appreciation of subsyllabic or 

phonemic structure of words is measured. This predictive correlation relationship has been 

examined in 27 research samples from 24 studies…. On average, phonological awareness 

(r=.46) has been about as strong a predictor of future reading as memory for sentences and 

stories, confrontation naming, and general language measures. 

When classificatory analyses are conducted, phonological awareness appears to have the 

tendency to be a more successful predictor of future superior reading than of future reading 

problems (Wager, 1997; Scott Brown, 1998). That is, among children who have recently 

begun or will soon begin kindergarten, few with strong phonological awareness skills will 

stumble in learning to read, but many of those with weak phonological sensitivity will go on 

to become adequate readers (Bradley & Bryant, 1983, 1985; Catts, 1991a, 1996; Mann, 

1994; …). 

In sum, despite the theoretical importance of phonological awareness for learning to read, 

its predictive power is somewhat muted, because, at about the time of the onset of schooling, 

so many of the children who will go to become normally achieving readers have not attained 

much, if any, appreciation of the phonological structure of oral language, making them 
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nearly indistinguishable in this regard from children who would indeed encounter reading 

difficulties down the road. 

(National Research Council, 1998a p.112) 

Catts Fey, Zhang and Tomblin (2002), in a study carefully designed to overcome limitations of previous 

studies in the area, assessed 640 kindergarten children (mean age 5yrs 6mths) using a battery of language, 

early literacy, and nonverbal cognitive measures used relatively commonly by speech-language 

pathologists, then assessed the same students' reading levels in Grade 2. They reported that five 

kindergarten variables (letter identification, sentence imitation, phonological awareness, rapid naming, and 

mother's education) uniquely predicted reading outcome in second grade, and have developed a formula for 

working out kindergarteners' level of risk of reading difficulties, using student data from the specific tests 

they used. They also provide software for use of the formula. Relevance to school-level instruction is seen 

in their assessment measures being data from five readily-obtainable measures which speech-language 

pathologists and other professionals can use. The measure showed high sensitivity, producing a weighted 

concordance rate of 93.3% (Catts et al., 2002). It would seem pragmatically useful to trial a range of 

prediction tools, including teacher judgement, Catts et al’s (2002) methods, and DIBELS measures, 

discussed later in this chapter, to determine effective prediction measures for Australian at-risk readers. 

The principles for optimal early intervention listed in Mapping the Territory focus on early remediation and 

include principles of (a) effective general instruction and (b) literacy instruction. 

1. General principles additional to effective regular classroom teaching: 

a. A positive atmosphere that builds success through achievement and positive reinforcement. 

b. Regular diagnostic assessment to determine individual children's patterns of strengths and 

weaknesses in order to focus instruction on specific needs. 

c. Integration of intervention programs that take place outside the classroom with the regular 

class program, involving close communication of class and withdrawal teachers about the 

child's program and progress so that skills and strategies learnt in withdrawal settings are 

reinforced in the classroom. 

d. Parent involvement, especially in family literacy and home reading programs.  

e. Small group or individual systematic teaching, on a regular basis, using multi-sensory 

techniques and mastery learning. 

2. Literacy development principles: 

a. Phonological awareness activities for blending and segmenting, initially with alliteration and 

rhyme, later with phonemes and, at appropriate stages, linked to the explicit teaching of 

phoneme identity and sound-letter knowledge. 

b. Balance between the explicit teaching of skills and reading and writing connected text at 

each child's independent level. 

c. Provision of a wide range of literacy activities, with particular emphasis on listening to 

stories that contain challenging ideas and language forms. 

d. Explicit teaching of metacognitive strategies such as, 'Does it sound right?,' 'Does it make 

sense?', and the integration of individual strategies. 

These represent a more intense version of the principles of first wave optimal classroom instruction. This 

notion of more intensive instruction is widely accepted, e.g., Westwood (2001) emphasises that while all 

students benefit from structured, systematic, explicit reading-accuracy instruction, such instruction is critical 

for at-risk readers. It is interesting how little reading-accuracy is included in this list – the addition of ‘and 
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fluent skill in reading unfamiliar regular words’ to point 2a, above, would greatly empower reading 

instruction guided by this list of principles. 

 

Conclusion 

Early intervention must be a vital aspect of effective Australian reading-accuracy instruction. This would 

take two forms: 

1. Building effective readiness and reading-accuracy skills. 

2. Intervening as soon as difficulties emerge. 

If reading-accuracy is shown to be a gateway skill, as discussed in Chapter 2, it is important to establish 

reading-accuracy as a benchmark skill whereby children differ not in rate of progress, but in the intensity of 

instruction used for them to achieve normal progress. 

 

6.1.3 Third wave instruction: Remediation and support 
of older children 

The principles for support of older children with reading weakness listed in Mapping the Territory include 

principles of effective general instruction and principles of literacy instruction:  

1. General principles: 

a. Building on successful early intervention procedures, but with materials and strategies 

appropriate for the age level. 

b. Teaching principles that include explicit instruction, modelling, scaffolded support, expert 

guidance and extended practice in the application of strategies within different contexts. 

c. Regular monitoring of students' progress with feedback. 

d. Explicit teaching towards self regulation and metacognition to increase independence in 

learning. 

e. Modification of some classroom tasks or use of technological resources to enable successful 

completion of tasks. 

f. Reinforcement that may initially be extrinsic but gradually moving towards intrinsic 

reinforcement. 

g. Individual Education Plans that specify achievable goals. 

h. Liaison, where appropriate, with external agencies that are assisting children, in order to 

ensure consistency with the school program. 

2. Reading for learning and learning to read, which includes: 

a. Developing reading fluency and vocabulary.  

b. Teaching metacognitive strategies such as self-questioning. 

c. Adapting texts to help children cope with classroom literacy demands. 

These principles seem unsatisfactory in major ways, e.g., no specific principles of reading-accuracy 

instruction are mentioned, despite the integral role weak reading-accuracy skills play in the difficulties of 

older students with reading difficulties. While reading-accuracy may be assumed as included in the 

development of ‘fluency and vocabulary,’ this is far from certain. Current literature on fluency instruction 
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often focuses very little on reading-accuracy development (Chard, Vaughn, & Tyler, 2002; Kuhn & Stahl, 

2003; Pinnell et al., 1995).  Similarly, the term ‘vocabulary’ is too ambiguous to be useful in a list of 

instructional principles for school usage, as the term is often used with a meaning of listening vocabulary 

i.e., word meanings (Baker, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998b; Nagy & Anderson, 1984) and also often used 

meaning sight vocabulary i.e., reading-accuracy. 

 

Conclusion 

The failure to include focus on reading-accuracy as well as reading-comprehension in the Mapping the 

Territory study is reflected in lack of specificity of instructional principles for significantly delayed readers. 

If reading-accuracy is a key aspect of reading development and difficulties, it is highly likely their 

instructional needs will include reading-accuracy instruction. This lack of specificity of principles of 

instruction would seem similar to that found in other curricula and reports, and is a logical result of reading-

accuracy not being a variable under study. It is important to emphasise that effective second wave reading-

accuracy eliminates needs for third wave instruction. 

There are needs for more specificity than is provided in this list of third wave instruction, and in the list of 

second wave principles listed earlier. The thesis will thus explore findings of other significant reviews.   

 

 

6.1.4 Findings of the Swanson meta-analyses 
Swanson and colleagues have conducted a series of four meta-analyses to extract principles of effective 

instruction for children with learning disability (Swanson, 1999a p.111; 1999d, 2001a, 2001b; Swanson & 

Deshler, 2003; Swanson & Hoskyn, 1998; Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 2000). Their key findings include 

1. Three instructional components significantly increased instructional effectiveness for reading 

accuracy: 

a. Sequencing: breaking down tasks, sequencing short activities, using step-by-step prompts; 

fading prompts or cues; and matching task difficulty level to student instructional needs,.   

b. Segmentation: breaking down targeted skill into smaller units or component parts, and 

segmenting and/or synthesising these parts. 

c. Advance organisers: talking about objectives prior to commencing instruction, providing 

prior information about tasks, directing children to look over material prior to instruction, 

directing children to focus on particular information. 

2. Strategy instruction (1.07) and direct instruction (.91) are more effective than other approaches: 

a. While commonly having different emphases, strategy instruction and direct instruction have 

many features in common (e.g., both include the instructional components described above). 

b. Combined direct instruction and strategy instruction showed higher effect sizes than either 

instruction form used separately. 

c. Combined direct and strategy instruction was the best model for improving reading 

comprehension (M. = 1.15), while direct instruction was the best model for improving 

reading accuracy (M. = 1.06).  

It seems quite possible that the last finding showing superiority of direct instruction over strategy instruction 

or a combination of methods is an artefact due to far more reading-accuracy studies having used direct 

instruction, and few studies using strategy instruction. With reading-accuracy development of English-text 
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being a complex task of long duration, there would seem great value in including metacognitive strategies 

instruction (Knight & Galletly, In press). It is curious that so few studies have focussed on strategy 

instruction and reading-accuracy given the strong overlaps between these two instructional methods (see 

Figure 6.3). The principles listed in Figure 6.3, both for Strategies Instruction and direct instruction are 

considered by this thesis to be principles of effective reading and reading-accuracy instruction.  

 

POINTS OF COMMONALITY 

Both models assume effective methods of instruction include a core of instructional components: 

1. Daily reviews                                                     4. Stating instructional objective 

2. Teacher presentation of new material                5. Guided practice 

3. Independent practice                                          6. Formative evaluations   

Both models use explicit teaching:  

1. Clear organisation.                                          9. Active presentation of information.  

2. Verbal presentation and responses.                10. Step-by-step progression.  

3. Many examples.                                             11. Demonstrations.  

4. Visual prompts.                                              12. Mass practice. 

5. Mastery learning.                                            13. Overlearning of content & skills. 

6. Cumulative review routines.                           14. Explicit assessment of understanding.  

7. Independent performance.                              15. Emphasis on pace of instruction.  

8. Criterion-based not time-based.                      16. Mastery of each stage then moving on.  

Both models follow a sequence of events, such as the following:  

1. State learning objectives and orient students to content and skills to be learned.  

2. Review skills necessary to understand concept.  

3. Present information, give examples, and demonstrate concepts/ materials.  

4. Pose questions (probes) to assess level of understanding, correct misconceptions. 

5. Provide group instruction and independent practice, with opportunities for students to 

demonstrate new skills and learn new information on their own. 

6. Assess performance and provide feedback. Review the independent work and give a quiz. Give 

feedback for correct answers and reteach skills if answers are incorrect.  

7. Provide distributed practice and review.  

 

POINTS OF DIFFERENCE 

Direct instruction Strategy instruction 

1. Focus on practicing reading words. 

2. Unit: primarily isolated skills. 

3. Bottom-up processing approach. 

4. Focus more on isolated skill acquisition. 

5. Focus more on skills with minimal 

discussion of processes and use of general 

1. Focus on practicing strategies. 

2. Unit: primarily rules. 

3. Top-down processing approach. 

4. Focus more on processes. 

5. Focuses more on metacognition, strategy 
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rules. choice & implementation, self-monitoring. 

Figure 6.3. Similarities and differences in direct and strategy instruction as discussed in the writings of 

Swanson and colleagues (Swanson, 1999a, 1999d, 2001a, 2001b; Swanson & Deshler, 2003; Swanson & 

Hoskyn, 1998; Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 2000) 

 

Swanson et al discuss the close interrelationship of strategic instruction and direct instruction in effective 

instruction. They suggest that performance at complex levels (writing prose, inferring the meaning of text) 

cannot occur without some critical threshold of skills delivered by direct instruction techniques and that 

they would not argue from these results that strategy instruction has better support than direct instruction for 

treatment outcomes, because of the multiple common components direct instruction and strategy instruction 

share (see Figure 6.3). Swanson concludes that effective instruction is neither a bottom-up nor a top-down 

approach, and that success across treatment domains draws from treatments focused on both high- and low-

order instruction i.e., strategy and direct instruction. 

Conclusion 

The meta-analyses of Swanson and colleagues explore principles of direct instruction and strategy 

instruction, both of which are powerful in supporting reading-accuracy development of at-risk readers. 

Perhaps because of the continuing and erroneous belief that reading-accuracy is a simple skill, reading-

accuracy has only been associated with Skills Development and direct instruction, while reading 

comprehension has been associated with both direct instruction and strategies instruction, i.e., higher-order 

thinking and metacognition. No studies linking metacognition and reading accuracy were located, and 

studies on metacognition focussed only on reading comprehension and written expression, never on 

reading-accuracy. With reading-accuracy established as a highly complex skill, there are strong needs for 

research and instructional emphases on metacognition and strategy use in reading-accuracy development. It 

is likely that isolation of metacognitive and strategy instruction to reading comprehension is highly 

inappropriate (Knight & Galletly, In press), and that strong strategy instruction, in addition to direct 

instruction, is needed for effective reading-accuracy mastery by at-risk students. Because of confusion 

between the terms Direct Instruction and direct instruction, it is proposed that the terms  ‘explicit skills 

instruction’ and ‘metacognition instruction’ be used instead of direct instruction and strategies instruction. 

 

6.1.5 Findings of the National Reading Panel meta-
analyses 

The National Reading Panel conducted two meta-analyses relevant to reading-accuracy instruction, one on 

phonological awareness instructions and one on phonics instructions. Strong criticisms have been levelled at 

the report of the panel (Camilli, Vargas, & Yurecko, 2003; Garan, 2001; Yatvin, 2000, 2002). One member 

of the panel submitted a Minority Report to the panel’s report, due to concerns with the integrity of the 

processes and final report (Yatvin, 2000, 2002) These include 

1. The make-up of the panel including little voice from classroom educators and school-level reading 

researchers. It comprised 12 professors (8 reading researchers, 2 administrators with no background 

in reading, a doctor, and a teacher educator), and a parent, principal (Yatvin), and middle-school 

teacher. 

2. Failure to deliberate on and establish effective definitions and models. Without any debate, the panel 

accepted a model using a three part sequential hierarchy: decoding then fluency then 

comprehension), and use of this model dictated what was included and excluded from study.  
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3. The work intensification involved: The panel of fifteen were working full-time in their usual 

workplaces in addition to their panel work, yet were expected to frame the study and analyse the 

research in a six month period. While this was later extended to 18 months, processes were still 

rushed. This work intensification is likely to have resulted in many compromises being made. 

4. The continual narrowing of the project due to time pressure, such that the original questions framing 

the study were not answered, and topics to be discussed reduced in number. The 13 topics which the 

panel had chosen to investigate included oral language, home influences, print awareness, 

instructional materials, and assessment instruments, but these five topics were not addressed due to 

time pressure. 

5. The extremely low numbers of studies which were eventually studied due to the criteria used, e.g., 

only 38 phonics studies, and 428 studies in total for all topics.  

6. Individual studies having disproportionate impact on final effect sizes, when they varied greatly on 

key dimensions. 

7. Lack of reflection by panel members on results and reports from other panel members working on 

different areas within the study, as everyone was so busy trying to finish their own part of the study 

in time, e.g., Yatvin (2002) reports the phonics report in completed form was not seen, even by the 

whole Alphabetics subcommittee (which studied two topics: phonics and phonological awareness), 

till four days before the full report went to press, such that it became part of the full report while 

‘uncorrected, undeliberated and unapproved (Yatkin, 2002, p. 369)’. 

8.  Major ‘marketing’ of the National Reading Panel report as definitive conclusions on reading, and 

best practice for all students, when normal-progress and above-average students were 

disproportionally represented in the research. 

Camilli, Vargas and Yurecko (2003) in their report for the Educational Policy Analysis Archives, discuss 

their reanalysis of the 38 phonics studies the panel used. They found a lower but still substantial effect size 

for the effect of phonics on reading (.24 vs. .41), and that this effect size was smaller than the effect size of 

systematic language activities (.29) and one: one instruction (.40), also derived from the 38 studies. They 

also comment on unrealistic time constraints for the panel. Garan (2001, p.506), in her critique of the report, 

comments 

If “Teaching Children to Read” were a typical research study, published in an education 

journal and destined to be read only by other researchers, then I could simply end my 

analysis by saying that the panel's own words have established that the research base in its 

report on phonics is so flawed that the results do not even matter. However, as we have seen, 

this study has clout. It has a public relations machine behind it that has already promulgated 

the results throughout a very wide, very public arena as representing unbiased scientific 

"truth." Both Congress and the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development 

are committed to ensuring that the findings of the NRP report affect classroom instruction. 

It seems likely that the National Reading Panel (2000) report is less rigorous than it is presented as being, 

and that it is better to look to other studies and principles, such as those discussed thus far in this chapter, in 

selecting principles of effective reading instruction. That said, examination of the National Reading Panel’s 

findings on phonics and phonological awareness shows them to be very much in accord with the findings of 

a great number of reading research studies (There were too many references to insert here, whose findings 

align with many, if not most, of the findings of the National Reading Panel, thus I have simply said ‘a great 

number.) As such the findings of the panel can be considered valuable within the areas they studied, with 

effect sizes being indicators rather than more absolute, the findings probably being far more relevant for at-

risk than for normal-progress readers, and the findings not offering implications on the effectiveness of 

other aspects of reading development, difficulties and instruction not studied by the panel.  With these 

constraints, it thus seemed valuable to include their findings in this thesis. 
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6.1.5.1 Findings on phonological awareness instruction 

The meta-analysis of phonological awareness interventions (Ehri, Nunes et al., 2001; National Reading 

Panel, 2000) explored the effectiveness of phonological awareness interventions on development of 

phonological awareness, reading-accuracy and spelling, in at risk (not yet delayed), disabled (significantly 

delayed), and normally progressing children, with achievement assessed both immediately after treatment 

and at follow-up.  The findings are listed here along with principles which can be derived from them: 

1. Phonemic awareness intervention is highly effective in increasing phonemic awareness, reading-

accuracy, spelling and reading comprehension achievement. 

2. The effects are long-lasting. 

3. Phonemic awareness instruction is highly effective for normal and at-risk readers, and students with 

reading difficulties. 

4. Effects on normal and at-risk readers are higher than those for delayed readers. 

5. It is possible that phonemic awareness instruction is particularly beneficial for at-risk readers; they 

made similar immediate gains to normal progress readers (.95 vs. .93) but much larger transfer 

effects on reading (.86 vs. .47). 

6. Phonemic instruction did not markedly improve disabled readers’ spelling (.15). 

7. Use of letters in phonemic awareness instruction greatly increases effectiveness. 

8. Orthographic-complexity impacts effectiveness of phonemic instruction. 

9. English-speaking students made higher phonemic awareness progress (.99) than nonEnglish-

speaking students (.65).  

10. Further research is needed to know optimal balance of phonemic instruction: 

a. Greater progress was made in small groups (1.38), than whole class (.67), or individual 

instruction (.60), with twice as much progress made. This finding has enormous potential for 

increasing cost-effectiveness of instruction if thoroughly established through consistent 

replication. It requires further exploration as it is contrary to popular belief and earlier 

findings that 1:1 instruction is optimal for reading progress (Bus & Ijzendoorn, 1999; 

Walberg & Wang, 1987). 

b. Teaching of one or two phonemic awareness skills resulted in greater progress than when 

more than two skills were taught. This greater progress occurred in phonemic awareness 

development (1.16 for one vs.  1.03 for two vs.  .70 for multiple) and in reading, where twice 

as much progress was made (.71 for one vs. .79 for two vs. .27 for multiple). When the two 

skills were blending and segmenting, achievement was higher than when other combinations 

of two phonemic skills were taught (.67 vs. .27 for reading). This finding deserves further 

exploration, e.g., of variables such as systematicity, length of instruction, instruction time 

allocated to each skills, and whether mastery criteria were used during instruction, before it is 

adopted as an instructional principle.   

c. Shorter length of instruction seems to work better than longer length of instruction.  Time 

allocated for phonemic awareness instruction varied from 1 hour to 75 hours. A comparison 

was done of four time blocks. The two middle time periods 5 to 9.3 hours ( 1.37) and 10 to 

18 hours ( 1.14) showed higher effects. These results suggest that PA instruction does not 

need to be lengthy to exert its strongest effect on reading and spelling. While in principle this 

seems appropriate for normal-progress readers, further investigation seems indicated for at-
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risk and disabled learners, as it seems likely that optimal length of instruction would vary 

greatly according to student needs.  

d. Computer instruction was less effective than other forms of phonemic awareness instruction 

(.66 vs. .89 for phonemic awareness, .33 vs. .55 for reading, and no significant effect (.09 on 

spelling). One factor suppressing its impact was disabled readers contributing 63% of the 

spelling effect sizes.  

e. Phonological awareness instruction had negligible effect on maths development (.03), 

indicating that the effects of phonemic awareness instruction were limited to literacy 

outcomes, such that maths instruction might be a useful control condition in research studies. 

f. Unexpectedly, but in keeping with the findings of Bus and van Ijzendoorn’s earlier meta-

analysis (1999), findings of unequal treatment and control groups showed no Hawthorne 

effects for reading achievement, with similarly-treated controls showing larger effect sizes 

than dissimilarly-treated controls (.65 vs. .41). This needs further exploration, being contrary 

to expectations and findings of other meta-analyses (Swanson et al., 1999).  

g. While researchers as instructors created greater gains in phonological awareness and reading, 

than teachers as instructors (.94 vs. .78 for phonemic awareness, .64 vs. .41 for reading, 

classroom teachers did better than researchers on spelling instruction across all populations 

and equivalent to researchers for populations of at-risk and normally developing students. 

This contrast would seem to indicate needs for further elucidation of this area. 

h. Random, matched and nonequivalent assignment of subjects to experimental and control 

groups made no difference to phonemic awareness achievement (.83 to .92), a significant 

difference to reading achievement (randomly assigned (.63) greater than nonequivalent 

groups (.40), with matching in the middle and not statistically different from the others), and 

spelling (nonequivalent and matched groups larger (.86 and .73, respectively) than random 

groups (.37)), with opposite orders of effect in reading and spelling. The panel concluded 

that for reading, random assignment produced the strongest effect. Nonrandomised and 

nonequivalent grouping are vastly easier options in school-level research, thus it seems 

important that this area be further elucidated. 

i. Checks on fidelity to treatment instructions were not conducted by some studies, and effect 

sizes were statistically larger in studies not checking for fidelity (.59 to 1.02), suggesting the 

importance of fidelity checks in reading research studies.  

In summarising their findings, the panel discuss how, despite phonological awareness being instructed 

successfully in many different ways, the conditions for optimal learning are still not known. This comment 

seems highly applicable to classroom learning. 

 

6.1.5.2 Findings on phonics instruction 

The results of the National Reading Panel’s meta-analysis of phonics instruction studies (Ehri, Stahl et al., 

2001; National Reading Panel, 2000) are similarly powerful. They are extremely similar to those of the 

phonemic awareness instruction meta-analysis (Ehri, Nunes et al., 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000), and 

highly compatible with principles of instruction developed by other seminal reviews (M. J. Adams, 1990; 

Chall, 1967; Chard, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998a, 1998b; de Lemos, 2002; National Research Council, 

1998a, 1998b; Slavin, Karweit, & Madden, 1989). Ehri, Stahl et al. (2001) report:  

A quantitative meta-analysis evaluating the effects of systematic phonics instruction compared to 

unsystematic or no-phonics instruction on learning to read was conducted using 66 treatment-control 

comparisons derived from 38 experiments:  
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1. The overall effect of phonics instruction on reading was moderate (.41).  

2. Effects persisted after instruction ended.  

3. Effects were larger when phonics instruction began early (.55) than after first grade (.27).  

4. Phonics benefited decoding, reading, comprehension, and spelling.  

5. Phonics helped low and middle SES readers, younger at risk and older disabled readers, but not 

students with cognitive limitations.  

6. Synthetic phonics and larger-unit systematic phonics programs produced a similar advantage in 

reading.  

7. Small group instruction was as effective as tutoring, i.e., one: one instruction (as also found by 

O'Shaughnessy & Swanson, 2000; Rashotte, MacPhee, & Torgesen, 2001). 

8. Systematic phonics instruction helped children learn to read better than all forms of control 

group instruction, including Whole Language.  

They conclude that systematic phonics instruction proved effective and should be part of literacy programs 

to teach beginning reading as well as prevent and remediate reading difficulties (Ehri, Stahl et al., 2001). 

While critics of the National Reading Panel study might say these principles may apply more to at-risk 

readers than to normal-progress readers, there is some research evidence that phonics instruction boosts the 

reading-accuracy progress of advanced as well as average students (Fielding-Barnsley, 1997). This is also 

my experience from asking teachers using systematic phonics as part of their reading instruction. They 

invariably comment that phonics instruction really empowers the progress of normal-progress and advanced 

readers, such that they make far more rapid progress than would have without phonics instruction.  

Some principles of phonics instruction are relatively well established, e.g., teach phonemic awareness and 

phonics. Other principles require considerable research before they are established at classroom level. The 

debate on how best to teach phonics is fuelled by a reasonable assumption that continued research is likely 

to reveal specific student cognitive profiles which indicate specific optimal instructional methods. It is also 

fuelled by the large number and diverse range of instructional methods available, as seen in the following 

discussion by the National Reading Panel (Ehri, Stahl et al., 2001): 

Several different approaches have been used to teach phonics systematically (Aukerman, 1971, 1984; Harris & 

Hodges, 1995). These include synthetic phonics, analytic phonics, embedded phonics, analogy phonics, onset-

rime phonics, and phonics through spelling. These approaches differ in several respects.  

Synthetic phonics programs use a part-to-whole approach that teaches children to convert graphemes into 

phonemes (e.g., to pronounce each letter in stop, /s/-/t/-/a/-/p/) and then to blend the phonemes into a 

recognizable word.  

Analytic phonics uses a whole-to-part approach that avoids having children pronounce sounds in isolation to 

figure out words. Rather children are taught to analyse letter-sound relations once the word is identified. For 

example, a teacher might write the letter P followed by several words, put, pig, play, pet. She would help 

students read the words and recognize that they all begin with the same sound that is associated with P.  

1. Phonics-through-spelling programs teach children to segment and write the phonemes in words.  

2. Phonics-in-context teaches children to use letter-sound correspondences along with context cues to 

identify unfamiliar words they encounter in text.  

3. Analogy phonics teaches children to use parts of written words they already know to identify new 

words. For example, they are taught a set of key words that are posted on the wall (e.g., tent, make, 

pig) and then are taught to use these words to decode unfamiliar words by segmenting the shared rime 

and blending it with the new onset (e.g., rent, bake, jig).  
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4. Some systematic phonics programs are hybrids that include components of two or more of these 

approaches.  

Phonics programs may differ in several other important ways, for example,  

1. How many letter-sound relations are taught and how they are sequenced,  

2. Whether phonics generalizations or phonemic awareness is taught and at what pace, 

3. Whether learning activities include oral drill-and-practice or reciting phonics rules or filling out 

worksheets, 

4. Whether children read decodable text in which the vocabulary is limited mainly to words containing 

familiar letter-sound associations, 

5. Whether phonics instruction is embedded in or segregated from the literacy curriculum, 

6. Whether the teaching approach involves direct instruction in which the teacher takes an active role and 

students passively respond, or a "constructivist" problem-solving approach is used, and  

7. How interesting and motivating the instructional activities are for teachers and for students 

(Adams, 1990; Aukerman, 1981)  

I would view effective reading-accuracy instruction as incorporating all these different phonics methods 

such that they are not methods but aspects of phonics instruction. This large range of variables in phonics 

instruction as listed above can however make for much debate as to the importance of specific elements e.g., 

how many letter-sound relationships are taught, phonemic recoding or onset-rime recoding, embedding or 

segregated instruction. It is likely some of the issues listed above have major importance and that others are 

minor issues. It will be useful for further research to establish which elements are important. It is possible 

that at present, until research develops more precise and thoroughly validated options ‘Just do it, and be 

systematic’ is perhaps the pragmatic answer to any debate. Reading researchers show major variability as to 

how pragmatically they approach this area. For example, some feel strongly that there are major difficulties 

in whether instruction is explicit or implict (Lovett, Barron, & Benson, 2003; Lovett, Lacerenza, Borden et 

al., 2000; Lovett, Steinbach, & Frijters, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a), yet in many of these 

studies the supposedly implicit instruction contains so many clues to the concept being intuited that the 

difference between explicit and implicit instruction seems marginal. Other researchers emphasise multiple 

possible pathways (Perfetti, Beck, Bell, & Hughes, 1987; Stanovich, 1986). As a practitioner presenting 

professional development, I emphasise  

1. That the best reading-accuracy program is the one in an educated teacher’s head. 

2. That commercial programs are resources teachers may choose to use but are not the overriding 

program. 

3. That the important issues are  

a. High levels of teacher expertise so teachers are very aware of students’ achievement, 

progress and instructional needs. 

b. Sufficiency of instruction at individual child level, as different students needs different levels 

of instructional intensity. 

c. Systematicity at school level, such that teachers in different years are aware of the instruction 

children have received.  

As Stanovich (1986, p.363) comments, 

A beginning reader must at some point discover the alphabetic principle: that units of print 

map on to units of sound (see Perfetti, 1984).  This principle may be induced; it may be 

acquired through direct instruction; it may be acquired along with or after the building of a 
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visually-based sight vocabulary but it must be acquired if a child is to progress successfully 

in reading.  Children must be able to decode independently the many unknown words that 

will be encountered in the early stages of reading. By acquiring some knowledge of spelling 

to sound mappings, the child will gain the reading independence that eventually leads to the 

levels of practice that are prerequisite to fluent reading.  

One aspect of reading-accuracy instruction on which the National Research Council (1998a) is extremely 

vague, perhaps deliberately so, is whether instruction with decontextualised words should be included as 

part of systematic reading-accuracy instruction or whether all instruction should be with words in or from 

meaningful contexts. Instruction using words in context is recommended, and achievement criteria are 

worded ambiguously such that one is unsure whether instruction is meant to include single decontextualised 

words, or only work with words in context. Then, while Whole Language, Embedded Phonics and Direct 

Code instruction are emphasised as being ‘three distinct and frequently discussed views on explicitly how to 

develop beginners' phonics and decoding skills in a print-rich environment (p.199)’, they define Direct 

Code as taking place ‘with various kinds of text (p.199)’, and the examples of Embedded Phonics and Direct 

Code are so similar that one is left unsure as to the specific characteristics of this type of instruction.  

The National Research Council’s lack of decisiveness on this issue is seen in numerous other studies, e.g., 

the Mapping the Territory principle of ‘Games and motivating activities for practice of skills’ is their closest 

recommendation of work with decontextualised words, but may not have been intended to imply this. With 

the reading of single decontextualised words being a major point of Reading Wars divisiveness, this lack of 

clarity in such major reviews seems highly unsatisfactory.  

 

6.1.5.3 Big Ideas of the National Reading Panel  

The National Reading Panel (2000) emphasised five ‘Big Ideas’ in its conclusions from its series of meta-

analyses: 

1. Phonemic awareness. 

2. Alphabetic principle and phonological recoding. 

3. Accuracy and fluency in reading of connected text.   

4. Vocabulary development. 

5. Reading comprehension. 

While criticisms of the rigor of the National Reading Panel’s review might leave these ‘Big Ideas’ open to 

criticism, it is important to emphasise that they are very much key factors emphasised by many other studies 

(e.g., M. J. Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkonson, 1985; Baker, Simmons, & 

Kameenui, 1998a; Baker et al., 1998b; Catts & Hogan, 2003; Chard et al., 1998a, 1998b; Chard et al., 2002; 

Chard, Vaughn, Tyler, & Sloan, 2001; Cuttance, 2001a; Gillon & Dodd, 1993; Gunn, Simmons, & 

Kameenui, 1998a, 1998b; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998b; 

O'Shaughnessy & Swanson, 2000; Perfetti et al., 1987; Rashotte et al., 2001; Slavin et al., 1989; S. B. 

Smith, D. C. Simmons, & E. J. Kameenui, 1998a, 1998b; Swanson & Deshler, 2003; Swanson et al., 1999; 

Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 2000; Tan & Nicholson, 1997; Torgesen, 1992, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002; Torgesen 

et al., 2001; Torgesen & Davis, 1996; Torgesen & Wagner, 1994; Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1994, 

1997; Torgesen, Wagner, Rashotte et al., 1999; Wagner, Torgesen, Laughon, Simmons, & Rashotte, 1993; 

Wagner et al., 1997).  

It must of course be emphasised that there are likely to be other important and complementary ‘Big Ideas’, 

probably including the topics which the panel intended to investigate but was not able to, i.e., oral language, 

home influences, print awareness, instructional materials, and assessment instruments. From the findings of 
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previous reviews (M. J. Adams, 1990; National Research Council, 1998a, 1998b), and of crosslinguistic 

research (Aro, 2004; Lyytinen et al., 2004; Lyytinen, Aro et al., in press; Lyytinen, Tolvanen, Torppa, 

Poikkeus, & Erskine, In press; Seymour, 2005), it would seem highly likely that letter knowledge (letter 

naming and letter-sound knowledge) would also prove to be a worthy ‘Big Idea’.  

Because the panel restricted its concept of phonological recoding to phonemic recoding of regular words, it 

did not focus on reading of words of other grainsizes which are best learned as whole words (e.g., was, one) 

or as pattern words (e.g., ball, night), or read as syllables in multisyllabic word reading. It may be that, in 

addition to the five ‘Big Ideas’ of the National Reading Panel, letter knowledge, metacognitive awareness of 

aspects of reading-accuracy (e.g., grain-sizes, strategies for considering grainsize when reading unfamiliar 

words), and strategies in reading grainsizes may also prove useful ‘Big Ideas’. 

It is possible that in different deciles of students, building of reading-accuracy through reading of fulltexts 

may also be a ‘Big Idea’. Swanborn and de Glopper (1999) conducted a meta-analysis of 20 studies of 

incidental word learning during normal reading. They found that on average students learned around 15% of 

the unfamiliar words they encountered, but that percentages were strongly impacted by factors of pretest 

sensitisation, grade level, reading-accuracy achievement levels, sensitivity of assessment methods to partial 

word knowledge, and amount of text surrounding target words. I suspect building of reading-accuracy 

during fulltext reading is a major factor in Australian children’s reading-accuracy development, but that this 

is more likely to occur in normal-progress readers once a certain level of reading-accuracy competence and 

confidence has developed. I also suspect that reaching that level of competence is greatly impacted by 

students being taught letter-sounds, sightwords, and phonemic recoding in their first year of schooling. 

Given strong Australian emphasis on learning to read through reading, this would be a valuable area of 

Australian research. 

The discussion in this section reveals something of the dilemma teachers and systems are faced with. 

Swanson’s Dodo bird effect is in action (Swanson, 2001b). There are many different phonics programs 

schools are confronted with, and many have a reasonable research base. Yet this is little clarity in which 

specific aspects of phonics instruction are major principles, i.e., essential, and which ones are minor 

principles i.e., one optional way rather than the only recommended way. There are needs to establish major 

and minor principles of instruction. 

 

Conclusion 

While somewhat controversial, the instructional principles from the National Reading Panel seem valid and 

worthy of strong consideration. The ‘Big Ideas’ of the National Reading Panel are that skills in phonemic 

awareness, phonemic recoding, and fluent reading-accuracy in reading of connected text are vital skills for 

development of effective reading-accuracy in at-risk readers, and that vocabulary and reading-

comprehension skills are pivotal skills of authentic reading in at-risk readers. 

 

6.1.6 Curriculum-based instruction and assessment 
models 

This section explores models of curriculum-based assessment and instruction, used at national, school and 

individual teacher level.  

It is widely accepted by reading scientists that effective reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers 

requires very close linkage of assessment and instruction, and that assessment is more valuable when it 

guides instructional decisionmaking at both macro-levels (school and system level) and micro-levels 

(instruction of a class or individual student). The term curriculum-based assessment and instruction is often 
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used to emphasise this linkage in this context (D. Fuchs, Fuchs, McMaster, & Al Otaiba, 2003; Wheldall & 

Madelaine, 2000). In reality, the term curriculum-based would seem to have as many dimensions and levels 

of intensity as systematic phonics. Both terms can be used to describe macro-areas of curriculum (e.g., 

systematic phonics, creative writing, maths instruction) and micro-areas (e.g., building automatic skill with 

final-e vowels). Thus curriculum-based assessment and instruction have many variables. The variables 

involved in curriculum-based assessment would include 

1. Frequency of administration (single test point vs.widely-separated instances of assessment, e.g., 

Australia’s Year 3, 5 and 7 benchmark tests of reading vs. reading of short list of words to monitor 

progress three times during a half-hour lesson). 

2. Aim of the assessment e.g., achievement levels (compared against benchmarks or norms), growth 

rates, screening, detailed diagnosis, teacher decisionmaking.  

3. Content-specificity of the assessment, e.g., ‘reading’ as authentic reading of passages vs. reading a 

list of words containing specific features e.g., R-vowels. 

4. Specificity of conclusions provided by the assessment, e.g., data allowing general conclusions, vs. 

providing very specific conclusions. 

5. Level of applicability of results, e.g., national data building vs. individual student progress, 

achievement levels vs. diagnostic findings. 

6. Rigour of the assessment, for example 

a. Validity of the norms in standardised tests. 

b. Sociocultural appropriateness of the assessment and its items. 

7. Appropriateness of the assessment’s design to the needs for which the assessment has been 

developed. 

8. Ecological validity of the assessment i.e., how well the test items model the skill being assessed 

(Vellutino et al., 1996), e.g., the listening comprehension subtest of the Comprehensive Assessment 

of Spoken Language (CASL, Carrow-Woolfolk, 1999) involves each story being read twice to the 

listener then the listener choosing the appropriate answer from four pictures. While this subtest is a 

rigorous test, its lack of ecological validity means far less observational and diagnostic information 

is available during the assessment than when conducting a test with high ecological validity e.g., the 

Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (Neale, 1999), where observational data provides additional 

diagnostic power. Ecological validity would seem to offer increased opportunities for development 

of expertise on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction by users of the 

assessments. 

9. Formality of the assessment, e.g., standardised tests with strongly prescribed administration rules vs. 

informal probes developed at the moment of instruction due to indications of student need (e.g., to 

see if a students’ weakness in reading final-e words is due to not knowing the vowel sound, or 

difficulty applying that knowledge to the reading of words containing short and final-e vowels).  

10. Efficiency of the assessment: 

a. Time taken to do the assessment, e.g., one minute vs. two hours. 

b. Value of data gathered in the assessment. 

c. Time taken in marking, collating and interpreting assessment in order to extract the data 

required from the assessment.  

d. Cost of the assessment. 
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e. Linkage of assessment to instructional decisionmaking for at-risk readers. 

f. Number of advantages from the above dimensions (1 to 10) included in the assessment e.g., 

some assessments are time consuming and yield just achievement levels, while others 

encapsulate multiple advantages.  

Each aspect applies as effectively to instruction as to assessment, as evidenced when the word ‘instruction’ 

is substituted for the word ‘assessment’ in the items listed above. 

Curriculum-based assessment, both informal and formal, lies at the heart of direct instruction. Informal 

testing can be micro-testing within a teaching moment, or use of teacher developed probes to monitor 

learning within a current unit, lesson or part thereof. Westwood (2001) lists four useful questions, 

paraphrased below, which guide curriculum-based assessment in direct instruction: 

1. What can the student already do unaided? 

2. What can the student do with a little scaffolding? 

3. Are there important gaps in prior learning? 

4. What is the ‘next step’ does the student need to be taught next? 

Information from these four categories enables teachers to (Westwood, 2001) 

1. Build upon knowledge and skills already mastered. 

2. Select work at the correct level of difficulty. 

3. Prioritise things the student needs to learn. 

4. Fill gaps in previous learning. 

This testing is authentic assessment – reflectively watching the student as he works on the actual skill which 

is being developed. As expertise builds, teachers become automatic in such assessment. Using the four 

questions above, they use the current instructional task to probe and find the student’s current level, gaps 

and next steps. They then provide sufficient instructional intensity for the student to develop the skill being 

worked on. Strong knowledge of normal development of reading and reading-accuracy is needed, so 

teachers intuitively know the precise ‘next step’ the student should be guided into.  

While micro-testing guides teaching moments, lessons and units, standardised assessments, either normed 

or criterion-based, show student progress along key learning paths. Without these measures, instructional 

intensity and direct instruction may go down other paths, majoring on minor areas. It is therefore vital in 

effective reading instruction for teachers to have rigorous quick-to-administer tests of reading-accuracy. 

The decrease in use of standardised tests means that there are less tests being renormed, and also that there 

are now few valid Australian norm-referenced tests of reading-accuracy available. Tests from other 

countries are potentially inappropriate due to not being normed on Australian children. Until the arrival of 

the free-to-use DIBELS tests, discussed below, American reading tests were all extremely expensive due to 

the exchange rate of the Australian dollar in recent years, so have been seldom used, particularly when 

schools and systems see little point in assessing reading-accuracy, and use of standardised tests.  There seem 

very strong needs to develop Australian normed reading-accuracy tests, or to renorm overseas tests for 

Australian use.  

 

 

6.1.6.1 National models of curriculum-based assessment 

and instruction 
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In contrast to Australia’s state and national assessment models, America’s current national model of 

reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, Reading First (U.S. Congress, 2002b; United 

States Government, 2004), has a very strong emphasis on curriculum-based assessment and instruction. This 

emphasis is the result of government decisionmaking after the report of the National Reading Panel (2000). 

The American government did not act decisively after any previous comprehensive reviews (M. J. Adams, 

1990; R. C. Anderson et al., 1985; Chall, 1967; National Research Council, 1998a, 1998b), though it is 

likely that the reports of Adams (1990) and the National Research Council (1998a, 1998b) prepared the 

ground for federal actions implemented since 2000, given the strong similarity and indeed somewhat 

repetitious nature of the findings of Adams (1990), the National Research Council (1998a), and the National 

Reading Panel (2000). The United States federal government passed the No Child Left Behind Act (U.S. 

Congress) in 2001, and a year later passed the Educational Sciences Reform Act (U.S. Congress, 2002b), 

which is the act framing Reading First. 

Reading First is a $900 million state grant program which strongly emphasises the use of scientifically 

based research as the basis of developing effective reading instruction for at-risk readers in grades K-3, ‘to 

ensure that all children learn to read well by the end of third grade (United States Government, 2004)’. It 

emphasises the five ‘Big Ideas’ which the National Reading Panel (2000) emphasised in its conclusions 

(phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle and phonological recoding, accuracy and fluency in reading of 

connected text, vocabulary development, reading comprehension). 

Reading First has strong emphasis on curriculum-based assessment and instruction. It focuses not just on 

assessment of student achievement and progress, but also on assessment of effectiveness of reading 

programs (commercial or school developed), which are being used. It considers that an effective reading 

instruction program must include assessments which achieve four purposes (Good & Kaminski, 2004):  

1. Assessment of program outcomes, to provide explicit evaluation of the effectiveness of the reading 

program being used. 

2. Screening, to identify those children in need of additional intervention. 

3. Diagnosis, providing in-depth information about individual students’ skills and instructional needs, 

which strongly guides instructional decisionmaking. 

4. Progress monitoring, providing clear information on each student’s achievement levels, rates of 

progress, and discrepancies between the student’s progress, and healthy reading development. 

 

6.1.6.2 School- and classroom-level models of curriculum-

based assessment and instruction 

It is highly likely that Fuchs and Fuchs are the originators of formal models of curriculum-based assessment 

and instruction (D. Fuchs et al., 2003; D. Fuchs, Fuchs, & Yen, 2001; L. S. Fuchs & Fuchs, 2002). Their 

Curriculum-based Measurement methodology uses extremely close linkage of assessment of achievement 

levels and growth rates to instructional decisionmaking by teachers providing intensive instruction to 

individual students. Other models of curriculum-based assessment and instruction, of varying levels of 

formality, have proliferated since that time, again using very close linkage of individual students’ 

assessment results to instructional decisionmaking as to the next steps of their instruction. Assessment is 

often at multiple levels, including macro-levels (against national norms) and micro-levels (gathering data 

very frequently to guide the very next steps of instructional programming).  

As a practitioner, curriculum-based assessment and instruction is an area I have focussed on strongly in 

recent years, in developing programs and assessments, focussed  on phonemic recoding (Galletly, 1999, 

2001, 2004d, 2004f, 2005) and reading of highly frequent regular and irregular words (Galletly, in press). 

My emphasis is systematic efficient reading-accuracy instruction, using assessment tools which  
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1. Are criterion referenced, e.g., fluent reading of 200 most-frequent words.  

2. Take minimal time and effort. 

3. Are suitable for use by a teacher, or supervised parent or paraprofessional.  

4. Emphasise accuracy or efficiency (accuracy + fluency): 

a. In Sounds & Vowels and Two Vowels Talking (programs which systematically develop 

mastery then fluency in reading words containing common English vowel graphs), modules 

of games support students to develop skill with different words and common vowels. 

Progress and efficiency is measured through the student reading a list of words for 30 

seconds, and a score of [Number correct minus number incorrect] and the date of testing is 

graphed (Galletly, 1999, 2001). Testing over time shows student progress (mastery then 

maintenance). Where healthy progress does not occur, more intensive instruction is provided. 

b. In Vowel Word Sets of 10  and High Frequency Word Sets of 10, which can be used for 

instruction and/or assessment, students read one of 20 parallel forms of Sets of 10 (10 words 

meeting a set criteria, e.g., 10 words containing ‘R-vowels’ (ar er ir or ur), or ‘Mixed vowels’ 

(R-vowels plus other learned vowels). The score and date are recorded, and students progress 

through different vowel groups, to eventually master words containing all 29 common vowel 

graphs and 200 high frequency words of English-text.  

c. Instruction aimed at highly enjoyable instructional intensity, through 

i. Games (containing words meeting a set criteria) which are designed to achieve high 

response rate in minimum time. 

ii. Reading ten words of manageable difficulty in a Set of 10, is a quick and highly 

manageable task, easily linked into motivating reward systems and games. 

 

6.1.6.2.1 Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills 
(DIBELS): A way forward 

Ushering in a new age of reading assessment optimally guiding reading-accuracy instruction are Good and 

Kaminski’s Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills  (DIBELS, Good & Kaminski, 2002a; Good 

& Kaminski, 2002b; Good, Wallin, Simmons, Kame'enui, & Kaminski, 2002). We spent time with 

Professor Roland Good and the DIBELS team at University of Oregon, and in regional schools using 

DIBELS in January 2005, and will this year investigate the effectiveness of DIBELS in Mackay region 

schools. These highly rigorous carefully-developed assessments are now used by over 6000 American 

schools, involving approximately 3 million students, and their use continues to burgeon. DIBELS is 

strongly in keeping with Hoover and Gough’s (1990) Simple Model, and uses a developmental model of 

effective reading mastery which matches (and predates) the ‘Big Ideas’ of the National Reading Panel 

(2000) and Reading First (U.S. Congress, 2001, 2002b; United States Government, 2004). Characteristics 

of DIBELS assessments are as follows: 

1. Free-to-use, being downloadable from the DIBELS website. 

2. Very quick to administer, with each assessment probe measuring a one minute sample of the 

student’s performance on that measure. 

3. Thoroughly researched (e.g. Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS), 2003; 

Good & Kaminski, 2002a, 2002b; Good et al., 2002). 

4. Offering powerful opportunities for gradual development of educational research skills in teachers 

and reading professionals using DIBELS. 
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5. Using a range of assessments mapped to the ‘Big Ideas’. 

6. Used at all primary year levels. 

7. Yielding useful diagnostic and achievement data. 

8. Providing benchmark standards indicating whether students’ progress rate (and thus current 

instruction) is satisfactory or in need of further instructional support. 

9. Providing benchmark comparison results at multiple levels (child, class, school, district, state, 

nation) thus allowing assessment of effectiveness of instructional practices. 

10. Including tests of  

a. Phonemic awareness: onset-recognition and phoneme segmenting fluency. 

b. Letter-knowledge. 

c. Reading-accuracy: pseudoword reading, oral reading fluency. 

d. Language comprehension: oral retell fluency, vocabulary knowledge. 

These tests seem highly rigorous and immensely valuable tools for building knowledge of reading 

achievement levels, and monitoring student progress. It will be interesting to explore their use in Australian 

contexts. 

 

Conclusion 

This section has explored models of assessment. It is considered that  

1. Effective classroom assessment must be efficient i.e., involve as little work intensification as 

possible, and be useful in multiple ways in supporting planning and instruction. To this end, it 

should provide valid micro-level data which guides teacher’s decision making as to the next steps of 

instruction to be provided for a student. 

2. Assessment at systems and national level is efficient when it involves as little work intensification as 

possible, and data which is valuable at both macro-level (school and system level) and micro-level 

(instruction of a class or individual student).  

Widely used current Australian assessment models do not meet these criteria, such that there are needs to 

find more effective reading and reading-accuracy assessments. It is possible that DIBELS assessments 

(Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS), 2003) will prove highly useful macro and 

micro-level assessments of reading-accuracy.  

 

6.1.7 Instructional expertise as a pivotal variable 
The critical factor in effective instruction is the learning done by the child. Educators can most powerfully 

influence this learning through providing consistently excellent instruction which is individualised so it 

matches precisely to the child’s instructional needs at each point in his/her skill development, i.e., so expert 

instruction occurs in each ‘teaching moment’. Teachers build instructional expertise through interactions of 

personal characteristics and teaching experiences with the instructional supports they are provided with to 

build their expertise.  

Instructional expertise differentiates expert from novice teachers, in that novice teachers work step-by-step, 

unable to consider big picture perspectives, while expert teachers draw on these refined forms of knowledge 

of the subject area, student achievement and student instructional needs. From cognitive processing 

perspectives, expert teachers can be considered as having automaticity on many aspects of instruction, such 
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that processing capacity is available for thinking on other aspects. Because of this an expert teacher can 

analyse the instruction needs of a particular child during an instructional instance, and modify the activity to 

meet the child’s needs. In contrast, novice teachers use all their cognitive processing in just going through 

set instructional processes. Teachers who have not been provided with appropriate instructional supports, 

and thus do not focus attention on systematic reading-accuracy instruction can be considered novice 

teachers with respect to reading-accuracy instruction – their cognitive processing is occupied on potentially 

nonessential aspects of reading instruction, such that they fail to notice important aspects of children’s 

learning and failure to learn. In achieving school capacity, it is considered vital for staff to be professionally 

competent in instruction and assessment approaches appropriate to curricula for their particular students, 

with the building of teachers’ knowledge and skills an integral aspect of raising student outcomes (B. Joyce, 

Calhoun, & Hopkins, 1999; Kruse, Louis, & Bryk, 1994). 

Studies of ‘expert teachers’ are providing information on the role of teacher expertise in achieving effective, 

efficient, carefully balanced instruction s(National Research Council, 1998a; Pressley, Allington, Wharton-

McDonald, Collins Block, & Mandel Morrow, 2001; Taylor, Pearson, & Clark, 2000). Importantly, lower 

achieving students make significantly higher progress when taught by highly effective teachers as opposed 

to less effective teachers (Pressley et al., 2001). Pressley and associates found effective Year 1 teachers to 

be working a balanced approach to literacy instruction combining key aspects of Whole Language and skills 

instruction guided by student needs for both systematic explicit reading-accuracy instruction at single word 

level, and immersion in extensive reading of real literature and writing. In addition to significantly stronger 

achievement, Pressley and colleagues noted significantly better instructional balance, instructional density, 

scaffolding, encouragement of self-regulation, integration of reading and writing, high expectations, and 

good classroom management. The excellent instruction of the effective teachers was characterized by high 

expectations, classrooms filled with print and literate experiences, in-class libraries, daily reading to 

students, students as active readers and writers, and daily explicit instruction on phonological recoding, 

vocabulary, comprehension strategies, and critical thinking skills.  Their students achieved significantly 

higher in reading, writing, self-regulation and engagement. Teachers conveyed the importance of literacy, 

created risk-free classrooms of interest and excitement, and encouraged ‘I can read. I can write.’ attitudes. 

They had thorough awareness of each child’s current literacy levels and worked carefully from those 

individual starting points, explaining goals, providing appropriate scaffolding and feedback, and achieving 

powerful and balanced individualised instruction. They were also characterised by instructional density: 

students spending more time on academic tasks, far more skills covered during every hour of instruction, 

and students doing lots of academically rich processing  e.g., reading and writing, and very little 

nonacademic processing e.g., drawing a picture to illustrate a story which has been heard. 

Pressley and colleagues found less effective teachers were unable to ‘integrate skills instruction and 

holistic experiences’ with the same level of expertise, such that their instruction was characterized as 

disjointed and of far lower density. Pressley et al emphasise the importance of high levels of teacher 

expertise, and comment on the complexity of all early childhood classrooms and the significantly 

higher levels of complexity of excellent early childhood classrooms (Pressley et al., 2001, p.39):  

Effective curriculum balance can be thought of as juggling hundreds of balls in the air, each 

carefully coordinated with the others - the particular balance of ‘‘balls’ varying from child 

to child and from situation to situation during the school day. 

It is useful to reflect on the principles of instruction discussed in this chapter as they apply to classroom 

instruction. For this purpose, the reading instruction of three classrooms I have observed recently are 

detailed here and discussed below: 

1. A Year 1 in southern classroom was typical of many charming literacy instruction sessions I have 

observed in Queensland classrooms. It was characterised by 
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a. 1 very keen teacher, 1 aide for half of the time, 25 children, no ability streaming, no visible 

evidence of students with disabilities or major behaviour difficulties. 

b. Program developed by teacher, and including Jolly Phonics early reading program. 

c. Students showing strong indicators of good reading and writing progress (from my 

observations of the students at work, plus work samples).  

a. High level of instructional density of the balanced nature described by Pressley et al (2001), 

seen in  

i. Equally strong emphasis on  

1. Intense phonics and reading-accuracy instruction using decontextualised 

words and word parts. 

2. Extensive reading of small reading books. 

ii. Groups moving from activity to activity on an organised basis: 

1. Word making game, using letter cards. 

2. Jolly Phonics lesson. 

3. Shared, guided and independent reading. 

4. Spelling game, with the week’s spelling words. 

iii. Lots of creative writing, and valuing of creativity, rich vocabulary and spelling 

approximations in rough draft writing. 

iv. High standards of behaviour, responsibility and learning. 

v. Craft, relaxed communication and fun.  

2. A Year 2 classroom in southern Queensland was characterised by adherence to a popular 

commercial reading program with inappropriate emphases for naïve self-learners. It was 

characterised by 

a. 1 experienced teacher, very familiar with teaching normal-progress readers, but new to 

intervention for delayed readers. 

b. 12 lowest readers of a year level streamed for literacy instruction. 

c. Strong adherence to PM Benchmark Readers, the reading program selected by the school 

because of its assessment program which allocates students to particular reading levels on the 

basis of reading of benchmark passages. 

d. The teacher was concerned about her students’ lack of progress, and had asked for advice in 

changing instruction to support increased learning. 

e. The lesson involved 

i. Half the group working with the teacher, doing shared, guided and independent 

reading of the reader being focussed on that week. They had read the same book 

several times that week. There seemed very few mechanisms in place to detect 

readers who were not making reading-accuracy gains and were instead copying by 

use of other strategies (contextual supports combined with previously known words, 

and memorising of storyline and some sentences from repeated reading of the text.  

ii. The other half working at their desks without adult support, doing deskwork activities 

related to that week’s book and photocopied from the reading program manual. The 
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students were all working on the same task. There seemed very few mechanisms in 

place to detect readers who were not making reading-writing gains, and who were 

seeming to make progress through correctly completed tasks. Students who had 

difficulty reading the instructions, or writing the sentence responses demanded of the 

task, would check their neighbour’s response and write that one. 

iii. Examination of the program showed that  

1. Each week’s unit was built around the program reader, and key sight words 

from within that reader.  

2. No cumulative sight-word skill building was used from unit to unit. The sight 

words emphasised in each new reader were completely new and no revision 

seemed incorporated.  

3. There seemed very few mechanisms in place to detect readers not making 

effective permanent memories of the words which were worked with, and 

were effectively forgetting last week’s words while ‘learning’ this week’s 

words. 

4. No phonics instruction, systematic or otherwise. 

f. Observation of the children’s reading skill indicated that they had retained very few of the 

sight words learned. (As a practitioner and parent, I had observed this form of classroom 

reading-accuracy instruction in the past and found that while normal-progress readers cope, 

at-risk readers do not, probably due to major difficulties at-risk readers have making 

effective long-term memories it given sufficiently practice.) 

g. The teacher was very keen to improve the student’s learning. I explained the weak points of 

the program, and suggested that she also work systematically to develop automatic reading of 

CVC words with aeiou vowels and the 200 most frequent words of English-text, using 

memory-snap and board games. 

h. The teacher obviously got to work right away. A few months later, she wrote to report on 

gains she and her students had made from the changes, discussing very major reading gains 

students had made both in reading single words and their reading-scheme reading books, 

many going from knowing 10 words to 200 words, and mastering fluent phonemic recoding. 

3. An American school’s Grade 2 reading program I observed was characterised by instructional 

intensity using commercial Direct Instruction programs: 

a. Highly intense instruction: 

i. Emphasis on instructional intensity 

ii. Range of programs used, all using Direct Instruction. 

b. High adult: child ratios for literacy learning time: 

i. Teachers plus aides trained in DI programs. 

ii. Year 2 groupings for literacy: 

1. 2 groups in the Year 2 classroom, one of 3 children, one of 5 children (a few 

children were away that day, one group with a teacher, the other with the 

trained paraprofessional (Highly professional approach by both such that I 

was unable to work out which one was the teacher). 

2. High risk readers working in the resource room: 
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a. 2 groups with 1:1, 1 group 1:3, 1 group 1:5. 

3. All groups using commercial reading programs of a Direct Instruction genre. 

Activities strongly focussed on reading-accuracy and reading of 

decontextualised words (possibly because the school had timetabled their 

program so we would see as much as possible of their reading program). 

It is useful to reflect on the characteristics of these three classes (see Table 6.1) using the content discussed 

in this thesis thus far. 

 

Table 6.1 

Comparison of characteristics of three classrooms focussed on effective reading-accuracy and reading in 

both normal-progress and at-risk readers 

 Class1 Class 2 Class 3 

Instructional Intensity High Low (Became high) High 

Type of instruction Teacher’s program using 

direct instruction 

Commercial program, 

then direct instruction 

Commercial Direct 

Instruction program 

Effectiveness Very high Low (Became high) High 

Staff: student ratio 1.3: 25 1:13 1:5 

Professional expertise Seemed very high Seemed low then high Not required 

Fun & creativity Very high Low Low 

 

Effective student learning happened in all three classrooms. The first class seemed to be optimal reading 

instruction, but we have no adequate measures of reading-accuracy progress to know whether this is the 

case. The second was suboptimal because the teacher was relying on her reading program as being an 

effective instructional support, when in fact it was not. The program had likely been chosen by the school 

because it offered a means of assessing reading progress. That teacher was keen, and aware that current 

instruction was not effective, a word to the wise was enough, and her instruction changed dramatically in 

the very short term, and is likely to continue to improve. The third class was guaranteed to be effective, 

through scripted Direct Instruction and small group numbers, and DIBELS assessments to monitor students’ 

progress and guide instructional decisionmaking. It was also teacherproofed, guaranteeing effective 

instruction to the level Direct Instruction allows, and not requiring teacher expertise, just well trained staff – 

one could not tell who was a teacher, and who was a paraprofessional, as all were expert in Direct 

Instruction (2003; G. L. Adams & Engelmann, 1996; Hempenstall, 1999; N.V., 2004), and all groups were 

doing the same activity. The American school reports having made very impressive progress in reading 

achievement, since DIBELS began to be used. The effectiveness of Direct Instruction was high, but I 

suspect not as high as the Australian Class 1, and I wondered if DIBELS plus instructional intensity with 

appropriate content was the formula for success in the American class.  

I reflected at length on optimal reading-accuracy instruction, the role of teacher expertise, and the role of 

enjoyable learning. While I only observed the reading instruction time in the American school, and not other 

aspects of their literacy program, I found the program effective, but dull and uninteresting. I was also sure 

that with the instructional intensity not individualised according to children’s needs, much of it was 

unnecessary for many children in the group – for them, one could say ‘Read this word’, rather than words to 

the effect of ‘Say the letters…now say the sounds…let’s say them again…read the word to yourself.. let’s 

read the word together….now.’ I also knew I could achieve the same instructional intensity using games 

rather than scripted drill (Galletly, 1999, 2001), but that many teachers lacking expertise would not achieve 
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this instructional intensity unless using a scripted program like Direct Instruction. I am confident that the 

Direct Instruction instruction in the American classrooms was doing no harm, and was not necessarily found 

boring by the children, but it lacked the ‘charm’ of Australian classrooms, and classrooms seen later in 

Estonia and Wales, with their variety of methods of delivery. It caused me to reflect on how most Australian 

reading instruction, whether Skills Development or Whole Language, low effectiveness or high 

effectiveness is lots of fun and variety (as was the reading instruction we saw in Estonia and Wales), except 

in instances like Class 2 where teachers teach strictly according to a commercial program. It is likely that 

optimal instruction is the achieving of instructional intensity akin to that of Direct Instruction but through 

using teacher-directed programs focussed on enjoyable systematic learning using principles of direct 

instruction, i.e., the principles discussed in this chapter. It is likely that to achieve the instructional 

effectiveness of Class 1 above, Australia needs to replace inappropriate instructional supports (such as those 

supporting the teacher in Class 2, above) with highly effective instructional supports. The improving of 

Australian instructional supports of reading and reading-accuracy instruction is a major focus of the next 

chapter. 

In terms of teacher expertise, I realise that while Direct Instruction guarantees an effective level of 

expertise, it is the expertise more of Carr and Kemmis’ (1986) teacher as tradesperson rather than teacher as 

professional. This is not to say that many highly skilled teachers with keen professional decisionmaking 

might not choose to use Direct Instruction programs as a component of their literacy program. Component 

of a program vs. entire program seems an important issue. Observing children of all levels of self-learning 

capacity doing the same scripted program by teachers and paraprofessionals made me want more flexible 

options.  

In thinking on the Australian classrooms, I realised that teacher expertise in Australia is gained by chance 

rather than being guaranteed through the effectiveness of Australian instructional supports. With minimal 

support through many if not most preservice programs, and no curriculum support for effective reading-

accuracy instruction, it is likely that new teachers develop reading-accuracy expertise through school-

developed and commercial programs used in schools, and the expertise of teacher mentors at the schools 

new teachers work in. Was it the first teacher’s expertise that caused her to choose to use Jolly Phonics 

(Lloyd, 1993) or was it happenstance that she chose it, finding it highly effective when individualised 

according to her class’ needs? Would I have seen opposite scenarios in Class 1 and Class 2, had 

happenstance dictated that the teachers had chosen the other’s commercial program? It seems most 

unhealthy to have chance as a major component of instructional delivery. 

 

Conclusion 

Classrooms are complex situations, and achieving instructional excellence is a complex journey. Some 

teachers are expert, with high levels of pedagogical content knowledge, automatic skills, and effortless 

management of the myriad complexities of classroom instruction. Others may work just as hard, but 

classroom and student complexity combined with less expertise prevents excellent instruction and learning 

taking place.  

Optimal reading-accuracy instruction would seem to achieve high levels of instructional intensity which 

meets the needs of individual students. This occurs through instructional decisionmaking which finetunes 

learning activities according to individual students’ self-learning capacity and instructional needs.  

Teacher expertise in reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction is a pivotal factor in 

achieving effective reading and reading-accuracy instruction for Australian students, both normal-progress 

and at-risk readers. It needs to be guaranteed, not occurring by chance. It is not guaranteed at present due to 

inadequate Australian instructional supports of effective reading-accuracy instruction. Australian 

instructional supports will be the focus of the next chapter. 
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The following section of this chapter details a model supporting the development of reading-accuracy 

instruction individualised to meet the needs of learners according to their differing levels of self-learning 

capacity. I have developed the model from reflection on the reading research literature, my experience as a 

practitioner, and instructional situations. It is designed to support practising and preservice teachers in their 

reflection, planning, assessment and instruction to achieve effective reading-accuracy instruction. 

 

6.2 A model of Core Literacy Instruction 
This section unfolds a model of Core Literacy Instruction I have developed within this study. It has several 

components developed throughout the thesis up to this point, and in the following subsections. Aspects 

developed in earlier chapters of the thesis and which will not be further developed here, have the relevant 

thesis section included in brackets. The components include: 

1. Features of Core Literacy and Continuing Literacy. 

2. Core Literacy subskills (Section 2.2.1)  

3. Three stages of Core and Continuing Literacy Development: 

a. Stage 1: Pre Core Mastery 

b. Stage 2: Core Mastery 

c. Stage 3: Advanced Continuing Literacy 

4. A model of Core Literacy instruction for Stage 2 learning, which reduces task cognitive load to 

levels commensurate with students’ available central literacy processing skill levels (processing 

capacity).  

5. Student aspects including 

a. Peripheral student factors affecting motivation and achievement (Sections 4.1-2). 

b. Student central literacy processing skills (Section 4.3.3 & 4.3.5). 

c. Student literacy achievement profiles.  

6. Instructional aspects including 

a. Teacher instructional variables. 

b. Literacy skills development contexts. 

c. Intensity of instructional focus. 

d. Instruction-as-metacognition 

e. Decisionmaking on instructional content  

 

 

 

6.2.1 Characteristics of Core and Continuing Literacy 
There are countless conceptions of literacy, from relatively narrow definitions, with literacy relating 

specifically to interactions with print, to extremely broad notions, with literacy including print literacy, 

verbal interactions and meaning making in general. To bring clarity of focus on to specific literacy skills 

such as reading-accuracy, it is useful to consider two developmental aspects of literacy: Core Literacy and 
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Continuing Literacy. Core Literacy skills are those developmentally early, more technical reading and 

writing skills that empower one to advance in other wider literacy frames. To isolate Core Literacy skills, 

consider the task of supporting a bright student with excellent verbal language skills and very severe 

phonological and word-attack skill weakness. If you read the words aloud, and scribe the words the student 

dictates, the student does powerful academic work. Those skills you have isolated that you would do 

because the student cannot do them well enough, are Core Literacy skills. In the sense of Chall’s (1989) 

concept that children first learn to read and write, then read and write to learn, it is usual for the early period 

of schooling to contain emphasis on Core Literacy until those skills are at a fluent level – first we learn to 

read and write. Core Literacy components include all aspects of reading accuracy, writing accuracy, 

handwriting, and spelling skills and subskills.  

Continuing Literacy skills fit with a lifelong learning perspective – we start in infancy and go from strength 

to strength. Examples of Continuing Literacy tasks include a very young child enjoying being read to, 

young children writing a shopping list (lines, not letters, but meaningful nonetheless), and an older student 

or adult writing a great narrative, report or project, enjoying independent reading of books and reflecting on 

them at length, reading a newspaper, and reading books by a favourite author.  

Core Literacy Skills support Continuing Literacy Skills. They are the oil which supports smooth progress in 

Continuing Literacy.  

 

6.2.1.1 The role of Core and Continuing Language and Core 

and Continuing Literacy 

Reading comprehension is a Continuing Literacy skill, which builds from Core Literacy (reading-accuracy) 

and language skills. Language comprehension and expression are not considered Core Literacy components. 

Language is instead a separate factor, which has its own Core and Continuing aspects. Language involves 

both words and thought. 

Core Language skills are the healthy receptive and expressive language skills of an average level for a 

normal-progress reader. The level of language skill equating to Core Language skills for beginning readers 

will vary from country to country depending on age of starting school. For English-text readers, they are 

language skills at language age 5 to 6 years, while for Finnish and Italian readers, they are language skills at 

language age 7 to 8 years. Students whose Core Language skills are below average will need support to 

develop their language skills to an effective level if they are to achieve normal-progress reading 

comprehension. Core language skills include 

1. Language comprehension: 

a. Understanding of a wide range of vocabulary of appropriate maturity. 

b. Understanding of specific language concepts. 

c. Understanding of a wide range of mature sentence structures. 

2. Expressive language: 

a. Ability to flexibly use grammatical sentences. 

b. Ability to flexibly use a wide range of different words. 

c. Ability to express ideas verbally. 

In some ways, Core Language skills can be considered the language skills one would develop if not 

receiving educational stimulation (sophisticated school and life learning). Continuing Language skills are 

those sophisticated language skills which build on Core Language skills. Many aspects of school learning 
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involve Continuing Language skills. Students develop these skills through instruction, encouragement, 

skillbuilding and metacognitive reflection. Continuing Language skills include skills in 

1. Flexibly using and understanding sophisticated vocabulary, concepts and grammatical forms. 

2. Understanding of subtlety, colloquialisms, humour, opinions, and texts using diverse mediums. 

3. Awareness of sociocultural influences in spoken and written texts: 

a. The social contexts of spoken and written texts, authors and audiences. 

b. The wide range of different perspectives from which opinions emerge: 

c. The motivations of text producers (speakers and writers). 

d. The varying power of different genres and discourses. 

4. Flexibly expressing and reflecting on, and linking diverse ideas for a range of purposes, e.g., to 

entertain (narratives) and inform (reports). 

a. Monitoring content, concepts, words and sentence structures while speaking and writing. 

b. Creative flexible selecting and organising of concepts such as characters, storyline, and 

organisational structure of spoken and written expression. 

c. Evaluating and improve aspects of meaning, grammar, vocabulary and logical reasoning 

when reflecting on first drafts of oral and written texts.  

5. Logical reasoning and problem solving skills. 

6. Social comprehension and engagement skills. 

a. Social justice and empowerment/disempowerment issues. 

It can be seen from this list that Continuing Language skills are an integral part of Continuing Literacy. It is 

likely that 

Continuing Literacy = Continuing Language + Core Literacy. 

Core and Continuing Literacy concepts can be located within Luke and Freebody's (2000) four resources 

model (see Figure 6.4). Core Literacy (reading-accuracy) is strongly Code Breaker, actioned primarily 

through print mode, with some visual/motor mode. A small element of reading-accuracy (Core Literacy) is 

used in Meaning Maker and Text User roles. High level thinking belongs in Continuing Literacy, thus 

Continuing Literacy is the larger proportion of Meaning Maker and Text User roles, and the entirety of the 

Text Analyst role. With language and thinking skills being a huge component of Continuing Literacy skills, 

as developed below, it is seen that Meaning Maker, Text User, and Text Analyst roles are largely language 

and thought.  

 
 Speech Print Visual/Motor 

Code Breaker  CORE LITERACY  

Meaning Maker        

Text User        

Text Analyst   CONTINUING 

LITERACY 

  

 

Figure 6.4. Integrating Core and Continuing Literacy with Luke and Freebody’s (2000) Four Resources model 
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6.2.1.2 Cognitive load in reading-accuracy development 

and instruction  

With transparent-orthography reading-accuracy development being a rather effortless rapid process, and 

English-text reading-accuracy development taking more than twice the time and probably far more effort, it 

is a hypothesis of this study that reading-accuracy difficulties in English-text at-risk readers result from 

imbalance between 

1. The very high cognitive load of English-text reading-accuracy development caused by English 

orthographic complexity. 

2. Insufficient student levels of reading-accuracy (cognitive) processing efficiency.  

This section explores these two factors and this hypothesis, then erroneous assumptions underlying current 

Australian reading-accuracy instruction, which have built from lack of awareness of English orthographic 

complexity (and the resultant high cognitive load of English-text reading-accuracy). It then explores aspects 

of orthographic disadvantage experienced by English-text at-risk readers, i.e., secondary disadvantages at-

risk readers experience due to reading-accuracy being so challenging to master.  

 

6.2.1.3 Reading-accuracy task-complexity and cognitive 

load  

As discussed in Chapter 4, complex tasks usually have multiple subskill components. When students are not 

automatic on a subskill, it requires more processing effort. Each nonautomatic subskill individually provides 

additive high cognitive load. In at-risk students, this increases the likelihood of cognitive overload, failure 

on the task due to insufficient processing capacity. Examples of such cognitive overload abound. The 

student who can easily say the word made by a list of 2 sound and 3 sound words (e.g., c-ar, sh-u-t), but 

fails with 4 sound and 5 sound words (e.g., f-l-a-p, s-t-r-ee-t) would seem to have less of a blending 

difficulty and more of a cognitive overload difficulty. With the added load of listing the letters of a word, 

such students are usually unable to recode 3 sound words. The student with good listening comprehension 

but poor reading-accuracy, who shows poor reading comprehension on a passage which was read accurately 

but slowly, is quite possibly experiencing cognitive overload issues. With working memory used to process 

unfamiliar words (which were then read correctly), insufficient capacity is left to process the meaning of 

what is being read. As a practitioner, I frequently observe both these instances of overload, which are 

indicative of low working memory capacity. Not uncommonly this occurs in students who have scored well 

on the WISC-III Digit Span subtest, which measures short-term and working memory. It seems possible that 

Digit Span is a simple task, often enjoyed by these students, yet when more complex processing is involved 

in processing of phonological information, as in blending sounds, and reading-accuracy in the examples just 

discussed, cognitive load becomes more obvious.  

Capacity temporarily reduced by issues such as affect or tiredness offers a likely reason for variability in 

student performance on different days and times. Capacity may also be reduced by distraction (with 

processing capacity thus allocated to that distraction). Such effects may result in a student making 

unexpected errors on a seemingly manageable task. The student whose written expression is either (a) very 

neat, perfectly spelled and rather dull, or (b) very untidy, badly spelled, but full of great vocabulary and 

original thinking, is probably showing this cognitive overload. The overload is due to processing capacity 

being compromised by the competing demands of Core and Continuing Literacy, a feature of Stage 2 

literacy development.   
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6.2.1.4 Cognitive-load stages of reading-accuracy 

development  

An instructional focus on Continuing Literacy instruction does not wait for Core Literacy skill development 

to occur, but starts from the moment students begin school. Core and Continuing Literacy can be considered 

as having three stages (see Figure 6.5 and Table 6.2), each of which has distinctive instructional and 

cognitive demands.  

0 % 

5 yrs 10 yrs 15 yrs 

50 % 

100 % 

8+/-0.5yrs 0 yrs 

 

Figure 6.5. Proportions of instructional emphasis allocated to Core Literacy and Continuing Literacy in 

relation to literacy age level 

  

Table 6.2 

The three stages of Core and Continuing Literacy development and features of each stage 

 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

Core Literacy stage Pre-Core Mastery Core Mastery  Post-Core Mastery 

Continuing Literacy 

stage 

Early Continuing Literacy Continuing Literacy during 

Core Mastery 

Advanced Continuing 

Literacy 

Core Literacy 

emphases 

Negligible emphasis  Major emphasis on core 

skills of reading, spelling 

and handwriting accuracy. 

Little emphasis on core 

skills due to automatic core 

skills.  

Continuing Literacy 

emphases 

Emphasis on meaning making, participation, and authentic meaningful literacy 

experiences. 

Working memory in 

Continuing Literacy 

tasks 

Working memory fully 

freed for Continuing 

Literacy. 

Working memory shared 

between demands of Core 

& Continuing Literacy.  

Working memory 

increasingly freed for 

Continuing Literacy. 

Possible length of 

stages  

From birth to school entry 

(for most students) 

Early school years to 

reading age 8.5 +/-1.0 yrs. 

From literacy age  

8.5+/- 1.0 years.  

Stages length for 

students with 

reading difficulties 

From birth to school entry 

(for most students) 

All years till reading levels 

of approximately 8.5 +/- 

1.0 years are reached. 

Later school years for 

many students; never 

achieved by some people. 
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6.2.1.4.1 Stage 1: Early Continuing Literacy 

For most students Stage 1, the stage of early Continuing Literacy, continues from infancy till school entry 

(see Figure 6.5). It is a stage of unfettered Continuing Literacy: With little emphasis on accuracy of literacy 

skills, students’ working memory is almost entirely available for working on Continuing Literacy aspects. 

Additionally, there is little pressure for literacy performance, and as working memory capacity is best in the 

absence of anxiety and stress, Stage 1 is often a time of powerful relaxed and enjoyed learning about 

literacy. Early Continuing Literacy development is seen in babies, toddlers and preschoolers observing, 

experiencing and participating in authentic literacy acts, such as enjoying being read to and discussing the 

book that has been read, and roleplaying as a reader or writer in sometimes playful but often extremely 

purposeful contexts. A letter written to one’s grandmother when aged 3 years, for example, may not involve 

real letters and words, but is likely to contain great depths of meaning. 

 

6.2.1.4.2 Stage 2: Core Mastery and Compromised Continuing 
Literacy 

Stage 2, the stage of Core Literacy mastery, commences shortly after school entry for most students: Less 

frequently it may commence prior to school entry, either self-initiated through interest in letter and word 

aspects of literacy, or adult initiated through creating motivation and contexts for such learning; it may also 

commence well after school entry if curriculum decisions delay commencement of instruction on Core 

Literacy aspects. The amount of time and proportion of instructional emphasis in different school systems 

varies considerably: In most Queensland state schools, Core Literacy instruction does not commence till 

after the beginning of Year 1, currently students’ first formal year of schooling, with Continuing Literacy 

being almost the entire instructional emphasis of students’ Preschool year (Queensland School Curriculum 

Council, 1998). In other systems, a strong early skills development emphasis might see Core Literacy 

instruction commencing virtually from the start of school attendance.  

 

6.2.1.4.3 Stage 2 divides normal-progress and at-risk readers 

Although some children in Stage 1 will be considered at-risk of reading delay, it is likely that it is not until 

the task demands of Stage 2 begin, that reading delay commences. To support consideration of healthy and 

delayed development, it is useful to consider two categories of achievers:  

1. Normal-progress readers, who make healthy progress and thus enter Stage 3 at a chronological age 

equal or below their literacy achievement age. 

2. At-risk readers: young at-risk or struggling learners and older delayed readers. 

Stage 2 instruction for English readers thus involves a very large proportion of students: all students in the 

lower years of schooling, and perhaps 20-40% of older students (Education Queensland, 2000; Masters & 

Forster, 1996).  

If reading-accuracy is a gateway skill, it would seem that Stage 2 is where the ‘great divide’ between 

successful and unsuccessful readers begins, and that from here Matthew Effects become more and more 

obvious. It is therefore Stage 2 where highly effective reading-accuracy instruction is required. 

It is powerful to reflect on English-text readers’ movement through Stage 2. To support consideration of 

healthy and delayed development, the model considers two categories of achievers: regular achievers (who 

begin Stage 3 at chronological age equal or below their literacy achievement age) and at-risk learners 

(young at-risk or struggling learners and older delayed readers). Stage 2 instruction for Australian readers 

thus involves a very large proportion of students: all students in the lower years of schooling, and perhaps 
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20-40% of older students (Education Queensland, 2000; Masters & Forster, 1996). In lasting much longer 

than Stage 2 instruction for simple-orthographies, and in involving normal and at-risk readers, instructional 

emphases for readers of English-text need to be very different to those for students of simple orthographies.  

The vast majority of transparent-orthography readers enter Stage 3 very soon after starting school i.e., when 

reading-accuracy is mastered. For most English students, Stage 2 mastery and cracking the codes of English 

is long, challenging hard work, and instruction to build reading accuracy takes many years (see Figure 6.5, 

earlier).  

In lasting much longer than Stage 2 instruction for transparent orthographies, and in involving both regular 

and at-risk readers, instructional emphases for English-text readers need to be very different to those for 

students of transparent orthographies.  

 

6.2.1.4.4 Compromised cognitive load in Stage 2 

Unlike Stages 1 and 3, Stage 2 is a stage of compromised cognitive load: When working on Continuing 

Literacy tasks, working memory must be shared between Core Literacy and Continuing Literacy actions 

such that a key feature of this stage is cognitive overload (see Table 6.2). Students have finite levels of 

working memory that vary significantly depending on levels of student confidence and comfort in the task 

being worked on. Stage 2, Core Literacy skill development uses large amounts of working memory in the 

early stages of core skill development because new skills place such large demands on working memory. As 

skills become more automatic, they contribute less and less load. Stage 2 continues until students master 

Core Literacy to the extent that their processing capacity is no longer compromised by having to focus on 

aspects of Core Literacy when involved in Continuing Literacy tasks.  

 

6.2.1.4.5 Stage 3: Advanced Continuing Literacy 

Adults with effective literacy have powerful effective reading comprehension and written expression. 

Students move emergently into Stage 3, advanced Continuing Literacy, when Core Literacy skills are 

mastered to a sufficient level such that working memory is once again relatively unfettered, being largely 

freed up from needs for attention focussed on reading and writing accuracy, and now available for strong 

Continuing Literacy involvement. In Stage 3, Now able to use the core tools of literacy relatively 

effortlessly, students are now well equipped for Chall’s ‘reading and writing to learn’ (Chall, 1967, 1989, 

1996). Stage 3 continues throughout life. 

 

 

6.2.1.4.6 Stage Boundaries 

In the same way that Core Literacy and Continuing Literacy relate relatively symbiotically with no hard 

walls between them, there are no absolute criteria for the beginning and end of each of the three stages 

discussed here.  

There would definitely be many substages of each stage, including emergent stages when students are found 

positioned between two stages. As there is likely to be a fairly lengthy period when students are moving 

between Stage 2 and Stage 3, no longer struggling with massive compromised Continuing Literacy but still 

experiencing smaller, reducing but nonetheless significant levels of compromised cognitive load, it is 

possible that Stage 2 should be divided into two stages: Skill Mastery and Fluency Mastery, with high levels 

of cognitive load while students are initially building reading-accuracy skills and then decreasing cognitive 

load as they build fluency. 
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It is perhaps sensible to suggest a zone range as a level of core skill mastery where students move from 

predominantly Stage 2 compromised Continuing Literacy, to early Stage 3, advanced Continuing Literacy 

and  I am wondering if the end of Stage 2 might be a literacy age of perhaps 8.5 +/- 1.0 years (see Figure 

6.5). I consider that a literacy achievement level of 8.5 to 10.5 years is in the approximate zone, but equally 

consider that movement into Stage 3 is very much influenced by classroom climate with respect to risk 

taking, error making and the role of accuracy in Continuing Literacy tasks, and by levels of student 

confidence. A 7 yrs 0mth aged student at a literacy age of 8yrs 0mths would probably have strong internal 

locus of control oriented toward the reading process, high levels of appropriate confidence and self-concept 

as a literate person, and resultant expanded working memory in literacy tasks. This student would have 

vastly less cognitive load compromise and would be seen to work powerfully on both Core Literacy and 

Continuing Literacy fronts. In contrast, a hesitant older 10 or 13 year old student at the same 8yrs 0mths 

literacy age, but with little confidence as a literate person and a history of relatively negative experiences 

with print, might still need significant help to move effectively into Stage 3, despite being at a similar 

literacy age.  

 

6.2.1.4.7 Focussing into Stage 2 and reading-accuracy 
mastery 

This three stage submodel is a frame to support building of understanding of literacy development and 

aspects of instruction, for both regular and at-risk readers.  

For regular achievers, it is a generative model, explaining the literacy development of regular achievers. 

Young students build print experience and awareness in Stage 1, Early Continuing Literacy, then move into 

Stage 2, Core Mastery, where they steadily master Core Literacy skills whilst also building competence 

with Continuing Literacy aspects. They then move comfortably into Stage 3, Advanced Continuing 

Literacy.  

As a remedial model, it clearly shows that we see for at-risk achievers that Stage 2, Core Literacy Mastery, 

is the commonest point of literacy breakdown, that the cognitive load demands of this stage have huge 

implications for effective instruction of at-risk achievers. With the end of Stage 2 set as a literacy 

achievement age and not a chronological age, students may spend many years in this stage; some students 

will be in Stage 2 for their entire school and adult life.  

It is in the foregrounding of Stage 2 and considering at-risk students that the model of Core Literacy 

instruction shows its power. For at-risk achievers, Core Mastery and reading accuracy in particular are the 

primary points of literacy success and failure, and students classified as poor readers after a few years of 

schooling are highly likely to not catch up in later primary school and high school (National Research 

Council, 1998; Simmons & Kameenui, 1998). The development and implementation of effective prevention 

and early intervention initiatives to significantly increase the proportion of regular achievers in Stage 2 

represent powerful and efficient deployment of resources. Similarly, changed practices to significantly 

increase the proportion of at-risk achievers moving effectively into Stage 3 are highly worthy of 

exploration. 

 

6.2.1.4.8 Stage 2 differs for transparent-orthography vs. 
English-text readers 

As discussed in Chapter 3, Stage 2 for transparent-orthography readers is extremely brief, with less than 9 

months instruction being needed before most readers are fluent. As shown in Figure 6.6, the amount of 

instruction provided by teachers, schools and systems for transparent-orthography readers, from 
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commencement of learning to complete mastery of reading-accuracy is tiny in comparison to the amounts of 

instruction provided to English-text readers (see Figure 6.5, above). 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Instructional emphases for reading accuracy for students mastering reading of Italian, a highly 

transparent orthography 

 

Additionally, whereas the X-axis for English-text readers had to change from chronological age to reading-

accuracy age once reading-accuracy instruction started, because children’s reading-accuracy levels soon are 

broadly scattered, this is not necessary for transparent-orthography readers with virtually all readers 

mastering reading-accuracy at approximately the same time. 

6.2.2 Student Variables  
Aspects impacting student learning in literacy tasks include peripheral student factors that influence the 

student’s involvement and attitude in each learning instance, and central factors integrally involved in 

student’s cognitive processing of print information. Although peripheral factors strongly influence each 

student’s likelihood of being an at-risk Stage 2 learner, they do not make such difficulties inevitable. In 

contrast, central student factors make literacy difficulties virtually inevitable unless careful instructional 

modifications are made to accommodate students’ instructional needs.  

 

6.2.2.1 Peripheral student factors influencing motivation, 

attention and learning 

This category includes the many peripheral factors that define an individual student and his or her approach 

to literacy tasks: 

1. Sociocultural profile, including ethnicity, gender, life experiences and interests. 
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2. Developmental profile, including age and maturation. 

3. Abilities profile (levels of cognitive and multiple intelligences).  

4.   Academic profile (at-school and out of school) in areas other than literacy.  

5.   Literacy experiences profile (profiles of print experience as preschooler and student).  

6.   Motivation-attention profile (levels of attention, motivation and locus of control). 

Each of these factors can have a major impact on a specific student’s actioning of learning and literacy, and 

the cumulative effect of interacting factors will usually be much higher. The ‘Student Peripheral Variables’ 

category is deliberately broad - it contains the many aspects influencing a student’s literacy performance 

which are peripheral rather than central, as discussed in Chapter 4. The importance of the influence of these 

factors on literacy learning and performance is emphasised nonetheless in the category being placed as one 

of the outer layers of the circular model discussed later. Being an outer layer symbolises peripheral student 

factors as peripheral but nonetheless influencing all aspects of instruction and learning contained further 

within the circle (see Figure 6.7; the inner components of the diagram are discussed in detail later in the 

paper).  

 

 

Figure 6.7. Peripheral instruction variables and student peripheral variables as outer rings of the circular 

model of Core Literacy instruction  

 

Intelligence as a peripheral factor 

Cognitive intelligence (as measured by tests providing intelligence quotients) is included as a peripheral 

factor rather than as a central literacy processing skill. Although higher intelligence increases the likelihood 

of student success with literacy, high intelligence is an extremely poor predictor of both the literacy 

difficulties experienced by many bright students with learning disabilities, and of the rate of progress these 

students make (see Section 4.1.3.4, Siegel, 2003).  
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Peripheral attention skills as a peripheral factor 

In the model, attention skills are considered as two separate types of attention skills: 

1. Peripheral attention: the student’s level of active attention in each specific learning instance. 

2. Central attention: the student’s cognitive processing skills related to attending and 

distractibility. 

Peripheral attention weakness is included as a student peripheral factor, whilst central attention weakness is 

considered a literacy processing skill. Students learn most effectively when experiencing successful 

engaged learning. This occurs when they are actively involved in their learning, with attention keenly 

focused, and are succeeding at the work they are doing (Mercer, 1991). At-risk learners may experience 

very minimal levels of successful engaged learning, often due to not being actively engaged in the learning 

task. Poor attention on a task may stem from three areas:  

1. Peripheral attention weakness from factors such as low motivation for print activities, learned 

helplessness, low literacy self-concept, lack of interest in the current activity, classroom distractions, 

tiredness, hunger, lack of familiarity with classroom practices, and second language comprehension 

difficulties. 

2. Instructional aspects such as task difficulty and appropriateness. 

3. Central attention weakness, often diagnosed as Attention Deficit Disorder-Inattentive type or 

Auditory Processing Disorder. 

Peripheral attention weakness is included in the model as a student peripheral factor, instructional aspects 

are included as teacher instructional factors, and central attention weakness is considered one aspect of 

central literacy processing skills. 

 

6.2.2.2 Central student factors influencing literacy 

learning 

Central student factors include the student’s  

1. Stage of Core Literacy development including 

a. Literacy achievement profile including  

i. Levels of skill and achievement with reading accuracy, reading comprehension, writing 

accuracy and written expression in Core Literacy and Continuing Literacy tasks. 

ii. Levels of skill and achievement with contributing subskills of Core Literacy, including 

adequate language comprehension and expression skills and subskills (Torgesen, 2002). 

2. Central processing skills (central literacy processing skills, self-learning capacity).  

 

6.2.3 The model of Core Literacy Instruction 
It is highly likely that it is the high cognitive load of early Stage 2 that separates normal-progress from at-

risk readers. As discussed in Chapter 4, when high task load of reading-accuracy development meets low 

levels of student central literacy processing skills, at-risk readers fail to master early reading-accuracy.  

Effective instruction must be focussed on students’ point of need, thus instructors need high levels of 

knowledge of reading-accuracy development in both normal-progress and at-risk readers, as discussed in the 

last section. They also need high expertise in modifying instruction so it meets students’ instructional needs 
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while maintaining low task load. This section explores aspects of instruction which allow effective reading-

accuracy instruction while maintaining low task load.  

In order to increase the proportion of students successfully mastering Stage 2 literacy, it is extremely 

important that teachers are skilled in awareness and implementation of effective reading-accuracy (Core 

Literacy) instruction for at-risk learners. In relation to a new skill that is being taught, all learners have 

needs for  

1. Understanding and scaffolded mastery of the concept being taught. 

2. Sufficient practice to build performance of that skill to an automatic level. 

3. Effective maintenance (permanent mastery) of the skill. 

4. Effective generalisation (use in different appropriate contexts) of the skill. 

At-risk achievers may need significant instructional supports to achieve such learning. 

This subsection integrates student, content and instruction variables (see Figure 6.8) into a model of Core 

Literacy Instruction enabling instructional adjustments to be made such that reading-accuracy instruction is 

matched to individual students’ instructional needs. 

 

Figure 6.8. Components of the model of Core Literacy instruction 

 

6.2.3.1 Peripheral instruction variables 

This category includes teacher aspects of expertise and teacher impact on the classroom learning 

environment: 

1.  Levels of pedagogical content knowledge relating to literacy development and instruction, including  

b. Systematic development of Core Literacy (reading-accuracy) skills: 
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i. Knowledge of reading-accuracy concepts and ordering thereof 

ii. Principles of instruction for scaffolding effective Core Literacy (reading-accuracy) progress in at-

risk learners. 

c. Awareness of and modification of instruction according to individual student characteristics relating 

to literacy processing skills and other student factors. 

2. Metacognitive reflection on one’s teaching, planning and instruction; and on one’s students and their 

learning. 

3. Selection of the particular literacy activities set for students. 

4. Teacher impact on classroom climate including 

a. Student risk-taking and willingness to experiment and make errors. 

b. Student enthusiasm for literacy tasks. 

Many of these factors relate more to issues of preservice instruction and theories of teaching and 

pedagogical content knowledge and will not be discussed further here.  

6.2.3.2 Central instruction variables 

It is useful to consider a concept of central instruction variables that directly impact the effectiveness of 

student learning in each reading-accuracy learning episode. These instruction variables are central in being 

specifically related to individualising reading-accuracy instruction in order to maintain low cognitive load. 

Peripheral instructional variables, as opposed to central variables are less involved with this individualising. 

They include principles of behaviour management, effective classroom discourses, classroom structuring. 

Central instructional variables include  

1. Depth of context used in instruction. 

2. Levels of intensity, directedness and specificity. 

 

6.2.3.3 Literacy skills development contexts 

The model strongly foregrounds breadth of instructional context, and selection of the specific instructional 

context best matching the student’s current instructional needs. Breadth of context is a continuum from fully 

decontextualised skills to fully authentic tasks. The model uses three points on this continuum to consider 

the impact of context, each one progressively wider than its predecessors, and offering its own unique 

instructional advantages: 

1. Decontextualised (isolated-skill development) contexts: Narrow instructional contexts for direct 

explicit instruction and practice with isolated skills, e.g., instruction on single words (reading, 

spelling), grammatical elements (genre), and single letters (handwriting). 

2. Embedded contexts: Wider contexts supporting effective use of concepts e.g., reading single words 

to build skill with the letter patterns ar er ir or ur, scaffolded reading of full-texts to build reading 

skill, writing sentences to build skill at spelling given words, scaffolded report writing to build skill 

in using that genre, and scaffolded handwriting of sentences to build skill with handwriting. 

3. Broad authentic contexts: broad contexts using authentic meaningful, fulltask activities, e.g., reading 

a book for pleasure; writing invitations to a school event. 

Whereas these three types of contexts are often depicted in contrast to each other, with one being of more 

value than another, in this model the three contexts are a team of highly compatible instructional options, 
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equally valuable and powerful, with each one selected when it is the context that best fits students’ current 

instructional needs.  

As with other aspects of the model, the separation of these contexts is to a certain extent artificial, done to 

foreground active consideration of the appropriate contexts needed for an instructional task. Depending on 

the specific instructional aim of a task, one instructional task may well fit into two categories. If, for 

example, the instructional focus were mastering fluent reading of vowel sounds [a e i o u], an activity using 

single decontextualised vowel letters would be considered an isolated context whereas reading of single 

consonant-vowel-consonant CVC words containing those vowels would be an embedded context. If 

however, the instructional focus was on reading CVC words rather than mastering vowel identification, that 

same activity, reading single CVC words, would be considered a decontextualised skill development 

context. For both these instructional foci, reading CVC words in a student selected reader with attention 

drawn to the reading of the CVC words would be a more complex embedded context, whereas reading of a 

student selected reader without attention to the CVC words would be a broad context task.   

Selection of context is as important when planning assessment as when planning instruction. As an 

exemplar, consider assessing reading comprehension in an authentic full-task context with the student 

reading a small book then answering verbally presented questions about the text. Using the students’ 

answers to the questions as a measure of reading comprehension achievement is likely to be highly 

appropriate when assessing a keen reader as to whether he or she is ready to move on to readers of the next 

level of difficulty. In contrast, that context and task is likely to be totally inappropriate if the purpose of the 

assessment were to diagnostically assess the reading of an at-risk reader for purposes of planning 

individualised instruction. This broad context and task would not allow decision making as to the 

contribution of reading accuracy, language comprehension and use of reading comprehension strategies to 

the student’s reading comprehension difficulties. Assessment in narrower contexts, e.g., of language 

comprehension, reading-accuracy, and reading-comprehension strategies, will isolate the student’s 

instructional needs far more effectively. 

Breadth of context can be considered a continuum. Students, particularly naïve self-learners, who are 

learning new complex skills, will benefit by careful instruction in very low task-load situations. As their 

skill builds (with Filer effectively storing and retrieving memories which now take little working memory 

cup space), they are able to move to broader contexts. When a task is easy, instruction can move to broader 

contexts; when a task is too hard, contexts can be narrowed accordingly.  

Whereas in the everyday classroom world there would be much overlapping of instructional contexts, it is in 

the consideration and planning of instruction and assessment that the separation of these contexts is a 

powerful tool helping teachers to consider all three options in deciding which one would be appropriate for 

the particular instruction or assessment they are planning.  

 

6.2.3.4 Intensity, directedness and specificity of 

instructional focus 

There are many variables impacting decision making on reading instruction. They include the level of 

explicitness of instruction, explanation, demonstration, and scaffolding used to support student learning and 

task completion; the intensity of practice provided towards skill mastery, including content used, levels of 

successfully engaged learning, and length, frequency and spacing of sessions over time; and the level of 

systematicity used in planning, assessment, instruction and record keeping. Our reflection on each of these 

may be cursory or detailed. Preservice teachers, and teachers new to teaching at-risk students might actively 

reflect on each variable, whereas teachers with high levels of pedagogical content knowledge through their 

extensive knowledge and experience with Stage 2 instruction and working with at-risk learners may do 

these things almost automatically.  
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The model offers the opportunity to reflect on instructional variables at any desired level, whether cursory 

or intense. Instructional variables are included in the model through consideration of (a) depth of focus, 

which stems from contributing variables of context and specificity, and (b) instructional intensity, which 

stems from contributing variables of time allocated, practice provided, teacher directedness and data 

collection used (see Figure 6.9).  

 

Figure 6.9. Content, student and instruction variables to consider in planning instruction 

 

Although the model has been developed for Core Literacy instruction, considered here as reading-accuracy, 

it would also have strong applicability to many instructional areas students are experiencing difficulties in, 

being as applicable to speech-language, maths and logical reasoning skill development as it is to reading 

accuracy, punctuation, proofreading and other areas of Core and Continuing Literacy. 

6.2.3.5 Dimensions of individual instructional variables 

Intensity is considered as having three levels stemming from contemplation of levels of teacher 

directedness, data collected, time allocated, and practice included:  

1. Minimal 

2. Moderate  

3. High  

Teacher directedness is considered as having three levels: 

1. Minimal: fully student-directed or loosely teacher-directed learning  
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2. Moderate: teacher-directed learning  

3. High: highly controlled teacher-directed learning 

Data collection is considered as having three levels: 

1. Minimal: very little data kept 

2. Moderate: some record keeping of progress made over time  

3. High: careful recording of content worked on, levels of mastery, maintenance and generalization. 

Practice provided is considered as having three levels: 

1. Minimal: some practice in one or two instructional sessions. 

2. Moderate: practice as a primary aim of several instructional sessions.  

3. High: high levels of practice, sufficient for naïve self-learners to build mastery, using a variety of 

motivating activities to ensure student ownership. 

Time allocated is considered as having three levels: 

1. Minimal: no time specifically allocated to this skill. 

2. Moderate: instructional time specifically allocated for development of this skill. 

3. High: considerable instructional time specifically allocated. 

Systematicity is built into the model through decontextualised and embedded contexts being used in two 

ways: 

1. Unplanned: unplanned instructional tasks and contexts selected on a nonsystematic basis as 

opportunities arise. 

2. Systematic: instructional tasks and contexts selected on a systematic basis.  

It is likely that systematic selection of tasks and contexts provides greater opportunities for depth of 

instructional focus than unplanned use, and both unplanned and systematic use of isolated-skill development 

contexts provide greater depth than embedded contexts. This allows a scale of 1-5 for depth of instructional 

focus: 

1. Broad-authentic literacy learning contexts. 

2. Unplanned use of embedded literacy learning contexts. 

3. Systematic use of embedded literacy learning contexts. 

4. Unplanned use of isolated-skills development contexts.  

5. Systematic use of isolated-skills development contexts. 

Consideration of the variables of intensity of instructional focus and depth of instructional context during 

the planning of instruction and assessment allows careful matching of instruction to specific student needs, 

and increases the likelihood of effective learning taking place.  If desired the allocation of levels of intensity 

in different depths of context can be recorded for planning of instruction at different stages of a unit of 

work, perhaps again using three levels: early stage, midstage and late stage.  

Figure 6.10 depicts use of these contexts in building the reading of single syllable consonant-vowel-

consonant (CVC) words using the single vowels ‘a, e, i, o, u’. Later instruction for advanced phonological 

recoding would build skill with multisyllabic words and common two letter vowels. 
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Isolated skill contexts   

Activities with isolated vowels and single-vowel CVC words 

Unplanned   As 

opportunities arise: 

1. Notice/refer to text 

words as ‘tricky’ and 

‘regular’.  

2. Model phonological 

recoding as a primary 

strategy for reading 

unfamiliar regular 

words. 

Systematic  Match levels of scaffolding (initially large then systematically 

reduced) and practice to student needs, using games and activities with 

single syllable words to build mastery of 

1. Names and sounds of common consonants and 1-5 vowels aeiou in 

labelling (What does this one say?) and listening (Which one says ___?). 

2. Reading of single CVC words: say the vowel sound first, list the sounds 

(v-e-t), then blend the sounds to work out the word (vet).  

3. Awareness that some words are regular & can be sounded out, whilst 

others are ‘tricky’ and learned logographically as sight words. (The number 

of tricky words diminishes as reading skills develop, e.g. now may be 

‘tricky’ then becomes regular when the vowel /ow/ is known. 

Embedded contexts  

Activities with  

1. Lists of words. 

2. Sentences and longer texts selected because of high frequency of single-vowel CVC words, 

3. Broad context independent reading, scaffolded by  

a. Noticing/reading/discussing regular words before starting  

b. Giving feedback on use of recoding, e.g. ‘Great sounding-out!’, and 

c. Supporting errors or hesitancies by prompting beginning sound of word, saying the 

vowel sound, or saying ‘ You can read/sound-out that one’ 

Unplanned   

As opportunities arise: 

1. Support correct reading of 

single-vowel CVC words by 

prompting beginning sound, 

saying vowel sound, or saying 

‘Read/sound-out that one.’ 

2. Notice/read/discuss a few 

regular words prior to 

guided/shared reading.  

3. Give feedback and 

encouragement on recoding 

3. Model recoding. 

Systematic  Systematically: 

1. Include appropriate frequencies of single-vowel CVC words in 

written instructions in all subject areas. Include located or created 

reading books containing many of these words in class libraries. 

2. Use words that are progressively more similar e.g. (eg hat, hut, 

hit, hot). 

3.  Increase words read at one time, using lists, sentences. 

4. Build accuracy then automaticity (Correct, fast, supereasy). 

5. Use repeated reading of full-texts, using phonological recoding 

as a primary strategy. 

6. As mastery builds, move from familiar to new contexts. 

7. Build student metacognition of phonological recoding 

cognitive processing, individual progress and performance. 

Broad contexts  

Independent reading of full-texts with no specific instructional emphasis:  

1.  Monitor skill with single-vowel CVC words in full-text reading.  

2.  Move back temporarily to embedded or isolated skill tasks if needed. 

Figure 6.10. Use of increasingly broad contexts in instruction for reading of unfamiliar regular CVC words 

with single vowels (a e i o u) 
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Use of these levels adds power to the model as a tool for mapping student instructional needs, for planning 

instruction mapped to these needs, for selection and design of assessments taking into account depth of 

context and intensity of instruction, and for assessing effectiveness of current and proposed literacy 

initiatives, as seen in the examples in Table 6.3. 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.3 

Consideration of curricula and student assessment using criteria of instructional intensity and depth of 

context 

Depth of 

Context 

Instructional emphases of 2 professional texts and 2 

Australian literacy curricula # 

John’s reading of 

10 single-vowel 

CVC words. # 
Reading Accuracy  Reading Comprehension 

Broad <2> <4> 10% 

Unplanned embedded  <2> <4> 10% 

Systematic embedded  <2> <4> 30% 

Unplanned isolated  <1> <3> n/a 

Systematic isolated  <1> <3> 70% 

[Intensity of Focus: <1> Minimal, <2> Mild, <3> Strong, <4> Intense]  

# Reading curricula (Department of Education, 1999; Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b). 

Professional texts (Allington & Cunningham, 2002; Winch, Ross Johnston, Holliday, Ljungdahl, & March, 

2001) 

 

6.2.3.6 Adjusting context and intensity to meet students’ 

central literacy processing skill levels 

As depicted in Figure 6.7 above, and 6.11 and 6.13, below, the diagram for considering instructional needs 

uses concentric circles, with each outer ring powerfully impacting all aspects included further within the 

circle. The two categories, Teacher Instructional Variables and Student Peripheral Variables are outer rings 

of the circle, impacting on all aspects of literacy instruction and learning that occur. Teacher Instructional 

Variables is the outer ring as it is considered that teacher actions relating to such things as task selection, 

student risk taking, errors and achievement at different levels of achievement strongly influence class 

ambience and likelihood of engagement and the teacher also controls the selection and presentation of the 

particular literacy instructional episode to be presented to students. Within the environment created by 

teacher instructional variables, student peripheral variables then strongly influence the level of engagement 

the individual student applies to the literacy task. These outer rings are shaded in like form, representing 

their working together to strongly influence the levels of motivation, interest, attention and engagement a 

student brings to the literacy task. 

Figure 6.11 extends the diagram to now show the interaction of instructional depth of context and students’ 

levels of central literacy processing skills. 
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 Figure 6.11. The model of individualised reading-accuracy (Core Literacy) instruction 

 

The grey inner rings of the circle relate to instructional contexts, whilst the white inner sector represents the 

student’s literacy processing levels. The black inner core of the circle is that aspect of literacy, language and 

thought being developed in the instructional instance.  

All students, whether optimal self-learners or naïve self-learners, have strong needs for authentic full-tasks 

of literacy - this broadest instruction context is thus portrayed as a relatively unchanging full circle. 

Students’ needs for instruction in embedded and isolated skill contexts is considered to relate inversely to 

their level of literacy processing skills, such that naïve self-learners with low levels of literacy processing 

skills have high needs for instruction in these narrower contexts, and optimal self-learners with 

correspondingly high levels of literacy processing skills have quite low needs for instruction in these 

contexts. This relationship is depicted in the model through movable sector arms in the inner section of the 

circle.  

A loose linkage of the different components of the model, built from figures already shown in this thesis is 

shown in Figure 6.12. It is intended that the model will be introduced in component form, not in a complex 

diagram such as this figure.  
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Figure 6.12. The different components of the model of Core Literacy instruction 

 

Whereas some teachers might deliberate on specific levels of each of the variables impacting instruction 

(see Figure 6.11 above), others might simply use the circular diagram to situate their teaching philosophy 

and teaching aims: the concept of a full ring showing all students’ needs for broad task instruction; the 

movable arc arms showing how students’ needs for embedded and isolated skill development vary 

according to their levels of self-learning capacity built from their levels of literacy processing skills. 

6.2.3.7 Practical Applications of the Model 

The model is intended for use by teachers and other practitioners in their planning, assessing and instructing 

of students in Stage 2, Core Mastery, both regular and at-risk achievers. Through consideration of students’ 

background characteristics and literacy achievement profiles, one is able to make decisions as to the logical 

next steps for their literacy learning and selection of the types of activities most likely to successfully 
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engage them. Consideration of students’ levels of literacy information processing skills (students’ efficiency 

with phonological awareness, working memory, long-term memory storage and retrieval, and metacognitive 

strategic thinking) allows decision making as to their levels of capacity for self-learning, whether naïve, 

midrange or optimal. This then allows decision making on the depth of context (broad, embedded, 

decontextualised) and instructional intensity that will be applied (minimal to intense).  As instructional aims 

change over time when mapped to student progress, it is likely that all contexts and all levels of intensity 

will be used in instruction at various times. The power of the model lies in empowering practitioners to 

confidently make decisions relating to issues such as the following: 

What type of student/s (Naïve/Midrange/Optimal self-learners)? 

What instructional context will work best (Broad, Embedded, Decontextualised)? 

What aspect of learning am I focusing on (Mastery/Maintenance/Generalisation)? 

How strong should my instructional intensity be (Minimal, Moderate, High)? 

How systematic do I need to be (Minimal, Moderate, High)?  

What level of metacognition is the student using (Student metacognition/Scaffolding-as-metacognition)? 

The model can be used in many ways, including the planning of instruction, the planning of assessment, and 

the selection or design of appropriate curricula and assessment tools. Consideration of these instructional 

aspects to develop mastery of phonological recoding in different students is depicted in Figure 6.13. 

 

Literacy processing skill levels continuum 

 

Active Self-Learner 

 

High central literacy processing 

skills. Strongly empowered by 

systematic isolated and 

embedded skill development 

initially. Need little practice in 

isolated and embedded contexts. 

Move smoothly into recoding in 

independent reading. 

Midrange Self-Learner 

 

Medium central literacy 

processing skills. Moderate 

needs for reducing task load. 

Need moderate levels of 

systematic skill development 

and practice activities in 

isolated and embedded 

contexts, and moderate levels 

of scaffolding to move into 

independent reading. 

Naïve Self-Learner 

 

Low central literacy processing 

skills. Very high needs for 

reducing task load. Need explicit 

instruction, careful scaffolding, 

ample practice in isolated then 

embedded contexts, then 

scaffolding of independent 

reading, monitoring of long-term 

memory and skill efficiency.  
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Broad tasks  <4> Broad tasks  <4> Broad tasks  <4> 

Embedded tasks  <1 to 2> Embedded tasks  <3> Embedded tasks <4> 

Unplanned<2> Systematic<2> Unplanned<3> Systematic<3> Unplanned<2> Systematic<4> 

Isolated skill tasks < 1 to 2> Isolated skill tasks  <3> Isolated skill tasks  <4> 

Unplanned<1> Systematic<2> Unplanned<1> Systematic<3> Unplanned<2> Systematic<4> 

Figure 6.13. Intensity of instructional focus applied at different contextual levels for students at different 

levels of self-learning to master phonological recoding 

 

6.2.3.7.1 Applications of the model beyond Core Literacy and 
literacy 

It is important to differentiate core learning done within Core Mastery (Stage 2), the mastery of reading and 

writing to an approximately 8yrs 6mths +/- 1.0yrs level, and learning of core aspects of new literacy acts 

that occur in stage 3 when mastering new skills such as critically evaluating a novel, using a new genre, 

writing haiku poems, and writing letters to the editor in later primary school. In the model, a distinction is 

therefore made between Core Components, components of Core Mastery in Stage 2 learning, and Advanced 

Skill Core Components, components of advanced tasks involving the introduction and mastery of new 

literacy skills.  

The model has the potential for wide applications beyond literacy, in any instance where students vary in 

their instructional needs. Every new learning situation involves core (initial skill mastery) and continuing 

(fluent application of mastered skills) components and student processing skills in that area. An Olympic 

runner with advanced Continuing motor skills is effortlessly using Core skills of walking and running built 

whilst a toddler. Advanced skill core components are similarly seen in all spheres of learning, e.g. in a 

gifted engineer working briefly on advanced core skill components when a new process or apparatus is 

initiated, and in an Olympic marathon runner being coached to refine a technique.  

In the sense that meaning and thought can be accessed through many different modes and mediums, 

including movement, speech, print, art, music, dance, work, mime and social interaction, learning and skill 

mastery can be considered as a sphere with thought and meaning as the centre of the sphere, core mastery 

placed surrounding that centre sphere and continuing lifelong learning as the outer zone of the sphere (see 

Figure 6.14). Different mediums of learning and expression can be considered as different slices through the 

sphere: Some will be thin slices and others will be thick, according to the importance of those mediums in 

our lives. All slices intersect. Aspects of learning and meaning such as reading and running that have little 

to do with each other would be placed at wide angles to each other whilst aspects of learning and meaning 

that are integrally related are positioned beside each other (see Figure 6.14). If they are broad slices, it can 

be seen that many of their core skills will overlap, as in the integral relationship of language comprehension 

and expression to reading comprehension and written expression. In many ways, Continuing Literacy and 

Continuing aspects of any skill area can be considered as higher-order thinking built on Core Components 

and Advanced Core Components.  
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Figure 6.14. Core sectors of learning, with meaning accessed through different modes, in this instance 

through literacy, language, and visual-kinaesthetic exploration 

 

With Australian ‘literacy’ now developed into Multiliteracies, which uses many modes and mediums 

beyond print and verbal communication, it is also appropriate to integrate this notion of meaning and 

thought accessed through many different modes and mediums into Luke and Freebody’s (2000) Four 

Resources model. Extending the diagram and discussion used earlier (see Section 6.1.2 and Figure 6.4), one 

is able to view all literacies as having core components and advanced core components (see Figure 6.15). 

 

 

Figure 6.15.  Multiliteracies as encompassing (a) core skills and (b) language, thought and complex 

reasoning 
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6.2.3.8 Metacognition and reading-accuracy development 

Student metacognition on reading-accuracy and reading-accuracy learning is likely to improve student’s 

functional levels of central literacy processing skills, as strategic thinking is likely to offer strong supports 

for weakness in literacy processing (Brown & Greaves, 2001; Keeler & Swanson, 2001; Kellogg, 2001; 

Stine-Morrow, Milinder, Pullara, & Herman, 2001). Careful instruction which takes the place of student 

metacognition until students develop effective personal metacognition should reduce task load (Swanson, 

1999a, 1999c, 2001a, 2001b, 2004a, 2004b). This section addresses the interrelationship of student 

metacognition and reading-accuracy instruction. 

As discussed in Knight and Galletly (In press), there is surprisingly little research on metacognition and 

reading accuracy. Most writing on metacognition in recent years has focused on supporting reading 

comprehension and written expression (Chan, 1991; Chan & Dally, 2001; Dickson, Collins, Simmons, & 

Kameenui, 1998; Hooper, Swartz, Wakely, Kruif, & Montgomery, 2002). Given the complex-task nature of 

reading-accuracy mastery for English-text readers, especially at-risk readers, and high rates of reading 

failure  (Colman, 1997), metacognition is likely to be a powerful tool for achieving increased rates of 

successful readers. This role for metacognition is evidenced in Swanson and colleagues findings on 

effective instruction from their meta-analyses on the area (Swanson & Deshler, 2003; Swanson et al., 1999). 

The authors discuss the close interrelationship of strategic instruction and direct instruction in effective 

instruction, concluding that effective instruction focuses on both high- and low-order instruction i.e., 

strategy instruction (metacognition) and skills development. Metacognition for reading accuracy is likely to 

have important roles both in increasing the metacognitive awareness of at-risk English-text readers, and in 

increasing teacher awareness of the role of scaffolding as metacognitive support for at-risk readers. 

Effective mastery of reading accuracy requires effective acquisition and use of conceptual, procedural and 

conditional knowledges to achieve (a) skill mastery to an automatic level, (b) effective maintenance 

(continued mastery of the skill without forgetting), and (c) effective generalisation (application of the skill 

effectively and appropriately in a diverse range of contexts; (Mercer, 1991; National Reading Panel, 2000; 

National Research Council, 1998a). At-risk and delayed readers show weakness in all these areas (Galletly, 

2004c; Mercer, 1991; Westwood, 2001). It is thus likely that, in addition to developing metacognitive 

awareness of reading concepts and strategies, it is also useful for students to develop conscious awareness 

and management of their cognitive processing (central literacy processing skills) strengths and weaknesses 

in literacy processing.  

While metacognition has had little association with reading-accuracy, it has been strongly associated with 

reading-comprehension (Dickson, Collins et al., 1998; Dickson, Simmons, & Kameenui, 1998; Dymock & 

Nicholson, 1999; Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b; Edwards, 1999; Gersten & Baker, 

2004; Kameenui & Carnine, 1998; Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Pressley, Johnson, Symons, McGoldrick, & 

Kurita, 1989; Rabren, Darch, & Eaves, 1999; Swanson, 1999b, 1999c, 2004a; Swanson & Deshler, 2003). 

This is likely to be because of assumptions that reading-comprehension is complex and reading-accuracy is 

not. With strong evidence that English-text reading-accuracy development is a highly complex task with 

task complexity continuing for a considerable period of time, it seems time to turn to using metacognition as 

part of reading-accuracy instruction. It is powerful for students to have a language about reading-accuracy 

to support reflection and discussion of reading-accuracy concepts, use of reading-accuracy strategies, and 

aspects of their cognitive processing during reading. 

 

6.2.3.8.1 Metacognitive awareness of reading-accuracy 

Metacognitive skills to effectively support reading-accuracy development are likely to include effective 

conceptual knowledge for metacognitive (strategic) reading, and effective metacognitive (strategic) 
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procedural application of that conceptual knowledge.  It is likely that reading-accuracy concepts and 

strategies will include conceptual, procedural, and conditional knowledges of 

1. Letter-sound concepts: 

a. Letters and digraphs and their sounds.  

b. Vowels: 1 & 2 letter vowels, ‘vowel friends’ (r w y), ‘flat vowel (schwa). 

c. Consonants, consonant blends. 

2. The three types of English single-syllable words: Goswami’s (2002) three grain-sizes of English, 

which make English-text far more regular for beginning readers (Galletly, 2004a; Goswami, 2002): 

a. ‘Regular words’ (phoneme grain-size), e.g., fig: say the sounds then think the word the 

sounds make. 

b. ‘Pattern words’ (rime grain-size), e.g., call: you can’t sound the pattern out (all), but if you 

know the pattern, you can rhyme (all-call) or blend (c-all) the word. 

c. ‘Tricky words’ (whole-word grain-size), e.g., one: words that don’t obey many rules are best 

learned as whole words (Lloyd, 1992). 

3. That words are known with different degrees of familiarity:  

a. Unfamiliar to slightly familiar: Decoded in various ways, perhaps through initial sounding-

out while thinking on word types (regular, pattern, tricky) and meaning (for contextualised 

words) then recoding. 

b. Familiar words (‘sight words’): relatively familiar words recognised after brief thinking, or 

automatic words recognised instantly. 

4. Awareness of, and skill with, recoding multisyllabic words, and ‘flat vowels’ (schwa vowel) in 

multisyllabic words (Galletly, 2001, 2003f). 

5. Awareness that many English words are irregular, but can be recoded (and become more regular) 

through thinking about: 

a. Spelling patterns/rules (orthographic patterns). 

b. Morphemes, small words and affixes in larger words. 

6. Awareness of, and skill with, ‘strategic thinking’(metacognitive actioning): 

a. Thinking on different ways words can be read, and using the best option. 

b. Noticing how skill in specific areas is building. 

c. Active engagement in learning (acquisition), ‘memory-stretching’ (maintenance) and 

generalisation (‘strategic thinking’). 

 

6.2.3.8.2 Metacognitive awareness of cognitive processing 

It seems that minimal research has been done on building students’ metacognitive awareness of central 

literacy processing skills such as phonemic awareness, working memory, long-term memory, automaticity, 

metacognition (Borkowski, Schneider, & Pressley, 1989), and the impact of affect and anxiety on available 

working memory performance (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001). Despite the lack of research on the topic, it seems 

likely that building skills in this area will support student progress, especially in students with severe 

reading disability.  As a practitioner, I incorporate the building of metacognition of cognitive processing as 

part of reading instruction to build reading-accuracy (Galletly, 1999; 2003c, 2004c). I do this using the 
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analogies discussed in Chapter 4, to build familiarity with different aspects of literacy processing, including 

phonological awareness, working memory, long-term memory, automaticity, memory-stretching 

(maintenance), need for extensive practice, the impact of anxiety, and the interaction of different areas of 

cognitive processing. 

6.2.3.9 A theory of instruction-as-metacognition  

With the actioning of complex tasks being empowered by metacognition, it seems useful to consider 

metacognition as having ‘teacher’ and ‘learner’ aspects: 

1. Student metacognition: metacognitive skill of the individual, consisting of: 

a. Baseline metacognition present due to efficiency of central literacy processing skills and life 

experience. 

b. Learned metacognition developed through instructional support. Metacognition is needed in 

actioning complex tasks. 

2. Instruction as metacognition: 

a. Building student metacognition, and 

b. Scaffolding as a substitute for student metacognition (see Table 6.4). 

 

Table 6.4 

Student metacognition and scaffolding as metacognition for the task of writing the first letter of the 

unfamiliar word go  

Student metacognition 

in Student 1 

Scaffolding-as-metacognition to support Student 2. 

Student 1 thinks:  

How do I write ‘go.’  

It’s not one I know.  

I’ll have to work it out.  

I can hear ‘guh’ and ‘oh’. 

Which one is ‘guh’?  

Let me think. 

‘Guh? Good, girl, get?’  

Oh, I know ‘girl!’ 

I can do it now.  

(Proudly writes /g/).  

Teacher: How will we write ‘go’?      Student 2: I don’t know. 

Teacher: What sounds can you hear?  Student 2: [g][o]. 

Teacher: Write the first sound.            Student 2: I don’t know it. 

Teacher: We learned it last week. It’s up on the wall with the other 

letters we’ve done.   Student 2 pauses, looks at letters, writes /t/. 

Teacher: Nearly. It’s the one that says ‘guh.’ Student 2 doesn’t react. 

Teacher: It’s at the beginning of ‘girl’. Student 2 still hesitates. 

Teacher sings quietly (using chant used during earlier teaching of the 

letter /g/): Guinea pigs giggling: guh guh guh          

Student 2 interrupts excitedly: Oh I know.  

(Proudly writes /g/.) 

 

Scaffolding-as-metacognition is needed until the student’s skill and metacognition build to adequate levels. 

When instruction is carefully matched to a student’s instructional needs (adjusting a task difficulty so that 

the student continues to experience successful engaged learning while using the skill in successively more 

complex task situations ranging from decontextualised contexts, to embedded contexts and then in broad 

authentic tasks (Mercer, 1991; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a). It is 

likely that a reciprocal relationship exists with scaffolding-as-metacognition reducing as student 
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metacognition increases. These levels are to a certain extent independent of skill mastery but closely related 

to skill generalisation (see Figure 6.16), given that metacognition is likely to be needed more in taking skills 

beyond mastery to effective skill usage in diverse contents (generalisation).  
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Scaffolding as metacognition

Student metacognition

Skill mastery

Skill generalistion

Figure 

6.16. Likely relationship of development of skill mastery and skill generalisation to levels of scaffolding as 

metacognition and student metacognition  

The amount of instruction needed to build skill mastery, student metacognition and skill generalisation will 

depend on individual students’ levels of self-learning capacity (see Figure 6.17). The type of instruction at 

different contextual levels will differ, given that the student is working not just on skill mastery (conceptual 

and procedural knowledges) but also on effective generalisation (conditional knowledge; (Galletly, 2004c). 
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Figure 6.17. Cumulative hours of instruction likely to be required to master a skill and metacognition of that 

skill to a level of effective generalised usage 

6.2.4 Content variables 
Content variables considered within the model include 

1. The specific literacy curriculum unit being considered. 

2. The student’s stage of achievement and rate of progress in that unit.  
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3. The student’s levels of skills and subskills of Core Literacy which are involved in the unit. 

With English orthographic complexity strongly impacting students’ reading-accuracy development, it seems 

valuable to reflect on the amount of content beginning readers are exposed to. In teaching transparent-

orthography readers to read, there seems little need for reflection and debate on reading-accuracy 

curriculum and instruction. As depicted in Figure 6.18, explicit instruction of letter-sounds (Stage 1) takes 

place first, then reading-accuracy instruction is discontinued once children are introduced to authentic 

reading (Stage 2). It is likely that there is relatively high task load in Stage 1 and early Stage 2 until 

alphabetic insight is achieved, but that this load is not sufficient to overload the central literacy processing 

skill levels of the vast majority of readers.   

 

Figure 6.18. Characteristics of reading-accuracy instruction and learning in transparent-orthography readers 

 

For English-text readers, reflection and decisionmaking on reading-accuracy curriculum and instruction is 

ongoing process, probably because, to date, no optimally effective system has been found. Effective reading 

requires that students develop a self-teaching mechanism, ongoing unconscious self-instruction using their 

already developed reading ability to enable reading of lots of other words. Self-learning for English-text 

readers is supported by students having strong understanding of the orthography they are to learn (i.e., 

knowing the letter-sound and spelling rules), but the high irregularity of English orthography creates a 

major instructional challenge - there are simply too many rules to be learned (Bryson, 2002). This dilemma 

creates a key discussion point: how much English orthographic understanding must be built before most 

students can self-learn? Whereas transparent-orthography readers only have to learn one sound for each 

letter to be able to read virtually all words, knowing all English letters with just their commonest sounds 

(approximately 28 rules) does not help students read more than half of the most frequent words of English, 

or any of the words in the sentence, The boy’s new horse was here last night.  

A reciprocal relationship seems present between orthographic knowledge and orthographic regularity, such 

that early English-text reading-accuracy instruction involves decisionmaking as to the point taken between 

two extremes (see Figure 6.19, Knight & Galletly, in press): 

1.   Teaching few patterns (perhaps letters and their sounds), so students are not overloaded by excess 

complex content. English-text is still highly irregular for them. 

2.   Teaching myriad patterns (perhaps 1000 rules of English orthography), which means that English-

text would be totally regular, but young students would be confronted with an overwhelming amount 

of complexity before beginning to read. 
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Figure 6.19. The reciprocal relationship of orthographic regularity and task load 

While the huge amount of conceptual knowledge is reduced if more strategies and concepts are taught e.g., 

recoding through phonemes, rimes, syllables, whole words, spelling patterns (Galletly, 2004a; Goswami, 

2002), the amount of learning is nonetheless immense. With this level of complexity, metacognition is 

likely to be pivotal for development of self-learning, and effective reading-accuracy progress (Knight, 

Paterson & Mulcahy, 1998, Knight & Galletly, in press).  

There are of course, no completely simple answers when it comes to reducing the complexity of English 

orthography to make it manageable for very beginning readers, e.g., there is food for continuing discussion 

on many aspects of instructional decisionmaking e.g., whether the three common orthographic grapheme 

patterns, sh ch th, should be taught with rimes as ‘patterns’ with pattern words, or taught as two letter 

graphemes when children are learning letters and their sounds. While written English becomes 

progressively more transparent as increasingly more orthographic rules are mastered; unfortunately this 

transparency is achieved at relatively high cost – the high cognitive load of teaching abstract spelling rules 

prior to children developing a level of reading competence. The challenge of making written English as 

transparent as possible without having to teach very-beginning readers too many orthographic rules is the 

crux of all early reading curriculum development.  

 

6.2.4.1 When reading content is actually language content.  

In Australia at the current time, it is common for the content of reading instruction for at-risk readers to not 

be on ‘reading’ or reading-accuracy, but rather language comprehension. As a result, instructional intensity 

is focused strongly on language. This is possibly because of lack of clear focus on reading-accuracy, and 

continued expansion of the category of ‘literacy’ to include many aspects of oracy, language and thought. It 

equally reflects the crux of Reading Wars divisiveness, whether reading-comprehension is the basis of 

reading and reading-accuracy development (the perspective of Whole Language reading-accuracy 

instruction and mainstream reading academics), or whether reading-accuracy development is the basis of 

reading and reading-comprehension development (the perspective of reading scientists and skills 

development). 

Current Australian reading instruction has strong emphasis on instruction being through reading of full-

texts, involving shared, guided and independent reading of these texts, often based on repeating reading of 

these fulltexts (Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b; Keys to Life Early Literacy Program; 

Queensland Department of Education, 1991). Students are taught to use contextual guessing as their main 

reading strategy for unfamiliar words, and the sentences in the early commercial reading books which they 

read are highly predicable from context, with strong picture cues and a sentence repeated on each page, 

changed by only one or two words (e.g., Page 1: Molly has an apple in her lunch, Page 2: Molly has a pear 
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in her lunch, etc). Once the sentence on the first page is heard or read with support, many students then are 

able to predict the text on other pages relatively easily using language rather than reading skills. These texts 

are found in most commercial reading book series, and together with contextual guessing are an integral 

part of instructional programs such as Support-a-reader and Reading Recovery. 

Consideration of this type of early reading instruction using the modified Simple Model framework 

(Reading-comprehension = Language comprehension x reading-accuracy + reading-comprehension 

strategies), shows the instructional emphasis to be overwhelmingly onto language comprehension and 

reading-comprehension strategies, and strongly away from reading-accuracy. In terms of instructional 

intensity, maximum intensity is directed at practising language comprehension, and minimum intensity is 

directed at practising reading-accuracy.  The tutor’s instruction-as-metacognition is language instruction, 

and the metacognition students are encouraged to develop is also language. Ironically, this instruction is 

likely to work well with active self-learners with high levels of central literacy processing skills, as through 

self-learning they are likely to fill in the instructional gaps. Unfortunately this instructional method is used, 

not with active self-learners but with naïve self-learners. At-risk readers, naïve self-learners with low central 

literacy processing skills, are not likely to intuit reading-accuracy from this type of instruction, and are far 

more likely to ‘learn’ what they are being taught, which is that reading is a language comprehension 

exercise and understanding the meaning, and being able to remember the ‘story’ is what brings reading 

success.  

These books seem to work very well with normal-progress readers, who soon move onto books with 

increasingly less predictable text. As a practitioner, I have encountered innumerable naïve self-learners, who 

make slower progress and thus spend a lot more time with these books – their reading progress seems 

significantly disadvantaged by this continuous ‘diet’ of predictable text. They seem to learn that reading is 

repeating the sentence they’ve been told, rather than realising that focussing on the letters and words is the 

path to reading progress. It is interesting to reflect on the characteristics of the narrow ‘decontextualised’ 

context of these texts. While students are being supported in approximating authentic reading, the 

decontextualised context which has been narrowed into is not reading-accuracy but instead language 

expression, as it is the sentence structure which is decontextualised i.e., exposed for practice as a separate 

skill (cf. Molly has a ___  in her lunch.)  

As a practitioner, these texts are useful for children with speech-language difficulties and children speaking 

English as a second language, but not for building reading skill in naïve self-learners except in the first 

week or so of reading instruction. If reading-accuracy is to be decontextualised, the instructional context 

must bring students in to thinking actively on reading the words, with manageable task load, instead of 

focussing on sentence structures, which direct attention away from reading-accuracy. This can be done 

using texts with high proportions of controlled vocabulary (e.g., the 30 most common words of English, or 

mostly regular words, or a rhyming story) and with those rare words which build the story being supported 

by picture cues. These reading books would use different sentence structures and words on each page, so 

that in order to read the book, the child would need to focus on the words. Games with single words provide 

a variety of decontextualised contexts for reading-accuracy development, as does building of phonemic 

recoding and rapid recognition of highly frequent irregular words, and promoting use of phonemic recoding 

for all regular words, and recognition of known words.  

 

Conclusion 

In achieving effective Australian reading and reading-accuracy instruction for both normal-progress and at-

risk readers, there is value in thinking on the concepts which build the model of Core Literacy instruction, 

detailed above. Concepts of central literacy processing skills, Core and Continuing Literacy, breadth of 

instructional context, individualising instruction to make it optimal at individual-student level, and 
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reciprocal relationships of (a) task load and student processing capacity, and (b) student metacognition and 

instruction-as-metacognition, are useful tools in this process.  

It is powerful to reflect on the factors impacting early Stage 2 skillbuilding in at-risk students. The most 

significant factors are arguably 

1. The high cognitive load of early phonological recoding.  

2. Students having reduced processing capacity due to factors such as inherited weakness, nervousness, 

anxiety, or reprocessing English via one’s primary language. 

This mismatch is our teaching challenge. 

 

6.3 Major principles of reading-accuracy instruction 
Major principles of reading-accuracy instruction are as follows: 

Reading-accuracy is a discrete, complex, vital skill 

1. Fluent reading-accuracy skills are prerequisite for academic progress at school and social advantage 

in adulthood. 

2. Learning to read English-text is far more complex than learning to read other alphabetic languages 

as English-text uses over 1000 spelling patterns, and has three grain sizes: phonemes, rimes and 

letter patterns, and irregular words. 

3. Reading-accuracy and reading comprehension are separate skills usually integrated cohesively. 

Children need separate and integrated instruction on both.  

4. Effective reading comprehension requires efficient reading-accuracy. Reading comprehension = 

reading-accuracy x language comprehension + strategies.  

5. Reading-accuracy progress needs to be monitored independently of reading comprehension as 

reading-accuracy difficulties can be masked by good comprehension skills. 

Reading-accuracy is phonological recoding  

1. Reading-accuracy includes reading of familiar and unfamiliar words. 

2. Efficient reading-accuracy involves both accurate phonological recoding and automised reading i.e. 

rapid effortless reading.  

3. Phonological recoding  

a. Involves recoding of words from written to spoken (or subvocal) form. 

b. Involves recoding via single sounds, syllables, patterns or whole words. 

c. Moves from effortful to automised, as words are read sufficient times. 

d. Is more effective than contextual guessing for reading unfamiliar words. 

e. Develops effectively in at-risk readers when explicit instruction with decontextualised skills 

and words, is part of reading instruction. 

f. Is effectively built through sufficient practice with decontextualised words and meaningful 

texts. 

g. Is reflected in reading of real words and pseudowords (Skill reading pseudowords equates to 

skill reading unfamiliar real words.) 
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h. Is monitored through reading of both (a) decontextualised real words and pseudowords, and 

(b) contextualised real words. 

i. Is empowered by use of Goswami’s (2002) three grainsizes, such that they recode unfamiliar 

words as  

1. Regular words: words I sound out. 

2. Pattern words: words I know a pattern in e.g., ball, night. 

3.  Tricky words: words that try to trick me, because of not being regular or pattern 

words, and which I learn as whole words. 

Reading-accuracy is a ‘mechanical’ Core Literacy skill 

1. Print-literacy involves Core Literacy skills, mechanical skills including reading-accuracy, spelling-

accuracy, and handwriting.  

2. As a mechanical skill, it is appropriate to use systematic skills development in reading-accuracy 

instruction, i.e., to teach children to read. 

3. Important aspects of development of mechanical skills include 

a. Understanding and scaffolded mastery of the skill. 

b. Sufficient practice to build automaticity i.e., fluent skill usage. 

c. Effective maintenance (permanent mastery) of the skill. 

d. Effective generalisation (use in different appropriate contexts) of the skill. 

4. At-risk readers (i.e., naïve self-learners with low levels of central literacy processing skills) need 

more intense instruction at each of these levels. 

Reading readiness in school Kindergarten programs strongly supports reading-accuracy development 

1. Prereaders need extensive experience with and enjoyment of books and print. 

2. Prereaders need to develop reading-accuracy readiness skills, including proficient skill with 

phonological awareness (rhyme, blending and phoneme isolation), 5 letters and 5 sight words, and 

print concepts. 

Early reading-accuracy development has high cognitive load 

Effective reading-accuracy instruction reduces task load  

1. Beginning phonological recoding has extremely high cognitive load that reduces as skills become 

more automatic. 

2. Levels of central literacy processing skills (phonological awareness, working and long-term 

memory, metacognition, attention) create students’ levels of self-learning capacity and processing 

capacity. 

3. Reading-accuracy instruction must ensure task load is appropriate to students’ levels of central 

literacy processing skills and self-learning capacity. 

4. Reading-accuracy instruction should include development of student metacognition on reading-

accuracy. 

5. Instructional scaffolding can be considered as instruction-as-metacognition. Instructional scaffolding 

is reduced as students’ skill and metacognition develop. 

Effective instruction reduces task load through manipulating aspects of instruction 
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There are many aspects of instruction which reduce task load, including 

1. Breadth of context (Decontextualised, Embedded, Broad-Authentic) 

There is reduced task load, through there being less task aspects to process, in narrow 

decontextualised contexts than in broad-authentic tasks and contexts, thus 

a. Reading authentic texts requires significant scaffolding. 

b. Skills development is best conducted initially with decontextualised words. 

2. Intensity of instruction e.g., practice (Low, Medium, High) 

Practising skills makes them more automatic and reduces their task load. 

3. Selection of materials, e.g., use of books with controlled vocabulary. 

4. Selection of focus skill, e.g., there is lower task load if the focus skill is the ‘next step’ in the 

student’s skills development, than if it is a more complex skill or task. 

5. Other factors such as teacher directedness, the level of systematicity of instruction, and instructional 

time. 

Effective reading-accuracy instruction uses both skills development with decontextualised words and 

extensive reading of authentic texts 

1. Children need extensive reading of authentic texts throughout their school years. 

2. Children need to use phonological recoding (reading-accuracy skills) as a primary strategy for 

reading unfamiliar words in contextualised texts, and use contextual guessing as a secondary 

strategy supporting phonological recoding. 

3. Beginning readers need explicit instruction in reading decontextualised words. 

4. To support reading of contextualised words, beginning at-risk readers need sufficient practice with 

decontextualised words. Some children need little of this.  

Discrete skills development and benchmarks support reading progress 

Beginning readers need to develop these skills: 

1. Extensive reading experience with books of manageable difficulty. 

2. Effortless reading of 20-30 sight words which are read effortlessly when decontextualised and 

contextualised. 

3. Mastery of letter-sound skills for all letters and their sounds (e.g., single letters,  ch ar oi), such that 

they are able to effortlessly respond to random simple questions about letter name, sound, capital, 

lowercase, and words. 

4. Phonological recoding of regular single-syllable VC and CVC words e.g., cup. 

5. Steady integration of developing letter, sight word and CVC recoding skills into reading of 

unfamiliar contextualised words while book reading. 

At the end of one year’s reading instruction, readers should have these skills:  

1. Automised reading of at least 100 words. 

2. Highly accurate reading and writing of unfamiliar CVC words and CVC pseudowords e.g., vat, dus. 

3. Phonological recoding as their primary strategy for reading unfamiliar contextualised words, and 

contextual guessing as a secondary support for phonological recoding. 

Second and third year readers should develop these skills: 
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1. Average achievement on valid standardised tests of both (a) decontextualised real and pseudowords, 

and (b) contextualised words. 

2. Fluent skill with 29 common English vowel graphs and effective phonological recoding of 

decontextualised and contextualised words containing these vowels. 

3. Fluent skill with regular and irregular multisyllabic words, both decontextualised and contextualised, 

and skill with neutral vowels in multisyllabic words.  

4. Developing awareness of the different orthographic patterns of English.   

The Accomplishments developed by the National Research Council (1998b) are useful research-based 

benchmarks guiding reading progress. 

Effective reading-accuracy is a benchmark skill acquired by 97% of students  

 (There are research needs to establish this percentage as higher or lower than 97%, and whether end of the 

fourth year is the appropriate point for this benchmark.) 

1. Schools must plan and implement highly effective reading-accuracy instruction such that perhaps 

97% of readers have efficient reading-accuracy at the end of their fourth year of schooling. 

2. Reading-accuracy instruction must include  

a. Effective reading readiness instruction in Kindergarten. 

b. Excellent classroom instruction in the early school years. 

c. Intervention occurring to the level required for effective reading-accuracy development, as 

soon as difficulties present.  

d. Extremely close linkage of highly effective curriculum-based assessment, planning, and 

instruction.  

e. Rigorous systematic assessments offering macro- and micro-level data. 

Achieving effective reading-accuracy by 97% of readers requires major funding 

1. Schools and teachers require training in assessment and instruction. 

2. Schools must be provided with adequate numbers of personnel (teachers and teacher aides) to 

support delivery of effective reading instruction.  

Students differ not by achieving progress but by intensity of instruction required to make that 

progress 

In the first four years of formal reading instruction, it is useful to consider four types of reading-accuracy 

learners, each with different instructional and staffing needs: 

Normal-progress readers:  

1. Progress: Prereading and reading at grade level and making healthy progress. 

2. Staffing: Adult: child ratio of 1:12 for 1.0 hour of literacy instruction daily. 

3. Instruction: Teacher-designed literacy program developed within guidelines of whole school literacy 

program. 

4. Assessment: Quarterly screening with deep measures of reading-accuracy development and 

difficulties (e.g., DIBELS assessments). 

At-risk readers: Students whose results are at levels which suggest approximately 50% likelihood of not 

reaching benchmark at current progress rate. 
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5. Progress: Showing indicators of below-average achievement and progress rates. 

6. Staffing:  

a. Adult: child ratio of 1:6 for 1.0 hour of literacy instruction daily. 

b. Additional instruction provided in 1:3 grouping with reading specialist or trained 

paraprofessional as needed (e.g., daily 40 minutes sessions). 

7. Instruction: Literacy program designed by class-teacher and literacy specialist, which includes 

specific emphasis on achieving reading-accuracy benchmarks. 

8. Assessment: Monthly screening with deep measures of reading-accuracy development and 

difficulties (e.g., DIBELS assessments), with instructional decisionmaking made bimonthly. 

Significant-delay readers: Students who are significantly delayed, and whose current progress rates means 

the student will not reach benchmark level. 

9. Staffing:  

a. Adult: child ratio of 1:4 for 1.0 hours literacy instruction daily. 

b. Additional 45 mins daily instruction provided in 1:2 or 1:1 grouping with reading specialist 

or trained paraprofessional. 

10. Instruction: Literacy program designed by class-teacher and literacy specialist, which includes very 

strong emphasis on achieving reading-accuracy benchmarks. 

11. Assessment:  

a. Weekly progress monitoring, with instructional decisionmaking made fortnightly. 

b. Assessment and intervention by other specialists as needed (e.g., speech-Language 

pathologist, educational psychologist, occupational therapist). 

Multiple-needs readers: Children with multiple disabilities, e.g., reading-accuracy weakness in 

combination with disabilities such as Autism Spectrum Disorder, Intellectual Disability: 

12. Staffing:  

a. Adult: child ratio worked out on the basis of child and class’ needs, not available funding. 

b. Ratio provided through extra teacher or trained paraprofessional provided to work with the 

individual and the class, as needed for effective classroom functioning and student learning. 

13. Inclusion in appropriate class-activities 

14. Instruction:  

a. Reading-accuracy instruction to a level deemed appropriate for the child, but providing 

opportunity for the child to reach benchmark, unless this is contra-indicated, e.g., if the child 

has a language age of less than 12 months.  

b. Literacy program designed by class-teacher and literacy specialist, which includes very 

strong emphasis on  

i. Continuing progress in reading-accuracy and reading.  

ii. Strong emphasis on mutual building of language and reading. 

15. Assessment:  

a. Regular progress monitoring, and instructional decisionmaking, with the frequency of these 

decided according to the child’s needs. 
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b. Assessment and intervention by other specialists as needed (e.g., speech-language 

pathologist, educational psychologist, occupational therapist). 

 

6.3.1.1 ‘Minor’ issues of reading-accuracy instruction 

The term ‘Minor’ is used here in a sense of ‘not absolutely vital’ for increased reading-accuracy outcomes, 

i.e. while important in many ways, the principles discussed below are not crucial determinants of reading-

accuracy progress. Each of these issues is one which has engaged very large amounts of discussion and 

debate. 

While there are many minor issues for reading-accuracy instruction, and many of them are topics of 

enormous debate and dissention, they often reflect more a range of different options than crucial 

prerequisites. Because the many research-based instructional systems are currently options (unless or until 

further research establishes more specificity of instruction), we can at present work with the notion that as 

long as the instructional program a teacher or school develops reflects the current major principles of 

instruction established authoritatively by research, instructional options on research-indicated minors 

preferred by the teacher or school can be included in the program. If these minors work, this will be evident 

in effective student progress. If they don’t, another option can be tried, perhaps while retaining the good 

aspects of the first-tried option. A close weather eye on developing replicated authoritative research will 

lend power to such programming.  

Teaching decontextualised skills before vs. in parallel to contextualised reading 

While much debate occurs on when to teach decontextualised skills (letters-sounds, sight words, 

phonological recoding of CVC words) in relation to building skills reading real books, this is a reading-

accuracy minor. Those skills can be developed before or while reading real books. I prefer introduction of 

real reading using highly predictable texts to build book-reading behaviours, sense of reading achievement, 

and motivation to build skills so they can be used in book-reading, then moving quickly onto books with 

unpredictable sentence structures. Other preferred options will also be highly effective in building 

successful readers, if properly implemented.  

But I know a kid who… 

There are always exceptions. Some readers with extremely high literacy processing skills may need no 

explicit teaching or practice with decontextualised words. The major principles listed above are designed to 

do no harm to and support the progress of rapid-progress readers, while supporting the progress of average 

and at-risk readers and dramatically reducing reading-accuracy failure. While Einstein’s principle of ‘A 

single exception will prove me wrong’ is appropriate to highly specified theories, they do not collapse 

research-based instructional principles which are not expected to work for 100% of the students, just the 

vast majority of them. 

Texts of manageable difficulty for beginning readers 

All readers need texts of manageable difficulty and for beginning readers, this is particularly important. 

Text difficulty can be reduced in many ways including use of 

1. Illustrations reflecting specific text content. 

2. Use of ‘language experience’ (student dictated) texts. 

3. Repetition of a sentence structure with one or two words changed on each page. 

4. Use of many known early sight words, or words students are able to recode. 

5. Repeated reading of texts through shared and guided reading. 
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6. Rebus texts (unfamiliar words replaced by small pictures). 

7. Reading supports used with texts of slightly higher difficulty, such as an adult saying any words 

which seem too hard, or ‘Echo reading’ where fluent reading is maintained by an adult quietly 

echoing the child for manageable words, but saying difficult words more loudly and ahead of the 

child (Galletly, 1999). 

The method chosen to achieve texts of manageable difficulty is a reading-accuracy minor. The major issue 

is that texts of manageable difficulty are achieved.  

Methods of teaching phonological recoding 

Specific instruction matched to specific student cognitive profiles has not developed to useful levels, and 

studies to date show both normal, at-risk and delayed readers respond well to a range of methods (Ehri, 

Stahl et al., 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000). The major is that phonological recoding must be mastered 

to an automatic level and that it must encompass not just reading of three letter CVC words but also words 

with consonant blends, common two-letter vowels, and multisyllabic words (see Section 4.2). As long as 

major principles of optimal instruction are adhered to, the specifics of the research-indicated instructional 

path chosen are optional.  

Aetiology of reading difficulties   

Research comparing inherited reading difficulties, acquired reading difficulties, and the full population of 

children with reading difficulties is likely to offer powerful principles of instruction in the future, perhaps 

including specific treatments and instructional emphases for specific groups of children. At present the 

research has not sufficiently established these different instructions, such that it is sufficient, and currently 

optimal, to use the major principles of instruction listed above while individualising instruction according to 

each child’s specific needs for reading-accuracy progress.  

 

Conclusion 

This section has explored principles of reading-accuracy instruction developed from analysis of the 

principles explored in earlier sections of the chapter, and from consideration of other single research studies 

and observation of and experience with reading instruction. The principles of effective reading-accuracy 

instruction, detailed above, would be useful for guiding the development of effective Australian reading-

accuracy instruction for all readers, including at-risk readers. 

 

6.4 Implications for Australian reading instruction  
This chapter has explored reading-accuracy instruction issues. It has explored authoritative principles of 

optimal reading-accuracy instruction for normal-progress and at-risk beginning readers. It has established 

that optimal reading-accuracy instruction incorporates principles of strategy instruction and direct 

instruction. It is considered that the terms reading-accuracy skills development and metacognition are useful 

terms for Australian shared vocabulary, to use instead of strategy instruction and direct instruction.  

Principles of effective reading-accuracy instruction, condensed from available knowledge have been 

explained. These would be useful as part of the criteria used in reviews of instructional supports of reading-

accuracy instruction. They are somewhat general, and there is still much work to be done in developing 

specific principles of reading-accuracy instruction useful at classroom level.  

The chapter has also explored models of assessment. These include benchmarks, achievements students 

reach by set timepoints in their schooling, and the characteristics of effective assessment. It is considered 

that use of benchmarks such as those developed by the National Research Council (1998b) are useful in 
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supporting excellent instruction. it is considered that in developing optimal Australian reading-accuracy 

instruction, it will be valuable to use a combination of minimum competences (the goals to reach), and 

principles of instruction (the means to reach them). It is also considered that effective classroom assessment 

must be efficient i.e., involve as little work intensification as possible, and be useful in multiple ways in 

supporting planning and instruction. To this end, it should provide valid micro-level data which guides 

teacher’s decision making as to the next steps of instruction to be provided for a student. Assessment at 

systems and national level must also be efficient. This is achieved when it involves as little work 

intensification as possible, and provides data which is valuable at both macro-level (school and system 

level) and micro-level (instruction of a class or individual student).  

Widely used current Australian assessment models do not meet these criteria, such that there are needs to 

find more effective reading and reading-accuracy assessments. It is possible that DIBELS assessments 

(Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS), 2003) will prove highly useful macro and 

micro-level assessments of reading-accuracy, thus being a useful component of micro- and macro-level 

assessments.  

Together with previous chapters, this chapter has built sufficient knowledge to be able to answer several of 

the questions guiding this study, including 

Focus question:  

What directions towards developing improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in Australia 

are suggested from analysis of the research literature on reading-accuracy development and instruction? 

Second-order questions:  

What principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers are suggested from critical analysis of the 

reading research literature?  

9. What factors are involved in at-risk readers mastering reading-accuracy? 

10. How well aligned with highly valid research findings are the realities of [mainstream reading academics and 

reading scientists]? 

a. Are there gaps in the evidence base underlying each group such that their knowledge base is 

incomplete in important ways? 

b. Are there inaccuracies in the evidence base underlying each group such that their knowledge base is 

in fact incorrect in important ways? 

In Chapter 4, two conclusions were suggested:  

3. English-text reading-accuracy development has continuing high cognitive load. 

4. English-text at-risk readers have low levels of central literacy processing skills which causes them 

to have major difficulty coping with this high cognitive load. 

There now seems sufficient evidence to add the third conclusion proposed there: 

5. Highly intense, carefully scaffolded, explicit skills development involving decontextualised words 

and word parts reduces task cognitive load to manageable levels for at-risk readers’ had insufficient 

evidence at that stage. 

The answers are depicted in Figure 6.20, below, which builds from Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 6.20. The likely role of cognitive load in Australian reading-accuracy development, difficulties, 

current instruction and optimal instruction 

These conclusions are compatible with all data considered in the study. High task load combined with low 

student self-learning and processing capacity would seem to cause normal-progress readers to be delayed 

compared to transparent-orthography readers, and at-risk readers to have severe difficulties. It is likely that 

that highly intense, carefully scaffolded, explicit skills development involving decontextualised words and 

word parts reduces this potentially too-high cognitive load to manageable levels for at-risk readers to cope 

with. Effective Australian reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers will be accomplished through 

excellent instruction conducted in ways which keep task load reduced to manageable levels, thus allowing 

effective student learning. 

Big Ideas developed in this chapter include 

1. There are many useful principles of effective reading-accuracy instruction which should be part of 

teachers’ professional knowledge (See summary in Section 6.3).  

2. Because reading-accuracy development is a complex task, with continuing high cognitive load, 

effective reading-accuracy instruction includes both ‘explicit-skills instruction’, and ‘metacognition-

instruction’. It is suggested these terms be used as shared vocabulary.  

3. Effective instruction benefits by having clearly defined benchmarks, goals which students reach by a 

set point in time. 

4. Reading-accuracy should be a benchmark skill to be acquired at benchmark by perhaps 97% of 

Australian students. As such, students will differ not by achieving benchmark progress but by the 

intensity of instruction required to support them to achieve benchmark progress. 

5. Effective reading-accuracy assessments minimise teacher work intensification and are curriculum-

based, providing useful information which supports planning of instruction of the ‘next steps’ of 

students’ reading-accuracy development.  

6. Satisfactory reading and reading-accuracy achievement is the result of effective classroom reading 

instruction. 
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7. There are strong needs to build greater understanding of variables impacting classroom complexity 

which impact effective teaching and learning. 
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7 
Australian instructional 

supports 
The discussion in previous chapters of this thesis has elucidated many Big Ideas including the  

1. The complexity of mastering reading-accuracy. 

2. The important role of central literacy processing skills in being able to cope with the high cognitive 

load of learning to read English-text.  

3. Principles of effective instruction and benchmarks for reading-accuracy and reading development. 

4. The interaction of content, student and instruction factors. 

Studies of variance of different factors impacting student learning suggest the following distribution 

(Cuttance, 2001a; Richardson, 2000; Rowe & Rowe, 2002; Scheerens, 1992): 

1. Approximately 40-50% of the variation in student learning outcomes being due to individual student 

characteristics, of which approximately 9% is due to home and background factors 

2. Approximately 10% being due to between-school factors i.e., effectiveness of the school in 

comparison to other schools. 

3. Approximately 40-50% of the variation being due to classroom learning effects, i.e., factors relating 

to curriculum, teacher, instruction, classroom dynamics, and class learning.  

With 40-50% of the variance being at the level of teaching and learning i.e., classroom instruction, it is 

important for systems and schools to focus on enhancing the quantity and quality of the teaching and 

learning which takes place (Ingvarson & Chadbourne, 1996).  There would seem to be two paths through 

which teaching impacts learning – a direct effect of the teacher’s instruction on the individual student, and 

an indirect effect of the teacher onto the class as a whole, then through to student learning. It would seem 

that teacher factors, curriculum and instruction factors, and classroom dynamics factors all impact 

effectiveness of student learning.   

Previous chapters of this thesis have focussed on understanding reading-accuracy development, difficulties 

and instruction. They have addressed the research questions of this study which were focussed on 

developing understanding of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. This chapter 

continues to address the focus question of the study and does so through addressing the remaining second-

order question of the study: 

In what ways do realities of the Whole Language and Skills Development factions differ: 

11. What are the likely mechanisms involved in these two populations of highly educated, experienced 

academics being able to look at the same information yet view it so differently? 
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12. What changes in their realities are needed to achieve consensus? 

13. What factors are likely to contribute to the building of an effective bridging reality in which 

consensus can be achieved between the groups? 

This chapter focuses on aspects of Australian instruction and instructional supports which seem to be 

currently impeding the development of widespread Australian teacher expertise on reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction. The examination is at two levels: ‘single loop’ exploration of the 

functional inadequacies of current instructional supports, and ‘double loop’ exploration and reflection on 

aspects of factionalism involved in these inadequacies. 

While there is considerable literature investigating and discussing the impact of people’s beliefs on their 

actions (Argyris, 1983, 2001; Bandura, 2001; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Chandler, 2003; Christians, 2000; 

Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Fazio & Olson, 2003; Francis, 1995; Kincheloe & McLaren, 2000; Marland, 

1996; Nevis, DiBella, & Gould, 1995; Schwandt, 2000; Wenzlaff & Wegner, 2000; Wixted, 2004; Woods 

& Jeffrey, 2002), however very little of this literature focuses on aspects of reading-accuracy (Marland, 

1996). The pragmatic paradigm used in this study allows use of varying methods. To explore the 

interactions of beliefs and realities impacting Australian reading-accuracy instruction, I have built from 

literature on Australian reading instruction, along with personal experiences related to this area, and 

reflected on these at length, using principles of interpretivism, constructivism, analytical inquiry and 

semiotics (Chandler, 2003; Charmaz, 2000; Christians, 2000; Cooperrider & Srivastava, 1987; Cresswell, 

2003; Dey, 1999; Fine, Weis, Weseen, & Wong, 2000; Glaser, 2002; Griffiths & Tann, 1992; Gubrium & 

Holstein, 2000; Janesick, 2000; Kemmis & McTaggart, 2000; Kincheloe & McLaren, 2000; Neuman, 2000; 

Schwandt, 2000; Thomas, 2003). The result is a blend of subjective and objective analysis which adds value 

to seeking directions towards improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in 

Australia.  

The chapter will focus briefly on instructor expertise, and instructor factors which impact student learning, 

then explore instructor and organisational beliefs and learning, as it is felt that in Australia’s Reading Wars 

climate this is an important area for consideration. It then situates and explores current Australian reading 

instruction, before moving onto examination of individual Australian instructional supports and their needs 

for improvement. The sections of the chapter are as follows: 

7.1. INSTRUCTOR FACTORS AS AN IMPORTANT VARIABLE 322 

7.2. FACTIONS AND MARGINALISATION IN AUSTRALIAN READING INSTRUCTION323 

7.3. ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING THEORY AND EFFECTIVE PROGRESS 330 

7.4. SITUATING AUSTRALIAN READING-ACCURACY INSTRUCTION 338 

7.4.1. ENCOUNTERS EVIDENCING DISINFORMATION 342 

7.5. AUSTRALIAN INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORTS OF EFFECTIVE READING-ACCURACY INSTRUCTION 349 

7.5.1. NEEDS FOR EFFECTIVE PRESERVICE TRAINING 353 

7.5.2. NEEDS FOR EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM DOCUMENTS 354 

7.5.3. NEEDS FOR EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 358 

7.5.4. NEEDS FOR EFFECTIVE READING ASSESSMENTS 361 

7.5.5. NEEDS FOR TRANSPARENCY ON ACHIEVEMENT 365 

7.5.6. NEEDS FOR IMPROVING TEACHERS’ RESEARCH- AND TEST-LITERACY 367 

7.5.7. NEEDS FOR EFFECTIVE AUSTRALIAN READING RESEARCH 369 

7.5.8. NEEDS FOR HEALTHY RESEARCH PREMISES 374 

7.5.9. NEEDS TO DEFINE LITERACY AND READING 377 

7.5.9.1. The value of reflecting on and expanding literacy 380 
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7.5.9.2. Literacy as print-literacy and critical reasoning 381 

7.5.10. NEEDS FOR EDUCATIONAL POLICY MAKERS WITH DEEP KNOWLEDGE OF READING SCIENCE 383 

7.5.11. NEEDS TO UNDERSTAND CLASSROOM COMPLEXITY 385 

7.5.12. NEEDS TO REFLECT ON POLITICAL DECISIONMAKING IN READING INSTRUCTION 389 

7.6. IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIAN READING INSTRUCTION 394 

 

As there will be much discussion on these terms in this chapter, their glossary definitions are repeated here: 

1. The term ‘mainstream reading academics’ refers to reading academics strongly supportive of Whole 

Language reading-accuracy instruction. 

2. The term ‘reading scientists’ refers to reading academics of strongly Skills Development persuasion. 

3. The term ‘reading professionals’ is used when discussing combined populations of mainstream 

reading academics and reading professionals. 

These terms, and others defined in that glossary (including ‘Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction’, 

‘Skills Development’, and ‘Instructional supports’) will be used frequently in the discussion of this chapter. 

7.1 Instructor factors as an important variable 
Instructors are a crucial factor in reading-accuracy instruction, thus it is useful to consider instructor factors 

which impact student learning. The term ‘instructor’ is used in this section to encompass not just teachers, 

but also mainstream reading academics and educational policy developers. 

Some instructor factors are specific to the individual instructor. In transparent orthography countries, 

reading-accuracy instruction takes place during a short time, such that it is highly likely only one teacher 

impacts the development of each child’s reading-accuracy. In English-text countries, reading-accuracy 

develops over a period of three years or longer, such that most children’s reading-accuracy development is 

impacted by at least three teachers, and each individual teacher has background factors impacting the 

reading-accuracy instruction they provide. ‘Instructor factors’ is thus a complex area. Individual-instructor 

factors include 

1. Personal experience of learning to read as a child. 

2. Influence of training received, including preservice instruction on reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction and, for some, postgraduate studies in reading. 

3. Teaching experience in previous schools and classes. 

4. Influence from significant others, including professional peers, and peers in professional-

associations such as the Australian Literacy Educators’ Association (ALEA), Learning Difficulties 

Australia (LDA) and Primary English Teachers Association (PETA). 

5. Current levels of pedagogical content knowledge about  

a. Reading-accuracy development, assessment, instruction, difficulties and instructional 

modifications for at-risk readers.   

b. Whole Language and Skills Development models of reading-accuracy instruction. 

c. Current research knowledge on reading-accuracy development, difficulties, and instruction. 

6. Current levels of critical inquiry skills and self-awareness skills with respect to models of reading-

accuracy development and instruction. 

a. Attitude to and level of influence from current instructional supports. 
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b. Current levels of enthusiasm for and involvement in Whole Language or Skills Development 

reading-accuracy instruction, whether active, passive or reticent (Joyce and Showers, 1988). 

7. Current levels of work intensity created by class, school, system and organisational characteristics. 

Other instructor factors are school-level and system level factors. These include 

1. Systemic factors including resourcing, and departmental expectations and priorities. 

2. Organisation-based characteristics of administration and teaching, in relation to reflection, 

professional community, lifelong learning, flexibility, and resourcing.  

3. Levels of individual-teacher leadership and decisionmaking in schools, as encouraged by the school 

and the educational system. 

4. Current school and year-level programming for reading-accuracy instruction. 

5. Infrastructural design factors relating to literacy instruction for at-risk readers. 

6. Demographic characteristics of the school and wider community. 

7. Individual and group characteristics of the students in the teacher’s class. 

 

Conclusion 

National achievement, state achievement, school achievement and class achievement all ultimately rest on 

the achievement of individual Australian children. While it is difficult to change the experiential 

circumstances which many children ‘bring’ to learning, expert instruction can accommodate each child’s 

uniqueness, and meet his or her specific instructional needs. The point at which measures to improve 

Australian reading-accuracy instruction must be focused on is that point where teacher instruction meets 

student learning. Sometimes this instruction will be explicit, directly teaching concepts and skills. At other 

times, it will be organisational, setting up contexts and conditions for children to self-learn knowledge and 

skills. It is highly likely that it is excellent classroom instruction of the children which is the pivotal issue in 

improving reading levels in at-risk readers. Teacher expertise is built by the instructional supports which 

support teachers in developing, reflecting on, and refining aspects of their instruction so that it becomes 

increasingly expert. This is a different concept to years of teaching experience – when instructional supports 

are inappropriate, a teacher’s twenty years of experience may be two year’s experience repeated ten times. 

In contrast, with lifelong learner attitudes and appropriate supports, teaching skill becomes increasingly 

refined and expert.  

 

7.2 Factions and marginalisation in Australian 
reading instruction 

As discussed in Chapter 2, there has been strong marginalisation of reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction in Australia since the 1980s. This section starts to explore reasons for this 

marginalisation, focussing on instructor factors relating to factionalism and ideologies in Australian 

Reading Wars divisiveness.  

A recent article on Australian Reading Wars (Cadzow, 2003, p.27) uses strong battle imagery which clearly 

portrays Reading Wars factionalism:  

On one side are phonics advocates, who say research shows conclusively that reading 

instruction is most effective when it includes specific teaching about the way letters represent 

sounds, and how those sounds combine to form words – /th/-/i/-/ck/, for instance, or /sh/-/o/-
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/pp/-/ing/.  
On the other side are proponents of the so-called ‘whole-language’ philosophy which is 

under challenge in the US and Britain but continues to hold sway in Australian classrooms. 

Whole-language adherents say teaching kids to break words into pieces is tedious and 

unnecessary, because learning to read is as natural as learning to speak: if children are 

‘immersed in print’ – exposed to a wide variety of books filled with compelling stories and 

appealing pictures – they will pretty much figure it out for themselves.  

The phonics camp dismisses the learning-by-osmosis theory as wishful thinking. The whole-

language crowd writes off phonics promoters as jack-booted disciplinarians nostalgic for the 

rote learning and mindless chanting (‘bat, cat, fat, mat, sat’) of an earlier era. ‘You often 

hear the expression ‘drill and kill’,’ says Melbourne educational psychologist Kerry 

Hempenstall, a phonics supporter who knows the price of expressing his views: ‘I’ve been 

called a fascist from time to time.’ The initiator of an RMIT University course that trains 

parents to tutor children who haven’t learned to read at school, Hempenstall shrugs off the 

vilification. ‘I’ve been copping it for so long it doesn’t bother me much,’ he says.  

Slander, slanging matches, frosty silences … Susan Farrell, now at Warrnambool Primary, 

in south-western Victoria, taught in a school in the late ’70s ‘where the phonetic teachers sat 

on one side of the staffroom and the whole-language teachers sat on the other side. No 

common ground.’  

Entrenched factionalism seems present in Australian mainstream reading academics and reading scientists, 

evidenced not least in factional vocabulary used by members of both factions. The words we use are almost 

never completely objective, but instead are strongly subjective, made so through our topic choices and 

emphases. Additionally we may use factional vocabulary, which reflects our subjective understandings and 

ideologies. Such vocabulary is easily understood by people in one’s faction, who are highly familiar with 

the words used, while people outside the faction are ignorant of the intended use of such terms. In times of 

divisiveness and ideological passion, the words which proponents use take on heightened importance. 

Rather than being data for academic consideration, they become Reading Wars ammunition.  

An example of mainstream reading academics using factional vocabulary is seen in the Australian book, 

The Explicit Teaching of Reading (Edwards, 1999; Hancock, 1999; B. Weeks, 1999; Wilkinson, 1999), 

where reading-accuracy is not entirely excluded, being mentioned in at least two examples of reading 

activities, but is so extremely marginalised that it took major searching to locate these two examples. 

Hancock (1999), the editor of the book, and Wilkonson (1999) discuss the term ‘Explicit Teaching’ as  

emerging in the 1980s as part of the genre approach to writing, and in their book, extend its usage to 

reading, which in the text is considered almost exclusively as reading comprehension. I was startled by their 

use of the term, as it is one which reading scientists are highly familiar with, and strongly relate to reading-

accuracy instruction. Reflection on this factional term helped me realise that this would be one reason why 

mainstream reading academics don’t think to include reading-accuracy in their framework of ‘explicit 

instruction’, given that reading-accuracy had become rather passé by the time genre theory was dominant. 

Rather like ‘Balanced Instruction,’ there are very different meanings for ‘explicit instruction’.  

Given that America has implemented six somewhat repetitive national investigations of reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction (M. J. Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson et al., 1985; Chall, 1967; 

National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a; Swanson et al., 1999), and that none of 

these has been accepted by Australian or American mainstream reading academics, it seems likely that 

entrenched factionalism is in place in mainstream reading academics. Similarly, somewhat simplistic 

statements by reading scientists which seem to reflect inappropriate assumptions on the complexity of at-

risk readers’ reading-accuracy development and instructional needs, and current instructional practices, may 

indicate the likelihood that similar entrenched factionalism is present, or potentially present, in Australian 

reading scientists.  
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Characteristics of entrenched factionalism in Australian Reading Wars seem to include 

1. Lack of critical reflection by reading academics of both factions on their beliefs and ideologies with 

respect to reading-accuracy development and instruction. 

2. Lack of awareness and/or acknowledgement of major commonalities the factions share,  

for example, both strongly emphasise  

a. The importance of extensive reading of meaningful texts.  

b. The powerful role context plays in supporting reading-accuracy while reading those texts. 

3. Lack of respect, mistrust, and suspicion about the academic integrity of researchers and academics 

of the other faction. 

4. ‘Black and white’ thinking, which reduces ability to reflect on ‘shades-of-grey’ issues, sometimes 

resulting in a sense of ‘win-lose’, wherein members of the other faction are viewed as the opposition 

(or enemy) and irredeemable. 

5. High emotional volatility: Frequent inability to academically hear the other faction’s perspective 

(see the wood for the trees) when passion has been ignited by factional vocabulary and actions. 

6. Lack of realisation of the strong possibility that the factions may have extremely different realities of 

‘systematic phonics,’ particularly given that this concept has not yet been elucidated satisfactorily.  

7. Mistrust and suspicion, limited contact, and a dearth of respectful discussion. 

The recent writing by 26 leading Australian reading scientists to Brendan Nelson, Federal Minister for 

Education, Science and Training, in April 2004, would seem a strong example of factional vocabulary and 

factionalism in Australian Reading Wars. The letter was printed in The Australian on April 21. It called for 

a major review of reading instruction after commenting on the wide gap between current reading 

instruction, and instruction indicated by current research. Factional vocabulary seems present in their 

wording, ‘that mastery of the alphabetic code is essential to proficient reading, and that methods of 

instruction that teach this code directly are more effective than those that do not.’ The factional term 

‘mastery of the alphabetic code’ is likely to mean very different things to reading scientists and mainstream 

reading academics. It has depths of meaning for reading scientists including mastery of phonemic recoding 

which would enable reading and spelling of all regular words, and lead to skill in reading and spelling less 

regular words. In contrast, mainstream reading academics, and indeed most people other than reading 

scientists, would interpret it as meaning teaching the sounds of the letters of the alphabet. Given the 

likelihood that many, if not most, teachers of first grade classes do in fact explicitly teach letter-sounds, it is 

highly likely that this sentence would be incendiary, and that mainstream reading academics would take 

exception to it. Inevitably, they did.  

While there are many good reasons why the 26 would rightfully call for a review of reading-accuracy 

instruction, and I would join them in this call, the use of factional vocabulary was unfortunate. The response 

in The Australian the next day was predictable. It evidenced major lack of respect and acknowledgement, 

reading as ‘The Australian Literacy Educators Association president…yesterday dismissed the critics as an 

"unknown few” who were not educators and had no idea what happened in the classroom.’ There followed 

a lengthy discussion which was effectively the traditional Reading Wars response to ‘We need more 

phonics.’ It can be paraphrased as ‘Where do these people come from? What on earth are they talking 

about? Of course we teach systematic phonics’. This instance seems a classic example of Reading Wars’ 

factionalism and lack of reflection on ongoing assumptions. 

Factionalism by reading scientists has been exacerbated by failure to situate reading-accuracy in current 

Australian definitions and discussions of reading, given the very impressive depths of knowledge which 

Australian reading scientists have on effective reading-accuracy development and instruction and its 

importance for at-risk readers (V. Anderson et al., 2004; Bowey, 2002; Bowey, Vaughan, & Hansen, 1998; 
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Byrne, 1998; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1991, 1995; Byrne, Fielding-Barnsley, & Ashley, 2000; Cadzow, 

2003; de Lemos, 2001b, 2002, 2004; Fielding-Barnsley & Murray, 2002; Hansen & Bowey, 1994; 

Hempenstall, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003; Knight & Galletly, In press; Knight & Smith, 1998, 

2000; Neilson, 1999; Oakhill & Beard, 1996; Oakhill & Kyle, 2000; Rohl, 2000; Rowe & Rowe, 2002; 

Scott, 2002; A. Weeks, 2002; Westwood, 1999a, 1999b, 2001; Wheldall & Madelaine, 2000).  

It would seem highly likely that omission of reading-accuracy from mainstream reading academics’ 

definitions and understanding of ‘literacy’ and ‘reading’ is a major factor in reading-accuracy is so strongly 

marginalised in current Australian reading-accuracy supports (Anstey, 1998; Australian Literacy Educators 

Association, ; Begg & Golding, 1999; Christie et al., 1991; Commonwealth Literacy Policies for Australian 

Schools, 1998; de Lemos, 2001a; Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b; Education 

Queensland, 2001a, 2002a, 2002 not for citation; Education Victoria, 1999; Freebody, 1994; Freebody & 

Gilbert, 1999; Glen, 1986; Hempenstall, 1996; P. W. Hill & Crevola, 1999; Susan  Hill, Comber, Louden, 

Rivalland, & Reid, 2002; Knight, Galletly, & Pincott, 2004; Larking & Cox, 1998; Louden, 2000; Louden, 

Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & Van Kraayenoord, 2000; Ministerial 

Council on Education, 1999; National Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia, 1998; Queensland 

Department of Education, 1991, 1994; Queensland, 2002; Queensland School Curriculum Council, 2001; 

Queensland Studies Authority, 2002; Sanson et al., 2002; van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1994; Winch et al., 

2001).  

Many incidences of marginalisation of reading-accuracy would seem to stem not from deliberate exclusion, 

but from lack of reflection on reading-accuracy: 

6. In trying to situate current research-based approaches to reading-accuracy development, difficulties 

and instruction in Knobel’s (2001) historical overview of key theories and pedagogies, the only 

possible place to position it is as part of the Back-to-basics Movement, which is reported to have 

been functioning from the 1990s and  to be ‘skills-based with an emphasis on direct instruction.’ 

Unfortunately the theoretical basis Knobel ascribes to this pedagogy is its being ‘driven by a 

misplaced nostalgia for the 'good old days' (Knobel, 2001, p.1:21).  

7. The report of the Working Party on Literacy in Teacher Education: Standards for preservice 

programs similarly offers no position for research-based knowledge of reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction. 

While some teachers’ and mainstream reading academics’ instruction is strongly influenced by current 

philosophies, and some are strongly aware of discrepancies between what they would teach and what they 

must teach, it is common for there to be little conscious awareness of these aspects (Brindley & Schneider, 

2002). As a lecturer and practitioner, I commonly come across teachers and mainstream reading academics 

who marginalise reading-accuracy in major ways in discussions, and strongly emphasise  

1. Reading instruction being conducted always in meaningful contexts. 

2. Phonics being so complicated that it is useless as a primary component of reading instruction. 

3. The importance of contextual guessing. 

4. Letters being symbols, in the same way that the symbols of men and women on the walls of public 

toilets are symbols.  

But while their public theories (what one says) are thus strongly sociocultural and Whole Language, and 

strongly rejecting of Skills Development, their private and practical theories (what one does) show a much 

greater acceptance of reading-accuracy (Griffiths & Tann, 1992; Marland, 1996). Their instruction, at least 

for beginning readers, includes letter-sound instruction, sight word instruction, word and letter games, 

phonics instruction integrated into spelling instruction and decontextualised spelling instruction. Recently a 

peer was discussing how effective she had found the ClaSS reading program in Victoria. Discussion 
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revealed that she saw no incompatibility with ClaSS philosophy in her school having added a very strong 

Skills Development component to ClaSS instruction. She felt the skills development, time on reading, and 

extra staff provided as part of ClaSS implementation, were highly effective.  

There seem to be very large instances of inappropriate curricula being reinvented by teachers in appropriate 

form, with no sense of this being against the philosophy underlying the initiative. As Posner (1996, p.25) 

comments  

Anybody who has tried to persuade a group of teachers to implement a particular curriculum 

has remarked on the degree to which teachers adapt rather than adopt curricula.  Some 

curriculum developers have even gone to the extremes of attempting (in vain) to produce so-

called teacher-proof curricula… their efforts are viewed as an affront to the profession of 

teaching.  That such attempts have been generally unsuccessful seem to be sufficient 

evidence that teachers are very selective about what they will incorporate into their 

classrooms...[They].. subject any innovation to tests of cost versus benefit, feasibility, and 

consistency within the teachers' perceptions of themselves and their situations.  It is no 

wonder, then, that most innovations are "blunted on the classroom door".  The view of 

teachers that emerges from studies of curriculum implementation is one of active 

professionals constantly making educational decisions for their particular classrooms. 

This professionalism and common sense in Australian teachers would seem a major reason for increased 

interest in and acceptance of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction at school level.  

Lack of reflection would seem to play a large part in Reading Wars divisiveness. From semiotic 

perspectives, it would seem that mainstream reading academics and reading scientists have extremely 

different ‘realities’ on reading-accuracy development and instruction: 

1. Reading scientists use terms that imply reform of reading must be achieved in spite of mainstream 

reading academics and teachers, rather than being achieved with and through them. Their factional 

vocabulary seems overly simplistic and inaccurate to Whole Language factionalists. They also seem 

to emphasise that current reading-accuracy instruction is inappropriate not just for at-risk readers, 

but for all readers, which would seem confrontational to mainstream reading academics and teachers 

who are aware of the vast number of Australian students reading extremely well. 

2. Mainstream reading academics continue to not consider the evidence on the inappropriateness of 

Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, and have little or no respect for the Skills 

Development model of Balanced Instruction (National Research Council, 1998a, Pressley et al., 

2001) and its proponents. The strength of their protestations in face of the mounting evidence against 

Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction, suggests that protective mechanisms may be in place 

– possibly they feel that if the ‘irrational’ Australian reading scientists had their way in reforming 

Australian reading-accuracy instruction, disastrous outcomes would ensue.  

3. Members of both factions feel confident that they are totally correct in their view, and that they are 

backed by large amounts of research evidence. They do not respect that members of the opposite 

faction may feel similarly and that self-reflection by all would be invaluable.    

Failure to reflect on one’s beliefs and realities seems often to lead one away from academic reasoning and 

into ideological thinking. Sargent, Nilan and Winter (1997, pp.29-30) define ideology as  

A system of ideas, beliefs and values, which offers a coherent view of something: this view 

derives originally from the interests of certain social groups(s), who use power actively to 

persuade others to adopt that view, thus supporting the status quo. Ideologies are not 

necessarily either true or false, not necessarily based on reality or illusion – they are 

perspectives on the world which favour the interests of certain groups. They influence 

people’s behaviour as well as their thinking. They transform ‘I want’ into ‘You should’, and 
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maintain standards of behaviour (norms) in groups and individuals who have been 

persuaded of their validity.  

The main source of ideology, according to Marxism, is the ruling class: ‘The ideas of the 

ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas (i.e., the class which is the ruling material 

force of the society is at the same time its ruling intellectual force). These ideas are 

propagated in an attempt to persuade subordinated groups of their truth. There is a debate 

on the extent to which ideas are believed by subordinate groups, and whether this depends 

on their direct experience of issues and events…(there) tends to become a middle class, or 

bourgeois, ideology which becomes the dominant ideology.., often there is a proletarian 

[opposing] ideology…But there is less possibility of this when the middle class can convey 

dominant ideology through its wide control of the media.   

It is interesting to reflect on the impact of ideologies on Australian reading and reading-accuracy 

instruction. Different realities created by Reading Wars divisiveness means it is easy for members of 

opposite factions to look at the same situation (e.g., a classroom of children learning), and perceive it in 

totally different ways. It is likely to be a reason for defensiveness against ideas from reading scientists, and  

why copious reading-science evidence for several decades showing that Australian reading-accuracy 

instruction for at-risk readers was and is inappropriate, has not resulted in effective reforms. In their reality, 

they cannot see evidence of needs for reform. This is similar to the American situation where not one of the 

national reviews conducted over more than three decades was sufficient to create reform, such reform 

eventually occurring through state and federal mandates i.e., top-down enforced reform with all the 

accompanying negativity such top-down moves create. 

A further area highly worthy of reflection for this area is the development of false consciousness (Foster & 

Harman, 1992; Sargent et al., 1997). Foster and Harman (1992, p.227) define false consciousness as 

A social group’s incorrect perception of the nature and cause of its conflict with other 

groups. It prevents the group from fully understanding the true nature of its problems and it 

disposes the group to work for, and accept, reforms that are only superficial in effect. 

Moreover, it may be that a dominant group has deliberately or unconsciously induced the 

false consciousness in the disadvantaged group in order to justify and maintain its superior 

position.  

They discuss ways false confidence is induced (Foster and Harman, 1992, pp.227-231): 

1.   Ritualisation: Cementing control through token inclusion of subordinate group. 

2.   Fostering belief that the problem results from a cause other than a structural one. 

3.   Mystification (belief that a situation is unalterable, natural or right). 

4.   Fear of the unknown: Creating concerns that the consequences of change will be worse than the 

status quo. 

5.   Diverting attention to the relative improvements in present life conditions when compared with the 

past, and away from other comparisons. 

Doubtless, mainstream reading academics can think of many instances where reading scientists seem 

‘guilty’ of false consciousness (e.g., it would seem highly likely that the National Reading Panel had major 

agendas in place from early in its inception). Doubtless, reading scientists can likewise find many instances 

of mainstream reading academics and false consciousness (e.g., the endless mindless skills development of 

the 1960s which Whole Language rescued us from, is not recalled by students or teachers of the time). 

Equally doubtless, both parties are largely innocent due to being victims of patterns of human nature, and 

there is little value in recriminatory thinking. There is however, probably great value in reflecting on 

reading-accuracy, its role in reading, and where instances of false consciousness and ideological thinking 

have diverted the path of improving reading instruction for Australian at-risk readers. 
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And realistically, who is the enemy? While a childish notion in some ways, perhaps there is value in 

considering that the enemy is lack of knowledge by both mainstream reading academics and reading 

scientists that  

1.  English-text reading-accuracy is very difficult to master, such that  

2.  Many at-risk readers will not master unless it unless they receive highly-intense carefully-scaffolded 

instruction which meets their instructional needs, and that 

3.  It is possible reading-accuracy instruction for very beginning readers needs to go beyond teaching 

mastery of phonemic recoding to include teaching of phonological recoding at multiple orthographic 

grainsizes, and the building of student metacognition on reading-accuracy and effective learning. 

This lack of awareness would seem to have created major misunderstanding: 

1. Australian reading professionals were simply unaware that  

a. Children of many other nations learn to read far more quickly and easily than Australian 

readers do. 

b. There was an option of reading-accuracy development occurring far more quickly, even in 

at-risk readers, than it does in normal-progress English-text readers.  

c. English orthographic-complexity i.e., within-word factors of a very strongly reading-

accuracy nature, was the basis of this slow-progress and reading failure in English-text 

readers. 

While there is little point in laying blame, English egocentrism may have to bear a little 

responsibility for this knowledge appearing only recently. America and Australia are relatively 

farflung from Europe where crosslinguistic differences in reading-accuracy development would 

seem to have been strongly evident to reading scientists willing to look beyond English-text 

reading-accuracy development and difficulties. These differences were available to Americans in 

observation of Spanish-speaking readers, and to Australians in observation of Aboriginal readers 

learning transparent orthographies, but these students’ difficulties in reaching average levels of 

reading efficiency due to other factors, has made this evidence far less visible. 

2. Reading scientists have assumed the reason that children haven’t mastered reading-accuracy is 

simply that they have not been taught phonemic recoding. They have perhaps not been aware that  

a. Teachers are also calling for support in reading. 

b. While phonemic recoding is the complete reading-accuracy curriculum for transparent-

orthography countries, it is likely English-text reading-accuracy instruction must incorporate 

multiple grain-sizes. 

c. Lack of in-school support, e.g., teacher aides, extra literacy teachers, and the highly intense 

and diverse nature of primary school instruction has meant that even when correct instruction 

has been provided, it has not been sufficient. 

3. Mainstream reading academics have assumed that reading-accuracy using Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction is appropriate because of  

a. The assumption that it is extremely easy to learn to read English. 

b. Seeming support for this assumption from sociocultural aspects such as 

i. Sociocultural empowerment being needed for children to confidently partake in 

school-learning. 
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ii. Freire’s rejection of banking pedagogy being applied strongly to reading-accuracy 

instruction rather than instructional content. 

There seem major needs for Australian reading professionals to have strong interpersonal communication 

skills (McLean, 2005), strong self-awareness, low defensiveness with respect to challenging ideas, and 

strong openness to new ideas (Senge, 1990a; Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, Ross, & Smith, 1994; Senge, Lucas et 

al., 2000; Stanovich & Stanovich, 1995). These equally seem valuable characteristics to develop in teachers 

and students. 

Conclusion 

There are many indicators that ideologies and factional thinking are major issues in current discussion and 

thinking on reading instruction in Australia in recent decades. This is doubtless having major impact in 

preventing established reading research being ‘heard’ by mainstream reading academics and teachers.  

 

7.3 Organisational learning theory and effective 
progress 

When continuing masses of research evidence are not believed, and reading scientists continue to see the 

building of further continuing masses of research evidence as the solution to this problem, there is a need to 

look beyond the facts of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. It is possible that the 

solutions will be found in building communication paths for reflection on that evidence, i.e., in working at 

the level of personal and public beliefs of mainstream reading academics and reading scientists, and 

exploring their differing realities. There is extensive evidence that organisational issues such as Reading 

Wars occur not just at their surface, actioning level, but also at intrapersonal, interpersonal and 

organisational levels, at the levels of conscious and unconscious beliefs about many aspects of the initiative 

(D. Andrews & Lewis, 2001a, 2001b; L. Angus, 1989; Argyris, 1983, 1991, 2001; Avolio & Bass, 1988; 

Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Cooper, 1998; Cooperrider & Srivastava, 1987; Drucker, 1994; Francis, 1995; 

Fullan, 1997; Griffiths & Tann, 1992; Handal & Louvas, 1987; Hargreaves, 1994; B. R. Joyce & Showers, 

1988; Katzenmeyer & Moller, 1996; Kofman & Senge, 1993; Kotter, 1995; Kruse et al., 1994; Limerick, 

Cunnington, & Crowther, 1998; Lynn, 1994; McCrea & Ehrich, 1999; Nevis et al., 1995; Ogawa & Bossert, 

1995; Posner, 1996; Riordan & Chesterton, 1999; Sanders & McCutcheon, 1986; Senge, 1990b, 1996, 

1999a; Senge, Cambron-McCabe et al., 2000; Senge et al., 1999; Senge, Lucas et al., 2000; Smyth, 1989; 

Starratt, 1991). In the following discussion, individual and organisational factors will be explored briefly 

with respect to beliefs, reflectivity, and ability to work with others. It is considered that these factors are 

highly important both in effecting changed reading-accuracy instruction and in overcoming Reading Wars 

divisiveness. 

Argyris and Schon are widely considered the originators of successful organisational reform being created 

and sustained through organisational learning Argyris and Schon are considered the originators of 

organisational learning theory (Argyris, 1983, 1991, 2001; Crowther, Andrews, Dawson, & Lewis, 2001; 

Crowther, Hann, & McMaster, 2001a; Crowther & Kaagan, 2001; Grace, 1995; Hodgkinson, 1991; Nevis et 

al., 1995; Robinson, 2001; Sanders & McCutcheon, 1986; Schon, 1987). In a recent article, Argyris (2001, 

p.56) summarised his main theories briefly: 

Human beings and organisations exhibit theories of effective action.  All these theories are normative 

because they are based on human choices as to the values, the actions, and the performance to be actualised.  

There are espoused theories and theories-in-use. I suggest two recommendations for "next steps".  First, that 

researchers focus more on theories-in-use at all levels of the organisations that they study. Second, that they 

not only describe the patterns that they observe but they describe the causal mechanisms by which these 

patterns are created, in the first place.  
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Argyris (1983) contrasts espoused theories of action (i.e., do as I say, not as I do) with theory-in-use (what I 

really do). He considers that all behaviour is usually consistent with one’s theory-in-use, but that most 

people are totally unaware of the theory they actually use (Argyris, 2001). He found that professionals in 

positions of authority are often not consciously aware of their processing. Because they have become 

relatively automatic at most of the reasoning that they do, they tend not to notice inconsistencies in their 

reasoning, and tend not to question or test their views openly. As a result, they operate with theories in use 

which may be different to their espoused theories.  

The key to this dilemma is widely considered to be reflection which develops awareness of these hidden 

agendas, i.e., meta-awareness of actions and beliefs. Building knowledge of what was tacit and is now 

known offers new tools for future learning. Reflective practice allows individuals and organisations to build 

wisdom from their experiences, rather than simply repeating familiar experiences many times. Such 

reflective practice would make powerful contributions to achieving effective Australian reading instruction   

Argyris emphasises the difficulty of changing entrenched automatic behaviour. He feels it can only be done 

effectively when reflection on individual and organisational models is included as a key part of the changes 

which will be or are being made. He stresses that single loop learning (the learning involved in structural 

changes, and adjusting to surprise outcomes) is insufficient for effective long-term organisational 

functioning, and that double loop learning is essential. Double loop learning occurs when ongoing reflection 

accompanies the surface level actioning taking place, and leads to changes to the values underlying those 

actions. Powerful organisational learning occurs when individuals in an organisation reflect widely and 

rigorously on processes and outcomes. When mismatches or unintended consequences occur (see Table 

7.1), reflective practitioners act from that reflection, and continue to reflect during this actioning.  

 

Table 7.1  

Hypothetical examples of mismatches between expected and actual outcomes, and resulting reflection, 

using relevant Australian Reading Wars issues as examples 

Expected outcome Actual outcome Possible reflection 

MISMATCHES FOR READING SCIENTISTS  

Teachers aren’t teaching 

the alphabetic principle. 

Teachers are teaching it. Other 

variables impact learning. 

We need to work in schools, and get 

data on current practice.  

Teachers will resist 

reform 

Teachers ‘overwhelmingly’ want 

help with teaching reading. 

Teachers want to help, and have 

significant expertise.  

Principles of systematic 

phonics are established, 

just not used. 

There is much school-level 

research needed to develop 

effective principles of instruction. 

It will be good to work together to 

establish the major and minor points 

of reading-accuracy instruction.  

Phonemic recoding is 

the best recoding tool.  

Phonemic recoding won’t work 

for many words beginners meet.  

We need to work out what works 

best, especially for at-risk readers. 

MISMATCHES FOR MAINSTREAM READING ACADEMICS 

Never trust empirical 

research studies. 

Many academics can’t interpret 

empirical research. 

The evidence of this study I’ve 

reviewed, seems highly valid.  

Reading-accuracy is 

irrelevant to reading 

development.  

Reading-accuracy difficulties are 

probably the basis of most reading 

difficulties. 

We may have been wrong. I’ll 

observe my students from a 

reading-accuracy angle.  

Current reading 

instruction is effective 

Use of reading-accuracy 

(phonological recoding) is more 

Let’s check rates of success with 

contextual guessing, and 
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for at-risk readers. effective than contextual guessing.  phonological recoding. 

Decontextualised-word 

activities turns children 

off reading. 

Students like games and work with 

decontextualised words. They find 

it effective and purposeful. 

Let’s ask teachers using word-level 

activities if we could talk with 

them and watch their classes.  

 

 

Individuals involved in reforming reading-accuracy instruction will include teachers, mainstream reading 

academics, reading scientists, parents, and interested others. Organisations involved in reforming reading-

accuracy instruction will include schools, state departments of education, teacher professional associations, 

and university faculties of education. It seems useful to consider the achieving of effective Australian 

reading-accuracy instruction as being a reading reform ‘organisation’ - a loosely connected organisation 

linking major parties: 

1. Schools and staff groups. 

2. Federal, state and independent systems of education, and their associated bodies, e.g., for 

Queensland this would include Education Queensland, Catholic Education, Association of 

Independent Schools of Queensland, and the Queensland Studies Authority. 

3. Universities conducting reading research and preservice training. 

4. Teacher professional associations. 

Various terms are used to label the theories we hold as individuals (Francis, 1995; Griffiths & Tann, 1992; 

Handal & Louvas, 1987; Marland, 1996; Sanders & McCutcheon, 1986; Senge, Lucas et al., 2000). 

Griffiths and Tan (1995) categorise them as personal and public theories; Argyris categorises them as 

theories of action (what I say), and ‘theories in use (what I do)’ (Argyris, 1983). All emphasise the fact that 

as individuals we have  

1. Privately held ideas on an issue: 

a. Some we are aware of and reflect on. 

b. Others we are unaware of, such that others may be more aware of them than we are. 

2. Publicly stated ideas on an issue: 

a. They may be identical to what we really think. 

b. They may be what we think it politic to say. 

3. Theories we exhibit though our actions: 

a. They may be identical to our publicly stated theories and/or our privately held theories. 

b. They may be very different to these theories. 

c. They may be what we do because of environmental influences. 

Organisations such as schools and education systems also have such theories which are held collectively by 

individuals in those organisations, e.g., Bennis and Nanus (1985) suggest organisations have four different 

forms: 

1. The manifest organisation: the formally displayed organisation seen on organisational charts and 

brochures. 

2. The assumed organisation:  the organisation individuals perceive as what really happens. 

3. The extant organisation:  the actual situation revealed through systematic investigation. 
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4. The requisite organisation: the organisation as it would look if it were in accord with the reality of 

the situation within which it exists. 

Bennis and Nanus (1985) suggest that the ideal, never achieved, situation is all four perspectives being 

highly aligned, while when the four contradict each other, integrity and trust are hard to achieve. They 

emphasise the vital importance of trust and integrity in work relations in healthy organisations (Bennis & 

Nanus, 1985, p.43-44): 

Trust is the lubrication that makes it possible for organisations to work. It's hard to imagine 

an organisation without some semblance of trust operating somehow, somewhere. An 

organisation without trust is more than anomaly, it's a misnomer, a dim creature of Kafka's 

imagination. Trust implies accountability, predictability, reliability. It's what sells products 

and keeps organisations humming. Trust is the glue that maintains organisational integrity. 

Researchers exploring organisational change processes emphasise the value of reflecting on one’s personal 

and public theories and theories-in-action, and being able to discuss these theories, and build from them into 

organisational thinking. Robinson (2001) suggests that by making explicit what is implicit in one’s practice, 

individuals are empowered in being able to reflect on how they have contributed to constructing the status 

quo, and how they might contribute to its reconstruction. That reconstruction may only involve single-loop 

learning, changes to surface level practices, but effective organisational learning must involve additional 

double-loop learning, changes to the values that underpin problematic practice. There is strong agreement as 

to  

1. The power of individuals’ theories-in-use, regardless of whether or not they are conscious. 

2. The strong positive effects, for individuals and organisations, of building personal and organisational 

awareness of these theories. 

3. The importance of reflection at both individual and organisational levels in supporting effective 

organisational learning. 

4. Organisational learning being prerequisite to successful educational reform, and the vital need for 

further research in educational settings to explore this area further (Argyris, 2001; Crowther & 

Kaagan, 2001; Robinson, 2001).   

Robinson (2001, p.63) concludes: 

Tasks of dynamic complexity such as implementing new policies and creating school 

improvement pose formidable learning challenges which are attributable to both the 

cognitive and interpersonal habits typically employed in completing them…interventions to 

improve both sets of skills and their associated mental models are required. 

It would seem valuable to create an environment encouraging reflection by mainstream reading academics 

and reading scientists, separately and together, on their tacit theories. Perhaps reading scientists will decide 

that their current theory in action (actively promoting that phonemic recoding will in and of itself solve 

Australian students’ reading difficulties) is not reflecting the scientific rigour which characterises their 

work. This act of reflection, making implicit practices explicit and open for reflection, may move them to 

search for other misperceptions they may be unwittingly holding to. Some may find they have been 

considering teachers as opposition, rather than as fellow-professionals whose access to reading scientists has 

been thwarted at every turn, and who also are calling loudly for reading reform. Such realisations create 

waves of ramifications, and opportunities for new learnings and partnerships.  

Perhaps teachers (and mainstream reading academics) may reflect on the impact of orthographic complexity 

and how new knowledge is revealing that reading-accuracy for English-text readers is actually a highly 

complex task, thus requiring explicit instruction in the same way as other aspects of literacy, e.g., spelling, 

handwriting, genre writing. Building awareness that some of their personal theories (possibly well-
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integrated private, public and actioned theories on reading-accuracy, phonological recoding, and attention to 

orthographic features being irrelevant to reading development) are not compatible with this new knowledge 

(Adger, Snow, & Christian, 2002). As with the reading scientists discussed above, this act of reflection, 

making implicit practices explicit and open for reflection, may move them to search for other 

misperceptions they may be unwittingly holding to.  

Senge and associates (1990, 2000) suggest that the most effective practice in achieving organisational 

learning, when dissention is a strong possibility, is through dialogue. Dialogue is defined as sustained 

collective enquiry into everyday experience and what we take for granted, involving disciplined stages in an 

atmosphere of personal and collective respect: 

1. An invitation, encouraging each of us to ‘suspend’ our personal assumptions, figuratively hanging 

them up quietly and contemplatively before us, for personal scrutiny, then to  

2. Surface our assumptions – making ourselves aware of our views before we can raise them to others, 

then to 

3. Display our assumptions - unfolding our assumptions so that we and others can see them, then to 

4. Inquire - inviting others to see new dimensions in what one is thinking and saying and doing the 

same for the assumptions of others. 

Stanovich and Stanovich (1995), in their paper How reading research might inform the debate on early 

reading instruction, strongly promote respectful discussion as one means of resolving Reading Wars 

disharmony. They comment that ‘these disputes have generated acrimony, sapped the field's energies, and 

most important of all, have confused and demoralised educators’, and suggest a five step strategy (p.87):  

1. First look for points of agreement between opposing positions.  

2. When doing so, invoke a 'spirit of charity' whereby all sides are encouraged to stretch their principles to a 

maximum to accommodate components of the other position.  

3. Step back and take a look at what might be a larger degree of agreement than anyone supposed. Use the 

convergence to foster trust and a willingness to let the remaining disputes be settled by empirical 

evidence.  

4. Next, isolate the crucial differences. Try to make those few in number but clearly defined so that they are 

amenable to scientific test.  

5. Agree to let the evidence adjudicate the critical testable predictions that differ between the two camps. 

... such a strategy can contribute to some degree of rapprochement between the factions of the reading wars. 

Perhaps more importantly it will clarify the state of evidence for practitioners who have had to endure the 

overheated rhetoric that has become common....  

The key themes for moving forward seem to be strongly grounded in the building of trust, and mutual 

respect through respectful interaction. Whereas at present the different arms of the ‘organisation’ to improve 

Australian reading-accuracy instruction (discussed above) are rather separate, such respectful interactions 

would seem to have potential.   

It is intended that in 2005, using this thesis as a basis of discussion, we will conduct a research project 

involving a series of dialogues between five influential Australian reading academics, two of a reading-

scientist persuasion, two of a mainstream-reading-academic persuasion, and one educational sociologist. 

The series of dialogues will involve reflection and dialogue at two monthly intervals, with position papers 

written by each member prior to each dialogue. It will be entitled Seeking resolution of Reading Wars, and 

its focus will be on discovering areas of consensus and areas of misunderstanding on reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction, using the models for respectful discussion discussed above, and 

working together building principles for moving forward to effective reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk 
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readers. Presentation of this study in journal articles and at conferences may prove a catalyst for further 

discussions on this topic by other groups in Australia.  

Effective organisational learning involves not just problem-solving, but highly creative problem-finding, 

discovering the issues that need to be worked out from beginning to end, and usually identifying new 

visions and directions along the way. In this way, change initiatives are proactive and effective rather than 

reactive and defensive (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Katzenmeyer & Moller, 1996; Senge, Cambron-McCabe et 

al., 2000; Senge & Kaefer, 2000). It would seem highly valuable for this creative problem-finding (and 

solving) to be conducted by all arms of the reading-reform ‘organisation’ rather than being the domain of a 

few key individuals. Such discussion from multiple perspectives is likely to increase the effectiveness of 

any changes which take place. 

Countercorner to effective organisational learning are ad hoc solutions arrived at without reflection on the 

personal theories underlying them. Often, as with Education Queensland’s implementation of Literate 

Futures (discussed above), this is due to failure to reflect at length on feedback given. Robinson (2001) 

discusses the high frequency with which organisations fail to detect, correctly analyse, and make adaptive 

adjustments to feedback, suggesting that these errors are due to interaction between features of the tasks to 

be learned, characteristics of human cognition, and defensive patterns of reasoning used during task 

uncertainty and complexity.  

Defensive reasoning occurs in situations of anticipated or actual threat or embarrassment and involves 

thought and action that prevent inquiry into the source of the threat or embarrassment (Argyris, 1990). 

Robinson (2001) comments that defensiveness shapes organisational practices by omission, in that 

alternatives are often ruled out because of their potential for eliciting negative emotion. One wonders 

whether this is why  

1. The National Research Council (1998a) did not address the issue of whether reading-accuracy 

instruction should include instruction with decontextualised words, and seemed to use 

‘comfortably’ ambiguous wording. 

2. The National Reading Panel (2000) used rather restrictive meta-analyses to develop its Big 

Ideas, thus to a certain extent predestining the findings, given that many of the panel’s 

researchers would probably have been very familiar with the majority of studies used in the 

meta-analysis.  

It is likely that defensive reasoning is at the heart of much Reading Wars divisiveness, and that building 

awareness of one’s defensive reasoning when it occurs is likely to be an effective tool in building Reading 

Wars bridges. Robinson (2001, p.63) concludes 

What we can safely conclude from this discussion, however, is that tasks of dynamic 

complexity, such as implementing new policies and creating school improvement, pose 

formidable learning challenges which are attributable to both cognitive and interpersonal 

habits that are typically employed in completing them.  It would also be reasonable to 

conclude that for such tasks, interventions to improve both sets of skills and their associated 

mental models are required.  

Kotter (1995) concludes from studying 100 organisations make fundamental changes in how their 

work is conducted in order to succeed with major market challenges, that achieving effective change 

is hard-won such that many initiatives fail, and that there are eight vital stages in successful 

organisational transformation (Kotter, 1995, p.59-60):  

The most general lesson to be learned from the more successful cases is that the change 

process goes through a series of phases that, in total, usually require a considerable length 

of time. Skipping steps creates only the illusion of speed and never produces a satisfying 

result. A second very general lesson is that critical mistakes in any of the phases can have a 
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devastating impact, slowing momentum and negating hard-won gains. Perhaps because we 

have relatively little experience in renewing organisations, even very capable people often 

make at least one big error.  

Kotter suggests there are eight crucial steps in achieving effective organisational change: 

1. Establishing a sense of urgency. 

2. Forming a powerful guiding coalition. 

3. Creating a vision. 

4. Communicating the vision. 

5. Empowering others to act. 

6. Planning short-term wins. 

7. Consolidating improvements and producing still more change. 

8. Institutionalising new approaches. 

Change and reform would seem to occur slowly and with difficulty in professional bureaucracies such as 

Australian education systems (Caldwell, 1992, 1998; Crowther & Ogilvie, 1992; Fullan, 1997; Hargreaves, 

1994, 1997; Hough & Paine, 1997; Katzenmeyer & Moller, 1996; Kofman & Senge, 1993; Limerick et al., 

1998; Nevis et al., 1995; Senge, 1999a; Senge, Cambron-McCabe et al., 2000; Senge & Kaeufer, 2000; 

Senge, Lucas et al., 2000; Timperley & Robinson, 2000). The massive infrastructure of a state education 

system with its many players is an unwieldy giant. Whereas businesses of all sizes have been forced to be 

light on their feet and highly responsive to change, going to the wall in a year or two if trends aren’t read 

correctly and appropriate actions taken (Katzenmeyer & Moller, 1996), there are no such threats motivating 

rapid effective organisational change in education. Perhaps state education systems are what Limerick, 

Cunnington and Crowther (1998) define as Neo-corporate Bureaucracies, making a very genuine attempt to 

achieve change but held back from full effectiveness by still-present elements of past routines (Limerick, 

Cunnington & Crowther, 1998, p.3):  

Neo-corporate organisations reflect polar tension between modernism and postmodernism and they develop 

enormous contradictions within themselves. On the one hand, they are committed to the ethos and values of 

postmodernism - individualism, emancipation and empowerment. Moreover they understand the driving force 

behind postmodernism - the overwhelming levels of socio-economic and technological change, and the levels 

of discontinuity associated with such change. They also make massive attempts to translate these values into 

organisational systems. They attempt to decentralise by regionalising, or by taking out levels of the hierarchy, 

or by building workforce teams. They search for shared values that can act as coordinators of action, and for 

transformational leadership patterns that can express and actualise these values. They attempt to dismantle 

their boundaries by moving closer towards their communities, by forming alliances and by subcontracting. 

On the other hand, in stark tension with these attempts is the basic mindset of modernism, reinforced by the 

perceived imperatives of public service. Neo-corporate government organisations in general and schools in 

particular have long been dominated by the first-wave emphasis on accountability. Paradoxically, the 

changing postmodern world serves to exaggerate this focus: the constituencies and communities in which 

they live are becoming increasingly empowered - and therefore more threatening. Moreover, processes of 

governance and administration are becoming increasingly transparent, and demands for accountability are 

amplified by such transparency. This represents a dilemma for the government system or the school leader: 

how can you safely delegate, decentralise and empower when you are increasingly visible to the public and 

held accountable for the entire system under you?                                         

Limerick, Cunnington and Crowther (1998) suggest resultant problems of being a Neo-corporate 

bureaucracy are: 

1. Delayering and work intensification - decentralisation with added bureaucracy. 
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2. Pseudo-devolution and routinisation - specifying the criteria and processes of decision making then 

requiring reports on decision making processes used, in addition to reports on outcomes achieved, 

resulting in work intensification without meaningful empowerment.  

3. Decision avoidance – avoiding criticism by adopting public criteria, e.g., calling for papers and 

contributions from all parties interested in an issue, but then using committees to make decisions 

according to specified criteria, resulting in rather irrelevant decisions being made, and reducing the 

organisation’s capacity to make 'bold moves' and to handle discontinuity. 

These characteristics are doubtless recognised as frequently occurring in education systems. Decision 

avoidance would also seem a strong element in recent Australian reform initiatives, such as Literate Futures 

(Education Queensland, 2000b; Queensland, 2002), and the federal government’s 2004 proposed Tutorial 

Credit Initiative (Department of Education, 2004), which are discussed later in this chapter.  

Effective organisational learning seems essential if effective changes in reading instruction are to be 

achieved. Nevis, DiBella and Gould (1995) define organisational learning as 'the capacity or processes 

within an organisation to maintain or improve performance based on experience' (Nevis et al., 1995, p.74). 

Successful organisational learning is systems-level learning which stays within the organisation even if key 

personnel leave, and builds from  

1.   Well developed core competencies. 

2.   Attitudes which support continuous improvement and value-adding. 

3.   Ability to fundamentally renew and revise at different levels, including fundamental assumptions. 

4.   Forward thinking challenge-finding which creates the agenda rather than responding to it, e.g., is 

double-loop and generative, not single-loop, corrective and adaptive. 

5.   Learning orientations, i.e., the 'values and practices that reflect where learning takes place (Nevis 

et al., 1995, p.74)':   

6.   Meta-awareness about organisational learning and systems-thinking. 

Nevis at al. emphasise knowledge generation and facilitating structures as key contributions to effective 

organisational learning. Knowledge generation has three stages of actioning: 

1.   Knowledge acquisition: the development of skills, insights and relationships. 

2.   Knowledge sharing: dissemination of what has been learned. 

3.   Knowledge utilisation: integration of learning so it is broadly available and can be generalised to 

new situations.  

Facilitating structures are the 'structures and processes that affect how easy or hard it is for learning to 

occur, and the amount of effective learning that takes place (Nevis et al., 1995, p.82)'. They include 

examination of current practice, measurement of performance gaps, have experimental mind-sets and a 

climate of openness and continuous education, a variety of approaches and advocates, highly involved 

leadership, and strong systems perspectives. These stages of knowledge generation and facilitating 

structures seem highly relevant to effective reform of Australian reading practices. 

 

Conclusion 

Given that voluminous reading research evidence on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction has not resulted in reform of Australian reading instruction to include effective reading-accuracy 

instruction reading reform by mainstream reading academics and reading policy developers, it is highly 

likely entrenched factionalism is involved at present within Australian reading professionals. In resolving 
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Reading Wars divisiveness and building co-operative teams working to achieve effective Australian 

reading-accuracy instruction, there is likely to be significant value in using reflection on conscious and tacit 

theories on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, and promoting respectful discussion 

among reading academics. In achieving effective reading reform, there would seem strong value in using 

frameworks of effective organisational learning and change. Principles of systems thinking and 

organisational learning, using frameworks such as Nevis et al.’s (1995) stages of knowledge generation and 

Kotter’s (1995) eight steps for achieving organisational change increase the likelihood of successful 

reforming of instructional supports. 

 

7.4 Situating Australian reading-accuracy 
instruction  

The question of how best to teach reading may be the most politicised topic  

in the field of education 

(Adams, 1990, p.1) 

Reading instruction differs from country to country and state to state because of the sociocultural history, 

influences and current context which impact in each separate area. This review is written for the Australian 

context, and it is likely that many of its emphases would not be appropriate in the UK, America and New 

Zealand. The dominance of usage of commercial textbooks and Direct Instruction as complete programs in 

America, and the contrasting Queensland practice of skilling teachers to develop their own individualized 

units and programs are sociocultural phenomena. Even English orthographic-complexity is very much a 

sociocultural phenomenon - each country chooses the orthographic complexity its citizens face while 

learning to read.  

The sociocultural context of a period creates the literacy definitions and the models of literacy instruction 

current at a given time. Reading instruction in different eras and education systems is strongly influenced by 

these individual models. Whilst there is academic contention as to the number and definition of approaches 

which have influenced and are currently influencing Australian reading-accuracy instruction, many would 

agree with Freebody and Gilbert’s (1999) description of there being three main categories: 

1. Skills Development approaches, which they term code emphasis approaches, emphasising active 

learning through explicit instruction and skill development. 

2. Whole Language approaches, which they term growth and heritage approaches, rejecting explicit 

skills development and emphasising acquisition of skills through engagement in authentic literacy 

activities. 

3. Critical-cultural approaches, emphasising explicit skill focus on sociocultural and text-level 

perspectives, commonly referred to as the Sociocultural approach. 

Australia is a small nation far distant from other English-text countries such that, prior to internet 

communication and globalisation, there would seem to have been far stronger academic interaction between 

different states, and between Australia and New Zealand, than between Australia and the UK and USA, 

such that educational trends have been rather homogenous across states (de Lemos, 2002; van Kraayenoord 

& Paris, 1994). Homogeneity of thinking with respect to Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction is 

likely to have been very strong amongst mainstream reading academics, i.e., university academics and 

larger teacher professional associations such as the Australian Literacy Educators Association (ALEA) and 

Primary English Teachers Association (PETA). The educational policy makers of many states are included 

in this population, e.g., Allen Luke, Peter Freebody and Michele Anstey who have been highly influential in 

Education Queensland’s (Queensland’s state department of education) educational path in the past decade, 
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have been key members of Brisbane’s ALEA group, Meanjin, which is one of the largest ALEA groups in 

Australia. They are frequently published in ALEA, PETA and government publications (Anstey, 1996, 

1998; Anstey & Bull, 1996a, 1996b; Freebody, 1992, 1994; Freebody & Baker, 1996; Ladwig, Lingard, 

Mills, Luke, & Hayes, 2001; A. Luke, 2000; A. Luke, Comber, & O'Brien, 1996; A. Luke & Elkins, 2000; 

A. Luke & Freebody, 2000). A similar situation is seen with other influential mainstream reading academics 

such as Frances Christie, Michele Knobel, Colin Lancashire, Anna Healy, Nea Stewart-Dore, Susan Hill 

who have similarly influenced Queensland literacy and Australian literacy practices (Cambourne, 1988; 

Christie, 1996; Christie et al., 1991; Susan  Hill et al., 2002; Knobel & Healy, 1998a, 1998b; Stewart-Dore, 

1994, 1996).  

Australian popular trends in understanding of literacy and literacy instruction would seem to usually 

blossom at this academic level of professional associations and preservice instruction at universities, then 

steadily translate into school-practice level. Because each state develops its own literacy documents, syllabi 

and curricula and implements its own timelines, the impact of such trends emerges in some states earlier 

than others. Over time, strong similarity seems to develop across states. Using quite wide timebands to 

accommodate the somewhat different times that state effects emerge, a broad view of the evolution of 

Australian reading and literacy instruction from the 1960s would seem to be as follows:  

1. The 1960s as emphasis on skills development: 

a. ‘Reading’ meaning reading-accuracy as a basis of reading comprehension,  

b. Reading-accuracy and print-literacy being dominant, with no use of the term ‘literacy’. 

Code Emphasis instruction has received a huge amount of criticism over the years, though much 

of this criticism is found on closer examination to be of practices which critics assume are 

widespread within Code Emphasis instruction rather than being reality. Issues criticised include 

the uselessness of supposed endless working with isolated words in boring, purposeless, 

frustrating activities (Johnson & Louis, 1985), students never being allowed to use spelling 

approximations, with all errors marked with a red pen  (Education Queensland, 2001b), and 

exclusive use of graphophonic cues during reading of contextualised texts (Cambourne, 1988). It 

seems likely it was removed from its position because of complacency and lack of readiness for 

coping with change; having been the status quo for so long, it did not realise it had a position to 

defend. 

2. The 1970s to the mid1980s as emphasis on Whole Language, Language Experience, child-centred 

learning and meaning making: 

a. ‘Reading’ meaning reading comprehension. 

b. Print literacy still dominant. 

c. Reading-accuracy thoroughly marginalised, and reading-accuracy instruction considered not 

only unnecessary but a negative influence through distracting children from reading 

comprehension (Cambourne, 1988; Kemp, 1980). 

3. The late 1980s to the present as emphasis on continued Whole Language: 

a. A developing emphasis on functional grammar and linguistic frames of literacy has moved 

into strong sociocultural and socio-critical aspects of literacy and multiliteracies (2002; 

Queensland Board of Teacher Registration, 2001; van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1994; Winch et 

al., 2001). 

b. The sociocultural approach now dominates Australian literacy culture, and is reflected in the 

writings of a wide range of influential Australian writers (Anstey, 1998; Anstey & Bull, 

1996a; Christie, 1996; Christie et al., 1991; Dwyer, 1996; Freebody & Baker, 1996; Gee, 

1996, 2000; Gilbert, 1996; Hammond, 1996; Knobel, 2001; Knobel & Healy, 1998b; A. 
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Luke, 2000; A. Luke et al., 1996; C. Luke, 1996; Stewart-Dore, 1996). It builds from critical 

social theories; textual and discourse studies, and ethnographic research methods, drawing 

from feminist theories, theories about class and social education, theories about ethnicity and 

generation, and systematic functional linguistics; rejecting the notion of literacy as a neutral 

technical skill, and exploring its dimensions as an ideological practice, reflecting power 

relations and taking into account specific cultural meanings and practices. 

c. A significant difference between Sociocultural and Whole Language perspectives is that 

explicit teaching of most literacy aspects is again emphasised in areas other than reading-

accuracy, with extensive explicit instruction on functional grammar and genre theory being 

conducted at all grade levels (Christie, 1996; Christie et al., 1991; Derewianka, 1990; 

Halliday, 1985; Queensland Department of Education, 1994). 

d. Sociocultural frames on literacy are strongly focussed on expressive writing (including genre 

theory and functional grammar) and socioculturally inclusive texts and instructional 

practices, such that reading has received less and less mainstream academic interest (e.g., in 

ALEA and PETA publications) in the past decade than it did prior to that time. ‘Reading’ 

now means understanding of texts, not just printed texts but also artwork, buildings, films, 

mimes, and diverse cultural symbols. 

e. Reading-accuracy is almost completely marginalised in discussions of reading, Print literacy 

is now somewhat marginalised, the term ‘literacy’ is now dominant, and the term ‘reading’ is 

used less often, virtually never meaning reading-accuracy, sometimes meaning reading 

comprehension of texts, but also meaning reading comprehension of texts other than print 

(multiliteracies). 

f. Whole Language is no longer obvious as schools focus on sociocultural models (e.g., a 

peer’s comment that ‘We don’t do Whole Language now; we use sociocultural models.’). It is 

still strongly evident when curricula and classroom practice are explored (de Lemos, 2002; 

Knobel, 2001; van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1994). 

g. The sociocultural model, with its discourses and genres of the 1990s, and multiliteracies and 

critical cultural emphases of the 2000s would seem to have inadvertently continued Whole 

Language emphases and lack of consideration of reading-accuracy. With its strong emphasis 

on communication as transfer of meaning, especially inferential meaning, it is possible that 

sociocultural-model proponents have focussed less on early literacy (learning to read) and 

strongly on later literacy (reading to learn). 

Current reading instruction in Australia strongly emphasises reading instruction being conducted almost 

exclusively in meaningful contexts e.g. a book or paragraph, and the importance of not teaching reading 

skills in less socioculturally meaningful contexts, e.g. reading single words in a list or game, including use 

of systematically structured series of reading books, which systematically incorporate new vocabulary 

(Clay, 1993b; Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b; Education Queensland, 2001a; Winch et 

al., 2001).  

Mainstream reading academics seem to view Whole Language as passé, sociocultural emphases as vital, and 

reading-accuracy as an irrelevancy, while reading scientists view Whole Language as dominant, reading-

accuracy as vital, and sociocultural emphases as further diverting interest away from reading-accuracy. 

Several writers comment on the need for consideration of reading-accuracy in sociocultural models and how 

reading-accuracy has minimal needs for and little advantage from sociocultural perspectives:  

Reading is primarily a culturally and socially based practice acquired and used in cultural 

contexts.  Some people have difficulty reaching the level of literacy skills demanded by 

society.  The problems they have, however, cannot be completely understood merely as 
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shortcomings of cultural or social nature; it is also necessary to go beneath the surface of 

the manifest reading problems and look for explanations at more basic cognitive and 

neurobiological levels. 

 (Lundberg & Hoyen, 2001, p.109) 

In response to the claim that readers cannot be separated from the society that gives 

meaning to the uses of literacy, Gough (1995) asks, why not?:’When I watched the 

Wimbledon tennis match, I separate those players from the society which gives meaning to 

the uses of their rackets; I am interested in the player.  Why can't I do the same with 

readers?’ 

 (Tunmer & Chapman, 1999 p.4) 

Reading-accuracy as the reading of individual words, both decontextualised and contextualised, has become 

progressively more marginalised in Australia from the 1970s to the present, and current Australian reading-

accuracy instruction documents include very few (indeed any) research-based principles of reading-

accuracy instruction. Indeed so seldom is reading-accuracy mentioned in mainstream documents and 

articles published by The Australian Literacy Educators’ Association (ALEA) and Primary English 

Teachers Association (PETA) that it seems dropped from the agenda of popular literacy issues discussed by 

mainstream academics. There seems a sense that the reading-accuracy instruction issue has been 

conclusively solved, and that there is no need to think further on this area, such that it has now been dropped 

from the mainstream academic agenda. Paralleling this development of marginalisation would seem to be an 

increasing lack of awareness of reading-accuracy development and reading-accuracy instruction by 

mainstream reading academics. It is useful to explore aspects of such marginalisation. 

Australian literacy curricula now emphasise explicit instruction on many aspects of literacy curriculum 

including handwriting, functional grammar and genre, reading comprehension, and critical literacy. This 

explicit instruction which has replaced Whole Language instruction and avoidance of skills development in 

these areas is in strong contrast to reading-accuracy instruction, where an avoidance of explicit instruction is 

still in place (Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b; Freebody, 1993; Victoria, 1999; Winch et 

al., 2001). The continuing emphasis on meaningful context-based learning is probably why strong 

explicitness has instead been focused on meaning areas, e.g., genre and functional grammar (Christie, 1996; 

Christie et al., 1991; Derewianka, 1990; Halliday, 1985; Queensland Department of Education, 1994). 

Queensland’s current English syllabus (Queensland Department of Education, 1994) has a strong 

sociocultural basis, emphasising cultural contexts and genre, social contexts and register (field, tenor, and 

mode), the text-context relationship, and the importance of discourses. It shows the expanding notion of 

literacy with spoken, visual and multimedia texts now equivalent to written text, as is logical in a ‘reading 

as meaning’ frame. Reading instruction is not mentioned in this syllabus. Perhaps the sociocultural model is 

seen more as applying to the formal subject ‘English’ and advanced literacy skills, rather than to reading-

accuracy skill development as a basis for these later skills, but no parallel curriculum for reading 

development was provided.  

Sociocultural approaches to reading instruction are perhaps more a continuation of Whole Language with 

sociocultural add-ons than a completely different paradigm. This continuation is perhaps unintended, and 

possibly sociocultural theorists are even unaware of a Whole Language presence, as Whole Language is 

now rarely mentioned in curriculum documents. As discussed in Chapter 3, it is likely that lack of 

awareness of the impact of orthographic complexity is a major variable in Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction having being unwittingly continued.  

Italian Reggio Emilia Kindergartens having no formal prereading, and Italian children effortlessly mastering 

reading would seem to have a cause-effect relationship such that similar instruction in Australian 

Kindergartens should have the same effect, and Australian children should be reading easily in Year 1. The 

relationship is not cause-effect unfortunately, and is strongly mediated by orthographic complexity. When 

orthographic complexity is minimal (Italy), children do not need reading-accuracy prereading instruction, 
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and they learn to read easily. When orthographic complexity is high (Australia), at-risk readers need 

reading-accuracy prereading instruction, and learning to read is challenging, requiring skilful instruction. 

In like manner, with no awareness of orthographic complexity, Freire’s reading programs seem to show a 

cause-effect relationship between sociocultural empowerment and effective reading, but only until 

orthographic complexity is considered. All learning happens more effectively when learners are motivated 

and believe they can succeed, and there are powerful lessons to be learned from the success of Freire’s work 

regarding these aspects. When orthographic complexity is low (Brazil), and learners are motivated and 

believe they can learn, they quickly learn to read, then ‘read to learn’ in whatever topic areas they wish to 

explore, and sociopolitical emancipation is one option. Freire’s banking pedagogy (transfer of knowledge 

from teacher to student) would have been a part of his reading instruction, but not noticed due to reading-

accuracy development being so rapid. When orthographic complexity is high (Australia), motivation and 

self-belief are necessary but not sufficient for learning to read. It takes longer to learn to read and effective 

instruction, including banking pedagogy, is thus needed for a longer time, and failure to use banking 

pedagogy may even be a form of disempowerment.  

With current literacy so strongly emphasising inferential comprehension, i.e., literacy as analytical 

reasoning, one wonders just how much beginning reading is really reflected on within sociocultural frames. 

There seems little interest in early reading in sociocultural writings, so much so that one wonders whether 

early reading was the topic of excitement linked with the excitement of Whole Language, and is now not 

exciting, not of interest and not thought on. Professional passion, discussion and dialogue in Australia have 

moved on through the excitement of functional grammars and helping children master written genres, to 

current excitement about critical literacy and multiliteracies. The topics of Whole Language and reading-

accuracy seem equally absent from professional texts and curricula. One wonders whether reading-accuracy 

is assumed as known, thus not needing active consideration. 

Because of the strong marginalisation of reading-accuracy in Australia, there are strong needs for 

appropriate guidance for practising teachers who seek knowledge of effective reading instruction, as the 

reading research area, particularly the area of reading instruction, is far from being a single relatively 

coherent body of knowledge. If an enquirer reads only in one area of reading e.g., publications of PETA and 

ALEA but not those of LDA, it would be easy to not notice any controversy, and similarly to not notice any 

emphasis on reading-accuracy. Such lack of emphasis supports building of assumptions that reading-

accuracy is irrelevant to reading development. This makes it quite understandable that many Australian 

teachers who feel very well read on current Australian and international reading research, know almost 

nothing about reading-accuracy development and instruction, despite feeling very knowledgeable and well-

read. It is highly likely that there are many teachers with postgraduate qualifications whose readings have 

been the publications and journal of PETA and ALEA, whose professional development has been through 

ALEA, and whose academic program (e.g., Master of Education studies) was with mainstream reading 

academics who read in similar areas, and have beliefs strongly in line with current Australian texts such as 

The explicit teaching of reading (Edwards, 1999; Hancock, 1999; B. Weeks, 1999; Wilkinson, 1999), 

Literacy: Reading, writing and children's literature (Winch et al., 2001), First Steps (Education Department 

of Western Australia, 1997a), Literate Futures: Professional Development in the Teaching of Reading 

(Education Queensland, 2002a), and Early Years Literacy Program (Education Victoria, 1999) 

 

7.4.1 Encounters evidencing disinformation 
I have observed lack of awareness of authoritative theory and questionable emphases within reading-

accuracy instruction in many encounters I have had with teachers and reading professionals involved in 

literacy instruction. These encounters have strongly motivated the directions of my professional reading and 

Master of Education and doctoral studies. Because they were catalysts in progressing this study and the 

theorising within it, some examples of such encounters are included here: 
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Encounters evidencing weak knowledge of reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers: 

2. I felt very inadequate when asked to work with the son of the Year 1 teacher who had taught my 

own child and hundreds of other children to read. However, I found him to have significant reading 

difficulties so we commenced working together, with mother present at all sessions, as is my usual 

practice. She commented that when it came to teaching reading, she knew exactly how to teach 

students who made good progress, but not children who had difficulties.  

3. Since that time I have worked countless times with children of teachers known for their expertise in 

reading instruction - I now experience no surprise.  

4. In professional development days I have presented throughout Australia, usually at least two 

teachers attending will discuss their own offspring who have continuing reading difficulties. 

5. In feedback forms used in my work on professional development on reading-accuracy development 

and instruction through-out Australia, teachers frequently express sentiments such as ‘Why was I not 

told this before?’ and ‘If I’d known this years ago, what a difference it would have made’. Not 

infrequently, these teachers have completed Master of Education studies focussed on literacy 

instruction. Although I love the professional development work I do with groups of teachers, I 

would love such work to be superfluous, due to it being part of what all teachers know. The content I 

cover is not complex and should be part of normal teacher training. The repetitiveness of such ‘basic 

content’ being greeted with such wonder and enthusiasm is very frustrating, and indicative of strong 

needs for reform of preservice training and teacher instructional supports.  

Encounters evidencing low awareness by Australian reading academics of concepts about reading-accuracy: 

6. Lack of awareness of the Whole Language base of current reading-accuracy instruction: 

a. In a discussion of reading instruction based on Whole Language philosophy, one current 

Education Queensland administrator with extensive literacy expertise commented with 

surprise, ‘But we don’t use Whole Language now. We use sociocultural models of reading 

instruction.’ This encounter motivated awareness of and inquiry on  

i. Why the term ‘Whole Language’ has dropped from Queensland professionals’ 

vocabulary on reading development, Whole Language being considered passé, and 

not compatible with sociocultural emphases on both explicit instruction and authentic 

reading. 

ii. Why there is lack of awareness of how reading instruction built strongly from Whole 

Language has continued through to the present time, in contrast to other areas of 

literacy (e.g., spelling, handwriting, reading comprehension, genre use), which now 

have a balance of explicit instruction and authentic-task work. 

iii. Whether the administrator’s lack of awareness of or interest in reading-accuracy 

instruction in fledgling readers is perhaps widespread in current literacy academics 

who were passionate about reading-accuracy instruction when debates on Whole 

Language vs. Skills Development were widespread in the 1980s, but who now are 

focussed passionately on generating knowledge about sociocultural aspects of literacy 

development rather than current research-based knowledge on reading-accuracy 

development and instruction. 

iv. Why the concept and term ‘reading-accuracy’ have dropped from the reading agenda 

in the same way ‘Whole Language’ has. 

7. Lack of awareness by reading academics of current divisiveness about reading-accuracy instruction: 
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a. One examiner of my doctoral research proposal commented on not having ever seen any 

evidence of Reading Wars, and that if there were any wars, they were in writing instruction. 

Given this academic’s very strong background in literacy instruction for beginning readers, 

this lack of awareness of divisiveness in reading instruction is possibly equivalent to an 

assumption that current reading-accuracy instruction with its strong Whole Language basis, 

is established as best practice, and not questioned. 

b. The administrator, discussed above, had major concerns about my work on reading-accuracy 

being for all readers, but drew strong comfort from my work ‘relating to the third quartile of 

readers, not successful readers’, a statement he used several times when discussing my work 

in meetings. This seems to suggest he was amply satisfied with current reading-accuracy 

instruction as best practice for readers in the top two quartiles. 

c. In contrast to reading academics, a relative outsider to reading instruction, the current state 

Minister for Education, The Honourable Anna Bligh, commented how it was odd that with 

reading, as opposed to other areas of literacy and education, ‘it seems that as soon as reading 

instruction is mentioned, everyone goes to the red corner or blue corner, and battle flags 

emerge.’ 

8. Lack of a common vocabulary for building understanding: 

a. Both the examiner and the administrator who commented about Whole Language (above) 

asked what I meant by ‘reading-accuracy’, and whether it meant being able to accurately 

comprehend what was being read. I realised that no one term would encapsulate my intended 

meaning of reading-accuracy - the reading, i.e., saying aloud or subvocally, of single words 

as single decontextualised words or words in connected text. Other terms, e.g., word 

identification, single-word reading, could similarly be considered as meaning effective 

reading comprehension, or the reading of unfamiliar words through semantic and syntactic, 

not graphophonic cues. 

b. ‘Balanced Instruction’ was similarly a confusing term, such that I have avoided its usage in 

this thesis, despite preferring it greatly over Skills Development, the term I have used. The 

examiner asked why I had used the term ‘Balanced Instruction’ in relation to phonics and 

reading-accuracy, as it seemed such an odd juxtaposition. The term ‘Balanced Instruction’ is 

used commonly in Australia (Winch et al., 2001), but while I had construed its meaning as 

offering balance between Whole Language and Skills Development as well as with aspects 

of literacy  such as genre use and Critical Literacy, I realised my meaning was not 

representative of how most Australian reading academics used the term. 

9. Lack of awareness of the importance of reading-accuracy in authentic reading: 

One professor, highly renowned for his work on literacy instruction, with whom I was discussing my 

doctoral research design, was quite amazed, when I explained the study was on reading-accuracy 

and briefly discussed Hoover and Gough’s simple model of reading (Hoover & Gough, 1990). He 

commented rather disbelievingly, ‘So you’re saying that reading-accuracy leads to reading 

comprehension? How curious! Heavens knows there are a plethora of studies showing the reverse 

direction (that reading comprehension leads to reading-accuracy).’, and politely changed the subject. 

 

Encounters evidencing strong beliefs that reading instruction should always be contextualised and authentic: 

10. In 2000 I experienced considerable culture shock when I attended the national conferences of both 

the Australian Literacy Educators Association (ALEA) and Learning Difficulties Australia (LDA), 

held the same week in Melbourne. The LDA conference had Joseph Torgesen and James Chapmen 

as keynote speakers, and content of all speakers was strongly focussed on reading-accuracy and 
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Skills Development. The ALEA conference had Ken and Yetta Goodman and Brian Cambourne as 

keynote speakers, and strong emphases on Whole Language. The populations of professionals were 

very different; many presentations reflected very opposing views.  

a. At the ALEA conference Tom Nicholson presented a workshop on his research findings on 

New Zealand students where a standardised test of reading accuracy and comprehension had 

been used as a measurement tool (Nicholson, 2000). Two people I worked with in the initial 

activity were very agitated, visibly pale and upset, as they listened to the study being 

outlined. One gasped ‘It’s out of context.’ This seemed their major stress point, one they 

could not get past to objectively reflect on other aspects of the study that may have been 

powerful points for their consideration.  

b. At an informal breakfast meeting where the Goodmans and Brian Cambourne were 

commenting on the ills of Skills Development and the power of Whole Language, I made a 

comment that in Mackay we work from both perspectives and that it works extremely well. 

Soon after, a very intense young man took me aside, explaining that he too was a speech 

pathologist and that he wanted to talk to me about explicit instruction. He then expounded on 

the ills of ‘explicit teaching,’ which he seemed to very much equate with notions of endless, 

inappropriate, boring worksheets. I was surprised by his intensity and his having come 

deliberately to talk to me, after my brief comment. He seemed pleasant and gentle, just 

passionate that speech pathologists should know the ills of explicit teaching and not be 

promoting it.  

That week was a powerful time for reflection for me, on the dilemmas of keen academic interest 

becoming ideological passion: I have since then used that academic-ideological contrast to 

challenge myself on an ongoing basis. 

11. I have no strong beliefs on reading instruction always needing to be contextualised and authentic, 

and indeed have strong beliefs in it not always being contextualised:  

a. I focus reading remediation directly onto explicit instruction on reading-accuracy 

development using decontextualised words.  

b. I use games, rewards and reading-accuracy progress to keep motivation high, and give games 

with decontextualised words as homework.  

c. I emphasise and encourage the reading of meaningful texts of appropriate levels of difficulty 

as a necessary part of reading instruction, but find no need to keep the two areas strongly 

integrated. Indeed I find it more efficient to treat the two separately.  

d. I have never found a need for reading-accuracy instruction to be embedded in semantically 

meaningful contexts, and indeed find them a distraction for many children.  I find that 

children readily accept the logic of it being meaningful to focus on learning to read words, as 

being able to read words well helps people become better readers.  

e. I see reading instruction as similar to instruction such as handwriting and maths, where 

instruction is often aimed at semantically meaningful contextualised skills (writing an 

invitation, doing maths problem solving), and often at decontextualised skills (practicing 

writing single letters, doing arithmetic), but where there are no passionate convictions that 

the instruction on decontextualised skills must be embedded in semantically meaningful 

contexts. It is not efficient to do so for maths and handwriting; neither is it efficient to do in 

reading-accuracy instruction  

f. Colleagues’ comments indicated other perspectives:  
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i. One learned colleague who is very cognisant of current theory on reading-accuracy 

development and instruction, commented ‘What other type of reading-accuracy 

instruction is there apart from ‘shared, guided and independent reading’? 

ii. Another learned colleague also very cognisant of current theory on reading-accuracy 

development and instruction, commented that she works very differently to me when 

doing one: one tutoring. She feels it highly important to maintain motivation and 

authenticity through always introducing reading-accuracy lessons in the embedded 

context of a meaningful text, often an enticing reading book. She then builds her 

reading-accuracy lesson out of key words emphasised from the story, and gives 

homework related to those words, and also to continued reading of the text.   

g. I found the comments of these colleagues strongly in keeping with what I had read and found 

equally questionable, e.g., Anstey (1998) in her article Being explicit in literacy instruction 

holds that explicit literacy instruction uses materials which resemble a variety of real-life 

situations and contexts in which the skills might be used. Similar notions of explicit 

instruction not being decontextualised but instead being in semantically meaningful contexts 

are found in the report of the National Research Council (1998a).  

h. Reflection on why I worked differently and why I felt strongly about this, brought realisation 

that 

i. My work with students with reading difficulties over two decades has not been overly 

influenced by tenets of reading instruction dominant at any one time. It has instead 

been guided by instruction developed according to students’ individual instructional 

needs and their responsiveness to different types of intervention. 

ii. I realised that I actively prioritise introducing new skills in isolation rather than in 

context, regardless of whether the new skill was one of reading, speech, or expressive 

or receptive language, and that this prioritising of isolated skills is because of the 

lower cognitive load of decontextualised as opposed to meaningfully contextualised 

skill development. Thus, while I might situate the new skill in its authentic context to 

show children the importance of the work-in-progress, I would only move into the 

child using the skill in meaningful contexts once the child had developed a certain 

level of competence and control of the skill in isolated-skill contexts. 

i. When discussing the strong differences in the approaches of myself and my tutoring peer, 

another colleague commented that my training and experience as a speech pathologist then 

teacher, rather than coming from a teacher-only background, has made me comfortable with 

working with skills both in isolation and when contextualised, rather than having teachers’ 

entrenched and unquestioning passion for meaningful contexts.  

j. I therefore wondered whether the reason there has been so little research focussed on the 

variables of decontextualisation of stimulus materials (e.g., isolated single words and 

pseudowords), and semantic meaningfulness vs. meaninglessness of contexts, is perhaps 

because they are the status quo and have thus gone unquestioned, rather than because they 

are academically indicated.  

Encounters evidencing strong beliefs that the status quo is best practice  

(WYSIWYE: What You See Is What You Expect): 

WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get) is a commonly used term in Australia at the current time. From 

reflecting on several personal encounters, discussed below, I am wondering whether a modified term 

WYSIWYE (What you see is what you expect) may be a useful concept to provoke useful reflection. These 

encounters, in different aspects of education, have led me to wonder whether there is a widespread 
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acceptance of the status quo as being the optimal situation, and whether people perhaps have a natural 

tendency to do so.  

As teachers and professionals, most of us feel we are working as hard as we possibly can, and lack of 

external benchmarks means our own assessments of the situation (student progress, our instruction, best 

possible situation, areas for improvement) are the only ones we have. As such we can be blinded from the 

actual reality of the situation, and from the potential for improvement present in our situation: 

12. Mismatched realities as a teacher: 

When teaching at a Special School in my second year of teaching, my class were making very 

satisfactory progress with the letter and reading work we were doing.  I was therefore sceptical when 

one mother explained to me that her daughter, a complex child with elective mutism and major 

physical disability, could actually read far better than I thought she could. I checked the student’s 

progress, and found my reality of the situation was totally incorrect. The halting efforts which I had 

considered good progress were obviously what the student considered appropriate for school reading 

lessons. My reality of my excellent teaching and my student’s reading progress were entirely false. 

We made much faster progress after that time. 

13. Mismatched realities as a parent: 

At highschool, my son was a bright and underachieving student. I went to parent-teacher interviews 

at the end of first term in his second high school year, and at each interview, teachers’ initial 

summaries of his work were identical - he was a nice boy, pleasure to have, and would get a C 

(average) grade for the subject. When I mentioned that he would work better if pressured, they 

looked patient and condescending. When I explained that he had earned an academic award last 

year, and was keen to get one this year, they were startled. Possibly due to changed realities and 

expectations, they pressured, he worked, and he got his academic award. In his final year of 

highschool, when he topped his year level in the annual Westpac Maths Competition, as parents, we 

were pleased but not surprised. We were however somewhat dismayed by the barrage of comments 

of amazement his teachers made at the time. They were clearly astounded. Their reality of our son, 

and our reality was very different.  

14. Mismatched realities as an external consultant and observer: 

a. Recently, several colleagues commented on the excellent instruction Queensland students 

with Intellectual Disability receive. It made me realise that an outside observer would see 

only the high quality of care, and wide range of activities done by special needs students, 

such that they would view this instruction as best practice. My reality of the situation was 

very different, as from my private work with many of these students and their families, I was 

very aware of the strong cognitive referencing involved and the low opportunities these 

children had to learn to read: 

i. Parents who strongly advocate for their children would express strong frustration at 

their children doing cooking, bowling and frequent excursions into the community, 

and at spending extremely limited time on learning to read. As one mother of a child 

with good learning potential said, ‘I do that as part of raising my child. I want school 

to do their part, not repeat mine’.  

ii. I have worked with several such students, diagnosed as intellectually disabled, who 

have made very ‘normal’ rates of progress once I started systematic reading 

instruction with homepractice conducted by their parents. One boy, in his seventh 

year of schooling, could read less than ten words, when we started. Three months 

later, he could read over 100 words, was writing long stories with wonderful 

phonemic equivalents, and was glowing with pride. His instructional disability 
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(reading failure through not having been taught appropriately) was far greater than his 

intellectual disability. 

b. In the first of a series of weekly seminars I conducted for Early Childhood teachers on 

phonological awareness, I explained how to develop effective syllable skills (e.g., saying 

words without a given syllable, identifying the nth syllable of a word, making block towers to 

represent words’ syllables). Many teachers were sceptical that their Kindergarten (4 to 5 year 

old) students would be able to do these skills. I then discussed how often we feel our students 

can go no further than our own teaching ‘comfort zone,’ – WYSIWYE. I challenged the 

group to that week have fun with syllables with their students, and to go beyond their 

comfort zones and try new skills and activities, to see just how skilful their students could 

become. It was very interesting to listen to many teachers’ comments the next week on how 

astonished they were that their students could do such ‘complex’ skills. 

c. In an Italian school we visited, we inquired about teaching of gifted and talented students. 

We were told that Italy has a policy of keeping classes homogenous, so no special 

programming is done, but that with the teacher knowing the student well, this works 

extremely well. Later discussions with university students suggested this was not the case. I 

reflected that Italian teachers probably think they are powerfully extending their students 

through best-practice instruction, in the same way that Australian teachers probably think 

underachieving students are making powerful and maximum progress, given the best practice 

instruction they are receiving. 

I wonder whether this what-you-see-is-what-you-expect (WYSIWYE) notion is at work in all the situations 

experienced above. Many reading professionals who have been saturated in Whole Language instruction, 

either as teachers, or as mainstream reading academics studying and researching it, would be strongly aware 

of gains made in different areas by normal-progress readers, and strongly unaware of disadvantaging effects 

of Whole Language on at-risk readers, and of other instructional options. What we see is what they expect 

thus 

1. The examiner was sceptical about there being Reading Wars. 

2. The professor was amazed at me thinking reading-accuracy led to reading comprehension. 

3. The administrator could accept Skills-Development needs in at-risk readers but not in normal-

progress readers. 

4. The ALEA conference attendees felt all instruction must be contextualised. 

5. My colleague wondered if ‘shared, guided and independent reading’ was the only type of reading-

accuracy instruction.  

6. My tutoring colleague felt systematic Skills Development should be contextualised, i.e., introduced 

and concluded with reading of a meaningful text.  

7. Anstey (1998) and the National Research Council (1998) felt materials and contexts should always 

be lifelike or authentic.  

Accepting the status quo as best practice (WYSIWYE) has many positive features, including allowing 

smooth running of many details of daily life. Indeed it would be exhausting and irritating if we did not 

accept the status quo in myriad ways - when one eats at a restaurant, boards a plane, or visits a doctor, one 

accepts the status quo unless provoked by unexpected behaviour. Nonetheless there seems great power in 

questioning the status quo during occasional ‘audits,’ to check if we have inadvertently allowed minor 

accompanying characteristics to become laws of functioning (see Table 7.2). 
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Table 7.2 

Examples of status quo acceptance (WYSIWYE) leading to inappropriate conclusions, through associated 

characteristics being generalised into major principles 

Situation Associated characteristic Inappropriate principle  

The examiner seeing ‘wars’ on 

writing not reading. 

No reading dissention observed. Australia does not have Reading 

Wars. 

The professor strongly 

experienced in Whole Language 

and critical literacy. 

No observation of, or reading 

about, reading-accuracy’s role in 

reading comprehension. 

Reading-accuracy does not 

support reading comprehension. 

The administrator seeing normal-

progress readers make healthy 

progress without Skills 

Development. 

Normal-progress readers make 

‘healthy’ progress without Skills 

Development. 

Normal-progress readers should 

not be given explicit reading-

accuracy Skills Development 

instruction. 

The colleague embedding her 

phonics instruction in authentic 

texts.  

My students progress with 

phonics instruction embedded in 

reading entertaining texts.  

All phonics instruction lessons 

should be embedded in 

entertaining authentic texts.  

 

Conclusion 

Current Australian reading instruction uses sociocultural frameworks, but attitudes and content on reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction are still strongly Whole Language reading-accuracy 

instruction. Although sociocultural models are dominant and the term Whole Language is rarely used in 

documentation, Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction seems subsumed into the sociocultural 

model. This is perhaps due to lack of reflection on how sociocultural principles of Balanced Instruction 

using both (a) learning through authentic tasks, and (b) explicit instruction to empower students in their 

knowledge and choices, have been applied to other literacy areas but not to reading-accuracy. There would 

seem to be major needs to build awareness and reflection on current Australian reading-accuracy instruction  

 

7.5 Australian instructional supports of effective 
reading-accuracy instruction 

As discussed earlier, instructional supports are those factors which empower teachers in their provision of 

the instruction from which students learn. In addition to teacher background factors, (e.g., the teacher’s 

schooling when a child, the previous teaching experience the teacher has had prior to the current time) they 

include preservice training, systemic curricula and syllabi, professional texts, professional associations, and 

inservice emphases. It seems likely that the influence of Australian reading-accuracy instructional supports 

on individual children’s learning is as depicted in Figure 7.1. If Australia is to significantly reduce the 

proportion of its students who fail to master reading, it will be through increasing teacher expertise and thus 

the likelihood that each teaching moment is characterised by instructional excellence. This is best done 

through improving the instructional supports provided to teachers.  
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Effectiveness of the 
child’s learning 

Expertise of academic advisors & lecturers 

Current theories and ideologies about 
reading development and instruction 

Systemic Instructional Supports: 
1. Literacy curricula & syllabi 
2. Systemic initiatives 
3. Professional development 
4. Levels of work intensity 
5. Supports at district and   
    school level 

Professional  
Association  

Supports 

Preservice  
Training 

Supports of excellence in teachers’ individualising of instruction 

Teacher’s cumulative experience of and expertise with reading, 
teaching reading, and scientific evidence about reading 

Excellence of individualised instruction closely 
matched to the child’s instructional needs 

Teacher’s level of 
research literacy  

 

Figure 7.1. The impact of instructional supports on children’s learning (from Galletly, 2004b) 

 

This section will explore these different instructional supports, and indicate areas where improvement is 

needed, in moving towards optimal classroom reading and reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-

risk readers. It will use examples of Australian instructional supports. The majority of these examples relate 

to instruction in Queensland and initiatives of Education Queensland, the state department of education. 

This narrower focus reduced the amount of reading on state documentation done in the study, an imbalance 

considered acceptable within the pragmatic framework of this study. The aim of the study is to seek 

directions, and it is likely instructional supports in Queensland are rather similar to those of other states (de 

Lemos, 2002; Freebody & Gilbert, 1999; Hempenstall, 1996; van Kraayenoord, 1996; van Kraayenoord, 

Elkins, Palmer, Rickards, & Colbert, 2002; van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1994; Westwood, 2001).  

It is likely that Australian reading-accuracy instructional supports in recent decades have not been 

conducive to building teacher expertise in reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers. This is evidenced 

in the major findings of Literate Futures (see Figure 7.2).  

In a review of Education Queensland’s literacy initiatives in 2002, I commented 

The extent of the challenge of increasing reading achievement in P-2 students and older 

students with literacy delay must not be underestimated. It will involve a massive shift in 

Education Queensland’s theory and practice. Whilst the challenge in moving from current 
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practice to authoritative theory based practice in early reading is huge, however, the extent 

of the opportunities currently available in Education Queensland for significant 

improvement in literacy outcomes and for school engagement in achieving this goal are 

similarly impressive. The challenges can perhaps best be summed up in the Literate Futures 

first major review finding for The Teaching of Reading, which is perhaps getting less 

attention than it deserves: ‘There needs to be a much stronger vocabulary and shared 

theoretical frame for the teaching of early reading.’  Success is there for those who would 

work to achieve it. And now is the perfect time to begin. 

(Galletly, 2002a, p.14) 

To date, the potential for improved reading instruction for at-risk readers provided by Literate Futures has 

not been realised. It is likely this has occurred because of poor advice to Education Queensland by 

Education Queensland’s academic advisors, who seem to have been unable to view the findings of Literate 

Futures as a need to consider whether old mindsets and old practices might be inadequate, and seek new 

knowledge on reading development and instruction. 
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Priority: The Teaching of Reading  

The challenge of a shared understanding, professional vocabulary & dialogue around the teaching of reading. 

Major Review Findings  

1. There needs to be much stronger vocabulary & shared theoretical frame for teaching of early reading. 

2. Teachers without systematic pre- and in-service support in the teaching of reading are increasingly 

turning to packages. These packages are variable in quality, but may lead to unbalanced and 

unresponsive literacy programs. 

3. Pre-service teacher education appears to be highly variable, resulting in different approaches, 

vocabularies and practices. 

4. There is a general loss of focus on in-service work and professional upgrading in teaching of reading. 

5. There is a marked lack of expertise in and focus on the teaching of reading in the middle years and 

virtually no evidence of such expertise and focus in the secondary years. 

6. There is an overall lack of systematic guidance from Education Queensland and from universities 

and professional organisations on the teaching of reading. 

Goal Statement: 

By the end of 2002, Queensland schools will adopt, as part of their whole-school literacy strategies, 

balanced multi-method approaches to the teaching of reading that meet the assessed needs of their 

diverse student bodies. 

To achieve this, all current and future Queensland teachers will be trained in the context of their 

specific age/subject area expertise by the end of the year 2005. 

Key Strategies: 

1. In-service and professional development: Outsourced training and mentoring in teaching of reading. 

2. Syllabus and program development and implementation: Integration of Early Years Net and Years 1-

10 English syllabus around reading outcomes. 

3. School-based assessment and statewide testing: Systematic advice to schools regarding balanced 

assessment of reading in school programs. 

4. Funding and accountability priorities: Ensure funding for reading professional development and for 

independent evaluations of systematically supported intervention activities in schools. 

5. Pre-service teacher education: Teacher education summit meeting - analysis of core courses and 

practicum experiences for priority on the teaching of reading. 

Figure 7.2. The Teaching of Reading, one of the four priorities of Literate Futures (Queensland 

Government, 2001) 

Education Queensland’s (2001) Literate Classrooms: Reading (Working Draft) was a worrying reflection of 

previous practice and ideology, and lack of examination of the authoritative research theory base. Similarly, 

the documents guiding the development of Whole School Literacy Plans did not encourage schools to break 

out of old mindsets (Education Queensland, 2001b). They emphasised building from current school-level 

practice and failed to encourage gathering wider knowledge. When what one is doing is not working, 

working hard at what was not working is often an ineffective practice.  

It is likely schools assumed that the extensive Literate Futures literature review (Education Queensland, 

2000b) covered all relevant aspects of literacy, such that they needed to look no further, whereas in reality, 

the review focussed almost exclusively on sociocultural and reading comprehension aspects of literacy and 

barely mentioned reading-accuracy development and instruction. The final document, Literate Futures: 

Reading (Queensland, 2002) seems completely unrelated to the directions proscribed by the Literate 
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Futures review, and instead to be a rewrite of previous work on the four resources model and 

multiliteracies. It is extremely disappointing that this culminating document resulting from the priority area 

The Teaching of Reading has so poorly addressed the needs of at-risk readers, and simply recycled current 

rhetoric.  

With the Literate Futures’ (2000) finding that teachers’ primary concern was overwhelmingly the need to 

improve the teaching of reading, difficulties in improving reading instruction for at-risk readers seem to lie 

less at school level than in the advice Education Queensland acts from. Literate Futures has not increased 

the odds for reading success by Queensland’s at-risk readers and thus continues Education Queensland’s 

disappointing history of poor decisionmaking regarding effective reading instruction for at-risk readers 

(Clay, 1993b; Education Department of Western Australia, 1995; Queensland Department of Education, 

1991, 1997).  

Conclusion 

When surveyed and interviewed, Queensland teachers were overwhelmingly calling for support to improve 

the teaching of reading (Education Queensland, 2000b). Australian reading scientists feel so strongly about 

reading reform that 26 of them wrote an open letter to the federal Minister for Education Brendan Nelson, 

exhorting him to make it happen (V. Anderson et al., 2004). Examination of the research bases of many 

Australian reading instruction initiatives shows them to have major flaws, such that there are strong grounds 

for reviewing Australian instructional supports for reading instruction. Minister Nelson has now 

commissioned a review of reading instruction, which is underway at the time of writing. The review has 

invited Australians to submit documents for examination as part of the review, and this thesis will be 

submitted to the inquiry through this channel.  

In the following subsections of this chapter, individual instructional supports will be explored as to their 

adequacy and needs for improvement. They include needs for effective preservice training, curriculum 

documents, professional development, reading assessments, transparency of results, teacher research- and 

test-literacy, reading research, healthy research premises, definitions of literacy and reading, knowledgeable 

education policy makers, understanding of classroom complexity, and political decisionmaking. As each of 

these areas has distinctive characteristics, a conclusion section will be placed at the end of each subsection, 

rather than at the section end. 

 

7.5.1 Needs for effective preservice training 
Preservice training is a key instructional support for teaching of all subject areas. It is also likely that 

teachers establish many of their personal theories during their training, such that the effects of preservice 

training are enduring not just in instructional expertise, but also in teacher beliefs. As a result, state and 

federal systems frequently call for reports on optimal preservice instruction (Christie et al., 1991; 

Professional standards for graduates and guidelines for preservice teacher education programs, 2002; 

Queensland Board of Teacher Registration, 2001). Analysis of these reports and the content of reading 

preservice courses training and texts for preservice teachers shows strong indicators of severe 

marginalisation of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, and strong emphasis of 

Whole-Language reading-accuracy instruction (V. Anderson et al., 2004; Anstey & Bull, 1996a; Christie et 

al., 1991; de Lemos, 2001b; Education Queensland, 2000b, 2002a; Hempenstall, 1997, 2001; House of 

Representatives' Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training, 1992; Larking & Cox, 1998; 

Queensland Board of Teacher Registration, 2001; van Kraayenoord & Paris, 1994; Westwood, 2001; Winch 

et al., 2001).  

This is reflected in low levels of knowledge on effective reading-accuracy instruction in most preservice 

teachers, e.g., Fielding-Barnsley (2003) found widespread low levels of knowledge of effective reading-

accuracy instruction in her study of final year preservice teachers’ across four Queensland universities. The 
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students overwhelming strongly agreed that ‘Basic skills should never be taught in isolation,’ and while 

they also strongly agreed that ‘K-2 teachers should know how to teacher phonological awareness,’ only 

33% could recognise a definition of a syllable, and more than 10% could not count the number of syllables 

in the word unbelievable.  

This lack of knowledge is not at all ‘unbelievable,’ and really quite understandable when one considers the 

curriculum content of the literacy subjects in which preservice teachers learn about teaching reading. In 

1999 and 2000, I lectured a Bachelor of Education subject to second-year undergraduate teacher trainees. 

This subject comprised one half of the students’ preservice literacy training, and their entire training for 

teaching reading in years P-3. The synopsis of the course required the lectures to be divided into three equal 

sections: (a) oracy, (b) reading, (c) the current Queensland syllabus and the writing of unit plans. Reading-

accuracy instruction was strongly Whole Language, and lecturers on other campuses seemed very 

comfortable with reading instruction only needing four lectures and four tutorials. I recommenced lecturing 

in 2005, and there are now three literacy subjects, but I notice that despite curricula having been rewritten, 

no progress towards inclusion of reading-accuracy has been made (Knobel, 2001; Larking & Cox, 1998).  

It is likely that Australia is similar to America in preservice instruction about reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction, in that Whole Language based changes of emphasis have de-

emphasised the need for teachers to have strong expertise in English orthography and systematic phonics. 

As a result, it is likely that a generation of teachers have not received adequate preservice instruction in 

reading-accuracy instruction (Darling-Hammond, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c). This is certainly the impression I have 

gained while presenting professional development throughout Australia, with frequent comments made as to not 

having been heard the content on reading research re reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction 

which I present. 

 

Conclusion 

There are strong indicators that Australian preservice teacher education in recent decades has not focussed 

sufficiently on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. This is likely to be the basis of 

widespread low teacher expertise in reading-accuracy in Australia. There are strong needs to review and 

reform Australian preservice instruction to include an appropriate emphasis on reading-accuracy. 

 

7.5.2 Needs for effective curriculum documents 
Decisions about what is worthwhile and what is not lie at the heart of any educational 

endeavour. What is significant about any curriculum is not the nature of its contents but 

rather the nature of its omissions. There is always a relative intellectual and moral cost-

effectiveness that has to be considered. 
(Freebody, 1994, p.112) 

Many aspects of Education Queensland literacy instruction are highly appropriate and to be commended. 

These aspects include critical literacy, genre theory, reading comprehension, shared reading, intensity of 

book reading, and handwriting. In contrast, as regards reading-accuracy instruction, Education Queensland 

policy makers are guilty of a major lack of critical reading and depth of exploration of reading research. 

Rather than encouraging teachers to work on reading accuracy and single word reading in addition to 

working on reading comprehension and authentic reading, mention of reading-accuracy is virtually 

nonexistent in most curriculum documents.  

Preschool Curriculum Guidelines 

Education Queensland’s Preschool Curriculum and its book of readings also contain an excellent 

sociocultural and developmental focus, but have virtually no prereading skill development focused on 
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sound, letter and word play (Queensland School Curriculum Council, 1998). This would significantly 

disadvantage at-risk readers. It is to be hoped in trialling and exploring options for a new preparatory year 

of schooling, that authoritative theory in relation to pre-reading skill development will be addressed, 

especially for students at risk of literacy failure. Examination of drafts of the new curriculum suggests 

improvement in this area is unlikely. This is particularly disadvantaging for Queensland children, as the 

current half-year which children attend ‘Preschool’ is being extended to a full year Preparatory year. To add 

extra time without adding effective reading instruction seems inappropriate.  

 

Literacy Mapping Continua and the Year 2 Net 

Education Queensland maps the development of students’ reading, writing and oracy skills through use of 

five-stage Literacy Mapping continua, borrowed from the Western Australian Department of Education’s 

First Steps program (1997). The Reading continuum uses valid mapping items and covers Continuing 

Literacy perspectives well, but definitely lack strength as regards reading accuracy development. Western 

Australia’s failure to build from authoritative research in relation to reading accuracy has become 

Queensland’s literacy legacy, particularly in view of failure by Queensland to include the First Steps 

Spelling Continua with the Reading Continua (Education Department of Western Australia, 1995, 1997a). 

The Spelling Continua does build from authoritative research and includes significant phonological and 

orthographic skills components. With this component in place, Western Australia is likely to have survived 

their theoretical omissions for reading instruction far more effectively than Queensland will have. As 

discussed earlier, there are significant gaps in the Reading continuum. Its emphasis on reading 

comprehension and Continuing Literacy is useful, but its lack of power in relation to reading accuracy is 

quite reprehensible given the levels of authoritative theory available at the time of its writing. Comparison 

of the current continua with the ‘accomplishments’ listed in the National Research Council’s (1998b) 

Starting out right: A guide to promoting children’s reading success (see Section 6.1.1), or indeed with the 

findings of any large review of reading development and instruction, reveals the major weaknesses inherent 

in relying on the current continua.  

 

Current English Syllabus 

Education Queensland’s current English syllabus (Queensland Department of Education, 1994) has a strong 

and authoritative sociocultural and genre focus, but marginalises Skills Development aspects almost 

completely (Freebody, 1994; Stewart-Dore, 1994) . In reviewing the current Education Queensland English 

syllabus, Freebody (1994, p.106, 116) comments on its inadequacies regarding reading-accuracy 

instruction:  

(T)here have been arguments and research summaries about the differential effects of skills-

emphasis versus meaning-emphasis early instruction on different groups of  schoolchildren. 

Delpit (1988) and Stahl and Miller (1989) have put the case, in theoretical and empirical 

terms respectively, that skills-based explicit instructional programs offer more opportunity 

for children from sub-cultures not traditionally well-served by schooling - minority and low 

socioeconomic groups, and that meaning-based programs systematically disadvantage such 

children in school (p.106) .   

Progressivist theories of education have stressed that understandings concerning the nature 

of the relationship between the sound flow and the script system of English will be best 

learned incidentally through emergent and meaning-based approaches. There is now a vast 

array of evidence that concludes that belief is misplaced. This belief that decoding and 

encoding can be learned incidentally is particularly misplaced with respect to minority 

groups and low socio-economic status learners, thereby functioning as a systematically 
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disadvantaging basis for action... 

While the current ELA (English Language Arts) curriculum... focuses upon the explicit 

transmission of language and literate conventions, it is nonetheless the case that less 

attention than is warranted is given in this curriculum to the business of the systematic 

acquisition of sound and orthography relations. It is clear that the contextual basis of this 

curriculum would lead to such teaching taking place within the context of meaning-based 

and functional textual activities. If this attention is not forthcoming in the years ahead, then 

this curriculum will require the kind of remedial backup systems that are now enjoying 

popularity in those states that have traditionally employed a solely meaning-based language 

and literacy curriculum (p.116). 

Freebody’s comments on the English syllabus apply equally well to most other Education Queensland 

reading curricula. His words seem somewhat prophetic in light of widespread implementation of Reading 

Recovery in Queensland in recent years to support students failing to succeed at early literacy. Education 

Queensland is currently developing a new English syllabus. Unfortunately, like its predecessor, it shows no 

indication of increased emphasis, or any emphasis, on reading-accuracy instruction. 

 

Remedial Initiatives  

Remedial initiatives currently used in Education Queensland include Learning Support Teachers appointed 

to schools, diagnostic assessments by Guidance Officers appointed to districts, and two remedial programs, 

Support-a-Reader (Queensland Department of Education, 1991) and Reading Recovery (Clay, 1993b). 

Guidance Officer training consists of a Master of Education course involving set subjects on assessment and 

counselling. I have completed these subjects. At the university where I studied, subjects on reading and 

learning difficulties were electives so not completed by all trainees, and the assessment subject contained 

relatively little detail on reading. As a practitioner, it is my experience that Guidance Officers know very 

little about reading-accuracy difficulties, yet are positioned as the system’s ‘experts’ whom teachers are to 

turn to for support. This seems an extremely inappropriate model. 

Both the Support-a-Reader program (Queensland Department of Education, 1991) and Reading Recovery 

(Clay, 1993b) are severely limited by their majoring on full text reading and their profound lack of emphasis 

on single word reading and word attack skills. The Reading Recovery debate at an international level seems 

to be the Reading Wars in miniature, with many studies bespeaking its effectiveness, and as many others 

discussing its ineffectiveness. The proportion of studies from vested interest bodies on the ‘for’ side is 

perhaps less impressive than the number of peer reviewed articles on the ‘against’ (Chapman & Tunmer, 

2000). In contrast to the strong positive effects described by state and national educational bodies strongly 

committed to use of the program, e.g., New York state (Jagger & Simic, 1996)and New Zealand (Office for 

Standards in Education, 1993), when one looks at peer reviewed journal articles, one finds a continuing 

litany of criticisms (Center, 1999; Chapman & Tunmer, 2000; Chapman, Tunmer, & Prochnow, 1999, In 

press; Groff, 2004; National Research Council, 1998a; Pinnell, 2000; Pinnell, DeFord, Lyons, Bryk, & al., 

1994; Tunmer, 1999; Tunmer & Chapman, 2003). The National Research Council (1998a, p.255-258) 

conclude after their review of the program that  

1. Use of Reading Recovery is highly contentious, with studies very divided. 

2. Clay's own research has been criticised extensively in that 

a. Children improved on measures she designed, but no evaluation of transfer to other reading 

measures was provided. 
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b. Only children who were successfully discontinued from the program were included in final research 

data. This ignores the fact that approximately 30% of participants were discontinued during the 

program due to lack of success. 

c. No random control groups were used in studies. 

d. Maintenance measures showed that 12months after completion of the program, the gains 

differentiating Reading Recovery students over students not receiving intervention were very small. 

They discuss Pinnell et al’s (1994) study which used random assignment to five groups, one Reading 

Recovery group, three other early intervention programs differing from one another in group size, amount of 

teacher training, and whether or not they adhered to Reading Recovery instructional aims, and a non-

intervention control group. Pinnell and colleagues (1994) found that after 70 days of program intervention, 

the Reading Recovery students clearly outperformed students in the other three intervention programs on an 

array of measures of reading achievement, though the group that paralleled Reading Recovery in time spent 

reading familiar books equalled the Reading Recovery outcome data.  Three months postintervention, 

however, post-tests did not reveal any statistical differences among the treatment groups (Pinnell et al., 

1994).  

If permission were given, it would take very little effort to modify Reading Recovery to increase its power 

through addition of systematic phonological awareness and reading of decontextualised words. The high 

costs of Reading Recovery could also be greatly reduced by reducing the number of teacher sessions per 

student each week, and replacing them with teacher aide sessions. Ironically, but not surprisingly, the 

research evidence on the ineffectiveness on Reading Recovery was thoroughly established prior to Victorian 

and Queensland implementation of this program, yet at enormous ongoing expense, it has reigned as 

Australia’s dominant tool against reading failure, thus preventing funding being provided for use of more 

effective research-based instruction. It is particularly disappointing that funding to schools for Reading 

Recovery is organised such that this funding can not be used for other reading interventions which have 

much greater rigor than Reading Recovery. These narrow funding constraints have doubtless perpetrated the 

strong presence of this program. 

 

Conclusion 

If the Queensland system is in any way representative of other state and federal perspectives on reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, and this is highly likely, there are very strong needs for 

revision of current Australian documents and curricula impacting reading instruction, to align them with 

current research knowledge and make them effective instructional supports developing teacher expertise in 

reading and reading-accuracy instruction. This is likely to be a major undertaking, which to be successful 

will require careful organisation, and careful teamwork between mainstream reading academics and reading 

scientists.  As mentioned in conclusions of later sections of this chapter, it seems likely that rather than 

revising curricula in the short term (a nonreflected quick fix measure), there would seem great value in 

having a strategic moratorium period of up to two years duration to work through Nevis et al’s (1995) stages 

of knowledge generation, during which Australian reading professionals at all levels  

1. Reflect on and investigate the role of reading-accuracy in Australian reading development. 

2. Develop comprehensive knowledge on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction at classroom level. 

3. Formulate research-based well-reflected suggested directions for improving Australian reading 

instruction for all deciles of achievers. 

4. Build skills in systems thinking, organisational learning, and research- and test-literacy. 
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5. Have respectful dialogue between mainstream reading academics and reading scientists, 

perhaps with the help of educational sociologists, to build mutual understanding and ability to 

work together.  

 

7.5.3 Needs for effective professional development 
Professional development of practising teachers is another highly influential instructional support. There are 

many different models of professional development. They include 

1. National models: 

a. Single models applied nationally, e.g., the Early Literacy In-service Course (ELIC), 

conducted nationwide using a format of small groups and multiple session, teaching Whole 

Language based reading instruction to early literacy teachers in the 1980s (de Lemos, 2002; 

Glen, 1986; Hempenstall, 1999; House of Representatives Standing Committee on 

Employment Education and Training, 1992). 

b. Flexible models networked nationally, e.g., Networking to Learn II, which networked 

autonomous district projects (Galletly, 2002b). 

2. Systemic models, e.g., Education Queensland’s Literate Futures initiatives including Whole School 

Literacy Planning Guidelines: Literate Futures (Education Queensland, 2002b), and Literate 

Futures: Professional Development in the Teaching of Reading (Education Queensland, 2002a; 

Queensland, 2002) 

3. School models, e.g., Chard and colleagues’ whole-school model for preventing reading difficulties 

(Chard et al., 2001), and Joyce et al’s (1999) professional development models for building 

professional communities while improving reading achievement. 

4. Program-based models, e.g., teacher training and school support for implementation of programs 

such as Direct Instruction (G. L. Adams & Carnine, 2003; G. L. Adams & Engelmann, 1996), and 

Success for all (Hopkins, Youngman, Harris, & Wordsworth, 1999; King & Newmann, 2001). 

5. Lecture and conference models, e.g., Learning Difficulty Australia’s conferences (Knight & Scott, 

2004) and speaking tours (Galletly, 2003a). 

6. ‘Trickle’ models, commonly used in previous decades by Queensland schools, whereby usually only 

one teacher went to a seminar, and the knowledge acquired by that teacher was intended to ‘trickle’ 

down to other staff at the school.  

7. Whole-school teacher-release-time models e.g., Queensland schools have four student-free days per 

year which can be used for professional development; while Joyce et al. (1999) encourage individual 

schools to set aside weekly time for whole-school reading-improvement initiatives, perhaps finishing 

school an hour early one day per week.  

8. Teacher-researcher models, which encourage teachers to conduct their own school-level research, as 

part of the school professional development focus, i.e., using a research focus which is inwards 

(school level) and outward (learning from established research). These may be of many types, 

including school developed models, action research networks (Calhoun, 1994; Sagor, 1992), and 

school-university research partnerships.  

King and Newmann (2001) discuss the powerful role of professional development in effecting positive 

school change. They propose that key factors influencing student achievement be conceptualised as school 

capacity, which has three dimensions: 

1. The knowledge, skills and dispositions of individual staff members. 
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2. Professional learning community: an organised, collective enterprise utilising the diverse human and 

technical resources of the school.  

3. School programs for staff and student learning. 

King and Newman suggest that increases in school capacity will lead to significant gains in student 

achievement, and stress the important role of quality professional development designed to enhance the 

three different dimensions of capacity. This key role of high-quality professional development is 

emphasised in numerous studies investigating whole school pedagogical initiatives (Allington & 

Cunningham, 2002; Chard et al., 2001; B. Joyce et al., 1999; B. R. Joyce & Showers, 1988; Kruse et al., 

1994; Newmann & Wehlage, 1995). King and Newmann (2001) emphasise that the effectiveness of such 

professional development in schools increases when  

1. Teachers are able to choose the area of content.  

2. Professional development on that content area is further developed by teachers working collegially 

on that area in the school setting. 

3. Professional development has a whole school perspective. 

4. It uses theory, demonstration, practice, feedback and coaching.  

It is likely that some schools are unable to notice their specific needs for professional development. 

Rosenholtz (1989) refers to these schools as being ‘stuck’. She categorised three school types: moving, in 

between, and stuck. In ‘moving’ schools, approximately 80% of the teachers viewed professional 

improvement as a lifelong endeavour, and looked to improve their instruction for all children and 

particularly for those with difficulties. In ‘stuck’ schools, most teachers viewed professional development as 

unnecessary, feeling they had the expertise they needed, and tended to view learning difficulties as the fault 

of children’s parents, not ineffective instruction.  

The building of interpersonal communication and self-awareness skills (McLean, 2005), and reflective skills 

would seem to be a necessary part of professional development aimed at achieving change (Fullan, 1996; 

Senge, 1999b), as would systems thinking, awareness of organisations as complex systems in which most 

things are connected, such that it is difficult to simply apply one-act solutions, and reflection on possibilities 

must be a key part of change initiatives (Hough & Paine, 1997; Senge, Lucas et al., 2000; Timperley & 

Robinson, 2000). Thinking developed just from classroom management, e.g., individualism, acting on one’s 

own initiative and not according to team planning, autonomy, strong collegiality, and uncritical support of 

colleagues, often does not translate into effective change-management skills. An example of this is the 

lengths to which many teachers will go, to prevent effective discussions about curriculum or instructional 

practice if they consider it possible that the discussion might suggest concerns about colleagues’ 

competence (Timperley and Robinson, 2000). Whilst at times this may be warranted, it is often 

protectiveness, more than the colleagues’ performance, which prevents effective change.  

Fragmentation, competition, and reactiveness are concepts which teachers and reading professionals must 

be actively aware of, if effective reading reform is to be achieved (Hough & Paine, 1997; Kofman & Senge, 

1993; Senge, 1990b), as must the five questions which have been the basis of Kofman and Senge’s (1993) 

research on organisational change:  

1.   Why do we confront learning opportunities with fear rather than wonder?  

2.   Why do we derive our self-esteem from knowing as opposed to learning?  

3.   Why do we criticise before we even understand? 

4.   Why do we create controlling bureaucracies when we attempt to form visionary enterprises? 

5.   Why do we persist in fragmentation and piecemeal analysis as the world becomes increasingly 

interconnected? 
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It is likely that developing confidence in reflection, openness in discussions, and thinking at systems-level 

as well as classroom-level, will support improvement of school practices (Fullan, 1996, 1997; Hough & 

Paine, 1997; Kofman & Senge, 1993; Senge, 1990a, 1990b, 1996, 1999a; Senge, Cambron-McCabe et al., 

2000; Timperley & Robinson, 2000; Walker & Stott, 2000).  

Many questions on principles of optimal professional development remain to be answered, including the 

level of teaching training and mentoring provided in professional development initiatives, and the optimal 

intensity of such initiatives: 

1. Active involvement of teachers in reading-improvement initiative seems not just powerful but also 

vital (Posner, 1996). 

2. High levels of expert professional support seem invaluable during implementation of such initiatives 

(Chard et al., 2001; Hopkins et al., 1999; B. Joyce et al., 1999; King & Newmann, 2001). Joyce and 

Showers (1988) discuss an almost complete lack of transfer of training (effect size 0.00) when 

professional development programming fails to incorporate feedback and/or coaching during the 

initiative in addition to theory, demonstration, and practice. They found the use of feedback yields 

an effect size for transfer of training of 0.39, whilst the addition of coaching expands that effect size 

to 1.68, and powerfully increases effect sizes for teachers’ increased knowledge (2.71) and skill 

(1.25).  

3. Levels of teacher engagement is an important consideration in implementing new initiatives. Joyce 

and Showers (1988), investigating teacher characteristics in relation to professional development 

found that approximately 10% were highly active consumers, actively seeking out and becoming 

enthusiastically involved in professional development, another 10% were active but slightly less so, 

10% were reticent consumers, and the vast majority (70%) were passive consumers. They suggest 

that quality collegial professional development allows teachers to move from passive to active states 

and from reticent to passive and active states. 

4. The issue of whether just volunteer teachers or all teachers should be involved in school-level 

reading-improvement initiatives also deserves strong consideration. Opinions vary as to whether to 

involve teachers as volunteers, or whether to involve all teachers collegially in deciding upon an area 

of focus in professional development for a certain time period with the understanding that after final 

negotiation, all teachers agree to work within that initiative. Joyce and Showers (1988) suggested 

that working with volunteers in the hope that an initiative will diffuse laterally to other staff is 

ineffective and that partial participation may cause division and greatly weaken an initiative. Senge 

et al. (1999) reinforce this notion in their exploration of true believers and nonbelievers in 

professional development participation. 

In Australia, school-university partnerships enabled through state and federal funding seem an effective 

mechanism linking school and teacher professional development with the building of teacher research skills. 

Two examples of such partnerships include the Innovation and Best Practice Project, (Angus, Chadbourne, 

& Olney, 2001a, 2001b; Crowther, Hann et al., 2001a; Cuttance, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d; Cuttance & Stokes, 

2001a, 2001b; P. W. Hill & Jane, 2001; P. W. Hill, Mackay, Russell, & Zbar, 2001), and Queensland’s 

IDEAS: Innovative Designs for Enhancing Achievement in Schools conducted by Education Queensland  

and the University of  Southern Queensland (D. Andrews & Lewis, 2001a, 2001b; D. Andrews, Lewis, & 

Crowther, 2001; Austin & Crowther, 2000; Caldwell, 1992; Crowther, 1997; Crowther, Andrews et al., 

2001; Crowther, Hann et al., 2001a; Crowther, Hann, & McMaster, 2001b; Crowther & Kaagan, 2001; 

Crowther & Ogilvie, 1992). The linkage of government funding, university expertise and school 

pragmatism would seem to have much potential in achieving effective Australian reading instruction. 

Conclusion 
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The issue of professional development is highly complex and of pivotal importance in effective school and 

classroom improvement (Ingvarson, 1998). For schools to be effective in reading instruction with at-risk 

readers, they need high proportions of staff with healthy levels of instructional expertise on reading-

accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. In seeking directions towards optimal classroom-level 

reading-accuracy instruction, there seems much potential in integrating professional development on  

1.   Systems-thinking, reflective practice and organisational learning. 

2.   Reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

3.   Research-literacy and test-literacy.  

The amount of professional development required will be extensive, such that significant funding may be 

needed. 

 

7.5.4 Needs for effective reading assessments 
As discussed in Chapter 6, effective reading-accuracy assessments allow close linkage of planning, 

assessment and instruction at micro (individual student) and macro (class, school, system, state, nation) 

levels. Reading of the literature shows Australian reading-accuracy assessment to be highly inadequate, and 

to have been so for several decades (R. Andrews, 1969; de Lemos, 2001a, 2002; Education Queensland, 

2000b; Freebody, 1994; National Research Council, 1998a; Queensland Department of Education, 1997; 

Queensland School Curriculum Council, 2001, 2002; Westwood, 2001; Winch et al., 2001). Widespread 

acceptance of Whole Language notions of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction has 

resulted in a dearth of Australian standardised assessments of reading. Literacy assessments in recent 

decades have been strongly subjective, seen in Education Queensland’s current English syllabus, which uses 

solely subjective assessment processes: observation, consultation, and focussed analysis (usually subjective 

analysis of work samples). 

Westwood (2001, p.6) comments on the demise of standardised reading tests: 

Standardised testing became unpopular in mainstream Australian education during the late 1970s, remained 

so throughout the 1980s and 1990s.... due in part to the swing to holistic and developmental philosophies and 

teaching, and to the adoption of constructivist theories of learning.  It was felt that assessment should always 

be based on real classroom activities (authentic assessment), not on contrived exercises and decontextualised 

tasks... also a suspicion that for many children, standardised testing produced results that could be 

misleading... by the mid-1990s there were signs that the potential value of using standardised testing was 

again being recognised for such purposes of screening whole school populations for learning difficulties, or 

checking the overall standards of literacy and numeracy across the country.  Individual teachers however use 

much less standardised testing now within their own classrooms than teachers did 15 or 20 years ago.   

From my observation of Queensland schools, I would suggest that the indicators of the 1990s, that schools 

were recognising the value of standardised tests, have not developed further. De Lemos (2001a) describes 

the shift from norm-referenced to standards-referenced assessment which is evident in major state and 

national testing programs, and widespread lack of interest in maintaining traditional norm-referenced 

measures, because these measures were viewed as of no value, and needing to be phased out. In collecting 

data to investigate whether or not standards in reading have improved or declined over the last two decades, 

de Lemos was confronted with the limited amount of direct evidence available to explore this issue due to 

the paucity and characteristics of systemic data collected in recent years. She was able to compare explored 

changes in reading levels over time in Australia and England, through examination of scores on 

standardised tests of reading, the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (Neale, 1999), and the PAT Reading 

Test , which have been renormed over the period 1958 to 1996.  
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De Lemos (2001a) comments of the frustrations of educational and reading research when norm-referenced 

results are not used: 

Major changes in the approach to the teaching of reading have occurred over the past 20 years, yet we have 

no data to tell us what impact these changes have had on reading achievement. Collection of data that may 

have thrown some light on this issue was specifically excluded from the data collection associated with the 

recent national survey of English literacy. Such data as does exist suggest that rather than an improvement in 

standards, a decline has occurred, particularly at older age levels…(While) the use of data from periodic 

renorming of standardised tests seems to me to provide an effective and economic way of monitoring 

standards over time, unfortunately, the value of this approach seems to have gone largely unrecognised. 

Standardised tests of reading are no longer fashionable, and there is no longer any interest in maintaining or 

updating such tests. As a result, the opportunity to collect data on trends in reading standards in Australia 

over the last 25 years appears to have been lost. 

This lack of comparable data means that in school-level research, when individual schools consider that 

student outcomes have significantly increased, it is extremely difficult to establish whether genuine within-

school improvements have actually occurred, and between-school comparisons are virtually impossible. As 

part of my earlier doctoral work, I was involved in a case study of a school confident that students were 

showing markedly higher achievement. Despite having access to all their school assessment results over 

many years, we were unable to establish increased student achievement levels, because there was no 

standardising (criteria- or norm-referenced) of any of the assessments used. The school was doing a superb 

job, and it is highly likely student achievement had improved, yet we were forced to settle with conclusions 

that ‘staff were confident that student academic outcomes had increased significantly’.  

While there has been a return to standardised testing in the national Year 3, 5, and 7 tests of reading, writing 

and maths conducted annually, these reading tests assess reading comprehension, not reading-accuracy. The 

reporting back of children’s results is also very general and thus of extremely limited use in guiding teacher 

instructional decisionmaking for individual children. The value of the data might increase slightly if 

individual children’s test forms were returned when results are published, but the test forms are not returned 

to schools. Additionally, the benchmark tests use Rasch measures rather than normed measures, the tests are 

rewritten each year, and the items used vary from state to state. While these more criterion based measures 

have value in comparing children in a particular year, they offer very little power for comparing states, 

changes in Year level performance over time, or the progress of individual children over time. Given the 

time and effort expended on national testing, it seems highly inappropriate not to use norms-referenced 

parallel-form items, subtests or tests, so that powerful cross-sectional and longitudinal comparison data is 

gathered. The current tests seem to provide extremely low value for the effort and expense involved in their 

implementation. 

The decrease in use of standardized tests means that there are less tests being renormed, and also that there 

are now few valid Australian norm-referenced tests of reading-accuracy available, e.g., the St Lucia Graded 

Word Reading Test (R. Andrews, 1969) has norms so old that they are no longer appropriate. Tests from 

other countries are potentially inappropriate due to not being normed on Australian children. Until the 

arrival of the free-to-use DIBELS tests, discussed in the last chapter, American reading tests were all 

extremely expensive due to the exchange rate of the Australian dollar in recent years, so have been seldom 

used, particularly when schools and systems see little point in assessing reading-accuracy, and use of 

standardized tests. There are strong needs to develop valid norm-referenced tests for tests of reading-

accuracy, or to renorm overseas tests for Australian use. Potentially useful reading-accuracy assessments for 

Australian use include 

 

Normed paragraph reading tests: 

8. The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (Neale, 1999), which has two parallel forms and rigorous 

Australian norms, and costs approximately $100. It assesses reading-accuracy, reading-
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comprehension, and fluency, provides achievement-level data, (though informal diagnostic 

information can also be gathered during administration), and takes about 10 to 20 minutes per child 

to administer.  

9. The Wheldall Assessment of Reading Passages (WARP, Wheldall & Madelaine, 2000), which has 

five parallel versions, and smallscale Australian norms. 

 

Normed single word reading tests: 

1.   The DIBELS assessments, which have up to 20 parallel forms, and assess phonemic awareness, 

pseudoword reading, vocabulary knowledge, reading-accuracy during paragraph reading, reading-

comprehension. Each test involves the student for one minute. Up to six different DIBELS measures 

are used with early year students, thus taking about 10 minutes per student. Only 3 measures are 

used with students from their third year of schooling, thus taking about 4 minutes per student.  

2.   The Test of Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE, Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1999), which has 

two parallel forms and rigorous American norms, and tests reading of lists of real words and lists of 

pseudowords. Students read each list for 45 seconds.  

10. The Nonword Reading Test (Martin & Pratt, 2001), which has two parallel forms, and smallscale 

Australian norms, and tests reading of single pseudowords. 

11. The Burt Word Reading Test (New Zealand Council for Educational Research, 1981) for early 

readers, which has three parallel versions, and has been renormed in recent years (Clay, 1993a). 

 

Criterion-referenced tests:  

(These tests are not normed, and thus do not provide normed achievement levels. They are strongly 

curriculum-based, and thus allowing gathering of diagnostic data and comparative information at micro- and 

macro-levels) 

4. Domain Phonic Tests (McLeod & Atkinson, 1972), for diagnosis of phonics skills in reading of real 

words. 

5. Criterion referenced tests I have developed (Galletly, 2003d, 2003e, 2004d, 2004e, 2004f, 2005, in 

press):  

a. Reading and spelling of the 200 most frequent words of English-text, and words with 29 

common vowel graphs (20 parallel forms). 

b. A diagnostic phonics test. 

c. Frameworks for analysis of written work. 

 

Reading tests with out-of-date norms: 

(There are several Australian and international tests developed prior to the 1970s, whose norms are now too 

old to be valid, but are likely to be useful if renormed. These tests have good face validity, and their results 

align with achievement levels as measured on other valid tests.) 

6. The St Lucia Graded Word Reading Test  (R. Andrews, 1969). 

7. The Waddington Diagnostic Reading Test (Waddington, 1988). 

8. The Holborn Reading Test (No publication details found).  
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As discussed in Chapter 2, in our current reading research at CQU Mackay, we are doing school-level 

research focussing on flexible curriculum-based assessment and instruction, using tests of reading-accuracy 

and language comprehension and the Simple Model framework. As part of that research, and following our 

work at University of Oregon with DIBELS researchers in January 2005, we are exploring the use of quick-

administration assessments such as DIBELS and TOWRE using teacher-researchers. As part of that research, 

we will be gathering data towards developing Australian norms for these assessments, and building teacher-

researcher skills. 

It is interesting to reflect on options for developing effective use of effective reading-accuracy tests in 

Australia. Two less useful options would be top-down mandating of instruction and assessment, and 

enticing schools through free packages, as the Australian Council of Educational Research is doing as part 

of their current research, in providing free Direct Instruction packages to schools who are grateful for 

instructional materials and keen to be involved in projects recommended by the council. A more valuable 

option would be to offer a range of assessments of reading and language, including reading-accuracy and 

reading-accuracy subskills, to all Australian teachers and professional associations for use in their 

investigating the role of reading-accuracy. These could be free tests such as DIBELS, or the criterion 

referenced tests I have developed, or any of the commercial tests used above. Given that gathering of data 

from Australia-wide investigation of reading-accuracy will generate data which can be used for developing 

Australian norms, it is possible that developers of commercial tests may be happy to have their tests used if 

they Australian norms are developed. 

It is interesting to reflect on the power of tests which are both highly rigorous and free. It is possible that 

Good and Kaminsky’s act of generosity in making their DIBELS tools freely available to all users with no 

strings attached may prove the single most significant factor in moving schools forward into use of 

research-based reading-accuracy (Good & Kaminski, 2002a, 2004, 2002b; Good et al., 2002). If this act 

becomes the status quo for other test developers, free availability of tests has the potential to overturn the 

educational test industry. This would not seem necessarily bad thing, as while rigorous tests are often very 

expensive to develop, the pricing of test record forms smacks somewhat of greed. Virtually all tests have 

strict copyright and require separate purchasing of test record forms, such that a test record form must be 

purchased for every instance of test usage. Because of this, the expense involved in ongoing use of even 

those tests with relatively inexpensive purchase prices, becomes a major variable impacting school 

decisionmaking. 

As discussed in Chapter 2 and above, rather than providing just tests of reading-accuracy, it would seem 

more valuable to provide tests which allow teachers to research the components of the Simple Model 

(Hoover & Gough, 1990): 

Reading-comprehension = Reading-accuracy x Language comprehension + Reading-comprehension 

strategies. 

A key factor in selecting assessments, as discussed in Chapter 5, is the amount of teacher work-

intensification they impose on teachers. The assessment load of Education Queensland’s Year 2 Net, for 

example, is far too time-consuming for the amount of knowledge gained. While teachers are used to using it 

now, and often don’t reflect on its intensity, when asked if they could know which children will need 

support using simpler measures, they invariably are confident that they could do so.  

Conclusion 

Failure by Australian education systems to provide appropriate reading-accuracy assessments will 

undoubtedly have strongly compounded Australian teachers’ difficulties in supporting at-risk readers’ 

reading-accuracy development. Given the amount of reading research evidence on the importance of linkage 

of assessment and instruction, and the value of standardised assessments of reading-accuracy (M. J. Adams, 

1990; National Reading Panel, 2000; National Research Council, 1998a; Slavin et al., 1989), this represents 
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a major failure of instructional supports to Australian teachers. There are strong needs to provide effective 

reading-accuracy assessments for use in Australian classrooms.  

 

7.5.5 Needs for transparency on achievement 
The results of national benchmark testing are used to report student results to schools and families, and to 

provide additional funding for each child failing to reach national benchmarks. Funding is very much done 

on a reward-for-failure basis, and no additional funding or recognition is provided to schools who are 

achieving well, or have made major gains.  

Assessment data on individual schools’ performance in Australian benchmarks test is kept relatively secret. 

Unlike USA and UK, where schools’ performance on national tests is public knowledge (Schmoker, 1996), 

Australian data on individual schools is released only to the school’s principal and selected staff at the local 

regional office. School data at principal level shows only comparisons with category averages (state norms, 

and similar-schools norms), but not with schools in the local district. There is much information which 

could be published from the national tests which is currently either not calculated or not released. This 

includes: 

1.   Within-student data: Comparison scores for individual children across the three test points (Year 3, 

5, 7), perhaps linked in to other test data, e.g., Queensland’s Year 2 Net (Queensland Department of 

Education, 1997; Queensland School Curriculum Council, 2001). 

2.   Within-school comparisons at individual class levels (e.g., Year 3a, 3b, and 3c), to allow 

performance monitoring of the effectiveness of individual teachers’ reading instruction over time. 

3.   Between-school comparisons: Comparison scores for each school in relation to the scores of other 

local district schools, and district, region and state averages. 

4.   Release of data beyond the principal to teachers and the general public. 

The Australian educational climate is characterised by tact and discretion, but this discretion has a high 

price, in that schools and teachers do not know how well they are doing, and thus do not know if they need 

to improve further. It also seems somewhat illogical in today’s climate of openness, accountability, and 

freedom of information. While many educators and mainstream reading academics would seem likely to 

object (Dwyer, 1996), there seem major needs to increase the transparency of school effectiveness, and the 

quality of the data used in this transparency. Such initiatives would be stressful initially but have the 

potential to support development of increased school and teacher pride, and consistently-high school 

achievement levels.   

This climate of tact and discretion is further seen in education-improvement initiatives. Many such 

initiatives emphasise whole-school improvement, and focus on closing between-schools performance gaps 

(Crowther, Andrews et al., 2001; Education Queensland, 2002b). In contrast, there seems far less emphasis 

on improving within-school, between-class and within-class performance gaps. This seems inappropriate 

when between-schools factors provide less than 10% of the variance in student progress, while within-

school factors provide 40-50% (Cuttance, 2001a; Richardson, 2000). 

Decisionmaking on setting a level of transparency of school performance is doubtless highly complex. It 

would seem useful to explore the transparency levels and processing used in UK and USA schools (M. 

Hanley, 2005; Her Majesty's Government, 2004; U.S. Congress, 2001, 2002b; United States Government, 

2004). Both these countries use high levels of transparency of assessment data. In the UK, schools are 

assessed by OFSTED (The Office of Standards of Education) on a three to five yearly basis. No positive 

categories are applied, but two levels of negative proficiency are used, and OFSTED is strongly involved in 

supporting these schools. Schools on Special Measures have one year to lift their performance to a 

reasonable standard, and it is a cause for great celebration when schools come off Special Measures (M. 
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Hanley, 2005). With continued low performance, some schools have major restructuring, and some are 

closed. In America, schools which continue to perform at low levels become Reading First schools. 

Although they receive large amounts of funding, at the same time they lose considerable control of their 

school, such that schools work hard to achieve well (M. Hanley, 2005; U.S. Congress, 2001, 2002b; United 

States Government, 2004). While in Australia, we have tended to only hear negative reports of the UK 

Literacy Hour, and transparency of school results, reading professionals and teachers in the UK comment 

that whereas it was initially challenging, teachers have now modified it to their individual teaching styles, 

and reading levels are rising, such that most teachers find it useful. As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are 

indicators that the effectiveness of improved reading-accuracy instruction is closing the Welsh-English 

achievement gap created by orthographic complexity (J. R. Hanley, 2005; M. Hanley, 2005). 

The notion of ‘reward-for-failure’ is in some ways a ridiculous one, as there would be very few schools and 

teachers who welcome high rates of failure. But when reward-for-failure is not accompanied by strong 

motivation for improved performance, continued failure can easily become accepted as the status quo. Both 

the USA and the UK use reward-for-failure funding, and local co-ordinators in UK and USA who we 

interviewed in early 2005 found this less than optimal, feeling that some levels of reward-for-success 

funding were needed. The UK co-ordinator commented that she felt high staff attrition, and staff moving to 

less-challenging schools was a consequence of lack of incentive for teachers to persist in highly-challenging 

schools. She commented on high levels of teacher burnout and early resignation, a major shortage of 

teachers in the UK, and major initiatives to encourage school-leavers to choose to become teachers as their 

profession (we saw many railway-station billboards of this nature), and to encourage Australian teachers to 

come to work in the UK.  

In Britain, while the National Literacy Strategy has no rewards for success, schools can independently apply 

to be awarded Kitestar status, which recognises their high levels of achievement in literacy and/or maths. 

Difference in SES-levels of student populations is controlled for in Kitestar awards, in that the awards are 

given not just for high student-achievement levels, but also for consistent upward trends in student-

achievement. The co-ordinator commented on UK schools highly valuing Kitestar status, and working hard 

to achieve it (M. Hanley, 2005). There seems strong value in having rewards and recognition linked to 

school success not just to reading failure. 

In developing high levels of transparency, high standards, and motivation and support for schools to reach 

those high standards, it would seem valuable for Australia to  

1. No longer accept ongoing reading-accuracy failure, insist on standards being reached, and instigate 

measures to ensure this takes place. 

2. View reading-accuracy not as a continuum of achievement whereby it is natural for many children to 

have low achievement, but as a core basic to be acquired on target by perhaps 97% of students. 

3. Set valid benchmarks for reading-accuracy achievement – minimum competency levels students 

must reach by a set point in their schooling.  

4. Provide staffing levels to support the intensity of instruction needed for all (97%) of students to 

achieve reading-accuracy benchmarks.  

5. Develop/use rigorous useful assessments and high linkage of assessment and instruction at macro- 

(national benchmark) and micro-level (instructional decision-making for an individual student). 

6. Proactively develop mechanisms for continued school improvement of reading levels: 

a. High levels of transparency of school performance data. 

b. An ethos of pride in continual improvement and/or high achievement. 

c. Variable funding schemes: 
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i. Funding incentives for schools and teachers achieving high success rates (with 

success defined to include rates of improvement and/or high achievement levels). 

ii. Funding with restrictions for schools with continued high failure levels, e.g., 

increased external involvement to ensure improvement happens, perhaps similar to 

the OFSTED model used in the UK. 

d. Strong incentives to ensure continuity of staffing in highly challenging schools such as salary 

bonuses, travel allowances, extra holidays or long service leave, and recognition. 

While continued high levels of reading failure are testament to reward-for-failure not provoking effective 

reform (Education Queensland, 2000b), two personal experiences have particularly provoked my thinking in 

this area. One was a visit to a very isolated school in a very disadvantaged area, which was receiving very 

high levels of support, where the staff treated 100% of children failing to pass benchmark tests as highly 

acceptable. Another was a speech by Noel Pearson, lawyer and aboriginal change agent (N. Pearson, 2000), 

at a conference which I attended. In discussing his early education, he commented that the only reason he 

had got to where he was today, was that the nuns at Hopevale Mission had high standards and pushed 

children to reach them. He then discussed how sympathetic instructional practices which ‘lower the bar’ 

also lower citizens’ options for life achievement. Reading about low-SES American schools with highly 

effective leadership, which have reversed continued low-progress scores, and now continue to achieve at 

high levels, shows that ‘Every child will read and achieve’ is not just rhetoric but a genuine option.  

 

Conclusion 

It seems highly likely that Australia uses the status quo as the ‘bar’ which reading instruction aims to reach, 

and in many cases, this level is far too low. Inadequate assessment tools, no reading-accuracy assessment 

tools, and lack of linkage of assessment and instruction do not allow clear focus on this ongoing acceptance 

of low standards, and high failure rates (Education Queensland, 2000b; Evaluation of the 2001 Queensland 

years 3, 5 and 7 testing program : Final report., 2002; Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, 

Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & Van Kraayenoord, 2000; Program for International Student Assessment 

(PISA), 2002a, 2002b; Queensland School Curriculum Council, 2001; Waring, Prior, Sanson, & Smart, 

1996). It would seem useful to explore possibilities for greatly increasing the transparency of school and 

student reading achievement. 

 

7.5.6 Needs for improving teachers’ research- and test-
literacy 

Whole Language’s parallel rejection of standardised tests and reading-accuracy instruction has resulted in 

current classroom teachers having very limited understanding of the value of standardised tests of reading 

achievement. Perhaps associated with the move against standardised tests with their bases of statistics and 

quantitative research, in recent decades there has been a parallel movement in Australian educational 

research against quantitative research (scientific studies of reading often using standardised tests). This 

means most teachers have very poor skills in understanding educational research, and evaluating the 

integrity of the research. These low levels of teacher research-literacy and test-literacy is at strong odds to 

the levels of expertise of other professions involved in education, e.g., psychology and speech pathology 

(see Table 7.3). These professions promote high research literacy, value subjective and objective tests and 

research, and use standardised tests frequently in their work in Education Queensland schools. There are 

strong needs to increase teachers’ research literacy to this same level.  
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Table 7.3  

Likely characteristics of research and test literacy of teachers vs. speech pathologists  

Profession Teachers Speech Pathologists  

Training 4 yr undergraduate degree 4 yr undergraduate degree 

Educational 

background of 

preservice lecturers 

Likely to be Whole Language, qualitative 

research, subjective tests, fulltext reading 

instruction & rejecting of reading-accuracy, 

standardised tests, reading decontextualised 

words & empirical research. 

Equally grounded in subjective 

& standardised tests & 

research, and skill 

development in meaningful & 

decontextualised contexts. 

Reading-accuracy 

research awareness 

Likely to have been exposed to little 

authoritative research on reading-accuracy.  

Exposed to much research on 

reading-accuracy.  

Context of research 

awareness.  

Encouraged to focus on current practice, and 

not on evidence beyond this local context. 

Local context & international 

research-based evidence. 

Ability to appraise 

research studies 

Likely low literacy on empirical research, 

some familiarity with qualitative research. 

Critically literate of  empirical 

& qualitative research.  

 

Lack of use of standardised tests means there are major needs to build the test literacy skills (understanding 

of and skill with standardised reading tests) of Australian teachers. It also means there is extremely low 

teacher skill in working with such data. Richardson (2000) comments on strong needs in Australian schools 

for  

1. Developing staff competence and confidence in monitoring, assessing, and collecting and collating 

data. 

2. Developing measurement instruments and research protocols to investigate causal connections 

between outcomes and school level actions and resources. 

3. Ensuring quality baseline data, time-sequenced measures, pre- and post-test data, standardised 

assessment measures, and longitudinal data to rigorously quantify and map improvement over time. 

There would seem major potential in achieving these ends through use of DIBELS assessments (Dynamic 

Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS), 2003; Good & Kaminski, 2002b; Good et al., 2002). 

As discussed earlier, building reflection skills and systems thinking in conjunction with building teachers’ 

research- and test-literacy skills is likely to increase the effectiveness of initiatives focussed on improving 

reading instruction (Fullan, 1996, 1997; Hough & Paine, 1997; Kofman & Senge, 1993; Senge, 1990a, 

1990b, 1996, 1999a; Senge, Cambron-McCabe et al., 2000; Timperley & Robinson, 2000; Walker & Stott, 

2000).  

 

Conclusion 
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There are strong indicators that Australian teachers lack test- and research-literacy skills. As a result, they 

are unable to appraise tests and research studies, and are forced to rely on others’ opinions on these matters. 

It would be very valuable to build teachers’ test- and research-literacy, for both qualitative and empirical 

research, through preservice training and school inservice training. Use of a moratorium period focussed on 

building knowledge on reading-accuracy and language comprehension in reading-comprehension would 

offer great value for teachers to develop test- and research-literacy skills, while building knowledge of 

reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

 

7.5.7 Needs for effective Australian reading research  
There have been major changes in research funding in Australia in recent years. There is negligible 

guaranteed research funding, such that universities are now constantly searching for research funding, and 

industry alliances. There is no longer easy access to statisticians, which is perhaps a factor in popularity of 

qualitative research – as a researcher one must be able to do all aspects of the research process.  

There seem strong needs to review current distribution of Australian educational research funding, and 

particularly the funding of research on Australian reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction, as there seem major inadequacies in current practices. Current funding is almost exclusively 

through the Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery and Linkage grants. Gill (2004) reports that in 

2003, only 15 out of the 875 ARC Discovery grants were educational research projects, and while this 

constituted less than 2 % of the grants, the proportion of funds allocated were even lower. From reading of 

the lists of grants given in recent years, it seems highly likely that any funding which went to reading 

research, was to studies researching reading in science and other curriculum areas, rather than reading per 

se. Major loopholes exist which exclude reading-accuracy research, e.g., if ARC funding is received for one 

project, likelihood of future funding for other projects increases markedly due to the applicant having been a 

Chief Investigator in a previous ARC grant. Given the low levels of funding given to reading research, and 

the likelihood that this funding would go to current ARC fundees, it seems highly likely that many 

Australian reading researchers spend enormous amounts of time preparing expansive funding applications 

for funding which never comes.  

This seems highly inequitable in light of Australian levels of reading difficulties, and in massive contrast to 

international spending. Finland spends many millions on an ongoing basis on reading-accuracy research , 

e.g., on the Jyvaskyla Longitudinal Dyslexia Study, because of their strong concerns that 6-8% of their 

readers experiencing reading difficulties (Aro, 2004; Lyytinen, Ahonen et al., in press; Lyytinen, Aro et al., 

in press; Lyytinen et al., In press). America funds reading-accuracy research to a very high level (U.S. 

Congress, 2001, 2002a, 2002b; United States Government, 2004), for example, 

6. NICHD (the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development) funds 41 research sites in 

North America, Europe, and Asia, with strong emphasis on classroom level reading-accuracy 

instruction. 

7. The federal Reading First initiative is spending billions on developing effective classroom reading-

accuracy instruction and assessment.  

8. The Education Sciences Reform Act (U.S. Congress, 2002a) is strongly impacting educational 

research directions. 

In contrast, Australia puts virtually no funding into reading-accuracy research. This suggests acceptance that 

no further knowledge is needed, that current levels of reading difficulties (20% to 30% of Australians) is 

acceptable, or that reading research as it has been actioned in Australia in recent years will make little 

difference to current levels of reading difficulties.  
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De Lemos (2001) in her review of Australian and international research on literacy learning, comments that 

the major source of funding for Australian research into language and literacy in the 1990s was the 

Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs, (DETYA), and particularly from the Children's 

Literacy National Projects Program; that between 1992 and 1996, sixteen projects were funded with an 

expectation of improving understanding of issues relevant to the national delivery of high quality children's 

literacy programs, and that these studies included three on assessment and reporting procedures, six on 

literacy practices in both the home or community context and the school context, five on aspects of literacy 

practices in the school or classroom context, one on second language acquisition, one on development of a 

classroom resource to develop the use of oral language as a tool for learning, and no studies investigating 

different approaches to the teaching of reading.  

In contrast to research by mainstream reading academics, there seem to be many Australian schools strongly 

involved in investigating the teaching of reading. Many of the applications for Education Queensland’s 

annual Showcase Awards, for innovative practice in state schools, are for school-developed reading-

accuracy instruction programs. Hill and Jane (2000), reporting on early literacy research projects conducted 

by 16 Australian schools as part of DETYA’s Innovation and Best Practice Project, reported a primary 

focus on investigating effectiveness of reading instruction methods (Hill & Jane, 2000, p.5): 

Perhaps the most significant feature of the 16 schools was the extent to which they had 

implemented coherent, whole-school programs or designs and 'branded' approaches to 

literacy……(in three schools) there had been a specific focus on the direct teaching of 

phonics. In most of the 16 schools, a range of methods of teaching were being employed 

within a predominantly Whole Language framework. 

Reading scientists are similarly strongly focussed on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction. De Lemos (2002) discusses funding from the Australian Research Council (ARC) in the early 

1990s as covering a more diverse range of studies than those funded by DETYA later in the 1990s, that 

ARC projects were mainly by psychologists in university departments of psychology or Special Education, 

with many of these studies being reported in the 1996 Special Issue of the Australian Journal of Psychology, 

following an ARC funded symposium that brought together 12 Australian researchers, all of whom were 

firmly of a Code Emphasis perspective (Coltheart & Leahy, 1996; Hogben, 1996; Oakhill & Beard, 1996; 

Pratt, Kemp, & Martin, 1996; Waring et al., 1996). The Reading Wars seem to continue at research funding 

levels. 

In moving forward into a period of intense focus on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction, it seems useful to develop effective structures for Australian educational research. Some means 

of doing this would be to 

1. Keep the focus pragmatically on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction at 

classroom level and building of effective instructional supports: 

a. Emphasise studies in which researchers 

i. Build knowledgeable on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

ii. Actively reflect on the relationship of reading-accuracy and literacy in past decades, 

at present and in the future. 

iii. Research the role of reading-accuracy in reading development in Australian schools 

with emphasis on all ten deciles of students. 

iv. Review current reading curricula with respect to principles on reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction built from rigorous reading research. 

v. Work together and resolve Reading Wars factionary. 
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b. De-emphasise areas where researchers in other countries are making powerful progress, i.e., 

don’t duplicate studies unnecessarily. 

c. Build international collaborative research networks focussed on filling knowledge gaps on 

reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction which support development of 

optimal Australian classroom reading-accuracy instruction. 

2. Establish central co-ordination of Australian educational research: 

a. Establish a national Clearinghouse which  

i. Is a central knowledge point on all past, current and future Australian educational 

research studies.  

ii. Is a central knowledge point for international studies on different aspects of reading. 

iii. Publishes research summary reports on set topics every 3 years: 

1. Integrating the findings of qualitative and quantitative research studies. 

2. Keeping schools, teachers and universities abreast of current knowledge.   

iv. Allows free internet access to all research publications for all teachers. 

b. Ensure adequate funding for educational research, separate to funding for science research. 

i. Provide major tax incentives for donations to this research, and encourage the 

development of independently funded research. 

ii. Set priority areas and allocate funding accordingly. 

iii. Use checks and balances to ensure equity. 

c. Provide advice and technical support for school-level researchers. 

3. Standardise use of research assessment tools: 

a. Recommend specific tests to be used for different variables, e.g., reading-accuracy, reading-

comprehension, language comprehension, RAN, phonological awareness, phonemic 

awareness. 

b. Provide free downloadable tests where-ever possible. 

c. Provide central database processing of results on these tests which 

i. Assists researchers in data processing. 

ii. Builds Australian norms for the particular tests. 

4. Emphasise deciles not group averages, i.e., emphasise building understanding of the reading 

development and instructional needs of different levels of children through reporting results on 

deciles of students, rather than group averages. 

5. Standardise definitions and criteria  

a. For research terms, e.g., reading-accuracy, reading-accuracy difficulties, reading fluency.  

b. For research populations: 

One option is to state the child’s level on each of three dimensions, intelligence, reading-

accuracy, and reading comprehension, using categories of low, average and high, with 

‘borderline’ as a modifier, with set cut-offs, possibly similar to those in Table 7.4. Thus one 

child or group might be average-intelligence high-accuracy low-comprehension; another 

might be high-intelligence low-accuracy low-comprehension, while another might be low-
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intelligence low-accuracy low-comprehension. Using the three dimensions allows greater 

depth of understanding of a child or group’s profile.  

 

Table 7.4 

Suggested percentile ranges to be considered as standard ranges in Australian research 

 Instruction & 

Broad research  

cut-offs 

Narrow research cut-offs  Tight research cut-offs 

Main use Instruction and 

reporting 

 

Research comparing low, 

high and/or average groups 

using borderline categories 

as buffer zones to separate 

groups.  

Research involving 

children with strong 

traits, e.g., language 

weakness, rapid 

naming weakness.  

High ≥80 ≥70 ≥95 

Borderline-high 71-79 61-69 86-94 

Average 30-70 40-60 15-85 

Borderline-average 21-29 31-39 5-14 

Low ≤20 ≤30 ≤5 

 

6. Strongly emphasise independent replication of previous and future research in classroom settings: 

a. Encourage replication studies as usual practice for Master’s level research, and offer 

scholarships for such studies. 

b. Consider Swanson et al’s (1999) suggestions for rigour through replication: 

i. Editors of research journals publishing only intervention studies that include an 

independent replication (including studies that yield different conclusions) 

ii. Funding agencies (e.g., U.S. Department of Education) granting research intervention 

dollars only if applicants guarantee high internal validity and independent 

replications.   

iii. Emphasis being placed on technology of transfer into general practice only when an 

accumulation of credible intervention studies is replicated.   

7. Value many forms of research, e.g., empirical, case-study, action research, and observational studies. 

Different lenses onto reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction offer different 

wisdoms. The information gained in different studies would be collated by the Clearinghouse. Single 

studies and perspectives offer less value, but cumulative wisdom is highly worthy. ‘All of us’ do 

indeed know much more than ‘some of us’.  

8. Consider alternative research options, for example, 

a. Establishing a primary school on or near a university campus, to use as a reading research 

and training school, may offer strong options for training of teacher trainees, teacher 

researchers, and powerful interventions and instruction for children attending the school. 

b. Alternative employment structures, possibly 
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i. Instead of Queensland’s current staff employment structure whereby staff are 

appointed and transferred by Education Queensland not individual schools, there 

would be value in studying the effect of allowing individual schools which are using 

or intending to use effective principles of reading-accuracy instruction, to advertise 

for and employ staff with specific characteristics thus building an ‘optimal’ team of 

staff members. While a similar model is currently used in Victoria at present, 

Victorian reading instruction built from Early Years and ClaSS reading instruction is 

not effective reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers. 

9. Value negative findings, as well as positive findings. 

10. Ensure highly similar treatment of experimental and control groups. 

11. Ensure research characterised by honesty and integrity. 

These last four factors would seem particularly important in building trust in mainstream reading academics 

and teachers with regard to empirical research, and their being genuinely valued as researchers. It will take 

much honesty and integrity to build mutual respect between reading scientists and mainstream reading 

academics re reading research, for there are many articles and texts aimed at mainstream reading academics 

which are highly scathing of empirical reading research (e.g., Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Calkins, 

Montgomery, & Santman, 1998; Camilli et al., 2003; Coles, 2000; Cunningham, 2001; Froese-Germain, 

2001; Garan, 2001, 2002; Strauss, 2005). While some of their criticisms seem spurious, others are valid, and 

all are worth thinking on, as this is what mainstream reading academics and teachers ‘know’ about 

empirical research. And honesty and integrity in research are less about the actual research methodology 

and more about the agendas behind them, and the way findings are reported. Point 9. above is a case in 

point. It is extremely common for reading intervention studies to have treatment and control groups treated 

so very differently that it is impossible to establish whether the significantly greater improvement of the 

treatment group is from the treatment or from other parameters impacting just the treatment group and not 

the control group, e.g., increased time spent reading. This is particularly the case with untreated controls 

receiving no special attention, where there is significant risk of Hawthorne effects as an explanation for 

differences favouring the treatment group (Ehri, Nunes et al., 2001). Swanson and colleagues (1999) 

emphasise the seriousness of this methodological weakness  

We think probably the most serious threat to interpreting treatment effects is situations in 

which intervention studies ‘stack the treatment condition’ with more steps and procedures 

than the control condition. This artefact alone guarantees that the experimental condition 

will unequivocally yield higher effect sizes than studies with minimal overlap across all 

designs and domains. 

There are many influential reading research studies which seem seriously compromised by the major 

difference between treatment and control conditions. Three examples are considered here: 

 

The Early Years Reading Project and CLaSS  

In their study exploring the effectiveness of their whole school literacy program, the characteristics of 

control schools Hill and Crevola (1999) used in the study indicated stacked treatment conditions, which 

probably seriously invalidate their findings and conclusions. Control schools received no intervention at all 

yet are compared to experimental schools which incorporated new practices such as a daily two-hour 

literacy block, literacy coordinators on at least 0.5 release time, intensive teacher professional development 

and extensive expert support from outside the school.  

 

Reading Recovery  
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As discussed above, much of the research underlying Reading Recovery has been strongly questioned on a 

range of methodological grounds. Slavin (1989) discusses very early studies of Reading Recovery’s 

effectiveness in the 1980s. The studies cited show strong treatment-stacking, with the progress of Reading 

Recovery students, described as working one-on-one with specially trained tutors for thirty minutes per day 

for 60 to 80 lessons, being compared with ‘matched control students’ who received no intervention at all. 

With such different treatment conditions, one would have to suspect that time spent reading books of 

manageable difficulty might be easily as significant a factor in the students’ higher results than the Reading 

Recovery program, per se. One fears for the future if the quick-fix methods of Labor parliamentarian Jenny 

Macklin, when the Literacy Inquiry was announced ("Nelson fears for nation's literacy," 2004): 

Labor's Jenny Macklin says urgent action, not an inquiry, is needed to address the problem. 

"First of all making sure that our teachers are effectively taught at university," she said. 

"Secondly, making sure we have enough teachers, especially in the early years of primary 

school. [Also], making sure that we have Reading Recovery in those early years in each of 

our primary schools." 

Whilst endorsed and enacted by parliamentarians, Reading Recovery is not the answer. It is part of the 

problem. 

 

An Australian study of Direct Instruction 

In his report of a study on tutored reading intervention with children with significant reading difficulties, 

Hempenstall (2003) discusses the characteristics and history of effectiveness of Direct Instruction, but in the 

study itself, the treatment children receiving Direct Instruction, are matched against control children who 

received no intervention at all. Because Direct Instruction is not being measured against other treatments, 

and little is done to control for differences between the treatment and control groups as regards content of 

school-instruction and other variables, any conclusions made about the effectiveness of Direct Instruction 

from this study would seem highly questionable, yet rather than using terms such as ‘one: one tutoring’ the 

article  actively discusses and promotes Direct Instruction. 

 

Conclusion 

Given high rates of reading difficulties, current funding of Australian reading research on reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction is appallingly low. There are strong needs to set up effective 

research supports, and in doing so, to greatly empower Australian reading research, such that it is 

internationally ‘cutting-edge’. 

 

7.5.8 Needs for healthy research premises 
A potentially significant flaw in Education Queensland’s orientation to authoritative theory is shown in its 

marginalising of major themes of authoritative theory, and emphasising of current practice, instead of 

working from both sources of knowledge (Galletly, 2002a). The Research Premise, one of the five premises 

on which its higher-order learning initiatives Productive Pedagogies and New Basics are based, is worded 

as ‘Reconstruction of curriculum, pedagogy and assessment needs to be explicitly guided by documented 

analysis and rigorous discussion of current school practices’ (Education Queensland, 2000c). In a recent 

review, I commented (Galletly, 2002a, p.11) 

This premise has only an inward focus onto current practice, and no outward focus onto the reading research 

knowledge being built in Australia and internationally. The premise shows a disturbing continuation of 

insular practice and failure to consider and include the wider authoritative theory base. Extreme caution 

should be used in working merely from current practice. When what one is doing is not working, simply 
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analysing it and working harder (at what is not working) is almost certainly not the most effective option. The 

use of authoritative theory as a lens to interpret current practices would seem to be infinitely more powerful. 

I first encountered this inward focus some ten years ago, when invited to be a parent member of a school 

review of four curriculum areas. The review was totally inward, with no seeking of outside knowledge, 

expertise, or professional readings as part of the improvement process, which I found quite astonishing. I 

have encountered it many times since – a strong inward focus, which is indeed highly valuable, but would 

be so much more powerful if outside knowledge and findings were also included.  

Failure to consider current research knowledge is probably a major factor in questionable decisionmaking 

on reading instruction in recent years by Education Queensland. A disturbing tendency to build from the 

theory of others without critically examining whether that theory is in fact authoritative also seems present. 

When critically examined, aspects of the theory base of several borrowed initiatives are found to be flawed, 

e.g., widespread implementation of Reading Recovery (Clay, 1993b) long after there was voluminous 

research findings on its ineffectiveness, and the use of First Steps Reading Criteria as Education 

Queensland’s Literacy Mapping Continua for reading (Education Department of Western Australia, 1997a), 

long after Whole Language based reading-accuracy instruction had been resoundingly shown to be flawed 

in major ways.  

Indeed, given that Education Queensland has actively worked from Hill and Crevola’s (1999) model for 

whole-school literacy actioning (Education Queensland, 2000b) in its development of Literate Futures 

initiatives,  it is likely that Education Queensland’s rather loose Research Premise is a reproduction of Hill 

and Crevola’s (1999) statement on Beliefs and Understandings, a central tenet of their model, one which 

similarly builds from current practice rather than also linking in to authoritative theory.  

A lack of consideration of the research on Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction and research-

based reading instruction is seen in the development of recent Victorian programs to support children ‘at-

risk’ of literacy learning difficulties. Two largescale longitudinal projects were embarked upon by 

researchers Hill and Crevola (1999) to develop effective reading instruction for at-risk readers (Crevola & 

Hill, 1998; de Lemos, 2001b; P. W. Hill & Crevola, 1999):  

1. Early Literacy Research Project (ELRP), a joint initiative of the Victorian Department of Education 

and the University of Melbourne, aimed to develop a systemwide approach to maximising the 

literacy achievement of at risk students in the early years of schooling (ages 5-8). 

2. The Children's Literacy Success Strategy (ClaSS), a joint initiative of the Catholic Education Office 

in Melbourne and the University of Melbourne, aimed to develop a systematic approach to 

maximising the literacy achievement of all children in the first three years of primary schooling 

(Years P-2), but especially those children who are at risk of not achieving success. 

Hill and Crevola comment that they reviewed many thousands of studies, yet it would seem that the small 

number of factors pointed to by these ‘many thousands of studies’ do not include any on reading instruction 

for at-risk readers. They are instead general principles of effective instruction for school actioning of any 

curriculum area. Hill and Crevola (1999) state that their literature study pointed to four factors being 

important, citing Scheerens and Bosker’s (1997) meta-analysis of effective schooling practices. These 

factors were  

1. Time on task. 

2. Closeness of content covered to assessment instrument. 

3. A structured approach: specific objectives, frequent assessment and corrective feedback. 

4. Types of adaptive instruction that can be managed by teachers (e.g., no more than two within-class 

ability groups per classroom).   
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Hill and Crevola decided from their analysis that the literature on effectiveness of reading instruction for at-

risk readers supports just three factors, which closely resemble the four factors of Scheerens and Bosker, 

namely 

1. High expectations of student achievement. 

2. Engaged learning time. 

3. Focused teaching that maximises learning within each student’s zone of proximal development 

(Vygotsky, 1978). 

They then developed their whole school design for literacy development from these three key points. Apart 

from its significant reading-instruction limitations, it is quite a comprehensive model with many strengths, 

and could be used for whole school implementation focussed on any curriculum areas. In terms of rigour as 

a model of reading instruction for at-risk readers, it would seem to have none. 

To conduct a significant literature review searching for principles of best practice for students at risk of 

literacy weakness, and to come up only with widely acknowledged principles of good instruction for all 

areas and nothing specific for literacy suggests several possibilities, including 

1. That the authors read many studies reflecting the wide range of views and perspectives on reading 

instruction for at risk readers, but did not feel those studies indicating specific phonics instruction 

were valid or relevant.  

2. That the authors assumed that current literacy practices in fashion in Victoria needed no further 

investigation, i.e., that reading instruction is an issue for which definitive answers had been found 

long ago. 

Both literacy programs are strongly based on Whole Language principles with little or no word-level 

instruction or emphasis on reading-accuracy. De Lemos (2001b, p.18-19) comments:  

In the case of the CLaSS program, the teaching strategies for reading listed for inclusion in the two-hour literacy block 

include reading to children, language experience (Reading), shared reading, and guided reading (Crevola & Hill, 

2001).  These strategies are described as those that are familiar to teachers through programs such as ELIC, which 

drew upon "good first teaching practices that have been widespread in New Zealand classrooms over the past twenty 

years and that were credited with reaching that country's pre-eminent ranking in international surveys of reading".  

These practices are described as "carefully researched and documented"[and] "continue to be a rich resource to the 

present-day" (Crevola and Hill, 2001, p 14).  The only reference to direct instruction in phonics and phonemic 

awareness is within the 10 minutes segment of the whole class focus on writing, which comprises less than 10 percent 

of the two-hour literacy block, and is in the context of the teaching of writing rather than the teaching of reading… 

There is however no reference to phonics or phonemic awareness in the section describing the key strategies teachers 

use in the CLaSS program.  Rather, these strategies focus on reading for meaning through reading to children, 

(described as the key strategy for those students needing the most assistance, that is, the pre-emergent readers), shared 

book experience, which is described as the "step between reading to children and independent reading by children; the 

step where children learn to read by reading", after which children move onto guided reading and independent 

reading (Crevola & Hill, 2001, pp 15 to 16). 

A similar dominance of Whole Language methods and philosophy is found in the Victorian Early Years Literacy 

Program. [The strategies in these programs] include no recognition that the ability of readers is in any way dependent 

on an understanding of the alphabetic code, or recognition of the link between letters and sounds, or that decoding of 

text is a necessary part of the reading process.  The teacher simply demonstrates how a reader behaves, and the reader 

learns how illustrations and pictures give meaning to text, and how to make predictions as to what might be in the text 

from their own knowledge, rather than from the decoding of the text and the conversion of the print symbols to the 

spoken word.  These approaches clearly do not fall into the category of a balanced program as this is to be understood 

in the United States context, since they do not include direct systematic instruction in phonics as a part of the teaching 

program. 
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There are two other reasons why it seems the researchers were comfortable with current practice, and 

perhaps did not read widely on reading practices for at-risk readers: 

1. The references and professional reading recommended for teachers using the Keys to Life literacy 

program (developed in the Early Literacy Research Project) are mostly writers from the 1970s 

including Marie Clay and Don Holdaway (Clay, 1972; Holdaway, 1979). There is little use of more 

recent writers. 

2. The authors do not include building teacher-awareness of current research into their whole school 

model, despite this being a feature of many whole-school professional development and literacy 

improvement models (Calhoun, 1994; B. Joyce et al., 1999).  Unfortunately, the model does not 

refer at all to the role of validated research findings. The central plank of the model, Beliefs & 

Understandings refers to the need for incorporating beliefs in the capacity of all students to achieve 

high standards given sufficient time and support, teachers having belief in their own efficacy, 

administrators believing that almost all teachers can teach at high standards given the right 

conditions of assistance.  

Other planks of the model, Standards & Targets and Monitoring & Assessment seem very incomplete as 

regards current theory on reading instruction for at risk readers. A statement is made about the importance 

of expert knowledge, and being theory based rather than trade based, but this statement lacks credence when 

one views the practical implementation of this model, which very much involves training teachers to work 

with Whole Language theories, and makes virtually no mention of tenets of best practice which do not fit 

with these theories. 

 

Conclusion 

A valuable lesson from Australia’s blinkered and inappropriate reliance on Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction for almost three decades, that nonreflected adherence to current practice, accepting 

only supportive viewpoints, and refusing to hear conflicting evidence, is a dangerous path to walk, and not 

one to be repeated. Equally, there would seem no greater danger to an organisation in current times of 

changing knowledge and needs, than to only focus its investigations inward without a strong weather eye on 

external knowledge and circumstances. While it is valuable that research premises focus in on and value 

data to be gained from within the organisation, it is imperative that the research premises of education 

systems are also outward focussed, and include analysis of research knowledge. This analysis of research 

must include not just research whose findings corroborate the system’s beliefs but also research whose 

findings may refute it.  

 

7.5.9 Needs to define literacy and reading 
There is increasing difficulty defining ‘literacy’ and ‘reading’ in Australia today. It would seem likely that 

this is due to continuing expansion of the Australian concept of literacy. The notion of multiliteracies is 

built on the idea that the texts we read extend far beyond print texts. We read buildings (this building is an 

office, not a home, because of its code features), movies, discourses, and feelings, and teach visual literacy, 

maths literacy, and computer literacy. It is useful to reflect on the complexity of defining ‘reading’ and 

‘literacy’ in Australia today - I am using both terms as they seem frequently used interchangeably 

(Education Queensland, 2000b, 2001b, 2002a; Queensland, 2002).  

Some definitions and/or goals are strongly print-oriented, e.g., the literacy goal of the Adelaide Declaration 

on National Goals for Schooling in the Twenty-First Century (Ministerial Council on Education, 1999, p.iv) 

is worded as ‘Students should have attained the skills of numeracy and English literacy, such that every 

student should be numerate, able to read, write, spell and communicate at an appropriate level’. Others 
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move beyond print to include oracy, e.g., the Australian Language and Literacy Policy for the 1990s set its 

literacy goal as ‘All Australians should attain and maintain competence in a range of contexts in spoken and 

written forms of English (The language of Australia: Discussion paper on an Australian Literacy and 

Language Policy for the 1990s, 1990, p.xiii)’. 

With reading now moved into literacy, and literacy moved into Multiliteracies, there is increasing emphasis 

in Queensland on models of literacy becoming increasingly broad. In his Foreword to Education 

Queensland’s Whole-school literacy planning guidelines: Literate futures, Professor Roger Slee reflects this 

emphasis (Education Queensland, 2002b; Slee, 2002, p.3): 

The Literate Futures: Report (p.58) identifies that in order for us to deliver the improved 

literacy attainments that our students need, we are required to make a long-term 

commitment and engage in strategic planning to simultaneously improve on such aspects 

as…broadening the range of their models of literacy. 

The Working Party on Literacy in Teacher Education: Standards for preservice programs (Queensland 

Board of Teacher Registration, 2001, p.1) also emphasised literacy as an expanding concept: 

The view was taken that it was inappropriate to commence without attempting a working definition of 

literacy to use as a frame of reference for the beginning research and discussion. The term 'working 

definition' was used as an indicator of the dynamic nature of literacy and was further informed by later 

stages of the project. 

They discuss many aspects and definitions of literacy and language, and while not defining literacy, 

seem to settle on a concept of interaction between language and literacy, developed by Anstey and 

Bull (1996a):  

Language is a social practice as it is learnt in particular contexts and social situation. 

Literacy refers to particular social practices; that is, it is what is engaged in or what is 

'done.' Language, therefore, is a system of signs and symbols (semiotics) while literacy refers 

to the actual practices involved in reading, writing and talking (Edelsky 1991, 80-81)…. 

Contemporary views of literacy (Unsworth, 1993: The New London Group, 1996) construct 

literacy as social practice that is situated in social situations and social contexts. Literacy is 

constructed by the individual or group to mean whatever it is they want it to mean. Literacy 

is therefore not just a number of discrete skills but an active, dynamic and interactive 

practice that can be used to get meaning from, and to build meaning around, written texts. 

As Luke (1993) suggests, it then becomes a question of what kinds of literacy practices 

children are exposed to, rather than a question of 'more' or 'less' literacy.'  

                                     (Queensland Board of Teacher Registration, 2001, pp.2-4) 

While it is sometimes useful to have no boundaries to a concept when one is actively reflecting on it, there 

are strong advantages in having precise definitions of ‘reading’ and ‘literacy’ when making 

recommendations on instructional supports such as curricula, preservice instruction, professional 

development, and assessment, planning, and instruction (Scott, 2002).  It seems likely that current emphases 

on literacy as an expanding notion, and failure to define literacy and reading specifically have 

disadvantaged Australia’s at-risk readers. For virtually none of the burgeoning aspects of Australian 

‘literacy’ are aspects of Core Literacy (see Section 6.3, Galletly, 2002a, 2003b, 2004c). They are 

Continuing Literacy issues, and as such are likely to greatly benefit normal-progress and Stage 3 readers, 

but do little to accelerate struggling Stage 2 at-risk readers. It is likely that the proliferation of ‘literacy’ has 

contributed to continued reading-accuracy difficulties in at-risk readers, through attention being focussed 

increasingly away from reading-accuracy instruction and assessment. It would seem very important to 

develop clear national definitions of reading, which appropriately position reading-accuracy within reading.  

A clear definition of reading establishes the characteristics and parameters of reading, such that one 

knows more precisely exactly what is reading and normal-progress reading, and what is not (Fletcher, 
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Morris, & Lyon, 2003; Herr & Bateman, 2003; Kavale & Forness, 2000; Lyon, Shaywitz, & 

Shaywitz, 2003; Rivalland, 2000a; Scott, 2004; Spear-Swerling, 2004; Westwood & Graham, 2000). 

It provokes focus onto areas included in the definition and establishes commonality of understanding 

in that people know precisely what one is talking about. In literacy discussions I have been present at, 

e.g., with lecturers on education subjects or in local ALEA group meetings, it is often quite 

challenging for the speaker to finish expressing his/her thoughts, due to interjections of ‘But what 

about visual literacy?’ or ‘If you’re thinking of print literacy…’  

When there are no clear national definitions, local definitions are likely to emerge, often followed by 

defensiveness about these local definitions and distrust of other definitions. Local definitions work 

well at local level, but a more widely used language is needed if people in different localities wish to 

work together. Australia is a very small nation and the population is vastly more mobile than it used to 

be (Mackay, 1993; Trewin, 2001), such that needs for common vocabulary are far greater now. This 

need for common understanding would seem equally applicable to needs for common school-

commencement ages, common names for Kindergarten years, and common year levels for entry into 

high school throughout Australia (de Lemos & Wright, 1997), as these variables confuse parents, 

families, teachers and researchers.  

In terms of service delivery, precise definitions allow clear understanding of specific groups of 

students one may be speaking about (Scott, 2002). Rivalland (2000) comments of the Mapping the 

Territory study, that a wide range of terms were used for children with learning weakness (see Table 

7.5), and that lack of consistency in definitions complicated discussions of identification and 

provisions in many ways, due to there being no clear understanding of exactly which children were 

being talked about. Defensiveness about definitions in different states in the Mapping the Territory 

resulted in the term learning difficulties being substituted for the study’s intended term learning 

disabilities, because many schools were uneasy about participating in a project that included the term 

learning disabilities (Rivalland, 2000a).  

 

 

 

 

Table 7.5 

Terms used in different states for children with difficulties learning literacy and numeracy (from Rivalland, 

2000a) 

State Terms used 

Victoria Learning difficulties  

Students at risk 

Queensland  

New South Wales 

Learning difficulties 

Western Australia 

Victoria 

Tasmania  

Northern Territory 

Student at risk  

Student educational risk 

South Australia Student at risk 
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Other 

ACT Special needs 

In need 

 

Prevalence rates for different disorders similarly vary considerably from state to state, and writer to writer, 

and one senses this is largely from definitions used (Rivalland, 2000a; Scott, 2004; Westwood & Graham, 

2000). Westwood and Graham (2000) collated prevalence data from multiple sources, and commented on 

the variety of terms which are used in Australia. They cite the following prevalence rates:  

1. Special needs: 12% to 20% having special needs sometime in their school careers, a similar rate to 

the OECD (1999) average of 15% to 20 %. 

2. General learning difficulties: 11 to 16%.  

3. Learning disorders: 3 to 6%. 

4. Specific learning disability: 2% to 4%. 

5. Communication disorders (expressive language disorders): 3% to 6%. 

6. Speech or communication disorders: 1% to 3%. 

7. Intellectual disability (mild/moderate to severe): 1% to 2%. 

8. Severe difficulties of all types: Approximately 5% (Victoria and Western Australia 1.8%; New 

South Wales 2.4%; South Australia 3.9%;  Northern Territory 5.6%; Queensland 3.1%).   

If clear national definitions were used widely, there would be relatively effortless understanding of 

this list. Because the terms are not clearly defined at national level, it is impossible to interpret the 

above list unless one studies the ‘local’ definitions, i.e., those which Westwood and Graham (2000) 

were able to extract from the diverse data gathered. This same lack of understanding occurs when one 

considers the variety of rates of reading difficulties found in Australian studies, from 10% to 30% or 

higher (Angus et al., 2004; Colman, 1997; Education Queensland, 2000b; Louden, Chan, Elkins, 

Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & van Kraayenoord, 2000; Masters & Forster, 

1996; Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a, 2002b). At a seminar I attended 

recently, one overhead listed ‘illiteracy’ rates as 25% of Year 7 students and 33% of Year 9s. All 

these figures make for sensationalism and lack of understanding without local definitions and local 

definitions are arduous. There would seem power in useful national Australian definitions.  

There would seem to be strong needs for specific definitions of literacy terms, including reading, 

reading-accuracy, and groups of students categorised by disorder or instructional needs. In developing 

national definitions, it would be useful to actively consider the World Health Organisation’s current 

frameworks (Threats & Worrall, 2004), as in doing so, Australia may choose definitions and 

frameworks with an internationally common vocabulary. 

 

7.5.9.1 The value of reflecting on and expanding literacy 

The proliferation of ‘literacy’ as a sociocultural and multiliteracies concept would seem to be the 

result of keen ongoing reflection by mainstream reading academics and teachers. It is interesting to 

reflect on Australian and literacy teachers’ love of discussion and debate. Literacy enthusiasts would 

seem to thrive on reflection and discussion of the fine points of literacy. At a recent local ALEA 

dinner meeting, we found ourselves laughing at our passion. Here we were enthusiastically discussing 

and reflecting on literacy late into a Friday night, at a time when most tired teachers were at home 
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relaxing and disengaging from school matters. From the intention of the working party on Literacy in 

teacher education: Standards for preservice programs that their concept of ‘literacy’ was dynamic, 

and would be further informed by later stages of the project, it would seem that they certainly 

intended ongoing reflection on literacy to be a part of their task.  

We are perhaps a nation of reflectors and debaters. As noted linguist and cultural observer, Bill 

Bryson (1990; 2002) commented, on trying to understand Australians and politics (Bryson, 2002, 

pp.104-105), 

You find yourself mired in a density of argument, a complexity of fine points, a skein of 

tangled relationships and enmities that thwarts all understanding. Give Australians an issue 

and they will argue it so passionately and in such detail, from so many angles with the 

introduction of so many loosely connected side issues, that it soon becomes impenetrable to 

the outsider…. I do not mean that (discussed political issues) are not important issues, of 

course. But it is an exhausting process to witness, and you do rather come away with two 

interlinked impressions - that Australians love to argue for argument's sake and that 

basically they would rather just leave everything as it is. 

While it would seem highly valuable to define print reading at a specific level, it also seems highly valuable 

to continue current reflecting into literacy. I suspect the creativity of Australian literacy enthusiasts 

contributes greatly to student development and national advantage. Evidence of this is seen in many 

directions.  

1.   Australia’s successful 15yr old readers scored so well in the PISA (2000) assessments, that they 

compensated for the 30% of students having low achievement, and placed Australia in the top six 

nations (Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 2002a, 2002b).  

2.   Visitors comment on the effectiveness of Australian instruction, e.g., when Professor Vicky Casella, 

a reading and technology researcher from San Francisco State University, was keynote speaker at 

the 2002 Queensland state conference of the Australian Association of Special Education (AASE), 

she had visited numerous schools and primary classrooms in Queensland country areas prior to the 

conference. She commented at length on the widespread excellence of creative writing in 

Queensland children, feeling that she would not find its equal in America (Casella, 2002).  

3. When we were visiting schools overseas, we found no classrooms as engaging and stimulating as 

Australian classrooms. I have always considered that Australia is probably a world leader in three of 

Luke and Freebody’s (2000) Four Resources, namely Meaning Maker, Text User and Text Analyst. 

I saw nothing overseas which challenged this idea. We came away very comfortable that Australia 

has much progress to make on reading-accuracy instruction (Code Breaker role), but is doing very 

very well in other areas. 

4. England is always very keen to employ Australian teachers, whether new graduates or highly 

experienced (M. Hanley, 2005). 

 

7.5.9.2 Literacy as print-literacy and critical reasoning 

One way to achieve strong definition of reading while allowing continuing proliferation on literacy would 

be subdivide ‘literacy’ into two subcategories: 

‘Print-literacy’ would be one subcategory, and it could be clearly defined. Reading-accuracy would be 

included as part of print literacy. Reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction are all likely to 

benefit by strong definition.   

Burgeoning literacy would be another subcategory, perhaps termed ‘literacy as analytical reasoning’. As 

discussed earlier with regard to extending Luke and Freebody’s four resources model (see Sections 6.2.1.1 
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and 6.2.3.8.1), it seems highly appropriate for Continuing Literacy skillbuilding to be focussed on 

imagination, language, thought, and complex reasoning. Given that there are many aspects of current 

literacy which fit across curriculum areas as much as they fit into literacy and the school subject English, it 

would be useful to proliferate this area. There would seem major potential for developing it into a further 

discipline, focussed on analytical critical reasoning as a separate discipline in itself, yet working strongly 

and deeply in all discipline areas. This would support extension of concepts such as critical literacy beyond 

the school subject English, and into development of instruction to effectively achieve many educational 

aims, e.g., the majority of the aims of The Adelaide Declaration on National Goals for Schooling in the 

Twenty-First Century are similarly focussed very strongly on developing students’ complex reasoning and 

awareness of subtleties of meaning and influence (Ministerial Council on Education, 1999). The declaration 

emphasises education developing the talents and capacities of all students, such that students are  

1. Skilful in analysis and problem solving, communicating ideas and information, planning, 

organisation and collaboration. 

2. Engaging in programs and activities which foster and develop enterprise skills, including skills 

allowing maximum flexibility and adaptability in the future. 

3. Confident, creative and productive users of new technologies. 

4. Strong in awareness of and effective judgement on issues of morality, ethics, discrimination, social 

judgement, government and politics, race and gender, the natural environment, and healthy 

lifestyles. 

5. Self-confident and optimistic, committed to personal excellence. 

6. Strong in knowledge, skills and understanding in the key learning areas: The Arts, English, Health 

and Physical Education, Languages other than English, Mathematics, Science, Studies of Society 

and Environment, Technology. 

This separation of the two aspects of literacy is not a search for reductionist concepts of literacy, but instead 

a pragmatic duality of reductionist and constructivist concepts which benefit the reading and literacy 

development of all students, not just normal-progress students.  

This need for valuing reductionist and constructivist aspects of literacy seems equally to apply to the subject 

English taught in Australian secondary schools. Sawyer (2005) discusses needs for understanding subject-

English as a separate aspect of broader literacy, given that the territory claims of broad-literacy really 

include the entire school curriculum, i.e., all subject areas (Sawyer, 2005, p.16):  

 In claiming everything for English and continuing to claim its unique role in the 

development of literacy, there is the danger of not clearly delineating that curriculum space 

which can only be occupied by a subject like English. We need to ask ourselves in 

delineating 'English' from 'literacy' what is it that English deals with which no other area of 

the curriculum deals with. It is in this respect where I feel the 'limited' end of the claims 

spectrum has done curriculum theorising a great service. 

Similar to my discussion above, Sawyer too emphasises not a reductionist perspective of literacy, but rather 

the importance of separateness, while valuing both subject-English and broader literacy, i.e., ‘literacy as 

analytical reasoning’(p.17): 

This discussion is in no way an attempt to limit our ambitions for English. My personal 

preference is for Moffett's 'heroic, Utopian' English [essentially claiming for English the 

total curriculum]. But we do need to confront those essentials which both define the subject 

and carve out its peculiar territory. In what I suspect are coming battles, it is salutary, I 

believe, for us to be clear about both these essentials and this territory. 
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Reading-accuracy is a just a tool to use in authentic reading, which very much involves language, thought, 

creativity and imagination. This tool, reading-accuracy, is a mechanical skill akin to other accuracy skills 

such as handwriting and spelling accuracy. But in some countries it is acquired effortlessly, akin to learning 

to ride a bike. In Australia and other English-text countries, English orthographic complexity makes this 

tool hard-won. As a skill which is difficult to master, it needs strong emphasis. Emphasising Print-literacy 

has major potential for developing instructional supports which build expert instruction for very beginning 

readers, which includes expert reading-accuracy instruction. Emphasising Literacy as analytical reasoning 

has major potential as a means for ensuring the education levels and thinking skills of Australian citizens 

are worldclass: 

There is a challenge facing education in Queensland as we move into an era where 

knowledge supersedes information and technology transforms longstanding relationships of 

time and space. It is to become a learning society - the Smart State - in which global forces 

favour the adaptable, and the key resources will be human and social capital rather than just 

physical and material resources.  

(Education Queensland, 2000a, p.3) 

To achieve these ends, there seems great value in  

                    Broad literacies = Print-literacy + Literacy-as-analytical-reasoning. 

 

Conclusion 

There are needs for increased definition of print literacy and for reading-accuracy to be clearly defined 

within print literacy. There is also great value in continuing to expand Australian literacy in its current 

directions of literacy as ‘analytical reasoning’. It is proposed that the concept of ‘literacy’ be delineated into 

two categories - ‘print literacy’ and ‘literacy as analytical reasoning’. These separate literacies would allow 

strong valuing of both areas as key aspects of student development. From perspectives of developing 

optimal Australian classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers, this is likely to support active 

reflection on reading-accuracy as a core skill to be mastered, and support Australian reading professionals to 

move away from divisive factionalism and into aligned focus on improving instruction on all aspects of 

literacy.  

 

7.5.10 Needs for educational policy makers with deep 
knowledge of reading science 

In their attempts to reduce rates of reading failure, Education Queensland and Education Victoria have a 

strong history of dubious decision-making and questionable literacy initiatives. It is likely similar poor 

decision-making and ineffective literacy initiatives are also in place in other states. Reading-accuracy 

instruction and assessment advocated by Education Queensland currently and in recent decades meets the 

needs of the majority of readers but fails to effectively support the instructional needs of at-risk readers, 

perhaps one third of students. It is likely this is largely due to academic advice provided to Education 

Queensland over this time period, by academics who are not cognisant of reading research on reading-

accuracy development and instruction in at-risk readers. These advisors would seem to have thus 

emphasised instruction developed from Whole Language and sociocultural philosophies as being highly 

effective, i.e., they have emphasised instruction which omits, marginalises or fails to prioritise effective 

reading-accuracy instruction as an important component of reading instruction. This emphasis has been 

shown to be highly inappropriate for at-risk readers by an insurmountable amount of research studies (e.g., 

M. J. Adams, 1990; R. C. Anderson et al., 1985; Chall, 1967, 1989, 1996, 2000; de Lemos, 2002; Ehri, 

Nunes et al., 2001; Ehri, Stahl et al., 2001; Gough, 1993; Gough, Alford, & Holley-Wilcox, 1981; 
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Hempenstall, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003; Moats, 2000; National Reading Panel, 2000; National 

Research Council, 1998a; Nicholson, 1985, 1991, 1999; Nicholson, Bailey, & McArthur, 1991; Nicholson, 

Lillas, & Rzoska, 1988; Pratt et al., 1996; Pressley et al., 2001; Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & 

Seidenberg, 2001; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Schatz & Baldwin, 1986; Seymour & Elder, 1986; Share, 

1990, 1995; Simmons & Kameenui, 1998; Slavin et al., 1989; Stanovich & Stanovich, 1995; Thompson & 

Nicholson, 1999; Tunmer, 1999; Tunmer & Chapman, 1999; Vellutino, 1991). This inappropriate advice by 

education policy makers has resulted in literacy initiatives having very unsound research bases. Teachers 

have thus been greatly disempowered in reading-accuracy instruction because of the inadequacies of the 

instructional supports supporting the development of their instruction.  

Educational policy makers set instructional practices which impact millions of Australian children. 

With reading-accuracy being a pivotal skill for effective academic learning and life achievement, 

their decisions take on even more importance. As Freebody (1994, p.112) comments: 

Decisions about what is worthwhile and what is not lie at the heart of any educational endeavour. 

What is significant about any curriculum is not the nature of its contents but rather the nature of its 

omissions. There is always a relative intellectual and moral cost-effectiveness that has to be 

considered.  

In the same way that state health departments have a duty of care to those they serve, education departments 

have a duty of care to the children they instruct. The responsibilities of their position thus place strong onus 

on educational policy makers to read the research literature widely, critically and reflectively. It does not 

seem that educational policy makers have taken their responsibilities seriously, when inadequate and 

inappropriate reading-accuracy instruction practices continue to be provided to at-risk readers for over a 

quarter of a century. Failure to read widely in reading-accuracy research seems endemic in Australian 

reading policy developers, and thus the dominant instructional emphases of supposedly cutting-edge 

initiatives are not those at all indicated by authoritative research. Over 50% of children have mastered 

reading-accuracy through the instruction provided, such that inadequate instructional supports may have had 

little adverse impact on these students. The impact on at-risk readers, however, is likely to have been 

profound.  

While there is enormous interest Australia-wide in increasing literacy outcomes, the comment of Hill and 

Jane (2001, p.1) that ‘there has never been a time when, across the nation, educational policy makers and 

schools have been more focused on early literacy’ is either questionable or sad, as if 2001 was a time of 

intense Australian focus, the focus of educational policy makers on reading-science and research-based 

principles of reading instruction was distinctly blurry, so blurry that it seemed, and likely was, nonexistent. 

Thus the interest was there yet the research findings were not. This would seem a formula for ongoing 

ineffectiveness, and expending effort without making effective gains in reading instruction and reading 

achievement by at-risk readers. These characteristics have been observed frequently in Australia, e.g., at the 

time Hill and Jane wrote their comment, Hill and Crevola (1999) had been busy renovating Victorian 

reading instruction for at-risk readers, and Luke and Freebody (2000) had done likewise for Education 

Queensland, yet both ignored the plethora of research findings available on reading-accuracy development 

and instruction.  

Hill and Jane (2001, p.1) express the confidence of many Australian mainstream reading academics in their 

comment that ‘more is known about how young children of school age become literate and about successful 

approaches to the teaching of literacy than is known about any other aspect of education’. Australian 

education policy makers, mainstream reading academics and teachers do seem to have a strong sense of 

being expert on early literacy development and reading-accuracy development. It thus seems that they ‘do 

not know that they do not know’. They have major levels of ignorance on reading-accuracy development 

and instruction, but instead consider that they have ample expertise and knowledge. This widespread sense 

of being expert in reading may well be a factor in people not being able to ‘hear’ the message being 
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continuously delivered from reading scientists and reading research. When one feels strongly right in one’s 

own eyes, one is relatively impervious to critical comments. 

 

Conclusion 

There are strong needs for educational policy advisors to be highly knowledgeable on research and practice 

on both current Australian issues on literacy as analytical reasoning, including multiliteracies, and print-

literacy, including reading-accuracy. There would seem little value in replacing current educational policy 

advisors with reading scientists who know little of current Australian literacy practices. There would seem 

great value in having a time of moratorium and professional dialogue between mainstream reading 

academics and reading scientists, perhaps with the help of educational sociologists and systems-thinkers, to 

build mutual understanding and ability to work together. Since the 1970s, Australia has done so much which 

is wrong regarding reading-accuracy, that effective unreflected quick-fix solutions are most unlikely to be 

effective. There would seem great value in establishing a strategic moratorium period of up to two years in 

which Australian reading professionals at all levels reflect on and investigate the role of reading-accuracy in 

Australian reading development, and formulate comprehensive knowledge and research-based well-

reflected suggested directions for improving Australian reading instruction for all deciles of achievers. 

 

7.5.11 Needs to understand classroom complexity 
Effectiveness of classroom learning by each individual child would seem the end point of all discussion on 

reading, whether it be preservice instruction, federal decisionmaking, Reading Wars debates, curriculum 

development, national tests, or reviews of reading achievement levels and literacy instruction. Classrooms 

are highly complex environments, and classroom instruction is highly intense complex work (Broadley et 

al., 2000; Easthope & Easthope, 2000; Griffiths & Tann, 1992; Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001; 

Handal & Louvas, 1987; Husu, 1999; Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Marland, 1996; McCutchen, Abbott, 

Green, Beretvas, & et al., 2002; McKinnon & Gordon, 1999; Sanders & McCutcheon, 1986; Short, Frye, & 

King, 1999; Taylor et al., 2000; Timperley & Robinson, 2000; Troyna, 1994). In many classrooms there are 

few direct paths from excellent instruction to effective learning, the journey being more a meandering path 

midst distractions, with the impact of excellent instruction steadily reducing with each distractions. In 

seeking directions towards improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in Australia, 

there would thus seem to be major needs to build knowledge on the interactions of the many variables 

impacting effective classroom learning.  

As a practitioner, I have frequently observed how individual variables which are not emphasised as 

important by reading research derail the teaching of even the most skilled teachers, and overwhelm the 

instruction of those who are less skilled. The impact on Queensland classroom instruction of current 

inclusion and ascertainment policies, and parent decisions to not medicate children whom teachers and 

doctors consider to have disabling levels of ADHD, would seem a case in point. Ascertainment is 

Queensland’s formal assessment and categorisation system for students with disabilities; it leads to 

individual programming and, more important for classroom instruction, teacher-aide time. In Queensland, 

even severely disabled children on full inclusion usually receive less than ten hours only teacher aide 

support per week, and most get far less.  

I recently observed two early years classrooms in southern Queensland over a period of several days. One 

class included a severely epileptic boy ascertained in the Intellectual Impairment category, an extremely 

gifted, mildly autistic boy with dyslexia, and two nonascertained nonmedicated boys with strong features of 

ADHD. The other class included three nonascertained nonmedicated children with strong features of ADHD 

and social-weakness, and two children ascertained as Intellectually Impaired. The teachers were excellent at 

behaviour management, but despite their best efforts, classroom instructional intensity was often low, due to 
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teacher time being used in meeting these children’s individual needs. All class members were thus 

instructionally disadvantaged. Inclusion is indeed wonderful, but insufficiently funded inclusion is 

extremely unsatisfactory. 

Personnel supports are extra adults working at classroom level. They may include learning support teachers, 

paraprofessionals (teacher aides), parent helpers, older students as tutors, and additional teaching staff. 

Personnel supports impact both adult: child ratios, and excellence of instruction, as classroom instructional 

excellence increases according to the expertise of each adult working there. I have written submissions to 

education inquiries on at least three occasions, and I invariably recommend that early years classrooms for 

the first four years of schooling have a classroom aide, and that class numbers are reduced on a sliding scale 

for the level of impairment of each ascertained child (A severely disabled child would equate to 5 or 6 

students, mildly disabled students would equate to 2 students. This equates to the staffing ratios used in 

Queensland special schools prior to current inclusion policies.)  

Our visits to schools overseas greatly increased our awareness of this need, as there were such large 

differences between Queensland adult: child ratios and those we saw everywhere we went. Kindergartens 

often had ratios of 1:7, using one teacher, one trained aide, and one school nurse. The large majority of early 

years’ primary classrooms had full-time aides - Estonian conditions seemed similar to Australia. The 

American schools employed trained aides on a sessional basis, so more staff were present for reading 

instruction. Finnish schools used staggered starting and finishing times, and half-classes attending the 

‘English as a second language’ classes, as these measures meant class numbers were halved for many hours 

of instructional time. At those times, there would still often be three adults working with this half-class. 

They were teaching children to read Finnish, an orthography so transparent that one third of children are 

reading when they start reading instruction. Our teachers are teaching children who are two years younger 

to read a vastly more complex orthography, with adult: child ratios four times larger. And to top it off, they 

were very surprised at our envy.  

The high adult: child ratios of Queensland and probably Australian classrooms is likely to be severely 

impeding development of both effective reading instruction, and teacher expertise in reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction, because teachers are simply so busy with classroom management.  

Effective reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers requires instructional intensity. It is most unlikely 

this can be achieved unless personnel supports are provided. It would seem logical that similar to other 

countries, a full-time aide should be present in classrooms for the first 3-4 years of schooling (till reading is 

efficient). 

Researchers are indeed working to elucidate the specifics of effective reading-accuracy instruction at 

classroom level (G. L. Adams & Carnine, 2003; Bryant, Maclean, Bradley, & Crossland, 1990; Byrne et al., 

2000; Chan & Dally, 2001; Chard et al., 1998a; Dymock & Nicholson, 1999; Fawcett, 2002; Hook, 

Macaruso, & Jones, 2001; Lovett et al., 2003; Lovett, Lacerenza, & Borden, 2000; Lovett, Lacerenza, 

Borden et al., 2000; Lovett, Steinbach et al., 2000; Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2004; National Research 

Council, 1998b; Nicholson, 1991; Nicholson et al., 1991; O'Shaughnessy & Swanson, 2000; Pressley et al., 

2001; Rashotte et al., 2001; Seymour & Elder, 1986; Slavin et al., 1989; Swanson, 2001b; Swanson & 

Deshler, 2003; Swanson et al., 1999; Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 2000; Thompson & Nicholson, 1999; 

Torgesen, 1998, 2000, 2001; Torgesen et al., 2001; Torgesen et al., 1994; Tunmer & Chapman, 1999; 

Vellutino, 1999, 2000; Westwood, 2001; Wolf, Miller, & Donnelly, 2000), but much more school-level 

knowledge is needed. There would seem strong needs to establish principles of optimal instruction 

including optimal instructional groupings, personnel supports, professional development models for 

developing reading-accuracy expertise in practising teachers, inclusion models, methods of instruction, 

duration and intensity of instruction needed for reading-accuracy mastery by at-risk readers, assessments, 

and instructional adaptations.  

It would seem valuable for principles relating to these areas to be established initially in more rigorous 

research conditions, then for interventions showing potential to be replicated in more applied settings, 
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including normal classrooms. O’Shaunessy and Swanson (2000) did this, in building on research conducted 

in experimental conditions which established the likelihood that small group (1: 3) interventions were as 

effective as individual (1: 1) instruction in public school conditions. Elbaum and colleagues have meta-

analysed studies on effects of alternative grouping arrangements. It would be very useful to these studies in 

Australian school settings, to find out if the effects are present in Australian classroom instruction. There are 

many such studies worth replicating at classroom-level (Calhoun, 1994, 1997; Center, Freeman, & 

Robertson, 1998; Chard et al., 2001; Elbaum, Moody, Vaughn, Schumm, & Hughes, 2004; Elbaum & 

Vaughn, 2004; P. W. Hill & Jane, 2001; B. Joyce et al., 1999; Sagor, 1992; Short et al., 1999).  

While reading professionals may not be aware of the many variables operating at classroom level, 

Australian teachers are experts on classroom complexity and the variables impacting teaching and learning. 

Teachers have strong knowledge on classroom complexity; classroom management; curriculum 

development, application and effectiveness; and individualising instruction (Bayetto, 2004; Beecher & 

Arthur, 2001; Callow, 1999; Comber & Barnett, 2003; Edwards-Groves, 2003; Hammond, 2001; Susan 

Hill, 2002; Susan Hill, Comber, Louden, Rivalland, & Reid, 1998; Susan  Hill et al., 2002; Lewis & Wray, 

1999; Louden, 2000; Louden, Chan, Elkins, Greaves, House, Milton, Nichols, Rivalland, Rohl, & van 

Kraayenoord, 2000; Love & Rushton, 2000; Lowe, 2002; McVitty, 1986; Primary English Teachers 

Association, 1998, 2002; Primary English Teaching Association, 2003; Reid, Green, & English, 2002; 

Rowan, 2001; Scott, 2002; Sharpe, 2001; van Kraayenoord, 1999). Given encouragement and opportunity to 

reflect on their experiences and knowledge, teachers have enormous potential to be highly effective 

researchers, working either separately or together with university researchers, to investigate the role of 

reading-accuracy in reading development in Australian classrooms. 

Teachers are also familiar with literacy research (Knobel & Lankshear, 1999, pp.1-2): 

Since the 1970s there has been active and explicit valuing by teachers, professional 

associations, education departments and academics of teachers conducting their own 

research in their own schools and classrooms to enhance teaching and learning. In the 

1990s this trend has been especially strong in the area of literacy education. During this 

period there has been a strong policy emphasis on literacy, spearheaded by a belief that 

society has entered a period which has 'upped the ante' for literacy (e.g.,’ Australia’s 

Language’, ‘The National English  Statement and Profiles’…’ The National Plan for 

Literacy and Numeracy’). Now more than ever before it is seen as vital that every learner 

becomes competent in literacy. Not surprisingly, many teachers are interested in researching 

literacy in their classrooms. 

There are many useful texts and systemic and university supports for teacher researchers (Bazeley & 

O'Rourke, 1996; Calhoun, 1994, 1997; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Education Queensland, 2002b; Greenwood 

& Leven, 2000; Hopkins, 1993; Kemmis & McTaggart, 2000; Knobel & Lankshear, 1999; Lankshear & 

Knobel, 2004; Sagor, 1992). 

It is well established that teachers and schools working together are a powerful force for change (Aitkin, 

1993, 1996, 1999; D. Andrews & Lewis, 2001a, 2001b; D. Andrews et al., 2001; L. Angus, 1989; Caldwell 

& Spinks, 1992; Chard et al., 2001; Clark, 1999; Crowther, 1996; Crowther, Andrews et al., 2001; Cuttance, 

2001a, 2001d; Griffiths & Tann, 1992; Hargreaves, 1994; Hough & Paine, 1997; Ingvarson, 1998; B. R. 

Joyce & Showers, 1988; Katzenmeyer & Moller, 1996; King & Newmann, 2001; Kruse et al., 1994; Lynn, 

1994; McCrea & Ehrich, 1999; Ogawa & Bossert, 1995; Perkins, 2000; Rice & Schneider, 1994; Senge, 

1990b; Smylie & Denny, 1990; Smyth, 1989; Telford, 1996; Troyna, 1994). There would seem enormous 

value in harnessing the expertise of both teachers and researchers, in working towards optimal Australian 

reading instruction and reading-accuracy instruction. 

To date most teacher research on literacy has not been empirical research, nor focussed on reading-

accuracy. The lack of rejection of empirical research is likely to be due partly to the influence of Whole 

Language philosophy but, perhaps even more so, to paradigm wars among researchers - qualitative 
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researchers have been assured for many years that qualitative and quantitative research paradigms are 

incommensurable (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 2000; Neuman, 2000, see Section 1.2.1 and 

Table 1.1). Recent moves towards blended paradigms and mixed methods research offer strong potential for 

bridging this paradigmatic division (Cresswell, 2003; Thomas, 2003). If handled openly and honestly, 

widespread encouragement towards using standardised reading-accuracy tests as part of measuring students’ 

reading progress would seem to have great potential for simultaneously blending (a) qualitative and 

quantitative paradigms into blended paradigms, and (b) reading-accuracy, reading-comprehension, and text 

strategies into equally valued aspects of print literacy. This is intended to be a key aspect of our reading 

research at Central Queensland University, Mackay campus. 

A final issue relating to classroom complexity is that widespread lack of awareness of classroom complexity 

in empirical research may well be due to only minimal numbers of researchers having backgrounds in 

teaching or classrooms in which reading-accuracy has been an issue. There would seem to be a strong need 

for reading scientists, mainstream reading academics and reading policy developers to have ongoing 

awareness of the complexities of classroom instruction and of students with reading-accuracy difficulties. 

There would also seem to be a strong need for investigating why teachers are choosing not to remain as 

classroom teachers, either moving on to school administrative positions which offer more recognition, or 

leaving the teaching profession altogether. Student progress is made at the point of teacher instruction and 

classroom learning, and expert teachers leaving the classroom represents a significant loss of resources. 

There seem major needs to empower classroom teachers and to reflect on best ways this may be done. 

I noticed a huge growth in my awareness of the difficulties of achieving effective instruction for all students 

in classrooms where children with disabilities are mainstreamed, through spending time working and 

observing in classrooms. I had thought I had strong awareness of classroom complexities and the work 

intensification, but realised once there that my memories had softened over time. I found myself galvanised 

into action, quickly developing possibilities for change, and considering ways to achieve increased 

instructional supports for classroom teachers with at-risk readers. I moved from mere acknowledgement of 

the issue to acute awareness of children ‘going down the drain’ and needs for reform. In like manner, when 

working with the DIBELS team at University of Oregon, I found myself very moved when watching a video 

clip of an at-risk reader reading at four words per minute during a one-minute Oral Reading Fluency 

assessment. In contrast, when I saw the same video clip two days later, I was totally unmoved. I was 

surprised at how quickly I had become dispassionate – my awareness was no longer on a child struggling, 

but on theoretical issues of reading assessments and instruction.  It would seem likely that in similar 

manner, when reading professionals and policy developers are very busy in their own work areas, they too 

may transform harsh realities into theoretical issues. Under pressure of deadlines and funding, it can seem 

appropriate to  

1. Consider certain levels of reading failure as acceptable, thus relegating notions of ‘reading for all’ to 

rhetoric.  

2. Minimise the importance of instructional supports such as staff: student ratios, advisors, and training 

in achieving effective reading-accuracy instruction.  

3. Consider instances of excellence as standards to be expected from all:  

a. Some exceptional teachers manage excellent instruction for all despite having complex 

classes.  

b. Some exceptional schools achieve high reading outcomes from at-risk readers through clever 

whole-school actioning by school professional communities. 

It is probably highly unrealistic to expect these outcomes as normal practice by all teachers and 

schools, and as not requiring significant levels of instructional supports. 
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There would also be great value, as part of school-level research on classroom complexity, to study the 

instructional intensity and other characteristics of instruction in Australian classrooms which achieve 

different levels of high reading-accuracy and reading achievement. 

 

Conclusion 

Many complex variables interact to create classroom complexity. These include 

1. The instructional and other support needs of individual students. 

2. Lack of sufficiently specified principles of effective reading instruction. 

3. Teachers’ levels of expertise on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

4. The adequacy and characteristics of current instructional supports to build teacher expertise.  

In working towards improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in Australia, it is 

important that the variables impacting teaching and learning are more clearly understood. In this way, 

instructional supports can be appropriately modified to support improved reading-accuracy instruction and 

reading instruction. It is highly likely that the most complicating variable is insufficient personnel supports 

such that adult: child ratios are too high for teachers to be able to provide individualised excellent 

instruction.  

 

7.5.12 Needs to reflect on political decisionmaking in 
reading instruction  

There would seem strong needs to reflect on the role of government decisionmaking in Australian reading 

instruction. Poor governmental decisionmaking has been the basis of many reading initiatives which failed 

to incorporate rigorous reading research knowledge on effective reading instruction at the time of their 

implementation. These include Victorian and Queensland use of Reading Recovery (Clay, 1993), Australia-

wide intensive professional development on Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction in the Early 

Literacy Inservice Course in the 1980s (de Lemos, 2002; Glen, 1986; Hempenstall, 1996), and comfortable 

acceptance by the House of Representations Standing Committee (1992) of Australia-wide usage of Whole 

Language reading-accuracy instruction, and virtually all curriculum guidelines on primary school literacy 

teaching being based on this approach (de Lemos, 2001b; House of Representatives' Standing Committee on 

Employment Education and Training, 1992). Hempenstall (1996, p.22) comments 

When the Australian State education departments, and major teacher associations take the 

unusual step of endorsing a particular model of teaching, such as whole language, one 

would anticipate that the decision would have been made with due gravity, including careful 

consideration of evidence supporting the model as worthy of such acclamation.  Not only 

should such a model be well-credentialed, theoretically and empirically, but it should be 

sufficiently flexible to accommodate the diverse range of learners dependent on classroom 

experiences for the majority of their language opportunities. 

Recently there seem indicators that the Federal Government may move strongly away from Whole 

Language reading-accuracy instruction towards reading-accuracy instruction incorporating Skills 

Development. This was indicated in the proposed Tutorial Credit Scheme (Department of Education, 2004), 

which was hurriedly introduced in 2004 prior to the federal election. In this scheme, the families of 

approximately 20,000 Australian Year 3 students who had ‘failed’ the National Year 3 benchmark test, were 

to be given $600 vouchers for private tuition. The scheme would seem to be following American tutoring 

models, which use school tutors, private tutors and paraprofessionals, though the American models only 

allow staff from schools with healthy reading progress and achievement rates to become tutors (Grossman, 
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2004; Vadasy, Jenkins, & Pool, 2000). The American model would seem a valid one, but the proposed 

Australian tutoring was to be so hastily actioned that it seemed most unlikely to succeed. The tutorial 

scheme then did not eventuate, being withdrawn due to the timing of the federal election and a complication 

in its being ratified. No more has been heard to date. This initiative seems a worrying instance of attempting 

quick-fix solutions without sufficient reflection.  

It would seem invalid to simply borrow American practices such as funding tutoring, as Australia is very 

different to America in many ways, not just in classroom dynamics. For example, studies of effective 

reading programs show that the five most effective commercial reading programs are Direct Instruction 

programs (Good & Kaminski, 2004). This is understandable given that American education systems 

strongly value commercial programs in all curriculum areas, and are heavily into commercial Direct 

Instruction programs, rather than direct instruction (the same principles of highly effective reading 

instruction but encouraging teachers to be professionals with flexible planning and decisionmaking. As 

discussed earlier, I feel Direct Instruction would greatly improve reading-accuracy of Australian at-risk 

readers, but it would be at a cost of ‘revolution’, igniting Reading Wars passions in many teachers and 

mainstream reading academics. In contrast, encouraging teachers and mainstream reading academics to 

engage in reading-accuracy research, using DIBELS or other standardised reading-accuracy measures, 

would have the potential for ‘resolution’, ending Reading Wars divisiveness, and develop cohesive 

Australian reading instruction with an appropriate focus on both print-literacy and reading-accuracy, and 

literacy as analytical reasoning. One of major strengths of ongoing use of DIBELS tests is that DIBELS 

does not dictate the method of instruction used. Instead it shows whether students are making appropriate 

progress, and whether current reading instruction is effective with different deciles of students and 

individual students. 

Since the withdrawal of the Tutorial Credit Initiative, a national review of literacy instruction was initiated, 

with a refreshingly pragmatic and balanced opening address presented by Minister Nelson to the review 

panel (Nelson, 2004). More recently, a national review of preservice instruction has been announced. 

Australian educators are thus strongly aware that the current federal government moves quickly.   

It is of course impossible for democratic governments to be completely impartial. They are elected and thus 

at risk of being removed at each election. Government decisionmaking is thus always tempered by current 

social, political, and media influences. Reading instruction is a contentious issue, likely to sell newspapers 

and likely to sell votes. Fortunately, the current time would seem to have safety margins in place, in that the 

current government was returned with a healthy majority, and there are now a few years grace before 

election issues arise. 

While it is healthy that the federal government is taking a strong interest in reading instruction, it is to be 

hoped that government decisionmaking will be well thought out, involving intense reflection on the 

potential and possibilities of different options. For there would seem to be major pressures on governments 

for schools to achieve very well that creates this tendency towards quick-fixes. Walker and Stott (2000) 

compare quick-fix efforts by schools and education systems to the taking of drugs in sport. They suggest 

that as education has come increasingly into the public eye, more and more importance is placed on school 

performance as an indication of what public money is spent on, but that lack of reflection in a desperate bid 

to improve outcomes invariably brings overall failure. The pressure is on, short-term gains are almost 

certain, and press coverage will likely be highly favourable – the public loves the Government ‘doing 

something’ about literacy. Unfortunately the short-term results which emerge fail to convert to long-term 

results, and the side-effects which occur are invariably detrimental.  

 It seems useful to reflect on the range of past initiatives which were emphasised as going to be effective in 

increasing student learning and achievement, and on their reasons for actioning, and level of effectiveness 

(D. Andrews et al., 2001; Aspin, Chapman, & Wilkinson, 1994; Beare & Slaughter, 1993; Bintz, 1997; 

Caldwell & Spinks, 1992; Coburn, 2004; Cuttance, 2001a; Dimmock, 1993; Fullan, 1997; Hammond & 

Macken-Horarik, 2001; Hargreaves, 1994; Hodgkinson, 1991; Hough & Paine, 1997; Huberman & Miles, 
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1986; B. R. Joyce & Showers, 1988; Katzenmeyer & Moller, 1996; King & Newmann, 2001; Kruse et al., 

1994; Masters, 2004; Mok, 2002; Rice & Schneider, 1994; Richardson, 2000; Short et al., 1999; Timperley 

& Robinson, 2000; Woods & Jeffrey, 2002). These initiatives include school-based management, leading 

teacher initiatives, the current national testing program, and outcomes-based education. On the literacy front 

are initiatives such as Queensland’s New Basics, Whole School Literacy Plans and Literate Futures. While 

all these initiatives have probably had many positive consequences, there are no indications of improved 

reading instruction or reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk readers.  

Overwhelmingly the initiatives are aimed away from the pivotal point of teacher instruction and student 

learning, or aimed at that point but teaching skills other than ‘how to read’. They are focussed instead on 

issues which are peripheral and not central to the improving of reading instruction and reading of at-risk 

readers. Chall (2000) discusses an American initiative, based on high cultural awareness being strongly 

linked to high reading achievement, which aimed to improve students’ reading levels by taking them on 

cultural visits to museums and theatres. The students became culturally more aware, and their reading skills 

did not improve. While this project may seem farcical, it is not far removed from some Australian 

initiatives. These have included reading instruction built from sociocultural models of empowerment (as 

opposed to engaging children in motivating learning tasks) which continues to show high rates of reading 

weakness, school-based management (Dimmock, 1993; Walker & Stott, 2000), which has diverted attention 

away from teaching, and outcomes-based curricula (Spady, 1993), which focuses teachers intently on 

curricula but seems unlikely to make a major difference in teaching and learning. The Education 

Queensland literacy initiatives seem unlikely to make a major difference for at-risk readers, because they 

are focussed on reading as analytical thinking, not print-literacy, i.e., are more ‘about literacy’ than on 

teaching children ‘to read’, and it is likely to be print-reading and reading-accuracy which is at-risk readers’ 

major instructional need.  

It is interesting that so many initiatives do not focus on students instructional needs and do not encourage 

teachers to focus on building their teaching expertise in meeting these needs. As Ingvarson and Chadbourne 

comment of the failed Advanced Skills Teacher initiative (Ingvarson & Chadbourne, 1996, p.49, 64),  

For over a century, managing schools has been afforded more status than teaching well, 

even though expertise in teaching is critical to the ability of schools to achieve their primary 

objectives. Teachers who stay in teaching have been led to believe they have foregone the 

opportunity to have a career and in some sense 'failed'…The pay system has progressively 

rewarded those who teach less and less. Teachers wanting to ‘get on’ have to get out of the 

classroom…[Teaching is] a flat, career-less, occupation… Teachers’ career structures 

should provide tangible rewards and incentives for skilled teaching performance and should 

encourage quality teachers to remain in the profession and apply their skills in classrooms. 

They comment that better career structures may cost less, as investing in people invariably pays dividends.  

It is interesting to reflect on the failure of the Advanced Skills Teacher initiative. It had excellent potential, 

being a new initiative encouraging excellent teachers to feel pride in and continue teaching. Its failure 

seemed a classic example of the difficulties in effectively achieving organisational change. At surface level, 

its failure was perhaps due to industrial agendas, and funding shortages (states allocated no extra funds, so 

were just reallocating funds), the political climate of the time, the initiative being rushed rather than 

reflected on, difficulties communicating between factions (states) on issues of criteria, too little training of 

panel members. Teacher collegiality and lack of systems thinking, or perhaps strong union manipulation, 

seemed in place – better all of us are average than that some of us are excellent. The Advanced Skills 

Teacher initiative seemed to have significant potential and was lost. Current leading teacher initiatives in 

Queensland which have successfully been actioned since that time seem a sham in comparison. 

At organisational learning level, the Advanced Skills Teacher initiative’s failure is a classic example of 

single-loop quick-fix thinking that inevitably fails. As discussed earlier, achieving effective organisational 

change is hard-won, such that most ventures fail. If there is to be any hope of successful reading reform, it 
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will need major consideration at government level of the challenge of effective organisational learning and 

change-management.  

It would seem imperative for changes in reading instruction to be carefully thought out and skilfully 

actioned. There would seem major value in government and education systems thinking at length on ways 

to effectively achieve each of Kotter’s (1995) stages of effective change. As listed above, these include 

establishing a sense of urgency, forming a powerful guiding coalition, creating a vision, communicating the 

vision, empowering others to act, planning short-term wins, consolidating improvements and producing still 

more change, and institutionalising new approaches (Kotter, 1995, pp. 60-63). They take time and careful 

implementation. Failure happens when stages are not achieved satisfactorily. 

Given current factionalism, choice of the right people when creating the guiding coalition would seem 

crucial. There would seem major value in having a pragmatic leader with knowledge of systems, schools, 

classroom complexity, who is not closely related to either reading scientists or mainstream reading 

academics. As regards Queenslanders, a person such as Education Queensland’s Deputy Director General of 

Education Bob McHugh would seem appropriate. Mr McHugh’s background is high-school English and 

country schools. He was Queensland’s youngest Head of Curriculum, Deputy Principal, and Principal, and 

is experienced in western, northern and urban schools. His schools were highly effective - while numbers in 

Brisbane state high schools were dropping everywhere, his were overflowing – teachers and students 

wanted to work with him. Pragmatic, visionary, and a classroom and systems thinker - hopefully there are 

other Bob McHughs in other states. Reforming Australian reading instruction will need highly effective 

personnel. 

Government actioning would also work to effectively establish a sense of urgency. Use of a two or three 

year moratorium period in which knowledge on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction 

was to be developed to support Government decision-making, may suit this purpose. Actioning at 

government and systemic levels to create pressure to improve instructional supports of effective reading 

instruction and reading-accuracy instruction might include to 

1. Establish clear definitions of literacy terms and criteria to be used Australiawide. 

2. Establish a nationwide age of school-commencement, and nationwide names for each level.  

3. Put pressure on Australian reading professionals, schools and teachers to  

a. Become knowledgeable on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

b. Actively reflect on the relationship of reading-accuracy and literacy in past decades, at 

present and in the future. 

c. Research the role of reading-accuracy in reading development in Australian schools with 

emphasis on all ten deciles of students. 

d. Review current reading curricula with respect to principles on reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction built from rigorous reading research. 

e. Work together and resolve Reading Wars factionary. 

4. Provide supports for this process: 

a. Funding to schools and reading professionals working on the above areas. 

b. Funding and actioning of effective thorough nationwide professional development on 

reading-accuracy development, instruction and assessment. 

c. Free rigorous assessments of reading-accuracy, language comprehension and reading-

comprehension. 

d. Public transparency of all schools’ class-level reading results, with associated funding:  
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i. Reward funding for schools with improved or high reading achievement. 

ii. Provide conditional funding to schools with continued low achievement. 

e. Incentives for teachers and schools to actively engage in the initiative: 

i. Increased classroom personnel (perhaps teacher aides trained in reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction) as an initial incentive for involved schools 

and teachers. 

ii. Supports in developing curricula or using commercial programs.  

iii. Supports in using reading-accuracy tests. 

iv. Supports in school-research. 

v. Low work intensification as a major aim of the project, e.g., in Queensland, replacing 

the Year 2 Net with a modified simple assessment scheme including appropriate 

reading-accuracy measures.  

vi. Funding incentives to do postgraduate studies in reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction. 

vii. Funding incentives to work at challenging schools. 

viii. (Possibly) funding/recognition incentives for excellence in instruction. 

5. Ensure preservice teacher training includes emphases on graduates  

a. Being flexible, reflective and knowledgeable teachers meeting the many ‘literacy as 

analytical reasoning’ criteria of the Adelaide Declaration on National Goals for Schooling in 

the Twenty-First Century, listed above. 

b. Having strong knowledge on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

c. Having effective educational research literacy including both qualitative and quantitative 

research, thus being able to  

d. Critically read reports of reading research studies. 

e. Conduct simple educational-research studies. 

f. Use standardised and subjective reading-accuracy assessments. 

6. Develop effective structures for Australian educational research, as discussed above. 

7. Revise current national and state assessment measures to include effective reading-accuracy 

measures so they are useful not just for national accountability (macro-level) but are also strongly 

curriculum-based, thus actively guiding instruction at class and student level.   

8. Cease Reading Recovery and reallocate this funding to other reading initiatives.  

In any educational change initiative there would seem great value in the initiative having ownership and 

actioning at multiple levels, including top-down government actioning, bottom-up teacher actioning and 

side-side reflective actioning by reading professionals. Top-down government actioning as listed above, 

coupled with effective professional development programs and incentives would encourage ownership and 

actioning at teacher and school level.  

It would seem likely that the biggest challenge will be achieving side-side actioning - reading scientists and 

mainstream reading academics working together reflectively to develop cohesiveness in developing 

effective instructional supports. Despite the challenge, this would seem crucial, as mainstream reading 

academics are currently highly influential in development of instructional supports, including preservice 
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instruction, and currently they do not have sufficient knowledge on reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction, nor believe this knowledge has any value. The area which will need very careful 

actioning and some top-down government pressure to create a sense of urgency. As in all the suggested 

actions above, but particularly in side-side actioning, it would seem crucial that everything is built on strong 

honesty and integrity as to the aims of the venture.  

 

Conclusion 

There is much that has been inappropriate in Australian reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in 

recent decades. This is a complex problem and complex organisational problems rarely have simple 

solutions.  

There seems to be widespread inadequacy of the instructional supports which support teachers reading 

instruction, including their instruction of at-risk readers. This means there are needs for major reading 

reform in Australia, which will be a very complex undertaking.   

There is a strong duty of care by state and federal governments with respect to the adequacy of the 

instruction they provide to Australians, and thus the instructional supports they provide to the teachers who 

do this instructing. The magnitude of the inadequacies of instructional supports in recent decades would 

thus seem to have significant implications not just for reading reform, but also for the social justice 

deprivation experienced by at-risk readers in Australia since the 1980s who have been denied access to 

appropriate instructional practices.  

With careful reflection and learning, it would seem highly possible to effectively reform Australian reading-

accuracy instruction. 

 

7.6 Implications for Australian reading instruction  
Knowledge built in previous chapters of this thesis on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction for at-risk readers has established that  

1.   Effective reading and reading-accuracy development in at-risk readers is the result of excellent 

classroom instruction, and  

2.   Excellent classroom instruction is the result of effective instructional supports. 

This chapter has explored aspects of Australian instruction and instructional supports which seem to be 

preventing the development of widespread Australian teacher expertise on reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction. Because instructor and organisational beliefs and learning are an important 

aspect of ineffective processes, and achieving of effective change, the exploration has been at two levels: 

single loop exploration of the functional inadequacies of current instructional supports, and double loop 

exploration and reflection on aspects of ideology and factionalism involved in these inadequacies. This 

double loop exploration has worked to establish answers to some of the research questions of this study: 

In what ways do realities of the Whole Language and Skills Development factions differ? 

1. What are the likely mechanisms involved in these two populations of highly educated, experienced academics 

being able to look at the same information yet view it so differently? 

2. What changes in their realities are needed to achieve consensus? 

3. What factors are likely to contribute to the building of an effective bridging reality in which consensus can be 

achieved between the groups? 
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Using analysis of the literature, supported by reflection on encounters I have had relating to Australian 

reading instruction, the chapter has found Australian instructional supports of effective classroom reading 

and reading-accuracy instruction to be inadequate in major ways. There are thus needs for effective reform. 

It is highly unlikely that there are any simple solutions to such long-standing and significant difficulties, and 

effective reforms are difficult to achieve in large organisations. There are thus major needs for careful 

strategic work strongly incorporating principles of effective organisational change.  

The Big Ideas  developed from this chapter are as follows: 

1. There are major inadequacies in current Australian instructional supports of excellent classroom 

reading-accuracy instruction, due to them being built from models which do not align with current 

knowledge on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. These instructional 

supports include  

a. Adult: child ratios for reading instruction. 

b. Preservice instruction. 

c. Systemic documents and curricula. 

d. Professional development on reading. 

e. Reading assessments. 

f. Levels of transparency of assessment results. 

g. Teacher research-literacy and test-literacy. 

h. Reading research establishing principles of effective classroom reading-accuracy instruction. 

i. Current and recent research premises. 

j. Definitions of literacy and reading. 

k. Knowledge levels of education policy makers, understanding of classroom complexity, and 

political decisionmaking. 

8. Efforts to improve reading outcomes should be focussed not on teachers, but on the instructional 

supports which support the building of expert classroom instruction. 

9. Current Australian instructional supports of reading and reading-accuracy instruction do not prevent 

the progress of normal-progress readers, but are highly inappropriate for reading instruction of at-

risk readers. There are strong needs to improve instructional supports them to align with current 

research knowledge and bring reading achievement of at-risk readers up to satisfactory levels. 

10. Current marginalisation of reading-accuracy seems to be the result of Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction having been inappropriately subsumed into current sociocultural models of 

literacy instruction. As a result, the balance of authentic task learning and explicit development of 

skills and knowledge, which is evidenced in other areas of print-literacy, e.g., genre writing, 

handwriting, and reading-comprehension, has not been used in reading-accuracy instruction. 

11. Current instructional supports inappropriately marginalise or omit important research-based aspects 

of effective reading instruction, including 

a. The importance of reading-accuracy instruction. 

b. The role of reading-accuracy as a basis of effective reading-comprehension in readers in their 

first years of reading instruction. 

c. The important role of individual differences in central literacy processing skills (cognitive 

processing) in reading-accuracy development of at-risk readers. 
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d. The value and power of quantitative (empirical) research, as a valuable partner to qualitative 

research. 

e. The value and power of normed standardised tests of reading, as valuable partners to other 

reading assessments. 

12. Because these instructional supports have been inadequate for several decades, there is widespread 

low expertise in the reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction in Australian teachers 

and reading academics. 

13. Divisiveness and factionalism, sometimes termed Reading Wars, seem present among Australian 

reading professionals. If Australian instructional supports of effective reading instruction are to be 

developed, it is important to resolve this divisiveness.  

14. There are strong needs to move away from ideological and factional thinking onto a pragmatic focus 

on achieving high reading achievement not just in normal-progress readers, but also in at-risk readers. 

15. There are strong needs to develop clear definitions and vocabulary on reading-accuracy and reading, 

and their development, difficulties and instruction, to ensure clarity of understanding and 

communication throughout Australia.  

16. There are strong needs for effective professional development on 

a. Reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, 

b. Skills in use of normed standardised tests of reading-accuracy, 

c. Skills in interpreting and using both qualitative and quantitative educational research 

d. Reflection, systems-thinking and organisational learning 

so that reading professionals are appropriately empowered for knowledge generation on reading 

and reading-accuracy, and effective reforms of instructional supports of reading instruction. 

17. It is likely that effective reading reform will be achieved through reflective practice at three levels: 

a. Top-down: Considered decision-making by governments and education systems. 

b. Bottom-up: Teachers working as researchers exploring reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction at school and classroom level. 

c. Side-side: Reading scientists and mainstream reading academics working together 

reflectively to build common understandings, and new directions. 

18. Because ideological thinking is so strong such that others’ opinions are not believed, it is 

recommended that Australian reading professionals, including teachers, reading academics and 

reading scientists, establish for themselves the reality of reading-accuracy’s role in reading 

development, difficulties and instruction through research conducted at school and classroom level.  

It is recommended this aspect of reading research use the framework  

Reading-comprehension = Reading-accuracy x language comprehension + strategies, and focus on 

a. The relationship of reading-accuracy, language comprehension and reading-comprehension 

in reading development and effective reading instruction.  

b. The effect of different strategies for reading of unfamiliar words during reading of authentic 

texts, on reading-accuracy, including whether contextual guessing (language comprehension) 

or phonemic recoding (reading-accuracy) should be students’ primary recoding skill.   

19. It is recommended that a period of up to 2 years be used for knowledge generation and improving of 

school-level reading-accuracy instruction and students’ reading and reading-accuracy levels, prior to 

final government decisionmaking on Australian reading instruction. 
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20. Improving reading instruction is a complex problem such that it is valuable not to attempt ‘quick-fix’ 

solutions. Australian reading professionals need to develop skill in systems thinking, organisational 

learning, and reflection on personal and organisational beliefs and actions as part of achieving 

effective solutions.  

21. It is likely that high transparency of school and classroom reading-accuracy achievement levels, and 

rewarding schools and teachers for effective reading progress, will support development of optimal 

reading-accuracy instruction, benchmarks of optimal reading-accuracy development. 

22. There are strong needs to develop co-ordinated, effective, adequately funded reading research 

focussed on developing optimal reading and reading-accuracy instruction for different deciles of 

readers. 

23. It is proposed that literacy be considered as having two separate aspects, both of which are important 

aspects of students’ learning progress: 

a. Print-literacy, and  

b. Literacy as analytical reasoning, 

The two areas are very different in many ways, such that separate consideration allows strong valuing of 

both areas. 
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8 

The way forward… 
 

This thesis began with a relatively long quote from O'Shaughnessy and Swanson (2000) which succinctly 

summarised the bases, processes, and best practices of reading-accuracy development and instruction. The 

information it contained was important but not new. It seems appropriate to begin this concluding chapter 

with a similarly long quote. This time I am using Judith Rivalland’s (2000) succinct summation of effective 

teaching of reading-accuracy and reading. It says precisely what I might have written - I’ve added 

‘phonological recoding’ to ‘letter-sound correspondences’ below, as that would be my choice of words, but 

the sense is the same. This knowledge too is important but not new (Rivalland, 2000b, pp.1-3):  

Teaching literacy requires highly skilled teachers who have the knowledge, sensitivity and capacity to adapt 

their teaching methodologies to the differing contexts and conditions in which children grow up. What is 

more, teachers need to be able to help children to be literate in ways that are joyous, significant and 

engaging for all children…so that [their] tenuous early steps towards literacy do not become the focus of 

competing interests or tedious and repetitious activities…. 

Planning should provide opportunities for children to systematically participate in activities which will 

engage their interest whilst ensuring 

1. Teacher talk which is clear and precise enough to focus children on what is being learned. 

2. Oral language activities which develop awareness of sounds, listening, speaking, complex oral 

language structures, vocabulary and knowledge about the world. 

3. Comprehension and composition of a range of text forms through teacher instruction, modelling, 

scaffolding and metacognitive instruction. 

4. Systematic practice through engagement with a variety of oral, written and multi-modal texts using a 

range of effective instructional strategies. 

5. Explicit instruction in code-breaking techniques, which include phonological awareness, letter 

recognition, letter-sound correspondences [phonological recoding], and sight word recognition. 

6. Frequent practice in reading aloud to develop fluency and in writing to develop automaticity. 

7. Encouragement of invented spelling to help children develop understanding of phonemes, phonemic 

segmentation and spelling relationships, with strategies to support the move to transitional and 

conventional spelling. 

8. Games and computer activities which will provide practice to support the development of children’s 

‘literacy toolkit’. 

9. Regular analysis of a range of texts to help support children’s understanding of how texts are written. 

10. Critical analysis of texts to look at whose interests are being served by those texts. 

11. Regular assessment to monitor the progress of children, and to help make decisions about ongoing 

teaching. 

12. Regular sustained time for literacy learning…. 

It is relatively easy to describe the ‘toolkit’ that students need to develop in order to become literate. It is 

much more difficult to describe exactly how teachers might enact this balanced literacy curriculum in their 
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different classroom contexts. What we do know is that unless students are engaged in cognitively demanding 

activities (Vygotsky, 1978), it will be likely that some students, for a range of reasons, will not successfully 

develop these literacy resources. The challenge for us as teachers is to plan ways of implementing a balanced 

literacy program which both engages the children and cognitively challenges them, while at the same time 

providing them with sufficient practice to facilitate the fluency and automaticity achieved by effective literacy 

learners. 

While the knowledge in both this quote and the one in the Introduction is long established, and not complex, 

this research journey was nonetheless necessary. For in Australia there has long been a void separating the 

reading and reading-accuracy instruction which current theory suggests should be done, from Australian 

reading instruction used since the 1970s. 

 

8.1 From the past… 
Imagine a whirlwind… 

Status-quo reading practice in the 1960s and 1970s was comfortable but not strongly built - it had no 

awareness that resilience was needed. And when the whirlwind which was Whole Language and 

postmodernism rushed into Australia in the 1970s, that status-quo reading practice blew apart. And when 

the wind stopped, and everything settled, a new world had begun. The reading instruction void began then, 

the result of erroneous assumptions made about reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

It would soon have been bridged had reflection, openness, communication and academic interest 

prevailed… but it was not bridged, and instead grew wider and deeper year by year. The problem was not 

the erroneous assumptions. Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction was new, exciting, and well 

worth investigating, and so much that accompanied it was good. No, the problem was certainly not the 

erroneous assumptions.  

What widened the void was lack of considered reflection. Because of this, much that seemed rubbish was 

poured into the void…and was not rubbish… and has been sorely missed. But absolutes were gone, all 

things were relative, and it was hard to know what was right. First went reading-accuracy – it seemed no 

longer necessary. Then went standardised reading tests, and soon, empirical research. No longer trusted, 

they were soon washed away. And with both the core skill and the means to show its importance then lost 

from usage, only very careful reflection could have stemmed the flood. But academic reflected beliefs had 

become ideological passion, critics had become nonbelievers who could not be listened to with anything but 

a patient smile. And as the void widened, the groups were on opposite banks with no visible means of 

bridging the gap.  

The flood continued…individual differences in cognitive processing were long gone…an insulting way to 

consider children. Throwing babies out with bathwater was in vogue. New initiatives, bathwater, babies, all 

went down. With reading-accuracy irrelevant there was now no point wasting time training teachers to teach 

it… and thus went teacher expertise…unnoticed…the very expertise Whole Language rested on for noting 

children’s needs and providing personalised support…and so the chasm widened. Only distant shouts could 

be heard across the gap…and sounded much like rubbish anyway. Better to smile politely, ignore, and just 

move on.  

And they were on one side, and we were on the other. Sometimes they sent missives …‘the sky is falling, 

the children are drowning’. Sometimes we shot some mud over…had some fun. It was curious really… we 

were all so keen on reading…had the kids at heart…but were so very different. We built our reading 

frameworks on either side of the void. We built up…our structures were amazing. They dug down. Still 

they’d send missives…‘the sky is falling, the children are drowning, your structures have unsound bases, 

feet of clay. Kids can’t read. You’re teaching language…shared, guided and independent language. Teach 

kids to read.’ We laughed…teach kids ‘to read’…how old fashioned. What’s reading anyway…these kids 
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are so literate …it’s great. And what if one literacy is a little weak, if you’ve got so many strong ones. Just 

look at what these kids can do…they are fantastic. And everywhere we looked, we saw thriving children. 

And they loved swimming…maybe ‘drowning children’ come from the same planet they do.  

So we kept building up, and they kept digging down. And their ‘children drowning’ caught on…that’s the 

trouble with rumours…they spread. Manufactured nightmares…literacy crises…old wives’ tales. We’d hear 

it from different sources…from time to time. But then their missives got more frantic…and came not just 

from them, but from some of our folk too. Some of us crossed over, and some went back and forth. Even the 

big guys were catching it and putting pressure on. Two options…build defences or check it out…  

Maybe we could check it out…I’ll read this one. It says, ‘Something sinister is happening. Many children 

try to swim but soon are washed away. Strong swimmers seem fine…in fact, they thrive. Others are 

rescued…they seem to lack skills to save themselves…but many are lost.’  

I suppose…perhaps…and if the big guys are pressuring us…there is a chance that we’ve just been watching 

the good swimmers, and the rescued ones as well. Maybe there are…I suppose…let’s think about this 

before we rush on.  

 

8.2 Perhaps in the future … 
As a practitioner, conducting professional development throughout Australia, I introduce orthographic 

complexity by encouraging audiences to imagine a simpler world of reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction. I use words with the following message.  

‘Let’s examine a best-case scenario. Sit back in your chairs and dream a little. Imagine… 

1. If learning to read was so easy that one-third of students can read when starting school, 

2. And all normal-progress readers read effortlessly after nine months in Grade 1, 

3. So by the end of Grade 1, no attention to reading-accuracy was needed, and the large amounts of ‘spare 

time’ was spent on higher-order thinking and other subject areas, 

4. And if reading-accuracy difficulties were easily remediated, such that perhaps 97% of students read 

effortlessly by Grade 4, 

5. And if reading-accuracy was so easy to teach, that it only took two lectures and two tutorials at university for 

teachers to be expert in reading-accuracy instruction, 

6. And if the spare time at university created by easy reading was spent on building teachers’ skills for 

developing students’ skills in higher-order thinking and other curriculum areas, 

7. And if  there was no need for millions of research articles on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and 

instruction, 

8. Or needs for conferences on reading-accuracy instruction, 

9. Or Reading Wars arguments,, 

10. Or professional development days like this one today on teaching reading-accuracy. 

[I pause at length. Faces register strong humour at this impossible but pleasant scenario.] 

Well, guess what… It happens…. 

[I pause at length again. Looks have changed from humour to incredulity which increases as I continue 

slowly counting countries off on my fingers] …in Finland, Germany, Italy, Iceland, Spain, Austria, Greece, 

Sweden, Korea, Estonia, Albania…and others too.’ 
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We then move on to discussing characteristics of transitional orthographies and the reading-accuracy and 

phonemic awareness development of transparent-orthography students.  

Probably the most important message from studies of transparent-orthography reading-accuracy 

development is that there are huge opportunities available to improve reading-accuracy instruction and 

reading-accuracy development. Before knowing that it is possible for students to master reading-accuracy 

instruction extremely quickly and easily, it was possible to have a vague sense of hopelessness about 

English-text reading-accuracy development. Awareness of transparent-orthography reading-accuracy 

development awakes the possibilities of rapid reading-accuracy development in Australian readers too. It 

raises the bar for what we can aim for, and if others reach it, so can we. Knowledge of transparent-

orthography reading-accuracy development opens a wide range of options for improving English-text 

reading-accuracy instruction. There is knowledge to be found, and much progress to be made. It is an 

exciting future. 

 

8.3 The findings of this study 
I began this research journey, Seeking ways to improve reading-accuracy instruction for Australian at-risk 

readers, using literature review and critical analysis, with strong awareness that a mismatch between task 

cognitive load and student cognitive processing efficiency was a major issue in reading-accuracy 

difficulties, and the likely reason why Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction was inappropriate for 

at-risk readers. I stumbled on reading-accuracy development of transparent-orthography readers in a Time 

Magazine article in a pharmacy (Kher, 2001), and the possibilities and implications of reading-accuracy as 

an easily acquired skill began to unfold. As discussed in the Introduction to this thesis, the study was a 

search for Big Ideas and Franklin-expedition errors. Many Big ideas were unearthed and/or defined in this 

study, and some of them do indicate Franklin-expedition mismatches of logic and reality.  

The questions guiding this study were as follows: 

Questions prompting the study: 

1. With so much research-based evidence emphasising the importance of reading-accuracy, and reading-

accuracy instruction using systematic skill building, why do current Australian reading-accuracy 

instructional supports not include these emphases? 

2. Why do at-risk readers benefit so greatly from highly intense, carefully scaffolded, explicit skills development 

involving decontextualised words and word parts, while the majority of healthy-progress readers seem to need 

little of this intensity? 

Research questions of the study:  

Focus Question:  

What directions towards developing improved classroom reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers in Australia 

are suggested from analysis of the research literature on reading-accuracy development and instruction? 

Second Order Questions: 

1. In what ways do the realities of the Whole Language and Skills Development factions differ? 

a. What are the likely mechanisms involved in these two populations of highly educated, experienced 

academics being able to look at the same information yet view it so differently? 

i. What changes in their realities are needed to achieve consensus? 

b. How well aligned with highly valid research findings are their realities? 

i. Are there gaps in the evidence base underlying each group such that their knowledge base is 

incomplete in important ways? 
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c. Are there inaccuracies in the evidence base underlying each group such that their knowledge base is 

in fact incorrect in important ways? 

d. What factors are likely to contribute to the building of an effective bridging reality in which 

consensus can be achieved between the groups? 

2. What principles of optimal reading-accuracy instruction for at-risk readers are suggested from critical 

analysis of the reading research literature? 

a. What factors are involved in at-risk readers mastering reading-accuracy? 

These questions have been explored at length in the past six chapters. At the end of each chapter, key 

findings which are highly relevant to seeking directions towards improved Australian classroom reading and 

reading-accuracy instruction have been identified as Big Ideas. The Big Ideas developed in the thesis are 

grouped here as the findings of this study: 

1. Reading-accuracy is a vital skill in development of literacy and academic skill. Mastery of fluent 

reading-accuracy is possibly a gateway skill impacting students’ opportunities for success in school 

and life. 

2. Reading-accuracy is a Core Literacy skill, a mechanical skill akin to handwriting and spelling 

accuracy, one which empowers authentic literacy skill development. As with other mechanical 

skills, reading-accuracy requires explicit instruction, i.e., instruction which teaches children to read.  

3. While integrally involved in all aspects of print-literacy, reading-accuracy development is also a 

curriculum area distinct from other aspects of literacy, including reading-comprehension. 

4. There is insufficient knowledge on reading-accuracy achievement of Australian readers, and it is 

important to gather data on current levels of achievement. 

5. A revised Simple Model (Hoover & Gough, 1990), reading  

Reading-comprehension = Language comprehension x Reading-accuracy + Text strategies,  

provides a useful frame for situating reading-accuracy in the Australian context. 

6. Reading-accuracy is marginalised in major ways in current Australian reading instruction. This is 

extremely inappropriate, given reading-accuracy’s vital role in the reading development of at-risk 

readers.  

7. There is a need to develop shared knowledge and vocabulary which includes reading-accuracy and 

reading-accuracy instruction as part of reading and reading instruction, and is strongly aligned with 

the findings of rigorous reading research. 

8. There are strong needs to include effective normed standardised assessments of reading-accuracy in 

Australian reading instruction and research. 

9. Given Australia’s strong performance in international studies of reading, it is highly likely that 

aspects of Australian reading and literacy instruction other than reading-accuracy instruction, such 

as written expression, reading-comprehension, and analytical reasoning, are highly appropriate and 

indeed excellent. It is also likely that older at-risk readers with weak reading-accuracy skills are 

unable to optimally benefit from this excellent instruction, because of their reading-accuracy and 

secondary motivation difficulties.  

10. English orthographic complexity is an optional cultural choice, which strongly impacts literacy 

development. It delays reading-accuracy, phonemic awareness, and written expression, and must be 

accommodated in theories of reading and reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. 

It creates broad national disadvantage as well as individual disadvantage. 

11. English orthographic complexity makes reading-accuracy a complex skill with continuing high 

cognitive load in the early states of reading-accuracy development. It is likely that the 
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disadvantaging of English orthographic complexity is through this continuing high cognitive load of 

reading-accuracy development. 

12. Students’ central literacy processing skills, cognitive processing skills including phonological 

awareness, working and long-term memory and metacognition, create different levels of self-

learning capacity, which must be accommodated in effective reading instruction. 

13. Prior to knowledge on crosslinguistic differences in reading-accuracy development, it was assumed 

that reading-accuracy is a simple skill, acquired relatively effortlessly when children engage in 

meaningful reading. This erroneous assumption has strongly impacted Australian instructional 

supports of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction for the past three decades. 

14. The models underlying current systemic reading instruction erroneously assume that reading-

accuracy is a simple skill, acquired relatively effortlessly when children engage in meaningful 

reading. In reality, it is a highly complex task, particularly for at-risk readers. This erroneous 

assumption has strongly impacted Australian instructional supports of reading-accuracy 

development, difficulties and instruction for the past three decades. 

15. Many models of reading development and instruction for at-risk readers currently used in Australia 

have assumptions which are not supported by rigorous reading research. 

16. It is likely that reading development in the first years of schooling is best explained by interactive 

models of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction which emphasise reading-

accuracy as a core skill of reading-comprehension and the importance of individual differences in 

central literacy processing skills, and include the role of student experiential factors and supports of 

authentic reading such as contextual cues. 

17. It is useful to consider the process of reading-accuracy as phonological recoding which is defined as 

the recoding of both familiar and unfamiliar words from their written (orthographic) form to their 

spoken (phonological) form through phonological processing of diverse lexical units including 

single letters, letter groups, syllables, and whole words.  

18. There are strong needs to build knowledge of the role of reading-accuracy development in the 

reading development of different deciles of Australian students, and in student groups at different 

stages of reading development.  

(It is considered that reporting findings in terms of deciles of students rather than group averages, in 

order to build knowledge related to all levels of readers, including gifted, normal-progress, at-risk, 

and severely delayed readers.) 

19. There are many useful principles of effective reading-accuracy instruction which should be part of 

teachers’ professional knowledge (These are summarised in Section 6.3).  

20. Reading-accuracy development is a complex task, with continuing high cognitive load, thus 

effective reading-accuracy instruction includes both ‘explicit-skills instruction’, and ‘metacognition-

instruction’. It is suggested these terms be used as shared vocabulary.  

21. Effective instruction benefits by having clearly defined benchmarks, goals which students reach by a 

set point in time. 

22. Reading-accuracy should be a benchmark skill to be acquired at benchmark by perhaps 97% of 

Australian students. As such, students will differ not by achieving benchmark progress but by the 

intensity of instruction required to support them to achieve benchmark progress. 

23. Effective reading-accuracy assessments minimise teacher work intensification and are curriculum-

based, providing useful information which supports planning of instruction of the ‘next steps’ of 

students’ reading-accuracy development.  
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24. Satisfactory reading and reading-accuracy achievement is the result of effective classroom reading 

instruction. 

25. There are strong needs to build greater understanding of variables impacting classroom complexity 

which impact effective teaching and learning. 

26. There are major inadequacies in current Australian instructional supports of excellent classroom 

reading-accuracy instruction, due to them being built from models which do not align with current 

knowledge on reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction. These instructional 

supports include  

a. Adult: child ratios for reading instruction. 

b. Preservice instruction. 

c. Systemic documents and curricula. 

d. Professional development on reading. 

e. Reading assessments. 

f. Levels of transparency of assessment results. 

g. Teacher research-literacy and test-literacy. 

h. Reading research establishing principles of effective classroom reading-accuracy instruction. 

i. Current and recent research premises. 

j. Definitions of literacy and reading. 

k. Knowledge levels of education policy makers, understanding of classroom complexity, and 

political decisionmaking. 

27. Efforts to improve reading outcomes should be focussed not on teachers, but on the instructional 

supports which support the building of expert classroom instruction. 

28. Current Australian instructional supports of reading and reading-accuracy instruction do not prevent 

the progress of normal-progress readers, but are highly inappropriate for reading instruction of at-

risk readers. There are strong needs to improve instructional supports and to align with current 

research knowledge and bring reading achievement of at-risk readers up to satisfactory levels. 

29. Current marginalisation of reading-accuracy seems to be the result of Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction having been inappropriately subsumed into current sociocultural models of 

literacy instruction. As a result, the balance of authentic task learning and explicit development of 

skills and knowledge, which is evidenced in other areas of print-literacy, e.g., genre writing, 

handwriting, and reading-comprehension, has not been used in reading-accuracy instruction. 

30. Current instructional supports inappropriately marginalise or omit important research-based aspects 

of effective reading instruction, including 

a. The importance of reading-accuracy instruction. 

b. The role of reading-accuracy as a basis of effective reading-comprehension in readers in their 

first years of reading instruction. 

c. The important role of individual differences in central literacy processing skills (cognitive 

processing) in reading-accuracy development of at-risk readers. 

d. The value and power of quantitative (empirical) research, as a valuable partner to qualitative 

research. 
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e. The value and power of normed standardised tests of reading, as valuable partners to other 

reading assessments. 

31. Because these instructional supports have been inadequate for several decades, there is widespread 

low expertise in the reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction in Australian teachers 

and reading academics. 

32. Divisiveness and factionalism, sometimes termed Reading Wars, seem present among Australian 

reading professionals. If Australian instructional supports of effective reading instruction are to be 

developed, it is important to resolve this divisiveness.  

33. There are strong needs to move away from ideological and factional thinking onto a pragmatic focus 

on achieving high reading achievement not just in normal-progress readers, but also in at-risk readers. 

34. There are strong needs to develop clear definitions and vocabulary on reading-accuracy and reading, 

and their development, difficulties and instruction, to ensure clarity of understanding and 

communication throughout Australia.  

35. There are strong needs for effective professional development on 

a. Reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction, 

b. Skills in use of normed standardised tests of reading-accuracy, 

c. Skills in interpreting and using both qualitative and quantitative educational research, 

d. Skills in reflection, systems-thinking and organisational learning, 

so that reading professionals are appropriately empowered for knowledge generation on reading 

and reading-accuracy, and effective reforms of instructional supports of reading instruction. 

36. It is likely that effective reading reform will be achieved through reflective practice at three levels: 

a. Top-down: Considered decision-making by governments and education systems. 

b. Bottom-up: Teachers working as researchers exploring reading-accuracy development, 

difficulties and instruction at school and classroom level. 

c. Side-side: Reading scientists and mainstream reading academics working together 

reflectively to build common understandings, and new directions. 

37. Because ideological thinking is so strong such that others’ opinions are not believed, it is 

recommended that Australian reading professionals, including teachers, reading academics and 

reading scientists, establish for themselves the reality of reading-accuracy’s role in reading 

development, difficulties and instruction through research conducted at school and classroom level.  

It is recommended this aspect of reading research use the framework  

Reading-comprehension = Reading-accuracy x language comprehension + strategies, and focus on 

a. The relationship of reading-accuracy, language comprehension and reading-comprehension 

in reading development and effective reading instruction.  

b. The effect of different strategies for reading of unfamiliar words during reading of authentic 

texts, on reading-accuracy, including whether contextual guessing (language comprehension) 

or phonemic recoding (reading-accuracy) should be students’ primary recoding skill.   

38. It is recommended that a period of up to 2 years be used for knowledge generation and improving of 

school-level reading-accuracy instruction and students’ reading and reading-accuracy levels, prior to 

final government decisionmaking on Australian reading instruction. 

39. Improving reading instruction is a complex problem such that it is valuable not to attempt ‘quick-fix’ 

solutions. Australian reading professionals need to develop skill in systems thinking, organisational 
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learning, and reflection on personal and organisational beliefs and actions as part of achieving 

effective solutions.  

40. It is likely that high transparency of school and classroom reading-accuracy achievement levels, and 

rewarding schools and teachers for effective reading progress, will support development of optimal 

reading-accuracy instruction, benchmarks of optimal reading-accuracy development. 

41. There are strong needs to develop co-ordinated, effective, adequately funded reading research 

focussed on developing optimal reading and reading-accuracy instruction for different deciles of 

readers. 

42. It is proposed that literacy be considered as having two separate aspects, both of which are important 

aspects of students’ learning progress: 

a. Print-literacy, and  

b. Literacy as analytical reasoning, 

The two areas are very different in many ways, such that separate consideration allows strong 

valuing of both areas. 

 

8.4 The challenge: Creating the present 
The past has not been healthy for the reading development of Australian at-risk readers. The future offers 

enormous potential for developing effective reading skills in all readers, not just normal-progress readers. 

The challenge is how to ‘create the present’ so that we arrive at that future we want to reach, and not just 

take wrong turns, expending much effort in the process.  

It is likely the most effective way forward lies in careful reflection, and resolution, not revolution. That 

reflection needs to be by reading professionals of many different backgrounds and perspectives. The roots 

of the reading instruction we build must be grounded deep in rigorous research, not ‘rigorous research’ by a 

definition accepted only by one group but rigorous research accepted as valid by all. Status quo reading 

prior to Whole Language had not established its roots. When submitted to close scrutiny, Whole Language 

reading-accuracy instruction, as opposed to Whole Language principles of engaged learning, may be found 

to have no roots at all. It may be kept in place by strong status-quo reasoning, ideology and false 

consciousness, as discussed in Chapter 7 (Foster & Harman, 1992; Sargent et al., 1997).It slipped in through 

its strong association with powerful Whole Language principles of engaged learning, and through this 

strong association, is strongly owned. With no adherents aware that it wasn’t the answer to reading 

difficulties, all problems solved, it seemed to fit changing models of reading instruction. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, Freire’s Brazilians ‘seemed’ to read without banking pedagogy reading instruction; Italian 

children were reading extremely well ‘seemingly’ through empowerment from wonderful Kindergarten 

instruction – they had no need of reading readiness, or years of reading instruction.  

So along with principles of engagement which rightly gain current status, Whole Language reading-

accuracy instruction slipped unnoticed into current sociocultural and critical literacy, and multiliteracies 

models of reading instruction, the only literacy ‘learned through absorption, no skills development needed’. 

Whole Language reading-accuracy instruction is flawed in major ways, and needs to be moved past. Not 

revolution, but resolution…keeping what is good, and adding research-based practice to fill the gaps. 

Australian reading instruction can be likened to a crystal with many facets. Some facets are finely honed, 

but the many facets of reading-accuracy development, difficulties and instruction are still rough and in need 

of refinement. Different people have different expertises, and can work intently on specific facets. But the 

work must be co-ordinated, with all facets honed, or the crystal will be spoiled. Teachers and teacher-

expertise can work some facets, mainstream reading academics work others, and reading scientists work 
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others…these terms are not needed, as we are all reading professionals, working together. And the balance 

is kept by considered reflection, all of us working together building mutual respect and harmony. No sense 

of pulling back so we are all average. Not compromise either, but working forward for the best we can do, 

balanced by reflective practice and collaboration. 

When paradigms have no rigorous basis, it seems likely that there are times when objective reflection can be 

more powerfully used (See Figures 8.1 and 8.2). These diagrams depict  

1. The rise and fall of unreflected reading initiatives, and indeed any unreflected paradigm change 

(Figure 8.1). 

2. The rise and maintenance of effective reflected change initiatives maintained through ongoing 

openness to new knowledge and considered reflection (Figure 8.2). 

 

Figure 8.1. Cycles of paradigm change and potential for reflection leading to effective balanced instruction 
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Figure 8.2. Potential for considered reflection from multiple perspectives leading to rigorous balanced 

reading instruction, effective for all learners 

 

As a new paradigm emerges, it can be examined, scrutinised and refined by different people using different 

perspectives, working separately and together. With careful work by all concerned, the current and new 

paradigm may be evolved into effective reading instruction for the long term, kept in place not by status 

quo, but by continuing improvement, analysis and rigour (Figure 8.2). The strongest rigour is undoubtedly 

successful reading achievement to benchmark level, by all deciles of readers, not just normal-progress 

readers.  

When Whole Language emerged (Paradigm 2, i.e., P2) in the 1970s, and confronted status-quo reading 

practices of the time (P1), after the initial flurry, there was a zone of high potential for objective reflection. 

It was not used and P1 was lost, baby and bathwater. Literacy instruction was then fully Whole Language – 

Whole Language was the dominant paradigm. When sociocultural models of reading instruction emerged 

(P3), careful reflection would have kept what is valuable in Whole Language and changed what was not. 

Instead sociocultural models (P3) became dominant, and Whole Language (P2) was cast out – the term 

‘Whole Language’ is now used only by reading scientists, not mainstream reading academics, teachers, or 

curriculum documents. Full replacement without consideration from multiple perspectives meant 

sociocultural reading-accuracy instruction unwittingly continued Whole Language reading-accuracy 

instruction, this instruction currently being unreflected but passionately and ideologically defended if 

criticisms occurred. From reading-accuracy perspectives, Paradigm 3 (P3) is perhaps a combination of 

sociocultural models, multiliteracies and literacy as analytical reasoning.  

A new paradigm of Australian reading instruction is now emerging. It has many vocal participants. We do 

not know what it will be like. With very careful management, openness and inquiry, we can achieve the 

optimal future of Figure 8.2, perhaps with print-literacy, literacy as analytical reasoning, and subject 

English clearly and comfortably defined and working cohesively. Without careful management, it is easy to 

read the future – it will be our usual achievement cycle (Figure 8.1). 
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Minister Brendan Nelson’s address to the first meeting of the Committee of Inquiry into the Teaching of 

Literacy (Nelson, 2004) in December, 2004 was refreshingly pragmatic, and reflects the spirit of honest 

appraisal needed for achieving effective reading and reading-accuracy instruction for all readers including 

at-risk readers. It seems appropriate to finish this thesis with his words inviting Australians to create the 

future. 

Kevin Wheldall and Max Coltheart and his colleagues who wrote me a letter back in April, 

are concerned that they way in which we are teaching reading is not based on best evidence. 

That’s disputed by an equal number of eminent experts in the field, but my real concern is 

that – I ask myself why is it, that 50 years after Slim sings about Trumby [dying because he 

couldn’t read the ‘Poison’ sign at the waterhole], why is it that I can go to places in this 

country, not to remote Aboriginal communities, sure I go to them and I can find 8 or 9 kids 

out of 10 that are like this, but why do I go to inner suburban cities like Sydney and find 

children that cannot read a word. After five years in the education system, they can’t read a 

word, not a single word. I get very emotional about this sort of thing. I’m determined to try 

and do something about it. There are challenges. As you know, the Federal Government does 

not run a school or employ a teacher. Some days that’s a blessing, some days it’s a curse. By 

and large the teaching profession needs great credit to be given to it for everything that it 

does, often in spite of Governments, not because of them. But I’m determined to try and get 

to the heart of what is actually happening in schools.  

We will also be determined.  
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